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FORElWIORD 

The Panel of Economists was set up by the Pl~g Commission in January; 
1955 to advise the Commission on problems connected with the preparation of the 
Second Five Year Plan. The constitution of the Panel is as follows :-

I. Dr. A. K. Das Gupta, Professor of Economics, Banaras University. 
2. Shri M. L. Dantwala, Member-Secretary, Research Programmes Committee, Planning 

Commission. · 
3· .Shri B.~ N. Datar, Director, Labour and Employment Division, Planning Commission. 
4· Prof. D. R. Gadgil, Director, Gokhale School of Economics and Politics. 
5· Dr. B. N. Ganguli, Delhi School of Economics. 
6. Pror.' L. C. Jain, Professor of Economics, Saugor tJ niversity. 
1· Shri J. V. Joshi, Executive Director, Reserve Bank of India. (Resigned in July 1955·) 
8. Dr. R. Balakrishna, Professor of Economics, University of Madras. · 
9. Prof. D. G. Karve, Director, Programme Evaluation Organisation, PJannin~ Com-' 

mission ; later Chairman, Village and Small-scale Industries Comminr-
IO. Dr. D. T. Lakdawala, Professor of Economics, University of Bombay. 

' I 1. Dr. B. K. Madan, Economic Adviser, Reserve Bank of India. 
12. Dr. S. K. Muranjan, Principal, Sydenham College of Commerce, ~h~y; now· 

Member, Tariff Commission. 
13. Prof.]. P. Niyogi, Professor of Economics, University of Calcutta. 
I4. Prof. V. R. Pillai, Professor of Economics, University ofTravancore. 
I5. Dr. K. N. Raj, Professor of Monetary Economics, Delhi School of Fcnw:lmics. 
16. Dr. V. K. R. V. Rao, Director, Delhi School of Economics. 
17. Shri D. S. Savkar, Director of Banking Research, Reserve Bank of India. . 
I8. Dr. S. R. Sen, Economic and Statistical Adviser, Ministry of Food and A2riculture, 

Government of India. . 
I9. Prof. B. R. Shenoy~ Professor of Economics, University of Gujarat~. -r:. 
20. Prof. C. N .. Vakil, Director, School of Economics and Sociology, -University -of 

Bombay. · 
21. Shri J. J. Anjana, Chief, Economic Division, Planning Commi:ssion ; Secr<P.taty ofthe 

Panel. ' · 

2. The first meeting of the Panel was h~ld on January 28 and 29, 1955 at which 
various basic issues relating to the preparation of the Second Plan were considered. 
Econometric studies* prepared at the Indian Statistical Institute were also review
ed broadly at this meeting. Following these discussions," a Standing Committee 
was constituted. This Committee decided at its meeting in early March that mem
bers of the Panel undertake certain studies urgently with a view to assisting the 
Planning Commission in the preparation of the Plan Frame to be issued in April 
1955. In view of the time schedule of the Planning Commission, these paoers had 

*These are being published by the Institute in a separate volume. 



to be sent in by the end of March. In pursuance of this decision, members of the 
Panei and economists in Government and at the Reserve Bank prepared a number 
of papers. These are· reproduced in Sections· III to VIII in this volume. 

3· Section I of this volume gives the Memorandum prepared by the Panel at 
its meetings on April 8, 9 and 10, 1955 and the Note of Dissent sent in by Prof. 
B. R. Shenoy. The Memorandum sets out, in the light of the papers placed before 
the Panel, the conclusions reached on issues relating to (i) the size of the :t:::l Five 
Year Plan, (ii) structure and content of the Plan, and (iii) policy and ;nstitutional 
aspects of the Second Five Year Plan. The two papers given ;n Section II constitute 
a 'frame' for the Second Five Year Plan. These were placed before the Panel at the 
meetings mentioned above and the Memorandum represents the broad reactions 
of the members of the Panel to the proposals contained in these two documents. 
Sections III to VIII reproduce, as mentioned earlier, the various papers, sui .. ably 
grouped together, which the Panel considered. It needs to be stated that the papers 
published here were prepared within a very short time-about four weeks-and 
were submitted for use as a basis for discussion on the respective subjects rather 
than as finished studies. · 

4· It may also be mentioned that the Economists' Memorandum is an attempt 
to express in brief compass the consensus of views among a group, whose individual 
members cannot be assumed necessarily to subscribe unreservedly to every single 
statement made in it. It will also be understood that the statements or views, ex
plicit or implicit, contained in individual papers do not in any way commit or carry 
the approval of the institution, offiCial or non-official, to which the writer or group 
of writers belongs. 

5~ It is regretted that the publication of these papers has been delayed on ac
count of the pressure of other-no less urgent-work with the Press. , ' ' . 

New Delhi, 

21st October, 1955· 

C. D. DESHMUKH, 
Chairman, 

Panel of Economists, 

Planning Commission. 
-~ 
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I. MEMOilANDUl\f OF THE PANEL OF ECONOMISTS 

AND NOTE OF DISSENT BY PROF. B. R. SHENOY 



fHE SECOND FiVE YEAR PLAN 

Basic Considerations Relatinl to the 
Plan Frame 

A MEMORANDUM PREPARED 

by 

THE PANEL OF ECOONOMISTS, 

PLANNING COMMISSION 

Aprilzo, tgsJ 



Dear Mr. Chairman~ 

New Dclhlt 
April IO, I953~ 

In submitting the accompanying Memorandum, we would like to point out that the time 
at our disposal did not permit us to make an exhaustive study of the numerous papers placed 
before us both by our colleagues and by others nor to have a full and thorough discussion of 
the numerous issues involved. We regard this Memorandum as an interim document~ pending 
fuller study on several points we have only briefly touched upon. We hope that we shall have 
occasion later to go into greater detail on some of the items included in this Memorandum .. 
In the meanwhile, we have given our best possible consideration to the various questions . 
connected with the Plan-Frame that we could within the time at our disposal, and the Memo
randum that accompanies this letter represents the broad consensus of opinion reached at our 
meetings. One of our colleagues, Prof. B. R. Shenoy, has differences of opinion.on some 
points and proposes to submit a separate note as soon· as possible. 

SHRI C. D. DBSHMtJKH, 
Chairman, Panel of Economists: 
New Delhi. 

Yours sincerely 1 

D. R. GAOOm. 



. THE· SECOND 'FIVB YEAR. PLAN 

'BASIC CONSIDERATIONS RELATING TO THE PLAN FRAME 

.The Panel of Economists had its third session on the. 8th,' 9th -and :roth April to consider 
the·main issue£·.relating to the preparation of a pJan..,.frame. The issues grou~d themselves 
under three broad heads :-

.. (I) SizC of the Second Five yea; Plan; 

· (II) Structure and content of the Plan ; 

'(Ill) Policy and institutional implications of the plan-frame proposed. 

These questiot;ts were considered by the Panel in the light of a large number of papers-about 
forcy-received from its members, and also in the light of the papers prepared by the economists 
and statisticians in Government 1llld the Reserve :Bank and the Indian Statistical Institute. 
This memorandum sets out the main conclusions reached by the Panel on these issues.* 

I. 'SIZB OP THB ~PIAN 

2. The Panel subscribes to the view that a bolder. plan for the second five-year period is 
both necessary for dealing with the large problems of poverty and unemployment and under
employment and feasible in view of the momentum gained during the First Five Year Plan. 
The Second Five ·Year Plan must not only provide for a more rapid increase in aggregate 
national income ; it must make an advance toward 'the declared goal of a sqcialistic pattern · 
of society. It is important, in other words, to secure simultaneous and balanced progress in 
the direction of raising living standards, increasing employment opportunities and reducitig · 
economic and social inequalities. The prohiem, therefore, is not merely one of stepping up 
the rate of investment in the economy-though that is necessary and important i but of securing · 
an optimum increase of production lll)d employment together with a wider measlire of social· 
justice. A bolder plan "is, obviously, not merely a bigger plan ; it must be one which is moti
vated by a bolder economic and social philosophy. Necessarily, it calls for a much greatc::r 
effort and contribution by all classes of the community and presents a ~uch greater challenge of 
organisation and administrative achievement. The Panel also wishes to emphasize the fact 
that clear decisions on the policy and institutional 'implications of a bolder plan are essentiai 
at the very outset if the several objectives and targets are to be realised. 

3. The question of the size of the Plan may be ronsidered with reference to the order "ot: 
increase in national income (or production) on the average which should be aimed· at during 
the second plan period, the employment objectives which should be borne in view and the 
resources which could be available for th~ financing of the Plan. · 

* Shri J. V. Joshi was not present at the meetings at which this Memorandum was prepared. 
He dces not, therefore, associate himself with the views expressed in the Memorandum •. 
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4- We consider that the Second Five Year Plan should aim at securing an increase in 
national income of about 25 per cent in the course of five years. If allowance is made for 

· favourable monsoons the increase in national income during the period of the first plan is likely, 
on the basis of figures upto 1953-54, to be of the order of 12 to 13 per cent. The rate of 
increase proposed to be aimed at in the second plan period is thus roughly double of that 
attained during the first plan. We have observed the rates of increase in the national inoome 
of other countries over different periods and consider that, given a determined bid to put forth 
a maximum measure of effort, this rate of increase can be attained. It is clear that if such a 
big advance in the rate of increase of national income is to be achieved, a considerable stepping 
up of the tempo of development is indispensable. That the higher average rate proposed for 
the second p~ is, however, not unattainable is indicated by the mounting scale of the 
development effort from year to year_, as judged by the rate of investment, during the first 
plan pepod. . . 

S· The rate of increase in national income aimed at is partly set by the employment 
objectives. The Planning Commission has indicatied to the Panel that the Plan must provide 
for a creation of new opportunities for gainful employment for at least the additions that will 
take place to the labour force in the five-year period a~ a result of the increase in population. 
The minimum new employment target must, therefore, be the absorption of 9 to 10 million 
workers. Considering that, in addition, some at least of the existing under-employed have 
to be given fuller employment, the employmen(target of Plan has, in fact, to be higher. 

6. We may, in this connection, stress a few salient p'Jints regarding the present occupa
tional structure. Agriculture and cottage industries together account for about 75 per cent 
of the working force and carry a large amount of excess manpower. There is, therefore, 
little hope of any substannal absorption of the new increases in the labour force in these lines. 
New opportunities of the order of ro or 12 million jobs hav.! thus to be created on a base 
of some 3o-4o million of the existing labour force employed in the secondary and tertiary 
sectors. The Plan has to provide for substantial investment in heavy industry, but such 
investment is by nature capital intensive; it cannot absorb large numbers of workers. 
It is noi possible in the short period to bring into being a new employment structure which 
would afford stable job opportunities on an adequate scale. It is necessary at this stage, there
fore, to increase the opportunities for revolving employment in construction and public works 
activity and so to plan this activity that it leaves behind, through additions to. the society's 
productive equipment, a significant amount of permamnent employment. Simultaneously, 
through programmes aimed at maintaining and increasing the demand for simpler types of 
labour intensive industries, the scope for durable employment in the field of industrial pro
duction may also be expanded. 

. 
1· For raising national income by some 25 per cent over the five-year period, invest:ment 

in the economy will have to be stepped up from the present level of about 7 per cent of national 
' income to about 11 per cent by the end of the next ptan period. This is not too high a targer. 

l;>ut it is fairly ambitious. It implies , on an average a 5() per cent stepping up of the rate of 
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investment and hence of savings (except to the relatively small extent to which resources from 
abroad can be obtained to supplement domestic savings). In terms of the total volume of in
vestment the next Plan would have to provide for about double the investment in the first Plan. 
We should like to stress that the effort involved in this increase is considerable, and will strain 
the economy a very great deal. 

8. We have reviewed broadly in this context the papers placed before us b~ the official 
economists on estimates of financial resources for the Second Plan. The papers bring out 
clearly the fact that considerable fresh taxation will be necessary even for ensuring that tax 
revenue maintains its present share of about 7 per cent of national income. Given the order 
of the proposed plan, however, we think that something like 9 per cent of national income 
will have to be directed into the national fisc in the form of total taxation, if deficit financing is 
to be kept within safe limits. We consider that the estimates of the likely receipts from public 
borrowings and small savings are capable of being realised, with the necessary drive. 

fi. We wish to stress in this connection the need for full and sp~edy implementation of 
the recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission for mobilising the resources needed 
for development. Our present tax structure is not such as to ensure even a proportionate increase 
in tax receipts as national income goes up. What is needed, however, is more than this
an increase in the proportion of national income that becomes available to the public sector. 
The meas~res reccommended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission for a widening and deepen
ing of the tax structure have, therefore, to be implemented expeditiously, and tax administra
tion has to be strengthened to enable it to cope with the additional work and effectively to 
minimise evasion. We note, however, that the Taxation Enquiry Commission in framingits 
recommendations, proceeded on the assumption of a total size of the next Plan for the public 
sector (viz. Rs. 3,500 crores) which was significantly smaller than is now proposed (viz. Rs. 
4,300 crores) on a fuller consideration of the objectives of increasing production and employment. 
Even if the scope for deficit financing is now assessed some-what less rigorous~~ the higher 
order of the proposed Plan compared to what the Taxation Enquiry Commission assumed indi
cates the large measure of fiscal effort that would be required beyond the recommendations 
of the Taxation Commission, if significant inflationary effects are to be avoided. An urgent 
summary review of the measures necessary to step up the tax effort iS, therefore, ne&;ssary. 
When the plan-frame is adopted and a clearer picture is available of the extent and composi
tion of the increases in national income that are likely to take palce, the tax measures that would 
be appropriate to the increase in production could be worked out more precisely. An analysis 

f of the investment structure of the tentative plan-frame, to which we refer in more detail in the 
\next section of this memorandum, indicates that much the largest p.art of increase in ~ndustrial 
'production would occur in producers' goods and small-scale cottage industries, neither of which 
/would significantly expand the base of existing direct or indirect taxes in the period of the Second 
Plan. Owing to the employment-bias of the other components of the plan, too, the largest 
short-term increase in incomes would be in the form of wages of workers on construction and 
public works, including irrigation projects, or of agricultural producer-S. This emphasises the 
great difficulty of increasing tax proceeds ~ess a fundam~ntal revision in some current concepts 
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that underlie the tax system is accepted. One of these concepts relates to the exemption of 
essentials from the scope of an important part of commodity taxation. When so large a measure 
of effort is necessary to increase the proportion of tax revenues to national income, which has 
remained so obstinately static, one cannot escape the logic of the fact that the mass of con
sumption is by the mass of the people. Unless this bears a somewhat higher burden of taxa
tion, no perceptible change in the stubborn ratio of public revenues to national income can be 
achieved.· We wish to endorse, in particular, the recommendation of the Taxation Enquiry 
Commission to the effect that Article 286(3) of the Constitution may be amended to remove 
the present exemption of articles "essential to the life of the community" from the scope of 
State sales taxation. Simultaneously, measures to secure a practical ceiling on incomes 
through a steepening of taxes on income and wealth, including estate duties, become an im
perative necessity. A revision of the price policy of important public enterprises with a 
view to obtaining a larger surplus as a contribution to the resources for economic development 
is.similarly required. Besides, the general increase in rates of direct and indirect taxation that 
will be involved in the considerable stepping up of tax effort will be part of the challenge to 
aclministrative efficiency that the big development effort for putting through the next Plan 
'entails. 

10. The extent to which recourse may be had to deficit financing will determine the 
·magnitude of the' efforts through alternative means of mobilising resources for the financing 
of the Plan. In an economy in which planned development is being undertaken a part of 
the expenditure in planned development is being currently or within a short time reflected 
in increase in current production. There is, therefore, an increment in total production 
against which it is possible to increase money supply within the community. No close and 
invariable relation as to the desirable measure of increase in money supply with increase in 
production can, however, be postulated, especially in an economy which is neither fully integ
. rated nor fully monetise~ as the Indian. Even so it is reasonable to state that with a constantly 
increasing level of national income an addition to money supply may not only not have infla

. tionary consequences, but may be required to prevent a decline in prices which may lead to 
distress and. distortions in the economy. 

11. Deficit financing is thus not necessarily always dangerous ; it is the timing and mag
nitude of it that is of crucial importance. Deficit financing undertaken while the economy is 
already under inflationary pressure, or in such volume as will rapidly generate inflationary 
effects, has to be avoided. It appears to us that at the present there is no general inflationary 
pressure in the economy. We do not, therefore, see any danger in undertaking deficit financing 
in a limited measure at the beginning of the second five year plan period. For a year or two, 

· deficit financing at a rate of Rs. 200 crores or so is safe-and even necessary. But, conti
nuous deficit financing on this scale for a number of years is certain to generate inflationary 
pressures. A bolder plan with an emphasis on employment and heavy industry has inevitably 
a large inflation potential. We should like at this stage to caution against any tendency to 
undue optimism as regards the extent to which the use of deficit financing may avoid the awk
ward necessity of a deliberate endeavour to mobilise resources, as a result of the apparently 
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large budgetary deficits of recent years not having produced adverse consequences. Firstly, 
the deficits have not been as large as originally envisaged in budget proposals. Secondly, 
there has been an unexpected-if not entirely adventitious-increase in food-grains production. 
It is impossible to forecast the total national and international economic situation at . this stage. 
We cannot therefore say with certainty that the situation will remain equally favourable· through
out the plan period. The undertaking of deficit financing may itself change the situation un- ; 
less counteracted by a rapid pace of development or by international conditi~ns. We feel it 
necessary to suggest, therefore, that the strictest watch be kept on the situation. · Any indi-. 
cation that inflationary pressures are developing must be met by timely and suitable action 
to keep it under check. We do not suggest that the plan should be changed immediately 
some inflationary signs are observed. The immediate step would be to take appropriate action to . 
keep inflation in check and have elaborate plans ready for the event of a further .increase in. 
infiatlonary pressure. These plans may involve imposition of financial and physical controls, 
and if there is no readiness to face this possibility, deficit financing would not be safe. It 
would be equally necessary at the same time to re-examine the financial plan to see whether 
it is not possible to increase the resources available to government in other directions. On. 
the whole, we do not recommend deficit financing of a larger extent than that indicated by the 
figure of Rs. 1,0::>::> crores for five years and are of opinion that the situation in this regard 
should be kept under watch and should in any case be re-examined at the end of the second year 
or at the midpoint of the plan period. · 

12. The pattern of investments in the Second Plan indicates that a very considerable 
increase in imports of capital equipment and machinery will be necessary. This will un
doubtedly entail a heavy strain on the balance of payments. Such estimates as are available 
of the foreign exchange financing of the Plan indicate that foreign assistance to the tune of over 
Rs. 6oo crores will be required for the plan period, if a draft on foreign reserves is to be avoided. 
In our opinion, foreign reserves should be kept for unforeseen emergencies or as a safeguard 
against miscarriage of calculations and not committed to any significant extent in respect of 
planned expenditure. " 

II. STRUCTURE AND CONTENT 

13. We have considered the size of the Plan in the previous section and indicated the 
measure of the effort for mobilising the resources required for the purpose. It is now 
necessary to examine the Plan from the point of view of its structure, the pattern of investment 
it contemplates, the effect it will have on employment:, and the kind of relationship that it 
postulates between different sectors of the economy for the purpose of securing internal con- . 
sistency. 

14. Broadly speaking, it is the intention of the Plan to maximise employment and capital 
formation, and increase consumption, consistently with the magnituqe of the suggested overall 
increase in national income by 25 per cent over the five-year period.· Obviously, we want to 
make the greatest possible impression on unem~loy~ent and under-employment in the country, 
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but the employment provided must be such as not only to lead to an increase in national income 
, by 25 per cent, but also to see that the increase is distributed in such direction as to lead to 
' the desired quantum of increase in both capital goods and in consumption goods. Without 

the former, there can be no real increase in productivity or in the capacity for further and 
accelerated growth in the economy ; without the latter, there will be no inunediate change in 
the level of living, no incentive or enthusiasm for popular effort, and every danger of the 
emergence of inflation and a consequent breakdown of the progranune for developrr.ent. 
We must therefore make an appropriate division between saving and consumption from the 
additional incomes generated by the Plan. Having done this we have to see that the invest
ment outlay not only leads to the desired increase in consumption goods and services, but 
also to such increases in capital goods and services as will not only be consistent with the neecs 
of consumption goods industries but also lead to an increase in productivity, facilitate the growth 
of capital equipment from domestic resources, and make for an accelerated growth in the 
output of consumption goods in subsequent Plan periods .. 

15. Let us first take up the question of investment. The tentative Plan-Frame con
templates an investment outlay of Rs. 5,6oo crores during the five-year period tcgether with 
current expenditure by Government of Rs. 900 crores on development services, the latter figure 
being exclusive of the level of development expenditure expected to be reached at the end of 
the first Plan period. The broad pattern of the proposed investment outlay of Rs. 5,6co crores 
is visualised as under :-

Allocation of Net Investment in the Economy 

Rupees crores Percentage 
of total 

1. Agriculture and Community Development 
(including irrigation and flood control) • 950 17"1 

2. Power 500 8·9 
3· Transport and Communications 900 16•1 
4· Industries and Mining (incl. -small-scale) 1400 25'0 
5· Construction (houses, shops, ·schools, hospitals, 

· etc.) 1350 24'0 
6. Stocks and Miscellaneous • 500 8·9 

TOTAL 56oo IOO•O 

16. We are generally in agreement with the investment pattern outlined in the preceding 
table. We are obviously not in a position to comment on the technical accuracy of the actual 
figures given under each head of investment ; in fact, this cannot be determined except through 
a process of detailed examination at the technical level of the individual projects included in 
the investment outlay and we presume this will be done by the Planning Commission during 
the coming months. But the greater weight that the investment pattern assigns to industry 
and mining has our full approval. 
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17. In saying this, however, we do not want to underestimate the importance of agriculture 
in our economy. Agriculture will for long remain the most important economic activity of 
our people ; and without an adequate supply of food and raw materials, there can be no economic 
development. But there is no denying the fact that the first Plan has laid a solid base for the 
development of agriculture, and while a part of the large increase that has taken place in 
agricultural production is due to favourable weather, a part is certainly due to the creation of 
better facilities for increasing production. The Second Plan continues the process and is 
designed further to strengthen the agricultural base of the economy. But the .very develop
ment of agriculture beyond a certain stage requires the development of non-agricultural 
activities, specially of industry, not only for providing markets for the increased a~ricultural 
produce but also for providing the supplies of industrial consumer goods which alone can pro
vide the incentive for increased agricultural production. Moreover, the· expansion of 
agriculture needs more equipment and industrial goods like fertilisers, for which larger 
investments are required in the industrial sector. We would therefore emphasise that the greater 
importance proposed to be attached to industry in the Second Plan is not in: opposition 
to agriculture but is only a complement to the same designed not only to bring about a balanced 
growth of the economy but also to facilitate the expansion of agriculture and, even rr..ore 
important, reduce the surplus population on land and raise the level of living of those left in 
agriculture. The economy needs both an agricultural base and an industrial base ~ these are 
not in conflict but are really complementary, and, beyond a certain initial stage of development, 
the growth of one conditions and facilitates the growth of the other. Hence the greater priority 
assigned to agriculture in the First Plan and that proposed to be assigned to industry in the 
Second Plan. All the same, we would underline the importance of maintaining and expanding 
agricultural production in the Second Plan period. There should be no feeling ofcomplacency 
on the agricultural front because of the currently easy position in regard to foodgrains. Every 
effort must be made to step up the production of food-grains and raw materials, and a suitable 
proportion of the investment contemplated in the Second Plan, especially in the field of heavy 
industry, must be linked with this objective ; and there should also be b1;1ilt up during the 
period sufficient reserves of foodgrains and essential raw materials that will give stability to 
the economy and prevent sudden falls in the pace of its general economic development. 

18. We note that the tentative plan-frame gives high priority to what are known as heavy 
industries and that consumer goods do not figure prominently in the investment pattern. 
The explanation for this lies predominently in the fact that a high capital-output ratio is assumed 
in the case of both factory consumer goods and consumer goods emerging from the small-scale 
and village industries sector. In the case of factory consumer goods, the full utilisation of 
excess capacity is expected to lead to a considerable increase in the volume of output without 
any significant increase in the volume of fixed capital ; in the case of non-factory consumer 
goods, labour is more important than capital equipment and the capital-output ratio is expe~ed 
to be much more favourable than in the case of the organised. industrial sector. It may be 
added that the investment in consumption goods industries,· both factory ~d non-factory, 
though small in amount as compared to that in the so-called heavy industries, is nevertheless 
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designed to bring_about an increase in output of about 25% (20% in factory consumption 
goods and 33% in non-factory consumption goods) during the Plan period. A great 
deal of special effort will be required to achieve this objective, especially in the field of 
organisation; and this is not going to be easy. We shall revert to this subject before the end 
of this section. 

19. The important place assigned to power, transport and communications is also a part 
of the same scheme for bringing about not only a balanced development of the economy but 
also to endow it with the capacity for self-propelling and accelerated growth. Economic over
heads involve heavy investment ; but they yield rich dividends in the form of making 
possible an all-round expansion of the economy ; and there can be no denying the need for 
assigning an important place to these heads in the investment programme contemplated for 
Second Plan. 

20.· The Plan also assigns a great deal of weight to construction, the bulk of which is 
really of the nature of investment in fixed capital for economic and social overheads and which 
must be taken in conjunction with the contemplated increase in the annual expenditure on social 
and allied developmental services of about Rs. 100 crores in the Second Plan period as com
pared to the level expected to be reached in the last year of the First Plan period. Social over
heads have a dual purpose ; on the one hand, they represent investment in human capital and 
promote an increase in productivity ; on the other hand, they represent an end-product in 
.themselves and bring about a direct addidon to consumption services and thereby promote 
;~ rise in the level of living, which is after all the final objective of planning. Hence it is that 
there is always a special pressure exerted for stepping up the level of expenditure on social 
overheads in terms of both investment outlay and current expenditure. There is also the 
further complication in the case of our country that the basic levels of remuneration of many 
of those engaged in the supply of social overhead services are below reasonable standards and 
there is therefore strong pressure for using available funds for raising these levels rather than . 
use them for expanding the supplies of these services. There is no simple answer to the 
questions raised by this problem. All that we can say is that a certain minimum level of 
expenditure on social overheads is an essential condition for economic development, while 
further expansion of this expenditure is a concomitant of the growth of this development. 
We may express the same thing in a different way by saying that both investment and expendi
ture. on social services must become increasingly important with every successive Plan period. 
For the purposes of the Second Plan period, we are satisfied that the level assigned to this 
cat~gory m the investment programme is as far as we can go, taking into account the resources 
available and the need for building up our economic overheads, though we cannot certainly 
express ourselves as satisfied with the position in absolute terms. Thlt is really no more than 
saying that the economic development contemplated in the Second Plan period is no more 
than a second stage in a long journey the end of which will be reached only after many more 
Plan periods. There is no point in acting a~ if we have reached the goal before we have 
gone even half-way towards it. 

21.- It will be noticed. that. the pattern of investment outlay set out in this s::!ction. as3igns 
an important place to stocks. We have already explained the importance of holding enough 
stocks of foodgrains and essential raw materials in order to facilitate the smooth functioning 
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of the development programme and provide some insurance against the risks due to 
possible failures of the monsoon or other interruptions in supplies. We woUld only urge 
in this context the importance of undertaking and completing as quickly as possible the scheme 
for licensed warehouses recommended by the Rural Credit Survey Committee.· 

22. In considering the structure of the Second Plan, it is even more important to con
sider its employment aspect. It needs no saying that our major problem is ~me of the un
employment and under-employment. In the urban areas, besides· the severallakhs of persons 
seeking employment through the employment exchanges, there are others who have not 
registered themselves ; and in addition, there is a considerable volume of under-employment 
and disguised unemployment prevalent among those who are shown as occlipied in small 
industries, trades, and miscellaneous services. In the rural areas, the findings of the Agri
cultural Labour Enquiry reveal the presence of a considerable measure of both unemployment 
and under-employment among agricultural labourers ; the same is also true of rural artisans 
and workers engaged in miscellaneous services. There is also the undoubted presence of 
under-employment and disguised unemployment revealed by the vast numbers of the so~ 
called earning dependents who, by definition, do not earn enough even to sustain their own 
m'lintem.nce. Then there are the cultivators of small and uneconomic holdings among 
whom there is a great deal of disguised unemployment. Among the estimates that have been 
placed before us, the lowest shows that leaving out the problem of disguised unemployment 
and under-employment among the cultivators, about 34 lakhs of people are wholly unemployed 
and there is a volume of under-employment equivalent to 49 lakhs of man years ; the major 
portion of the incidence of both being found in the rural areas. In addition to all this, there 
is the problem of employment created by the annual additions to the labour force· estimated 
at about 1 · 8 million resulting from the normal growth of the population. The problem is 
indeed of enormous dimensions ; and it would be too much to expect that it can all be solved 
within the Second Plan period. AU the same, an attempt has to be made ; and it has to be 
as big as our resources can permit. The tentative Plan-frame visualises th;:t about 10 to 12 

million people will find employment during the Plan period, the . investment .. pattern being 
specially designed to make this possible. It must be pointed out that the figure. mentioned 
above does not refer to jobs as such in the sense of work on wages or salaries ; a part will un
doubtedly be jobs of this type ; bu.t a part will be in the form of employment opportunities that 
will enable so many more self-employing workers to obtain their livelihood. Even as it is, 
the number of self-employing workers is much larger than that o( hired workers ; and the 
position is not likely to undergo a material change during the Second Plan period. 

23. It is expected that a large number of workers will be employed in construction, which 
includes constructional activity of various kinds, including those required for both economic 
and social overheads. There is also some likelihood of increase in the number of workers in 
mining and in the organised as well as the hand sector of industry. Employment opportuni
ties particularly for self-employed workers, are expected to g~ow. in the se~ors of trade and 
miscellaneous services largely. as a result of the increase in economic activity resulti.r)g from 
the Plan, while paid employment for hired workers will increase largely in the sphere of public 
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administration and social services. Incidentally, this is also expected to eliminate the growing 
unemployment among the educated classes in the country. 

24. The p~ttern of employment opportunities visualised above rests to a large extent on 
the ability of the system to organise the labour force in the country, while the achievement 
of the targets set forth in regard to industrial consumption goods rests upon the ability to 
organise the sector of small industries and hand trades in the country. Both these involve 
large problems of organisation and unless these are successfully tackled, it would be difficult 
to implement the Plan either in respect of its employme~t or its investment programme. Too 
much emphasis cannot therefore be laid on the task of reorganisation, which is practically the 
king-pin of the success of the Plan ; and much more attention needs to be paid to this aspect 
of planning than has been done so far. 

25. The other important problem is one of organising the supply of labour for whom 
jobs are to be found in the Second Plan period. Theoretically, the existence of a large volume 
of unemployment and the substantial additions that are made to the labour force every year 
by the growth of population should perhaps make such organisation unnecessary. In actual 
fact, however, labour in India has a great deal of lack of mobility as between rural and urban 
areas, and as between different States. It also suffers a great deal from lack of training either 
in skills or even in disciplined or regular hours of work. There is also the further fact, so 
glaringly revealed by the finding of the Agricultural Labour Enquiry and the National Sample 
Survey rounds, that large sections of the working force in rural areas obtain either wages or 
incomes much below the national average ; and social justice demands that this class, which in 
a way is the most exploited class fn the country, is given the first chance to improve its condition 
when new jobs are being created in the country. Moreover, the incidence of distribution of 
this class is unevenly spread over different parts of the country and social justice demands that 
sp!dal attention is directed to what may be called the distressed areas in the country as dis
tinguished from other areas which are better off, though in absolute terms their condition is 
no matter for satisfaction either. In view of these facts, a suggestion has been made for the 
organisation of a National Labour Force, recruited from the classes which at present have 
either little or no income and particularly from those areas where the incidence of economic 
distress is comparatively high. 

26. This proposal might be likened in its effect to that of the continuous recruitment in 
the army during war. The agricultural labourers, small farmers, etc., are not employed all 
round the year. The experience of war has shown that provided full time employment 
at reasonable rates is available comparatively large numbers of adult male3 from such areas can 
be released full time and are fully mobile for employment. If it is possible to make use of 
such a labour corps in particular aspect <'f the general programme of development a number 
of advantages may arise. Firstly, it will withdraw significant numbers from labour in the 
coun~ryside and thus relieve the unemployment and under-employment situation in many parts. 
Secondly, it will create a mobile force which can, as in the army, be fully trained in a variety 
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of skills required for purposes of the development plan. This training may have an importan 
civic aspect also. The labour force may form a revolving body from which suitable recruits 
can be obtained for new and growing scattered townships and centres of industrial and other 
activity. We suggest a careful examination of the proposal to organise a National Labour 
Force. 

27. We would emphasise special attention being paid in planning of all works programmes 
to areas which are backward in any way, e.g., where communications are poor, climatic or 
other conditions unfavourable, the economy largely unmonetised, agriculture insecure, the 
standard of living low or which are inhabited by aborigines or other similar classes. These 
areas not only require the works programm~s but also specially need the employment oppor
tunities offered by them. We take it that when this attempt is made at deliberately opening 
or developing th~ backward tracts the economic, cultural or other adverse effects of the process 
will be gaarded against in advance. ' 

28. It is also important to provide a positive policy for the stimulation of additional 
employment opportunities for self-emp toyed persons, particularly in view of the fact that 
the major portion of the additional employment visualised in the Plan is in tWs field. In tWs 
connection, we would recommend the development of a large number of small towns widely 
distributed over different parts of the country into industrial townsWps with planned provision 
for small-scale and light industries. Unlike the townships for refugees that had been set up 
without due care for their employment potential, the towns proposed for development should 
be selected after the most careful enquiry undertaken by competent persons, in each region or . 
locality and after most careful examination of the raw materials, markets, and other relevant 
factors in the region. There was a good analogy for tWs in the trading estates that had. been 
set up in England in the post-depression period, and they could well be set up in the first instance 
in the community project areas and National Extension Service blocks. Thus, a new link 
could be established between the rural areas and the urban areas, and what is called urbanisation 
would not only increase employment in the country but also add to its regional spread~ promote 
regional self-sufficiency, encourage a fruitful inter-change between rural and semi~urban areas, 
and take economic development into the regions wWch need it the most, viz:, rural India. It must 
be emphasised, however, that these industrial townsWps in rural India will have to be planned 
from below and cannot come from the top. Planning of small scale industries, consumption 
goods industries, and processing industries involves the intelligent cooperation and participa
tion of many thousands of people and can only be undertaken at the district level; the Centre 
can help with finance and technical aid, but the initiative and the planning must come from the 
people of the districts and regions concerned in the country. · · 

29. Finally, there is the question of the relation between small-scale ·and large-scale 
industries in the field of consumption goods. As we have already pointed out, every attempt 
should be made to bring about the fullest possible utilisation of exiSting capadty in the fac
tory consumption goods industries but we do not contemplate, for the Second Plan period 
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at any rate, any significant increase in their installed capacity. This is not only because we 
want to concentrate our scarce resources of foreign exchange and essential mat':!rials on the 
setting up and expansion of the heavy industries and economic overheads ; but also because 
we want to provide more employment opportunities for those who are already engaged in the 
small-scale and cottage industries and find employment for the new additions that are being 
made to the labour force every year; Hence the emphasis on smrul-scale and cottage indus
tries in the Second Plan. 

30. The fact remains, however, that these hand industries are technically inferior and 
cannot obviously face unaided the competition of factory industries. At the same time, the 
needs of development with its accent on increased productivity cannot be reconciled with a 
continuance of the present inferior technical level of the existing hand trades. It is therefore 
necessary to have a Common Production Programme that will provide a secure market for 

· the products of these industries and at the same time provide for gradual improvement of tec
niques and skills among their workers. Details of such a programme will need careful working 
out, but it can be stated at this stage that there will have to be organised on a regional and a 
national scale co-operative and other forms of organization for the supply of raw materials and 
finance and for the marketing of finished products of the workers engaged in hand industries. 
A beg4ming will also have to be made in setting up a special sales organisation for these indus
tries. At the same time, every attempt will have to be made to set up increasingly efficient 
norms of work, and facilities and incentives provided for reaching these norms. All these im
ply a tremendous challenge to the organisational talent of the country ; and on the degree of 
success with which this challenge is met will depend the success of the whole scheme of a 
socialistic pattern of society, with employment for all and decentralisation and wide distribution 
of both economic activity and economic advantages. We cannot emphasise too strongly the 
important, almost the crucial, place whi~h this occupies in the Second Plan. A successful 
solution of this problem together with the setting up of the economic and social overheads 
including heavy industries envisaged in the Plan will make possible much faster and larger 
development in the next Plan period. 

31. To sum up, the structure of the Plan that is visualised for the Second Plan period 
provides for increased capital formation and also for increased consumption. It emphasises 
the importance of economic overheads and heavy industries in creating the base for larger and 
faster economic development in subsequent years. It underlines the need for looking after 
employment and sets out a pattern of decentralised and small-scale economic activity that will 
not only deal with the problem of unemployment and of growing numbers but also with that of 
creating a socialistic pattern of society that can function within a democratic set-up and recon
cile development and increased productivity with individual initiative and a large and fair 
field for all small units of economic activity. The structure that we have outlined cannot come 
by itself. It needs organisation for being brought into existence ; and in it lies a challenge to 
the organisational talent, of our people. 
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III. POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

32. In this part of the memorandum we consider the regulatory and institutional set-up 
required to implement the Plan. We assume as basic the social philosophy appropriate to 
Indian federal democracy progressing towards a socialistic pattern of society. In terms of 
economic organization and activity we interpret this as denoting the following salient charac
teristics. A society composed chiefly of small decentralised units of economic activity in 
which the increase in scale required in any activity is brought about. chie;fly thrqugh mutual 

• co-operation, horizontal and vertical, and in which centralization and very large-scale operation 
are resorted to only to the extent necessary to derive appropriate advantage from modern tech
nology. In such a society the role of the State assumes the following forms in the main : 
(i) Central planning, direction and conduct of economic activity to the extent necessary for 
rapid economic development and increase of welfare ; (ii) State assistance and participation 
in the formation and conduct of cooperative units ; and (iii) State action to eliminate 
or to counter the effect of the continuance of privilege or the exercise of monopoly power. 

33· In considering the exercise of state authority we start with t)J.e assumption of a 
continuance of the existing forms of regulation and control of economic activity .. In the · 
context of this report, the most important of these are capital issue control, the regulation of es
tablishment, location and operation of certain types of industrial units, control over the iffi
ports of capital goods and consumer goods, control over the allocation of products like cement 
and steel, control over the exports of selected commodities. The only recommendation we 
would make in relation to existing regulations is that the fullest coordinated use be made of 
them for a proper and detailed implementation of the Plan. It is also assumed that legislation· 
will shottly be enacted which will more adequately regulate the activities of public companies, 
and in particular to deal with the problem of managing agency and the concentration of econo
mic power that it creates in the private sector. 

34· We do not suggest any radical departure from the Industrial Policy Declaration of 
1948. In fact, the sphere of State activity indicated in that resolution will be more fully covered 
as a result of investment in this Plan. It may also be found necessary, during lne plan period 
to include within the public sector some activities closely related to the present declared scope, 
such as, basic minerals. The proper organisation of coal production in ~he country and conser
vation and utilisation of coal resources may also require including that industry in the publie 
sector. Similarly, the special importance that will now be attached to production of small 
establishments will make it necessary to include not only the generation but also the distribu
tion of electric power fully within the public sector. While we do not recommend any signi
ficant extension of the public sector beyond the terms of policy accepted by Government, we 
must make it clear that there is ,no objection in principle to such extension. In fact, the limit
ing factor is one of being able to cope with the administrative burden that would result from 
such extension. The cost of compensation may also have to be considered. If, however,. 
during the course of the Plan period, circumstances become either more favourable from the 
administrative point of view or if it is found that opportunities for monopolistic or quasi
monopolistic exploitation are increasing in the private sector, there should be no objection to 
a further extension of the public sector. State trading in exports of jute, for example, was 

'·· 
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recommended many years ago by a representative committee consisting of administrators, 
businessmen, etc. In view of the peculiar position of these exports and the methods of 
training in them, it is worth examining again whether State trading in jute should not be 
undertaken. 

35· We are not in a position to make specific recommendations at this stage, but we would 
certainly emphasise the need for Government ·to examine each possibility of extension of the 
public sector in any important activity where, because of the policy under the plan or other 
factors, a group of producers or traders are reaping special advantages. 

36. While we do not suggest in the near future any general extension of the public sector, 
it would, certainly, be necessary for implementing the plan to extend the scope of the regula
tory regime in particular directions. Thus confining to hand industries all increases in con
sumption goods during the Second Plan period will make it necessary to extend the operation of 
licensing legislation to include even processing activities. The best way of dealing with the 
situation would be for all State Governments to bring within licensing and regulatory legis
lation such establishments carrying out the processing and preparation of primary products 
and the production of consumer goods as are not ·covered by the existing Regulation of 
Industries Act. 

37. A number of other regulations on consumption goods industries will follow from 
the common production plan for machine and hand industries in particular spheres. The 

. division .of market between machine and hand industry is sought to be maintained today 
- in the case of cloth production by a system of excises and subsidies on the one hand and 

reservation of fields on the other. The principle of reservation may not be so easily appli
cable to all industries and in their case a comparatively stable relation between prices of hand 
and machine products could be maintained only through excises and subsidies. There may 
be doubts whether these purely fi~cal measures will prove successful ; and if these doubts 
were justified, other measures may be required to implement effectively a common production 
programme. In any case, the organisation of increased production through hand industry 
will require considerable effort in distribution of supplies of technical and financial assistance 
to the dispersed producers and the collection and sale of their product. This would be 
largely done through co-operatives and as problems encountered will in part, be similar to 
those dealt with by the Rural Credit Survey Committee in the case of agricultural production, 
the same expedients could be used in this case as well. In relation to technical guidance, 
and purchase and sale, the problems of cottage industry may, however, be different and more 
difficult. Bringing about increased production through this agency will therefore require 
as we have already mentioned, very considerable organisational effort in the plan period. Any 
failure in this effort will create a difficult situation. On the one hand, there may be shortage 
of production by hand industry through inability of co-operatives to organise production or 
to carry out sales of products and their distribution. And, on the other, there may be pro
fiteering by producers and traders in that situation. If such a situation arises, it may be 
necessary for the State to intervene and to consider the possibility of State trading of products. • 
In the initial stages of the organisation of this production it may, however, be wiser not to 
undertake State trading in this sphere. 
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38. As the spheres common to machine and hand industry will cover a large number 
of consumption goods in general use, the prices and supplies of goods over this large sphere 
will have to be constantly under State observation and regulation. In a number of important 
producers' goods, such as cement and steel, the existing allocation controls will continue, and 
price controls could be imposed if necessary. This leaves mainly the prices of agricultural 
goods for consideration. In the present context, the stability of agricultural prices has 
special importance. Already Government have announced their intention and readiness 
to put a floor to prices of some agricultural products. Gdvernment's ability to do this effec
tively depends on their having a operative system which extends to all parts of the country. 
From this point of view, an early implementation of the recommendations of the Rural 
Credit Survey Committee regarding warehousing, processing and marketing of _agricultural 
produce is of the utmost importance. It is only the setting up of the warehouse~, etc., re
commended by the Committee that will put the State in a position to meet emergencies. We 
recommended that the warehousing system should be used by the State for purchase and sales 
of buffer stocks of agricultural commodities not only for the purpose of dealing with any sharp 
falls in agricultural prices such as we are witnessing today but also with the objective of pre~ · 
venting any sharp seasonal fall or rise in prices. Need for action in this regard may arise either 
in all co:nmodities all over the country or only in an individual important commodity in parti
cular regions. Such a system of buffer stocks will not only serve the limited purpose of evening 
out seasonal fluctuations but would come in useful and serve even larger purposes if the occa~ion 
arises. For example, the system could be put to use in case of an adverse monsoo~ or a: 
sharp inflationary rise in prices. 

39· The Government of India has taken an important policy decision recently by its 
announcement regarding creation of a State Bank of India through mitionalisation of the 
Imperial Bank and certain other State associated banks. We welcome this decision and 
strongly recommend its early implementation in full. It is of the utmost importance to bring 
into existence as early as possible a State Bank of India operating over the whole of the country 
at the level envisaged by the Rural Credit Survey Committee. The regulation of'"activities.in 
the sphere of banking and through banks may have considerable importance in the planning 
effort. For this purpose early implementation of the policy announced recently is an im-
portant and essential step forward. ' · · 

40. The inevitably increased importance of the public sector in economic activity makes 
the problem of increasing its efficiency of vital importance to the success of planned develop
ment. Thuugh it is not correct to say that the efficiency of the public sector today is necessari
ly below that of the private sector, it is clear that in itself, it is not too high and further that it 
could with considerable advantage be greatly increased~ No definite pattern of organisation of 
units in the public sector has yet been evolved in India. There is not enough experience in 

• the matter, neither has any particular type shown definite success. We have no bias in favour 
of any particular type of organisation and feel that considerable research and experimentation 
on the operation of different types of units in the public sector will be extremeiy worthwhile. 
The ex~erimentation need not be confined to purely public organisations but may well be 
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ex-tended to public-cum-private organisations where the State holds full ultimate control and 
uses the private agency as a partner and as the agency :of management. The general efficiency 
of administration is equally important consideration which requires equal attention. 

41. We may draw attention to a danger that is inherent in the type of mixed economy 
we have viz., unless adequate care is taken the slowest ship may set the pace of the convoy and 
inefficient units may get undue protection. The question of incentives and disincentives 
should be, therefore, very carefully studied and adequate and effective measures taken. 

42· The State partnered co-operative seems now to be generally accepted as the most 
important type of orgimisation in the future of economic development in India. Observation 
of its development, adaptation and success for various types of activities and in various con
texts is, therefore, of great importance. 

43· One of the gravest obstacles to undertaking a ~ore ambitious programme of develop
ment in most directions today is the general stat\! of unpreparedness of our society for the 
effort in most directions. · The most important feature of this are lack of trained personnel 
and of suitable organisations. The first lack is felt in all aspects of development of social 
welfare or related activities. Teachers, doctors, technicians of ~ kinds are found to be in 
short supply the moment any large expansion is contemplated. But even more important is 
the organizational backwardness. This is experienced in every sphere. It is felt in the ad
ministrative structure, its efficiency and its capacity to carry out additional responsibilities ; 
it is experienced in local governmental authorities ; it is seen in the lack of established and 
effective pattern for conduct of economic activity in the public sector. These difficulties arc· 
patent today in attempted development along established lines. They are felt all the mor• 
keenly when orientation of the economy, on the now agreed lines of decentralised self-em
ployment or co-operative activity is attempted. The manifold advantages of such an orga
nisation can be reaped only when the large work it involves by way of distribution of supplies 
and collection of product, of storage a.t"ld finance, of technical guidance and administrative 
supervision is efficiently organized and carried out. The creation of such organisation is an 
immense national task without whose accomplishment the proper development of agricul
ture and rural industry in particular will be well-nigh impossible. One of the reasons why in 
our opinion we cannot aim higher today is this lack in many directions.. One of the most im
portant tasks of the next five year plan must, therefore, be to remedy this grave handicap and 
defect. The energies of government and of all constructive workers in the country must be 
turned in this direction so that at the end of the plan period the economy and the society will 
be in a position to take a much greater step forward and to achieve a rate of development 
which would not only be bold but spectacular. 

44· We riow tum to consideration of policies which are not only important for the exe
cution of the Plafl but are also important as indicating the determination of the State to pro
gress towards the socialistic pattern. The first set of policy decisions to be considered in 
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this regard are those relating to land reform. The content of this programme has by now . 
been fairly clearly determined. It consists mainly of four measures ; consolidation of hold- · · 
ings which has an important bearing on productive efficiency in agriculture, operation of the 
ceiling which makes available land for redistribution to landless labourers without unduly 
lowering the size of any unit, the floor to holdings which makes it impossible for units smaller 
than of certain size to be cultivated as indepndent farming units, and co-operative farming 
which would bring in all such uneconomic units into farms large enough to be uperated effi
ciently. The content of the land refol1l.l programme has already been announced and has 
raised wide expectations throughout the country. The announcement has also had some 
adverse effects on the situation through the action of landholders, through evictions and the. 
like, to safeguard their interests in anticipation of the policy. It appears to us of the most 
urgent importance for the State Governments all over the country to recognise certain basic 
principles of action in regard to all the four constituents of this programme, to formulate de
finite policies of action at as early a stage as possible and to implement them. The best course 
as well as the most logical, of course, is to bring the whole programme into operation simultane
ously. The operation of the floor raises~ however, certain difficulties, apart fro~ the practi.:. 
cability offorming quickly an enormous number of co-operative farming societies. The 
difficultis are related to the extent of employment that is available in the economy. Similar 
difficulties however do not attach to that part of the programme that relates to the imposition 
of a ceiling on holdings and the consolidation of scattered holdings. We recommend there
fore that immediate steps be taken to impose a ceiling on agricultural holdings and. redis
tribute the land thus released to landless labourers. We also suggest that action be taken 
in regard to consolidation of holdings without delay. As early as possible when enough ex
perience has been gained in the country-side regarding operation of other co-operative effort 
and when adequate employment has been generated, the other two features of the land reform 
programme shcmld be put into operation. 

.... 
4 5. The operation of the ceiling and redistribution of land to the landle~~ will bring 

about considerable lessening of inequality in rural society. The acceptance of the idea of a 
ceiling on land must lead, in our opinion, logically to the acceptance of the parallel concept of a 
ceiling on all personal incomes for the urban and industrial sectors. This has been already 
mentioned by the Taxation Enquiry Commission and we feel it vital that a policy announcement 
regarding this be mad~ in the Second Five Year Plan of Government. Two other recom
mendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission we would endorse for immediate action 
towards lessening inequalities. These are : (a) a steepening of the estate duties and (b) 
imposition of the Capital Gains tax. We expect an appreciation of the values of all kinds of 
property because of the operation of a plan of development and feel it necessary th~t the above. 
steps be taken anhe beginning of the period of a bold plan. It may, fUrther, be useful to con
duct enquiries into increase of land values in urban areas and the spread in levels of salaries. 
In case of the latter, we would recommend the inquiry not to be cocllned to salaries of officials 
but to embrace within it salaries (and total spending power) of indiViduals in private business 
also. 
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46. Lessening of inequality is a two-fold process. One of its aspects is the lowering of 
unduly large incomes. An equally important or, perhaps in the long run the more important, 
aspect is that of increasing or making more secure the incomes of the poorest. In this con
nection, we would welcome greater progress, wherever possible, in the standardisation of 
wages and fuller implementation of the Minimum Wages legislation in the country, due re
gard being paid to the effect of wage increases on employment. Both should reduce the 
total range of differentials in wage payment. It is not possible at this stage to recommend 
any general social security schemes which would have wide application, or would materially 
lessen insecurity of incomes. We would, however, recommend exploration of the possibilities 
of the State offering life insurance schemes widespread throughout the country. In the 
absence of measures of social security as such, we must look to the fullest extension of social 
service expenditure for doing something in this behalf. However, if this expenditure is really 
to result in lessening inequalities and in materially improving the conditions of the most dis
advantaged, special care must be taken by the State authorities to see that it is deliberately 
routed and administered in such a manner that its benefit, in the largest measures, go to the 
poorest, the most disadvantaged and the most insecUre classes. 

47. We have dealt so far with some of the policy implications of the size and structure of 
the Plan, as prescribed in the " Frame " for the Second Plan period. What we would empha
size in conclusion is that unless these policy implications are duly considered, and rapid and 
effective action taken thereon, the chances of successfully implementing t:ither the size or 
structure of the proposed Plan will be seriously jeopardised. Even if the different parts of 
the Plan are fairly well balanced and the size of the effort involved is not beyond the country's 
capacity, it would be wrong to entertain optimistic expectations merely on the technical sound-

. ness of the targets proposed. Behind these targets, there are, initially major assumptions 
regarding the capacity of the country and especially of Government to put through the pro
gramme as proposed. For these assumptions to materialise, a big organisational effort will 
be called for. Planning does not mean merely a programme of large investment, especially 
not when the ob)ective is not merely an increase in output but also the creation of a socialistic 
pattern of society. It is only when there is a firm legislative and administrative base that it is 
possible to think in terms of doubling the rate of progress in the Second Plan period, of in
-::reasing capital formation, of raising levels of living, and providing the machinery for accel
erated development in the future. We cannot therefore emphasize too strongly the importance 
of facing up boldly and without hesitation the legislative and administrative implications 
of a bigger and a bolder plan. The Second Five Year Plan is a challenge to the nation. It 
requires effort and substantial efforts at that and on a large and organized scale. It requires 
austerity and restraint on the part not only of those whose incomes are high but even of those 
whose incomes are not so high. What is required is a national effort and a national effort can 
be forthcoming only if it is clearly visible to the people that there will emerge from it a new 
and desired type of society. Hence it is that we lay so much emphasis on the policy impli
cations of the Plan-Frame that has been placed before us. 
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THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

A NOTE OF DISSENT ON THE BASIC CONSIDERATIONS 
RELATING TO THE PLAN FRAME 

I am unable to subscribe wholly to the views of my colleagues on (1) the Size of the Plan, 
(2) Deficit Financing as a means of raising real resources for the Plan, and (3) certain Policy 
and Institutional Implications of the Plan Frame. I may set out, briefly, my views on these 
~~. . 

I. SIZE OF THE PLAN 

2. The Plan Frame is built on the basis of a 25 to 27 per cent increase in the national 
income in five years. The targets of production in the several sectors, which corres
pond to this rise in income, would require an increase in net investment (or savings) from 
6'75 per cent of the national income in 1955-56 to 10'95 per cent in. 196o-6i. This rela
tionship yielded a figure of a total net investment of Rs. 5,600 crores in five years ; Rs. 3,400 
crores of this expenditure would be in the public sector and Rs. 2,200 crores in the private 
sector. 

3· The total developmental outlay corresponding to a net investment of Rs. 3,400 creres 
in the public sector would be Rs. 4,300 crores. Adding to this an expenditure of Rs. 4,500 
crores outside the Plan, the total outlay of the Centre and the States would be Rs. 8,800 crores 
in five years. The Plan Frame proceeds to finance this expenditure in the following man-
ner :-

1. Revenue and other current Receipts at the current rate of 8 · s% 
of the national income 

2. Railway surplus . . 
3· Loans and Small savings 
4· Foreign assistance . . . . • • • 
S· Additional taxation, compulsory savings, and higher profits from 

government enterprises . . . . . . • 
6. Deficit Financing 

TOTAL 

(Crores of Rupees) 

5,200 
200. 

1,000 
400 

Soo--1,000 
I,OQ0--1,200 

-:-s,sOC? 

4· If we separate from the above the total developmental outlay on the Plan (Rs.r4,300 
crores) the resources for the public sector of the Plan would be • derived probably as 
under:-

1. Loans and Small Savings .• 
2. Foreign assistance . • . • . • • 
3· Revenue Surplus on the basis of Revenue Receipts at the current 

rate of S·s% of the national income . • • : . 
4· Additional taxation, ~ompulsory savings, and higher profits from · 

government enterpriSes • • • • • • • 
S· Deficit financing 

TOTAL .. 
21 

(Crores of Rupees) 

1,000 
400 

900 

8oo--I,OOO 
I,oOo-1,200 

4.300 
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S· My colleagues have stated that the increase in investment required for the Plan Frame 
is "fairly ambitious" and they "stress that the effort involved in this increase is considerable, 
and will strain the economy a very great deal" (para. 7). Earlier, however, they have observed 
that "given a determined bid to put forth a maximum measure ·of effort ", the national in
come objective, which this rate of increase in investment would yield, " can be attained " 
(para. 4). This, to my mind, does not adequately indicate the risks which an investment at.:: 
tempt on this scale may involve (unless foreign assistance becomes available in an incom
parably larger measure than envisaged in the Plan Frame). To force a pace of development 
in excess of the capacity of the available real resources must necessarily involve uncontrolled 
inflation. In a democratic community where the masses of the people live close to the margin 
of subsistence, uncontrolled inflation may prove to be explosive* and might undermine 
the existing order of society. In such a background one cannot subsidise communism better 
than through inflationary deficit financing. Probably the greatest enemy of the Kuomintang 

. in China was the printing press. Alternatively, if appropriate" physical measures ",familiar 
to a communist economy, were adopted (in an effort ~o prevent inflation) we would be writing 
off, gradually or rapidly, depending upon the exigencies, of the Plan, individual liberty 
and democratic jflstitutions by administrative or legislative action. We should be 
therefore, forewarned of the dangers of an over-ambitious Plan. A wide gap between targets 
and achievements as has been hitherto the case with the first plan was a third possibility. 
This depended, however upon the rigour with which we may resist temptations for infla
tionary finarice, and the pressure to encroach .upon the liberty of the individual. Such 
resistance may prove to be difficult under the natural enthusiasm to. reach the targets. It 
may entail, moreover, some wastage incidental to a revision (to match the available resources) 
of a plan In progress which had been b~sed on a larger blue print. 

6. The Plan F.rame begins by prescribing the increase in national income which the 
Plan would set to achieve. Its authors, then, proceed to find the real resources necessary for 
the corresponding rate of investment. In making the national budget it is permissible to de
termine expenditure first and, then, raise equivalent funds, as the Receipts of the State form 
but a part of the total national income. The budget can grow by drawing on the rest. This 
procedure cannot be applied to the budget of a Plan, which embraces the entire monetised 

. saving and investment activity of the nation. Here the availability of real resources must be 
assessed first and the investment plan must match it. In a communist economy the volume 
of savings may be made to vary within fair limits by restricting allocations to the consumer 
trades. Within these limits a communist plan can determine expenditure first, and, then~ 
proceed to find the requisite resources. In a democratic society the scope for variation in 
savings, which is largely the result of individual choices, is comparatively limited. 

*From the standpoint of social security, the incidence of further inflation on the real incomes 
of the constable in the Police Forces and of the Jawan in the Defence Services should be borne in 
mind. This aspect of the matter must not be dismissed lightly under the thought that dearness allow
ances would provide adequate compensation. The salary and allowances of a constable in the 
Police Force, I understand, varied between Rs. 86 and Rs. 100 p. m. 
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1· The availability of real resources must depend on the reliability of the estimates of 
saving. Under no circumstances can total net investment (excluding external assistance) exceed 
the total net savings of the community. Revenue surpluses, surpluses of State business 
undertakings, loans, ploughing back of profits, deficit financing, credit creation, arid so on, 
are but devices of appropriating the savings of the community for purposes of the Plan. There 
is no device of creating real resources which are not saved. 

8. A paper on "Capital Fonnation in India" supplied to the Panel of Economists 
estimates net domestic capital formation in India, in the recent past, as under :-

Net Domestic Capital Formation in India 

. (Rs. crores) 
(I) (2) (3) 

Net Domestic National 1as%of2 
Capital formation Income 

1948-49 446 8,580 5'2 
1949-50 524 9,000 5·8 
195o-51 589 9,500 6·2 
1951-52 672 10,000. 6•7 
1952-53 659 9,8oo 6•7 
1953•54 719 Io,5oo 6·8 

9· During the first three years of the First Five Year Plan, net capital formation, as a 
percentage of national income was more or less stationary, the increase in the national inconie 
being presumably absorbed, in large part, partly by an increase in the population and partly 
by an increase in consumption. Relatively to 1949-50 capital formation (as a percentage 
of national income) in 1953-54 rose by 17'24 per cent, an annual increase of 4 '56 per cent. 
Under the Plan Frame net capital formation (10'95%) at the close of the Second ]?Ian (196o-61) 
would be 61 '98 per cent higher than (6·75%) at the close of the First Plan (195.5-56) o~ .an 
annual increase of 12 · 40 per cent. 

10. The over-ambitious character of the Plan Frame is also reflected in the rate of in
crease it aims at in the national income. Allowance being made for favourable monsoons, 
the increase in national income during the First Plan is estimated at 12 to 13 per cent, or an 
annual increase of 2 · 4 to 2 · 6 per cent. The corresponding increase in the Plan Frame is 5 
per cent per annum or 25 to 27 per cent in five years. 

II. Statistics of the growth ·of national income in certain overseas countries, quoted by the 
Plan Frame, show that in Canada, Switzerland and Germany the rate of growth in national 
income generally approximated to the rate of growth experienced in India during the First 
Five Year Plan. In U.S.A. the rate of growth was 4 · 5 per cent until I913 and 3 per cent from 
1929 to 1950. Both in per capita income and the capacity to save we are far· behind these • 
countries. In the Soviet Union, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria, the rate of 
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growth in recent years is stated to vary between 12 to 16 per cent. If these statistics are com
parable, the more rapid progress of communist economies reflects the relative efficiency of 
totalitarian devices. 

12. Judging from our own recent experience, and also the experience of other demo
cratic countries, the available real resources (savings) for development cannot for sometime 
be expected to be of an order that would permit anything like a doubling of the rate of growth 
in national income. The current rate of savings in India is generally estimated at 7 per cent 
or under of the national income. During the past five years it has risen by about I per cent 
It would be too optimistic to assume that the rate of increase may be accelerated in the next 
five years. A reduction in the inequalities of income distribution, which is the declared policy 
of the Government, would tend to reduce overall savings. The consumption of food of the 
vast masses of the people being both below the national average and below the minimum 
nutritional standards, it has been estimated that about 50 per cent of an increase in consumer 
expenditure is liable to be utilised in India on foodgrains. In conformity with traditional ex
perience a succession of good harvests, which we have experienced, may be followed by a 
couple of years or so of bad or indifferent harvests. Under the circumtances it may not be 
safe to assume a rate of saving of much higher than 8 per cent at the end of the next five-year 
period. . The possibility of this conjecture proving too high cannot be ruled out. The size 
of the Plan needs to be, therefore, revised to match the real resources as indicated by this 
rate of savings and the estimate of the rate of increase in national income should be adjusted 
to conform to the investment equivalent to this rate of saving. 

13. The rate of increase in income would depend upon the bias of the Plan for labour 
intensive schemes and for cottage industries. The probable magnitudes of the investment 
and of the growth in income remain to be worked but. This it is not possible to do imme
diately. On a rough estimate the order of magnitude of the investment would be probably 
about Rs. 3,500 to Rs 4,000 crores. Considering that the total investment in the public 
sector in the three years of the First Plan did not exceed Rs. 885 crores (38 · 65 per cent of the 
target of Rs. 2,290 crores for five years), this is not too low a target to aim at in the Second 
Five Year Plan. Investment in the public sector may roughly correspond to the target fixed 
for the First Plan. If at the end of the five-year period the actual investment, at constant prices 
should be about 70 per cent of the target, the investment in the public sector of the Second 
Plan would be about 43 per cent higher than that in the First Plan. 

14. As no plan can be bigger or bolder than the available resources, the size of the invest
ment programme should be reviewed periodically to ensure that it keeps within the limits 
of savings. If such a review should reveal a shortage of resources it would be short-sighted to 
fill the gap by credit creation or deficit financing as this will be self-defeating. A deficiency 
of total real resources for development will get manifested, in the sphere of finance, by a 
failure to secure finance otherwise than through an excessive creation of credit, or deficit finan
cing. The inability of the Plan Frame to place more than about 75 per cent of the resources 
required for the Plan under the usual sources and the reliance on deficit financing for the 
rest is broad evidence that the size of the Plan far exceeds the available savings. 
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15. The deficiency of resources, in fact, may be larger than the magnitude of the deficit 
financing, as the assumed Receipts from other sources may prove to be over-optimistic. To 
mention one item, it would appear exceedingly unlikely that from an average ofRs. 45 cr<?res 
per year during the past seven years, the Revenue surplus would jump up to an average of Rs. 
180 crores per year in the Second Plan, the figure assumed in the Plan Frame. The available 
real resources were inadequate even for the comparatively moderate First Plan. This is 
reflected in the disparity between achievements and targets. Economic development is not· 
merely a matter of credit creation or defiCit financing. Scarcity of savings manifest themselves 
in a scarcity of the needs of production, and in administrative and organizational difficulties, 
which limit the pace of development and which credit creation cannot correct. 

16. Indian poverty and the massive rural under-employment are conceivably the result 
of a continued shortfall of savings and investments below the demographic rate (or a rate of in
vestment necessary to maintain per capita income undiminished in a growing labour force). 
It is not to be expected that full solution of this problem would be possible in five years. The 
employment potential of the First Five Year Plan has been estimated at 9 to 9 · 5 million persons. 
This is roughly equal to the natural growth in the labour force during the period. We may 
presume, therefore, that with a higher rate of investment, than during the First Plan period, 
the Second Plan would begin to provide relief to the under-employed in addition to absorbing -.....,_ 

the annual increase in the labour force. The unemployment position may be worsened if the 
programme of investment proving over-ambitious inflation should develop, as this would 
dissipate savings and, in due course, reduce the employment potential of a given volume of. 
savings. 

17. The size of the Plan Frame has been unduly inflated as result, on the one hand, of· 
an over-optimistic growth in national income, which it aims at, and, on the. other, of an und11ly 
high average rate of saving as applied to this assumed growth in income. A much lower figure 
would result if both these rates were more realistic projections of Indian experience of there
cent past. Though a certain measure of accelerated progress may result as incomes grow anq 
savings increase, a steep upward movement from a background in which the--_ mass of the 
people live on the margin of subsistence may not be possible except in a totalita~ian regime. 

II. DEFICIT FINANCING 

18. The case for deficit financing, briefly, would appear to be that: (1) for "initiating a 
process of higher investment and higher incomes by fuller utilization of unemployed and 
under-utilized resources " credit must be taken " in advance for the additional savings " that 
will be forthcoming, in the future, from the larger incomes, and that "some initial credit cre
ation, therefore, is an essential part of a development programme " (Paper No. 2 , 

Section II); (2) that" a larger money supply will be,
1
needed as themonetised sector expands 

relatively to the non-monetised sector " (Paper No. 2~ in Section II) ; . (3) that- a larger 
money supply will be needed with an increase in the national income ; (4) that,. there being _ 
no current inflationary pressures in the economy, there was no danger 'in undertaking deficit· 
financing in a limited measure ; and (5) that the a~arently large. budgetary deficits of re-
cent years have not produced adverse consequences. · " 

19. My colleagues have cautioned " against any tendency to undue optimism as regards 
the extent to which the use of deficit financing mar avoid the awkward necessity of a deliberate 
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endeavour to mobilise resources " (p.4). I wish to join them in this cautioning. I also ge
nerally agr'ee with (2), (3) and (4) above as offering justification and scope for a certain measure 
of deficit financing. 

20. With regard to (1) abov~, a distinction must be made between unemployment in 
industrial economies and under-employment in under-developed economies. A mistaken 
analogy between them has been responsible for erroneous policy approach in 
underdeveloped economies. The problems of the two economies differed 
in fundamental respects. In under-developed economies the only factor of 
producti"n that was in abundance was unskilled labour. There was a scarcity of the 
other needs of production machinery;· materials, and skilled personnel with the tech
nological and managerial know-how. This reflected continued below the demographic rate of 
saving and investment. The simplest form of investment needed some equipment and tech
nical know-how at some stage. 111 industrial economies, on the other hand, the rate of saving 
being· generally above the demographic rate, unemployment of labour was accompanied by 
unemployment or under-utilization of the comple~entary real resources of production. 
Credit creation could bring two together. Deficit financing or credit creation here is a device 
of mobilizing the real resources. We cannot seek in this a solution to the problem of develop
ment of under-developed economies. In the latter it was a question of a scarcity of savings, 
for which created money was no substitute. Under-employment in under-developed econo
mies, thus, offered no criterion for deficit financing in the way unemployment in the indus
trial economies offered such criterion. 

21. A paper on "Installed Capacity and its Utilization in Indian Industries" (Paper 
No. 9 of Section III) presented to the Panel shows that appreciable percentages of unutilized 
capacity exist in a number of industries including jute, sugar, certain heavy chemicals, 
machines and machine tools. It is conceivable that there may exist, in the case of some at least 
of these industries, complementary skilled personnel, which are unemployed or under-emp
loyed ; there may also exist in the economy the materials of production required to employ 
these personnel. The reasons for the partial idleness of the plants may vary. This would 
require individual studies. on these industries. In some cases it may reflect export diffi
culties or competition from imports, which, conceivably, may be related to the over-valued 
exchange rate. Deficit financing or credit creation cannot meet the needs of such cases. 
The economic significance of this unused capacity to the total activity of even the organize 
private sector would be negligible. Some of them may justify extension of credit by the 
banking system or by the State Credit Corporations. They cannot be said to provide a 
case for deficit financing of the public Sector. 

22. Regarding (5) the amount of the deficit financing with a monetary effect undertaken 
since August 15, 1947 to March 31, 1954 has been comparatively moderate. Excluding 
the purchase of sterling by the Government in 1948 against ad hoc Treasury Bills, which 
had no monetary impact, and allowance being made for the variations, in the public debt 
holdings of the Reserve Bank and the commercial banks, the deficit financing of the pe
riod averaged about Rs. 50 crores per annum. Between 1947-48 and 1953-54 the whole
sale Price Index rose from 308 in the former year to 435 in 1951-52 and stood at 398 in 1953-54. 
Part of the rise in the price index is may be due to the activation of 
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latent inflation. But its effect could -not have lasted beyond the early part of this 
period. The amount of the latent inflation in India was in any case moderate. It would 
seem significant that notwithstanding the moderate amount of the deficit financing, prices 
continued to rise until 1951-52 and were about 29 per cent higher at the end of the 
period relatively to the beginning of the period. This experience lends support to our estimate, 
in paragraphs 24 and 25 below, of the magnitude of deficit financing which may be deemed 
safe and necessary. 

23. My colleagues consider that for a year deficit financing at a rate of Rs. 200 crores 
per annum is safe-and even necessary-and for the five-year period they would put it at · 
within Rs. 1,000 crores. I consider these figures far too excessive. The formula on which 
they are based is not known. 

24. Deficit financing does not create real resources. Together with the issue of loans, 
collection of Small Savings, etc., it is one of the devices of appropriating, for the public sector, 
the real resources which exist in the economy. The necessity for deficit financing arises from the 
fact that an individual converts a part of his real income into cash balances, the rest of it being 
either consumed or invested (through the stock exchange or otherwise). The cash balances, 
like the investments and the amounts spent on consumption, tend to grow with the growth in. 
income. As they form a part of the savings there exist somewhere in the economy equivalent 
real resources. Deficit financing provides the individual with the cash balanc~ and 
acquires the real resources for investment in the Plan. If the demand for the increase 
in cash balances is not adequately met, prices would decline and there may ensue un
employment. Part of the cash balances would be provided by the banking system through the 
creation of credit. In this case the equivalent real resources would be acquired by the private 
sector, in whose favour the banking system would create credit. 

25. The anount of the deficit financing and the amount of the credit creation should be 
together limited to the increase in the cash balances. The rate of increase in th~ cash balan_ces 
would depend upon the rate of increase in the Indian national product during the Five Year 
Plan. An estimate of the magnitude of the credit creation and of the deficit financing under 
this head would require a closer study than is immediately possible.· The Bernstein Fund 
Mission estimated deficit financing and credit creation by the banking system at about Rs.33-1/3 
crores per annum for the last three years of the First Five Year Plan. Assuming _constant 
prices, we may place it at a round figure of Rs. 35-40 crores per annum for the next Five Year 
Plan. This is only a conjecture. But it indicates the order of magnitudes involved. What 
part of this amount would constitute deficit financing and what part credit _ cr~ation bv 
the banking system would depend upon the ratio in which the increase · in the cash balance 
real] resources of the public sector would be divided between the public and private sectors.· 

26. To the amount of the deficit financing under this head mus_t be added the sterling 
releases acquired for the public sector, to arrive at the total figtire. of the deficit financing 
that might be safely undertaken. The total amount of the sterling releases dining the five
year period has been placed at Rs. Ioo-150 crores by the Plan Frame. Part of this would 
~ve to be allocateq tq the private sector ~q will be matcnp -"' by equivalent credit qeatioq 
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by the banking system. If we may assume a division of the cash balance resources and the 
sterling releases between the public and the private sectors, respectively, in the ratio of 2: 1, 

the order of magnitude of the aggregate deficit financing would be Rs. 180-235 crores for the 
five years, or an annual rate of Rs. 35-47 crores. Post-Independence Indian experience (se~ para 
22 above) lends support to the comparative safety of this~order of magnitude of deficit financing. 

27. Since the precise amount of the deficit financing is contingent upon the actual 
rate of increase in the national product and the actual withdrawals from the cash reserves, both 
of which may be subject to wide variation in an economy where weather conditions signifi
cantly influence output and prosperity, it may not be prudent finance to take ad'trance credit 
for the amount of the deficit financing even if the order of magnitude were larger. The pre
ference of the public for cash balances may, moreover, change with their confidence in the 
honesty of the rupee. Under the circumstances this sources should be held in reserve to help 
meet possible shortfalls in the receipts from other sources. 

28. I realise that this is less than eat's meat befor~ the order of magnitude of the deficit 
financing proposed in the Plan Frame and that approved by my colleagues. But, if 
the apove' analysis* is correct, I do not. see how a significantly different conclusion may be 
arrived at. Even on the assumption of a doubling of the rate of growth of the national in
come, the demand for the additional cash balances cannot be of an order to justify deficit financ
ing on a scale equivalent to so-6o% of the money supply. If a third of the central bank money 
proposed to be put into circulation through deficit financing went to augment the reserves 
of commercial banks, and if they built on it a volume of credit six to seven times, the total 
money supply at the end of the Plan period may be more than double the money supply at 
the beginning of the period. This would be clearly inflationary. An increase in the rate of 
growth of national income from 13 per cent to 27 per cent would not require a doubling of 
the total money supply. 

29. Deficit financing is essential in an under-developed economy to permit full use of 
the scarce real resources. By the same token deficit :financing should stop severely short of 
the point at which· inflation begins. Inflation does not, on balance, add to the aggregate 
real resources. It creates wasteful or socially less useful demands on the limited savings. 
Investment gets diverted into luxury trades to meet the demand for their products resulting 
from inflation incomes. It diverts an undue proportion of savings into urban property and 
real estate, into gold hoards and jewellery, and into foreign exchange,~ a result of the effort 
of the savers to protect the value of their savings. The resources available for the Plan 
would be, as a result, correspondingly less, and overall economic development would be 
impeded. ' 

30.. Inflation tends to be self-perpetuating. With the rise in prices and wages, the 
original estimates of the cost of the projects taken in hand will be out of date. More deficit 
financing would be necessary for t~eir completion. And, as they cannot be left half finished, 
there would be a pressure for further deficit financing. At any given moment, the whole of 
the currently available savings being invested either in the public or the private sector, or out-

*For fuller details of this analysis see mv paper on "Deficit financin~ and India Econo!llic Development" (Paper 8 of 
S~ipn VJ,) · 
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side the Plan, there would be no idle savings to draw upon. Real resources would have to be 
drawn into the Plan by force, which would render the distortions and wastages referred to 
above unavoidable. This takes away from the practical value of the caution, that the infla
tionary situation should be kept under watch. Once inflation begins, it tends to gather mO.:. 
mentum, and while it runs its course we are apt to be more or less helpless witnesseS. 
The best protection against inflation is to prevent it by keeping the investment progran1nies 
within the available real resources. 

III. POLICY AND INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 

31. In this section we shall deal with legislative and administratl.ve measures; taXes 
on lower income groups, extension of nationalisation, continuance of controls, price support. 
of agricultural produce, and the proposed National Labour Force. 

(i) Legislative and Administrative Measures 

32. No plan can be bigger or bolder than the available real resources. The Taxation 
Enquiry Commission has estimated net savings in India at about 7 per cent of the national 
income in 1953-54, which is about Rs. 730 crores. This is an overall figure and, therefore~ 
includes savings utilised for capital for marion in the organized private sector (about Rs. 75 
crores), public savings, urban savings, rural savings, and also non-monetised savmgs. 
Other estimates of savings are more or less of the same order. To the extent this estimate is 
reliable, it is a measure of the total permissible investments in India. Any attempt to 
exceed this limit would ·raise prices, and would impede overall economic tlovelopment. 
Consistently with individual freedom and democratic institutions, there is no device of sig
nificantly adding to the volume of the flow of savings, .though, with proper inducements 
(which should incl"\Jde an honest rupee and an unpegged interest rate), it may be possible 
to stimulate the flow somewhat. The situation, however, may be significantly different under 
a totalitarian regime which may impose authoritarian reductions in consumption. Overall 
savings, then, are no longer dependent upon individual choices. I presume that planning 
in India would be consistent with democracy and democratic institutions. -~ · _ ,. 

33· I am unable to agree to the following recommendation of my colleagues : · 

"It is only when there is a firm legislative and administrative b!ll>e that it is possible to 
think in terms of doubling the rate of progress in the Second Plan period, of increasing ca ... 
pital formation, of raising levels of living and providing the machinery for accelerated 
development in the future. We cannot, therefore, emphasise too strongly the importance 
of facing up boldly and without hesitation to the legislative and administrative implications 
of a bigger and a bolder plan" (para 47). 

I apprehend that reliance on legislation and administrative measures to increase the rate 
of saving 'Qhich will permit a bigger and bolder Plan, may, by degrees undermine our de
mocratic social order, which would be too high a price to pay for acceierted economic de
velopment. Legislative and administrative action should be directed to ensuring the specially 
most effective uses of democratically generated savip.gs, rather than ·risk undue infringements 
of the liberty of the individual, without which, to quote our Prime Minister, <'We lose w.hat 
is the greatest value in life",· it would appear preferable to explore the scope for more 
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ample but unincumbered, foreign aid and foreign loans and a larger flow of unincum• 
bered foreign private_ capital to suplement domestic saving for accelerated economic dev~lop
ment. In view of the vast scope of profitable investments, this would be imminently worth
while, the net profits of the projects may be expected more than to cover the amortisation 
of the foreign capital within a reasonable period. Economic history does provide instances 
of national economic development being financed by foreign capital in the early stages with 
no loss or sacrifice of sovereignty. 

(ii) Taxes on Lower ln~ome Groups 

34· There is hardly room for a further reduction in the standard of living of the 
lower income groups in India. Finance for the Plan must be raised from the middle 
and the upper income groups. Measures of taxation and other devices which would tend 
to reduce further the consumption of the lower income groups should be avoided. I am unable, 
therefore, to agree to my colleagues' recommendation to amend Article 286 (3) of the Cons
titution in order to permit taxation of articles "essential to the life of the community" (para 
9). Amendments to the Constitution, which should .be rare, should much· rather be in the 
direction of adding to the liberties, privileges and rights of the common man than otherwise. 

(iii) Extension of Nationalisation 
35· I agree with my colleagues that the scarcity of administrative and specialised per

sonnel, and the necessity of conserving savings for the Plan are factors against extension of 
nationalisation. But they have no objection for such extension _on principle. I would 
oppose general extension of nationalisation on principle. Nationalisation should be ordinarily 
limited to public utility concerns and to concerns involving national security. Otherwise State 
intervention should . be concerned with the prevention of monopolies or quasi-monopolies. 
Efficient management of business and industrial concerp.s in a competitive market economy 
is a highly specialised function and demands qualities which a civil servant is not required to, 
and in the ordinary course of his training may not, acquire. This function is best left to pri
vate entrepren~urs, in the prevailing socio-economic order which is dominated by the market 
economy and the pricing system. 

(iv) Continuan~e of Controls 

36. I do not feel convinced . of the economic importance of continuing the remnants of 
controls. Decontrols have proved a noteworthy success. Controls and pyhsical allocations 
are not a necessary adjunct to planning. The distribution of productive resources, including 
the ratios in which they are used are subject to variation and depend upon diverse technologi
cal, economic and price considerations. It is quite impossible to take into account these 
complex and changing considerations and arrange anything like a satisfactory allocation of 
resources. There are great advantages in allowing freedom to the economy, and to the 
price system in the use and distribution of the needs of production. I am una1:3le to agree 
with my colleagues that a case exists for continuing what controls now remain. Steps 
should be taken to remove controls as early as may be possible. Controls and allocations are 
an essential characteristic of cotnmunist planning. They do not very well fit in under plan
ning in a free enterprise market.economy. 
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(v) Price-support of Agricultural Produce 

37· I wish to join my colleagues in the matter of the urgency and importance of com
pleting speedily the scheme for licensed ware-houses, and for the provision of credit and mar
keting facilities to farmers. My colleagues have stated that the ware-housi.og system "should 
be used by the State for purchase and sales of buffer stocks of agricultural commodities not 
only for the purpose of dealing with any sharp falls in agricultural prices such as we are wit
nessing to-day but also with the objective of preventing any sharp seasonal fail or rise in 
prices" (para 38). 

38. In theory it may be possible to distinguish between seasonal price movements from 
the long-term price trends, and to prescribe that seasonal fluctuations should be smoothed 
out by State purchases in times of harvest and sales between harvests .. In practice, however, 
such distinctions may prove to be difficult and seasonal interventions may tum into long-tc:rm 
price support operations. 

39· Price support of agricultural produce in India is a risky venture and we 
should be forewarned of the inherent dangers of it. About so per cent of Indian national· 
income is drawn from Agriculture. A policy of price support is, in essence, a subsidy by 
the rest of the community to the producers of the price-supported commodity. In 
countries where agriculture is a minor sector of the national economy, the incidence of 
the subsidy may be spread out thinly on the larger sector of the . economy 
and the proceeds may provide substantial relief to farmers. The reverse would be the case 
in India. The strain of the subsidy will manifest itself in a shortage of budget resources . 
for the open market purchase and storage of agricultural produce. This, in due course, 
would lead to either abandonment of the price-support policy or inflation. In either . case 
damage would result. If the dilemma does not appear in one season is likely 
to come in the next, as successful price support would stimulate production. In the Indian 
context a policy of price support of agricultural produce may force the econoky,down the 
inclined plane of inflation. Even in the United States, where agriculture is a minor sector of 
the national economy, price support has only survived. It has not. succeeded. It has 
led to undue stockpiling of agricultural commodities and, in the past, had involved a great 
deal of wastage of stocks through deterioration. Selective price support policy is a poor answer 
to this difficulty. The distinction between crops would be invidious, the relief provided 
may prove to be a token, and it might cause a distortion in the pattern of agricultural produc• 
tion and economic instability. 

40. The price situation in India today was too complex to be resolved ·by price support 
of agricultural commodities or other inflationary measures such as a deficit financing. The 
price decline was neither universal nor uniform. The prices of some 'major commodities 
had moved in opposite directions. The fall was heaviest among foodgi'ains, oilseed£, 
and black pepper. Some agricultural produce, 1.g., tea, raw_ hides and .lac, which 
were export goods, and raw jute, among import goods, had risen almost as high as some 
other agricultural prices had fallen. The prices of manufactures were either steady or showed 
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a slight upturn on the average. . The cost of living index was either steady or had fallen only 
slightly. In a background of dissimilat price movements, simple monetary remedies 
may aggravate the complexity and difficulty of the price structure. It may, on balance, ad-

:versely effect the employment position by stiffening t~e already rigid cost structure. Price 
support and deficit financing were no remedies to individual over-production to export 
difficulties attributable to quality and to domestic costs, or exchange overvaluation. Price sup
pon·and deficit financing might, in fact, aggravate these maladies. 

41. The complex problems of the prevailing price situation emphasise the importance 
of economic rationalisation, for progress with stability, whereby the fiscal, the investment, 
the monetary, the interest rate, the tariff, and the exchange rate policies are rendered mutually 
consistent and harmonious. 

(vi): National Labour Force 

42· I apprehend more risks than I see advantages in the proposed National Labour 
Force. · It may create a privileged class of workers, who may prove to be relativelf more 
expensive to keep and to move. The . availability of this force may impede relief to the regional 

. underemployment problems. The necessity for such a force may not arise until labour beco-
mes a bottleneck in economic development. . . 
~ .. 
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PREFACE 

t.1 The paper dated March 17, 1955 was prepar~d as a drajt of a" draft Pian-frame;; 
and had been circulated as such and is subject to revision by the Planning Commission. 

2. The general objectives and policy and administrative que~tions (which are discussed 
in Chapters One and Six) can be considered on their own merits. 

3.1 The quantitative estimates were worked out with two chief aims in view, namely, 
(a) an increase in national income of 5 per cent per year ; and 

(b) creation of new employment by way of gainful occupation or jobs for II million . .. 
persons over the plan period. 

3.2 Certain basic allocations of investment were made between investment goods and 
consumer goods industries. It is necessary to maintain this general pattern of investments 
but there is scope for adjustments in details. 

3·3 The draft Plan-frame is, therefore, not rigid and can be modified, but th~re are inter
relations between its different parts so that a change of the target in one item may require conse
quential changes in other items. 

4.1 Background information relating to the physical .targets and financial estimates 
(Chapters Two, Three, Four and Five) will be found in the accompanying paper prepared 
jointly by the Economic Division of the Planning Commission, the Economic Division of the 
.Ministry of Finance, the Central Statistical Organization, and the Indian Statistical Institute. 

4.2 The draft of the draft Plan-frame and the above joint paper are consi~t~t with each 
other but are not identical. 

4·3 The Report of the Panel of Economists dated 10 April 1955 .has reference to both 
the above papers. 

5· I Within the general pattern of investments (explained in para 3) an attempt was made 

to fit in the physical targets on the basis of information that was readily available in the 
Planning Commission and in the Ministries concerned. · 

5.2 The draft Plan-frame does not attempt to go into details. In some cases, informa-
l 

tion was not available ; and time was short. Also, it was not necessary to make the list 
of targets exhaustive or complete in every respect because, as explained in para 3, there is scope 
for adjustments in details without disturbing the main structure ofthe.Plan-frame. 
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6.1 The targets are sometimes given as equivalent aggregates within which there Carl 
be substitution of components. 

6.2 Estimates of financial outlay are to be taken as net. 

6.3 Construction costs are to be taken as the direct costs of materials, of labour, and of 
essential technical supervision. It is assumed that excessive margins for intermediaries and other 
forms of waste will be eliminated. 

6.4 It is assumed that promotional and field agencies and services would be integrated and 
co-ordinated to prevent unnecessary duplication. 

6.5 It is assumed that non-official public organizations would be used wherever possible 
to decrease overhead expenses and stimulate public interest and participation in the fulfilment 
of the Plan. 

7. I If the basic approach of the present draft is approved, it is suggested that the 
paper should be revised as necessary and then issued in the revised form as the draft Plan
frame for the formulation of projects. 

7.2 After- the individual projects are received, further changes and adjustments should 
be made as necessary to get ready, as quickly as possible, a definitive plan which would be 
internally eonsistent and would be capable of attaining the desired objectives. 

April 28, 1955 P. c . .MAHALANOBIS 



Introduction 

I. I The Second Five Year Plan is due to begin on April I, I956. The approach in 
the Second Five Year Plan is to take a perspective view of development over a lorig period of 
years, and at the same time to solve immediate problems like unemployment as quickly as pos
sible. Planning would be, therefore, flexible and would always keep a wide time horizon in 
view ; and at the same time detailed annual plans would be prepared and necessary ad
justments made at shorter intervals in the light of experience. 

I . 2 Proper attention must be given to the physical aspects of the Second Five Year Plan. 
The requirements of each project must be estimated in real terms at the stage of planning 
and must be fonhcoming in right quantities at the right time at the stage of implementa
tion of the project. Also, the products and services resulting from the completion of a project 
must be fully and promptly utilized to further the execution of other projects and the progress 
of the plan as a whole. 

I . 3 A plan in a mixed economy must be comprehensive and cover both the public 
and the private sector. To achieve a balanced growth, the activities of the private sector 
must conform in a general way to the programme of production of the plan as a whole. In 
an expanding economy the private sector would have an assured market which would faci- . 
litate decisions by reducing risks and uncertainties. Also, the over-all programme would be 
laid down in broad aggregates so that there would be wide scope for adjustments in details 
at the discretion of the private sector. 

I.4 The physical targets of production must also be balanced in terms ofmo~ey .. - Incomes 
are generated in. the very process, of production ; and supplies are utilized through market 
operations. Planning requires that aggregate incomes should be balanced with expenditure, 
savings should match investments, and the supply, and demand of individual goods and 
services should be balanced in terms of money so as to avoid any inflationary rise of prices or 
undesirable shifts in prices. Physical and financial planning are different aspects of the same 
reality. · 

Plan-frame 

2.I The enclosed paper contains chapters on main aims and objectives ; provisional 
targets of production ; investment and development expenditure ; exp~cted changes in em
ployment and income ; finance and foreign trade ; and planning organization and adminis
tration to supply a tentative frame-work for the formulation of the Secortd Five Year Plan. · 
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2.2 It is requested that the Central Ministries, State Governments, and other project• 
making authorities should use the provisional figures given in the paper as a general Plan
frame for the formulation of schemes and projects taking care to make estimates in both 
physical and financial terms, and to forward them to the Planning Commission as they become 
ready. 

2.3 When the individual schemes and projects have been received in the Planning Com
mission, the aggregate balances would be examined and adjusted as necessary until an in
tegrated plan is evolved which will be internally consistent and balanced in both physical 
and financial terms. Estimates of demand and supply are bound to be approximate to begin 
with ; and would have to be worked and re-worked to secure a proper balance. 

2-4. It is recognized that while projects are being prepared there would be need of a two
way flow of information as well as of consultations between project-making bodies and the 
Planning Commission. The present recommendations would supply the initial base for 
such consultations and discussions. 

Time Programme 

3.1 The programme for the first year (April 19 56-March 1957) of the Second Five 
Year Plan must be completed by O;::tober· 19S5· This first year's programme wo·.lld 
contain much carry-overfrom the First Five Year Plan and some new items for which 
projects are ready or are in an advanced stage of preparation. It is requested that projects 
for 1956-57 (including the carry-over from the First Five Year Plan) should be sent 
to the Planning Commission as soon as possible and not later than ........................ I955· 

3.2 The Second Five Year Plan must be ready (in outline form) by March 1956. 
Projects for the remaining period of the Second Five Year Plan should therefore be sent 
to the Planning Commission as they become ready and in case not later than ......... I955· 

Prescribed Form for Projects 

4.1 Information on projects should be given in the form prescl'ibed in the Appendix* 

4.2 Some of the projects would have to be submitted necessarily in a general form 
at the present stage ; and working details would be prepared after it is decided that they 
would be' included in the plan. Nevertheless, it is essential that preliminary information 
should be given in the prescribed form even if the estimates are of an approximate nature 
because a technical examination of the projects would not be possible in the absence of such 

. information. 

4·3 T.he Planning Commission would be glad to supply further information in this 
connection and help in the preparation of schemes and projects. 

• To be issued separately. 



Chapter One.., 

GENERAL AlMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The First Five Year Plan · 

I.I At the beginning of the First Five Year Plan the country was still dislocated by war 
and partition. There was shortage of food and raw materials. There were signs of inflationary 
pressures after hostilities have started in Korea. In this situation it is understandable that ~he 
targets of the First Five Year Plan were kept modest. Judged in this context, the progress 
achieved so far may be regarded as satisfactory. 

1.2 There are, however, disquietening features. Agricultual prices are declining. Un• 
employment, especially in urban areas, is increasing. Even the modest expenditure 
targets in the First Five Year Plan have not been fully achieved on account of delays ·in pre-
paring projects, inadequate administrative. organisation, and lack of sufficient facilities to give · 
training to technical personnel. 

The Need of a Bold Plan 

2. I The population of India is increasing roughly· at the rate of 4 • 5 millions per year. 
With a proportion of about 40 per cent in the labour force, about r8 millions of persons enter 
the labour force every year. In addition, a large number of persons are without employment 
in urban areas and a great deal of under-employment exists in villages. Planning must be. 
bold enough to provide new work for about I · 8 million new entrants into the working force 
every year and also to offer more work to the large niunber of persons who are without jobs or 
who are under-ernp loyed at present. 

.._jj 

2.2 The level of living is extremely low. Expenditure on consumer goods per person is 
about Rs. 22 per month of which about Rs. I3 is spent in cash and about Rs. 9 is ihe value 
of consumption of home-grown food and home-made articles. Housing is primitive in villages 
and extremely short in urban areas. The supply of nutritive foods is meagre although nearly 
two-thirds of the total expenditure is spent on food items.· The expenditure on education 
per person is only about four annas, and on health less than seven annas per month. 

2.3 The above estimates are for all classes taken together. The position of the poorer 
section is much worse. Half the population _of India or I85 millions of persons spend l~s than 
Rs. 13 pe(rnonth on consumer goods and possibly half of this amount is consumed in kind · 
or in the form of home-grown food and horne-made articles. Of children in the school going 
age, less:thar4,half atte~d at:J:the primary stage, and less than one-fifth at the .secondary stage. 
Ther~ is probably less than one qualified physician per 30,000 inhabhants in the villages. 

4l 
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General Objectives of the Second Five Year Plan 

3-I There is a large pool of idle man-power, and many are without jobs; also about 
I· 8 millions of persons would be added to the working force every year. The country has 
large resources of water for hydro-electric and irrigation projects; coal, iron ore and other 
important minerals; forests, fertile land and cattle. The aim of planning must be to utilize 
these resources to increase rapidly the level of production and thus of national income. 

3.2 Conditions are favourable in many ways. There is economic stability and confidence 
in Government. Unemployed manpower and unexploited resources can be brought together 
to increase both consumption and investment simultaneously. India's prestige is high at 
the international level. Finally the Congress Party and Government have decided that the 
time has come for economic development on a socialistic pattern . 

. 
3·3 The Second Five Year Plan is therefore being formulated with the following objectives 

in view: 

(I) to attain a rapid growth of the national economy by increasing the scope and impor
tance of the public sector and in this way to advance to a socialist pattern of 
society; 

(2) to develop basic heavy industries for the manufacture of producer goods to strengthen 
· the foundations of economic independence; 

(3) to increase the production of consumer goods as much as possible through the 
hous'ehold or hand industries; and to povide an adequate market for the pro
ducts; 

(4) to develop factory production of consumer goods in a way not competitive with hand 
industries; 

(5) to increase productivity in agriculture; and to speed up agrarian reforms with an 
equitable distribution of land to peasant cultivators so as to stimulate the increase 
of agricultural production and of purchasing power in rural areas ; 

(6) to provide better housing, more health services, and greater opportunities for 
education especially for the poorer sections of the population; 

(7) to liquidate unemployment as quickly as possible and within a period not exceeding 
ten years; and 

(8) as the result of such measures to increase national income by about 25 per cent 
over the plan period, and achieve a more equitable distribution of income. 

3·4 The basic strategy would be to increase purchasing power through investments in 
heavy industries in the public sector and through expenditure on health, education and social 
services; and to meet the increasing demand for consumer goods by a planned supply of such 
goods so that there would be no undesirable inflationary pressures. Pianning would be thus 
essentially a feed-back process of matching a continuously increasing (planned) demand by 
a continuously increasing (planned) production giving rise to a steadily expanding economy. 
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Heavy Industries 

4· 1 In the long rw1, the rate of industrialization and the growth of national economv 
would depend on the increasing production of coal, electricity, iron and steel, heavy machinery, 
heavy chemicals, and the heavy industries generally which would increase the capacity for 
capital formation. One important aim is to m~ke India independent, as quickly as possible, 
of foreign imports of producer goods so that the accumulation of capital would not b~ hampered 
by difficulties in securing supplies of essential producer goods from other countries. The 
heavy industries must, therefore, b~ expanded with all possible speed. 

4.2 The new producer goods industries would be developed mainly in the public sector. 
The private sector would continue to play an important part in the development' of basic 
industries like cement, chemicals, etc. 

4·3 The heavy industries being capital intensive would, however, give relatively little 
scope for employment, and would also generate a large demand for consumer goods which they 
themselves would not be able to supply. 

Household and Hand I ustries-

5·1 The increasing purchasing power and consequential demand for consumer goods 
must be met by increasing the supply of such goods. as much as possible through the expansion 
of household or hanj production. This would also quickly generate a large volume of work all 
over the country. 

5.2 Construction work (roads, houses, irrigation and flood control ·projects, etc.) by 
hand woul j also be incre:1sed which would create a good deal of employment ·and generate 
demands for consumer goods. 

... 
5·3 The greater the marketable surplus of consumer goods in the householcf'or hand. 

industries the greater will be the possibilities of investments in heavy industries without any 
fear of inflation. · . . 

5 ·4 By expanding the household and hand industries and construction work, the aggregate 
national consumption would increase continually. Also, relatively more employment would 
be created among the poorer sections of the people so that the greater portion of the increase in 
income would go to them. 

Factory production of Consumer Goods 

6. 1 The productioa of consumer goods in factories requires heavy investment ·of capital 
per engaged person and in many cases competes with the householct or hand industries. 
Until unemployment is liquidated or brought under control? it is ne~es!'lacy to prevent compe
tition between factories and household or hand industries by not pe~tthig investments to 
be made in such cons~mer goods factories as would prevent ~pansion or lead to a shrinkage 
of employment in the hand industries. · . 
a9P.C, 
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6.2 In the immediate future the f~ctory production of consumer goods would be expanded 
(where it is not competitive with hand industries) to increase the supply of essential goods 
(like anti-biotics, fine drugs, etc.) or of gcods for export to earn foreign exchange. 

6.3 It is recognized that the price of hand-made goods would be often higher than the 
price of factory-made goods of comJ::arablc quality. Appropriate excise duties (which wculd 
be selective) would be imposed on factory products to maintain desired price parities with hand
made goods in such cases. 

6.4 Once mass unemployment has gone, the aim would be to provide cheap power and 
small machines to the household sector and hand industries to increase productivity per worker 
and hence the total national product. At this stage the factory production of consumer goods 
would also be increased. 

' Agriculture and Allied Pursuits 

7.1 The fixation of ceilings and procedural arrangements for the redistribution of land to 
peasant cultivators must be decided at an early date in each State in accordance with general 
principles and standards settled on an all-India basis, and the redistribution must be completed 
by 1958. This would make visible important structural changes in the economy resulting in 
stimulation in agricultural production, provision of a large market for the growing output 
of industry and handicrafts; and would also transfer a part of the national income from reci
pients who use it largely for luxurious consumption to recipients who will use it for productive 
purposes and for raising their low standard of life. 

7.2 The National Extension Service Blocks (and Community Projects where possible) 
would be extended all over the country to help and speed up the improvement of living condi

. tions in rural areas. 

7·3 Because of the urgent need of increasing the production of foodstuffs and raw mate• 
rials, the highest priority would be given to the setting up of a State Bank, as recommended 
in the Report of the Rural CHdit Survfy Ccrnmittee, for the supply of agricultural credit. 

7·4 The same or an associated system would be used for the supply of credit, raw materials, 
and marketing facilities to the household and hand industries through an organization of <:o
operatives with the support (or the direct participation or partnership) of Government. 

7·5 As an increase in the caloric value is not enough for a balanced diet, concerted efforts: 
must be made to increase the supply of food of higher nutritive and protective value such as: 
fruits and vegetables, rpiJl< ~;tnd pillk products, eggs, fish, meat, etc. 

7.6 Continuing efforts must be made to increase the production of milk products by 
imp oving the quality of cattle through the introdu<#on of better breeds, by increasing the. 
production of fodder crops and cattle feed, and by providing better veterinary services by_, 
increasing the number of trainee:\ veterinary ~1g~e_o~~ ~4 x~t~rw~ assistants, 



Health 

8 There must be a rapid increase in the care of health. A national health service would 
be established in the rural areas with paid health assistants in charge of a group of villages who 
would work in contact with fully trained phys~cians. The number of dispensaries and hos
pitals, and facilities for medical training would be increased in urban areas. 

Education 

9.1 There must be a rapid increase in literacy, improvement in the pay of teachers, 
and better organization of education at all levels. · 

9.2 On the basis of merit, able students, at all levels and in increasing numbers, must 
be provided with adequate living and educational expenses to enable them to receive education 
up to the highest standard according to cap.lcity without regard to sex, creed, caste, or 
social status of the parents. Special educational scholarships and facilities must also be provi
ded for women and backward groups and communities. 

Social Security and Welfare 

IO.I Existing social security schemes such as Employees, State Insurance and Provident 
Fund schemes would be expanded. A scheme for unemployment benefit in th<? fom:i of paid 
attendance at training centres with placement facilities would be introduced in urban areas. 

10.2 There must be increasing provision for the social welfare of children (foundling 
homes, creches, nursery schools, health and recreation centres, etc.), of women (houses for 
widows, destitute and deserted women; maternity, health and family pla,nning centres), of · 
juvenile delinquents (remand homes, schools, after-care hostels, etc.), of the handicapped 
(homes, schools and workshops for the blind, the deaf and the dumb, the crippled, and the 
mentally deficient or ill), and homes for the aged and the infirm. 

" 
Sports and Cultural Pursuits 

II Increasing facilities must be provided for sports and health. activities, educational 
and cultural broadcast and cinema; and the promotion of literature, music, drama, art and 
other cultural pursuits. 

Housing 

12 Better housing must be provided especially for factory workers and poorer sections 
of the people in urban areas. 

Social Overheads 

13 Expenditure on housing, health, education, social security and welfare, sports and. 
cultural pursuits, and housing would necessarily increase purchasing power and create addi
tional demand for consumer goods which must be met by increasing the production of 
additional consumer goods through household and hand industries in the first instance. 
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Balanced Devel opment and Controls 

14.1 With the stepping up of production of both producer and consumer goods, it would 
be necessary to provide for adequate increases in the supply of electricity and fuels, irrigation, 
transport, and communication. Proper balances must be maintained between different 
sectors so that production is not hampered by bottlenecks. 

14.2 The aim of planning would be to avoid shortages giving rise to inflationary pressures 
on one hand and over-production with falling prices on the other hand. In the case of falling 
prices, especially of consumer goods, the demand would be stimulated promptly by increasing 
purchasing power through investments in the public sector and through expenditure on social 
services and by open market operations by Government. 

14.3 Government would acquire and keep adequate reserves of foodgrains and important 
raw materials produced by agriculture to provide against emergencies of short crops in bad 
years and to maintain prices profitable to peasants in years of exceptionally plentiful crops. 
This would maintain a minimum level of peasant incomes, .stimulate production, and promote 
the welfare of both peasants and the working class iri urban areas. 

14.4 Shortage5 may, however, develop in the short run which would be dealt with as 
they arise by appropriate methods such as Government intervention in the market, Govern
ment trading, physical controls, rationing, and similar measures. Also, the production pro
gramme would be adjusted as necessary to restore equilibrium between supply and demand as 
quickly as possible. 

14.5 Rationing of foodgrains, clothing, and sinlllar essential commodities would be 
avoided. Control over consumption, when necessary, would be related to the shortages of 
specific physical resources. 

Regional Development 

15 Special attention must be given to regional development to reduce disparities in 
economic opportunities and the level of life between different States. 

Technical Training and Scientific Research 

16.1 A bold plan will require a rapidly increasing technical staff to prepare the various 
projects as well as to implement them. Training facilities must be expanded sufficiently 
quickly to turn out technical and scientific personnel in adequate number of at all levels. 

16.2 Scientific and technological research would be expanded and oriented to serve the 
net=ds of national development in an effective manner. The National Laboratories, Univer
sities and other scientific institutions and organizations, must undertake coordinated researches 
in accordance with national needs. 

16.3 Fundamental research as well as training in research must also be encouraged at the 
same time "to foster the accumulation of basic knowledge and skill for the expansion of applied 
and technological research. 
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16.4 The survey of natural resources, especially prospecting for oil and minerals, .must 
be greatly and rapidly increased through State organizations. 

Expansion of the Public Sector 

17.1 Key industries would be established and developed in the public sector generally 
in accordance with the Industrial Policy Declaration of 1948 as interpreted in December 
1954. Government would also take up the factory production of certain cons~er goods 
which are of strategic importance for the growth of the national economy. 

17.2 The public sector must be expanded rapidly and relatively faster than the private 
sectcr for steady advance to a socialist pattem of economy. In order to make available large 
capital resources for investment and national development and to facilitate the implementation 
of the Plan, Government will be prepared to enter into such activities as banking, insurance, 
foreign trade or intemal trade in selected commodities. 

17.3 Government would also promote enterprizes in partnership with the private·sector 
so that, although Government would hold a controlling share, initiative can be left to private 
management subject to policy decisions by Government. 

The Private Sector 

18.1 A large majority of the population would be engaged in household production.in 
agriculture, in hand industries and in various services which would continue to . remain 
private. 

18.2 As the planned demand would have to be matched by the planned production, it 
would be necessary for the private sector to conform in a general way .to the overall pro
gramme of production as provided in the Plan. The private sector would be helped by 
Government by the supply of credit, raw materials, and marketing facilities to undertake pro
duction in accordance with the Plan. . .. 

18.3 Inducements (such as tax exemption or preferential permission for capitat issue) 
would be given to channel the profits of the private sector into desirable .forms of investments 
in both private and public sectors or in Govelnrn.ent bonds and securities. 

18.4 The private sector would enjoy the advantages of an assured and a growing market 
in an expanding economy, and thus of reduced risks and uncertainties. 

Finance and Foreign Exchange 

19.1 Large financial resources would be required for the Second Plan. A small portion 
would come from sterling balances or foreign loans and aid; and the bulk · of the resources 
must be found from within the domestic economy. 

19.2 The tax system would be directed to collect an 'increasing part of the growing na
tional income in order to permit greater capital formation in the public ·sector and to finance 
an expansion of social services. · 

;:-
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19.3 The public sector would be extended to industrial and commercial activities where 
necessary for raising resources for public purposes. 

19.4 Deficit financing would be undertaken on the scale necessary to bring about the 
greatest possible expansion of production without introducing permanent and all-embracing 
rationing of essential commodities. · 

19.5 Conspicuous consumption would be discouraged by graduated excise duties; and 
a more equitable distribution of income would be assured by taxes on property and un
earned income. 

19.6 Excise duties would be levied to raise adiitional resources and also to maintain 
desired price parities between different sectors. 

19.7 Steps would be taken to promote exports; and the import of non-essential and 
iuxury goods would be discouraged by heavy duties in· order to release foreign exchange reso
urces for more urgent needs. 



Chapter Two 

TARGETS OF PRODUCTION 

1.1 The targets of production (mostly in physical quantities) of some import:d.fit i:ems 
are shown in Table 1. The physical unit is given in col. (2) and actual production for 1950-51 
and 1953-54 in cols. (3) and (4) respectively. Estimates for 1955-56 and· planned target 
for 1960-61 together with the estimated increase (in percentage) during the plan period are 
shown in cols. (5), (6) and (7) respectively. 

1.2 The above targets are provisional. Estimates of requirem~nts and likely supplies 
have been examined in a general way on available information. The next task is to carry out 
a detailed check and make necessary adjustments on the basis of projects to achieve internal 
consistency in the form of a balanced supply and demand of material and' labour resources. 
Such balancing must also have a proper phasing over time so that neither serious bottle-necks 
nor excessive supplies emerge at any stage of the Plan. 

1.3 Explanatory notes are given on some (but not all) of the items mentioned in Table 
I. The number shown within brackets after each item gives the serial number of the same 
item in Table 1. 

Electricity (1) 

2.1 Planned electrification must be a main link in economic development in India~ 
The hydro-electric projects started in the First Plan must be continued on an increasicg scale 
m the Second Plan. 

2.2 Regional grid-systems combining both thermal and hyde! power statioM· must be 
planned to secure the best use oflocal fuels (low grade coal, lignite, etc.) and of installed·~~pacity · 
by large consumers (electric-intensive industries like aluminium, alloy-steels, etc.) ke~ping 
in view the development of a future super-grid for India as a whole. · 

2.3 Small power stations (hydel and diesel) would also be developed for urgent require
ments in small towns and rural areas. 

2.4 The use of electricity for small-scale and household industries, irrigation by tube-
wells, etc., must be steadily increased. -

2.5 The production of electricity must forestall the growth of industrial production; and 
the installed capacity Ill~ increase from 2 · 8 million kilowatt> in 1953-54 to 6 million 
kilowatts in 1960-:61, that, is, mgst be more than doubled, Als.ol the l1tit,i?;atiQn qf <;~· 
pacity !Jl'l:l~t b~ i!lcr~¥~g: 
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Coal (z) 

3.1 The production of coal must b~ increased from 37 million tons in 1955-56 to 6o 
million tons in 1960-61 (an increase of about 62 per cent) which would be difficult to achieve 
but should not be impossible. 

3.2 There is great wastage at present of high grade coking coal of wnich supply is short. 
Necessary G~vernment action must be taken without any delay to prevent such wastage and 
to promote better conservation. 

Synthetic Petrol and Products (3) 

4· 1 India is short of petrol and meets mo3t of its requirements by im)orts. In adjidoa 
to increasing oil-prospecting as quickly a3 pos3lble, a State plant to projuce ab~ut 3::>o,ooo 
tons of synthetic petrol must be installed during the Second Plan, and future projuction must 
be increased as necessary. 

4.2 The above plant must also be used to establish a base for the development of associa
ted chemical industries. 

Steel (4) 

5.1 India has vast resources of iron ore; and increasing production of steel must be made 
an important link in economic development. The installed capacity would be increased to 
6 million tons and production to 5 million tons by 1960-61. 

5.2 Necessary action (in the way of establishing a heavy machinery industry and promo
tion of metallurgical research) must be taken in the Second Five Year Plan to build up the 
base for the future expansion of the installed capacity of steel by at least oae million tons per 
year from 1961. 

5·3 Increasing production of steel would supply a secure foundation for the fabrication 
of plants and machinery of all kinds, expamion of construction work and of railways and 
transport generally. If necessary, steel can also be exported to neighbouring countries which 
are in urgent need of it. 

Aluminium (7) 

6.1 India has large reserves of bauxite and the productioll of aluminium mmt be rapidly 
increased to take the place of copper which is in short supply and mostly importeJ. Increasin~ 
production of aluminium would, in its turn, facilitate electrification; and the production of beth 
electricity and alum;nium must be continuously increased at the same time. 

6.2 The production of aluminium should be increased from about 5 to 40 thousand tons 

dudng the plan p~riod. One or more aluminh.lm plants must b~ ~~t~bUshect iz1 the public 
sector for this purpose. 
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Manganese Ore (8) 

7 The extraction of manganese ore must be increased and some of the ore must be 
converted into ferromanganese before export so as to retain a part of the value created by semi
manufacture. 

Cement (9) 

8 The production of cement must be increased from 4 · 6 to 10 million tons or more than 
doubled during the Second Plan period. The production of other building materials. must 
be increased proportionately to avoid shortages and bottlenecks in construction work. 

Fertilizers (10) 

9.1 The production of nitrogenous fertilizer must be increased ·by about three times 
by establishing at least three more factories of roughlY. the same capacity as Sindri. 

9.2 Fertilizer production must also be steadily and continuously expanded along wit!:. · 
irrigation to secure a rapid increase in the outturn' of agricultural crops in future. 

Heavy Chemicals (11) 

10 The production of sulphuric acid, soda ash and caustic soda must be increased by 
I960-61 to roughly four times of the actual production in 1953-54. 

Heavy Machinery (12) 

11.1 For rapid industrialization it is essential to fabricate plants and machinery at home. 
To instal a plant for the production of one million tons of steel per year lt is necessary at present 
to import machinery ·worth about Rs. 40 or Rs. 45 crores from outside. Provision has been 
made for investment of Rs. 150 crores to establish large engineering workshop.<: to fabricate 
machinery needed for producer goods plants. An immediate aim would be to ni<inufacture 
every year most of the machinery required for installing ·a one million ton capacity" steel 
plant. 

' ' 

11.2 Investment ofRs. 40 crores is contemplated for establishing plants for the manufac
ture of heavy electrical equipment. 

11.3 The production of machinery for the manufacture of consumer goods (textiles, etc.) 
must be roughly doubled during t~e plan period, and an investment provision of Rs. 50 crores 
has been made for the purpose. · · · 

Railway Rolling Stock (13) 

12 The annual production of locomotives must bdncreased from 100 to 40'? ; of wagons 
from 7,000 to 2o,ooo; and of coa~hes from 8oo to 2,000 per year so as to :main self-sufficiency 
in ri)Uing stock by the end of the plan period. · 

29 P.C .. 
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Jute .Textiles (14) 

13 Immediate steps should be taken to ensure a fuller use of the existing capacity and 
to see that by 196o-61 the full rated capacity is utilised. 

Fat'tory-made Consumer Goods 

14.1 The faCtory production of essential consumer goods would be increased in such a 
way qs to prevent competition with the household and hand industries. 

14.2 Cotton Textiles (15)-Production would be increased to 5,500 million yards per 
year by I96Q-6I, the additional production being used mainly for exports. (The remaining 
part of the internal demand would be met by hand-made cloth.) 

14.3 Woollen Textiles (x6)-Manufacture of woollen textiles should increase by about 
25 per cent during the Second Plan period. 

14.4 Sugar (x7) and Vegetable oil (x8)-The production of sugar must be increased 
(preferably through co-operatives) by about so per cent and reach 2 ·I million tons. A rise 
by about 33 per cent of the production of vegetable oil will be necessary. 

14.5 Paper (x9), bicycles 20, sewing machines (21') and electrical goods (22)-Production 
must increase by roughly between 40 per cent and 100 per cent to meet anticipated increase 

in demand and also partly for export. 

Hand-made Consumer Goods 

15.1 Every effort must be made to expand the hand production of consumer goods to 
provide a marketable surplus to meet the increase in demand. 

' . 

15.2 Khadi and lzandloom (23)-Production would be increased to 3,200 million yards 
(from the level ofabou~ 1,200 million yards in 1953-54). 

15.3 Production of other hand-made articles must be increased by from 20 per cent to 
40 per cent. 

Agriculture and Allied Pursuits 

16.1 The production of cereals (28) must be increased from 56 million tons (in 1953-54) 
to 63 million ton~; in t96o-6r, and of pulses (29) from 10 to 13 million tons. This would make 
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the country self-sufficient in food grains at a somewhat higher standard of consumption. than 
at present. 

16.2 Cotton (37)-0utput must increase by 38 per cent to 5 • 8 million bales so that 
the net import of cotton can be considerably reduced by 1960-61. 

16.3 Sugarcane (34)-0utput must increase to 7·5 million tons of raw sugar (so per 
cent increase). 

16.4 Milk (37)-Production of milk and other edible animal_ husbandry products 
should go up by about 25 per cent. 

17.1 lrrigdtion (41)-In order to achieve the agricultural targets mentioned. above: 
the total irrigated area must increase from 70 to 100 million acres. 

17.2 Special attention must be given to devising suitable measures for flood control.· 

() 

National Extension Service and Community Projects (42) 

53 

18 Vigorous organization and persistent efforts would be required for the expansion of 
production in agriculture and in household and hand industries. NES blocks, which can. 
supply a convenient machinery for this purpose, must cover the entire country by the · end · of 
the Second Plan. / 

Transport 

19 Railway tracks (43) would be increased by 3,000 miles (9 per cent increase) ; passenger 
miles (44) and freight miles (45) by 30 per cent and 40 per cent respectivcrly. National highways 
(46) would be increased from 12,500 to 17,500 miles (40 per cent increase) and State roads 
(47) from 2o,ooo to 35,000 miles (75 per cent increase). Shipping tonnage (48) would increase 
from 525,000 (in 1953-54) to about I,soo,ooo-an increase of 185 per cent. 

Education 

20.1 The number of pupils in schools between the ages of6 and 14 would increase from 
about 29 millions in 1955-56 to about 46 millions in 1960-61. .~ 

20.2 The expenditure on technical training, higher education and ·research (53) must in- · 
crease by 75 per cent. 
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Health 

21 · 1 The number of hospital beds (54) must increase from I 12,000 in 1953-54 to 250,000 in 
1960-61; and the number of registered doctors (55) from 65,000 in 1953-54 to 90,000 in 19(5o-61. 

21.2 Two new cadres of junior and senior health assistants (56) would be created with two 
levels of training of two years and 4 years respectively. Each junior health assistant would be 
placed in charge of a group of 10 villages or one NES block and one senior health assistant would 
be in charge of 5 such groups or 5 NES blocks together with one registered doctor in charge of 
two such units or 10 NES blocks in such a way that the whole of the rural area is covered by 
the end of the Second Plan. 

Urban Housing (57) 

22 The number of urban houses must increase sufficiently to provide additional accom
modation for 3 million families during the Second Plan. 

TABLE 1-Targets of Production/or the Se,ond Five Year Plan 

--·-·--

Name of item 

(I) 

F'actory Producer goods 

I. electricity 
2. coal 
3· synthetic petrol 
4· steel 
5· pig iron (for foundries) 
6. iron ore. 
7. aluminium 
8. manganese ore 
9. cement . 

IO. fertilizers-
(a) nitrogenous -

(b) superphosphates . 

1956-57 to 196o-61 

Unit 

(2) 

,. m.kw 
• m. tons 
. th.- tons 
• m. tons 

m. tons 
• m. tons: 
• th.tons 
• m. tons 

m. tons 

th.tons 
nitrogen 

th. tons 

Actuals 

195Q-5I 

(3) 

2'3 
32 
nil 
I•I 

3 
3'7 

I 
2'7 

9'2 
55 

I953-54 

(4) 

2•8 
36 
nil 
I·I 

4 
3'8 

2 
4'0 

6I•4 
66 

~ 

Provisional estimates 

I9SS-s6 

(S) 

3'5 
37 
nil 
I·3 
0'4 

4 
5 
2 

4'6 

90 
IOO 

I96o-6I 

(6) 

6·o 
6o·o 
300 
s·o 
1•8 
I3 
40 

3'5 
10'0 

s6o 
200 

percentage 
increase 

(7) 

7I 
62 

285 
350 
225 
700 
75 

I08 

300 
IOO 
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TABLE x-<:ontd. 

Actuals Provisional estimates 

Name of Item Unit 

I9SQ-SI I9S3-S4 I9Ss-s6 I96o-6I percentage 
increase 

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 

I I. heavy chemicals-
(a) sulphuric acid th. tons 99 I20 ISO 4SO 200 

(b) soda ash th. tons 4S S6 75 200 I67 
(c) caustic soda . th.tons II 2S '33 100 203 

12. heavy . '·machinery to 
· fabricate plants-

(a) steel. . and producer 
nil 'nil nil (investment) Rs. crores ISO 

(b) electrical equipment -
'nil (investment) Rs. crores nil nil 40 

(c) consumer goods • index IOO 200 IOO 

I3. railway rolling stock-
(a) locomotives . nos • nil 86 100 400 .300 
(b) wagons . nos • I09S 6892 7000 20000 186 
(c) passenger coaches . nos • 479 786 8oo 2000 ISO / 

14. jute textiles . th. tons 892 864 IOOO I200 20 

Factory consumer goods- ... 
-- _,:; ~ 

IS. cotton textiles • m. yds. 37I8 4906 sooo ssoo IO 
I6. woollen textiles . m.lbs. 18 20 20 25 25 . 
I7. sugar . m. tons I" I 1•1 1•4· 2•1 so 
I8. vegetables oil . . m. tons 1•2 1"4 1"5 2•0 '33 
19. paper . th.tons 114 137 140 200 . 43 
20. bicycles • . thousands 101 290 SOC? 1000 100 
21. sewing machines thousands 33 68 90 ISO 67 
22. Electrical goods index IOO 166 66 

Hand-made consumer goods--

23. khadi and hand-loom m. yds. 742 1200 I6oo 3200 100 
24. soap th.tons 28 40 '43 
25. footwear . m. pairs so 100 25 
26. food industries index .100 . 120 20 
27. metalwares . index 100 133 '33 
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TABLE I-Gontd. 

Actuals Provisional estimates 

Nameofitem Unit 

195o-51 1953-54 1955-56 196o-61 percentage 
increase 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7) 

Agricultural and associated pursuits-
28. cereals . . m. tons 41"7 s6·I s6 63 13 
29. pulses and grams , 8·3 9•6 10 13 30 
30. total foodgrains , so·o 65·o 66 76 15 
31. oilseeds • , s·1 5·6 s·6 7"0 25 
32. cotton . . m. bales 2•9 3•9 4•2 s·s 38 
33· Jute . m. bales 3"3 3•1 s·o 5"4 8 
34· sugarcane (raw sugar) . m. tons s·6 · 4•6 s·o 7"5 so 
35· tobacco • . th.tons 257 256 250 300 20 

36. tea . m. tons 6o7 675 675 750 II 

37· milk index 100 125 25 
38. wool . m.lbs. 40 so 25 
39· timber . . index 100 130 30 
40. fish , 100 125 25 

Rural development 
41. irrigation . m. acres so s8 70 100 43 
42· NES and community 

projects • . no. of blocks 479 1200 s6oo 367 

Transport 
Railways-
43· mileage • miles 34·500 37.500 9 
44· pasSenger miles . index 100 130 30 
45· freight index • . ton miles 100 140 40 

Roads-
46. national highways . . th. miles 11•9 12"5 17"5 40 
41· State roads , 17•6 20•0 35"0 15 

Shipping-
48. tonnage • . thousand 391 525 610 1,500 146 

Social seroices 

Bdueation-

49· pupils : age 6-n . nos.lakhs 187 236 38o 
so. pupils : age 11-14 .. 

34 51 So 
"i 

51. percentage of students in 
age groups : 6-n • ~~ 42 so 75 so 
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TABLE 1-Gontd. 

Actuals 

Name of item Unit 

1953-54 

(I) (2) (3) 

52. percentage of students in 
nos. lakhs age groups : u-14 . 14 

53· technical training, higher 
Rs. crores] education and research • 
index 

Health-
54· hospital beds • . thousand 107 II2 
55· doctors (registered) • 0 thousand 65 
s6. health assistants index 

Housing-
57· urban houses • 0 lakhs IOI 

Communications-
58. post offices 0 thousands 37 47 
59: telegraph offices thousands 36 39 
6o. telephones thousands 168 220 

57 

Provisional estimates 

195s-s6 

<s> 

20 

100 

125 
70 

100 

120 

53 
48 

300 

1960-61 percentage 
increase 

{6) 

30 so 

175 .75 

250 100 
90 29 

300 200 

ISO 25 

78 41 
70 46 

6oo IOO 



APPENDIX (PROVISIONAL) 

COMMODITY BALANCES IN I96<>-6I 

I Attempts have been made to see, in a rough way, that the targets given in Table 
I are consistent. This appendix gives relevant information for five major commodities 
electr~city, coal, steel, cell1ent, and h_eavy chemicals. 

Electricity . 

2 The consumption of electricity in I96o-6I is expected to be 20,000 million kilowatt hours 
(kWh) which should be possible to secure from an installed capacity of 6 million kilowatts(mkW) 
with a slightly higher rate of utilization than the present rate. · The following allOcation of 
power in millions kwh is envisaged in I960-6I: iron and steel (2500), aluminium (I300), cement 
(noo), cotton textiles (I5ooo), fertilizers (Iooo), all other industries (2500) and light , small 
power, traction and all other uses (7000)- total (20,000). 

Coal 

3 The industrial development envisaged would require at least 6o million tons of coal. 
The allocation in million tons in I96o-6I is expected to be as follows: railways (14.0), electricity 
(S.o), iron and steel (I5.o) cement and bricks (s.o), cotton textiles (I.5), jute mills (o.s), paper 
(I.o), fertilisers (1.o), other industries (4.0), bunker and steamer service (2.0), domestic(7 .5), 
synthetic. petrol (1.5) and all other uses (2.0)-total (6o.o). 

Steel 
4 The rough pattern of utilization in million tons in I96o-6I is given below: steel processing 

industries (I. 5), railways (o.8), industrial development schemes both public and private ( 0.8), 
other Government development schemes including multipurpose and State irri~tion projects 
(o.2), construction (0.5), industrial maintenance and packing (0.3), d~fence and roads (o_.I) 
and all other uses including export (0.7)-total (s.o). 

Cement 

5 The allocation evnvisaged in million tons in I96o-61 is as follows: all construction (6.4), 
cement products (0.4), railways (0.5), roads (0.3), multipurpose and State irrigation projects 
(1.8) and all other uses including export (o.6)-total (Io.o). 

Heavy Chemicals 

6.1 Balances have been worked out for sulphuric acid, caustic soda and soda ash. 

6.2 Sulphuric acid The allocation in 1960-6I in thousand tons will be as follows: ammo
nium sulphate (6o), superphosphate (no), iron and steel (90) and all other uses (I90)
total (450). 

6.3 Caustic soda The allocation in I96o-6I in thousand tons will be as follows: soap (30), 
textiles (20), paper (I5), aluminium (5) and all other uses (30)-total (Ioo). 

6.4 Soda ash Theallocationini96o-6I inthousandtonswillbeasfollows: glass (Ioo), 
textiles (Io), silicate of soda (Io), paper (Io), other chemicals (25) and all other uses (4,5}
total (200). 



Chapter Three 

INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 
i' 

Allocation of Investment 
/ 

1.1 The allocation of investment (or net capital formation) by broad sectors is: shown below 
in Table 2. 

TABLE 2-'-Allocatt"on of Investment (Rs. crores) 

I. Electricity 

2. Industry • 

Sector 

(I) 

3· Transport & communication 

4· Agriculture and irrigation 

s. Construction 

6. Stocks 

TOTAL 

Public 

(2) 

4SO 

1,000 

86o 

7so 
250 

IOO 

3>400 

Private 

(3) 

so 
400 

so 
200 

I,IOO 

400 

2,200· 

·Total. · Percentage. 

(4). (S) 

soo 8-·9·. 

!>400 25•(), 

900 16•1 

9SO 17·!-
1,350 24"0 

soo 8•9 

.6 

., ~ ~ s,6oo IOO•O · 

1.2 Electricity includes both hydro-electric and thermal power stations. Industry includes· -
the household and hand industries. Construction includes residential houses, schools,. hospitals 
and public buildings. 

1.3 Strictly comparable figures are not available for the First Five Year-Plan, but the total 
investment in the public sector as planned was roughly Rs. 1600 toRs. 1700 crores and the same 
amount was estimated for the private sector. Thus investment or net capital formation through 
the public sector in the Second Plan would be about double of the planned estimates in the First. 
Plan; and the estimated investment in the private sector would be about 4o per cent higtler. 

Allocation by Industries 

2.1 The break-down of investment by important industries is shown in Table). 
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TABLE 3 -Allocation of Investment by Industries 

I. Iron and steel · 
2. Synthetic petrol 

Industry 

(I) 

:\. Heavy machinery to fabricate plants for:
( a) steel and producer goods • 
(b) electrical equipments 
(c) consumer goods 

4• Cement, chemicals, etc. • 
S· Existing State enterprises 
6. Aluminium 
7o -Minerals and prospecting 
8. Fertilizers 
9· Factory consumer goods 
·to. Household and hand industries 

• • I 

• 

TOTAL 

Investment Percentage 
(Rs. crores) _ 

(2) (3) 

425 30'4 
So s·1 

ISO I0•7 

40 - 2'9 

so 3'6 
IOO 7'I 
so 3•6 

30 2•I 

75 S'4 
IOO 7'I 
IOO 7'I 
~00 I4'3 

I,400 IOO·O 

2.2 The provision for iron and steel includes expansion of capacity of existing plants; 
three new plants (Rourkela, Madhya Pradesh and one more); factories for the production of 
pig iron for foundries, and miscellaneous items. 

2.3 Along with the installation of one synthetic petrol plant, necessary action must be taken 
to train personnel and build up experience through pilot plants for the establishment of asso
ciated, chemical industries. 

2.4 The production. of 'electrical appliances would include electrical machinery (such as 
turbines, generators, transformers, transmission equipment, etc.) required for hydro-electric 
and thermal projects. 

2.5 The heavy machinery industry to be established in the public sector must be able by 
196o-61 to fabricate machinery required to instal every year a steel plant of a million ton capacity 
or plants to manufacture producer goods of roughly equivalent value. 

2.6 The aluminium industry must be develped to make the country independent of imports 
of copper by 1¢o-61; and must continue to be further expanded in future. 

2. 7 Geological surveys and especially prospecting for oil and minerals by Government 
organization must be rapidly expanded. Mining operations.must also be greatly expanded. 
f\ provisio~ ofRs. 7~ cror~s h!ls \>~~n Jll!l~e for this purpose, 
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2.8 Rs. 100 crores have been provided for the installation offertilizer"piants with capacity 
equivalent to roughly four times the current production at the Sindri factory. · 

Household and Small Industries 

2.9 The greatest importance is attached to the expansion of the household and hand 
industries as this would be the principal method of liquidating unemployment and also of crea
ting a marketable surplus of consumer goods to meet the increase in demand arising from 
investments in heavy industries construction work, and expenditure on social services. Rs. 200 

crores or Rs. 40 crores per year have been provided for this purpose. 

Public Development Expenditure 

3• 1 In the First as well as in the Second Plan certain items of current expenditure have been 
included in addition to provision for investment. This is shown in the following Table 4· 

3.2 Comparable figures for the First Five Year Plan are given in Cols. (6) and (7). 
The total development expenditure of Rs. 4,300 crores in the Second Plan is just short of double . 
the planned development expenditure of Rs. 2,248 crores in the First Plan. 

. - . . . -

TABLE 4 -Public Development Expenditure . 
Second Plan First Plan 

Sector investment current total percent percent total 

(I) 

I. Electricity 

2. Agriculture, irrigation and 
rural development 

3· Sub-total 

4· Industry & minerals 

5· Transport and communication 

6. Construction and social services 

7• Stock . 

TOTAL 

(Rs. · 
crores)· 

(2) 

450 

750 

I,OOO 

85o 

250 
IOO 

3,400 

(Rs. 
crores) 

(3) 

200 

100 

IOO 

500 

900 

(Rs. 
crores) 

ICRs· 
crores) 

(4) (S) (6) (7) 

450 Io·s 

950 22 

1,400 33 44 990 
I,IOO 26 8 178 

950 22 24 536 

750 17 24 544 
100 2 

4·300 roo IOO 2,248 
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3-3 In the Second Plan there is a much larger actual expenditure for industrial and mineral 
development (Rs. 1,100 crores against Rs. 178 crores in the First Plan); and the relative pro
p<)rtion is also much higher (26 per cent of total development expenditure in the Second Plan 
against 8 per cent in the First Plan). The actual expenditure in the Second Plan is greater but 
the relative expenditure (as a proportion of the total) is less in all the other sectors. 

Total Development Expenditure 

4.1 In addition to the current development expenditure included in Table 
current expenditures for purposes of development not included in the Plan. 
is shown in Table 5 below. 

4, there are 
The position 

TABLE 5-Total Government Expenditure (Rs. crores) 

item 

(I) 

I. Non-development (defence and civil administration) 

2. Development :-
(a) not in the plan 
(b) in the plan • 

3· Sub-total ~ 

TOTAL 

1955-56 
(estimated) 

(2) 

625 

200 
6oo 

8oo 

1>425 

196o-61 
(estimated) 

(3) 

725 

225 
1,100 

1,325 

2,050 

total 
Second Plan 

(4) 

3,400 

1,100 
4,300 

5·400 

8,8oo 

4.2 The total Government expenditure is expected to increase from Rs. 1,425 crores in 
1955-56 to about Rs. 2,050 crores in 196o-61; the total development expenditure would increase 
at the same time from Rs. 8oo crores to Rs. 1,325 crores; and the development expenditure 
included in the Second Five Year Plan would increase from Rs. 6oo crores to Rs.1,100 crores. 

4·3 The total Government expenditure during the Second Five Year Plan is expected to 
be Rs. 8,800 crores out of which Rs. 3,400 crores woul.d be non-development (defence and civil 
administration), Rs. 1_,100 crores development expenditure not included in the Plan, and 
Rs 4-300 crores development expenditure included in the Plan. 



Chapter Four · 

EMPLOYMENT AND INCOME 

Employment 

I. I In India a very large number of families (comprising a majority of the population) 
are self-employed, many of which use their labour power only partially and thus· suffer from 
chronic under-employment. They must be provided with opportunities of doing more work 
and thus increasing their income. 

I .2 In the urban areas there is a large number of persons without jobs and seeking work 
for whom new employment must be created. New work must al_so be found for roughly 
1.8 millions of persons who, on an average, would enter the working force every year (calculated 
on the basis of a labour force comrosition of 40 per cent of a net average increase in population 
of 4·5 millions per year). 

2. I The programme of production, investment, and development (discussed in Chapters 
Two and Three) is expected to generate a volume of employment shown in Table 6. 

TABLE 6--Estimated Volume of Employment in I96o-6I 

(in millions) incr~e 

Sector 
1955-s6 196o-61 actuals . per cent 

(in millions) 

. 
(I) (2) (3) (4) -<~· (5) 

[. Agriculture & allied pursuits 109"5 111•0 · I·S 41 

~. Mining & factory establishments 4"0 s·1 "'~"7 42 
3· Household enterprises & construction 12"0 IS·O 3"0 25 
4· Communication, railways, banks, insurance 1•6 2•0 0"4 25 
5· Wholesale and retail trade, transport (other 

than railway), etc. . 10 .. 0 12•0 2•0 .20 

5. Professions, services (including Govt. 
administration) and the rest • 14"9 17"3 2•4 16 

TOTAL 152"0 163•0 u·o 7 
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2.2 If the targets of production are realized then the problem of unemployment should be 
brought under control by the end of the Second Five Year Plan. Because of the rapid rate of 
industrialization proportionately the biggest increase of employment, about 45 per cent, would 
occur in mining and factory enterprises. The household and hand industries, communication, 
transport, trade, etc., would have an increase of about 20 per cent or 25 per cent and the prof
fessions and services of about I6 per cent. Even in the Second Plan labour would not begin 
to be drawn away from agriculture and allied pursuits, but would increase at a small rate of the 
order of only I. 5 per cent, which would still mean an increase of I. 5 million persons in the labour 
force in this sector. 

Income 
3.I The net domestic output at I952-53 prices had increased from Rs. 91.9 abja in I95o-5I 

(the base year of the First Five Year Plan) to about Rs. I03.I abja (provisional estimate) in 
I953-54· This represents an increase of Rs. I I .2 abja or I2.2 per cent in 4 years or just over 3 
per cent per year. A part' of this increase was probably due to exceptionally good agricultural 
crops in I953-54 and another part prossibly to a partial correction of the previous under
estimation of crops. If allowance is made for these factors the real increase would be probably 
about IO per cent in 4 years. 

3 .2 In the Second Five Year Plan the rate of investment and development would be 
roughly double that of the First Plan. The rate of increase of income is also expected to be rough
ly double or about 5 per cent per year. The same estimate has been generally corroborated 
from more detailed calculations by sectors on the basis of the investment and development 
programme. 

3·3 The expected ~crease in national income is shown in Table 7· 

TABLE·7-Domestic Product of the Indian Union at I952-53 prices (Rs. abja-Ioo crores) 

Sector 

(I) 

1. Agriculture and allied pursuits-
2. Mining and factory enterprises 
3· Household enterprises & construction 
4· Communications, railways, banks, etc .. 
·s. Wholesale & retail trade, other transport 
6. Professions, services including Government 

administration and the rest 

1· TOTAL 

8. Population (millions) 
9· Per capita income (Rs.) 

actual 
195o-'51 

(2) 

45"2 
6·6 
9"3 
3"1 

13"4 

14"3 

91"9 

359"3 
256 

estimates 
increase 
per cent 

1955-56 196o-61 

(3) (4) (5) 

52·8 63•4 20 
9"0 15"0 67 

10•2 14"3 40 
3·6 4"7 30 

IS·I 18·8 25 

. 17"3 20·8 20 ----
108.0 137"0 27 

383•7 409"7 7 
282 334 19 



Chapter Five 

FINANCE AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE 

Rate of Investihent.-

I The planned net investment covering both public and private sectors is Rs. 5,6oo 
crores over the period of the Second Plan. The current rate of investment is about 7 per cent ; 
this will have to be raised to about II per cent of national income by I9()o-6I. 

Resources for the Public Sector 

2. I The total expenditure of the Centre and State Governments combined is estimated at 
Rs. 8,800 crores for the Second Plan as a whole (Table 5). Expenditure outside the plan would 
increase from Rs. 825 crores in I955-56 (estimated) to Rs. 900 crores on ~ average in the 
Second Plan. Expenditure on the Plan is expected to increase from Rs. 6oo crores in 
I955-56 (estimated) to an average of Rs. 86o crores in the Second Plan. 

2.2 ~e total receipts from taxes and ndft-tax revenue, at the current rate of intake of ·· 
S.5 per cent of national income, would bring in about Rs. 5,200 crores. Borrowings (net) 
from the public should yield Rs. I,oOO crores (about Rs. 6oo crores from loans and Rs. 400 
crores from small savings). Allowing for Rs. 200 crores for receipts from railways and miscel
laneous items on capital account, the total receitps from the domestic sources, at current 
rates, would be Rs. 6.400 crores. 

2.3 This leaves a gap of Rs. ?>400 crores in the public sector. As against this~ external 
assistance may provideRs. 400 crores. The balance ofRs. 2,000 crores will have to be found . 
at least in part by fresh taxation and profits of such commercial or industrial undertakings 
as can be started in the public sector. The aim should be to limit deficit financing to a total 
of Rs. I,ooo to I,200 crores. A taxation target of 9 to IO per cent of national income as against 
the present level of about 7 per cent must be attained . 

. 3-I The budgetary position on the above basis is shpwn below:-

TABLE &-Government Budget : I956-57 to I96o-6I (Rs. a:ores) 

expenditure 
(I) 

I. On the plan . 
2. Outside the plan • 

TOTAL 

receipu 
(2) (3) 

4,300 I. on the revenue account 5,200 
1,000 

200 

400 

4,500 2. loans from the public • • 

8,800 

3· railways and miscellaneous funds 
4- foreign assistance 

5· sub-total . . • • • 6,8oo 
6. additional taxes and loans and profits 

from State enterprises • • . • 8oo-1,ooo 
1· deficit financing 1,ooo--1,200 

TOTAL • . • 

6S 
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3.2 A good part of the additional income in the Second Plan would be created at lower 
income levels. The heavy industries would take time to become profitable. Also, foreign 
assistance may not be realised to the fullest extent. It would be essential, therefore , to keep 
a stringent watch on expenditure outside the Plan ; to make necessary adjustments in the price 
and subsidy policy of Government ; to reach new strata for tapping savings ; and finally, to 
make changes in the tax structUre to raise additional resources required to finance the Second 
Plan. 

Finance of the Private Sector 

4.1 Investment in the private sector is estimated at Rs; 2,200 crores out of which 
Rs. 1,100 crores or about a half is for housing and Rs. 400 crores for industries. 

4.2 With deficit financing of Rs. 1,000 to Rs. 1,200 crores by Government, the banking· 
system should be able to provide the credit required for working capital. In fact, conditions 
of easy credit are likely to emerge. .J 

4·3 The newly set-up financial institutions (such as the Industrial Investment and Credit 
Corporation) will a,ssist the private sector. The pattern of investment in the private sector 
will have to be watched continuously and influenced in the desired direction through tax 
incentives, selective credit controls, capital issue control and similar devices. 

Foreign Trade and Payments 

5.1 Much larger imports will have to be made of capital goods in the Second Plan. 
The total needs would oome to about Rs. 1,200 crores; adding Rs. 400 crores for imports of 
equipment for replacements, the total requirements would be about Rs. 1,6oo crores for imports 
of capital goods. 

5.2 This mus.t be ·met partly by increased production of foodgrains, sugar, cotton, and 
petrol ; partly through foreign assistance and withdrawal from sterling balances ; and by cur
tailment of non.::CSsential imports and promotion of exports in every possible way. 



Chapter Six 

PLANNING ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION ~ . 

Planning Organiza-tion· ! ' ' t •I ' • :/ ,._ 

I.I Planning must be continuous and flexible. In addition-to the Five. Year Pi~, detailed 
annual plans must be prepared every year. Targets, projects~ and policies must be continually 
re-assessed and reformulated to suit changing needs and cotidi~ons~ . : ~·: ':, .. ~·: ;:.:· 

. '·. .. .. ' .... -, . . . ~' 
1.2 At the same time it is imperative to keep in perspective the potential groWdi of the 

economy over a long period so that decisions can be made to secure· a balance -between short-
term and long-term ObjectiVeS. \ J . ' ', I : ' I' • ; 'j f 1 

' l . : 1 . , .... ' ~: ';'!I} 

1.3 For planning on lines explained above, it is necessary to build up an ap~ropr!at€1 . 
planning organization. A technical organisation (consisting of economists, statisticians, scien
tists engineers, technologists, and administrators) must .be established within' the'Plaiming 
Commission for the preparation and continuing exanlination ' of the. national plah ;_ and ' for 
working out the various balances relating to it. Technical units must also be established 
in the Central Ministries, State Governments, and other agencies to prepare detailed projects 
and estimates and to revise them as necessary. 

I ·4 There must be a continual two-way flow of information. Plan targets from the top. 
must be continually checked against possibilities of realization at th~ level of profects. Possi .. 
bilities of development envisaged at the bottom must continuously shape the targets formulated 
at the top. 

1.5 Information of many kinds would be continually required for the forDmlation and 
revision of the plan and of detailed projects as well as for the assessment of the progress and 
implementation of the Plan. . . 

I .6 The information service and planning and project activities must be closely related. 
The Central Statistical Organisation in association with the Indian Statistical Institute must 
function as an integral part of the planning machinery at the Centre. . Following the same 
pattern, the State Statistical Bureaux must serve as focal points for statistical services in con
nection with planning activities at the State level. 

Administrative Machinery 

2. I Planning on bold lines with a steady expansion of the public sector and advance to a 
socialistic pattern of economy would require the building up of appropriate administrative . -
machinery of a new type at all levels. . · . 

29 P.C. 
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2.2 There must be decentralization, on business like lines, of the day to day management 
of public enterprises with large delegation of financial, administrative, and executive control 
to develop uutiative and responsibility at the periphery so necessary for efficient conduct of 
business ente:rprises. 

2.3 Attention must be focussed on the implementation of the Plan-on getting things 
done at the right time-and rules of procedure must, if necessary, be revised to ensure 
effective action. Secretariat control of the present type must be replaced to a large extent 
by control by truly autonomous public corporations set up by Government or through the 
supply of credit by State Banks working under the general guidance of Government in 
matters of policy. 

2.4 Administrative difficulties inherent in the existing Government machinery are likely 
to prove the greatest obstacle to efficient planning. To overcome such difficulties, large 
organizational and even constitutional changes may become necessary. The problem is urgent 
and requires immediate and serious attention. 

2.5 .Government must rally public support in·favour of the Plan; and encourage and help 
non-official organizations to promote . its fulfilment. 
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INTRODUCfiON 
, . • .i i 

I. An attempt has been made in this paper to work out the targets to be achieved in the 
Second Plan period in the light of the main objectives in view. The purpose is to present a 
rough sketch of the overall picture or pattern which the Second Plan should aim at. The 
detailed targets to be achieved will, of course, have to be arrived at only after a detailed scru
tiny of needs and of the means and rneasures required for their fulfilment. A broad framework 
is, however, n~~~ ~individual sc~emes and targets are to be worked out by the authori
ties concerned with an eye to the overall developments envisaged. The framework pre
sented in this paper may thus be regarded as a first approximation to what the final plan might 
look like. The intention, in the first instance, is to facilitate a discussion on overall objec
tives and the means of attaining them. The plan proper will only emerge after a series of 
discussions between planning and executive authorities on various levels. In this process, the 
initial assumptions made in this paper and the various· suggestions put forward will necessarily 
come in for a review. 

2. The Planning Commission is required under its terms of reference to " make an 
assessment of the material, capital and humanresources of the country including technical 
~rsonnel and investigate the possibilities of augmenting such of these resources as are found 
to be deficient in relation to the nation's rquirements." Such an assessment is necessarily 
a continuous process. When the First Plan was formulated a quick estimate of the require
ments and possibilities of the first five-year period was made and the plan represented what 
could be achieved as a first step towards more rapid and sustained progress in the future. 
The targets set in the First Plan were modest. At the tit:D.e the plan was formulated the 
country had to reckon with the dislocation caused by war and partition, with the resurgence of 
inflationary pressures in the wake of hostilities iil Korea ·and with shortages of food and essen
tial raw materials. A cautious approach was inevitable in the circumstances. 

3· The economy has gained considerable strength over the past three or four years. 
Inflation has been overcome. Shortages of foodstuffs and raw materials have disappeared. 
There has been considerable expansion in industrial production and in the provision of health 
and education facilities. These achievements of the First Five Year Plan give reason for 
the hope that a bolder step ahead in the Second Plan is feasible. 

4· A bolder plan for the coming five-year period is, in fact, inescapable. Our experience 
in the past few years has focussed attention on certain disquieting features of the economy. 
Failure of employment opportunities to expand pari passu with needs and the fall in agricultural 
prices have made it evident that the rate of investment in the economy is inadequate. While 
agricuhural production has increased, there has not been a corresponding increase in the 
demand ftom the other sectors. This, in part, at any rate, may be attributed to the rather 
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insufficient emphasis on industrial development in the First Plan period. In part, it is d"\le 
to the rather unexpectedly good monsoons for the last two years. For raising the tempo of 
development in the next plan period there must be a greater stress on industrialization. ·_The 
shift will, of course, be relative. Increase in agricultural production and productivity must 
remain for many years to come a matter of high priority. 

S· The shortfalls in expenditure that occurred in the initial stages of the _First J?!an have 
emphasised the need for a detailed and timely formulation of schemes, for_ the setting up o( · 
adequate administrative machinery and for prior training of personnel at all levels. · A bolder 
plan can be initiated only if'more of the real resources which are unutilised in the system can 
be effectively mobilised. It is necessary, therefore, to assess the real resources available 
and to examine the uses to which they can be put with maximum advantage in view of the 
objectives in hand. 

6. In short, experience with the First Plan suggests that a bolder approach in the Second 
• ' • l • : • I • 

Plan is both feasible and desirable. It also_ suggests at the same time that there is little ground, 
for complacency about the financial resources available for securing a greater rate of develop- -
ment. The budgetary position of Government in the earlier years of' the 'plan was helped'. 
by the extraordinary receipts following the war in Korea. The rate bf spending in the· first 
three years was also quite low. More lately while taX receipts have not increased, the res
ponse of the public to Government loans has been encouraging. For the five-year periodrui. 
a whole, however, the surpluses from current revenues, the profits 'of railways and the acCUmU~. 
lations in various deposit funds will turn out to be somewhat below the targets set in tli.e 
plan. For stepping up the outlay in the plan in the fourth and fifth years, it has been found 
necessary to rely to a great extent on deficit financing.· Deficit financing as a·means of draw
ing unutilised resources into the system is justifiable. Continued reliance on it may, how.!· 
ever, distort the price structure and create instability. In short, if the Second Plan has to be 
bolder, it has to be based on greater effort at mobilising the real and financial _resourceS· 
needed. •.- -·'·' : · · 



Chapter I 

OBJECTIVES OF THE SECOND PLAN 

The main objectives of the Second Plan may be set down in general terms as follows :

(a) A sizeable increase in national income so as to raise the level of living in the country; 

(b) Rapid industrialization, with particular emphasis on the development of basic 
industries ; 

(c) Fuller employment; and 

(d) Social justice. 

2. These. objectives are interrelated. The level ofliving in the country cannot be raised 
without a ~ustained increase in the production and investment. In order to facilitate greater 
capital formation in the country, it is necessary to develop the basic industries producing 
steel, coal, electricity, heavy:chelnicals and machinery. But in a poor country where con
sumption standards are already too low, higher investment and the development of basic 
industries cannot be made to depend on a curtailment of consumption even in the initial stages. 
An attempt must be made, therefore, to increase both consumption and investment simul
taneously by harnessing such resources as are unemployed or unutilised at present. 

' 3· The economic development of the country must conform to the broad social objec-· 
tives in hand. The development of a socialistic pattern of society has already been enunciated 
as. a basic objective before the country. In formulating the Second Plan emphasis must be 
place~ on the extension of public ownership or control over the strategic means of production, 
on greater equality of opportunities, on bridging the gap between the haves and the have
nots and on the protection and enhancement of the well-being of the weak and unorganised 
sections of society. Men do not give of their best in the absence of a secure and fair share in 
the fruits of their labour; and achievement of social justice is a necessary condition for 
releasing the productive energies of the people. 

4· The objectives outlined above cannot be achieved fully in a matter of five or ten years. 
In the short run, it may not be possible to reconcile fully the claims of greater production, 
fuller employment and a wider capital and industrial base for further progress. Such con
flict as arises between different objectives in the short run must be resolved in keeping with 
the dictates of social justice and tha need for raising standards of life at the lower levels. In 
planning for a given period ahead, the basic task is to define as precisely as possible the 
advru.t<.'e to be made in each desirable line and to ensure an optimum fulfilment of all the 
()lbjl'.'C\.\\ 'es. 
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NATIONAL INCOME AND STANDARD OF LIVING 

5· The First Five Year Plan contained an· illustrative model of development over a 
period of some 27 years. According to that model, India's national income could be doubled 
in some 22 years, per capita in~ome could be doubled in about 27 years, and per capita con
sumption could be increased by roughly 70 per cent in a little more than five plan periods (i.e., 
I!etween 195o-51 and 1977). · 

6. The increase in national income by the end of the First Plan is likely to be g~ter than 
was anticipated and may amount to some 15 per cent over the five ·years. . The national in
come of India increased by some 15 per cent in real tenns during the five years 1948-49 to 
1953-54. During the first three years of the First Plan, the increase was of the order ·of 12.5 
per cent. Even when allowance is made for the provisional character of the eStimate for 
1953-54 and for favourable monsoons, it is reasonable to expect a 15 per cent increase in na
tional income over the First Plan period. For the Second Plan, therefore, we may. well 
aspire to an increase in national income higher than 15 percent, say, 25 to 27 per cent ·in 
five years, or· 5 per cent per annhm as a first approximation. 
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7. An increase in national income of about 5 per cent every year in the Second Plan is 
by no means unrealistic or ambitious. A rate of increase in national income of 3 per cent 
per annum has been achieved over a period of years without any attempt at planning in coun
tries alrea4y advanced industrially. In recent years, the socialist. countries in Eastern Europe 
have achieved a rate of increase of some I2 to I6 per cent in national income every year. 
In the light of this experience, the target of a 5 per cent per annum incr~e. in national in
come for the Second Five Year Plan must be regarded as a minimum to aim at. With effort 
and organisation, it could probably be improved upon. On this basis, it should be possible 
to advance the long-term targets outlined in the First Plan by some four to five years, or 
even more . 

• i 

i' ' f 

Country 

U.S. A. 

Canada. 
Switzerland 
Germany 

Japan 

Australia 

Soviet Union ' · 

Poland • 
Czechoslovakia 
Hungary 
BUlgaria 

. ! 

Growth in National Income in Selected Countries. 

Peri.od 

1869-78-1904-13 
1869-79-1929 
I899-I908-I929 

1929-1950 

. 1903-29 
. • . I89Q-I929 

. 1876-1913 

1887-1913 
1914-1930 
1914-1937 

1901-03-1928-29 
1901-03-1947-48 

1928-37 (Official) 
1949-53 " . 1947-53 " . 1948-53 " 
I9.S2-53 " 

' 1952-53 . " 

• 

• . 

Rate of growth 
(Annual Average 

in per cent) 

4·5 
4"0 
3"2 

3"0 

2·6. 
2"7 
2•8 

3"2 
2·5 

16 
IS 

14"5 
12 
12 
16 

8. An increase in national income of some five per cent per annum would permit both a 
sizeable improvement in the level of living in the country and an increase in the rate of invest- , 
ment. If investment is stepped up from roughly 7 per cent of national income at present 
to about I I per cent of national income by the end of the Second Plan, total consumption 
should increase roughly by 20 per cent and per capita consumption by I2 to I3 per cent by the 
end of the Second Plan. 



A tENTATIVE FRAMEWORK! '' 9. The First Five Year Plan aimed, as a first step, at restoring the pre-war levels of 
consumption of the basic necessaries of life in the country. There has been a significant 
increase in the consumption of foodgrains, cloth and other items in recent years and the· da- . 
mage done by war and partition is all but repaired. However, the standards of nutrition, 
clothing, health, housing and education in the country are still inadequate. 

~ " . 

10. The minimum requirements of cereals in a balanced diet were estimated by the 
Nutrition Advisory Committee as 14 oz. per adult per day. The average consumption of 
cereals in the country has incresed from less than 13 oz. per adult per day in 195o-51 to 
nearly 15 oz. in I953-54· The availability of pulses and grams still falls short of minimum 

- nutritional requirements-2. 5 against 3 oz. per adult per day. J:be consumption ora large 
number of people, however, is below the average level in the country ; and the ~emand .for 
foodgrains is certain to increase if purchasing power is increased at the lower levels. · Thus, 
quite apart from the requirements of a growing population, the production of foodgrains 
needs to be increased in the Second Plan. 

I I. In the case of other foods such a milk, ghee, meat, fish, eggs, fats, fruits, vegetables 
and sugar the present level of consumption falls far short of minimum requirements. In plann
ing for a higher standard of living, special attention must be devoted in the Second Plan to 
animal husbandry, fisheries, poultry-farming, vegetable gard~ning and other. branches of 
food production. How much advance in these directions can be secured within ~e next five 
years is a matter for detailed examination. · 

I2. The average consumption of cotton cloth in India is now b!ick to the pre-war struidard 
of I 5 yds. per person. The Textile Enquiry Committee has recommended an increase in 
consumption of cotton cloth to I8 yds. per person by 1960 .. This modest objective must 
be achieved in the Second Plan. 

~oZ • 

I3. During the war, an acute housing shortage developed in the urban areas. Urban 
population increased by 42 per cent during I941-I95I, and the shortage of houses at the end 
of the decade was estimated at more than I8lakhs in addition to some 10 lakh houses required 
for displaced persons from Pakistan. There has been a substantial increase in urban cons
truction in recent years, and it is reasonable to expect that the supply of houses in the urban 
areas would increase from some 102lakhs in 195o-5i to. 115. to 120 lakhs by the end of the 
First Plan. Broadly, provision has to be made in the. Second Plan for the conStruction of an 
additional 30 lakhs of houses in the urban areas. The housing problem in rural areas Js riot 
as acute as in urban areas. But an effort must be made through the National Extension 
Service and similar agencies to improve housing conditions in rural areas as well. 

I4. As regards education, of the total population of children betWeen 6 and 14, only 23 
per cent went to school in I939-40 and some 32 per cent in I95o-51. It is expected that this 
proportion would increase to 40 per cent by the end of the First Plan. Under the· directive 
principles of the Constitution, the State must endeavour to provide free and compulsory 
education to all children below the age of 14 within a period of ten years; A considerable 
29 P.C. 
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expansion to a proportion of, say 6o per cent, in primary education facilities must, therefore, 
be achieved in the Second Plan. Similarly, the provision of hospitals, doctors, nurses and 
sanitation facilities in the country is far frOm adequate and a substantial increase in health 
and medical facilities during the Second Plan must be assured. 

15. An increase in national product by some 25 per cent would be required to ensure 
~e increase in the level of living as envisaged above. 

RAPm INDUSTRIALIZATION 

16. Industrialization is a means, not an end. But considering the need for mmaung 
the process of sustained and more rapid progress in subsequent plans, it becomes almost an 
objective in itself. From the long-term point of view, it is necessary to make a rapid 
advance in those sectors where the potentialities for funhet'growth and the indirect benefits 
to other sectors are the greatest. It was with this ~d in view that the First Plan laid great 
emphasis on the development of irrigation and power in the country. In the Second Plan, a high 
priority must be accorded to the development of basic industries such as those producing 
iron and steel, machine,ry, electrical equipment and heavy chemicals. The development 
of these industries in the First Plan has not come up, by and large, to expectations; and this 
deficiency must be ~e g~ in the Second Plan. It is only by developing basic industries 
that a secure foundation for capital formation can be laid and the country made more and more 
independent of imports of vitally needed plant and equipment. 

17. Historically, the development of heavy capital goods industries has followed in the 
wake of a rapid advance in consumer goods industries in most countries. But it is not an 
uneconomic proposition to give priority to the development of heavy industries and to try and 
reverse the historical process, within limits. A country which seeks rapid development 
cannot rely on the export of food and raw materials for satisfying the major part of its 
increasing requirements of capital goods. Nor can a comparative late comer in the field of 
industrialisation hope for a sizeable expansion in the exports of manufactured consumer goods. 
The hinterland of countries with an industrial vacuum is disappearing day by day, and 
countries placed in more or less the same position as we are are naturally anxious to develop 
industries themselves. Our natural resources put us at no serious disadvantage in the 
development of basic industries; and such deficiencies of capital or skill as we have can be 
t'emoved by careful planning. In both these respects, assistance from more developed coun
!ries would be? weloome. The emphasis on the development of basic industries, therefore, 
iS not in disregard of the possibilities of international exchange. 

18. The major effort in the development of basic capital goods industries must ~me 
ti·om the public sector. This is necessary if the State is to have command over means of pro
tluction in strategic sectors. Also private enterprise is not likely to be able to provide the 
large capital requirements of such industries. Schemes for setting up iron and steel plants 
and an electrical equipment plant in the public sector are already under way; and the possi
bility of taking up new schemes in this field must be further explored. Special attention 
needs to be given to the production of machinery to be employed in other producer goods 
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industries and to the production of synthetic petrol. Presumably, it would be necessary to 
expand steel capacity to 10 or 20 million tons in the next 10 or 15 years. It would be desirable, 
therefore, to try and fabricate as much of the steel-making machinery as possible at home. 
Similarly, the development of synthetic petrol in the country would reduce imports and serve 
as nucleus for the development of several other industries. 

19. The private sector must also be encouraged to invest predominantly in the producer 
goods industries. A number of such industries, such as cement, chemicals and iron and 
steel are at present largely in private hands. However, a large part of the profits in organised 
industries is made in consumer goods industries. Steps must be taken, therefore, to direct a 
larger flow of private investment into basic industries by suitable tax and credit measures and 
by making a stricter use of the powers to control capital issues and imports and by licensing 

- of new enterprises. 

20. The development of heavy industries would require fuller exploitation of our minerai 
resources, extension of transport facilities and a rapid expansion in the number of tralned 
personnel in the country. Concrete schemes for scientific training, mineral development and 
transport must, therefore, be worked out in advance of the projects for heavy industries. 

21. In the ultimate analysis, all wealth is forged by human hands and brains with the " 
help of such resources of minerals, land or water as are endowed by nature. The need for 
extensive surveys to discover additional mineral resources in the country can, therefore, be 
hardly exaggerated. At the same time, steps must be taken to conserve such scarce resources 
as high-grade coal and to develop domestic substitutes for minerals such as copper in -whiCh 
we are deficient. Where necessary, arrangements can be made with foreign coun~es to 
make up the gap in skilled personnel in the country by practical training abroad. 

22. The development of capital goods industries requires heavy investment, bOth 
directly and indirectly. At the same time, it creates additional demand for consumer goods 
which it does not produce. The extent of such development is limited, therefor.-, by the 
feasibility of producing consumer goods on the scale required with the help of the residwiiy 
investment funds. The basic strategy in the Second Plan must, therefore, be to invest large 

, sums in the development of basic industries, transport and mining at on~· end and to econO
mise as much as possible in the capital requirements for other sectors without restricting the 

' supply of consumer goods. This strategy requires all-out efforts for the maximum utilization 
of capacity in existing industries and for the development of additional production in the 
capital-light or small-scale sector of industries. Since a large part of the additional demand 
for consumer goods would be directed against food, attention must be paid to the adoption of 
schemes which would increase productivity in agriculture quickly and at less capital -cost. 

23. A great deal of unused capacity exists at present in organised .industries~ This 
should be drawn upon as fully as possible. It is also. possible to expand production on the 
basis of existing equipment by working additional shifts. A detailed survey of unused 
capacity in different industries should, therefore, be undertaken as soon as· possible and steps 
shpuld be tak~ Jo eqsurc the ~ ys~ pf ¢.stin~ capaR~ before seniP~ -up Qew ~tl. · : 
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24· The extensive development of small-scale industries in the Second Plan is essential 
for a number of reasons. Apart from releasing scarce capital resources for the basic industries, 
they would provide greater employment and incomes for a large number of persons organised 
in small enterprises. Measures to ~ncourage and protect small-scale and village industrises 
ahould, therefore, be an integral part of the Second Plan. But one must not lose sight of the 
fact that with increasing incomes, the pattern of consumption is liable to change fairly quickly, 
and the output of consumer goods must be adapted to this changing pattern. Cottage and 
small-scale industries must not be thought of in terms merely of traditional techniques and 
traditional types of products.· 

25. Needless to say, a great deal of effort and organisation will be required for resuscitat
ing small-scale industries. Should these not be. forthcoming, the emphasis on capital-saving 
methods may well land us between two stools-the large-scale capital-using methods may 
&et discouraged without other methods filling in the gap. We may thus have the worst of 
both the worlds. The consequence of this would be inflation or nonfulfilment of the 
investment planned. 

26. It should also be borne in mind that with production organised on the basis of numer
ous units, the problem of ensuring sufficient savings for further expansion becomes more 
difficult. It is comparatively easy to plough back incomes in organised industries for further 
progress. If~ difficulty is not resolutely faced, the attempt to economise on scarce capital 
resources in the short run might make capital scarcer still in the future. To a considerable 
extent this difficulty can be got over by promoting cooperative organisation. 

27. Once the economy gets going, employment opportunities become more plentiful, 
and invesuole surpluses increase, it would be possible, nay desirable, to introduce more 
efficient methods of production in the consumer g~ods industries as well. Indeed, the ulti
mate justification for developing producer goods industries lies in the need for modernising 
the production of consumer goods and making it more efficient. Although part of the output 
of capital goods may be exported or used for further expansion of producer goods industries a 
part must be absorbed in the modernisation of consumer goods industries. Thus the develop
ment of heavy capital goods industries is consistent with and requires modernisation of me
thods of production in other sectors over ~ period of time. The strategy of balancing the 
development of producer goods· industries at one end with encouragement of capital-light 
methods of production at the other end is justified in the immediate future only because we 
hope that at a later date our savings would rise sufficiently to permit the adoption of capital
using methods over a large area without starving the rest of the economy for capital and 
without creating unemployment. 

2&. Even in the short run, the mechanised consumer goods. industries' must be en
couraged to modernise and expand where small-scale industries do not provide an effective 
subsutute and where it is possible to expand exports. A plan for the development of heavy 
industries would inevitably strain our balance of payments positioni a,n.d any disregard of 
export possibilities would only defeat the basic purpose in hand. 
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FULLER EMPLOYMENT 

29. A large increase in employment opportunities must be regarded as a principal ob
jective-the kingpin-of the Second Plan. The nature and extent of the problem, however, 
needs to be carefully defined. 

30. First, if there is to be no increase in unemployment, the entire increase in the labour 
force during the Plan period must be absorbed in gainful occupations. For a population in
creasing by some 125 per cent every year and with a labour force of some 40 per cent of the 
population, it would be necessary to create new employment oppo~tunities for at least 9 to 10 

million persons in the Second Plan. 

31. Second, effort must be made to correct, if not to eradicate, such unemployment as 
already exists in the country. Some of this unemployment is vert; it is unemployment among 
those who are prepared to work for a wage or a salary. Here the problem can be stated spe
cifically in terms of the number of jobs that must be created. · Such unemployment exists in 
India, particularly in the urban areas and among the educated classes. There are at present · 
some 6 lakh persons seeking jobs through Employment Exchanges in India. The creation 
of certain number of jobs-say 2 million-in the strict sense of the term must be a part of 
any programme for adequate employment opportunities. 

32. For the large number of peasants, craftsmen and small traders, who are self-em
ployed, unemployment arises in the form of lack of gainful work for a part of the year. · In 
this area, the task of creating more employment is not easily distinguishable from that of 
providing higher incomes. In a sense, as long as incomes of peasants and craftsmen are raised · 
by providing better techniques, more irrigation and greater demand for their products, it is 
immaterial whether they work all the year round or not. What is shocking is not that they 
do not have work for a part of the year but that their back-breaking labour for such time as 
they do work earns them only a miserable pittance. For those who have some .gainful occu
pation of their own, the emphasis should lie on greater productivity and incomes . rather 
than on employment over a greater part of the year. But, even so, supplementary occu
pations will have to be found for considerable numbers. 

33· There is a special aspect of the unemployment problem particularly in agriculture 
which must be mentioned here. This is disguised unemployment. In an agricultural eco
nomy which has remained stagnant for years, a large number of persons remain attached to 
agriculture without really contributing any thing to production. Since gainful occupation 
outside agriculture is not availble to a sufficient degree, the protective instincts of soc~ety give 
everyone some stake in economic activity even though their services are strictly redundant. 
If employment outside agriculture is available in th~ future, it should be possible to transfer 
a certain number of persons at present dependent on land to other jobs without affecting 
agricultural output. Although the existence of such disguised unemployment is often as
serted no estimate of its amount is available, or is easy to make. If techniques of production 
in agriculture imornvl'! l\n as to reduce the demand for labour, especially at harvest time, it would 
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be possible and neessary to transfer a part of the population dependent on agriculture to other 
occupations. Such a transfer of population from land, however, is a long-term task; for the 
Second Plan it would be sufficient to aim at stabilising, more or less, the present level of em
ployment on land. 

· 34· On this basis, the employment target for the Second Plan should be of the order of 
12 million. It may be noted that this target relates not only to jobs in the strict sense of the 
word but includes all gainful occupations. The aim should be to absorb these 12 million 
persons outside agriculture. In addition, it would be necessary to provide additional work 
or incomes to those already employed in agriculture and small enterprises. 

35· It may well be that the total number of persons working in agriculture and allied pur
suits increases by a million or two during the Second Plan in any case. Even if adequate em
ployment opportunities outside agriculture are available, some additional persons may prefer 
to be absorbed in agriculture. Mter all, more than 6 out of the 9 million persons added to 
the labour force in this period would be attached to agriculture to begin with. If incomes in 
agriculture are rising, some of them may prefer not to take up an alternative occupation even 
at a somewhat higher remuneration. Again, in some parts of the country, additional employ
ment on land would be economically desirable, for example, on newly reclaimed land. 

36. In the context of an employment-orientated plan, there often arises a conflict bet
ween greater production and greater employment. If employment is to be maximised, labour
intensive methods of production have to be preferred. On the other hand capital-inten
sive methods are more productive. The relative roles to be assigned to these two methods 
of production deserves careful consideration. This conflict is particularly relevant to the 
manufature of consumer goods. For a single industry, the superiority of a capital-intensive 
method is easy to demonstrate. But a poor economy as a whole cannot be run on the basis 
of up-to-date capital-intensive methods for the simple reason that there is not that much sur
plus for investment to go round. Obviously, therefore, the over-all availability of investible 
funds and the competing claims on them should determine th~ relative roles of small-scale and 
large-scale or mechanised methods of production in the manufacture of consumer goods. 
If our aim is to develop basic industries in the Second Plan, as has been argued earlier, the 
protection and encouragement of small-scale industries assumes importance as a means 
of preserving a balance between the supply and demand for consumer goods, quite apart 
from their employment potential. 

37· For absorption of the unemployed, we should not think exclusively in terms of" in
dustries " only. There are a number of activities such as construction of houses, roads, dams 
and laying of railway tracks where ' labour-using ' methods may be just as economical as others. 
An increase in these activities can be a· very useful source of additional employment. 

38. The theoretical reasoning stated above notwithstanding, difficult cases of reconci
liation between the. two objectives of greater production and greater employment are bound to 

arise in practice. Granted the need for encouraging and protecting smaU-sc;1le ~nq villa~~ 
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industries, how far should this process be carried ? The protection of small-scale industries 
also implies a redistribution of incomes within the community. The limit to such protection 
and encouragement-apart from considerations of export and the feasibility of the requisite 
organisational effort-must be prescribed, therefore, in the light of the broad social objective 
of protecting and promoting the level of living at lower levels in preference to raising of stand
ards at a higher level. 

39· Since some unemployment may be unavoidable for reasons of immobility oflabour 
and the like, an employment-orientated plan must provide for unemployment insurance or 
relief, with facilities for training and placement, at least in ~e urban areas. For the rural 
areas also, it would be an advantage to hold in readiness a number of labour-intensive schemes 
of public works in case of threatened unemployment. Steps must also be taken to collect 
promptly data about the emerging pattern of employment and unemployment so as to facilitate 
the adoption of remedial measures in time. 

SOCIAL JuSTICE 

40. As in the case of all things that really matter in life, social justice is easy to recognise 
but not so easy to define. Since the goal of a socialist pattern haS now been clearly accepted, 
concrete steps in this direction have to be taken during the next plan period. 

41. An important element in this transformation must be land reform with a ceiling on 
holdings and an explicit transfer of property rights to the actual tillers of the soil. In order 
to be economically meaningful, land reform must be supplemented by consolidation of hold
ings and by provision of credit, marketing and warehousing facilities in the rural areas on the 
lines indicated in the Report of the Rural Credit Survey. 

. .. 
42· A socialistic pattern of society also implies State ownership or control of the strategic 

means of production. With the rapid development of basic industries, largely in the public 
sector, the Second Plan would ensure for the State a significant increase iti its influence on this 
sector. Where necessary, the State must be prepared to enter into other spheres such as ba"nk
ing, insurance and trading. 

43· Certain basic necessities of life must be provided to a greater proportion of the 
people irrespective of their ability to purchase the same in order to achieve a greater .equality 
of opportunities in the country. Among these education and health come first. What is im
portant is not merely an increase of schools and colleges but also an assurance of access to them 
for children of the poorest parents. The Second Plan must pay special -attention to the 
provision of free boarding, lodging and tuition facilities to poor and deserving students . 
from the primary right up to post-graduate levels. In other words the sphere· of public or 
communal consumption must be increased as the share of the public sector in productive en
terprise goes up. 



44· Conspicuous consumption by the more well-to-do classes must be checked. In a 
poor country trying to lift itself by the bootstraps, the self-denial and labour of the poor 
must provide directly or indirectly the major part of the resources for development. But 
such self-denial and effort cannot be justified in the midst of glaring inequalities. Conspicu
ous consumption by a few persons also serves to dissipate the habit of thrift in others who fol· 
low suit in some measure for reasons of social prestige. Curbing of conspicuous consumption 
requires a fairly stiff system of taxes on luxuries. But, basically, the solution is 
reducing expendable incomes through. direct taxation. 

45· The Taxation Enquiry Commission has recommended that there should be a ceiling 
on net personal incomes after tax which, generally speaking, should not exceed approximately 
30 times the prevailing average per family in the country. This recommendation is intended 
to be implemented by steps over a period of time ; but a few steps must be taken in this direc
tion in the Second Plan. 

46. The emphasis on employment opportunities in the Second Plan will raise incomes 
at lower levels. At the same time, an inflationary rise in prices which corrodes living standards 
of the workers and the middle class must be avoided as far as possible ; and in the event of 
inflationary measures gathering strength, steps must be taken to prevent the concentration 
of wealth and incomes in the hands of the trading and profit-making classes. 

47. Industrial relations must be so arranged as to provide labour with both economic 
security and fair wages. The claims of capital accumulation must, of course, have precedence 
in the allocation of profits but a proportion should be devoted to increasing amenities like 
housing, providing training with a view to promotion, etc. In public undertakings, the 
State must set an example as a model employer. 

~ 

48. Agricultural prices are not likely to remain depressed during a bold plan for rapid 
industrialisation. In the event of a sustained fall in agricultural prices, demand must be 
stimulated promptly by greater public expenditure and by open market operations by Govern
ment. Any sharp turn in the terms of trade against agriculture would depress the living 
staadards of the ~ge mass of people, jeopardise the increase in agricultural productivity and 
would curtail the demand in general. 



Chapter 2 

THE SECOND. FIVE YEAR PLAN IN OUTLINE 

We may now work out in more concrete terms the tasks to be taken in hand in the next 
plan period in view of the objectives stated above. We then go on to indicate the investment 
requirements of the targets outlined and their im,;nct on enploym~nt opportunities and th 
structure of the economy. 

2. The development of the economy envisaged for a given period ahead must satisfy 
three requirements. It must conform to the basic objectives of social policy. The ·growth 
of different sectors of the economy must be balanced in the sense that the requirements of 
each sector in terms of men, machines, and materials must be forthcoming in right quantities 
at the right time and the products and services of each sector must be promptly and _fully 
utilized so as to promote the growth of other sectors of the economy. Third, the particular 
pattern of development envisaged must represent an optimum or an economically efficient 
choice from among the various alternatives available. 

3. If the criteria just outlined are to be s1tisfied in formulating a plan, we have to take into 
account the socially desirable norm-; of CJmum;>tion in certain specified fields such as health, 
and education ; the pattern of consumer demand ; the scope for international exchange. ; 
the interdependence of different industries ; alternative methods of production available in 
different sectors; and the feasibility of mobilising certain intangible factors such as inventiveness 
and enterprise. In addition, we must proceed from a proper assessment of such resources of 
man-power, capacity or minerals and land ac; are unutilized or under-utilized to begin with. 
It is clear that the formulation of a plan in detail requires supplementing of existing statisticd 
knowledge on a number of poi~ts, and such knowledge will grow if the preparation of t~e ·plan 
is taken in hand in terms of a frame tentatively thought out with the help of existirtJ informa-
tion and of broad judgments. -··. 

4· The tentative targets for the Second Plan as outlined in this paper are fixed, as far as 
possible, with reference to available data and in the light of our experience in· recent years. In 

. some cases, policy pronouncements already made have been accepted as a starting point. 
Complete consistency cannot be claimed for them at this stage. The purpose of the tentative 
framework given here is not to present a set of targets or a statement of the m1teriai or mone
tary requirements which must be treated as given, but to present the broad order of magnitudes 
involved in reaching defined objectives and thereby to initiate the process which would cul
mimte in the form·~lation of the plan. Planning is a continuous process of reviewiu'g ~d 
revising the tasks to be performed in the light of experience gained and after consultation at 
various levels. Initial assumptions can be modified in the light of further experience as the 
plan comes into operation. In the meanwhile, a tentative outline of the tasks to be performed 
in the next plan may throw some light on the decisions to be made by giving a rough measure 
of the effort involved in various directions for arriving at a desired set of results. 

29P.C. 
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5· It is not possible at this stage to indicate the phasing of the plan annually over the five· 
year period. Targets are set for the final year of the plan (1960-61) and these are compared 
with our performance over the First Plan. It would be necessary in the next few months to 
work out the annual phasing of the plan. If the plan fails to gather momentum in the early 
stages or is thrown out of gear as a result of bottlenecks, the tempo of development in the 
later years is also likely to be retarded. Considering the falling price trends and the un
employment situation a fresh momentum must be given to the development effort at the very 
litart. 

6. The outline of the Second Plan given in this chapter is essentially in real terms in 
asmuch as targets are expressed in quantities, and magnitudes such as investment and national 
income are expressed at constant prices. In a money economy the financial aspect of the plan 
is inseparable from the physical aspect. Incomes are generated in the process of production 
and supplies are utilized through market operations. Balanced development requires that 
supply and demand are balanced in money and real terms. Thus aggregate incomes must 
equal aggregate expenditure, savings must match investment, and the supply and demand for 
individual goods and services must equal in terms of money so as to avoid any inflationary rise 
in prices or an undesirable shift in relative prices. The question of over-all balance in the 
economy is discussed in the next chapter, whereas in the present chapter we are concerned 
with the balance between individual sectors. 

7· No attempt is made in this note to indicate the requirements of technical and mana
gerial personnel for the fulfilment of the targets outlined. But it is clear that this gap must be 
filled early and the plan itself must provide for creating such resources of skilled personnel 
and administrative cadres as are needed for its fulfilment. Administrative and financial ar
rangements also must come for review in this connection. 

I. TARGETS OF PRODUCTION 

8. The provisional targets for production of important commodities and services are 
given in the table at the end of this section. A few comments are offered here on the assump
tions underlying the targets in. some important sectors. 

Agriculture 

9· Despite the general emphasis on industries in the Second Plan, ~e cannot afford to 
relax in our efforts to increase agricultural productivity in view of our increasing population, 
growing incomes, limited area, uncertain monsoons and low nutritional standards. It would 
also be necessary to provide for the raw materials needed in industries and for exports 

(or replacement of imports). 

10. With a 20 per cent increase in total consumption over the Second Plan, the con
sumption of foodgrains may well increase by some 15 per cent. It would also be reasonable to 
expect a shift in favour of superior foodgrains such as pulses and wheat as against millets, and, 
to some extent from grains to other nutritional or protective foods. In terms of quantity, 
the <;onsw:nption of fqqg~ra.ins is likely to increase less rapidly than the consumption of other 
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commodities. On this basis, an increase in the production of foodgrains from 66 to 76 
million tons or so should ensure the maintenance of self-sufficiency on an average at slightly 
higher standards of consumption. In the case of other foods such as milk, ghee, meat, fish, · 
eggs and vegetables,demand is likely to be more income-elastic, and a provision of a 25 per cent 
increase in production is, therefore, made. However, in the case of milk, meat and eggs 
detailed schemes will have to be worked out if production is to increase on the scale indicated. 
If this is not feasible, a more liberal provision must be made for the supply of additional food-

grains. 

11. The increase in the output of cotton from 4. 2 million bales to 5 . 8 million bales is 
related to the production of cotton textiles, and it is assumed that the country would .reduce 

-its net imports of cotton 'substantially by 1960-61. 

12. The total yield of sugar-cane would increase from some 5 million tons (raw gur) to 
7. 5 million tons. The demand for sugar is highly income-elastic ; and we are currently 
importing large amounts of sugar. We have been self-sufficient in the supply of sugar in the 
past, and it is not unreasonable to expect that we would. revert to. that position !n the 
Second Plan. 

13. The production of oil-seeds is expected to increase from 5.6 to 7 million tons largely 
in response to domestic demand. 

14. In the case of important export items such as tea and tobacco, exports must be main
tained and increased as far as possible in spite of greater consumption at home. The in
crease in the production of tobacco from 250 to 300 thousand tons and of tea from 675 to750 
million lbs. is postulated on this basis. 

..... 
15. Apart from the important commercial crops like cotton and tobacco, attentioi; must 

also be paid to. others which have been hitherto of only marginal significance. Some of the 
marginal items like wool are bound to increase in demand at home and l).ave good export 
prospects. Wool also has special significance from the point of view of providitig employ
ment in some of the poorer areas such as Rajasthan, Saurashtra and Jammu and Kashmir. 

16. The lines on which efforts must be made to raise agricultural production are al
ready clearly established. In order to achieve the targets outlined above, the total irrigated 
area in the country must be increased from 70 to roo million acres. Special attention must be 
given to flood-control. The extension of NBS blocks and community projects to . cover 
the entire country by the end of the Second Plan is already contemplated i and the Rural 
Credit Survey has indicated the role of credit, marketing and warehousing facilities as the' 
spearhead of rural uplift. Apart, from this, the policy of ensuring an, B:dequate return to 
agriculturists and the speedy implementation of a well-defined scheme of land reforms have 
already been emphasised. 
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Industrial and Mineral Development 

I]. The development of basic industries in the country has been emphasised as one of 
the major objectives of the Second Plan. The targets set in this field are somewhat generous 
in the sense that provision is made for a number of possibilities which remain to be explored 
fully. Since in this field our endeavour is to develop in new lines, it is necessary to indicate, 
however tentatively, some concrete p:nsibilities which are desirable in themselves. Detailed 
projects must be worked out before any of these possibilities are taken up for implementa
tion. 

IS. The production of steel in the country can be raised to five million tons and steel 
capacity to six million tons by the end of the plan by expanding the capacity of existing plants 
and by setting up three new steel plants in the public sector. It may be necessary, however, 
to prepare the market for this steel by developing other industries on the basis of imported steel 
in the early stages. If steel production is to expand further in subsequent plans, it would be 
desirable to set up a number of plants for producing.the machine-tools required for fabricating 
the equipment in steel plants and in other producer goods industries. 

I9. Similarly, the production of heavy electrical equipment such as generators and tur
bines must be started in order to make the country self-sufficient in the growing requirements 
arising from rapid electrification of the country. 

20. We have already made a beginning with the production of railway rolling stock in the 
country, and the railways have a big plan for expansion andre-equipment. The production 
of locomotives, wagons and coaches in the country can be increased by working existing equip
ment to full capacity on a multi-shift basis. In view of these considerations, it is not unreason
able to plan for a sizeable increase in the production of railway equipment in the country. 

2I. There is considerable unutilized capacity in the existing units producing agricul
tural implements, diesel engines, light engineering goods, and machinery for textile, sugar and 
other consumer goods. The scope for import substitution is also great in this field ; and 
doubling of output, therefore, may be appropriate. 

22. The fertilizer target!assumes "three more Sindris". On an average, a three-fold increase 
in the output of heavy chemicals is envisaged. Plans for the production of 30o,ooo tons of 
synthetic petrol have been on the anvil ; and this target is included in view of the need for 
economising on imports and for the development of associated chemical industries. The 
increase in the production of aluminium is envisaged in order to make up for the shortage of 
copper in the country and to meet the requirements of electrification. The output of 40,000 
tons propqsed represents a doubling of the target (capacity) proposed in the First Plan. Since 
production of aluminium has lagged far behind the plan so far, a considerable effort would be 
needed to realise the target set here. 

23. The production of coal and iron-ore is related to the needs of other sectors. In the 
case of mica and manganese allowance is made for increased consumption at home and for 
somewhat higher exports. 
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24. The targets for manufactured consumer goods are fixed with reference to the incre~se 
in demand resulting from a 25 to 27 per cent increase in national income or a 20 per cent in
crease in total consumption. Some allowance is made for increased exports, and produc
tion by cottage and village industries is expected to increase substantially. 

25. The production of mill-made cotton cloth is expected to increase from 5,000 million 
yards to 5,500 million yards, and that of handlooms and small power-looms from I,6oo million 
yards to 3,200 million yards. This would provide for a domestic consumption of IS yards 
per person per year while allowing for additional exports of some 500 million yards by the · 
end of the plan. In the case of sugar an increase in production from I · 4 to 2 • I million tons 
will make the country self-sufficient while allowing for a sizeable increase in total consumption .. 
The targets for vegetable oils and footwear are based on similar considerations. 

26. In the case of the newer industries producing electrical goods, bt'cycles, sewing machines 
and glass-ware where there is some excess capacity and where export prospects are good, in
creases in production ranging from 6o to IOO per cent and even more can be expected.· 

Transport and Power 

27. Development of power and transport are essential preconditions for rapid industrial 
progress. The First Five Year Plan outlined a long-term programme for the development 
of power resources in the country over a period of fifteen to twenty years. It was expected 
that installed capacity for the generation of electricity would increase from 2 · 3 to 3 · 5 million 
kWh over the First Five Year Plan. In view of the programme for rapid industrialisation 
envisaged here, this capacity must be increased to 6 million kWh by the end of the Second 
Plan. 

28. In the case of railways, there is a considerable lag in the development of both goods 
and passenger traffic. However, the Railways already have a tentative plan of expansion and 
re-equipment of some Rs. 8oo crores. This plan, which calls for an additJon of 3,000 
miles of railway lines, among other things, may be accepted as the first approximation to the 
task in the Second Plan. · · . · 

29. The long-term development of roads in the country has already. been outlined in 
the Nagpur Plan. An expansion of road building in Second Plan is desirable from the point 
of view of providing both employment and the basic amenities of life in the rural areas. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to plan for an expansion of national highways from about I2 · 5 to I7 · 5 
thousand miles and of State roads from about 20 to 35 thousand miles. 

Social Services 

· 30. The provision of basic services and amenities such as schools, hospitals, housing,· 
water-works, drainage and parks must respond primarily to the expression of popular needs. 
It is in this sphere that "planning from below "has real significance .. The district plans 
under preparation now should give a fair measure of popular aspirations. in . this field. · The 
extent to which social services can be expanded in the Second Plan is primarily a· function of 
such local initiative and popular participation as we are able to elicit by leadership and 
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organisation. The extension of social services must also keep step with the increase in the 
productive power of the community. Considering the prevailing low standards of . health, 
education, housing, etc. to which attention has been drawn earlier, the targets set here appear 
to be a sort of minimum to be aimed at. It has also been emphasised that apart from 
increasing the basic amenities and services of life steps must be taken to make them avail
able to a large proportion of the people irrespective of their means. 

Production and Activity in Selected Sectors 

I. Agriculture 
Foodgrains (m. tons) 

Oth'¥" food items (index) 

Cotton (m. bales). 

Sugarcane (m. tons, raw gur) 

Oil-seeds (m. tons) 

Tobacco (th. tons) 

Tea (m. lbs) 

Irrigation (m. acres) 

NES and Community projects (blocks) • 

II. Industries 

Pig Iron (for foundries, m. tons) • 

Finished steel (m. tons) 

Cement (m. tons) 

Aluminium (th. tons) 

Fertilizers (index) 

Heavy chemicals (index) 

Synthetic petrol (m. tons) 

Cotton textiles (m. yds.) Mill 
Handloom & powerloom. 
Woollen manufactures _(m. lbs.) 

Sugar (m. tons) • 

Soap (th. tons) 
Large-scale } 
Small-scale 

Footwear (m. pairs) 

Large-scale} 
Small-scale 

195o-51 1953-54 1955-56 196<>-61 
(Estimates) 

so·o 

2"9 

s-6 
5"1 

258 

607 

so 

1"1 

2"7 

3"7 

nil 

3,718 
742 
18 

1•1 

lo6 

5"2 

6s·1 

3"9 

4·6 

s·6 
256 

675 

58 

479 

I" I 

nil 

4,9o6 
1,200 . 

19·6 

1"1 

66·o 

100 

4"2 

5"0 

s·6 
250 

675 

70 
1,200 

0"35 

1"3 
4•8 

4"0 

100 

100 

nil 

5,000 
1,6o 

20 

1"4 

85 
28 

5"1 ·o 
So.o 

76•0 

125 

5·8 

1"5 
7"0 

300 

750 
100 

s,6oo 

1·8 

5"0 

10"0 

40"0 

400 

300 

0•30 

s,soo 
3,200 

25 
2"1 

120 
40 

7"0 
IOO"O 
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_I95o-5I I953;-54 I9SS-s6 I96o-6I 
(Estimates) 

Vegetable oil (m. tons) . I·2 I"4 I·s 2•0 
Electrical good ~index) 290 IOO I66 
Bicycies (thousands) IOI 68 sao 1,000 
Sewing machanines (thousands) 33 90 I 50 
Metalware (small-scale ; index) IOO 133 

III. Minerals 

Coal (m. tons) 32 36 37 6o 
Iron-ore (m. tons) 3 4 4 I3 
Mica (cwts) • I62 ISO 200 
Manganese (m. tons) I 2 2 3"5 

IV. Transport and Power 

Shipping (tonnage th.) • 39I .525 6ro 
Railway (mileage) • 34.,500 37.500 
Roads ( th. miles) : 

National highways 11"9 I2•2 12"5 I7•5 
State roads : I7•6 2o·o 35•0 

Electricity (m. kWh capacity) 2"3 2·8 3"5 6·o 
V. Social Services 

Hospital beds (thousands) I07 112 I25 T 250 _ ... 
Doctors (registered)-thousands 65 70 .90 
Urban -houses (lakhs) . IOI I20 150 
Education (% of total children 6-I4 going to .. 

school) 32 40 6o 

II. INVESTMENT AND PRIORITIES IN THE PLAN 

31. The main targets to be achieved in the Second Plan have been indicated above, and 
these are summarised in the table just given. In this section, the investment requirements of 
the Plan are brought together so as to indicate the over-all size and priorities in the Plan. 
The concept of " investment ", however, bristles with ambiguities ; an,d in view of the variety 
of concepts in the field, it is necessary to specify clearly what is included ·in investment here: 

32. In the First Five Year Plan, two concepts were used to denote the size of the Plari, 
viz., net investment and developmental expenditure. Thus the net invesunent in the public 
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sector was expected to be of the order of Rs. r,6oo toRs. r,7oo crores ; whereas the develop
mental expenditure which includes outlay of capital as well as current nature was initially 
estimated at Rs. 2,069 crores. Since outlay on the Plan included only a portion of the outlay 
on certain developmental heads such as health and education, an additional concept of total 
developmental outlay (as distinguished from that included in the Plan) has also been used 
at times to indicate the size of the Plan. In the case of 42 organised industries in private 
and public sector, the First Plan considered the requirements of gross rather than net invest
ment inasmuch as allowance was made for part of depreciation, replacement and modernisa
tion. Similarly, the requirements of working capital were taken account of in the case of 
industries, but not for other sectors . 

. 33· For the purposes of this paper we speak of ' net investment ' when referring to the 
economy as a whole. If our idea in assessing the ' investment cost ' of a plan of certain size 
and character is to measure the effort of saving that is involved, it is more logical to consider 
gross income and gross investment. The entire. gross product of the economy is, strictly 
speaking, available for consumption or investment. The allowance to be made for depre
ciation is in many cases notional in the sense that except in the case of repairs, maintenance 
or replacements no real resources are in fact required currently against the estimated amount 
of depreciation. Replacement itself is seldom a mere substitution of one machine or building 
by another of the same type. Nonetheless, since our national income statistics are expressed 
in net output terms, it may be convenient to relate them to net investment. 

34· Non-monetised investment is not included in investment. In a predominantly 
, ural community of self-supporting persons, a significant amount of investment must be done 
by the application of personal labour and by using: locally available materials. With the 
efforts to mobilise voluntary labour for various nation-building activities such as flood-control, 
investment in non-money terms must play an important part. It is also illogical not to in
clude such investment when the income generating from it is included in national output. 
However, in view of the highly conjectural nature of the imputed value of such investment, 
it is proposed to disregard it at this stage. 

35· As regards investment in working capital, i.e., in ~tocks of goods and services waiting 
to be consumed or to be utilised in production, it is clear that any additional requirements 
here are indistinguishable from the requirements of the fixed capital. Both require " sav
ings " in real and financial terms ; and as the Rural Credit Survey amply points out, provision 
of short-term capital has as much relevance to production as that of long-term capital. Indeed, 
unless increments in stocks of all goods are included in investment, it would be difficult to 
justify the inclusion of residential houses in investment. Construction of a house is investment 
not because it resembles a producer good more than a consumer good but because it represents 
a net addition to the stock of houses. The requirements of additional working capital over 
a period are not easy to estimate ; but a rough allowance is made for them here. 

36. Although it is more meaningful to speak of net investment when referring to the 
economy as a whole, it is useful to retain the concept of developmental expenditure in 
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speaking of the public sector. Whether this developmental expenditure under the Plan should 
include only a part or whole of the expenditure in certain specified heads is a question to 
which we return later. But at this stage, it may be emphasised that as long as we use inore 
than one concept to indicate the size of the Plan in the public sector, it would be essential to 
recast Government budgets in a manner which would make explicit the magnitudes of all these 
concepts. Thus, net capital formation through the budget, total developmental outlay 
and the outlay on the Plan must be all readily ascertainable from the budget statements. 

37· The total amount of net investments required for achieving the targets outlined 
above may be estimated at about Rs. 5,6oo crores. This estimate is made up by aggregating 
wherever possible, the capital requirements of the individual targets. However, this procedure 
cannot be adopted uniformly for two reasons. The targets do not cover all the items of pro
duction. And in several important sectors, particularly in agriculture, investment is multi
purpose in the sense that only a complex of products can be related to a complex of in:. 
vestment. 

38. Again, it is not as if all the investment in the community is strictly required for the . 
achievement of the targets set. Residential construction, stock-piling and investment in 
gold and precious metals can take place irrespective of the requirements of the targets sought 
to be achieved. It is as well, therefore, to be dear in our minds as to how much allowance 
we make for such investment. 

39. A tentative breakdown of the net investment of Rs. 5,6oo crores may be given as 
follows : 

Allocation of Net Investment in the Economy 

Rupees crores 

1. Agriculture and Community Development 
(including irrigatioa and flood control) 950 

2. Power 500 

3· Transport and Communications 900 

4· Industries and Mining (incl. small-scale) 1400 
5· Construction (houses, shops, schools, 

hospitals, etc.) . 1350 
6. Stocks and Miscellaneous 500 

TOTAL 56oo 

Per~;~htage 
of total 

17'1 
8.9 

16.1 
25'0 

100.0 

40. Strictly comparable figures for the economy as a whole are not available for the First 
Five Year Plan. But total net investment in the First Plan was originally envisaged to be of 
the order of Rs. 3,500 to 3,600 crores. The provision made for aggregate investment in the 
Second Plan, therefore, is about 55 per cent higher than that in the First .Plan. As regards 
the pattern of investment, the major emphasis is on industries and mining. A detailed 

29 P.C. 
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breakdown ofthe investment ofRs. 1,400 crores in industries and mining (public and private) 
may be given as follows 

Investment in Industries and Mining 

I. Iron and Steel. 

2. Synthetic Petrol 

3· ~eavy Machinery to fabricate plants for steel and 
producer goods 

4• Heavy Electrical Equipment 

S· Machinery for Agriculture and Consumer 
Goods Industries 

G. Existing State Enterprises (expansion) 

. 7· Cement • 

8. Chemicals and Drugs 

~- Fertilizers 

10. Aluminium 

u. Minerals and Prospecting . 

12. Factory Consumer Goods . 
13. Small-scale and Village Industries 

TOTAL 

Rupees crores 

425 
8o 

ISO 

40 

so 
so 
so 
so 

IOO 

30 

75 
IOO 

200 

Percentage 

30'4 

S'1 

10'7 

2'9 

3'6 

3'6 

3'6 

3'6 

7'1 

2'1 

S'4 

7'1 

14'3 

100'0 

41. The provision made for industries and mining here corresponds to the targets 
outlined earlier. The major part of investment is devoted to basic industries and it is as
sumed that existing enterprises would work to full capacity on a multi-shift basis wherever 
possible. A generous provision of Rs. 200 crores is made for small-scale and village indus
tries iii view of the considerations outlined earlier. 

42· It may be useful to relate these magnitudes to developmental outlay as conceived in 
the First Plan. For this purpose, we may assume that out of the total net investment of 
Rs. 5,6oo crores, some Rs. 3,400 crores would be organised through Government's budgetary 
and other operations and the remaining Rs. 2,200 crores or so would represent private in
vestment from private sources. Needless to say, this is only a tentative breakdown. 

43· The developmental expenditure under the Plan in the public sector, corresponding 
to the net investment of Rs. 3,400 crores, might amount to roughly Rs. 4,300 crores. This 
figure is roughtly comparable to the outlay of Rs. 2,069 crores initially proposed for the First 
Plan. In addition to capital formation proper, a part of the current expenditure on nation
building activities suh as health, and education has also to be included in the Plan in the 

public sect:Qr, 



44· A tentative break-down of the Plan outlay of Rs. 4,300 crores in the public sector 
might be as follows : 

Outlay on the Plan in the J?ublic Sector. 
(Rs. crores) 

Second Plan First Plan 

Investment Current Total Percent- Percen- Total 
outlay outlay outlay tage rage outlay 

- I. Agriculture, Irrigation and 
Community Development 750 200 950 22 

2. Power 450 450 1o·s -
1400 33 44 990 

3· Transport and Communica-
tions 850 100 950 2.2 24• 536 

-
4· Industry and Minerals 1000 100 1100 26 8 178 

5· Construction and Social 
Services • 250 500 750 17 24 544 

6. Stocks 100 100 2 .. 
TOTAL 3400 900 4300 100 100 2248 

45· A considerable shift in favour of industries and mining is thus envisaged itt the 
Plan for the public sector. Nonetheless, the actual expenditure on all other sectors such as 
social services, agriculture and transport in the Second Plan, as proposed here, is sigirifi
cantly greater than in the First Plan. The total Plan outlay in the public .sector (Rs. 4,300 
crores) is roughly double the outlay envisaged in the First Plan (Rs. 2,248 crores). 

46. The total net investment of Rs. 2,200 crores in the private sector might be distributed 
roughly as follows : 

Construction 

Industry, Mining, Power and Transport 

Agriculture and allied pursuits 

Working capital in trade and industry and miscellaneous 

,. 

.. 
TOTAL 

(RS. crores) · 

IIOO 

. 
j 

200 

2300 



41· It need hardly be emphasi.sed that the pattern of investment outlined above is pl'oa 
visional and is intended to give only an approximate idea of the size and priorities in the 
Plan. 

Ill. NATIONAL INCOME AND THE STRUCTURE OF THE ECONOMY 

48. One way of describing the objectives of the next Plan would be to compare the struc
ture of production as it is expected to emerge at the end of the Plan:(196o-6r) with th~t pre
vailing on the eve of the Plan (1955-56). This is done in the present section. 

49· The latest available est~ate of India's national income relates to the year 1953-54. 
At current prices, the national income of India in 1953-54 was approximately Rs. ro,6oo 
crores. In order to present a picture of the change in the economy over the Second Five 
Year Plan, it is necessary to have an estimate of national income for the year 1955-56. Even 
if we make allowance for the fact that national income in 1953-54 was somewhat unusually high 
on account of favourable monsoons, it is not unreasonable to expect that national income 
over the last two years of the First Plan would inct:ease by some 4 per cent. On this basis, 
national income in 1955-56 should exceed Rs. 1 r,ooo crores at 1953-54 prices. 

so. However, judged by recent trends, prices in 1953-54 were also high. In outlining 
the change in the economic structure over the Second Plan, we have necessarily to make all 
allculations at some constant prices. ln one sense, it does not matter what particular prices we 
use. Nonetheless, since some estimates such as those of government receipts and expendi
ture are necessarily made at . current prices, it is important that other calculations are also 
made at prices as near as possible to the prices current in the period under consideration. 
For Second Plan, we have worked out our calculations in terms of 1952-53 prices inasmuch as 
they are nearer to current prices than those in any other recent year for which national income 
data are available. 

Index of Wholesale Prices in India 

~'; l.' Aug. 1939=100) 

Food Industrial Semi-manu- Manufac- General 
Articles Raw materials factures tures index 

1948-49 . 383 445 327 346 376 . . 
1949-,50 • 391 372 332 347 385 

19~D-,SI • • 416 523 349 354 410 

' 1951:-,52 • • • • 399 592 374 401 435 

. 195,2-,53 • • • 358 437 344 371 381 

19~3-,54 • • • • 384 467 359 367 398 

195,5' Jan. 22 309 431 345 377 363 
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)t. The nadonai income of India in 1955-56 (at 1952-53 prices) may be estimated .at 
Rs. 1o,8oo crores. With a 5 per cent increase per annum it should amount to Rs. 13,700 
crores in 1960-61-i.e., an increase of Rs. 2,900 crores. This increase is consistent with the 
targets set as supplemented by assumptions about minor sectors not included in the targets. 

52. The increase in national income would obviously not be uniform for different sec
tors. The following table illustrates the change in the economic sturcture envisage.d for the 
Second Plan in terms of the sectorwise breakdown employed in national income statis-
tics. 

. Domestic Product of India 

(at 1952-53 prices) 

Product (Rs. abja) Per cent of total product 

195o-51 55-56 6o-61 50-51 55-56. 6o-61 

I. Agriculture & allied pursuits 45'2 52•8 63'4 49'2 48'9 46'3 

II. Mining . o·8 1•0 1'5 0'9 0'9 1'1' 

III. Factory Establishments •. 5·8 8·o 13'5 6·3 7'4 9'9 

IV. Small Enterprises 9'3 10'2 14'3 10'1 9'4 10'4 

V. Railway, Communications, 
Banks, etc. 3'1 3·6 4'7 3'4 3"3 3'4 

VI. Other Commerce and 
Transport 13'4 15'1 18·8 14'6 14'0 13'7 

VII. Professions, Government 
services, etc. 14'3 17'3 20·8 15•6 x6·o 15•2 

TOTAL PRODUCT : 91'9 1o8·o 137'0 100•0 100•0 -·'· 100·0 

Per Capita Product (Rs.) 256 282 334 
---

53· It is clear from the table given above that of the total increase in national income 
(Rs. 2,900 crores) the largest part would still be in agriculture and allied pursuits (Rs. I,o6o 
crores). Factory establishments would show an increase in net output of someRs. 550 crores; 
mines of Rs. 50 crores and small enterprises to Rs. 410 crores. The rest of the additional 
output of ab.out Rs. 830 crores would be generated in the tertiary sector. However, in relative 
terms, the increase in income generated would be greater in factory establishments (65 per 
cent), mining (so per cent), and small enterprises (40 per cent) than in agriculture (20 per cent) 
or in the teniary sector (23 per cent). On balance, the relati'Ye share of illines, factories and 
small enterprises in the national income would increase from 17.7 per .cent in 1955-56 to 21 ·4 
per cent in 1960-61 and that of agriculture would decline correspondingly from 48 ~ 9 per cent 
to 46.3 per cent. Thus, despite the relatively high targets for industries, the structure 
of the economy would show only a small change over the Second Plan period. 
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54· The classification of domestic product by sectors given above does not reveal 
certain features of the development envisaged for the Second Plan. Thus, the development 
of heavy industries is obscured in the total of factory establishments. Similarly, the small 
enterprise sector is not indentical with the small industries sector. It includes in addition 
workers employed in construction industries. A further breakdown of these sectors can 
be attempted only on rough lines. Thus, although the net output of factory establishments 
increases by two-thirds, the output of consumer goods industries is expected to increase by 
some 20 per cent only whereas that of producer goods by 150 to 175 per cent. In the case of 
small enterprises, as against a total increase of 40 per cent in net output, that of consumer 
goods is envisaged to increase by one-third, of producer goods by 50 per cent and of construc
tion enterprises by some 6o per cent. 

55· Similarly, the increase in agricultural output of 20 per cent comprises a 15 per cent 
increase in foodgrains and 25 per cent in other foodstuffs and commercial crops. 

56. In short, the structure of production envisaged here is in correspondence with the 
priorities dictated by the basic objectives outlined· earlier. Heavy industries receive the 
greatest emphasis in the production of additional manufactured consumer goods, small 
enterprises get a roughly equal share with factory establishments ; and the output in agricul
ture shows a significant increase of 20 per cent. 

57· The national income calculations just outlined are based on the physical targets des
cribed earlier. The physical targets themselves were based in most cases on the as_sumption 
of a 25 to 27 per cent increase in national income over five years or a 20 per cent increase 
in 'total consumption. (Allowance has to be made for greater investment). The structure of 
the economy in 1960-61 as envisaged here, therefore, takes into account the increased expen
diture on different goods and services as national output increases-after making allowance 
for such exchange of domesti~ goods for foreign goods as was implied in the physical targets 
set. 

IV. THE PATIERN OF EMPLOYMENT 

. 58. The creation of adequate employment opportunities is one of the basic objectives 
of the Second Plan. Some of the implications of this policy have already been set forth earlier. 
In this section we may consider whether the target of 12 million additional persons to be 
pressed into gainful occupation outside agriculture can be realised in terms of the Plan en
visaged here. Unfortunately, our knowledge of the occupational distribution of the population 
on the eve of the Second Plan can only be based on an extrapolation of the picture revealed 
by the 1951 census. '.J'his is not very satisfactory ; but a rough estimate has been attempted 
to see ~here the additional persons might be absorbed. 

59· In 1950-51, out of the total working force of 143.2 million persons, some 103.6 
million were employed in agriculture and allied occupations. It is to the remaining 40 mil
lion persons-or say 42 to 43 million by 1955-56--employed in mines, factories, small enter
prises, trade, transport, communications, professions and other salaried employees that some 
12 million additional persons have to be added in the Second Plan. The likely results of the 
Plan outlined above may be analysed sector by sector. 
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(I) Mining.-Some 8 lakh persons are employed in mines at present. With output 
from mines increasing by some 50 per cent in the Second Plan, additional employment in 
mines during the next plan period may be of the order of 3 to 4 lakhs. 

(2) Factory Establishments.-Factory establishments employed some 30 lakh persons 
in I950-5I of which roughly 24 lakhs were in consumer goods industries and the remaining 
in producer goods industries. (Total factory employment in I955-56 may be a little higher 
than 30 lakhs.) In the Second Plan the net output of factory-produced consumer goods is 
expected to increase by some 20 per cent and of producer goods by ISO to I75 per cent. On 
this basis, additional employment in fac tories during the Second Plan may be of the _order of 
I2 to I4 lakhs. 

(3) Small Enterprises.-In I950-5I, small enterprises employed some II5 lakh persons. 
The term 'small enterprises' however, is misleading. In addition to small-scale indlJStries 
proper it includes those engaged in construction of roads, buildings, irrigation works, car
penters, brick-layers, etc. This latter category accounted for as much as 44 lakh persons out 
of the total of II5 lakhs in small enterprises. Among the rest, textiles and tailoring accounted
for 32 lakhs, metal working and mechanical enterprises I2_lakhs and food and tobacco indus
tries another I 5 lakhs. 

The Second Plan envisages an increase of about 40 per cent in the net output of small 
enterprises, ranging from 20 per cent in food industries and 25 per cent in leather products to 
33 per cent in the metal group, 50 per cent in the textile and tailoring group and 6o per 
cent in the construction group. It is clear that incomes of persons employed in small enter
prises is low and several of them do not have sufficient work. In this sector, therefore, em:
ployment cannot increase as fast as production. Assuming that employment increases, say 
by one-fourth as against a two-fifth increase in output, this sector would absorb about 30 
lakh additional persons during the Second Plan. .. ..:..... · 

(4) Railways, Communications, Organised Banks and Insurance.-This sector provided 
employment to roughly IS lakh persons in I950-5I. The Second Five .Year Plan envisages 
considerable expansion in banking facilities, railways and communications. Additional em
ployment of 3 to 4 lakhs persons here may, therefore, reasonably be expected .. 

(5) Other Commerce and Transport.-This sector is a great employment provider. Some 
95 lakh persons were engaged in this sector in I950-51. Nearly two-thirds of this group are 
employed in retail trade, some 6 lakhs in wholesale trade, IO to II lakhs in· hotels; and res
taurants and about the same number in road transport. 

If net output of this sector increases by 20 to 25 per cent, as is envisaged, additional 
gainful occupation for some 20 lakh additional persons should reasonably be available in this 
sector. _It is arguable that we should not rely on trade for additional employment inasmuch 
as this sector is already rather large in relation to the total size of the economy. However, 
for the immedillte future some expansion of employment in trade is to be expected. 
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(6) Gofxrnment Administration.-In 195o-51, there were 39 lakh persons employed 
in Government administration, and additional employment in this sector during the Second 
Plan may be of the order of some 5 lakhs. 

' (7) Projessio1zs and Liberal Arts.-This is another important sector from the point view 
of employment. In 195o-51 some 64 lakh persons were employed in this sector including 
some 10 lakh teachers, II to 12 lakhs barbers, 12 to 13 lakh dhobies, 7 lakh scavengers and 
8 lakh medical practitioners and health workers*. 

6o. In view of the substantial increase in the expenditure on health, sanitation and edu
cation envisaged in the Second Plan and the increased demand for the services of barbers, 
dhobies, etc. an increase in employment by 15 lakhs or more in this sector is not unlikely. 

61. To sum up, the additional employment we may count on for the Second Plan is as 
follows :t 

Mines· • 
Factories 
Small enterprises (including construction workers) 
Railways, Q)mm.unications, etc. 
Other Q)mm.erce & Transport. 
Government Administration 
Professions and Liberal Arts • 

TOTAL 

Increase in employment 
1955-56 to 1~1 

(in lakhs) 

· 3 to 4 
12 to 14 

• 30 
. 3 to 4 
• 20 
• 5 

:.s to 20 

• 88 to 97 

62. Thus, the foreseeable employment potential of the plan is of the order of 9 to 9 · 5 
million persons absorbed outside agriculture. The Second Five Year Plan, therefore, has to 
be at least as bold as the one envisaged in this paper if it is to fulfil the promise of fuller em
ployment. Perhaps some one to two million persons would be added to those engaged in 
agriculture in any case in view of the natural immobility of persons in the face of rising'standard 
of living in their existing occupations. Again, not all the persons employed in agriculture 
and allied pursuits depend on land. Some additional employment among those engaged in 
fishing, forestry or sheep-raising may not be undesirable. 

63. It should be emphasized, however, that the increase in employment envisaged here 
will demand a great deal of organisation, besides finance and suitable policies. It is clear that 
small enterprises, for example, which bear the brunt of the employment effort will not expand 
on the scale envisaged without sustained effort. Creation of employment opportunities is not 

*The juxtaposition of barbers and dhobies with teachers and doctors is rather curious, but it is 
retained here inasmuch as it corresponds to national income classification in India. 

t In view of the particularly urgent problem of urban unemployment among the educated middle 
classes, we must also indicate how much employment is likely to be created for this sector. But 
it has not been possible to anempt this considering the several arbitrary assumptions involved. 
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a matter of providing ' jobs ' and the outcome will depend greatly on the response oi . the 
public. Provision of employment also carries with it the implication that training facilities 
for the type of personnel needed would be provided for on the scale required. Again, in se
veral sectors we have assumed that additional output would mean a more or less proportionate 
increase in employment. This envisages some control over excessive rationalisation, on con
centration of units, and on frittering away of higher demand in raising the remuneration of 
those already in employment to the detriment of the unemployed. The problem of unemploy
ment, as has already been emphasized, can hardly be separated from that of distribution 
of income. 

64. From this point of view, it may be of interest to note the following figures. about 
the net output per person employed in different sectors. The figures must be interpreted with 
caution. Thus, figures in money terms do not take into account differences in cost of living 
or of the non-economic disabilities and advantages of certain occupations or places. Again, 
net output per employed person represents the earnings of labour as well as capital and does 
not take Government draft into consideration. The differences among sectors are partly 
the result of different capital requirements per unit of output. What is more, the number of 
persons gainfully occupied per household varies from sector to sector, and the disparities in 
income per occupied person do not correspond to disparities in incomes per household.* 
The occupational distribution envisaged for 1955-56 and 196o-61 is also largely conjectural. 
Nonetheless, the table illustrates an important aspect of the Second Plan. It may be noted 
that the distribution of additional output and employment in the Second Plan is so deslgned, 
by and large, as to raise levels of living at lower levels. · 

Occupational Pattern in India. 

Working force 
Net output per . occupied 

person (Rs. per, year 
(in millions) at 1952-53 prices) · 

I95o-5I 55-56 6o-6I I95o-5I 55-56 6o-6I 
Estimated Estimated 

I. Agriculture and Allied • 
pursuits . . . . I03·6 I09'5 III•O 436 482 57 I 

2. Mining and factory Estab-
lishments 3'8 4'0 5'7 I,737 225 2,632 

3· Small Enterprises . n·5 I2•0 I5'0 809 85o 953 4· Communications, Rlys., 
Banks & Insurance . . 1'5 1·6 2•0 2,o67 2,250 2,350 

S· Other Commerce and Trans-
port . . 9"5 IO·O I2'0 14IO 1,510 1,567 

6. Govt. Administration, Pro-
fessions, Liberal Arts and 
the rest I3'3 14'9 17'3 1,075 I,I61 1,202 

TOTAL I43'2 I52'0 I63•0 642- 7IO 840 

•Thus the ratio of earners to non-earners in a household in 195I was 1 : 1·4 for agriculture· 
I : I · 3 for production in rural areas other than cultivation ; 1 : 2 · 1 for commerce ; 1 : 1 · 8 for trans~ 
port ; 1 : I • 7 for other services and I : 1 · 7 for production other- than cultivation in urban areas. 
29P.C. 
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65. Net output per occupied person increases by only 4 or 5 per cent in the tertiary sector 
where it is already high compared to the national average. In the case of agriculture and small
scale industries, the increase is of the order of 20 and 12 per cent respctively. Mining and 
factory establishments also show an increase in net output per employed person of some one
sixth. This increase reflects, however, the shift in favour of heavy industries where large 
amounts of capital are associated with a comparatively small employments of labour. Thus, 
by and large, the employment pattern envisaged here is in keeping with the basic objectives. 

· of fuller employment and social justice. 



Chapter 3 

FINANCIAL RESOURCES FOR THE PLAN 

The financial resources needed for the plan and the manner in which these might be 
mobilised are indicated in this chapter. A tentative indication of the foreign exchange 
requirements of the plan is also given. There are two distinct aspects to this question of rais
ing the financial resources needed for the plan. First, the savings needed for the capital for
mation envisaged must be available in the aggregate. Second, the financial resources must be 
available and utilized by each sector and for each purpose in accordance with the _priorities 
set in the plan. This second aspect requires a policy of directioning investment. 

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENTS 

2. If net investment of the order' of Rs. s,6oo crores is to be realised over the next plan 
period, savings of the same order must be forthcoming. With increased incomes, the_ volume 
of savings is bound to increase. For initiating a process of higher investment and higher 
incomes by fuller utilization of unemployed and under-utilized resources, it is not necessary 
that savings come first and only these are invested later. Credit has to be taken in advance 
for the additional savings that are likely to arise as incomes and investment increase. Some 
initial credit creation, therefore, is an essential part ,of a development programme; None
theless, if planned investments are to be realised without generating serious inflationary pres
sures, the initial credit creation must be limited with reference to what savings are likely to 
be available or can be created by suitable policy measures. 

3· An investment programme of Rs. 5,6oo crores for the Second Plan cannot be carried 
through without a considerable increase in the rate of savings in the community. Assuming 
that sterling balan~es can be drawn down by some Rs. 100 to Rs. 150. crores and. foreign 
assistance of the order of Rs. 500 crores is available during the Second Plan, domestic savings 
of the order of Rs. s,ooo crores must be available. The Taxation Enquiry Commission· has 
estimated that total r;avings in India in 1953-54 and total net investment (at home and abroad) 
amounted to some seven per cent of national income. Their concept of net investment is 
not strictly comparable to the one used here in arriving at the net investment of Rs. 5,600 
crores for the Second Plan. Thus, unlike the TEC, we have excluded rion-monetised 
investment. At the same time, we have made some allowance for investment in stocks and in 
small enterprises which have been disregarded by the TEC. Again, a sizeable jncrease in public 
investment is expected for the last two years of the First Plan. On the other hand; the TEC's 
estimate of net investment abroad of Rs. 70 crores in 1953-54 must be regarded as rather ex
ceptional. Normally, we should expect a deficit in our current balance of payemnts (not taking 
credit for donations) with the result that the total investment hi the' country must be higher 
than domestic savings. Taking these considerations into account, it ·is reasonable to expect 

IOI 
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that comparable to the figure of Rs. 5,6oo crores for the Second Plan, net investment in the 
country in 1955-56 would be ofthe order of6·75 per cent of national income and correspond
ing domestic savings of some 6 per cent of national income. On this basis, the growth in 
investment and savings over the Second Plan would have to be somewhat as follows : 

(Rs. crores) 
2nd Plan 
1956-57 to 

19ss-s6 1956:57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 196o-61 196o-61 

a. National income 10,800 Ii,300 n,825 12,375 13,000 13,700 62,200 

b. Net investment • 730 810 930 1,o6o 1,300 1,500 5,600 

c. Domestic savings 6so 68o 800 930 1,170 1,370 4.950 

d. Foreign resources So 130 130 130 130 130 650 

4· The phasing over the five years of savings and investments given above is intended 
to be illustrative. The essential point is that in order to achieve a total investment of 
Rs. 5,6oo crores, the rate of investment must increase from 6 ·75 per cent of national income 

· in 1955-56 to II per cent of national,income in 196o-61, and domestic savings from 6 to 10 
per cent over the same period. If foreign resources are not available on the scale envisaged, 
the savings effort at home would have to be correspondingly greater. 

5· Whether an increase in the rate of domestic savings from 6 per cent in the beginning 
of the next Plan period to 10 per cent by 1960-61 is likely to take place in response to a volunta
ry increase .in savings resulting frOfll additional incomes cannot be judged in advance. The 
increase in savings envisaged here is not very large in relation to the rates achieved in other 
countries. But, considering the current low rate of saving and the large margin of unsatisfied 

. needs, it may be assumed that savings of the order required would not be forthcoming with
out special and persistent effort at restricting consumption through fiscal and other devices. 

6. In an under-developed economy, where there are idle resources, increased invest
ment need not imply a reduction in current consumption. It would, however, imply aus
terity, that is, preparedness. to hold down consumption, especially of luxuries, in the face of 
rising incomes. A check on the consumption of non-essential commodities, domestic as 
well as imported, is necessary in order to release additional resources for the production of 
essential goods. Shortages of essential goods are dealt with better in this way than by direct 

. limitation of consumption. However, if resources released throJ.Igh restriction of luxury 
consumption are not of much use for increasing the supplies of essential goods, controls over 
consumption of essentials would become unavoidable. The question of controls must, in 
other words, be judged in terms of the particular real resources, which are in short supply. 
Foreign exchange resources have to be conserved with particular care, in that they can be 
converted iDto whatever commodities became scarce within the country. In the present 
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world situation, in regard to food and cotton, one can hope that a plan of the magnitude, 
contemplated can be seen through without having to impose controls on necessaries like food 
and cloth. 

7. Up to a point, the emergence of some inflationary pressures or a sellers' market is 
necessary, since our objective is to push ahead as far as possible in the direction of utilising 
our resources. Essentially inflationary pressures-or insufficiency of savings-arise as· a result 
of inelastic supplies of goods against which people direct their demand. The elasticity of sup
ply is not equally great in the case of all commodities. With effort and organisation, it can 

. be altered favourably at least in selected sectors. If we are to stop at the first bottleneck in 
supplies for fear of a rise in prices in that sector, even though supplies in other sectors are 
elastic to some extent, we are likely to stop short of the full potential for expansion of the 
economy. We have to be prepared to' tackle' short supplies in some commodities. Whe
ther in doing so, we would be able to prevent a general and cumulative rise in prices depends, 
obviously, upon the measure of shortage and the organisational efficiency in dealing with it. 
In an expanding economy the sufficiency of savings cannot be predicted in advance, but since 
the overall effort suggested is not excessive and is required for making an impact on employ- . 
ment, the practical problem is one of watching overall economic trends and of correcting through 
fiscal and other measures any shortages in resources in particular sectors as they rise. 

RESOURCES FOR THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

8. From the stand-point of finding resources for the public sector, it is necessary to con
sider not only the outlay on the plan but total outlay. Expenditure outside ·the plan has an 
obvious significance to the realistic appraisal of the financing of the plan. The outlay· on the 
plan in the public sector includes, first of all, all expenditure which results in the creation of 
new capital assets (directly in the public or indirectly in the private sector). In addition, it -. 
should include that part of the current expenditure ort specific developmental heads. which 
represents an increase over the level reached at the end of the first plan. · This would give a 
clear idea of the ' lift ' we are giving to the development effort during the next plan. This 
is tje concept which has been kept in mind in this paper in arriving at the· plan outlay of Rs. 
4,300 crores. 

9· An alternative would be to include all expenditure under specified developmental 
heads in the plan, leaving out only expenditure on non-developmental items like Defence and 
Civil Administration. Although this would inflate the plan figures, it would facilitate a more 
realistic appraisal of the plan and its financing by ruling out the possibility of shifting of ex
penditure as from one sub-category to the other within the broad category of developmental 
heads. It would also enable a quicker review of the progress under the f'lan from the budget 
itself. On the other hand, by confining the scope of the plan to the scherries deemed more es.;. 
sential to further effort, we are better able to scrutinise them. The best course under the 
ci~umstances would, therefore, be to highlight both the total expenditure under specified 
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developmental heads and the outlay on the plan. As a rough approximation, the budgetary 
position of the Centre and the States combined may be outlined as follows :-

1. Outside the plan 

{a) Non-developmental 

(b) Developmental . 
Sub-Total 

2. On the plan 

Total Government Expenditure 

• 

TOTAL 

(Rupees Crores-estimates) 

Over Second Plan 

1955-56 I9(i<r6I 1956-57 to I9(i<r6I 

625 125 3400 
200 225 JJOO 

825 950 4500 

6oo JJOO 4300 

1425 2050 88oo 

IO. The estimated outlay of the Centre and the State Governments combined for 1955-
56 is based on the budget proposals for the year, as far as possible, and on the revised budget 
figures for 1954-55. However, in view of the difficulties in combining the figures for the 
Centre and the States and in apportioning the development outlay, within the plan and out
side the plan, ~e ~timates must be taken only as roughly indicative of the magnitudes in
volved. 

II. It is assumed that public outlay on the plan will increase from Rs. 6oo crores or so 
in 1955-56 to Rs. I,Ioo crores in 196o-6I, i.e., by about 8o% in order to make up a total of 
Rs. 4,300 crores over the plan period. Expenditure outside the plan is assumed to in<!ease 
by 15 %over the five years or by Rs. 25 crores every year. The total outlay on developmental 
heads is envisaged to be of the order of Rs. 5400 crores-Rs. 4,300 crores in the plan, and Rs. 
1,100 crores outside the plan. 

I2. The question is how a total government outlay of Rs. 8,800 crores (Rs. 4,500 crores · 
out.,.ide the plan and Rs. 4,300 crores on the plan) is to be financed. Assuming that the 
Government takes some 8. 5 per cent of national income in taxes and in non-tax revenue as 
has been the case on an average over the past four or five years ( 7 % in taxes and about I . 5 per 
cent in non-tax revenue) the total revenue receipts would amount to about Rs. 5,200 crores. 
Borrowing from the public may possibly yield (net) another Rs. 1,000 crores (about Rs. 6oo 
cror.!S from loans and Rs. 400 crores from small savings). Contribution from railways ~y 
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be put at Rs. 200 crores over five years. The budgetary position of the Government over 
the Second Plan might, therefore, look somewhat as follows :-

Expenditure : 

(a) On the plan 
(b) Outside the plan 

Receipts: 

(a) On revenue account • 
(b) From railways 
(c) Loan from the people 

Deficit_ 

... 

Rs. crores 

4,300 

4,soo . 

8,800 

s.2oo 
200 

1,000 

6,400 

2,400 

13. As against the gap or deficit of Rs. 2,400 crores, we may take credit for some Rs. 400. 

crores of foreign assistance*. Over the First Plan, foreign assistance utilised in the public 
sector is likely to be of the order of Rs. 250 crores. Thus we are assuming a 6o per cent 
increase in the amount of external assistance utilised by the public sector. -

14. The remaining gap of Rs. 2,ooo crores cannot be filled up by deficit financing or.
creation of money. As a first approximation, we may assume that such money creation can be. 
resorted to to the extent of Rs. I,ooo to Rs. 1,200 crores by the Government. Allowance 
must also be made for credit creation by banks for the needs of the private sector, say Rs. 400 
crores or so, bringing total credit creation to Rs. 1,400 to Rs. I,6oo crores. A prrt of this 
credit would be withdrawn from the system as we use up our accumulated sterling balances. 
We have made an allowance earlier for a decline in our foreign exchange reserves by some 
Rs. I 50 crores. Even then, total money supply in the economy might in£! ease by some Rs. 
1,300 crores during the Second Plan. We have argued earlier that credit creation is essential 
to development and that some price rises may well occur in an economy trying to reach to the 
full limit of its resources. In India, a large money supply will be needed as the monetised 
sector expands relatively to the non-monetised sector. Even then, with a 25 to 27 per cent 
increase in national income, an increase in money supply by some Rs. 1,300 crores on a base 
of some Rs. 2,ooo crores must be regarded as a sort of outside limit. 

15. If, then, for reasons just stated deficit financing by the Government must be res
tricted to someRs. 1,000 toRs. 1,200 crores, it would be necessary to raise at least Rs. g00 
crores by increased taxation, or by compulsory borrowings, or through _increased profit' of 
Government enterprises. In fact, a combination of all these will be called for~ If additional -
Government profits are to be raised, it might be necessary for the State to enter into the field 

• In addition, foreign assistance of Rs. 100 crores is envisaged for the private sector. · 
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of trading or production of consumer goods. The scope for such expansion of State activity 
into profit making ventures will have to be carefully examined. Alternatively, taxation in the 
country will have to be raised from some 7 per cent of national income to 9 or 10 per cent of 
national income by 1960-61. An increase in taxation from 7 to 9 or even 10 per cent of 
national income cannot be regarded as excessive if our aim is to have a bolder plan which 
requires an increase in the savings of the community from 6 to 10 per cent of national 
income. But it should be borne in mind that some tax adjustme!lts will be necessary even to 
maintain, the existing level of tax receipts at 7 per cent of national income. 

16. The forego~g discussion of the resources for the public sector has been in terms of 
the receipts and expenditures of the Centre and the States combined. A survey of the finan
cial position of individual States during the Second P~ will have to be prepared separately. 

REsOURCES FOR THE PRIVATE SECTOR 

17. Of the total investment of Rs. 2,200 crores in the private sector, Rs. 1,100 crores is 
envisaged in construction; Rs. soo crores in industry, mining and transport ; Rs. 200 crores in 
agriculture ; and, Rs. 400 crores in working capital in trade and industry and in residual 
items. 

18. The Taxation Enquiry Commission has estimated that net investment in organised . 
enterprises (public limited and private limited companies) and in private transport amounted 
to Rs. 75 crores in .1953-54. Correspondingly, corporate savings and new subscription 
to capital of companies together have also been put at Rs. 5 crores for that year. This invest
ment is roughly comparable to the provision made here for an investment of Rs. 500 crores 
in industries, mining and transport in the private sector for the next plan period. An increase 
in the rate of such investment from Rs. 75 crores in 1953-54 to an average of Rs. 100 crores 
over the next plan may be regarded as feasible, particularly in view of the larger profits that 
are likely to arise in organised industries if unutilised capacity is put to full use. The more 
important problem would be to ensure a proper allocation of the investment in the private 
organised sector of industries. Apart from capital issues control and export and import controls, 
a differential tax policy might be needed in this context. Where necessary, arrangements may 
be made for loans or planned increases in prices for realising important investments in this . 
sector. 

19. The requirements of working capital for industry and trade can be met without much 
difficulty through bank accommodation. We have made allowance for an increase of some 
Rs. 400 crores in bank credit earlier in arriving at total credit creation in the economy. Indeed, 
with deficit financing of Rs. 1,ooo to Rs. 1,200 crores in the public sector, the problem may 
well be one of preventing excessive bank accommodation. 

20. Of the net investment in the private sector of Rs. 2,200 crores, about one-half is en
visaged to be in construction. This implies private construction activity of the order of 
Rs. 220 crores per year on an average in the next plan period. Private monetised 
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construction at present may be estimated at about Rs. 150 toRs. 160 crores per year. The 
source of savings for construction activity cannot be indicated. Nor can it be asserted that tht> 
increase in construction activity envisaged would, in fact, be realised. If aggregate savint~ 
are inadequate, there is no knowing where this shortage would impigne. As long 
investment in the high priority part of the private sector is assured, any shortfall in 1 

availability of resources for other purposes would not seriously retard the tempo <-" 
development. 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 

21. A close analysis of the balance of payments position for the Second Plan period has 
yet to be made. Considering the type and structure of our exports, it is doubtful if a large 
increase in earnings can be secured, at least in the earlier years of the Plan. In the targets 
indicated earlier, provision has been made for larger exports of cotton textiles, tea, mica, man~ 
ganese and s0me of the newer products like sewing machines, electrical goods, etc. However 
in view of the increasing competition in some export items, it might be safe not to assume· any 
significant increase in export earnings. The balance would turn mainly on imports. 

22. Of the total investment of Rs. 5,600 crores, about Rs. 2,500 crores will be of a kind 
(hat makes little demand on foreign exchange. For the rest, that is, about Rs. 3,000 crores of 
investment in irrigation and power, communications, industries, railways, etc., if we assume the 
imported component at 33 to 40 per cent (as a very rough average), the import requirements 
would work out at between Rs. 1,000 and Rs. 1,200 crores. To this, we may add Rs. 400 
crores or so as imports needed for replacement. 

23. Total imports of capital goods over the Second Plan period may thus amount to · 
Rs. 1,400 to 1,6oo crores. At present, these imports are of the order ofRs. 100 crores a year. 
Since the overall external account is more or less in balance, it may be assumed that we could 
finance Rs. 500 crores worth of machinery and equipment imports from current earnings. 
The problem, then, would be to find foreign exchange resources of the order ofRs. l,buc?_.crores. 
Allowing for a saving of foreign exchange of some Rs. 200 crores on petrol, raw cotton, sugar 
and similar items where domestic production is expected to increase, there would still be a 
problem of finding Rs. 8oo crores of foreign exchange. The foreign exchange assets held by 
the Reserve Bank can perhaps be drawn down by Rs. 100 to 150 crores during the next 
Plan period (i.e., from the present level of Rs. 730 crores to 550 or 600 crores, after making an 
allowance of a decline of Rs. 30 crores or so in the last year of the First PJan). This leaves 
a balance of Rs. 65o-7oo crores. If Rs. 500 crores of this could be met by way of external 
assistance, there will still be need for economising on imports and for promotion of exports. 
Since the reducable element in our imports is small, there is a correspondingly greater· need 
for increasing exports. 
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NOTE ON THE OBJECTIVES, ETC. OF THE "SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 

DR. A. K. DASS GUPTA 

The present note is designed to form a basis of discussion in connection with . the pre
paration of the Second Five Year Plan. 

Objectives 

First about objectives. A rational plan must have an objective or. a set of objectives to 
which means are to be adjusted. The objective of the First Five Year Plan was basically 
conceived in terms of aggregate income. This was understandable in the given circumstances; 
for poverty of the country was just the consideration that inspired planning. However, as 
we proceed with our plans, certain other considerations crop up. 

Broadly there are three possible objectives that we can fix our eyes on in the preparation of 
the Second and later plans. 

(1) Raising the per capita income, or in other words, speeding up the rate of economic 
growth along the line chalked out by the First Five Year Plan ; · 

(2) Reducing umemployment and under-employment; 

(3) Reducing inequality of incomes. 

As regards (1) the major bottleneck, as realised in the First Five Year Plan is ~hortage of 
capital.· Formation of capital is, therefore, a most important desideratum here. N9w, given an 
investment pattern and given the technology, there is a rigid relation between capitaland in-. 
come. The First Five Year Plan proceeded with a certain assupmtion concerning capital
income ratio, and with a chosen income target, formed a plan of investment of a given 
magnitude. It is for the Planning Commission to judge, in the light of experience, how far the 
estimate was valid. We have the experience of other countries, too, to fall back upon, and the 
Statistical Institute has given us a certain as yet hypothetical estimate. The point that needs 
to be emphasised, however, is that the capital-income ratio is itself a function of the invest
ment pattern and the technology chosen and that these in their turn are a function of the types 
of income goods that we want to have and the time lag that we propose to allow ~etween 
investment and the realisation of income-goods*. These involve considerations concerning· 
the other objectives, namely employment and the distribution of income. ; 

*Incidentally the concept of "optimum" timing is somewhat misleading; there does not see:n to be 
any objective criterion for its ·ascenainment. 

III 
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How far are we to proceed with our objective of social justice ? Here arises the question 
of the type of economy that we propose to have, and how soon, if we aim at a socialist economy, 
complete socialisation of the means of production is to be achieved. 

Let us assume the continuance of a mixed economy such as has been contemplated in the 
First Five Year Plan, the process .of socialisation being gradual and marked by a gradual increase 
in the proportion of pu~lic investment to private investment. Controlling distribution with 
a view to social justice, then, becomes a question of (a) taxation of higher income groups, 
(b) grants (in the form of community benefit) to the common people, (c) employment at 
reasonable wage rate, (d) emphasis on production of goods, e. g., food, housing, clothing, 
etc., essential for a decent living of the common people, etc. 

Now the investment pattern is to be adjusted to the consumption pattern and the 
consumption pattern is a function of the distribution of income, which again is partly a func
tion of employment and wage rate. There connot, therefore, be a unique quantita
tive relation between capital and income. 

Fixation of Targets 

Broadly, then, the objectives of the Second Five Year Plan may be set forth thus: 

Improvement in the standard of living (as in the First Five Year Plan) and an increase 
in the volume of employment within a framework of social justice in the form of a reduced in
equality of income. The volume of investment and the pattern of investment, both in the pubilc 
sector and in the private sector are to be adjusted accordingly. 

Can we fix these objectives in the form of targets ? Quantitative formulation of targets 
does seem to be desirable for ,securing the maximum degree of concentration of effort, just 
as fixing a deadline is always a 'good way of getting a thing done quickly. The First Five Year 
Plan formulated an income target, and the quantitative assessment there i..·wolved is well 
known. We may now, in the light of experience of the working of the Plan, formulate a revised 
target, if ~ecessary. 

An employment target involves quantitative assessment of the following : 

(a) The present volume of unemployment, open and disguised ; 

(b) Possible increase in the number of working population in view of the annual growth 
of population ; and 

(c) Displacement of labour, if any,· in the process of new investment, a part of which _ 
· may turn out to be labour-saving. 

Distribution target is definitely more difficult to fix. We have here to measure the pre
sent inequality of income and assess the degree of change that is possible within a given period. 
Taking, for example, the simplest and the most understandable measure of inequlaliy of 
income, namely, the area covered by the Lorenz Curve and the line making ·45° angle with the 
horizontal axis, we have to ascertain the present curvature of the Lorenz Curve and to what 
extent it is to be flattened. 
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Are the Objectives Consistent ? 

Are these objectives consistent one with the other ? Qualitatively, and in a broad, general 
sense, yes. It is indeed possible to contemplate a pattern of economic development which 
makes for a simultaneous achievement of increased national income, increased employment and 
improved standard of living of the masses. For, starting with employment we find that, other 
things remaining the same, a net increase in the volume of employment necessarp.y leads to 
an increase in national income-whether output increases in the same proportion as employ
ment, depends upon the condition of production. On the other i hand, a transfer from the higher 
income group to the lower income group, although it may change the ingredients of national 
income, is not incompatible with an increase in aggregate income. The contrary view is often 
supported by the consideration that any such transfer would reduce the ·propensity to save 
and would be inimical to capital formation. However, where unemployment exists, a reduced 
propensity to save and increased propensity to consume provide a stimulus to consumption 
goods industries and hence to an inducement to capital formation. And, in the context of 
planned economy where investment is largely done in the public sector, capital formation is 
largely autonomous and should be independent of the propensity to save. 

Yet, in a special quantitative sense, the objectives may turn out to be inconsistent. 
While some reduction of inequality may go with some increase in aggregate income, it is quite 
possible that the most desirable distribution of income turns out to be incompatible with the· 
maximum increase of national income in relation to the given resources. Further, w;hile in
creased employment certainly adds to national wealth, maximum employment within the 
available resources of other kinds may not always be compatible with the maximum degree 
of capital formation and maximum income potential. We may have to sacrifice 'economy' 
for the sake of other objectives. Where to strike the balance and what kind of compromise is 
to be made in the choice of various 'targets' are, however, matters on which no precise direc
tion can be given by an economist. They are matters which the Plcnning Commission will 
decide, guided by instinct and social sense. -""" 

Relative Emphasis on Different Types of Industries 

The above considerations have an important bearing on the relative emphasis to be 
given to different types of industries. If increase of income potential is our chief concern, 
emphasis on heavy industries is indicated. If, on the other hand, employment has a higher 
priority cottage industries demand special attention. The latter is also a way towards the 
mitigation of distributional disparity, provided a reasonable share of the proceeds of sales from 
cottage industry products can be made to reach the ultimate workers. For a balanced· achie
vement of the various objectives it looks as if the proper procedure would be to push heavy 
industries on the one hand and cottage industries on the other. A suggestion to this effect has 
indeed come from the Statistical Institute, where it is held that expansion oflarge-scale consump
tion goods industries, such as cotton textile, may be held in abeyance for some time to come. 

*The larger ~ro_bl~ ?f.Fina_nce will be taken up_i!l a separate note. It may only be marked 
here that there 1s 1mphc1t m this argument a recogrut10n of the need for deficit financing. 
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It is also suggested, in conformity to the present policy of the Government, that large scale 
consumption goods industries may be taxed to provide revehue towards the granting of subsi
dies to cottage industries. However, in spite of its apparent simplicity and reasonableness, the 
pr\lcedure is not without drawb1cks. It m1y lead to future complications against which we 
must be forewarned. 

Heavy industries are supposed to yield 'producers' goods,- goods which are by and large 
used in the large scale consumption goods industries. If these latter are left high and dry, 
wherein will the machinery and tools produced during our p~riod of pla)\ning be absorbed ? 
New factories in the consumption goods sector cannot possibley be built overnight. It is not 
enough to say tha! products of heavy industries will only substitute imports. For the success of 
heavy industries will depend upon an expanding home market. Continuou~ expansion of 
light industries seems to be a necessary adjunct to a scheme of development of heavy indus
tries. More important than this is the difficulty that is likely to arise in future in the cottage 
industries sector, if the current policy is to absorb the unemployed mainly in that sector. 
For what will happen to those cottage industries that are in competition with factories? How 

• long will subsidies continue? These questions-must be answered before we decide which 
·industries should receive special emphasis in our next Plan, for current planning must be 
based on the pattern of economy that we envisage for the future. 

Approach 

A sharp contrast is often drawn between 'financial' approach and 'physical' approach to ' 
ecomomic planning. The contrast would be meaningful if by 'financial' planning were meant 
merely a planned adjustment of aggregate money flows with a view to avoiding inflation and 
deflation, as distinct from a planned alloca ~Jn of resources. In an economy which is already 
advanced and where the only purpose of planning is the maintenance of stability with 'full em
ployment', financial planning in this narrow sense is all that is contemplated. Where, however, 

, the object of planning is to accelerate the pace of economic development through an enlarge
ment of the capital base, emphasis must necessarily be on allocation of resources. In this 
sense , therefore, planning for economic development will inevitably take the character of 
'physical' planning. On the other hand, unless you have a totalitarian economy where the pro
blem of production is reduced to mere technology, where considerations of cost-price rela
tionship are completely ignored and where even the needs of the consumer are dictated by the 
planning authority, allocation of physical resources, even though planned from the Centre, 
will have a financial counterpart. Allocation of resources, if it is to be rational, must be based 
on a system of accouting in terms of prices and costs; in a completely socialised economy, 
the accounting is to be done by the planning authority proceeding by way of trial and error, 
while in a mixed economy it can be left, within a frame-work of controls , to the play of mar
ket forces. How far and at what speed socialisation will be carried in our economy is a matter 
of policy decision. The implication of the A vadi Congress resolution seems to be that the pro
cess of socialisation will be gradual. Which means that for sometime to come we shall con
tinue to have a mixed economy with the proportion of public investment gradually increasing 
relatively to total investment in the economy. 
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Importance of Input-Output Analysis 

The distinction, in the context of planning for economic development, then, is not between 
'physical planning' and 'financial planning', for one involves the other. The question rather 
is, how comprehensive our planning will have to be. Should we have an over-all target in 
terms of income and employment, concentrate on multipurpose projects, as w_e did in the 
First Five Year Plan, and leave the private sector to react to changes in public investment in 
the way that it thi¥ks appropriate, using only general controls to suit the fundamental objec
tives that we have in view? Or should we cover the entire economy, choose individual targets 
and add up the investments needed for the achievement of these targets ? The difference here 
is one of degree not of kind, and it relates to coverage. Now, in an economy where the avail
able resources fall substantially below the basic requirements of the people, where all that can 
be done at the initial stages of planning is to create minimum basic conditions for a healthy growth, 
all that is necessary is to concentrate on the glaring bottlenecks. Irrigation, power; transport, 
health, education are such bottlenecks, and the object of die First. Five Year Plan was to correct 
tHese. Has the limit of such investments been reached? If it has not, the Second Five Year 
Plan may be just an extension of the First with added emphasis on specific lines of invest
ment in view of the larger availability of resources which the achievements of the Fkst Five . 
Year Plan have made possible. Where the investments in the public sector are to provide only 
a general incentive to productive activity, precise quantitative knowledge of the reaction to 
stimuli of the individual sectors in the economy, though useful, may not be considered essen
tial. But where the scope of public investment is extended to cover individual targets and 
where the consistency between the targets is the concern of the planning authority itself, 
quantitative assessment of the interaction of the various sectors of the economy is essential. 
It is here that the input-output analysis of the type proposed by the Indian Statistical Institute 
assumes real significance. And since, whatever the present position and the immediate policy 
of the planning authority may be, a gradual extension of public investment will ine,vitably change 
the character of the plan, bringing specific items within its compass, the need for iCcontinuous 
study of inter-industry relationship can certainly not be exaggerated. It is to be seen, however, 
if an input-output table based on current transactions would tell us e~ough. A plan based on 
fixed input-output coefficients may indeed be misleading, particularly when the targets aimed 
at are long-term targets. Apart from the fact that, even as things are the assumption of fixed 
input-output coefficients is of doubtful validity, the achievement of the basic objectives of the 
plan is likely by itself to involve an alteration of these coefficients. An action taken towards 
a reduction the inequality of income would change the consumption pattern of the commu
nity and would inevitably affect the relative elasticities of demand for individual goods and 
services. On the other hand, a policy· designed to raise the level of employment may involve 
an alteration in the structure of production such as would affect the relative eiasticities· of · 
supply of individual factors of production. Policies such as these may indeed alter the entire 
configuration of the input-output table. These considerations are important, and yet, far from . 
detracting from the importance of input-output analysis, they only point tQ the n~~d fO.J: 
its elaboration and intensification, 
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by 
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Irt framing the Second Five Year Plan one of the crucial steps is to agree broadly on the 
dimensions and the pattern of the investment programme to be undertaken. Any decisions 
taken on these matters at this stage will obviously be tentative and subject to revision; 
there can be no final commitment, either at the technical or at the political 
level, to magnitudes and proportions suggested as a basis for discussion and preliminary work. 
Nevertheless, the frame that is agreed upon now will be of vital importance in the preparation 
of the Plan, and the greater the organic unity and internal balance of the underlying conception, 

.the more difficult will it be to recast it at a latter stage to any significant extent without seri-
ously undermining the basis of the whole approach. It is therefore essential that, before any 
particular frame is adopted as a working basis, we examine the implications of the more im
portant magnitudes in.volved, and satisfy ourselves that subsequent revisions will have to be 
only in the detail and not in the conception itself. 

In this paper an attempt is made, in the first instance, to work out in outline an internally 
consistent model for the Second Plan; the two major considerations here are that it should 
relate the investment programme explicitly to the objectives sought to be attained, and that, 
secondly, the programme itself should be one which, from a technical po;nt of view, is not only 
feasible but capable of being implemented with the resources (existing and potential) at the 
disposal of the country. The model presented below is only a first pencil sketch, giving the 
barest minimum of detail, necessary to indicate the approach and the underlying assumptions. 
The object is to focus attention on certain orders of magnitude, and more particularly on certain 
relationships, which are likely to proVe vital in the execution of any plan answering broadly to 
this description. From these would therefore be deduced certain implications which, it 
seems imperative, should be faced from the beginning; these form the subject matter of the 
second part of the paper. ~ 

I 

The objectives about which there appears to be general agreement are that, over the period 
of the Plan, a sufficiently strong industrial base must be created for more rapid economic deve
lopment, a noticeable dent made into the problem of under-employed manpower, and clear 
advances registered in selected lines in the direction of a socialist pattern of society. , But 
these objectives will have to be given precision before a concrete programme of action can 
be framed, and since a measure of arbitrriness is inescapable in the process, there will in
evitably be left some scope for differences of opinion; the most that can be hoped for is that 

u6 



the range of the differences will not be too large. The targets assumed in this paper will be 
clear as we proceed, and perhaps the only point, which needs to be stated at this stage,. is that 
the political assumptions of the Plan, implicit in the conception of a socialist pattern of society, 
and even more so in the stress on self-reliance, are important enough to require an approach 
more rigorous and more internally consistent than might appear adequate if these were not 

binding considerations. 

The Indian economy can be conceived of in two sectors, · the rural and the urban. There · 
is of course a great deal of inter-mingling between them, and there are also forces at work tending 
to bring about a closer integration, but the differences between them are significant ~nough to 
warrant their being treated separately in the first instance. The rural economy for instance is 
based primarily on agriculture; the small-scale industries in the rural areas are also significantly 
different in organisation and techniques from the small-scale industries in the towns; under
employment is more acute and massive in the countryside, and in so far as one can speak in 
terms of averages, the rural standard of living is markedly lower than the urban; there are also 
fewer transactions in money and their effects therefore more localised; and, not the least of 
all, the institutional b1sis of production and of distribution is altogether different, conditioned 
as it still is in the villages by the customs and practices of a feudal society. It is true that one 
of the main objectives of development must be to eliminate these differences, or at any rate 
their economic and social consequences, but the existence of these differences has itself a 
direct bearing on the form and process of development. 

We shall therefore visualise the investment programme in two parts, one relating to- the 
rural sector and the other to the urban, with certain differences in emphasis appropriate to 
the conditions of each sector. This i.reatment, it will be seen, is designed not only to. link up 
the Plan with the resources available and with the objectives sought to be reached in the imme
diate future, but to direct attention to certain points in the system where strain~are likeiy 
to develop as the tempo of development is stepped up. · · 

. . 
The surplus of manpower in the country is largely in the rural sector. A programme of 

development, to make an impression, must mobilise this manpower for two reasons; (a) be
cause it constitutes the most abundant unutilised reasource in the economy immediately avail
able for being tapped, and (b) because the existence and growth of this surplus manifest them
selves in abnormally low wages, and are responsible not only for the economic distress ~d 
social unrest in the countryside, but for exercising a strong depressing effect on rural standards 
of living as a whole and on techniques of production. There are also other reasoi;J.s, as for 
instance the favourable conditions which a skimming-off of the fully or partially dispossessed 
agricultural classes would create for a programme of land reform. 

In framing an investment programme for the rural sector which leans havily on the man-· 
power surplus and has a strong employment-creating bias, there are however two pit
falls to be avoided. One is to get involv:!d in conceptull and statistical difficulties about 
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definitions of unemployment and of manpower surpluses, and the other is to regard creation of 
employment as an objective in itself. As regards the first, the problem of definition is not 
important once we are clear what it is that we are after. The Report of the National Income 
Committee brings out that, of the increase of 20 million in the total working force of the 
country between 1941 and 1951, 14 million was among the agricultural classes, of which only 3 
million became 'self-supporting', the remaining joining the ranks of'earning dependants'. "All 
earning dependants are economically semi-active only. Though they contribute to the carrying 
on of economic activities, the magnitude of their indivfdual contribution is deemed to be too 
small to justify their description as economically active". We have here a reasonably good 
indication of the effect of population growth on employment opportunities among the agricul
tural classes in the course of one decade. To prevent the position getting worse even within 
a five year planning period, say the period of the Second Five Year Plan, we may therefore assu
me that new employment opportunities must be found for roughly 6 million workers; if part 
of the backlog of disguised unemployment is to be ~so removed in the course of the Plan 
period, say the numbers added between 1947 and 1956, we may fix a target of 15 million addi
tional jobs. This is the target assumed as necess~ry for the Second Five Year Plan in this 
paper. We shall see that the approach can be made still more concrete if we proceed in 
terms of the distribution of landless labour in the country and their income levels. 

To avoid the second pitfall mentioned above, it is important to make a distinction between 
the 'revolving' and 'sedimented' employment created by investments. The employment 
yielded by a project in the actual investment process is ' revolving', because once the construc
tion stage of the project is completed, those employed on it can continue to be given employ
ment only if a new project is undertaken, unless the project itself creates the productive base for 
employment of a more permanent nature; the latter, namely the permanent employment created 
on the completion of an investment, by virtue of the addition to the productive capital stock of 
the community, is 'sedimented' employment, in an under-developed economy, initially 
the scope is greatest for creating revolving employment, i.e.,through labour-intensive schemes 
of investment, but unless this in turn leads to creation of sedimented employment within a 
reasonable period of time, the employment created will be discontinuous, and if the discontinu-

, ities are large, the result will be inevitably a breakdown of the whole employment policy underly 
ing the investment programme. It is true that in a developing economy, the investment process 

. is itself a continuous one and the volume of investment will also be expanding, but the scope 
for productive investments of a labour-intensive character is certain to diminish as we go on, 
and hence the need to concentrate from the beginning on projects which will not only employ 
large numbers in the investment process, but will, directly or indirectly, create employment of 
a more permanent nature. Broadly speaking, the conception underlying the model presented 
in this paper is that the spearhead of a more adequate employment policy must be, to begin • with, in the rural sector through the creation of revolving employment on a large scale; 
the effect of a good part of the investments undertaken in the process will be to increase the pro
ductivity and working hours of labour already employed (as, for instance, by the provision of 
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irrigation) rather than to create employment opportunities on any large scale for fresh hands;· 
as production and incomes increase, however, small supplementary investments will help to 
create a layer of sedimented employment, and there will also be some employment of a similar 

· nature created by schemes of land reclamation, afforestation, soil conservation, etc.; the more 
permanent employment resulting in these ways is not likely, however, to be adequate to absorb 
fresh additions to the working force, or even those gradually displaced from revolving em
ployments; in the ultimate analysis, therefore, it is only to the extent that the rural investment 
programme is designed to support a more compreshensive and n~t so labour-intensive invest
ment programme, for creating an industrial base for the _economy as a whole (which base 
we assume will be, conceptually, in the urban sector), that it cannot be considered as some-

-thing more than a temporary programme of relief or at be~t a partial and limited answer to the 
problem of development. 

The investment programme for the rural sector, outlined below for the Second Five 
Year Plan, is based on the following assumptions: (a) the labour cqmponent of the programine, 
which in framing the schemes should be made to account for about two-thirds of the total 
cost, will be drawn from the ranks of agricultural labour, and among them from the lowest 
income groups; (b) the additions to the expenditure on labour employed by government on its 
schemes will lead to increased money incomes and further private expenditures which, in all, 
may expand the wage bill by about 2t times and the employment afforded per annum by about 
twice the initial amounts; (c) the recipients of the new incomes will belong to an income
group in which about one-third of the increases in income is likely to be spent on foodgrains; 
(d) the investment programme in the sector has to be such as to meet not only the bulk of the 
increases in demand for consumer goods from the classes in the rural sector receiving larger 
money incomes as a result of the programme, but the increased demand for foodgrains from 
the urban sector as a result of the programme in that sector; and (e) the urban sector will be 
able to pay for its increased imports of foodgrains (and raw materials) with exports of consu-

'T· 
mer goods for which there is increased demand in the rural sector but which cannot be 
produced locally. 

In the concrete, this means that, if, of the 15 million additional jobs which need . to be 
found by 1961, new employment for 12 million workers is to be created in the rural sector, the 
additional labour employed by government in its investment projects in this sector should 
be around 6 million. These have to be recruited largely from the 20 million agricultural labour 
families in the country, which probably account in all for 25-30 million of the total working 
force of roo million in agriculture.* Agricultural labour · families are distributed very 
unevenly over the country accounting for less than roper cent 'of the total rural families in the 
Punjab, Rajasthan and Assam; only ro-15 per cent in Uttar Pradesh; 15-20 per cent in Bombay 
and Saurashtra; 20-25 per cent in Madhya Pradesh and West Bengal; but 40 per cent (and in 
places over 6o per cent) in Bihar, Orissa, Hyderabad, Andhra and Madras. Their income 

*The data given below are ba~ed on an analysis of available material by Shri V M Dandekar Th d b · 
fga~fsu~!;~:.nowledged, though he IS free from all responsibility for the way in which· th~ ct:ua hav~ bee~ e u~e~ 
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and consumption levels also differ widely, the proportion of agricultural labour families living 
on less than Rs. IOO per cosumption unit per annum (the consumption unit being calculated 
by taking adult male members as full units and converting other members on the basis of 
their relative calorific requirements) being as low as s-Io per cent in certain parts and as high 
as 2o-30 per cent in Hyderabad, Mysore and Travancore-Cochin, 3o-40 per cent in Madras, 
and 6o per cent in parts of Bombay, Deccan and Andhra. If we assume that a wage rate of 
about Rs. I! per day will be required on an average to attract labour from the lowest-income 
groups, that there are likely to be in all about 300 working days in a year, and that the 
present income of this labour (perhaps now largely 'earning dependants') does 
not exceed Rs. ISO per annum on an average, the increa~e n the wage bill on 
account of employing 6 million additional workers will be around Rs. I8o crores per 
anmm1 *. Since the labour cost of the projects is taken to be two-thirds of the total cost, 
the total increase in the investment of grovernment on labour-intensive projects in the rural 
areas will have to be about Rs. 270 crores per annum by I961. The investment on such 
projects (irrigation, roads, and other constructions) by the end of the First Five Year Plan may 
be around Rs. ISO crores per annum. If we phase the investment programme on labour
intensive projects in the Second Plan in such a way that it is stepped up steadily from Rs. 
ISO crores per annum in I955-56 toRs. 420 crores per annum by I960-6I, the total outlay on 
these projects in the period will have to be about Rs. I 560 crores. This indicates broadly 
the dimension of the investment programme required for the rural sector. 

We must pursue next the implications of this in terms of demand for foodgrains and other 
consumer goods. The increase in the aggregate wage bill is assumed to be 2l times the addi
tion to the wage bill of government on the labour-intensive projects, so that the increase would 
jn all amount toRs. 450 crores by I961. If one-third of this represents the increase in demand 
for foodgrains, the additional supply of foodgrains required to meet this demand will have to be 
of the order of 6 million tons. B"ut this will not be the only account on which there will be in
creased demand for foodgrains, since the producers of foodgrains and commercial crops, 
who have to meet also the demand from the urban areas, will be receiving larger money 
incomes and consuming more of foodgrains. A further provision of 3-4 million tons on this 
account may therefore be necessary, taking the total for the rural sector to about IO million 
tons. The non-food demand, insofar as it is not directed into producer goods, will have to be 
fully met by additional consumer goods and services of the kind normally demanded in the 
rural areas, unless some kind of compulsory saving scheme is built into the investment pro
gramme itself. Assuming that about Rs. so crores per annum of the Rs. 450 crores increase in 
the wage bill, can be diverted away by the end of the period into producer goods and compul
sory savings, and the equivalent of Rs. I 50 crores met by. increased food production, the sup
ply of other consumer goods and services will have to be increased by about Rs. 250 crores on 
this account and perhaps by another Rs. IS0-200 crores to meet the demands of the producers 

•It is assumed, for simplification that the income now accruing to these workers (taken at Rs. 150 per 
annum on an average f')r each worker) will continue to accrue to them, and that, therefore, it is only the additional 
income required to ensure average earning of Rs. 450 per annum per worker that has to be provided by the direct 
employment created by the Government ; tl)is could approximate to reality, if the employment afforded by Govern· 
mentis only for 7 or 8 months of the year covering the slack seasons. 
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of foodgrains and commercial crops. About one-third of these may have to be met by imports 
from the urban sector, the equivalent of roughly Rs. 125-150 crores, but the rest can be sup
plied from within the rural sector itself with an investment of about Rs. 100 crores spread over 
five years in small-scale village industries. 

By the assumptions of this model, therefore,~ a development programme for the rural 
sector, which is consistent with the objectives of creating employment opportunities for an 
additional 12 million from among the agricultural classes, and of ensuring in effect a minimrim
wage of about Rs. 450 per annum per worker, can be implemented on the following 
conditions : (i) the government undertakes investment of the value of about Rs. 16oo _crores 
over the five-year period in schemes with a high labour content; (ii) a good part of this invest
ment is designed to increase production offoodgrains by about 15 million tons-10 million for 
consumption within the rural sector itself and 5 million provisionally assumed as necessary 
for export to the urban sector- and also of agricultural raw materials; (iii) about Rs. '100 
crores of the investment programme is set apart for village industries; and (iv) the urban 
sector is able to provide consumer goods and services of the order of Rs. 125-150 crores per 
annum by the end of the Plan period for meeting the demands of the rural sector. Tenta
tively, the investment programme of Rs. 1600 crores can be broken down as follows: Rs. 700 
crores for irrigation, reclamation and soil conservation, Rs. 250 crores for roads, Rs. 200 

crores for warehouses and godowns, Rs. 250 crores for buildings for schools, hospitals, 
welfare centres, etc., and Rs. 200 crores for other miscellaneous schemes. It now remains to 
tie up this programme with the investment programme for the urban sector. 

In the urban sector, by our conception, the main task is to create an industrial base for 
more rapid economic development, which will in tum provide in due course sedimented employ
ment on a large scale in non-agricultural occupations; this means concentrating on th~ creation 
and expansion of certain key producer goods industries, in which process the revolviiig em
ployment treated may not be very large, but the gestation period may be considerable. In
stead of starting from employment targets as in framing the rural investment programme, we 
may, therefore, proceed directly in terms of certain initial production targets iri respect of key 
producer goods like steel and electricity and work out its implications in terms of the invest
ment directly required for them and the supplementary investment required in associated pro
ducer goods industries. Here, the main considerations must be, on the one liand, the need for 
developing as strong and wide an industrial base as possible in the shortest period, and on the 
other, the compulsions in the other direction exerted by the magnitude of the investments 
likely to be required and the length of the gestation periods. Once certain targets are fixed, 
as for instance in steel, there will be a minimum volume of investment, determined largely by 
technical factors, that will be required in other industries to utilise these products ·to maximum 
advantage; an assessment of such minimum investment requirements, in'relation to alternative 
sets of production targets, can be made only on the basis of intimate technical knowledge, but 
for the purposes of this paper a rough estimate is made of the investment that may 
be required consistently with a target increase of $ million tons in the production of 
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steel. Logically, there' is no reason why we should start with this target, and 
not with a target of 4 million tons or 6 million tons; the only justification in favour of the 
target adopted is that it has been widely mentioned as desirable and capable of being achieved, 
and also that it seems probable that an increase of this order may be necessary to sustain a grow
ing volume of investment in the country and to create in due course a framework which will 
provide "non-agricultural employment on the sacle required. The estimates of the investment 
likely to be re quired in associated producer goods industries, it must be emphasised, are largely 
shots in the dark and can, at best indicate only the broad orders of magnitude. 

Estimate 
Industry Target of In-Production 

by 
19ss-s6 

for vestment 
I96o-6I required 

(Rs. crores) 

Steel I•4m. 
tons 

Electrical energy · 3"S m. 
kws. 

Engineering (machine tools, electrical equipment, locomotives, diesel 
engines, etc). 

Net value 
added: 
Rs. 6o 

6·4 m. 6oo 
tons 

7·0 m. 3SO 
kws. 

Net value 400 
added: 
Rs.200 

crores crores 
Cement s m. tons I2 m. tons so 
Other producer goods ISO 

To this we may add also the investment likely to be required in transport and communica
tions ; agairl, broad orders of magnitude are indicated below : 

Railways 
Shipping, harbours and ports 
Posts and Telegraphs 
Aviation 
Oth~rs (including road transport, broadcasting, etc)* 

Provision in the 
First Plan 

2SO 
so 
so 
2S 
IS 

390 

(Rs. Crores). 

Allocation sug
gested for Second 

Plan 

6oo 
I2S 

IOO 

40 
4S 

910 

*(Roads are excluded here because they come in the programme for the rural sector). 

I 
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We have yet to deal with investment in housing, certain special export industries like jute,· 
and consumer goods industries in general. Before we deal with this, it may be well to 
pursue the implications of the investment programme in producer goods industries, transport 

· and communications, because it is the effect of this programme on money incomes ~nd expendi• 
tures in the urban sector and on the foreign exchange position of the country as a whole that 
must determine the nature and magnitude of the investments required to meet consumer de
mand and to save foreign exchange. 

The total investment in producer goods industries, transport and communications is likely 
to be of the order of Rs. 160-175 crores by the last ye1r of the First Itive Year Plan ; to 
complete an investment programme costing Rs. 2560 crores over five years in the Second Plan, 
the expenditure will have to be phased roughly as follows : · 

(Rs. crores) 

1955-56 • 16o-175 

1956-57 275 
1957-58 400 

1958-59 525 
1959-60 6so 

196o-61 8xo 

. 2560 

The foreign exchange element in these investments is likely to be large, initially accounting 
perhaps, for as much as 60-70 per cent of the total cost and l~ter, with the establishment of 
producer goods industries in the country, falling to 40 per cent or less. An estimate of the 
year-wise requirements of foreign exchange, on these broad assumptions, is attempted below : . ~= 

Total Proportion Foreign 
Investment assumed to Exchange 
(Rs. crores) need for ,·. required 

exchangt' (Rs. crores) 

1955-56 16o-175 60 96-105 
1956-57 275 6o 165 
1957-58 400 55 220 

1958-59 525 50 263 
1959-00 . 6so 45 .39~ 
196o-61 810 40 .324 -

1264 ·-. . 
If we assume that the entire foreign exchange cost of the programme will be cov!!red. by 
foreign aid of some kind (withdrawal from sterling balances*, inter-gov~rnmental grants, or 

•Sterling balances are treated here as 'foreign aid' because the releases from these balances would be in e1f~ 
current saving abroad supplementing current domestic saving, just as in the case of leans and grants. · 

~! 29 PC 
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loans), we need then consider the income-expenditure effects of only that part of the cost 
which is incurred inside the country. This is a very large assumption to make, and so we 
shall assume that only half of the foreign exchange cost will be covered by foreign aid, and 
that the rest will have to be met by appropriating foreign exchange from domestic exporters 
(which will have the same income-expenditure effects inside the country as when the initial 
government expenditure is internal). If then we make the further assumption that, 
as in the rural sector, the total increase in money income per annum as a result of the increase 
in domestic investment expenditure will be about 2l times as high as the latter, the increase 
in money incomes in 'the urban sector by 1960-61, as compared to the position in 1955-56, may 
be estimated at about Rs. 1970 crores (for, to the internally-covered expenditue of Rs. 648 crores 
'on account of the investment programme in the urban sector must be added the non-labour 
cost of the programme in the rural sector, which is assumed to be incurred in the urban sec
tor and will amount to about Rs. 140 crores by 196o-61). This has to be either prevented from 
expressing itself as increased demand for consumer goods or m~t by corresponding increase in 
the ~upply of consumer goods ; if both are only partially effective, there will follow a rise in 
the prices of consumer goods ; and a rise iD. the. prices of consumer goods if allowed to 
continue, can lead to distortions and ultimately to the collapse of the whole Plan. Even 
assuming that consumer demand of this magnitude can be ·met by increased supply from 
light industries and services of various kinds, and that the capital-output ratio in these lines 
can be made to be about 1 : 2, investment in consumer goods industries in the urban sector 
will have to be of the order of Rs. 985 crores.* (We shall assume that the investment in 
consumer goods industries is quickly maturing and we shall also ignore the multiplier effects 
of this investment on money incomes.) To prevent the money incomes in the urban sector 
rising faster and exerting additional pressure on consumer goods, we must make the further 
assumption that a ceiling will be placed on investment in housing and that the investment 
on constructions in the urban sector will not therefore exceed Rs. 800 crores over the five
year period (the investment on urban constructions is likely to reach Rs. 16o crores by 
1955-56, and so there will be no increase over this in the annual rate during the period of the 
Second Plan). 

Apart trom the-direct: foreign exchange cost of the investment programme in producer 
goods industries, transport and communications, the increased investment and production 
in other industries is also likely to make demands on foreign exchange, both for purchase of 
equipment abroad as well as for importing essential raw materials ; if strong controls are 
not imposed on imports of consumer goods, there will be further demands on this account. 
When domestic incomes increase, commodities that have a foreign market will also tend to be 

•Since we have no idea of the ;alue of the money income multiplier or of capital-o~tput ratios. based ~n 
Indian data, there can be no objection to juggling with various alternative values. The pomt of the lllu~trauve 
estimates above, however, is to indicate that (i) the increase in effective demand on. ac;x:ount of .~h~ mo!le.Y mcome 
multiplies has to be met by increased supply, whatever the precise value of the mulup!Ier, and (u) if this.mcreas~d, 
supply is to become available without having to provide for subst.antial i?ve~nnunt .ID <:onsumer ,g_uods mdustriea 
emphasis will necessarily have to be placed on small scale t:nterprtses which m turn 1mphes the abil1ty to face the 
org-anisational problems involved. 
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consumed internally. The precise extent of these demands on foreign exchange is difficult 
to estimate becasue it will depend on a variety of factors, but if we assume that investments in 
lines likely to save or earn foreign exchange will be generally given priority, that about Rs .. so 

, · crores will be specially earmarked for investment in key export industries like jute, that strict 
controls will be imposed on imports of consumer goods, and that measures to dirett production 
to foreign markets will be taken if necessary, we may, for the present, take it that the foreign 
exchange position can be held. This is, however, a matter which would need to be much 
more closely examined in the light of the actual investment programme ; all that can be 
said at this stage is that the foreign exchange position will reflect all the pressures and 
bottlenecks in the economy, and that no plan which slurs over the implications of these in 
terms of foreign exchange, or fails to provide adequate safeguards, can claim to be based on 
a physical approach to the problem of development. 

We are now in a position to pull all the threads together and present the main features of the 
model for the Second Five Year Plan, taken as a whole. 

(i) The total investment outlay in the Second Five Year Plan (excluding only invest
ment in rural housing which curren-Jy runs at the rate of about Rs. 150 crores per 
annum) will be of the order of Rs. 5995 crores distributed, as follows : 

'Rural' Investment 
Irrigation, land 

reclamation, soil conservation, etc. 700 

Roads . 250 

Warehouses and godowns. 200 

Buildings for hospitals, schools, 
welfare centres, etc. 250 

Other miscellaneous schemes . 200 

I6oo 

(Rs. Crores) 
'Urban' Investment 

Producer goods industries 
Steel 6oo 

Power 350 
Cement so 
Fertilisers 100-4 . 

Engineering 400 
..~ .... 

Others ISO 

Transport and communications 
16so 

Railways 
Shipping, etc .. 
Posts·& Telegraphs . 
Aviation 
Others • · 

500 
12S 

100 

30 
4S 

Housing and other constructions 8oo 

Key export industries . • so 
Consumer goods industries 9ss 

4395 
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(ii) In consequence of the programme, net national output should increase by about 
Rs. 3700 crores by 1960-61 i.e., by 331 per cent over the level in 1955-56. Of 
this, about Rs. 900 crores will go into investment and Rs. 2800 crores should be
come available in the form of increased output of consumer goods •; Qf the 
increased output of consumer goods, about Rs. 500 <.Tares in value will be accounted 
for by larger production of foodgrains. 

(iii) The investment programme in the rural sector will directly create additional em
ployment for 6 million workers at an average annual wage of Rs. 450 per worker, 
and indirectly additional employment for another 9 million at about the same wage 
rate. It is difficult to estimate the employment effect of the programme in the 
urban sector, which will be highly capital-intensive as far as producer goods indus
tries are concerned, but in view of the propo~ed investment in light-consumer 
goods industries and the investment in transport, it is reasonable to expect that 
employment may be found for an additional 3 million. In all, therefore, the Plan 
will not onlyrhave found non-agricultUral employment for the increase in the 
working force during the period of the Plan (say, 10 million) but also absorbed 
about 5 million of those in disguised or open unemployment at the beginning of 
the Plan. 

(iv) For the Plan to be implemented as visualised above, a little over Rs. 6oo crores will 
be required by way of foreign aid over the five-year period ; if there are not 
adequate safeguards to take care of the pressures created by the investment pro
gramme the amount may well have to be larger. 

u 

So far what we have done is merely to construct a model on the basis of certain assumptions. 
These assumptions can be changed, if found necessary on statistical testing or for 
political and other reasons, and the result will be another model, or set of models, with 
somewhat different magnitudes. Models of infinite variety can be constructed if one has 
adequate statistical knowldge, and the only basis on which one model can be chosen in favour 
of another is by assessing all the implications of the respective investment programmes. The 
implications in terms of results can be read off directly from the models; but once we are satis
fied about these, it is more important to examine and grasp the implications in the implementa
tion of the investment programme. It is to the latter aspect of our model that we shall 
now turn. 

In the ~rst place, the implementation of an investment programme of the order of 
Rs. 6ooo crores over the period of the Second Five Year Plan, with foreign aid of only about 
Rs. 6oo crores, will involve raising investment supported by domestic resources from about 
6 per cent of the national output in 1955-56 to about ro per cent of a higher national output 

•This, it must be emphasised, rests in particular on the assumption that additional consumer demand of the 
ocder of Rs. 1970 crores in the urban sector will be met by corresponding increase in output ; if the. increase in 
output that can be expected is lower, the overall increase in national income will also be lower. The esumate of the 
i~ease in output of consumption goods represents what is required and not necessarily what is practicable or what 
is tikely to materialise. 
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by I960-6I*. The proporlion of national output absorbed by investment will be reduced to 
a little less than 9& per cent if the foreign aid that becomes available is twice as high. If the 
estimated increase in the output of foodgrains and other consumer goods is not realised to the 
full extent, say by only Rs. I500 crores instead of by Rs. 2800 crores, investment supported by 

domestic resources will have to go up to I I per cent of the national output even with foreign aid 
of Rs. 6oo crores. If the targeted increase in the output of foodgrains and other consumer 
goods is realised, but foreign aid is negligible, the proportion of national output which will 
have to be set apart for investment may have to be as high as I2 per cent. The relative burden 
of the same investment programme will therefore vary widely depending on two factors, the 
realisation of the targets in respect of foodgrains and other consumer goods, and the extent of 
foreign aid. 

The analysis, so far, has been entirely in terms of real quantities, and largely also in terms . 
of aggregates for the whole economy ; we must now tum to consider the mechanism of finance, 
and how this would fit in. For this, an estimate must be made, to begin with, of the" 
likely division of responsibility for the investment programme as between the government and . 
private entrepreneurs. Very broadly we may assume that the entire investment scheduled for the 
rural sector, the bulk of ~he proposed investment in producer goods industries, transport, and. 
communications, and a small amount of the investment considered necessary in export and 
consumer goods industries will have to be the responsibility of the government ; the share of 
the government in the total programme cannot therefore be less than Rs. 4000 crores and 
may, in fact, have to be a little higher. But this, it might seem, is not all ; we have not up. to 
now taken account of the demands that will arise on account of the need to expand social ser
vices. 

The recurring expenditure of the government on social services, which is currently of the 
order of Rs. I 50 crores per annum, may however be considered not as investment expenditure 
in the economic sense of the term, but as expenditure which, through the provision of collective. 
services, alters the pattern of consumption of the public. In providing for enlarged social 
services, we must therefore make two adjustments ; (i) deduct increases. in th; reeurring ex
penditure on social services from the increases in the income of government expected as a result 
of increased tax revenue, so that only the balance is available for non-recurring expenditure, 
and (ii) make specific provision in the investment programme for the non-recurring expenditure 
on social services. The latter has already been made in the programme for the rural sector, 
and we may for the present assume, to avoid introducing more complications, that the require
ments in the urban sector can be squeezed into the provision for urban housing, say by divert
ing resources now going into luxury building. The only allowance we need therefore make is 
in respect of recurring expenditure, which we shall do immediately when we turn to the esti
mation of the resources likely to be available to the government from out of its cur~ent income 
for meeting the demands of its investment programme. 

In recent years, the current income of government from taxes, fees, an4 profits of State · 
enterprises has averaged about 8! per cent of the national income. If all the recommendations 

*The estimate of 6 per ce~~ for 1955-56 excludes investment in rural housing, ~hich · may amo~t 
to another I!-I! per cent of the national income, though how far this is likely to be net investment is 
open to question ; the targets in our model for the Second Plan also excludes investment in rural 
housing. · 
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. 
of the Taxation Enquiry Commission are implemented, the proportion will rise, at the present 
level and distribution of national income, to about 91 per cent. Unless there is a marked 
change in the distribution of income in favour of profits (which, if it comes through inflation, 
cannot help), or a relative increase in the supply of heavily-taxed commodities, or an increase 
in the profits of state enterprises, there is no logical reason for expecting that the share of the 
government will automatically increase in tne period of the Second Plan ; this is so particularly 
because taxes on capital gains do not figure prominently either in the present tax structure 
or in the structure recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission. We may therefore 
assume that, unless special steps are taken, the income of government will not exceed 10 per 
cent of the national income by 1960-61 and may well be only around 9l per cent. However, 
on the more optimistic assumptions, we may proceed to estimate the resources likely to be 
available to the government for its investment programme from out of its current income. 

1955-56 1956-57 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60 1960-61 1956-61 

National Income n,ooo II,740 12,480 13,220 13,960 14,700 66,100 

Total Net Investment 66o 840 1,020 1,200 1,380 r,56o 6,ooo 

Of which, Government 380 56o 680 8oo 920 1,040 4,000 
Investment. 

Current income 990 x,o86 1,186 1,256 1,361 1,470 6,359 
of Government 
(proportion of 
national income 
in brackets.) (9%) (91%) (9l%) (9l%) (9!%) (1o%) 

Recurring expenditure 
of Government on 

(a) Social Services 175 200 225 250 275 300 1,250 

(b) Others (including 740 760 780 800 820 840 4,000 
developmental ser-
vices.) 

Balance available for 75 !26 181 206 266 330 1,109 
meeting govt .. in-
vestment. 

Even making allowance for all possible economies in ordinary administrative expenditure, 
and increased profits that could accrue to State enterprises by raising the price of the pro
ducts, it is clear that the current income of government will not cover mu~h more than say, 
Rs. r, 100 crores of the proposed investment expenditure of Rs.4000 crores,and may well cover 

less. 
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The precise methods adopted forfinancing the remaining Rs. 2,900 crores will determine 
whether the potential inflationary forces released by the rapidly expanding investment pro
gramme (particularly by the investment programme in producer goods industri~) will come 
into the open or are transformed into latent inflation which can be tackled at a later stage. 
By our initial assumption, we have counted upon foreign aid of about Rs. 6oo crores over the 
period of the Plan ; when this is allowed for, we are left with the problem of covering ex
penditure of about Rs. 2300 crores over the period of the Plan. Ifthis entire amount can be 
covered by borrowing from the public, and the securities issued by government are not used 
by the public in settlement of current transactions, the inflationary forces can be Successfully 
mopped up ; if, on the other hand, the gap is covered largely by creation of money, and only 
a small part of the consequent increased liquidity of the public is converted into holdings 
of the · less liquid government securities or national savings certificates, the pressure 
of excessive liquid stocks in the hands of the public · will undoubtedly strengthen ten~encies 

to open and serious inflation. 

The net borrowing of the government, through loans as well as small savings, is now of the 
order of Rs. 100 crores per annum. If this is steadily stepped up so as to reach a level of about 
Rs. 300 crores per annum by 19(5<H51, the total amount borrowed in the course of the five-year 
period may come up to Rs. 1100 crores, though it is clear that this will require a great effort 
and more effective methods of borrowing. If the rest of ¢.e investment programme, -involving 
an expenditure ofRs. 1200 crores, is met by creation of money, the consequent increase in 
money supply during the period will not necessarily be limited to this figure of Rs. IUxl crores. 
Rs. 1200 crores will represent only the increase in primary money supply, i.e., in the liabili
ties of the Reserve Bank ; on the basis of this increase, commercial banks can further multiply 
credit, the magnitude of this depending on how much of the increased liabilities of the Reserve 
Bank find their way into the reserves of commercial banks. Approximately 10 pe~ cent of these 
liabilities are in the normal course likely to find their way into the reserves of commerdal bankS., 
and assuming that the banks will be content with maintaining a cash ratio of 12! per cent., the 
potential increase in the supply of money, as a result of the government meeting Rs. 1200 

crores of its investment expenditure by borrowing from the Reserve Bank, may be estimated 
at Rs. 2040 crores (i. e. Rs. 1080 crores in the form of Reserve Bank liabilities plus Rs. 96o 
crores in the iorm of the demand liabilities of commercial banks held by the public). Some 
of the secondary expansion of credit by commercial banks can be prevented either by issue of 
Treasury Deposit Receipts (as in the United Kingdom during the last War), or by increasing 
by legislation the cash ratios of commercial banks (as has often been done in the United States) 
nevertheless, taking all these possibilities into account, it seems probable that there will be an 
increase in money supply to the extent of anywhere between Rs. 1500 crores and Rs. 1750 crores 
over the period. With the increase in national income expected by I96o-6I, and the pos
sibility of monetary transactions growing somewhat in importance retatively to bart~r tnuis
actions, an increase of about Rs. 8oo-1ooo crores in money supply is likely to be-required for 
sustaining the expanded economic activity in the system, but this would still leave an excess , 
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of money holdings ranging anywhere between Rs. 500 and Rs. 950 crores in the hands of the 
public, and this is the fuel on which an open inflation can develop. 

But the method of finanace decides only the nature and volume of the fuel ; even straight
forward borrowing from the public does increase the amount of fuel, with only the difference 
that there is less chance of government securities and national savings certificates being used 
in settlement of current transactions (particularly when these transactions are of a 'black 
market' nature and illegal) than actual cash and bank deposits. Basically, it must be empha
sized, the problem is one of restraining consumption and ensuring that the demand for con
sumption and investment goods, at each stage in the implementation of the Plan, does not 
exceed the available supply of these goods at a more or less constant price level. If an invest
ment programme of the magnitude visualised is implemented, there is no serious possibility 
that the demand for investment goods will be in excess of their supply (though un
doubtedly some direction of this demand, away from ~ertain lines and into certain others, will 
be necessary) ; the problem arises mainly in regard to consumer goods, and so we come back 
to the problem with which we started this section. · 

The entire internal consistency of our model, the impressive increase in the national in
come by 196o-6I, the favourable capital-output ratio, and the relatively small dependence on 
foreign aid, all these tum on the assumptions we have made regarding the possibilities of in
creasing the output of consumer goods. We have assumed that the output of foodgrains can 
be increased in the period by about 15 million tons, and that the output of other consumer 
goods can be increased to the extent of Rs. 2400 crores by an investment of approxi
mately Rs. noo crores in village industries and in urban light and small-scale enter
prises for simplifying the presentation, we have also taken no note of the income-expenditure 
effects of the investment in urban consumer goods industries. All these estimates about the 
likely increase in the output of consumer goods if investments of a certain kind and magnitude 
are taken, can perhaps be broadly justified on technical grounds; but the organisational 
problems involved are obviously immense, and greater the reliance placed on small producers 
and traders the greater naturally would be the difficulties of ensuring that the estimates are 
realised and the output made available to the market to the required extent and in the right 
proportions. There must, therefore, be adequate safeguards within the frame visualised for 
the Plan to prevent shortfalls or unexpected fluctuations causing major dislocations and 
distortions ; the adequacy of these safeguards must be regarded as very much a part of the 
whole question of the internal consistency of the Plan. 

The problem, it will be noticed, arises not so much from the employment-creating bias 
of the rural investment programme-this programme is on the whole easily dove-tailed into 

the production targets in respect of foodgrains and other consumer goods-but from the heavy 
investments in the urban secor, which have a relatively long gestation period and will not 
lead tQ substlUltia.l increases in the output of consumer goods in the period of the Plan. 

. . ... 
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To go into all the problems connected with institutional and organisational changes in 
relation to the Second Plan is outside the scope of this paper. The main changes, which seem 
essential in the light of the magnitudes and relationships indicated, are however briefly 
outlined below : 

(i) Since foodgrains occupy a central position in the consumption pattern of the 
people, and particularly of the ·lower-income groups, and since also their-produc
tion is liable to violent fluctuations due to climatic factors, the means to prevent 
price rises in foodgrains must be strengthened. A pro~e of constructing 
.warehouses on a country-wide scale, supported by the stocks accumulated in these 
ware-houses, will undoubtedly help to maintain prices stable through open-market 
operations in foodgrains. Since, however, this ass~es that there will be a steady 
flow of foodgrains into these warehouses at all times, and since by our assumptions 
regarding foreign aid we have ruled out imports of food, it is necessary to ·ensure . 
that the stocks are not exhausted at any time by withdrawals in anticipation of rise 
in the prices of foodgrains. It is difficult to prevent hoarding by producer· but 
it will go a long way if hoarding by traders can be prevented by the government 
assuming monopoly in the wholesale trade in foodgrains. 

(ii) If the demand for consumer goods is at any stage seriously in excess of the supplv, 
the commodities whose prices are likely to be affected most are (apart from food
grains) cloth, sugar, vegetable oils, kerosene, and perhaps one or two more of this. 
kind; it is essential that monopoly of wholesale trade tn these commodities is also 
assumed by the government. 

(iii) The scope of State enterprises must be expanded with a view to ea,rning profits; 
this is desirable not only because it will enable a larger part of the investinent prq 
gramme of government to be supported by its own income but also because it is 
better to prevent profits being made at points where they are m:ely to be used for the 
wrong purpose than to allow them to be made and then to . try and catch them. 
This means that the government should be prepared to go outside the field of basic 
industries and services, where, precisely because they are basic, it is difficult to use· 
them for the purpose of making profits, State trading in the commodities indicated 
above will not be adequate for this, since these are, by and large, essentials ; 
greater scope for making profits can ~e found only if the government enters the 
sphere of luxuries and semi-luxuries. One possibility to be explored in panicular 
is the nationalisation of plantations, covering tea, coffee, and· rubber*; 
with the large foreign demand for these commodities, and the inevitable 
growth in internal demand, not only is the scope for making. profits large, but _the . 

. *The possibility of developing new cashewnut and pepper plantations owned by the State needs also to be 
considered. 
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sooner these enterprises are nationalised the better, because of the large capital 
gains that are otherwise certain to accrue to their present owners (the fact that a 
good deal of the capital in the plantations is foreign makes these considerations even 
more urgent). Another possibility closely bordering on this is the nationalisation 
of sugar factories. 

(iv) In the borrowing programme of the government, greater accent must be placed 
on compulsory loans and non-transferability (except under special conditions) of 
the securities offered ; for, the merit of expenditure financed by borrowing from 
the public over expenditure financed by creation of money is only in so far as it exer
cises a restraint on private expenditure. Compulsory saving has the same effect 
as taxation in imposing cuts in consumption, and if the counterparts are not easily 
negotiable it would also prevent their being used for transactions at a later date 
without the fact coming to the notice of the government. 

(v) The pressure on foreign exchange will be acute, and there are also likely to be strong 
tendencies towards smuggling of gold and other forms of export of capital ; this 
might require strict control over foreign trade, and perhaps State monopoly in cer
tain lines of export and import. As the development programme gets into swing, 
the profits on foreign capital will increase substantially in certain lines, and to that 
extent the value of the property they hold will also increase ; if the foreign exchange 
implications ofthe remittance of profits are likely to be serious (as is likely in the 
case of tea), or if at a later stage it might prove necessary to acquire some of these 
investments, it will be better to do so now than later. This requires, however, 
a close study of foreign investments in this country, particularly since the purpose 
is not to attack foreign capital as such, but to look at the problems associated with 
it from the larger point of view of the economic development of the country. 

(~i) In view of the social objectives underlying the Plan, and the large employment 
opportunities proposed to be created in the investment projects, it will be desirable 
to give up the present system of recruiting labour at random and discontinuing 
their services on the completion of particular projects, and instead organise labour 

· armies on a more permanent footing. In view of the uneven disposal of agricul-
tural labour in the country referred to earlier the recruitment will be confined 

·· in the main to a few States where distress is greatest. The potentialities, implicit 
in the organisation of such labour armies, are immense from many points of view. 

(vii) Lastly, the capacity of the government to organise rapidly expanding investment 
outlay has itself to be strengthened if an investment programme of the 
size indicated in this paper is to be undertaken and implemented with even mo
derate success. The experience in this regard with the First Five Year Plan has not 
been very encowaging, and certainly not as encouraging as the 'budget' and even 
'revised' estimates of government suggest. For instance, the budget provisions 
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in 1952-53 for expenditure on schemes in the Plan was Rs. 345 crores, the revised 
estimate Rs. 223 crores, and the final estimate Rs. 266 crores ; in 1953-54 the 
budget provision was Rs. 413 crores, the revised estimate Rs. 356 crores, and the 
final estimate, it seems likely, will show a figure around Rs. 310 crores ; even larger 
shortfalls are likely in the estimates for 1954-55 and 1955-56. As the 
budget provision increases, the difference between the .. amount provided for , 
and the amount actually spent has been widening, and it is therefore not unsafe 
to forecast that, of the planned outlay of Rs. 2069 crores in the First Plan, not 
more than Rs. I750-180o crores are likely to be ~ctually spent. The implications 
of this, from the point of view of the Second Plan, will be evident if we compare 
the likely level of development expenditure in the last year of the First Plan with the 
rate at which it would have to go up in the period of the Second Plan. 

Secon i"n Period 

19ss-s6 s6-s7 57-58 ss-59 59-60 6o-6I 

Investment expenditure of 380 s6o 680 8oo 920 1040 
Government. 

Total recurring expenditure of 175 200 225 250 275 300 
Government on Social Services 

No mention has been made in this paper of the need for more basic land reforms. Per
haps as much as Rs. 6oo-8oo crores of the income created in agriculture is appropriated · 
now by intermediaries in the form of rent and interest ; if even a part of this could be ,diverted 
away into the hands of the State, and a part allowed to be retained by the actual producers, 
there is no doubt that the resources of the government will be considerably expanded· and a . 
better atmosphere also created for all development.activities in the rural sector. ,J3ut this is. a 
large subject in itself, and must therefore be left for separate examination. 

No mention has also been made in this paper of the case for nationalisation of banking 
and insurance. These services are already subject to close control and direction, especially 
in regard to the use of their resources, and if there is really a case for their nationalisatiort, it is 
that they are controlled by interests closely connected with trade and industry, who are therefore 
likely to use, in not-so-obvious ways, the financial resources at their command in support of 
activities detrimental to or not necessary for the implementation of the Plan. . But if the 
banks and insurance companies are nationalised, but left in charge of the same boards of direc
tors, (as has so often happened in the case of other nationalised enterprises) rtot much purpose 
will have been served. Unless, therefore, suitable personnel can be found from el~ewhere to 
take charge of these institutions after nationalisation, it seems wister to ' depend on more 
effective use of the existing regulations for supervision and control over ,them.· This does not 
of course mean that the government should not enter banking and insurance on its own 
through one or two institutions; it has already done so, and the need and the scope for 
expansion will undoubtedly increase. 



A NOTE ON ALTERNATIVE BASES OFINVESTMENTFOR 
THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 

DR. s. K. MURANJAN 

It is relatively less useful to initiate the question how much in the aggregate we should 
invest during a ten-year period. If the proposed aggregate invesunent is 20,000 crores or 
2000 crores a year, we shall all agree that it is too high a target to aim at. If the proposed 
investment !s placed at 10,000 crores, we shall probably agree that the investment is not too 
far above or too far below our capacity and that the effort is worth making. An estimate 
of the aggregate volume of savings is not likely to yield any more definite guidance than this. 

The more fundamental problem of planning is in what proportions the availabl~ resources 
from year to year should be allocated to different lines of output corresponding to different 
levels of economic welfare. The total of all these lines of investment could then be adjusted 
accofding to limits indicated in the preceding paragraph. 

(i) The actual physical consumption of different goods and services at different income
levels could give the total necessary outputs of these goods and services at those different 
levels. Outputs could be calculated at increased levels of income like 50 p.c., 100 p.c., etc. 
The total investment necessary for these outputs could then be estimated on the basis of 
ascertained investment-~utput ratios. The consumption patterns used should be actual as 
w elias desired or ideal. 

Even when both public and private consumptions are included, a pattern of investment 
based on consumption-pattern will leave out some lines of investments like Social Over-heads, 
etc. The investments under these heads must be added separately. Besides, each head 
of investment will.itself involve priorities along different lines according to technical and other 
possibilities. 

Consumption-patterns emerging from averaging of hundreds of cases under different 
income-groups give' only a very ·rough indication of probable change. The averaging 
conceals quite a substantial dispersion under the same income-group. 

(ii) The volume of investment arrived at by the procedure indicated under (i) could be 
checked by vo!ume 'of investment based on some actual employment patterns. (a) One 
employment pattern-somewhat dogmatic one-would be like this. It might be agreed that 
we should keep more or less stable our present labour-force in the sectors of agriculture and 
domestic or craft industry. All the additional labour force which will accrue during the next 
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ten years should be absorbed in modern mechanised industry. On the basis of ascertained· 
capital-employment ratios, we could then arrive at the total investment under this employ
ment pattern to be achieved during the next ten or twenty years. (b) Another approach 
would be to discard the countries at the top and bottom of the national income scale and to 
adopt as our working-basis the employment pattern of some country which is similar to our 
own. France, Italy, Argentina, Japan, Australia or New Zealand might be compared from 
this stand-point and employment-pattern selected. This empirical approach has its diffi
culties, but may not prove devoid of some general guidance. 

-

Under either approach, the question of allocation of investments to different lines of 
_output still remains unsolved. For this purpose, the guidance derived under method (i) 
is still needed. 

(iii) As we are not writing on a clean slate, account must be taken of investment trends 
already in existence under the First Five Year Plan or otherwise. If priorities were agreed 
to among existing investment trends, estimates could be made of the investments required 
to carry these trends forward to their logical completion. The priori~ies might be roughly 
indicated as follows: 

(a) Investments relating to Social Overheads to be preferred to other lines of investment. 

(b) investments requiring less use of foreign capital goods to be preferred to those 
requiring more of foreign capital goods. 

(c) investments creating more employment per unit to b~ preferred to those creating less 
employment, and so on. 

(iv) A further check at least in certain sectors will be supplied by the extent to which 
over-all planning conformina_ to over-all targets is supplemented by decentralised planning 
based on the expressed needs of villages, towns and districts. These expressed needs will 
very probably relate to common needs like roads, water-supply, schools, etc. The advantage 
of such planning in the creation of popular enthusiasm and interests will be counterbalanced 
by the disadvantage that the aggregates will conform to no scheme of ove~-~ll priorities.; and 
1mmediate local benefits might over-ride long-term, general benefits. 

If decentralised plans are drawn up at the district level rather than the village or town 
level, the clash of local and general priorities will be very much lessened. 

For 1 to 3 months before villages, towns and districts start actual formulation of their 
needs or plans, it would be well that the scheme of decentralised planning.from the bottom 
were advertised on a large scale and people made familiar with the main heads on which the 
investments of the Plan are to be concentrated. Such large-scale propaganda will give direc- . 
tion to people's wishes and narrow the area of their aspirations. Transport, Housing, Health~ 
Education, Cattle improvement, etc., are some obvious heads. 
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This basic planning could be functional as well as territorial. In case of functional 
planning industrial labour, school teachers, handloom and other craftsmen, etc., could be 
invited to frame their progress and rationalisation plans. 

Taking the First Five Year Plan statistics, the consumer expenditure in 1961 is esti
mated on the basis of an annual investment of 1300 crores. The allocation of this invest
ment to different items would be worked out on the basis of investment output ratios as 
indicated in the breakdown of consumer expenditure. This is only one illustrative model. 

(1) The objective is to illustrate the method for working out crude models. These 
models can be used in studying the basic relations that are involved. 

(2) The results reached by these methods would not differ very much from the results 
based on econometric models. . 

(3) The model worked out here is based on the assumptions regarding rise in income 
made in Five Year Plan. Similar models can be worked out for alternative proportions 
such as doubling per capita income within ten years and so on. 

brvestment Income and Consumption 

(Figures in crores) 

Year Income Investment Consumption 

1955·56 10,000 700 9·300 
1957 10,200 8oo 9·400 
1958 10,400 900 9,500 

1959 10,600 1,000 9,6oo 

1900 n,ooo 1,200 9,800 

1961 11,200 1,300 9,900 
' 

Assumptions : (r) Population in crores at 
(2) Investment at the end of the F. Y. Plan is 6f per cent of National income. 

· (3) Half of Additional income is invested. -

(4) Once the targets are fixed, the calculation of amount of investment necessary to 
produce these targets is simple matter. 

' . 

In fixing the targets we shall have to disaggregate the blanket groups like food and clothing 
into pulses, vegetables, fruits, sugar, eggs, cotton, wool, silk, and so on. For each of these 
targets we can calculate the amount of investment by using the census of manufactures data. 
We can compare. the ratios arrived at with ratios obtained in other countries where the techni
que of production followed is similar. 

The consistency of the targets as well as investments can be tested by the condition 
that total of these investments should not exceed the total investment consumption table. 

(5) From the investment in each industry we can calculate the additional employment 
that can be given by that industry. We can make use of the data given by Tariff Commission 
reports and census of manufactures. 
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· Variation in Consumer's Expenditure I9]1·32 to I940•4I in I938-39 Prices 

(Figures in crores) 

Fuel, light Housepold Personal 
Year Food Clothing power Housing goods effects 

1931-32 . l53S 210 51 147 57 16 

1932-33 . ISIS 227 49 145 57 17 

1933-34 • 1527 216 49 ISO 62 19 

1934-35 . 1553 216 52 I 53 63 18 

1935-36 • 1536 223 51 15:1: . 69 20 

1936-37 • I 6os 235 52 151 67 21 

1937-3S . 1594 229 56 I 53 68 23 

1938-39 I 56 I 247 54 I 56 67 24 

1939-40 1525 241 55 J60 68 24 

194o-41 1560 261 55 J63 72 21 

Source : Desai 
Conclusion. I. Roughly speaking there is a stable relationship between different items of con-. 

sumption. 
2. The items that show largest instability are household goods and personal 

effects. The population of expenditure on these commodities to total consumers 
expenditure is very small. · 

Consumers' Expenditure as Percentage of Total Expenditure 

Food 

National Sample Survey No. 2 65 ·96 
(Rural Area). 

National Samples Survey No. 3 63 ·IS 
(All India). 

Desai's Consumers' expenditure (India 6o·5 
· & Pakistan) . 

Fuel and 
light 

6·so 

2•1 
(Only fuel) 

I 

Toilet, petty Education, 
· articles, Medical 

Clothing· services ' and 
amusement 

5"92 7"82 2'65 

7"72 3"08 
(n·91. (5·8.i 

Urban) Urban) 
(5"45 (2"35 

Rural) Rural) 

U:·2 N.A. 

(1) There is a significant variation regarding some items between Rural and Urban areas. 
(2) The pattern of consumption as revealed by N. S. S. does differ very much from Desai's pattern. 
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Consumer's Expenditure 

Assumption :-{i) Consumption pattern will roughly be the same as revealed in the N. S. S. repon and 
R. C. Desai's Consumers' Expenditure. 

Year 

1957 

1958 
1959 
I gOO 

19()1 

(Figures in crores) 

Cons. Exp. Commodities 
ina~ ---------------------------------------------------------

ofexp. in 
1955-56 

100 

200 
300 
soo 
6oo 

Food 

63 

Fuel 
& Light 

(2·82 sugar) 
6·5o 

378 
(16·92 sugar) 

39"00 

Cotton Oo- Toilet, petty ani- Edu., Med., Furniture, 
thing & Silk des, Services Amusement 
&Wool 

6·63 7•82 
(Desai 10) (4·24 conv~ce) 

(1•43 servtces) 

39•78 46•92 
(25·44 conveyance) 

(8·sS services) 

(1) The additional amount of apenditure in each year can be easily estimated by using N. S. S. 
data. 

(2) If we want to deliver goods to consumers at the same prices (prices that aist to-day) the 
production goals indicated above are the minimum that must be produced. If we find that 
as we go ahead, prices have tendency to rise we will have to revise our production target for 
the five-year period. If we aim at a different price structure, we can follow a slightly 
different method. We shall have to reduce the monetary demand to physical demand. In 
reducing the monetary demand to physical demand we can make use of the average price 
We can then make a rough guess as to physical demand to a lower average that has to be satis
fied is that the total demand so calculated should not aceed consumer's apenditure. 
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by 

PROF. C. N. VAKIL 

and 
SHRI P. R. BRAHMANANDA 

The problem to be discussed in the relative role that is to be assigned to industry as against 
agriculture, and within industry to heavy industry as against light industry and within light 
industry between labour-intensive fields of activity and capital-intensive fields of activity. 
In other wo{ds, what should be the pattern of investment in the Second Five Year Plan·? 

2. The main criticism that was levelled against the First Five Year Plan was that a rela
tively low priority was accorded to the development of capital goods industries. • The Plan 
~could be defended on grounds of the emergency conditions that prevailed at the time. A 
:major effort had to be devoted towards filling up of the structural gaps created on account 
• of the Partition, and the undertaking of measures to provide a more or less long-term 
solution of the food problem. Moreover, the Commission had to consider a number of 
schemes which were already under way. Our point was not that so much importance was 
given to agriculture, but that provision should have been made towards the establishmept 
of those industries which would enable the economy continuously to step up its output of 
food through an increase_ in the ability to plough resources towards irrigatiQn, multipurpose 
projects, etc. The neglect of heavy industries ancillary to agriculture was considered 
a defect not because of the lack of emphasis on industrialisation:, but because it was only 
through such industries that a continuously increasing marketable surplus of fooq . could 
be built up to meet the requirements of a growing population, thus enabling a larger enent 
of industrial potential to be built up. _ The Planning Commission, however, seems to have 
missed the theoretical perspective governing the above criticism.~ It may be pointed 'out 
that the central problem of the Indian economy, namely, the slow rate of growth of indus
trial employment is due to' the slow rate of increase in the supplies of marketable surplus 
of food. 1 The problem is not merely one of lack of appropriate organisational facilities in 
the industry; nor is it one of lack of innovational abilities; and not even one of lack of credit. ·< 
No doubt, these and other factors may tend to explain why the performanc_e of the economy 
does not reach, at different periods, the capacity limits. The process of a continuous 

~The id~a that heavy industries should. get predo!Dinance in the; Second Five Year Plan is being heavily canva• 
ss~4 1.n certam quarters .. We ~Y be pennu~ed to POIJ?.t out that th!s was among other thi11gs the Central point cf 
critiCism regardmg the F1rst F1ve Year Plan m "Plannmg For A Shortage Economy" by Vakil and Brahmananaa 
(vide ~hapter ,X, PP·. I3o-I39)· I~ may also be pointed out that the above work emphasised the development of capital 
goods ~ndustnes ancillary ~o agr1~lture as against the current plea made in certain quarters for an indiscriminate 
expans1on of heavy goods mdustrtes. · · · 
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building up of complementary facilities in the industrial sector becomes dependent upon the 
rate of growth of expansion of the marketable surplus of food. This, in its turn, depends 
upon the rate of growth of production and the rate of growth of internal requirements, the 
former depending upon the pace of expansion in the construction of capital assets and 
u'"ilisational measures which increase productivity, and the latter depending upon primarily 
the growth of population, particularly, the rate of increase in the pressure on land. "From 

) 

this point of view, a_jgng.7term_ ~~l~~ion of poverty and unemployment in India is to be 
sought through two types of efforts. (On j:he one . hand we should continuously build 
up our agricultural .basis, on the other, we should build up the necessary organisational ma
chiner:V in industry which automatically uti1ises effectively the conditions of increasing 
the marketable surplus that are created as a result of the first set of measures) Mere efforts 

// 

to develop a number of industries of diverse types with no corresponding improvement in the 
conditions governing the availability of marketable surplus will lead to the emergence of 
excess capacity in the industrial sector.} The problem takes a peculiar shape in which while 
we know fully well that th~ Tate of industrialisation has been slow, we are not able at the same 
time to keep the industrial units at a level where their capacity is fully utilised. ··The problem 
here, of course, is one arising out of a lack of markets as well as capital. It is in such a quandary 
that India finds herself to-day. It is from this point of view that we had emphasised in 1951 
the need to develop certain heavy industries ancillary to agricultural production. (Manufac
ture of equipment necessary for irrigation and power plants, earth-moving equipment, 
equipment for fertiliser plants, intermediate goods like steel, cement, etc.). This would enable 
the economy to have a rate of development of irrigation and multi-purpose projects, which in 
turn would solve the problem of provision of wage-goods capital, :!1 deficiency of which is the 
central bottle-neck preventing a higher rate of industrial expansion and at the same time pro
vide a growiflg marke tfor various types of consumer goods, whose growth in tum would pro
vide the market for the development of heavy industries, manufacturing equipment of consu
mer goods. It may be pointed out that this approach outlined by us in 195 I, is different from. 
the approach which puts a blind emphasis on the development of heavy industries of all sorts.* 
Reference may be made to similar lack of coordination in electricity planning with industrial 
planning leading to waste of natural resources. The very ideal of planning presupposes such 
coordination and one is surprised at the desire of some people to advocate the growth of heavy 
industries without regard to the demand for their products . 

. 3· It is obvious therefore that we must concentrate on the development of heavy indus
tries which are ancillary to agriculture, particularly those which will help increase the rate 
of construction of irrigation, multi-purpose projects, etc. A continuous state of excess capa
city in these industries would enable us to have a continuously increasing supply of marketable 
surplus of food. The question that arises here is whether during the period of the Second 
.Five Year Plan the emphasis on agriculture, directly or indirectly, should be lessened. Those 
who argue from this point of view have the recent food situation in their mind. Food produc-

•yide "J!conomics of :atectricity Planning" by Vakil and JlrahmapanQ!\· 
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tion has gone up by about II per cent as compared to last year, and by 20 per cent as com
pared to the targets laid down in the First Five Year Plan. /The burden of food imports too 

- has eased considerably. The problem appears to be one of how to dispose of the quantities 
- of food that have accumulated with the farmers and the middlemen. /fhe optimistic approach 

that has been poised for the Second Plan derives its strength mainly from the above situation .. 
It may be pointed out that we are not at all certain whether the improvement -in the 
food output is of a permanent character. The Third Progress Report of the Five Year Plan 
is not clear on the point whether the improvement is of a transitory character., No doubt, 
a number of short-term measures like provision of fertilizers, introduction of new methods 
of cultivation, better supplies of seeds and manures, the innovation of new organisational lea ... 
dership in the villages, and a number of other reasons have helped to increase_ food production, 
but these different measures are comple~entary to the windfall in the form of good rainfall 
which has blessed the economy during the last two years. It has been found that the aggregate 
food production may vary as much as 20 per cent, depending upon variations in the monsoon. 
The other measures raise the level of peak output during periods of good rainfall. .~They do 
not, however, help raise the level of food production when rainfall is not favourable. 
From these points of view, unless we are definitely clear that the ghost of . the 
food problem has been once and for all exorcised, it will be hazardous to ignore the need 
to step up continuously agricultural production: We would, therefore, suggest that un
less we are definitely certain about the permanent character of the improvement in the food 
situation, it would not be proper to embark on a type of industrialisation which neglects cul~ 
tivation over a fairly long period of time. -

4· In this connection, it may be pointed out that the system for an expansion of heavy 
industries is based on the experience of the Soviet Union which concentrated in the first few 
years on the development of heavy industries and later, on the development of consulller goods 
industries including that of agricultural production. It would be dangerous to argue -6n the 
basis of the experience of a country which had had a different economic background to face in 
planning. May we point out that the probelm in the case of the Soviet Union in regard to 
agricultural production was more one of deficiency of marketable surplus rather than One of , 
overall production, whereas in the case of India, we have both the problem of a relatively lower 
production as well as a lower proportion of marketable surplus. The Soviet measures to
wards collectivisation ·of agriculture and co-operative farming were designed ·on the one hand 
to divert surplus labour from the rural areas and on the other toincrease the extent of the flow 
of marketable surplus .. Nor did the Soviet Union face during its earlier planning period the 
problem of expanding agricultural production on the basis of long-range capital 
intensive schemes in the form of irrigation and multi-purpose projects. Further, the tech
nical problem confronting the Soviet Union during the period of the plan was more that of lack 
of complementary capital assets like livestock and tractors, rather than that of lack of assured 
supplies of water. Moreover, the absolute growth of population in the Soviet Union in any 
given year is one-third of that in India. We should not assume that all is well with the Soviet 
economic situation now. The Soviet Government appears to have reco~nised the importance 
of agricultural production and measures are being undertaken to bring about increases in agri-
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cultural productivity. After all, the time has not yet arrived to give any final ex-post verdic 
on the issue whether the investment pattern chosen in the Soviet Union for their plan was 
of the optimum type. No doubt, every economy has to take certain risks, but then would 
it not be appropriate to point out frankly the nature of the risk that an economy has to under
take, and put it directly before the public, so that those who have to bear the burden 
may well know what they have bargained for. In this connection, it may also be pointed 
out that the h1ternational climate under which the Soviet industrialisation process was carried 
out was not favourable for the imports of capital equipment into that country. 
Fortunately, the conditions in the case of India are somewhat better. The above reasons are 
sufficient to prove the doubtful validity of the Soviet experience under conditions facing 
India today. 

5· Another point worthy of consideration in this context is that the growth of heavy indus
tries should be keyed to the rate of growth of consumer goods industries. In the ensuing 
discussion, we shall proceed on the assumption that heavy industries ancillary to agricultural 
production will find an important place in the Second Plan. The question to be considered 
is whether other types of heavy industries which provide capital equipment for consumer 
goods industries, besides food and other wage goods industries, should be given any import
ance at the present juncture. Here, the question is what has been the 
rate of growth of demand for consumer goods (besides food and other wage 
goods) in India in the past ? The demand for equipment arises on account of : 
(a) replacement and (b) expansion. The replacement demand depends upon the rate 
at which equipment is wearing out and the life composition of the equipment in the indus
trial units. Very often, unless the absolute eXtent of development of consumer goods industries 
is signifi~t, mere replacement demand cannot serve as a basis for the development of 
heavy industry in the particular fields. In so far as the expansion demand is concerned, 
the problem is one of how the general level of income is rising in the economy. The final 
demand for various types of consumer goods must ultimately depend upon the quantity of 
marketable surplus of food and the conditions governing its supply. Neither ~mall-scale 

industries nor the large-scale consumer goods industries can develop at a rapid rate, unless 
the surplus over and above the consumption needs in regard to food and other wage goods is 
large and is growing at a high rate. The demand for products of heavy industries is ulti
mately derived from the demand for consumer goods, the demand for which is ultimately 
derived from the marketable surplus of food and other wage goods., Thus, it is ultimately 
the growing agricultural base which enables indirectly the development of heavy industries. 
If the problem of providing marketable surplus does not exist, however, and we are fairly 
certain that for a relatively long period of time we are not going to be in difficulties in regard 
to the available food supplies, we can think of accelerating the rate of growth of heavy in
dustries, which in its turn would provide the basis for the expansion of consumer goods in
dustries. Moreover, the problem is one of having conditions under which a continuously 
increasing excess s~ply of food can be created. Only if we had very large capital resources 
at our disposal, or if we are assured that ccntinuously increasing quantities of food would be 
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available to us through external loans or that the foreign exchange position is continuously · 
improving so that we can bank upon large imports of food, we would be justified in expanding 
heavy industries other than those which are ancillary to agriculture. 

6. In this context, it is suggested that a detailed study be carried out to ascertain the extent 
by which the demand for consumer goods has inc1eased. It is-not correct to assume that 
there are no capital goods industries, of any sort in India to-day. In some fieids there are. 
In some fields the problem is not one of commitments on imports of capital equipment for . 
consumer goods industries, but one of utilisation of the capacity that is already available within 
the country for the manufacture of equipment. -Further, we must find out the experience of 
the capital goods producers in economy and ascertain whether their ~xpectations ·are realised 
or not. The trouble that we are facing in regard to the Ship-building Industry is sufficient 
to dispel blind faith in all types of heavy itidustries by themselves./ The excess capacity 
that prevails in a number of engineering industries is again a pointer in this .direction. 
Moreover, a number of consumer goods industries are also facing problems of under
utilisation. There is clamour for sharing of markets and reservation of spheres. Under these · 
conditions, if a super-structure of heavy industries is to be built, should it not have some. 
relation to the economic background in the country? We have already shown that mere 
development of heavy industries by itself is not going to solve the problem of demand for . 
products of these industries. ·, -

7. The case for an indiscriminate expansion of heavy industry is further weakened if we· 
take into account the present international situation.- . In so far as it is possible for us to import 
capital equipment of various types for different consumer goods indu~tries and a sellers' 
market for these goods obtains abroad, we should not be unduly worried as was the case with 
the Soviet Union. It may be possible for us to enter into agreements with international 
public bodies and private organisations abroad for assuring ourselves of effective supplies of 
these equipments. Moreover the embarkation on a plan for heavy industry ard the diversion 
of substantial resources in this field would involve as a corollary a long waiting 
period. It is justified provided the r~suics are promising or in keeping with the · require
ments.· Capital resources available to the economy are meagre en<?ugh; their utilisation in 
one field implies their non-availability to others. .. · ' 

8. The problem is not one of having substantial surplus resources which we haye to 
utilise now. It follows that the greater the importance given to indiscriminate expansion of 
heavy industry, the less the importance that can be given to consUmer goods industries, 
capital-intensive or labour-intensive. In this · connection; it has been sug
gested that expansion of consumer goods industries which. involve. capital~ 1 
intensive methods of production., should be kept under check. Under this suggestion, 
the pressure of demand during the period of the Plan arising for various types of consumer' 
goods should be met by the development of small-scale and cottage industries. This argument· 
has an appeal however superficial, to the producers of small-scale and cottage industries. 
Let us examine whether the argument is consistent and the supposed benefit in the cottage and 
small-scale units would at all arise. The problem is not posed as one of choice between heavy 
industries and consumer goods industries as such. The problem is· one of whether subs.:. 
tantiaJ portions of resources should be diverted to large-scale expansion of heavy industries· 

-. 
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in the Second Plan. We have seen earlier that the demand for consumer goods, whether produ
ced by large-scale or small-scale units, in farms or in towns, depends upon the rate of expansion 
of marketable surplus of food. If we neglect continuously the need to step up agricultural 
productivity, the problem would be one of sharing out stagnant or a slightly increasing market 
between large-scale consumer goods units and ~mall-scale consumer goods units. If the large
scale consumer goods units already derive their supplies of capital goods from within the eco
nomy, then a policy in favour of small-scale and cottage units would involve under-utilisation 
of capacity in these industries. Well, what is the purpose of the· development of capital goods 

· industries? Are the new capital goods that are to be manufactured to meet the requirements 
of small-scale and cottage units ? Unless we are clear on this point, we may be proceeding 
on a wrong tra~k on the basis of incorrect appreciation of facts and logic of the situation. ) What 
happens if the small-scale and cottage units find that they are unable to compete on a level of 
efficiency with the large-scale units already in the econOJ.?Y ? What happens if the latter 
derive their supplies of equipment and technical skill from within the economy ? What 
happens if the organised consumer goods industries are in a position to develop markets at a 
fast rate in other countries ? Should the products of small-scale and cottage units be equal 
in efficiency in this respect ? What about the need to maintain continuously increasing 
supply of foreign exchange ? Are we aware as to how much of our foreign exchange is 
earned by the consumer goods industries ? How are we to obtain the foreign exchange for the 
development of heavy industries ? Are we agreed that we do not require imports of various 
types of consumer goods during the period ? Can the small-scale and cottage units provide 
the entire requirements assuming that such imports are banned ? To what extent is it true to 
say that it will pay in the long run to bring about a rapid increase in the consumer goods 
industries? Is not our position .similar to that of Britain in the 19th century? Should the 
levels of efficiency built up cumulatively over a long period of time in a number of our 
organised consumer goods industries be set at nought ? If we halt the procec;s of expansion of 
consumer goods industries now, what will happen when our heavy industries are built up? Is 
not the purpose of the latter to provide equipment for the consumer goods industries ? Should 
heavy industry be desired for itself or as a m~ans to a higher standard of consumer welfare? 
These and other questions crop up when once we probe into greater detail about the currently 
fashionable arguments for an indiscriminate expansion of heavy industries. It may be 
emphasised that the need for the development of heavy industries ancillary to agricultural 
production was emphasised by us long ago, but what we are contending against at present 
is not the development of such industry, but development of heavy industries, which em-

' phasises vaguely an indiscriminate expansion of heavy industries on the basis of arguments 
which have no support either from facts or from logic valid under conditions facing us here 
and now, and which derives its justification only from a hasty imitation of the experience 
of some other country with obviously different economic conditions. 

9· Let us remember that we have no strong economic basis for an all out expansion of 
heavy industry and a blind following of other countries' experience in this context should, if 
it is at all agreed upon; be based on the political implications, from a long-term point of view 
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of the above approach. Otherwise, we would be taking a veritable leap in the dark. We 
would be putting the economy under certain constraints, which may envisage ·more and 
more of such constJ6ints until we are prepared to accept the institutional corollaries that 
will become inevitable at a later stage. I' It is obvious therefore that in the investment pattern 
under the Second Five Year Plan more emphasis should be given to hea-yy industries 
ancillary to agriculture while the development of heavy industries to provide the require
ments of other consumer goods industries should depend upon detailed studies of the rate 
of growth of demand for various types of copsumer goods. /The possibilities of obtaining 
cheap equipment during the period of the Plan and the alternative cost of utilising the capital 
resources in other fields should be explored ... Secondly, a substantial stepping up of the 
expansion of consumer goods industries built up for export markets is an urgent need of the 
hour. Nothing should be done iri the Plan period which negatives the cumulative progress 
in these industries over a period of four or five decades. 1· In the third place, small,..scale and 
cottage units should be developed by encouraging those industries which provide cheap 
equipment to the latter.Y The Japanese experience which concentrated on manufacture of· 
low cost capital equipment of various types is preferable to that of the Soviet Union. What 
is required here is the minimisation of the impact of indivisibilities. ,- Technological progress 
should be concentrated on this and more can be gained through a close study of the Japanese 
experience. The small-scale and cottage units should no doubt be helped; such help, how
ever, should not be a permanent character, but should enable these units to stand on their 
own legs at least at a later stage. 1 A high rate of technical progress is a vital pre-condition to 
the success of economic development programmes ..... In the case of India, the need to retain 
and develop expert markets is also a vital consideration. It is not a question of the enumera-

.....-
tion of those industries which have already developed; it is also a question of ascertaining 
which iudustries have potentialities in this fieldJ Unless we know the latter, we may be 
denying ourselves the advantages of industrialisation. " Finally, a programme of economic, 
development in the country has to be correlated to the requirements of providllig a growing · 
volume of employment."' By definition, heavy industries do not provide large employment. 
If, however, we can get cheap imports of equipment, and consumer· goods industries within 
the cowtry can be developed at a faster rate, the volume of employn;ent can be continuously 
stepped up. There will be great scope for both large-scale and small-scale units. \The growth 
of demand for consumer goods is determined by the growth of marketable surplus .. , Conn":. 
nued use of substantial resources on improvements in ag_riculture woUld automatically create 
conditions for expansion of consumer goods industries.) Under the international situation 
facing us today, we have less difficulties in regard to imports of equipment. It is quite possi
ble that a sellers' market may emerge here. The strategy of economic development should 
be utilised at each step to gain the advantages that accrue at a given conjunctUre, internal 
and external. It is on these grounds that it is suggested that the Second Five Year Plan 
should continue to lay predominant emphasis on the stepping up· of agricultural production, 
and programmes to step up agricultural productivity.\ It should aiso utilise substantial por
tions of resources for development of heavy industries ancillary to agriculture and create 
conditions under wJlicl~ mar~ an~ more of consumer ~oo~ industries of all types inclu~~ 
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small-scale as well as cottage units can be established. • It should utilise a considerable por
tion of resources for the manufacture of cheap and low-cost equipment and for the provision 
of power for small-scale and cottage units*. It should concentrate on expanding industries 
which have built up export markets and at the same time explore the potentialities of those 
industries which can build up export markets anew. ·This, in essence, appears to be the 
ideal investment pattern under conditions facing India today. 



.APPENDIX ON 

A POSITIVE POLICY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES 

1. From the conceptual point of view, we have to distinguish between large-scale units 
and small-scale units in any given industry. The terms 'large-scale industries' and 'small
scale industries' give the impression that there are some industries in which the industrial Units 
operate on a small-scale. The real problem is one of competition in each of the industries 
between large-scale units and small-scale units. 

2. It is difficult to divide the different industries according to those which are predominant
ly suited for large-scale production and those which are predominantly stiited for small-scale 
production. This is because we cannot be definite about the changes in technology and what 
form they are going to take. · 

3· In a growing economy in which new techniques are being invented or industrial units 
come to know of the potentialities of the superior techniques, there is bound to be a transi
tion from inferior methods to superior methods. Generally, it happens that the superior 
methods require a considerable amount of initial expenses in the form of outlay on capital 
equipment, technical skill, organisational expenses, etc. Large-scale economies arise because of 
indivisibilities. Small-scale units are not ·so efficient because they operate with methods 
which are uneconomic compared to the methods that large-scale units can employ. 

4· It is possible, however, to split up some of the economies which large-sized units 
are able to reap. Some of the indivisibilities are conventional or institutional. Changes in 
the legal framework as well as in technology go to some extent to reduce the impact of indi
visibilities. The following examples can be given :-

-:» (i) It should be possible for small-scale units to get access to easy and cheap sources 

29 P.C. 

of credit. -·· · 

(ii) Small-scale units should be enabled to consult technical experts and engi.ileers 
at a low fee. Large-scale units can employ their own experts,· whereas small-scale 
units cannot afford the expenditure. 

(iii) The legal and other organisational overheads that are associated with the .incep
tion or operation of any enterprise can be reduced if advice and service on these 
matters are made available to small-scale units at a relatively low fee. · 

(iv) The small-scale units should be in a position to get access to power, coal, oil and 
other resources as well as transport facilities at a relatively low rate. · Several 
of the large-scale units can have their own subsidiary plants for these purposes. 

(v) Small-scale units should be enabled to get a clear knowledge about the advantages 
of different productive processes and of changes in techniques of production. 
Large-scale units can have their own laboratories or research units. They can· 
also afford the cost of outlay on adoption or invention of new methods. 

(vi) Capital equipment, land and other facilities should· be available at low .cost 
' U7 . 
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S· The above are some of the ways by which it is possible to reduce the impact of indi
visibilities. To a considerable extent, the initiative in the supply of facilities and services must 
come from the State or some body which is initiated by the State. The difficulty is that for 
some time to come the outlay on the starting of such organisation will not be self-financing. 
From the social point of view, considerable gains can be reaped by the above process. 

6. The above represents a constructive approach towards the problem of increasing the 
competitive efficiency of the small-scale units on a long-term basis. The current approach ac
cepted by the Government is however in the opposite direction. It seeks to perpetuate the 
difficulties of small-scale units by giving them subsidies and other advantages which, however, 
do not solve the problem but only postpone it. The point is that the community as a whole 
is bound to benefit if the cost of production of different commodities are lower than what they 
are. This requires that production must be carried out on the basis of the best available tech
niques as well as organisation. This does not, however, pre-suppose that there should always 
be large-sized units in every industry. Several of the difficulties which small-scale units are 
facing arise on account of the impact of avoidable iridivisibilities. That is why the approach 
of the Government should be to encourage the invention of methods of production which in
volve lesser initial outlay in th~ form of capital equipment, organisational expenses, etc. This 
requires a new approach in regard to the problem of the appropriate technology suited to the 
under-developed countries like India.* Any other method can only be a palliative. 
It must be remembered that India has to compete with products of other countries 
if she has to maintain or expand her export market. This by itself necessitates a careful 
approach towards the problem of efficiency. Secondly, from the point of view of the 
consumers, it is iniquitous that the gains of superior methods of production should be 
denied to them. Technical progress which connotes a continuous improvement in the 
method of production has been an important factor in the raising of the real incomes 
of the individuals in advanced countries. Whatever little progress India itself has achieved 
has also been to a great extent due to the gains arising out of technical progress. t:Any 
policy which comes in the way of adoption of the best available .methods of production 
places a serious obstacle to the progress of technique. What is suggested in this note is that 
the Government should see to it that improvements are brought about in technique and 
organisation in order to better the competitive efficiency of small-scale units. This requires 
that the Government should conduct detailed inquiries on the factors responsible for 
low level of efficiency in all the small-scale units in different industries. At present, the 
policy has been based upon emotional and unscientific approach towards the subject. What 
is needed now is more of facts and research into the reasons responsible for disparities 
in the levels of efficiency of large-scale and small-scale units. It is not proper to delude the 
small-scale units that they can continue to exist on whatever the level of efficiency of their 
operation. At one stage or another, they will again be put into difficulties. This problem has to 
be faced now and then and it is no good postponing it expecting a fortuitous solution at a 
later date. 

Vide "Technical Knowledge and Managerial Capacity as limiting factors in industrial expan
sion in ur der-developed countries"-lnternational Social Science Bulletin, 1954 and "The Structure 
of Capital in Indian Economy"-lndian Economic Journal, October l954· 



INVESTMENT IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR 
by 

DR. R. BALAKRISHNA 
; 

Under the broad subject of "Problems Relating to the Investment Pattern for the Second 
Five Year Plan", I have limited my study to the Investment Pattern in the Public Sector for 
the next planning period. Such limitation has been necessitated by the fact that so fa~ as the 
private sector is concerned, it would be difficult to have any definiteness with regarc;l to the. 
targets that can be suggested. Further, the factual evidence about

1 
the increased invest

ment that has taken place in the private sector during the First Five Year Plan is also meagre. 
Besides, in a mixed economy, investment in the private sector can only be induced, and the 
best means of doing it is through a declared readiness on the part of the State to fill t~e 

lacuna wherever it threatens to arise. Thus to think of a definite pattern of investment in 
the public sector would perhaps serve a better purpose than to hazard the design of an· 
overall pattern which would involve innumerable imponderables. 

Nature of Investment 

The nature of investment in the public sector would be governed primarily by the 
broad objectives which the State would set to itself in the implementation of a plan and it 
would also depend upon the type of overall economic pattern which is desired to be reached· 
in the interest of not only economic but other sociological considerations. Among such 
objectives, the most important could be maximum production, full employment, economic 
equality and social justice. These objectives represent the main conclusions that were 
reached at the first meeting of the Panel of Economists. -. · · · 

So far as the overall economic pattern is concerned, it is now the declared objective of 
the State to have a socialistic pattern of the society. Defined broadly, it would be one where 
the private sector would be allowed to function with reasonable freedom but at the same 
time would be expected to conform to certain principles. which are likely to be conducive to . 
public interest. The implications, however, would be a progressive widening of the public 
sector and a reorientation o~ the private sector to suit the needs of /a planned economy. 
Obviously, there would be an increase in the quantum of public investment and also in the 
area of such investment. Among the ancillary consideration, the promotion of the' interests 
of small-scale industries and individual craftsmen-entrepreneurs would rank high. ·In.· fine, 
the existing unbalanced occupational pattern would be rectified as far as possible through 
State intervention and encouragement. The advancement of social welfare would be the 
touchstone of the success of this pattern. 

The investment pattern in the public sector would also depend upon the type of social 
overheads to be developed. They would loom large where a plan is designed t4J appro.timate 
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towards a welfare state, though an outlay on social overheads may not be immediately pro
ductive. They are necessary not only to create the pre-condition for future development, 
but also to enthuse the people to co-operate in a common endeavour for attaining the pro
mised goal. Consequently: investments on health, education, housing and general welfare 
of the backward classes have to be maintained at a high level. But investrl1ent would also be 
necessary to take in the slack in the tempo of investment in the private sector. Even among 
those categories of investment which ought to legitimately fall within the purview of private 
enterprise, there may be some which may not sufficiently evoke its enthusiasm. In such 
cases, the State has to step in and do the investment as a corrective of the attitude of the in
vesting public in the country. Thus the scope of public investment ought to be not only 
wide but also flexible according to the reaction of the private sector with the unfolding of 
the plan. 

Investment under the First Plan 

Before outlining the pattern of investment for the next plan, it would be helpful to assess 
not only the manner in which investment was conceived for the First Plan but also the achieve
ment thereof till now. The main features of public investment under the First Plan have been 
a high priority to agriculture, including irrigation and power, a relatively low percentage of 
investment on industry and a sober consideration of other items such as ~transport and com
munication and social services. This is as it ought to be, beacuse an increase in food and 
raw materials would rn; the foundation for the superstructure that will have to come later. 
Further, it fitted in with the objective of completillg- the projects which were already making 
progress and the very legitimate reliance that was placed on the private sector for progress 
in the industrial sphere. The following table shows the overall investment pattern in the 
public sector designed for the First Five Year Plan. 

Overall Investment Pattern in the Public Sector 
First Five Year Plan (Revised) 

(In 

Item Centre States 

I. Agriculture & Community Development 203"9 169·8 
II. Irrigation & Power 255"9 36o·9 
III. Transport & Communications . 434"0 101•9 
IV. Industry • 149"0 29•1 
V. Social Services (including Rehabilitation) 245"1 244"3 
VI. Others 42"9 12·1 

TOTAL 1330·8 918•1 

crores of Rs.) 

Percent-

Total 
age of 

total e.x-
pendi-

ture. 

373"7 16·6 
616·8 27•5 
535"9 23•7 
178·1 7"9 
489•4 21•8 
ss·o 2•5 

2,248·9 IOO 

Nearly 6o per cent of the planned outlay by the State was expected to result directly in 
the creation of productive capital under the ownership of Central and State Governments. 
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The balance of 40 per cent was expected to add to the productive equipme.nt of the private 
sector by providing assistance in the form of working capital or of advisory and administra
tive services and to help maintain and expand social services. The major share of the over
all investment was to be borne by the Centre, leaving the balance to the States. 

In terms of output targets, the return on these investments has been satisfactory. 
It is not however possible to make a co:np'lrison of the results yielded in different directions, 
because the investments made were aimed not• only at increase in physical units but also at 
improvement in general standards, which cannot be reduced to physical units; and even con-· 
fining oneself to physical units, a comparison will not be scientific as the units are different. 
Further, factors like weather and price changes have largely influenced production in agricul
ture. In the three years ending March 1954, the Central and State Governments have together 
spent Rs. 885 crores, which amounts to nearly 40 per cent of the tot~ Plan; and in view of 
factors like the late finalization of plan and late commencement of some of the schemes, this 
may be considered satisfactory progress in expenditure. · · 

Present Economic Context 

_ Since the launching of the First Plan, certain changes have taken place in the economic 
conditions of the country, which have to be taken into account iri designing"the future pattern 
of investment. In the first place, the food situation has eased, epabl4tg the planners to-divert 
the resources towards the achievement of other objectives. It does npt warrant ~he same de
gree of preoccup'ltion that it did at the initial stages of the First Plan. Secondly, the emergence 
of unemployment is a serious development in the economic situation during recent years. 
Thirdly there is reason to believe that there is an increase in inequality of wealth among differ
ent classes in the community. Finally, inflation appears to have been very largely brought 
under control. , 

These changes seem to warrant a modification of the pattern of investment fof the SeCQnd 
Plan. Since the irrigation projects would, on completion, stabilize the achievements in the 
agricultural segment, there is no need of a further augmentation in the quantum of investment 
on the agricultural sector. The solution of unemployment would ~o justify -a diversion 
of investment to the industrial sphere, particularly in the labour-intensive types of occupations. 
A reduction of inequalities would warrant a larger outlay on social services an'd other auxiliary 
measures like land reform. If taxation cannot be made to subserve egalitarian ends any Ion-.. 
ger owing to its adverse effects on incentive to produce, an expansion of public investment 
may have to be thought of for bringing about a better distribution of wealth and opportunity~ 
Finally, the control of inflation would encourage a larger ·outlay on the basis of deficit 
financing. 

Future Pattern of Investment 
The form and magnitude of investment in the public sector for the next.Plan have not 

yet been finalised. However, proceeding on the basis of the estimate given by the Taxation 
Enquiry Commission, namely Rs. 3,500 crores, we may attempt a breakdown in terms of spe
cific projects which need continuance and which have to be newly launched. The amount of 
Rs. 3,500 crores shows an excess of Rs. 1,250 crores over the First· Plan investment of 
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Rs. 2,250 crores. It may be suggested that in the Second Plan the sum of Rs. 2,250 crores 
may be distributed among the various heads in the same proportion as in the First Plan. 
The excess of Rs. 1,250 crores may be distribpted by way of additions to those spheres which 
need added emphasis. The table below gives a form of distribution which may be de-

. signed for the next Plan. 

First Plan Second Plan 

Item Amount* 

(Rs. crores.) 

I. Agriculture & Community 
Development 0 37S 

II. Irrigation & Power 620 

III. Transport & Communication S30 
IV. Industry • I7S 

V. Social Services (including 
Rehab ilitation) soo 

VI. Others so 

ToTAL 2,2SO 

• Amounts are rounded off for convenience. 

Percent
age. 

Additions 
to be 
made to 

. Ist plan 
Invest-
ment. 

Total 

(Rs. crores) (Rs. crores) 

17 37S 
27 620 

24 250 780 

8 700 87S 

22 300 8oo 
2 so 

100 I,2SO 3,soo 

Percent
age. 

II 

18 

22 

2S 

23 

I 

100 

The justification for this distribution of the excess investment consists in the absence of 
any further need for augmentation of capital investment in the agricultural sphere 
and the pressing need for an enhanced investment in the industrial sphere on account of the 
inadequate provision made for it in the First Plan. Further, the necessity to increase employ
ment opportunities would also entail a relatively larger investment in the industrial sphere. 
Finally, it could be stated that the Second Five Year Plan is an appropriate opportunity to 
rectify, as far as possible, the under-developed nature of the Indian economy through deve
lopment of as many industries as the State could sponsor. Emphasis has to be laid on the 
building up of capital goods industries in the public sector, as any reliance in this respect on 
the private sector may not meet with success. 

Corresponding increases in the percentage of investment on transport and social services 
are warranted by the scheme of industrial development envisaged for the next Five Year 
Plan. Investment on Social overheads such as education, health and housing, has got to 
be necessarily accelerated to maintain the tempo of the .efficiency among the personnel 
who have to sustain the new economy which has to be gradually built up. 

One more point, which might appear rather odd and out of the way, would also require 
some emphasis. Some capital investment has to be made by the State for the creation of 
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appropriate institutional machinery for undertaking the task of co-ordinating the different · 
segments of the Plan. This is a task which is now obviously left to take care of itself to a large 
extent. Perpetual vigilance and a continuous study of the maturity of plans and the manner in 
which they mesh with each other is a task of considerable importance not only for the success 
of the Second Five Year Plan but as a lesson for all future plans. 

The resuscitation of small-and medium-scale establishments, though falling within the 
sphere of the private sector is a responsibility of the State, as they lack capital both individually 
and collectively. The employment potential in them is enormous. Further, the output emanat
ing from them would absorb to a considerable extent the excess purchasing power which is 
likely to be generated by the higher degree of deficit financing which. would nec~sarily take 
place. No further justification is necessary to foster them; but the manner of capital invest
ment for them by the State is difficU.lt to define. However, it would not suffice if the _entire re
liance of the State for this purpose is placed on the co-operative machinery. Special financ
ing and developmental agencies have to be started by the State with a very liberal provision · 
of finance under the Second Five Year Plan. · 

Conclusion 

Investment in the public sector cannot be strictly confined to the delimitation of spheres 
between public and private enterprise as laid down in the Industrial Policy Statement ·of the 
Government. Very often certain significant gaps in the private sector may be noticed by the 
Government and it ought to be the responsibility of the State to cover them by risking invest
ment even though they may fall outside the sphere of public enterprise. This is in the interest 
of achieving the overall pattern envisaged by the Plan. The true spirit of mixed economy is 
not merely to assign areas between the two parties responsible for the purpose and consider 
them as watertight compartments. Of the two parties, the State takes a view lon~er in range than 
that of the private entrepreneur and as such its interest in the achievement ofthe-tinal patt.ern 
ought ~o be greater. 

However, the State sho_uld also adopt certain indirect measures for enthusing private 
enterprise to come up to expectations. This task would be even more difficult now with the , 
announcement of the socialistic pattern as the final shape of things to come. But the task is 
not impossible if the State explains the purpose of its activities and the manner in which the 
results are likely to benefit not only the consumer at large but also the architects of the private 
sector. Better health, education, higher living standards, more equitable distribution and greater 
premium on leisure which are, by and large, the expectations of the socialistic pattern· are bound 
to manifest themselves in higher effective demand for consumer goods and services to be pro-
duced by the private sector. · 



CAPITAL FORMATION IN THE INDIAN UNION 

(Central Statistical Organisation and Economic Division of the Ministry of Finance) 

INTRODUCTION 

0.1 This is a working paper which is being circulated for the information of the Planning 
Commission and the Panel of Economists. 

0.2 The estimates given in this paper are provisional and subject to revision. 

1. The Method of Estimation 

I .1 An attempt has been made in this paper to prepare the estimates of capital formation 
in the Indian Union for the years I948-49 to I953-54· To-the extent possible, the commodity 
flow approach has been used to derive the estimates. The method of estimation has been 
described briefly in the following paragraphs. · 

I .2 Apart from the public authorities sector, direct estimates of investment are not 
possible with any degree of certainty. The capital formation in the public authorities sector 
(comprising of Central and State Governments, Port Trusts, Municipalities, District and 
Local Boards, Improvement Trusts and Village Panchayats) has been estimated from the 
budget documents and other connected publications giving details of expenditures incurred by 
them. The gross fixed capital formation has been classified into: 

I. buildings, . 
2. roads and bridges, 
3· other construction and works, 
4· transport equipment and 
5· machinery and other equipments. 

All expenditure included in the account head 'Defence Capital Outlay' has been treated as 
consumption expenditure of the Government. Structures such as dams, canals, wells are inclu
ded in capital formation whrereas expenditures for forest fire protection, eradication of pests 
and on research etc. have been regarded as consumption expenditure. The expenditures 
on maintenance and repairs of irrigation works, electricity schemes, etc., when included in the 
working expenses of Government commercial enterprises are treated as consumption expendi
ture. All expenditure on new outlay even if included kn the working expenses is taken a'> 

capital formation. The expenditure on replacements and renewals are separately available 
only in respect of Railways and Posts and Telegraphs. All purchases of financial assets 
(such as shares of private industrial concerns, etc·.) have been excluded. The investment by 
Government by way of purchase of machiney and equipments (from imports and internal 
production has been omitted in the private sector to avoid doubl~ counting). 

I.3 The estimation of private fixed capital formation as undertaken here can be broadly 
grouped a11der three ~eads, viz., the evaluation of construction, evaluation of indigenous 
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production of machinery and equipment and analysisof import of machinery and equipment. 
Among these, the data available are fairly comprehensive in respect of imports, but extremely. 
unsatisfactory in respect of domestic output and construction. The Census of ManufactUres 
does not cover a number of important capital goods industries and the Sample Survey of 
Manufacturing Industries for 1949 and 1950 does not give the necessary details~ The posi· 
tion is m•1ch more unsatisfactory in respect of small enterprises where, apart from some pre
liminary studies made by the National Sample Survey (N.S.S.), the only available data relate 
to the census occupational statistics and some estimates of value of output per person. Some . 
material on rural investment by way of improvement of land and construction or improvement 

. I . -- . 
of houses, wells, tanks, etc., is avail".ble from the National Sample Survey. In respect of 
urban cons.truction the available inf11rmation is not sufficient to enable direct etimates tq' 'be:: · 
prepared. 

I. 4 The estimational procedure in respect of private capita( formation p1ay · now · 
be briefly outlined. The estumte of net rural investment in improvement of land and iO: cons
truction or improvement of houses, wells, tanks, etc., per household as available from"' the 
second and third round reports of the National Sample Survey has been inflated for . the :en-. 
tire rural India. The estimate of depredation or maintenance (excluding current repairs or 
maintenance) of rural houses ha,s been prepared from NSS material anq the estimate; ?f gross 
investment fixed on this basis. The investment in construction or improvement of wells, 
tanks, etc., has been separated and shown along with that of improvement of land. These . - - . . ' ... , 
two items of rural investment largely belong to the non-monetised sector of the ec~noxuy. .. 
They may in many cases be the result of the farmers' own labour requiring either litt~~ 9r no 
cpunterpart in monetary savings. · · · . . · · ' 

I . 5 In respect of urban private construction of buildings, indirect methods of ~SPina· 
• T 

tion have to be used. Data on utilization of building materials such as iron arid steel, cement, ~ 

bricks, etc. for construction purposes have been used in conjunction with the tedmological 
ratios connecting cost on individual items to the total cost to obtain the l~vei of i!ivestment 
in urban construction. The technologic~! ratios have been .worked out on th~ ba~is. ~t. d~ta 
on residential and non-residential construction undertaken by Public Works D~partu1e!lts 
over different parts of the country and also from some other sources. Such analysis need not 
necessarily hold· good for private construction. However, they have to be. utilised in vie~· of 
the dearth of material relating to private construction. The types of construction undertaken 
and the materials used over different parts of the country ·vary very widely and t~e present 
estimate can only be considered as a first approximation. The estimate, ·however, is dimen
sionally of the same order as the estimate prepared by making use of census .occupational 
statistics and estimated values of output per person engaged in building activities. The dep
reciation of urban residential buildings is placed at two per cent of its estimated value and the 
depreciation on non-residential b Jildings has been estimated on a pro ra.ta basis· to residential 
construction. 

I .6 The gross value of domestic output of capital goods by fac~ory establishments has 
t>~en takeo fro1:111 he Sample S.urvey of ~anufac;turing ind.wm·i~s for I9.49~~o anq adjustec;l QP. 
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the basis of material received from the Ministry of Works, Housing and Supply. The estimates 
have- be:~n suitably adjusted for other years both in respect of changes in production and prices. 

· . As c:-.nstruction has been estim'lted independently, production of all building materials has 
to be left out of consideration here. With regard to certain items such as sewing machines, 
automobiles, etc., which are used as consumer goods also the . share sold to households or to 
pubEc authorities has rath'!r arbitrarily, been fixed at certain percentages of the total produc-

.. tion · ,,f such goods. An overall allowance of 20 per cent for distribution charges and erection 
· ·. chargl!s has been m1de . 

. . I . 7 The depreciation provision allowed by the income-tax authorities in respect of 332 
public limited companies during 1948 to 1951 as given in the Report of the Taxation Enquiry 
Commissi~n ·has been utilised here to obtain the estimates of depreciation provision· of plant 
and machinery for all public limited manufacturing companies. This estimate has been adjus
ted for private limited companies and also for the rise 'in replacement cost on the basis of rna-. 
terial available in the Report of the Taxation Enquiry Commission. The depreciation in respect 
.of automobiles (lorries, buses and taxicabs only) has been fixed in relation to their number, 
average price and expected· years of life. This estimate has then been marked up to cover 
. other, transport vehicles such as aeroplanes, motor boats, etc. 

1.8 ·In' respect · of small enterprises, the gross value of out rut of capital goods 
ha~ been estimated with .the help of wor:king force engaged in those industries and 

~_:··\.alue of output per penon prerared in conr.ecticn with tl:e estimaticn of ccntribution 
to national income from small enterrrises. il:e c~rital gccds pcdund by the 'small 

' enteq)rises are agricultun~l imrlcments, carts and otter tram:rort vehicle~, l:~rd-kcm and 
other equipments, etc. A good part of the exper.diture on these may te ncn-mcneti~ed. The 

· depreciation of all agricultural and other implements and also of carts and other such transport 
, . vehicles is estimated mainly on the basis of material available frcm the Natior.al Srrr. r le Survey • 
.. -· ! 

. . .. _ 1.9 ·. The figures of imports of capital goods have been taken not of exports and are ad-
: . ~usted fori~port duties. As in the case of factory output, the imports of items like automobiles, 

·:. sewi~g machines, 'etc., have been adjusted for rurchase by households and public authorities . 
. The. make-up effected for distributive and erection charges is the same as in the case of 

-; .:. fa~tory output which is 20. per cent. 

1.10 No attempt has been made to estimate the investment in stocks because of dearth 
of _statistical material, and to this extent the estimates rresented in this paper are incomplete. 

z. The Estimates ~ 

z.r The estimates of domestic capital formation are presented in Table l below, 

' ; 
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2.2 The net domestic capital formatio~ Is thus estimated at Rs. 719 crores in 1953-54 
which forms about 6.8 per cent of the estimated national income of the year. The following 
Table 2 gives the trend of het domestic capital formation expressed as a percentage of national 
income. 

1 -
TABLE 2~apital Forina cion ~s Percentage- ~j National Income 

Year 

(1) 

-----------------------------~--------------------------
Net domestic capital fo1 mation as percentage of 

national income 

(2) 

·----------------~------------------------------------~----------------
1 l94f•49 

194s~so 

1950-51 

1951-S1 

1952-53 

i953-54 . -
• • • 

5'2 

5'8 

6•2. 

6•7 

6•7 

6•8 

.2..3 'the ihv_estment in lhdia may be compared with ·the level of investment in certain 
other ~ountries. The gross domestic fixed capital formation expressed as a percentage of the 
gross domestic product at market prices for a few countries for the years 1948 to 1952 are given 

in Table 3 below. 

TABLB 3-Gomparison with Some Foreign Countries 

·--------_ .............. --
1948 1949 1950 19.51 195.1 

1 3 4 s 6 

Australia 20'1 24'3 24·8 30·6 25'9 

Burma • .. 15'1 8•7 10'3 12'0 IS'I 
I 

Ceylon • • 6·0 8•8 10'5 11•6 13'3 

Ireland . 12•8 12•6 14'1 15•2 13'4 

U.K. 12• ~ 12•6 13'1 13'1 13'4 

Indian Union· 8·3· 9'1 9'3 9'8 IO·C 



. ' 
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2.4 The estimate of domestic capital formation may be adjusted for lending to the rest 

of the world. Jhe ~~s~lts ,are ~iven in Tab~e 4 b~l~~~; 1 .1', ·! , , 1 • 1 •• , 1 ; ;_ . 

TABLE 4 -Domestic investment and foreign lending 
. · .. . . (Rupees Crores) 

Year 

I 

I948-49 
1949-50 
I950-5I 
I951-52 
1952-53 
I953-54 

------~---------·----

Net domestic ·Net tendiilg 
capital to the rest 

formation of the world 

2 3 

.; ~ 

446 .. .. -239 
524 -so 
589 • 56 

. 672 --I74 
659. 

'i 
. 74 

719 ' 66 

Net domestic capital 
formation plus net 
lending abroad-saving , 

: 1 1 

4 

207 
474 
645 
498 
733 
785 

'i; 

·.·J 

.. ;.i 

j,li,_) 

. ; 

. ' 

2.5 The estimates of investment presented in this paper are fairly close to those furnished ; 
by the Taxation Enquiry Commission for the years 1950-51 and 1953-54. They are reprodu
ced in Table 5 below. The estimates relating to 1950-51 presented in the First Five Year Plan 
are also given side by side for facilitating comparison. . . · 

TABLE 5-Comparison with alternative estinuztes 
(Rs. · trbreil) ··· 

First Five Taxation Enquiry Presented in this 
Year Commission · paper ''. i; 
Plan ' 

19s3-54 .195o-sr 1953.:54 · ' I9so-sx 195o-5I 
"~ It'• .. - .. 

I 2 3 -'4 ·S '6 l : 

Private investment 
~ 

Organised enterprises .. 
Urban construction of buil~ 

Sol 

dings . 100 
Rural investment · .. . 120 
Transport other than Rail-

ways 25 
Public investment I8,S 

TOTAL DOMESTIC FIXED INVEST o"", 

MENT ~ 
1 Large and small scale industries. 7 ~ '"' 
1 U :ban housing. 

55 ss 57 61 '. 

9o• 1. 

I20 97 I23 
140 I60 . 187 .· . 229 . : 

'!.' 

25 20 498 298 
185 305. ·199 · '2Ti 

.. 

495 66o S89 .719. 

' ; 
f 

8 Includes investment in rural transport. , . , •' 

' 2.6 The net domestic fixed capital formation in respect of the year 1949-5b furrus.hed ·; 
by Mukherjee and Ghosh in their paper " The Pattern of Income and Expenditure-:-A Tenta
tive Study" is Rs. 536 crores against the estimate ofRs. 524 crores presented in this p~per. 



CAPITAL oUTPUT RATi6: IN ncdNoMIC PLANNh~o• 
by 

SHRI P. R. BRAHMANANDA 

(Through Prof. C. N. Vakil) 
I' 

l. The concept of capitai~output ratio or d:.~tput-capital ratio has figured very promi~ 
nently in recent-discussions on economic growth and plans for economic development. The 
-~apital output ratio is a modified version of the concept of the acceleration coefficient. The 
latter tells us by how much investment wlll increase, giV.!il a p1rticular rate of change in 
consumption or in natioTJ.al income .. In the case of the capital-output ratio or the capital 
coefficient, we make certain assumptions about the levels of utilisation of capacity and the 
forms of organisation of resources.· In an article "An Essay in· Dynamic Economics" (E.J., 
1939), (later amplified in his book "Towards a Dynamic EconomicS"), Prof. Harrod intro
duced a formula to explain the forces which determine the rate at which an economy is grow
ing .. ' His formula is summarised in the following equation :-

.,I ·: ,· 

g=s/c 

where g indicates the rate of growth of national income, c, the inverse of the capital co-efficient 
(cis the output-capital ratio), and s, the proportion of income tha~ is saved.· Professor Domar 
also arrived at a similar formula. ' . ' ' · · 

d=s3 
' i 

where d is the rate of developments, is the proportion of savings, 8 is the average producti· 
vity of capital. Both the equatio~ are similar. From the above, we can read off the follow-
ing:- ' ' 

- -- (i) The lower the capital-output ratio, the .higher the- average productivity of' capital. 
·The rate of growth of national income will also be faster. 

(2) Given the value of the capital-output ratio or the average productivity of capital, 
the larger the proportion of income that is saved, the higher the rate of growth of national 
income. If g or the ra~e of development is slow, then it must be due either to one or both of the 
following factors ::-

(i) The proportion of income that is saved is low. 
· - - (ii) -The capital-output ratio· is high. 

*This paper is tbe first of a series of studies ·in certain techniques of planning which are bebg 
conducted at the School ofBco,omics and Sociology, University ofBo:nbay. Vide also "Towards an 
Optimal Tax Policy in a Retrogressive Economy"-Journal of the University of Bombay, July,1954; 
'A Note on Capital Structure in the Bconomy'-ffiJ October, 1954. The latter gives preliminary 
results of an enquiry into the capital-output and capital-net output ratios in a number of 
industries in India. Appro;"riate adjustments for changes in the price level have been made 
therein. · · 

-- ._1~0 
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2. The central equation of Harrod and Domar can become a poWerful tool for . purposes 
of economic planning. Given different values of s and c, it is possible to obtain different rates 
of growth of national income. If any economy desires a higher rate of gl'owth. of·n~tioJ?-al 
income, then all that it has to do is to manipulate economic forces in such a way that both . s 
and S are raised. Obviously, the Harrod-Domar version of growth. lays the· ·cardinal v 
emphasis on the rate of growth to ca~ital stock and its productivi~. . 1 ·:: 

1 

' ~ . 

3. There have been efforts to ascertain the secular trends in the capital-output . ratio tn 
a number of economies. Not merely has the ratio varied in any given country at diff~r~p.t 
periods, but it has also been different in different countries. We shall not be concerned in 
this part of the paper with this aspect of the problem. · We shall, however, deal systematically 
with the theoretical implications or' the concept of the capital-output ratio and ascertain the 
limits within :which it can vary. · ·: · ' · · · · -• 

. 'II ·, 
'. . .. 

4· In discussions of the concept of capital-output ratio generally, no allowances is inade 
for time lags. It is therefore necessary to evolve a more complicated versiori of the concept. 
Let e represent the average units of capital outlay on. labour,· equipment and construction 
materials per year and g represent the period· of gestatiorl. This includes the period taken for 
planning the outlay and the actual period of construction: · Let i represent the sum of interest 
charges per unit of time. Total capital outlay is hence equal to :- : ·- ! . · · . . ) 

c=(e Xg) + (Lxg) ::,. · i. 
: .. • ' • ~ t ~ . 

' • , • f 

Obviously, the longer the g the larger the c, given the interest rate and average expendi-
ture per year. If the interest rate is higher, then given e and g, c would be larger;. c can 
have a lower value if there are reductions in g and in i. Thus, delays-deliberate or·:·Wlplan·. 
ned-in the gestation period lead to a larger value of c. One obvious way of reducing cis, there· 
fore, to reduce the period of gestation. 

' . 

e is of course dependent on the cost oflabour, of equipment and of construction ptaterials. 
lfwages are lower, then e would be le~s; so al~o ifthc price~ ofe:J.Llipm~nt ~ad m1teriill~ are' 

; ' • • j ' • ' •.• 'J •• ; 

lower. 
. ( 

5· Another technical factor to be noted is that the capital-output ratio is not always a 
correct measure of capital productivity. The latter depends upon the length of the ~q~ipment's, 
the probable prices in the factors of production, probabl(! changes in technique~ etc. 
Two methods of output expansion may have different capial . coefficients. ' In one, th~ capital
output ratio may be low, in another, it may be high. But, the former may have a short period 
of existence whereas the latter may be much durable. A choice between the two methods 
has to be based on a comparis011 between the increased costs for capital .in the case ofthe.long
livcJ equipment which, however, yields output for a longer period, and of the lower· costs of 
capital in the else of the less durable process which, however, has to be replaced soo:1 .. · Ju~t 
merely because one particular investment has a low capital-output ratio, it dqe& ~ot foUow: tqaf it 
is the most productive from the economy's point of view, ' · ' ; · · r: ' ' · ' 
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Further, in matters of choice pertaining to investments, the capital-output ratio is a poor 
guide. What matters here is the capital efficiency of different programmes. We have to 
calculate the net profit rates on different capital investments. There is no reason to believe 
that investment~ with low capital-output ratios have the highest net rates of return. The 

· expected rate of return depends upon the proportion between overhead costs and prime costs 
and the trend of prime co sis. If labour costs of operation as well as prices of raw materials 
are going up. then unless demand conditio!ls are very favourable, the rates of return would be 
falling. Expose, it would appear as if a more capital-intensive method would have been 
appropriate. · 

' 
~· These con~ideratio~ point out to the need for caution in utilising the capital co-

efficient in economic planning. In fact, the study of trends in capital coefficients is. more 
appropriate for historical enquiries than for forward planning. The choice of a low capital
output mtio may mean a direct preference to labour intensive methods. From the overall 
point of view, the marginal efficiency of some other methods may have been higher. Low 
r:apital coefficients may imply high operating costs and under conditions of increased labour 
~argaioing and rising wage costs would lead to very low rate of 'plough-backs'. That is 
why the more appropriate criterion is to ascertain ~he capital-net revenue ratios in different 

·. types of investments. .This would imply a lesser degree of emphasis on year by year 
measurement of growth of national income and a greater degree of accent on growth of capital. 
Capital-intensive schemes ·may, therefore, be better from a long period point of view and the 
choice among different methods will have to be based on how much can be effectively plough
ed back at each stage. Over-attention on ·capital coefficients do not therefore provide the 
best possible way of augmenting- national wealth. 

··'. ·.· .· '- . . ' . I·. I · ' 

i . ·In the rest of the discussion we shall ignore the implications of our above criticisms though 
we shall makf. a brief mention to their implieations at the concluding portion of the Section. 

: _). 

m 

· '7. · Ai the outset, it must be noted that if we have to utilise the capital coefficient for pro
ject estiMateS of possible growth, we have to make the following assumptions ~- · 

{l) In the first place, any particular coefficient which we derive for the economy must be 
· rel~ted ~o the background or" economic conditions in the particular period. It is not valid to 
assum~ that there is one particular value of capital coeffiCient which has a unique sanctity for 
all the cot.lntries .. The particular capital coefficient ·for any economy is dependent upon the 
type of economic organisation that is prevalent as well as upon the type~ of output that are pro
duced. · I~- thls, we assume that the pattern of economic organi'iation in all countries are 
same or have been similar in relevant respects or the establi.shment of a particular pattern 
;n any giveil ~ountry is a relatively easy matter and can be done within a ~hort period of time 
W ~ are not . warranted in attributing sanctity to values of coefficient derived from the 
experi~nc~ pf ~y given countries or set of countries and to assume that these valu~s holg Of 

~ be mad~ to hol4 true in any other ~ountry. 
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(2) From the theoretical point of view, in matters pertaining to long-term planning, 
it would be incorrect to postulate a given value of the capital coefficient. Such a procedure 
in its turn has to assume the following :-

(i) There would be no changes, for better or for worse, in the levels of utilisation of 
capacity. In other words, the realised levels of utilisation correspond to the ex
pected levels throughout the period of planning. 

(ii) There should be no variations in the rate of interest or in the conditions governing 
decisions influencing employment of different factors in productive processes. If. 
the rate of interest changes, then given the state of technique and other conditigns, 
it becomes profitable either to increase the capital intensity in the system or to re
duce it. In either case, employment of this sort would· falsify the assumption 
regarding the behaviour of the capital coefficient throughout the period. ~econdly, 
if it is expected that the wages of labour or of particular categories of labour would 
tend to go up, then there would be a tendency towards an increase in capitalinten-

_sity. The reverse would be the case if it is expected that the wages of labour or of 
particular categories of labour would come down. Thirdly, if it is found that a 
preference, given to capital or to labour in the choice of the combination of factors· -~ 
is subject to certain special handicaps, then too there would be a change in the 
capital intensity. For example, it may be expected or it might have been found that 
a preference towards labour-intensive methods leads to overheads in the form of 
outlay on housing and social welfare ; or it might create difficulties in the way of 
maintenance of work discipline etc. Such experience or expectations, would 
lead to a rise in capital intensity. If the expectations a~e of the reverse sort, a 
decrease in capital intensity would be the result. 

(iii) We have noted above that changes in the prices of different factors, of production 
would bring about changes in the combination of factors. The same result would 
be obtained if technical changes are taking place and new inventions are being in
troduced ; unless we can assume that the inventions on the net are neutral from 
the point of view of the economy as a whole, there is no re~~n to assume that the 
capital coefficient would be invariant during the process .. In the alternative, it 
must b~ assumed that the invention and introduction of technique would be so 
regulated that they tend to have no effect on the degree of capital intensity. This 
introduces an assumption about the willingness and capacity to . control the 
movement of technology. 

(iv) It is obvious that any capital coefficient utilised for purposes of forward planning 
must have been derived from the study of experience over a long period and must 
embody wit~in itself the result of certain equilibrium tendencies in the economy. 
If, for example, the given capital coefficient is derived from an obser:vation of the · 
behaviour which itself was seeking to adjust to certain trends, then the coefficient 
may not remain the same in future. In other words, the coefficient chosen for for
ward planning must be optimal, given other . conditions in the economy. This is . 
not an absolute optimum but a feasible optimum. 
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8. It is obvious that the utilisation of the capital coefficient in the drawing up of plan
ning programmes requires a considerabk amount of caution and should be based on a clear 
understanding of the working of the economic processes. Even a small change in the value 
of the capital coeffident chosen for the purpose of planning might lead to a significant variation in 
the patterns of policy that are adopted. The higher the value of the capital coefficient, the greater 
has to be the emphasis on saving. The lower is the value of capital coefficient, the lesser the 
emphasis on saving for attaining a given increase in national income. Obviously, if the capital 
coefficient chosen for forward planning has a low value, compared to what it has been in the 
past or what will tum out to be in future, then the economy would place less emphasis on 
saving. This would lead to the development of heavy inflationary pressures which might be 
difficult to control later on. A low value of the capital coefficient would also indicate the possi
bility of a higher rate of growth of national income. Unless tQ.e choice of such a low value is 
correlated to past trends and to the set of conditions as :would obtain in future, the preference 
for a low value in the capital coefficient would be purely statistical. This would have no sanc
tion either from past experience or from the logic of economics. If, for example, the capital
output ratio is chosen to be equal to 1.4 :I or the output-capital ratio is made equal to 0.7, 
then if the capital coefficient is equal to 2.8 :I, or the output-capital ratio is .36, it can easily 
be shown that the economy can attain an extent of growth double what can be achieved if we 
had adopted a higher value of the capital coefficient or a lower value of the output-capital ratio. 

9· It may also be pointed out that if we can assume that conditions regarding prices 
of products as such would remain the same, whereas the costs o f capital investment would be 
reduced, say because of reductions in labour costs, costs of e quipments, costs of employing 
technical personnel, etc., it would be possible to arrive at a lower value of the capital-output 
ratio. If it is _found that the price level of output is rising in general and that money wages 
ru-e lagging behind, the capital-output ratio would have a lower value than if these conditions 
had not occurred. A lagged adjustment on the part of wages in the face of a rising price-level 
would, therefore, indicate a low capital coefficient. Similarly, for example, if wages of workers 
employed in investment activities are halved (this may be due to a general reduction in wages, 
or to the discriminatory practices followed in investment goods activities) and if the prices of 
the output produced with the aid of investment are maintained constant, the value of the capital 
coefficient would also be approximately halves. Thus, one way of reducing the capital coeffi
cient is to reduce the wages paid to the workers employed in the investment goods activities. 
For example, if new workers are employed who have to be paid let us say, nothing at all for 

7ne First Five Year Plan of India, for example, calculated on the assumption of a capital-output ratio being 3 : 

1 . that it would be possible to double the national income within a period of about 25 years. If we assume that 
the capital coefficient is equal to, say, 1.4 : x, it can easily be shown that given the same extent of saving as 
anticipated by the Planning Commission, it would be possible approximately to double the national income 
within, say, the same time assumed to be necessary to do so by the Planning Commission. It is clear that the 
target of doubling the national income in a shorter period is a result of the assumption of a low capital-output 
ratio. Unless it is possible to provide statistical justification based on an examination of current trends as wen 
as past experience that the ratio is as low as it is, the choice of a low ratio would have been a choice based Oll 

usumptions, non-relevant to the economic conditions prevailing in the country. 
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purposes of getting themselves engaged in investment activities, and if the proportion of such 
workers in total employment is large, then the general capital coefficient for the economy would 

tend to be low. 

10. If the level of utilisation of equipment is also increased then the capital coefficient 
would tend to be lowered. Upto a state of full utilisation of given equipment; additicr:s to 
output would tend to reduce the value of capital coefficient: To assume that the valu(! of the 
capital coefficient would be lower than what it is because there is a state of under-utilisation of 
equipment is justifiable if the economy is actually having a low degree of utilisation of equip-. 
ment. This gain is a matter of actual fact. 

11. Thus, we can make the following general statements about the capital coefficient:-

(i) Under conditions of boom, there would be a tendency for the capital coefficient to 
be low. The reverse would be the case under conditions of depression. The 
relevant value of capital coefficient would, therefore, ·depend. upon whethe~ the 
economy, prior to embarkation of planned programme, is having a full or near-full 
utilisation capacity or a low level of utilisation. 

(ii) Under conditions of inflation, wherein money wages would lag behind ·the price 
level of output, the capital coefficient would tend to be low ; the reverse would be 
the case under conditions of deflation. 

(iii) If employment in new investment activities requires payment of wages lower than 
what the workers in other activities are getting and if such employment bears a large 
proportion to total employment, the capital coefficient would have a lower value. 

(iv) If technical changes taking place and the combinations of factors that are chosen 
for productive processes require relatively less of capital, then too the capital 
coefficient would be reduced. .., 

( v) If improvements in methods of organisation are taking place and the average pro
ductivity of capital as such has a tendency to increase, then too the capital co-
efficient wou,ld tend to be lowered. : . 

IV 

12. Thus, a number of stringent conditions are necessary before we can assume particular 
values for capital coefficient which are different from the values that actually ruled in the 
past or are currently ruling. Perhaps, the most important way in which an authoritarian Stat~ 
can reduce the value of capital coefficient is to reduce the wage-costs of investment programmes, 
at the same time keeping the price level constant or permitting them even to increase. It 
is feared that some such procedure must have been ad9pted in the Soviet planning programme 
during the period of the Russian Five Year Plans. This also explains why the capital co
efficient revealed under Soviet experience tended to be astonishingly iowet than that which 
had been ruling in other countries. Th~ difference was not so much due to n~w techniques 
of planning as such ; nor to the planning programme as such ; but mostly due to . the condi
tions of employment of workers. Thus, unless we, in India, can also assume that eithtr 
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the general conditions of workers as such would be permitted to be deteriorated or that new 
workers in the capital construction programmes would be paid nominal or very low wages; it 
would be unscientific and unreasonable for us to assume that the value of the capital 
coefficient would tend to be similar to that which ruled in the Soviet Union. It must be 
emphasised that low values of capital coefficient are not the result of any new techniques of 
planning or new methods of planning as such. They are essentially due to the parti_cular 
policies adopted in regard to conditions of labourers. To assume that actual conditions in 
India warrant the assumption of a capital coefficient similar to that which ruled in the Soviet 
Union is tantamount to an assumption that we are willing to bring about a general deteriora
tion in the standards of living of the working classes as a whole and that the new workers in 
new employment would tend to get wages substantially lower than what the workers who are 
at present employed are getting. Stated thus, it becomes clear that either or the sum of the 
following conditions have to be obtained if a capital coefficient similar to that which ruled in the 
Soviet Union can be obtained in India during the period of the Second Five Year Plan :-

(1) The planning programme would imply substantial inflationary pressures. These 
pressures would actually tend to reduce the standard of living of the workers as a whole or of 
the new workers who are employed. 

(2) The prices of output as such will not be brought down at ¢.e same time that the 
wage costs in real terms are being lowered. 

(3) We would be pt"epared to adopt the appropriate concomitant of economic policy in 
the form of discriminatory wage fixation, expansive monetary policy, maintenance of high 
prices of consumer goods. 

v 

13. There are also certain other implications behind our adoption of any particular 
capital coefficient. In the first place, there is no sanctity behind any;- given value of the 
aggregate capital coefficient. Obviously, the capital coefficient relevant for the economy is 
derived from the capital coefficients for the different outputs manufactured in the economy. 
If out of the total output, a larger proportion of the output happens to be that which requires 

~~low capital coefficient, then the value of the capital coefficient for the economy too would 
tend to be low. It is the proportion of different outputs to the total output and the capital 
coefficients for each of the different outputs that determine the value of the aggregate capital 
coefficient. If a significant portion of development outlay happens to produce no output 
at all, or if the output that is produced will accrue only after a very long period of gestation 
and depends upon the presence of a number of conjunctural conditions, the aggregate capital 
coefficient. would tend to be high. To give a concrete case, if out of the total development 
outlay, one-third for example is devoted to social welfare services, medical services, education 
etc., unless the capital coefficient is substantially lower in the case of the rest of the invest
ment outlay, the aggregate coefficient would tend to have a higher value ; even among other 
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outputs if a large proportion happens to require large outlay then too the aggregate. capital 
coefficient would be high (multi-purpose projects, irrigation schemes, electricity schemes, 
transport, communications schemes, capital goods industries etc.). Thus, the relative capital 
coefficient valid for any economy would be conditioned in the overall terms by the proportion of 
different outputs in the total output. Unless we can bring about changes in consumer wants 
and in the scale of preferences so that a larger proportion of their outlay is devoted towards 
outputs which require low capital, we cannot assume a low capital coefficient in the aggregate. 
Thus, the relevant capital coefficient for India would ultimately depend upon the types of 
output that are to be manufactured and the manipulation of capital coefficients would depen9-
upon the extent of control we can exercise on consumer preferences. · 

14. So far we have not discussed the theoretical utility of the capital coefficient itself. 
Obviously, in calculating the capital coefficient for forward planning, we take into account 
the reproducible capital. We must be clear as to what we refer to by the term capital output 
ratio. Considerable fluctuation in the output is possible on account of seasonal conditions 
like variations in rainfall etc. If rainfall is good, then fertilisers and manures will add to. 
output. If rainfall is not good, fertilisers and manures would be of little help. Thus, it is 
not correct to argue that because rainfall has been favourable during the last two years and 
output which is based on the utilisation of non-reproducible factors like land has gone up, the 
overall capital-output ratio too has substantially gone down. It would be extremely unscieni
fic to proceed further on the basi~ of the above example and to assume that the value of the 
capital coefficient for the future would also be low. This requires a particular assumption 
regarding the behaviour of rainfall. In matters of prospective planning, what we have to 
keep in mind is the ratio between reproducible capital and the outputs produced thereby. 
Just because the rainfall has been good and output on given land has gone up, it does not imply 
that the capital coefficient in the irrigation projects has a low value. Most of these projects 
have yet to be completed. They have no reason to enter into the calculationr'pertaining 
to the ratio of reproducible capital to output. ·. 

VI .. 
15. Granted that we have to utilise a particular capital coefficient, it may be remembered 

that growth models which utilise this particular method of approach emphasise fixed capital. 
It is necessary at the same time to draw attention to the phenomenal importance of liquid 
capital. In other words, if liquid capital during the period of planning. does not undergo signi-

-ficant variations, the targets of fixed capital would not be fulfilled. In other words, what 
determines the total level of employment and output during the years to come under condi
tions that are obtaining in India today is the availability of wage-goods . and the terms at 
which they are offered. This is exactly the matter which is not taken into account in the 
Harrod-Domar model. The central hall-mark of the Soviet experience is the difficulties 
which that country faced during the period of economic planning in· the form of shortages 
in the marketable surplus of food and other wage goods. FUrther, the current formulation 
of the capital coefficient does not include the essential aspect of deepening: To take over the 
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Harrod-Domar model without making appropriate provision for deepening of capital would 
be to miss the significance of these theories. Moreover, the experience of other countries 
cannot be transposed on other countries, which are different from the primary country, both 
in the structure of values as well as in the forms of economic and social organisations. Any 
approach towards economic planning has to be adjusted to the particular economic problems 
of the country as are revealed by a systematic and. serious study of the economic past of the 
country. In the case of India, an approach which gives importance to the wage-goods capital 
and its supply would have greater relevance and greater chance of success. What is inhibiting 
progress in the economy is not so much a deficiency of fixed capital as such ; nor is it a de
ficiency of technical personnel. What is inhibiting long-term progress is shortages from the 
overall point of view in the supplies of wage..:goods. The total limit to economic progress is 
set by factors governing the supply of these and the terms at which these are offered as also 
by the rate of growth of the capacity in the rest of the economy to absorb these goods. 



INDIAN INDUSTRY'S INSTALLED CAPACITY AND PRESE~T PRODUCTION 
LEVELS* 

by 

PROF. C. N. VAKIL 

The problem of expanding the industrial potential of India has loomed large in official 
and non-official circles during the last two years. It is held that the place accorded to indus
try in the first Five Year Plan is not adequate and that, unless expansion at a rapid pace in 
several industrial activities is brought about, India's standard of living would not show any 
appreciable improvement. Efforts are being made to afford greater incentives to industrialists 
in India so that the private sector may be enabled to participate more vigorously in the 
national programmes of economic development. The Shroff Committee dealt specifically 
with the problem of provision of finance for the private sector. The Ministry of Commerce 
and Industry has set up the new Industrial Development Corporation for undertaking long 
range schemes of industrial expansion. Negotiations have been completed with a view· to 
obtaining assistance from the U. S. A. and the U. K. for the establishment of another private 
corporation (Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation) for a more or less similar pur
pose. 

There is no doubt that all these efforts are conceived with a laudable objective. The 
question may, however, be raised whether industrial progress can be brought about by the 
mere process of increasing the supply of finance for industrial development schemes to the 
private or the public sector. Is the industrial structure that is emerging evenly ba~anced both 
in relation to each of the industries included within the structure and also in relation to the 
other sectors of the economy ? Should not the plans of expansion take into account the 
needs and requirements in specific fields ? Is it true to say that industries, once they are 
started, find that the problems of adequate markets and of effective utilisation: of their capacity 
are automatically solved ? These are somewhat inconvenient questions, but no one can deny 
that they are important. If we are to achieve planned industrial development and obtain 
the maxiffium results by utilising our limited resources to the best advantage, we have to f~ce 
these problems and solve them. It is not possible for us to go into the pros and cons of each 
of the above issues. We shall, however, examine one of them, namely, the problem .of the 
level of utilisation of capacity as an illustration of what we suggest. 

On the basis of the figures availahle from the Monthly Statistics of Production of.Selected 
Industries in India, which lists more than eighty types of industrial activities; we have attempted 
to find out the levels at which different industries have been working ·during -the last eight 

* This is based on an article on the same subject contributed by me to the Annual Number 
of The Capital December, 1954. It has been slightly revised. . 
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years. Mter working out the percentage of utilisation in each year to the available capacity, 
we have tried to present the position in a nutshell by classifying the different industries accord
ing to the degree of utilisation of capacity in each year. The table below shows the position 
in this respect. 

Number of Industries classified according to utilisation of capacity 
---· 

Number of Industries 
Utilisation of capacity 

19¢ 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 

Less than 2s% 6 4 4 13 8 8 14 13 
(18) (10) (7) . (20) (10) (10) (18) (16) 

25%-so% 9 16 18 20 25 23 25 27 
(27) (39) (32) (31) (32) (30) (31) (33) 

50%-15%. 9 9 19 18 27 18 22 21 
(27) (22) (34) (28) (34) (23) (27) (26) 

75% and above 10 12 16 14 19 29 19 20 
(30) (30) (28) (22) (24) (37) (24) (24) 

TOTAL 34 41 57 65 79 78 8o 81 
(100) (100) (10o) (1oo) (100) (roo) (roo) (100) 

N. B. :-Figures in brackets give percentage. 

Figures are rounded and may not add up. 
It may be noted that the number of industries for which figures of capacity are avial

able has varied from year to year. Anyway, the table brings out the important fact that in 
{both 1952 and 1953, nearly half the number of industries worked at a level of utilisation which 
was less than 50 per cent of their capacity. Detailed figures of capacity are available for all 
the four years between· 1950 and 1953, for 78 industries. Out of this, 28 industries were 
throughout working at less than 6o per cent of capacity for a period of three years. Thus, in 

· all 40 industries out of a total of 78 were working at less than 6o per cent of capacity for a 
period of three years or more. In other words, about 57 per cent of the industries worked f~r a 
period of three years or more at less than 6o per cent of capacity. This requires careful con
sideration before any expansion is decided upon. No wonder that a number of industries 
are complaining about lack of adequate markets. The pressure for grant or continuation of 
protection has been increasing. Complaints from business men to the effect that some of the 
new State enterprises would increase capacity in fields .where even the existing capacity is 
not being adequately utilised are heard. Is the problem more of finance for expansion or of 
utilisation of existing plants and equipment ? It is in the context of the low level of utilisation 
of a number of industries that the problems of rationalisation and weeding out the inefficient 
and marginal units in each of the industries have to be faced, 
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Another point to which attention may be drawn in this context is that in the case of some 
of the industrial units, considerable expansion has taken place during many y~ past. The 
low level of utilisation persists in the face of an increasing extent of capacity. In other words, 
if the level of utilisation of capacity is less than that which is desired by the existing units and 
by the economy, the absolute extent of such under-utilisation tends to be considerably larger 
than in the earlier years. It may be interesting to note that in the case of 26 industries, the 
average rate of increase in capacity between 1950 and 1954 has been higher by more than S 
per cent as compared with the rate of increase in producion. 

EXPECTATION AND REsuLTS 

A commonsense question that can be asked is, how capacity can increase if ther:e is no 
improvement in the level of utilisation. Not always do industrial plants work to full capacity. 
Most of the industrial firms would like to have some reserve capacity to meet sudden demands. 
This would explain some under-utilisation. But the extent of under-utilisation that is observa
ble in the case of a number of Indian Industries is definitely above that which can be explained 
on the above basis. Secondly, not all industrial plants can ~ways theoretically adjust the pace 
of their expansion just according to requirements. This is because the technological charac
ter of certain categories of industries makes it inevitable that the minimum possible exterit of 
expansion may be substantially more than what is required. This phenomenon is termed by 
economists as the surplus capacity arising out of indivisibilities. Only detailed investigations 
can reveal how much of the surplus capacity is due to indivisibilities, how much to the normal 
desire of business men to have some excess capacity and how much to a lack of correspondence 
between expectations and results. It may be noted that India emerged after the war with a 
large pent-up demand for various types of consumer and producer goods. Fortunately for 
us, we had accumulated during the war a surplus in our balance of payments. ·On. the one 
hand, the pent-up demand showed itself in the form of imports of various categories of 
goods. This in itself was a sufficient pointer to the private sector to expand several industrial 
activities and establish several new industrial units. Another advantageous factor· was that 
in the immediate post-war period, the Indian consumer goods industries were in a position to 
export goods. This was because both Continental countries and Japan took some time to re
habilitate their war-shattered economies. In the meantime, an additional spurt was given 
by the Korean boom. One can. understand why and how, in the face of the above conjunc
tural advantages, a considerable rate of expansion in several industrial fields was brought about. 
But there was a snag in the whole process. In the face of a situation which clamours for 
expansion of activities, it is rarely true that the expansion that is brought about is only of the 
requisite extent. In a competitive world, the different business units plan their schemes 
autonomously of one another, and while each one responds to a particular stimulus the net 

. J 

result of all their activities would in many cases exceed the required response to the stimuli. 
Those who are acquainted with the problems of business cycles are aware of this pheno
menon. Some such process appears to have been working in India during the· post-war 

. period. 
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There is also another aspect to the expansion process. It is not always true that expan
sion is brought about only by efficient firms. In the face of a given stimulus, there is a response 
from a number of firms. It happens that not merely is the extent of expansion that is brought 
about larger than what is required, or what is then required, but there are also wide divergen
ces in the efficiencies (_?f different firms. Once sub-marginal and inefficient firms get entrench
ed, there are any number of resistances to the process of weeding out. 

It may be argued that the problem of the gap between capacity and production might 
not have become so conspicuous as to attract the attention of the planners.* But, is there 
sufficient reason to believe that the industrial structure of India is evenly balanced ? .More 
than ever before, Government spokesmen are laying emphasis on the need to establish and 
expand producer goods industries. It is the rate at which the demand for consumer goods 
grows that determines the rate at which the demand for machinery and plants, both for re
placement and expansion purposes, proceeds. Mter all, producer goods industries in a Wel
fare State like India are not desired for their own sake. The objective is to facilitate the rapid 
expansion of consumer goods industries. In this context, unless we make detailed enquiries 
about the course of demand for diverse consumer goods in recent years, we may find ourselves 
in a situation in which there is considerable excess capacity in the producer goods industries. 
The capital at stake is not a small amount. These industries require vast capital outlays; they 
require a considerably longer period. In view of this, the most careful husbanding of our 
limited . resources is necessary. This, however, requires a minute stUdy of the factors that 
have determined and are expected to determine the rate of growth of the demand for con
sumer goods. The crucial 9.uestion is whether the excess capacity that is observable in a num
ber of industries is a continuing phenomenon. If it is not so, is the mere experience of the 
recent past in which considerable expansion in capacity took place on account of the reasons 
stated earlier-a number of which are purely transitory-sufficient to warrant the assump
tion that the same rate of expansion will take place in the future also ? Is it wise to assume 
that business men and industialists would somehow go on adding to their industrial capacity 
both by expansion of existing units and by the establishment of new industries, irrespective 
of what is the level of utilisation of the existing capacity ? Businesses cannot continue to 
flourish under these conditions. 

In connection with our efforts at planned economic development of the country, regula
tion and control of industries are being carried out. Whereas regulation is practised accord
ing to rules for each given case, one is not clear whether it is realised that in the process of 
development and regulation new economic forces may arise, if the process is not properly 
swdied from the overall point of view to determine the trends and control them in the right 

• In this connection the view that as excess capacity prevails in a number of industries, deficit 
financing ~ould not lead to a spurt in the price level may not be true. In order that deficit financing 
should be justified on the score of prevalence of excess capacity we must have surplus capacity 
in those fields for which demand would increase as a result of the expansion of money incomes. The 
proble~ of lack of balance cannot therefore be solved in this way. 
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direction. We have come to a stage when planning need no longer be the addition of scattered 
schemes made by various governmental units in different parts ofthe country. It is time we 
were able to view the working of economic forces in the country as a whole in their true pers• 
pective, anticipate the working of new forces which are likely to arise and think of regulating 
them in a manner that will yield the best results. For this purpose what is necessary is to 
have a continuous, detached and scientific examination with a view to ascertaining the work~ 
ing of economic forces by competent economic experts. This requires the capacity to analyse 
available data and perceive the weak spots. ·The Government comes in possession of a lot 
of material in the process of administration such as data with the office of the Controller of 
Capital Issues, data arising out of the licensing of industries, production and other data ob-
tained under the Industrial Statistics Act and so on. Though there is room for improve-

- ment in the statistical machinery, it appears that even the available data are not fully utilised 
to study economic forces. What we have attempted is to indicate the manner in which exist
ing and published data can be interpreted to find weak spots in the economy which should be 
remedied first before further industrial expansion is decidt:d upon. · 



INSTALLED CAPACITY AND ITS UTILISATION IN INDIAN INDUSTRIES 

(Economic Division, Planning Commission) 

I. The First Five Year Plan laid considerable stress on fuller utilisation of idle capacity. 
The increase in the supply of consumer goods, it was proposed, should come mainly from 
fuller utilisation of existing capacity. " By and large, the capacity of industries producing 
essential goods like cotton textiles, sugar, salt, matches and soap is adequate for present re
q~rements. The emphasis of policy in regard to them must, therefore, be on increasing the 
efficiency of existing plants by renovation and modernisation and by securing a better 
b~ance in the plants .............. In the case of consumer goods of secondary importance 
such as radios, bicycles, automobiles, electric fans, etc. the problem again is one of utilizing 
existing capacity fully, of developing the units which· have already been set up or are under 
construction to at least the minimum economic size, and of promoting a progressive switch 
over of assembly pllints to manufacturing "*. 

2. In the last three or four years, unutilised capacity in some industries (e.g., cotton 
textiles) has been· drawn upon, but there is still a considerable amount of unutilised capacity 
in various industries-in consumer as well as in producer goods industries. The following 
table shows the unutilised capacity in some selected industries. 

Considerable _Expansion 

It is seen from the table that a considerable amount of idle capacity exists in many 
industries. For example, in the automobile industry, as much as 80.3 per cent of the installed 
capacity remained idle during 1953, and 81 . 7 per cent during 1954 (first 9 mont..'ls). In 
the case of some of the industrial units, considerable expansion has taken place during the last 
few years, as is evident from Statement I. The low level of utilisation persists, in the face of 
increasing capacity. The growth of production has, generally speaking, lagged behind that 
of capacity in a large number of industries. 

* The First Fi'l}8Year Plan; page 427· 
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TABLE I-Unutilised Capacity in Selected Industries 

(As percentage of Installed CapaCity) 

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952. 19-'3 1954 
(First 

2 Nine 
Months) 

fJ) 
~ 

F: roo 
t:r1 
0 

A. Consumer Goods n 
> Industries "d' 
> ' 

8 
I. Sugar {I) 16·s (-)10'1 38·6 o< 

2.2'7 10'3 2.3'1 12.•2. 
Ro 2. Cigarettes 37'1 2.7'3 27'0 21'2 2.8·s 32'9 18'4 15'4 
=l . 3· Cotton Cloth (2.) (Mill- 21·6 0'3 Cll 

made). 

~ ·4· Leather Footwear . 39'9 2.2.'9 2.8•7 27'3 41 •2. .... 
S· Paints & V amishes 53'4 48'3 . 50'4 so·s 46'4 fJ) 

> 
6. Matches 48·6 41•8 33'4 34'2 34'6 18·0 12.'2 16•3 2.8·2. :j 

7· Soap 63•5 s6·s SS'4 57'S s9·6 ~ • z 

B. Durable Consumer Goods ~ z 
8. Hurricane Lanterns 2.7•5 9'1 24'7 8·6 22•0 6·6 20'1 5'9 (-)10'7 

~ 9· Sewing. Machines .. s8·4 SI·2 I6·6 1•8 17•6 (-)18•6 (-)2.0•6 (-)50'4 (-)96•2 
10. Electric Fans • 20'0 36'1 27'9 40'4 30•6 23'7 33'S 34'4 26'9 Cll 

u. Radio. Receivers -. . .. 62•1 (-)4'2 71'9 42•6 S'I 53'3 63•2 s8·2* ~ 
12. Automobiles 81•3 71·5 78•4 80•3 81•7 fJ) ... ·, .. 72'1 
13. Bicycles • 21'1 46'9 41•6 32'2 14•0 4'8 (-)64•1 36'7 22•8 

:~ 

(I) Figures relate to the crop year (November to October), and are in respect of cane sugar only. 
(2) Figures relate to fiscal year. 
• For first 8 months only. . ...... 
N.B,.::_The minus figures indicate that capacity was over-utilised (by extra shifts) •. V! 



.... 
"'-! 

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 ~ 

(F~st 
rune 

(Months) 

C. Producer Goods ·Industries 

14. Jute (I) • .. 2S'7 28·0 
IS. Sulphuric Acid 2_S'0 2S'0 19'9 33'7 31'7 46•7 49"9 42'3 26•3 
16. Caustic Soda • 72"3 68·s 63·s S3"3 43'1 46•6 SI'2 39"9 27"1 
17. Superphosphates 90"0 7I'S 48•1 61•1 64•6 76•4 75'1 49'4 
18. Ammonium Sulphate 87•7 49'0 2S'I 25'6 i 
19. Cement 23'S 3I'S 26·6 2S'3 16•4 II•I 6·8 9'1 (-)2·0 0 

l:'r1 

20. Steel Ingots & Metal for 8: 
6·8 (-)7'S 

z Casting. ' 2•7 (-)2·3 2'3 t:t 

21. Steel tubes 92'2 9S'2 94'9 99'0 98'7 ::s 
< 

22. Aluminium 19·6 I6·o I2•8 3•8 (-)0'9 
l:'r1 19•1 IO•I 10•8 6·o o< 

23. Wood Screws 88·6 78•6 56·o 46'9 ( -)8·8 
t!t· 24'2 49'0 S9'9 ~ 

24. Machine Screws SS'3 62·2 so·8 "d> 
t"" 

2S· Diesel Engines 40'0 SI'3 74'S S4'8 13'4 (-)36'9. 32•8 71'7 38•4 ~ 

(I) Figures relate to fiscal year. 

N.B.-The minus figures indicate that capacity was over-utilised (by extra shifts). 
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Causes for Under-utilisation of Capacity 

3· It may be asked how capacity can increase if there is no improvement in the level of 
utilisation. Not always do industrial plants work to full capacity. Most of the industrial 
firms would like to have some reserve capacity to meet sudden demands. This would explain 
some under-utilisation. But the extent of under-utilisation that is observable in the case of a 
number of Indian industries is definitely above that which: can be explained on this basis. 

Secondly, not all industrial plants can always theoretically adjust the pace o~ their ex
pansion just according to requirements. This is because, for reasons of technology, the 
minimum possible extent of expansion may be substantially more than what is_ required. 

Unutilised capacity may also arise due to a lack of correspondence between expectations· 
and results. It may arise due to a shortage of raw materials, labour trouble or due to lack of·. 
demand in internal or external markets. Given. a certain amount of unutilised capacity in an 
industry, it is difficult to say precisely how much of the unutilised capacity is due to each of 
these causes. But some broad generalisations may be possible. 

In India, many of the indus~ries are new and have not established sufficient goodwill 
with the consumer. The quality of goods also, in many cases, leaves much to be desired. 
There is thus considerable scope for improvement not only in the quality of goods but also 
in effective publicity and advertisement to overcome the consumer's prejudice against indi- · 
genous products. 

The march of technology is always making existing equipment obsolete, and at ahy one 
moment a part of the capacity of any industry necessarily consists of machines and pfunts that 
are nearing the end of their usefulness and will shortly be· scrapped (e.g., in the cotton textile 
industry) They are employed for stand-by service and their use factor is low. Meantime, 
the efficient equipment may be working close to capacity. Of course, from the social point 
of view the elimination of wasteful methods and obsolete plants may b~ a gain. · · · · 

Another reason may be that the purchasing power in the hands of the consumers is not 
growing as fast as industrial capacity. The high prices of some of the commodities ~y be 
keeping large numbers of consumers off the market. 

Effect of Possible Increased Production 

4· If the general level of productivity is to be raised, all industries would have to enlflrge 
their operations. However, there would be a striking difference in the' amounts by which 
production might be expanded in separate branches of industry. For example, if production 
of commodity A is to be increased by 20 per cent, the production of commodity .B may only 
need to be increased by 5 per cent. If, therefore, we were to start rwl.ning each of the indus
tries at its existing full capactty we would soon be piling up huge stocks of certain types of 
goods, for which there would be no present use. It is necessary, therefore, to plan for a ( 
balanced utilisation of idle capacity, so as to maximise total production. · -~ · 
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Industrial Expansion in India : Insufficient Planning 

S· Since 1939, a considerable amount of expansion has occurred in various industrial 
fields. In an unplanned expansion of this kind, it is rarely true that the expansion that is 
brought about is only of the requisite extent. In a competitive world, the different business 
units plan their schemes autonomously of one another, and while each one responds to a par· 
ticular stimulus the net result of all their activities would in many cases exceed the required 
response to the stimuli. Some such process appears to have been working in India during the 
post-war period •. 

It happens that not merely is the extent of expansion that is brought about under a 
stimulus larger than what is required, or what is then required but there are also wide diverg· 
ences in the efficiencies of different firms. Once sub-marginal and inefficient firms get 
entrenched there. are any number of resistan~es to the process of weeding out. 

Producer Goods Industries 

At present emphasis is being laid on the need to establish and expand producer· goods 
industries. It is the rate at which the demand for consumer goods grows that determines the 
rate at which the demand for machinery and plants, both for replacement and expansion pur· 
poses, proceeds. The establishment and expansion of producer goods industries must, there
fore, be co-ordinated with the trends in the demand for consumer goods. The crucial ques
tion is how this is to be done. 

A BRIEF SURVEY OF SOME IMPORTANT INDUSTRIES 

6.1 The Five Year Plan Progress Report for 1953-54 (September 1954) stated that 
"during 1953-54, the overall industrial production of the country reached a post-war peak 

level mainly as a result of the greater availability of raw materials and a stricter import policy. 
Theindex of production rose during the year to 136.3 as against 117.2 in 1951 and 128.9 
in 1952. It would have been still higher but for a decline in production in the three major 
industries of Jute, Sugar and Iron and Steel. Despite the general rise, production in most 

industries was still much below capacity due, in most cases, to lack of demand at current prices 
in the domestic and external markets. Falling off of demand in the latter was in some ins
tances checked by appropriate revision of export duties." 

Statement I shows the installed capacity, production and unutilised capacity as a percent
age of installed capacity in 53 industries. The position in some selected industries is 

stated below. 

Consumer Goods Industries 

6.2 Food lndustries.-It will be seen that a considerable amount of capacity remained 
unutilised in the sugar, wheat flour and vegetable oil products industries in recent years. 
38.6 per cent ofthe capacity remained unutilised during 1953-54 in the sugar industry. The 
main problem in the· industry is the supply of adequate quantities of good quality sugarcane 

[ at an economic price. ·A serious handicap from which the Indian sugar industry suffers isthe 
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comparatively poor quality of the eane and its high price owing to low yield per acre. Another 
problem is the high cost of production of sugar. There is considerable scope for improving 
the standards of efficiency of the industry to bri...1g down its costs. There is· large scope for 
the profitable utilisation of many of the by-products of the sugar industry.. Better utilisation 
of these by-products would also help to reduce the cost of production of sugar. 

6.3 Textiles.-In the case of mill-made cotton cloth, the existing capacity was fully 
utilised during 1953-54. However, there was some unutilised capacity in the .cotton yam 
industry-14.5 per cent in 1953-54. In the case of woollen manufactures also, the position 
has been fairly satisfactory-the idle capacity being 3 . 8 per cent in 1953 and 9. 7 per cent in· 
1954 (first 9 months). · · 

6.4 Footwear.-In the case of footwear a considerable amount of unutilisedcapacity 
persists. In the leather footwear industry, the unutilised capacity was 27 ·3 per cent in 1953 
and 41 .2 per cent during 1954 (first 9 months). ' 

The trends in installed capacity and pradllction in rece11t year3 have been as follows:-

TABLE 2.-Leather Footwear Indusiry 
(In thousand pairs) 

(i) Installed capacity . 
(ii) Production . 

1951 

393'7 
303'4 

(Figures represent monthly averages.) 

1952 

28o·6 

1953 

383'7 
!i[:9_ '9 

~-.....-.~ 

1954 
(first 9 
months) 

490'4 
288·s 

- . 
The exports of leather footwear increased from 999,536 pairs in 1952-53 to 11,62,942 

pairs h 1953-54. The slow turnover of leather footwear in the hom! market appears to be the 
main cause of the idle capacity in the leather footwear industry. · 

6.5 Paints avzJ Varnishes.-A considerable amount of idle capacity exists in the Paints 
and varnishes industry, as is shown by the following :~ 

TABLE 3.-Paints and Varnishes. 

Unutilised capacity as percentage of installed capczcity. · 

1950 1951 1952 1953 -1954 
(first 9 months) 

53'4 so·s 46'4 
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The value of exports of paints and painter's materials declined from Rs. 62lakhs in 1951-52 
toRs. 22 lakhs in 1953-54. The low level of demand in the internal market seems to be 
another cause for the idle capacity·. 

6.6 Matches.-In the match industry, 16.3 per cent of the capacity remained unutilised 
in 1953 and 28.2 per cent in 1954 (first 9 months). Imports have been negligible and exports 
which reached a figure of 0.3 million gross boxes in 1949-50 have since then dwindled to 
almost nothing. It had been expected in the plan that exports would continue at about 
the 1949-50 level. The installed capacity of the industry has remained, since 1951, at more or 
less the same level. 

6. 7 Soap.-In the soap industry the figures of unutilised capacity are 57. 5 per cent for 
1953 and 59.6 per cent for 1954 (first 9 months). In 1951 the capacity ofthe soap industry 
was estimated at 265,000 tons per annum (including 73,000 tons estimated as the capacity of 
cottage scale units).* In 1954, this had increased to 282,000 tons as a result of improvement 
in production technique in the factories of Messrs Lever Brothers (India) Ltd. The Plann-

-ing Commission had envisaged the expansion of capacity to 28o,ooo tons in 1955-56. As a 
large part of the existing capacity is idle, further expansion in the organised sector of the 
industry has not been permitted so far. The main cause for the idle capacity is probably the 
low level of demand in the home market. Exports also have not come up to the expected level. 
The Plan envisaged the export of about Io,ooo tons of soap per annum by 1955-56. It seems 
unlikely that this will be achieved. Exports and imports of soap in recent years have been as 
follows:-

TABLE 4.-Imports and Exports of Soap 
(In tons 

1952-53 1953-54 

Imports .. 120 61 27 

Exports 280 1,300 570 

*The figures given in Statcmer..t I are for the organised sector of the induS1ry only. 

Durable Consumer Goods Industries 

6. 8 Hun:icane Lanterns.-The position regarding hurricane lanterns has been fairly 
satisfactory-only 5. 9 per cent of the capacity remained idle in 1953, while in 1954 (first 
9 months) the production was 10.7 per c~nt more than the installed capacity. Incidentally 
the 1}1,1rrjcap.<; lantem j~,; an important indicator of living standards in the rural areas. 
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6.9 Sewing Machines.-In the case of sewing machines, the actual production has 
been much in excess of installed capacity in recent years-this has been achieved by one of ., 

, the two units working more than one shift. Besides home demand, an export market has 
also been established. Over 8,ooo machines were exported during 1952, and during 1953-54 
exports rose to 11,023 machines valued at Rs. 18.8 lakhs. The target set in the Plan for, 
1955-56 is n,soo machines. The trends in production in, recent years have been as fol-
fu~:- ' 

TABLE 5.-Production of Sewing Machines. 

(Nos. 'ooo) 

Production Target 

1950-51 

1952-53 

92 

6. 10 Radio Receivers.-A considerable amount of idle capacity exists in the radio re
ceivers industry-the u~utilised capacity was 53 ·3 per cent in 1952, 63.2 -per cent in 1953 , 
and 58.2 per cent in 1954 (~rst 8 months). There are at present 15 units assembling radio 
sets with a capacity of 153,ooo sets per year as against 11 units with a capacityot7],2oo in 
1950-51. The Plan envisaged the annual rated capacity at 38o,ooo sets by 1955-56: The 
trends in production have been as follows :- .. 

TABLE 6.-.Production of Radio Receivers. 

1950-51 • 
49,053 

87,700 

1952-53 • f 68~900. 

1953-54 • . .. 57,800 

The Plan had envisaged that by 1955-56 production might rise to 35o,ooo sets. How-' 
ever, actual production has remained at a low level in recent years, due mainly to lack of' 
sufficient demand. It is expected, however, that the demand for radio sets will expand as soon 
as the new medium wave transmitting stations are completed. 
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6. I I Automobiles.-The idle capacity in the automobile industry in recent years has 
been as follows :-

TABLE 7.-Unutilised Capacity in Automobile Industry. 

(As percentage of installed capacity) 

. 1952 

1953 

1954 

(First 9 months) 

The actual production of the whole industry, comprising I2 manufacturers and assemblers, 
went down from 23,576 automobiles in 1951-52 to 13,294 in 1952-53 and 12,629 in 1953-54, 
mainly due to a fall in demand. The high prices of motor vehicles tend to limit the size of the 
home market. 

6. I2 Bicycles.-The production of bicycles, though still far below the rated capacity, 
has b<"-en steadily increasing in recent years, as shown below :--:-

TABLE 8.-Production of Bicycles. 

Actual Production_ Plan Target 

(In Nos.) (In Nos.) 

1950-51 . 101,000 

1951-52 • 120,000 

1952-53 • . 210,000 

1953-54 289,000 

1954 . 338,ooo* 

1955-56 • 530,000 

•Estimated. 

~ The idle capacity in the bicycle industry was 36.7 per cent in 195a and 22.8 per cent in 
I954 (first 9 months). The industry has been granted protection up to the end of I956. 
But in spite of this and the consequent high prices of imported bicycles, the consumer's pre
Judice against the domestic product persists to some extent. There is considerable scope for 
improvement in the quality of the home-made product. 
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Producer Goods Industries 

6.13 jute.-In the case of the Jute textiles, 28 per cent of the installed capacity re
mained unutilised during 1953-54. This is due to a fall in exports, as . is shown by the fol
lowing:-

TABLE 9.-Exports of Jute Manufactures. 

1950-51 

1952-53 

1953-54 • 

1955-56 

Actual Exports 
(in tons) 

6,5o,ooo 

7,o6,ooo 

Targets· 
(in tons) 

ro,oo,ooo 

. This decline in exports has been serious, for the industry .caters primarily to foreign 
markets. The decline is attribut~d to J.<een competition from other producing countries 
and from alternate p:1cking materials like paper and cotton bags and to a general decrease in 
the level of demand. Suitable adjustments in export duties were effected to strengthen the 
competitive power of the industry. 

6.14 .Plywood.-In the plywood industry, 62.2 per cent of the installed capacity re
mained unutilised during 1953 and 4·9 per cent in 1954 (first 9 months). The actl.lal pro
duction of tea-chest plywood since 1950-51 has been as follows :-

TABLE 10.-Production of Plywood. 

I9so-sr 

1952-53 • 

1953-54 

r9ss-s6 

Actual Production 
(Sq. ft. million) 

45 

65 

71 

51 

. . 
Target . 

(Sq. ft.· million) 

75 

-
The decline in production in 1953-54 was due to accumulation of stocks following a 

slump in the tea trade. Protection to the industry has been extended up to the end of 1957• 
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6.15 Chemical Industries.-A substantial portion of the installed capacity in the che
mical goods industries has remained idle in recent years, as is shown by the following :-

TABLE 11.-UnutilisedCapacity in Chemical Industries. 

(As percentage of Installed C1p1city) 

1952 1953 1954 (first 
nine months) 

Sulphuric Acid 49'9 42'3 26•3 
Caustic Soda . 51'2 39'9 27'1 
Soda Ash 17'9 7'1 23'3 
Chlorine Liquid 53'8 55'7 48'7 
Bleaching Powder . 89·8 7S'I 62•0 
Superphosphates 76'4 7S'I 49'4 
Glycerine (Refined) . 37'S 28•7 40•6 

One cause for this idle capacity is the comparatively low quality of the products of do-
J mestic manufacture as compared to the imported stuff. The slow development of industries 

using these chemical products is probably another reason. For instance, as seen above, the 
considerable amount of idle capacity in the soap industry inevitably leads to the capacity in 
the caustic soia indu~try to remain under-utilised. 

6.16 Cement.-The position tegarding cement has been satisfactory. Only 9·7 per 
cent of capacity was idle in 1953, while the actual production was 2 per cent more th'ln the 
installed capacity in 1954 (first 9 months). 

6.17 Wood Screw lndustry.-The idle capacity in the wood screw industry was 46.9 
per cent in 1953, while in 1954 (first 9 months) the actual production was 8.8 per cent above 
the installed capacity. The main difficulties of the industry have been (1) consumer's pre
judice against Indian-made products and (2) the difficulty of getting an adequate supply of 
raw materials. 

Protection has been granted to the industry up to the end of 1957· 

6.18 Complete Ring Spinning Frames.-The idle capacity in the complete ring spinning 
frames industry was 48.5 per cent in 1953 and 50.0 per cent in 1954 (first 9 months). The 
position regarding 'installed capacity and production has been as follows :-

TABLE 12.-Capacity and Production in Ring Spinning Frames. 

Installed Capac_ity 

Production 

19SI 

30 

23 

NoTI!.-Figures represent monthly averages. 

19S2 

33 
24 

19S3 

33 
17 

(In Nos.) 

1954 (first nine 
months) 

so 
2S 
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The actual production has, as shown above, declined and falls far short of the exis~g 
capacity. This fall in production is to some extent due to a general prejudice against the pro
ducts of the indigenous industry. 

6. 19 Storage Batteries.-The position regarding the utilisation of installed capacity 
in the storage batteries industry has been far from satisfactory, as is shown below·:- . 

TABLE 13.-Storage Batteries. 

(l) Installed capacity 
(ia) Production 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as percentage 
of installed capacity. 

N. B.-Figures represent monthly averages. 

1951 

26·5 
17"7 
33"2 

1952 

(In thousands) 

1953 1954 

29"2 
14"7 
49"7 

(First 9 months) 

The decline in production since 1951 is due to the set-back in the automobile industry. 
Protection to the Motor Vehicle Battery industry has been extended up to the ·end of 1955· 

6. 20 Power Transformers.-The position regarding installed capacity and produciion 
in the power transformers industry in recent years has been as follows .-

TABLE 14.-Power Transformers. 

(a) Installed capacity 
(ii) Production . 

(iii) Unutilised capaity as percentage 
of installed capacity . . . 

N. B. Figures represent monthly averages. 

1951 1952 

25"3 
17·9 

29"2 

(Thousand (kVa) 

1953 1954 
(First 9 months) 

..,· 
27"3 27•3 ... 
25"7 32"4 

5·9 (-)18·7* 

*The minus figure indicates that actual production was 18·7 per cent in excess of 
install"d crp1city. 

It will be seen from the above table that production of power transformer~ has been 
steadily increasing in recent years, and in 1954 (first 9 months) actual production was in excess . 
of ·installed capacity. · 

Protection to the industry has been granted up to the end of 1955·. The Tariff CJm
mission have drawn the attention of the industry to certain defects pointed out_ by consumers 
particularly to the leakage of oil from tanks and inferior workmanship. · 

7. The object of this paper is not to suggest a solution, but to bring together the facts 
of the situation. Clearly, if investment in the next Plan period is to bear maximum fruit,/ 
the Plan will have to provide for balanced utilisation of existing capacity to the fullest extent, · 
and this involves an analysis of technical as well as economic factors. 



STATEMENT I ..... 
00 
0\ 

· ShowitY: Installed Capacity, Production and Unutilised Capacity as percentage of Installed Capacity in Selected Industries. 
' . . 

(Figures represent monthly averages) 

1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 
(1st 9 months) 

A. Consumer Goods Industries 

1. Sugar (1) (in thousand tons) ., J 

(i) Installed capacity 97'1 99'9 99'9 1os·8 105•8 113"1 135'8 
(ii) Production 75"1 89·6 83'4 91'4 92'9 124'5 107•6 83•4 
(iii) Unutilised capacity as 

percentage of installed 
(-)10'1 i capacity. 22'7 10'3 16·s 23'1 12'2 38·6 

Wheat Flour (2) (thousand tons) 
rn 

2. tTl 

8 
(i) Installed capacity 104'2 104'2 122'0 127'0 122•3 z 

0 
(ii) Production .. 34'8 39·8 40·5 42'7 40'3 36·8 :=! 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as < 
ttl 

percentage of instal- o< 
led capacity. 61•8 61•1 65·0 68·3 69'9 tTl 

> 
~ 

3· Vegetable Oil Products (in tons) "d 
I""' 

, (Vanaspati) > z 
(i) Installed capacity 16,019 . 16,894 18,019 23,644 26,644 27,144 28,269 30,686 30,686 

(ii) Production II,258 7,926 10,808 12,962 14,303 14,360 15,901 15,971 19,586 
(iii) Unutilised capacity 

as percentage of ins-
talled capacity. 29'7 53"9 40'0 45'2 46'3 47'1 43'8 47'9 36•1 

4· Cigarettes (In lakhs) 

(i) Installed capacity . 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 25,000 20,260 20,2o8 
(ii) Production • 15,733 18,187 18,242 19,691 17,874 16,766 16,528 17,087 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as 
percentage of intsalled 

28·s 18•4 capacity. 37'1 27'3 27'0 21•2 32'9 15'4 



Cotton Yam (t) (lbs. million) 

(•1 Installed ~acity ' 
(ii) Pro®c:tiOd 
(iii) Unutilised ~pacity as 

perctntage of instal· 
led, capacity, . '' 

· '· Cott~H C~rh (I} (M;JHiade) 
(Yds. ~l}.ion) 

(i) Iutalled (!llpa~ .- • 
(,'i) -Pr·.A.·-~ . ' . ~- .,. ..... 

(ii•). UnutU~ed capa~ty as 
· percentage of lnstal-

led capacity. • 

1· ·Woollen ManufactiHes· 
(thous~d lbs.) 

• • 

•• 

-... 

(i) Imtalkd capadty- 2.,500 
(ii) Productior:t - • 2.,2.50 

(iii) · Unutilised capacity as ~ · ~ 
percentage_ of in~tal-
le~ capacitt. . IO'O 

,,· 
8. Leather Foot'IJ)tar 

_ .. (Western type) 
• ' I • 

(i} · Installed c:apad~. · = 

f (thousand pairs) ' · . 
(ii) ·Production (thousand : ·;...: 

. pairs) . . 
· (iii) - umitiiisect · capacity , 

· .. ~~centa~. '-fjn~l· · • • 
• · led capaeity. - · · ·' .•• 

. ; •. 

• • 

'· ... 

! -
2.,500 
2.,000 

• • 

. . 

1. 

33'~ 

'266f8 ,. 

.. 
111'2. 12.3'0 

., ·' 

. . -: 

C. ••• 

344'S 397'5 

.. •• f.: • • 

~ : 
1,667 (1,667 
1,475 1,382 

,. 

30'0' . ' -

- . t 
393'7 393'7 393'7 

237":~ . 

:. : . 1 :.. :t. -~ 

19'9 22'9 28'7 

14 ';.1-. ' 

410'2 ( 

408'8 

... '""'-. 

-· '' 
383'7 

27'3 

~·, 

.... -.. :_"'. ~ 

-

490'4 

41'2 
._----- -· ...... ------ _____ .. ____ ,.. ____ • _____ .A ___ "'-----------·-· •-------- ..,._,_,. ___ .--....·----:.- ··--·- -----···-" .. 

(I) Figure a relate to fiscal y~~. . \ < . 
. (2.) Figures telate to the produCtion: or ~~ly largc:fi~~-·mills. 

-----.~xs-on Januar}rl;i9s4·:--. ·-~--- ·--·-- ------~--- .. _ 
-; ~ \ ' ; .' ~ ..... ~ ., 

,. 



STATEMENT 1--contd. ------------------------------------ .,.._....,_.. •.... _ . .......__. .. ____ _.. __ . ---. . r. , • 

. _ a ~- ;.: :·:. . · ·: 19_:46 19-47 1949 19.50 19.51 19.52 19.53 19S4 
(1st 9 JD.Onths). 

------·~~------·-----------------------------------------------------------------
9· Rubber FoDiriem (lakh pairs) 

·. •. ~ ' J. 

(i) Installed capacitY ·· ~ 

(i') Production.·. • : •.:: 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as] 
percentage of. installed 
capacity •. 

10. Paper and Paper Boards (tons) 

(i) Instatl.ed capacity • 

(it) Production • • 

(iii) Unutilised. capacicy as • 
percentage of instal· 
led-~pacity. .. · 

Paints and wrnislies {tons) 

(i) Installed capacity • 

(ii) Production .. • 

(iit) .. Unutilised capacity- as " 
percentage of _installed 
capacity.· 

12. Matches (thousand cases) 

(i) Installed capacity • 

(ii) Production ·~; • 

(iii) Unutilised. capacity as 
· percentage of instal· 

led capacity. 

120.0 

. .• 

... -
3,200 

-
66•7 

34'3 

•• 
... 

. .. 

) .. 

... 

... 

': 8,750 - 9,167 

8,159 8,6oo 
J ' 

•• 

. . 

33'4 

. .. 

-
66·7 
43'9 

34'2 

21'4 24'3 
13•8 .. 19'2 

,_ 9.908 11,417 ·, ~ 12,292 

9,076 (10,993 llt4S9 

S3'4 

SJ400 
2,681 

a,t2,583 ~14,324 · 

u,642 12,224 

7'.5 14'7 

SAOO S,JJJO 

2,671- [2,89.5 

. 
jO'S 

58·8 .. 58·8 :-S~·S 

48•2 51 ·6 49'2 



13. Soap (tons) 

(a) Installed capacity • 
(it) Production • • 

(m) Unutilised capacity as 
percentage of installed 
capacity. 

B. Durable Consumer Goods : 

.. 
.• .. 
•• 

14- Huricane Lanterns (in thousands) 

(i) Installed capacity • • 
(it) Production 

(iia) Unutilised capacity as 
percentage of install
ed ~.:apacity. 

xs. Sewing Machines (in nos.) 

(i) Installed capacity • 
(ii) ProJuction 

(iii) Unutilised capacity· as 
percentage of install
ed capacity 

16. Electric Lamps (in thousands) 

(i) Installed capa<;ity • 
(ia} Production . • 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as 
percentage of install
ed capacity:.. . 

17. Domestic Refrigerators (nos.) 
... ··-·- .. . . - ~· ·:-- -- - --- . -·~ ,,....._ -

(•) Installed capacity • 
(ii) Production • 

.. 54"1 
39'2 

27'S 

11,225 
SIO 

1,083•0 
67~·2 

.. 
(ii•1 Unutilised capacity as 

-...:..- ··percentage of installed -~-. · .. 
capacity. •• 

•• 
. .•. 

.. 

9"1 

1,000 

. 488 

... 41"4 

-6,3_00 

24"7 

2,000 
... 1,668 

r,rg6·o 
7.71 ~0 

3S'S 

-

8·6 

2,12s 
'2,o86 
~ ' .... 

1•2 

.;;;; ' 

24'2 

16,6oo 
6,oss 

"-• · ..... 

63·s 

300"0 
233"9 

22'0 

. ' 

. . .... ~ 

1,920•0 
1,192•0 

~ ..... ,. 

37"9 

t6,ooo 
6,953 

3Ss.·o 
331"4 

(-)J8•6 

. ~.920•0 

1,2~~:0 

32"7 

-_ _, -- ...,. ... ·- ._ .. _______ .......... ---·~ -···-- ....... ·- -·. 

....... 
-~ 

' , . ·' ':-'" 

.. , ,.,. _., . . . ... '. .. .. , 

. ..I* ·• 
• '.I ,• 

.... 
; .. ~ ...... .. -~. 

55"4 

! --:: ,' 

{-)20•6 

19'7 

16,125 
6,Sso 

57'S 

381•9 

359"4 

.. 
3·458 3.458 

· 5,202 , 6, 785 

(-)50·4 (-)90·2 

2,433. 3 2>433. 3 
1,647•3 1,910•3 

i-.• -

32'3 21"9 

.. --- ------ ·------~-.. ·- .... 
300 
so 

3CX> 
ss 

300 
111•7 

- 26•9 
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1947 1949 1950 1951 1952 1953 1954 

(xst 9 months} 

r8. Blectric Fans (in thousands) 

(i) Install~d capacity 11'5 20·8 20·8 2s·o 23'2 23'2 24'5 25'3 25'3 

(ia) Pr.oduc;tion . 9'2 13'3 '-~·o .l4'9 ,16•1 17'7 16•3 16·6 18•8 

(iii) Umutilised capacity as 
percentage of install-

26•9 ed capacity. 20•0 36•1 27'9 40'4 30·6 23'7 33'5 34'4 i .. 9. Radio Receiwrs (nos.) 
Cll 

(J) lns11111e4l capadty - 667 2,000 s,ooo ~.433 7,267 12,758 12,758 12,758 ~ (ii) Production .. 253 2,ofl3 1,-IGJ 3,695 6,899 5;tS8 4·~ 5·3~9· 
(iii) Unutilised capacity as ~ fcfl'C~e .of instal-

· ed capacity. 62•1 (-)4•2 71•9 42.•6 s·r 53"3 63·2 58·2 ~-
20. AutomoiJ/.lu ,(nos.) ~ 

(a) Installed capacity .. 6,5:2.1 6,521 6,521 
~ 

s,sq2 s,892 5,98o > :.c 
( ii) Prod.J,u:t,ion • • •• .. - 1,81-7 1~_17 I.S$6 ls274 1,16o Is09S 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as 
percents~ of· iMtal-
ed capacity. 72"1 81•3 71'S 78•4 80·3 81•7 

21 Bicycles (nos.) 

(a) InstallN eapacity 4sS42 5·000 7t917 7·917 1·0,000 10,000 10,000 34·792 36,458 
( ii) .Prod~ction • 3t582 2,~ss 4·~ ,,a~ ~596 f,$23 16,413 22,014 28,149 

(iii) UnutiU.ed ';,fPacity as 
percentage o install-
ed ca_pacity. 21•1 46•9 41•6 32•.2. 14·0 ··8 (-)64· I 36•7 22·8 



C· Producer Goods Industries: 
22. ]fa.e (0 (thousand tons) 

(a) Installed ca"acity 
(ii) Production • 

{iii) Unutilised capacity as 
percentage of install
ed capacity. 

23. Pl)IWO(Jd (t)lousand sq. ft.) 

(a') Installed capacity 
(ii) Production 

(iii) Unutilisttd capacity as 
percentage of install-
ed cap!lcity. ' . 

24. Sulphuric Acid (tQns) 

. (t) Installed capacity 
(ii) Produ<;tion 

(•i•) l)putilised capa!=ity as 
per.~magc: of in~talled 
capaciry. · 

25. Caustic Soda (il'l toRs} 

(i) Installed capacity · 
(ii) Production • • 

(iii) Vnutilised capacity as 
~r-~nt~ge of ip.stall

. ed capacity. . . 
26 .. Soda Ash pn tons). 

... 

25•0 ,, 

72'3 
' 

•• 

.: , 

875 
~76. 
••• I; 

6S·s 
.. • ! ~~ .. 

.. 

-

14"7 

8,333 
6,667 

·, < • I 

x,ooo 
3~ ."' 

J,..._ j 

--
-

33'7 

53'3 43"1 

·- ]] •': ;_ 

-
•• 

t6,777 
8,911 

~- . . 

( 1,- ' 

-
•• 

13>500 
1·545 

49'9 

...:; ..... 
"!:;,: 

-:.' . 

--... .. 

•• 

12,000: 

6,044 

t5,750 I 16.435 
9·091 • 12,111 

... - ! \... 

39'9 
~-

J ., _,.:. 

~- . (i) Installed capacity 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500 s,roo 5,100 
-·- -(&i)-Production. - .. ---·--- -.X.OOO----i.Il~ ~,..-2.439----1~93- · ___ 3.~2- _ -.319§t ___ 32.~4 4,739 3·9!!.._ 

{iii) Unutilised capacity as \ · · . ~-~~---"' 
percentage of install-
ed capacity. ?t4~ 74;8 46·~ · 69~0 17!9 

f·~;l () t:.~.: .·.). 
l'l~J t~l':l . 

(r) figures relate'to fiscal year.-----:-.-.-.~-=----:-_·-.-------------------------·-
• MQnthly average for first 8 months onfy: "

1
" " · '" :.:' ·. 
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.. STATEMENT I-conta. . .... 

---. . ! ; ".< _-': _, 
~-- . r ',.-. .\0 

N . - ---~ .. -·· -· ··-,.··d 
.·. :1:946- i947 194S ·J949 J9SO 19S~ ~9S~· I9Se 1954. .. . ' Ist 9 months) 

.. ··: ' .. •,; 

~ ........ \o. ... ·-·h . \_;; ·' "' .. j .., ~ ..... _.; l~ ' I •• -'I :. . 
. • -. T. . -. 1· ~:.) ~: '~:.; t·~.;) ~·" ... -~ "~ ~ ·:? 27. Chlorine Liquid (tons) ... '1- ~ ! ~ ~·) ·~ • r'-:,.. '. :t-. 

.... - (t) Installed capacity 166 166 166 233 545 1,090 1,126 1,529 1,529 -" -· 
(it} Production • 1~5 142. 150 221 331 439 520 678 785 

(iii)· Unutilised capacity as 
\-

\.':'•(. \ .. ;. i .. ~j.- ~-:.: ..... ,; - ... " .. ·-. . 
percentage of install:.. 

48•7 ·ed capacity. ·: 24".7 !4~5 --- 9~.6 .5."2 39·~ 59_"7 53•8 55"7 - ... .:;.,_._ 1.,,."!, : .... .; L' . . .,. 
28. Bleaching Powder (in tons) . ·-- .. i J.- ~; h .. l ·--) . ~ · . ~·. j. ,_ ~ .. ::-.. i.. -..: --- - - . ...:. " .. 

( i) Installed capacity 430 430 430 430 430 6so 650 65o 6so ·S! 
'til 

(ii) Production _167 213 236 2o6 276 299 66 162 247 fJl 

(tit) UnU.tilised capacity as 
.. 

'~.- -! .. ___ -;< 

~). 4 
., ....,_ ~ 1:11 - . - '""'. I ... J 8 percen .. age of install-

62·0 .~ ed capacity. 61•2 . 50"5 45•1 52"1 36 7 54•0 89•9 75"1 
- - -- ' ' 

~ ~.:. . - . . . . . ·lofl 
'- .. -·- < 29. Bichromates (in tons) - r ~,-- ··- - • o4 . ' . ''- . . - •til 

(i) Installed capacity 459 459 459 46o 460 .463 493 493 493 ..:.~ 

(ii) Production 165 261 1:11 
• 173 192 245 143 273 122 209 :~ 

(iii) Unutilised capacity as .. 
-+I • : ~ - J • ; . ~ 

percentage of install- ··r-
ed capacity. 62·3 58·2 46•6 68•9 64•1 41"0 75"3 57•6 47"1 -~ 

30. Superphosphates (in" tonsJ -' -
ti) ln&talled caracity . 4,167 ~6,250 7,500 II,233 14,505 l6,482 1.6~165 .17·513 

(ii) Production ... 375 417 1,780 3,894 4,369 5,085 3,888 4,025 8,885 
(iii) Unutilised capacity as 

percentage of install-
.. ed capacity. 90'0 71"5 48•1 .61•'1 64•6 76•4 7s'·i 49'4 

31. Ammonium!Sulphate (in tons) 
(i) Installed capaCity · . ' 3s,ss6 36,014 35,571 35;571 .. .. 

(ii) Prod.uction • . t,872 1,773 '2,934 ~3,828 3,942. ·4,392 i8,359 26,635 ~0.455 

. ' 
(iii) Unt!.tilised capacity 
· as perce!ltage of ins-

tailed capaci1y. .. .. •• 87•7 49"0 25"1 25•6 



32..,. Copper sulphate:(in tons)';~ •· ·.: r , r: 

- - (i) .. Instilled eapacicy--: . 

(ii) Production • •. 
(iii) Unutilised. capacity 

as percenrageJof insfal· 
led capacity. · • 

33• Sodium Sulphide (in tons) 

(i) lnstalled caPacity· · .. ~· · 
(ii) Production ~ ·~ 

(iii) Unutilised· . capaci~ 
as percentage of instal• 
led. capacity. , .... · 

34- Glycerine (tons) (Refined)· •.• 

'(i) Installed capaqcy ~ 

(ii) Production . .• • 
: ' I' • ·' •' • ,', • 

.. 

... 

-, (iii). Unutilised . capacity. . . • . . 
- . . as percenr age of instal~ • '. ~ 

led capacity. · '43'3 
.. . · ... : ·•. . '· ~ ·• 

35· Cement (tnou5and toils)··~·. 

... 

.. 

III 

(i) Installed Capacity • ~6~·9 h6·3 
?;· .{il) P~~.dri.Ction,.·: -~ ·~.: .. r•· .• , .. 12,8•$;.":"; ,,29~6 

(iii) . Unutilised capacity 
as percentage of instal· 
Jed capacity~ · : · ... · =. ·· 

' , .• : • • - ~ ~~I. •• ,•-· [.t 

' '. 't • .• , I" t 

36. Asbestos (thousand tons) 
' I 1 ... --. ·.:. . ·: r·' . . . • ~ .', 

23'S 3I'S 

•. 44 

•• 

. '31'9 '44'9 

T ·l 
176•3 

-...... '· 

129'4 

; • · , (i) .Installed capa~ity; :-·:· :· • .~~ t\ 6 • 4 8 • 4 
· (it) Production 2•1 ~~: 6·L_ 7•2 
--:--tmruiiiitilised~-ca-pa-a-:-.ty-. ____ _......._ ___ _ 

as percentage of instal• 
led capacity. .. 

- ·15'0 

66 

. ' 

•• 

217'7 

131·::',. 

I='Q· <. 
8·8 
z·2 

I6I 

... 

.. ;264 
l .... .; 

202 

15'9 

.,w .') 

~26'3 

266•3 

82•7 

662 
1~9 

293 
' iSS 

3~ .. ~ 
.; .... ~ ..... 

294'8 

6·8 

165 
43 

73'9 

667 
225 

293 
l ' 

209 

349'~ .. 
315•0 

61•8. 

293 
· .• 1.74 

~ j : . ~ 
354'9 ' ...... 
362•1 

~ ~· ~ 

9'7 (-) 2'0 

. ..... , 
J ~ _, • A 

9•8 9•8 11•8 11•8 
6~·~9 ____ r.~3 ____ ~6~·~~---~6~·7_ 

4 t;.:C~_:.t··t!!j_: .. 
1~.'~1 ,;~ .. ~ 
46•6 43'2 

-·--~- ~--------~- -------·-~~·-'"-·----- .... ···-- ······-------~·--··-- ·-----·· ... 



STATBMBNT 1-ctmtd. 
"~ ··· r 1 ·• r · ~- · 
' ~:: ! .. :~ - '< .. '·! ;:.;.:~'';• 

37· Pig Ircm (~qusand.tons) • 
. ..Ci) Instlilled ~pal~~Y,, 
.: .; (ia? Production · · : 

(iii) Unutilised capacity 
as P't~age of instal• 
led capa?t}*• ;· ', ~- · ·. ·. 

1947 

. I. ( 

38. SteelJngots &, Metal for Casti"' (~~ysand t~L 
(i) Install~d ~p~ci!r •• , , ~ • _ :; 

(ii) Production •· tOTS io4;7 
- (fit") Unutilised : ·capacity 

as percentage of instal• 
led capacity. 

39· Semi-Finished St~ei (tho~d tons) 
(i) installed capacity • • • 

(ii) Productiort ' .. : 8': ~ 
(iii) Unutilised capacity · 

as percentage of~· 
led capacity. 

40. Finished Steel (thousand tons) 
(i) Installed capa~ty _ • 
(ii) Production : 
(iii) Unutilised capacity 

as percenrage of instal· 
led capacity .• 

41. Steel Tubes (in tons) 
(i) Installed capacity • 

(ii) Production •· · 
(iii) Unutilised capacity • 
' e.s p~centage of instal· 

led capacity. · 

. •' 
. . 

•• 

. . . . 

1 

: •.-. ,· .. 

..... i 

. ·-

. . 

.... ~ 

i949 

.... 
~ -· f • I 

I 112'7 

..• 
•• 

• Figures relate to sad year and ue for~th' main producers only. 

J;:...t 
1950 

I .... ~ 

-
!~8·., 

. 1.%9·8 

3'9 

. f' 

: ..... :'l 

]28·~ 
125'0 

. ' 1 

~~8·~ 
131'! 

90'5. 

750''0 1725'0 
38'0 17'9 

94·9 99·0 

.. ' _.,·} -
1953 19$4 

(1st 9 months) 

1: '. IT , 

185·1 
137·6· 147'1 

12~·s 

138•1 

143'3 
101'~ 

172~·o 17a$·o . 
22'3 

-~ 



.p. Aluminium (in tons) 

(i) Installed capacity 
(ii) Production : 
(iii) Unutilised capacity 

as percentage of instal· 
led capacity 

.43. Wood Screws (thousand gross) 
(i) Installed capacity 

(ii) Production 
(iii) Unutilised ~apacity 

as percentage of instal· 
led capacity 

333'3 
269'7 

19'1 

+1· M.uhine Screws (thousand gross) 
(i) Installed capacity 

(ii) Production • • 
(iii) U nutilised · c.apacicy 

as percentage of instal· 
led capacity. 

-45· Diesel Engines (in nos.) 
(i) Installed capacity 

(ii) Production 
(iii) Unutilised capacity 

as percentage of instal· 

6j 

39 

led capacity. • · 40•0 

-46. Plain Calico Looms (in nos.) 
(i) Installed capacity 

(ii) Production .. .. 
(iii) Unutilised capacity . 

. · as percentage ef instal· 

-

333'3 
267•9 

.... 

88·6 

II7 
57 

led capa~ity. · . , • 

---47· Complete Ring Spinning Frames (in nos.) "'-
. . (i) Installed Capacity . • · • • . •• \ · . 

-·-···--(ia'J'Production---;·; ··- .. -.- -- --.-~--·--- ·---- -;-:· · -· 
(iia) Unutilised capacity 

as percentage of imtal· 
------ ~---· led capacity;---·-~-- ···;·.;-~- .. --- .. -~ ... -.- _,_ -.·-

"'·! ';:· .. 

333'3 
280•1 

16·o 

333 
ss 

.74'S 

.I!. 

I·" • 

333'3 
290·8 

s6·o 

7'3 

333'3 
299'7 

10'1 

77'3 
ss·6 

13'3 

333'3 ~ 333'3) 
320'7 297'2 

49'0 

10•6 

10·8 

59'9 

SS'3 

527 
35-4 

• • 300 
... 

30 33 

333'3 
313'2J 

403·5 386·o 
21-4'3 420'1 

37'0 37'0 
1-4•0 18•2 

350 
.· lSI 

. 33 

so·8 

352 
127 

... ·--. ·--·~ ·--·-···--·-·;-~---··· ·"-····-·····-:--·-23 -·~·----24----~--It·-
so 
25· 

.'. !'' 

:' 

.. - ............... ----- . 23'3---- 27'3----·----48•j .... -· so·o 
·.! 



STATEMENT 1-conclJ .. M 
\0 

~~ w • .. ~ . ' . ' ~ ~ . 
1946 1948 ' .. t ,-; !~"'· ~~: / 1947 1949 1950 . 1951 1952. 1953 1954 

• 1 
(1st 9 months) 

" . ; : . . ~. -.. 
' '. J• ... ') ~ j J '· . . ( : 

4:8. Grinding Wheels (thousand lbs.) ·: } :. 
(i) Installed Capacity 0 . ' . 0'. . . 0 0 74'7 93°3 93'3 98:5 

(ii) Production.· .... 58·9 41'7 59'6' 67°3 79'1' ' 72•'1. 
(iii) Unutilised capacity' 

as percentage «:instal- . 
2.2.17 ' -led .. ~~r.,.('i.J. 

0, 2.1:0 2.7'9 19:7 
,, ~~ . ' .. 

49·'Dry Cells (in lakhs) 
(i) Installed capacity . . IIO·.o· . n8·3 155~8 .. 153'7 !5~'7' 163·8 184·~- 184•6, 

ij -· (ii). Production 73'3 73'3 .103'2. t26·8 ns· 1 II9'S 108•5 12.3'7 132.'4 
(iii) Unuti.lised capacity Cll 

as percentage of instai~ ( 
l -~! 

ttt 

8 ied capacity. 33~4' 12.·~. t8·6 2.S'I 22. 3 33'8 33~0 2.8·3 
~ 

50 Storage Batteries (in thousands) "" -(i) Installed capacity 14'3 .14'3 2.2'3 22.'3 24•8 26'S 29•2. 29•2: 26·o < 
ttt 

(ii) Production 2'3 s·8 9'2. 8·9 IS·6 17'7 13°2 14'7 IS·O o< 
ttt 

(iii) Unutilised capacity, > 
::0 as percentage of instal-
"d led capacity . · 83'9 59·4 s8·7 6o·I 37'1 33'2' 54'8 49'7 4l'3 I"' 
> 

51. b1ect1·ic Motors (thousand h.p.) 
z 

\.i) Installed capacity 0 s·o 8·3 I2.'S I6•7 12'5 12'7 16•7 16·7 I6·7 
(ii) Production • 3'8 3'2 s·o 5'7 6·8 11'9 I3'1 13·6 IS· I 
(iii) Unutilised capacity 

as percentage of instal-
led capacity 24'0 6I•4 6o·o 6S·9 4S'6 6·3 2I•6 I8·6 9·6 

52. Power Transformers (thousand K VA) 

(i) Installed capacity . 6·s 8·s I4•6 I8·6 22.·s 2S·o 2S'3 27'3 27'3 
(ii) Production 3'3 2'7 6•8 .9'1 14'3 I6·3 17'9 2S'7 32'4 

(iii) Unutilised capacity 
as percentage of instal-
Jed capacity 49'2 68·2 S3'4 Sl'l 36•4 34'8 29'2 5'9 (-)I8•7 



D. Capital Goods Industries 

53· Machine Tools (value) 
(i) Installed capacity • 
(ii) Production (thousand Rs.) 760·4 

(iii) Unutilised capacity 
as percentage of instal-

394'1 22.1'7 394'2 

led capacity. 

NOTES: I. Source : · 

II. Installed Capacity 

.... ... ... 
(i) Monthly statistics of the production of selected industries of India for October, 1954· 
(ii) Five Year Plan Progress Report, 1953-54 (September, 1954) 

(i) Sugar Industry: The quantity of sugar-cane crushed by each factory per day of 22 hours' operation 
was calculated for each of the sugar years (November to October) 1946-47 to 1951-52. For each 
season this daily average crush was aggregated for all the working factories. To this were added the 
rated capacities of the factories which did not work. The daily sugar producing capacity is a 
tenth of the daily cane crushing capacity. The daily sugar producing capacity multiplied by no 
is the installed capacity of the industry for the year. 

~ii) Iron & Steel: Installed capacity for the Iron and Steel Industry has been estimated assuming con
tinuous operation of plant throughout the year. Suitable deductions have, however, been made for 
shut-downs of parts of the plant from time to ttme for'normal repairs and maintenance. 

(iii) Installed capacities of the remaining industries have been computed assuming the following dura-
tion of working: · 

Industry',J 

Sulphuric Acid l No. ofworking days No. of shifts 

Caustic Soda -
Soda Ash 
Chlorine Liquid 
Bleaching Power 

330 

· Bichromates J 
Superphosphates . 
Ammonium Sulphate 

V anaspati .c 1 
· . Paper an,p Paper Boards }-

Cement .) 
Paints and Varnishes. • 300 
Other Industries · • • • 300 

300 

. The Installed Capacity in every case refers to the close of the period.) 

3 

3 

2 
I 

~: -(1). 
> :ji 
o. z 
2-

~.~ 
~: 

~: 
c: 
(/). ..... ,, 
~ 
(1), 
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EMPLOYMENT SITUATION AND POLICY 
(Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics) 

I. OCCUPATIONAL STRUCTURE 

For an appreciation of the possible and desired employment policies it is necessary to 
understand the existing occupational structure. The only detailed data relating to this are I 
those ofthe Census of I951. There is no reason to think that the structure is materi~y 
erent today from that in 1951. The following tables (AI to A3) set out the distribution of the 
total "working force" among various occupational categories as prepared by the National · 
Income Committee. In this distribution of the "working force" no distinction has been mad~ 
between the census classes of "self-supporting p~rsons" and "earning dependents'~ and the_. 
total working force represents the numbers in both these classes added together. Th~ 

classification of the categories is somewhat different from that adopted in the census and. i~"' 
perhaps more useful for a consideration of employment policies. In this classification st<:>ck; 
raising, fishery and forestry have been put together in the gener~l class 'Agriculture./.'J.'here. 
is also some regrouping of other classes of the Census. The most usetul · feature

1 

for our purpose of the N.I.C. classification is the estimate it con~ains of those engagedin small 
industrial establishments. No distinction J;>~tween those employed in sma:ll and large e~ter-: 
prises or in machine and hand industry was made in the Census. The N.I. Committee at;; 
tempted with the help of the data available on the subject to separate the numbers employed 
in factory establishments from those employed in sma:ll enterprises. It will be seen from the 
table that agriculture and sma:ll enterprises together account for 8o · 4 p. c. of the total working 
force. The next important classes are "other commerce and transport" 6 · 7 p.c. and ~'pro-· 
fessions and liberal arts" 4·5 p.c. Government services (administrative) account'fo~·7 p.c,: 
while the percentage of those engaged in domestic service is 2.I p.c. Factory establishments:· 
and mining employ 2. 6 p.c. of the working force and the railways, post, telegraph and. tel-: 
phone together with organized banking and insurance employ I .o p.C: · 

Certain other aspects of the employment situation are illustrated by another set of tables 
appended herewith (BI to B4). These bring out the difference in the situation between the 
urban and rural working force and give details of the distribution of employees between the 
various occupational categories. The latter has special relevance to policies directed towards, 
creation of fresh employment opportunities. This classification is available only for the 
category of "self-supporting persons" who represent nearly 30 p.c. of the to.tal populatio~ ~d 
nearly three-fourths of the total working force classified in the N.I.C .. report. . Th~ 
"earning dependants" who represent the remaining quarter of ·the · working fo~ce are 
concentrated in the rural areas and are largely female as the following table will sho~: 

201 
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Rural males • 

Urban males • 

Rural females 

Urban females 

' . 

TH.I! SECOND FIVE YEU PLAN 

. ', 

TOTAL 

Earning dependents 
~UEnber Percen-
(in lakhs) tage. 

II9 7"9 

IS 4"6 
232 16·o 

13 4"5 

379 10·6 

For those employed in Agriculture the classification is of land-owners, owner-cultivators, 
tenant-cultivators and agricultural labourers. Treating the first three categories as represent
ing employers and independent workers and the foUrth category as representing employees 
~e have a total of 1034 lakhs self-supporting persons among whom 297 1akhs are employees, 
149 . 1akhs agricultural and 148 1akhs non-agricultural. The remaining 737 lakh persons are 
either employers or independent workers divided into 561 1akhs agricultural and 176 1akhs 
non-agricultural. Confining attention to the 324 lakh self-supportin~ persons engaged in 
occupations other than agricultural, these are found to be distributed fairly evenly into urban 
and rural areas, the urban slightly outnumbering the rural: 165 lakhs urban 159, 1akhs rural 
totalling 324 lakhs. The 140 lakh non-agricultural employees are somewhat unevenly di
vided into 87 · 5 lakhs urba.11 and 6o. 5 lakhs rural. 

Some brief notes would suffice · to draw attention to the . salient characteristics of 
the more detailed classification. The class of primary industries other than cultivation, 
mining and quarrying, consists chiefly of those engaged on plantations, and in stock raising, 
fishery and forestry. The class is mainly rural and in it the most important class of employees 
is of those engaged on plantations, numbering 9. 5 lakhs. The independent workers dominate 
the other categories included in this class. The next class-mining and quarrying-is a small 
one which is largely rural and in which employees are predominant; in this class indepen
dent workers are important only in the category "stone-quarrying, clay and sand-pits''. 

In the three classes in which the whole of processing and manufacture has been divided 
the total working population is fairly evenly divided between rural and urban. However, 
the employees are in a large majority in the urban area, while the opposite is the case in the 
rural. The· sugar industries forin an important exception in which employees out
number independent workers even in the rural area. On the other hand, independent 
workers are much more important than employees even in urban areas in the categories leather, 
leather products and footwear, wearing apparel and made up textile goods and wood products 
other than furniture and fixtures. In cotton textiles independent workers dominate the rural 
area working force as much as employees dominate the corresponding urban category. 
In commerce the important class numerically is of those engaged in retail trade. In this 
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class independent workers are predominant in the urban area and even more so in the rural. 
On the other hand, in transport, storage and communic::ttion employees constitute ·about 
two-thirds of the total working force both in 1 ural and urban areas. Inde_pendent: workers 
are important only in the road transport category in this class. In health, educatjon and 
public administration employees are overwhelmingly important ihl'Oughout:. The census 
class of construction and utilities is a mixed class. It includes a large e~e.ment of state 
and local authority employee.~ Scavenger~ have. been placed .in. this .class also---n~. private 
sector it inclU:des is chiefly of those engaged in building ~d consttuC"'.ion. 

.· I . i ~ . I (• 

, .. . ·.~ .r 

Table A (z).-Pistribution, of Working Force by Industries 

. ' ' . ~ 

'·,) ', 

Items N~ber-. Per ce~t 

I 

I. Agriculture, animal husbandry and ancillary activities 
2. Forestry • 
3· Fishery • 
4· Total of agriculture 
5· Mining 
6. Factory establishments 
1· Small enterprises 
8. Total of mining, manufacturing and hand-trades . 
9· Communications (post, telegraph and telephone) 

10. Railways • 
· I I. Orgariised banking and insurance· · 

12. Other commerce and transport • 
I3. Total of commerce, transport and communications 
I4. Professions and liberal arts 
IS .. Government services (Administration) • 
16. Domestic service· · · 
I7. House property. 
I8. Total of other services 
I9· Total working force 
20. Population 

---·-··--~-

' 

. 

2 3 

I027II 7I•8 
350. 0•2 
579 0'4 

I03640 72'4 
780 o·s 

29b9 2•I 
J 1521 8·o 
15270 10•6 
l9S~ 0•1 

1178 0•8' 
··--·--··- ---

147 0•1 
9533 .. 6~1 

II053 ,7"7_ 
6425 . ·['J'S 
3~86 2'7 
2947 2•J 

13258 9:3 
141221' .. IOO•O 

A ' ' 

I 359334' 
·----

~9fC, 

Reference : Final Report of the National Income · Committee, _ Fdrum·y 19511 · 

GovemrJlep,~ Qf I~dia. (Pace 23). 
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TABLE A (2).-Number of Persons engaged in Small Enterprises 

Industrial groups 

1. Textile including tailoring 
2. Leather, its product and footwear 
3· Wood, glass, ceramics, building and construction 
4· Metal manufacturing and engineering 
5· Chemicals . · 
6. Food, drink and tobacco 
7· Other industries 
8. AD groups : total 
9· Allowance of factor payments 

. . . 

Reference : Final Report of the National Incomt Committee, 
February 1954, Government of India (Page 71), 

' .. 
i. 

Number 
of persons 

engaged 
(thousand) 

3246 
763 

4225 
1o66 

81 
1492 
648 

11521 

i · . TABLE A (3).-Number of Persons engaged in Professionsnnd Liberal Arts. 
i'. 

'. 

Per cent 

28·18 
6·62 

36·68 
9'25 
0'70 

12'95 
.s·62 

100•00 

Number Per cent 

Professions and liberal arts 
I. 

•) 

~~ Medical and other health services 
2.. Educational serviceS 
j. ·Letters; arts and science etc. 
4.' Legal services 
5· Religious, 'charitable services 
6. Sanitary setvices-scavarigers · 
~~ Barbers and. hairdressers· 
s: Laundries...:....washeimen · 

TOTAL 

. 

·, 

Reference : Final Report of the National Income Committee. 
f'el;>ruary I9H• Gov~rnment Qf India (Page 91), 

of persons 
engaged 

(thousand) 

757 11•78 
1036 16•12 
722 11'24 
253 3'94 
763 n•88 
669 10'41 

1057 16'45 
n68 18·18 

6425 1oo·oo 
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TABLE B(I).-Glassification of Self-supporting Agriculturists. 

(Number in ~s) 

I. Cultivators of land wholly or mainly owned 

2. Cultivators of land wholly or mainly un-owned 

3· Cultivating Labourers 

4· Non-cultivating owners of land and other agricultural rent-receivers • 

ToTAL 

457 
88 

149 

I6 : '' 

710 

TABLE B (2). Classification of Self-supporting Persons in classes other than AgricultZ!re._ .'! ~ 

Divisions 
Employers 

(No. of persons) 
Employees Independent workers 

(No. of persons) (No. of persons) 

o Primary Industries not 1"95 52"20 45'85 
elsewhere specifiec! 4"23 46,758 8'47 12,53,287 6·68 II,00,633 

x·os 78"52 20'43 
I Mining and Quarrying 0"54 5.936 3"01 4,45,II3 0"70 I,I5,821 

2 Processing and Manu-
facture-Food stuffs, 
Textiles, Leather & 3"3C 39'38 57'32 
Products thereof 16'44 1,81,657 14'67 21,70,143 19'18 31,58,274 

3 Processing and Manu-
facture-Metals, Che- · 

56·5 · micals & Products 3'21 40'74 
thereof 3'59 39,674 4'69 6,93.345 3'06 5,04,028 

4 Processing and Manufac-
ture - not elsewhere 3'37 25'38 71'25 
specified 7'41 81,804 4'17 6,16,503 10'51 17,30,840 

5 Construction and Utili- 1'99 44'98 5~'03 
ties 2·86 31,560 4"82 7,13,203 5'II 8,40,963 

8·53 19'23 72''24 
i·67 6 Commerce 45"59 5,03,675 11,34,886 25'90 42,62,757 

7 Transport, Storage & 1'96 67·88 30'16 
Communications 3'38 37,296 8·73 12,90,973 3'48 5.73.702 

8 Health, Education and 0 69 92'16 7"15 Public Administration 2'06 22,708 20'49 30,32>414 1'43 2,35,20~ 

9 Services not elsewhere 2"04 45'68 52'28 specified . 13'90 1,53.561 23'28 34·46,134 23'95 39.44,030 

ALL INDUSTRIES AND SERVICES 3'41 45'71 50'83 GRANo TOTAL • 100"00 11,04,629 100'00 1>47.96,001 100"00 1,64,66,253 

Ref. P. ;2 & 254, Vol. I, Part II-C. 

· ··:Total · · 
working population 

(No. ~fpersons~ £ 

100 00 
. 7"4~ 24,00,678 

• .. .- .. '.t 

·xoo·oo 
1 75 .. , ,5,66,870 

· .. :_. 

IOO·oo 
17'02 - 55·~0~0~4. -

3'82 
·_ J:oo·oo 

12,37,047 
.,.,. -

' ' ---. i" 

1oo·oo 
7'5? 24;29,147 

-- ' L:, 

1oo·oo 
4'90 15,85,726 

... 
• 18·23 

1oo•oo 
59,01,318 

100'00 
5·88 19,01,971 

1oo·oo 
10'17 32,90,327 

100'00 
23'31 75.43.725 

_ IOO·oo 
xoo·oo_ 3·23,66,883 
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TABLB B (3).-Ciassijication of Self-supporting Persons (Urbans). 

Divisions 

o Primary lndusaie11 not 
elsewhere specified 

I Mininga and Q~i~ 

2 Processing and Manu-
facture--Foodstuffs, 
Textiles, Leather & 
Products the reef 

3 Processing and Manu-
facture-Metals, Che-
micals, and Products 
thereof 

' ' 

4 Prores~ and Manu-
. , facture--not elsewhere 
·, · .. specified •. 

S Construction and Utili-
ties • • 

' ' . ' ' 
6 Commerce 

7 Transport, Storage & 
Communications : 

• ~ ..._ II; • ' 

8 Health, Education and 
Public Administration 

9 Servii:es not elsewhere 
specified . 

ALI. INDUSTRIES AND SERVIC2S 
. , GRAND ToTAL . 

Employers 
(No. of persons) 

1··67 
4'16 

u,\!55 

2'15 
0'35 2,517 

3'81 
14'56 1,03,234 

3'54 
3'88 27,519 

4'71 
6'12 43.441 

2'28 
2'50 17,759 

10'60 
52"08 3·69,318 

2'09 
3'85 27,342 

0'67 
1'94 13,769 

2'60 
13'05 92,549 

4'46 
IOO'OO 7.09,303 

Employees 
(No. of persons) 

26'27 
o·86 74,888 

71'58 
0'96 83,789 

57'91 
17'92 15,67,581 

70'81 
6·29 5,50,300 

38"94 
4'II 3·59,497 

51"72 
4'61 4,03,532 

25"92 
10'32 9,02,633 

69'31 
10 38 9,08>460 

94'01 
22'19 19,41,546 

56·78 
22'36 19,56,365 

55·05 

Independent workers 
(No. of persons) 

69'51 
3'08 1,98,286 

0'48 
26'27 

30,752 

38·28 
t6•1o 10,36,152 

25'65 
3'10 1,99,297 

56·35 
8·o8 5,20,157 

46'00 
5·58 3,58,926 

63'48 
34'34 22,10,865 

28.60' 
5'83 3.74.927 

5'32 
1'71 1,09,926 

40"53 
21"70 13,96,301 

40'49 
100'00 87,48,591 100"00 64,35.589 

P. 254, Vol. I, Part II-C. 

Total 
working population 
(No. of persons) 

xoo·oo 
1'79 2,85,029 

100'00 
0'74 1,17,058 

100'00 
17'03 27,06,967 

100'00 
4'89 7>77,116 

100'00 
5·81 9,23,095 

1oo·oo 
4"91 7,80,217 

100"00 
21'91 34,82,816 

1oo·oo 
8·25 13,10,729 

100'00 
12'99 20,65,241 

100"00 
21"68 3<4>45,215 

100"00 
1oo•oo 1,58,93>483 
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TABLE B (4).-Classijication of Self-supporting Persons (Rural). 

Divisions 

o Primary Industries not 
elsewhere specified 

1 Mining and Quarrying 

2 Processing and Manu-
facture-Foodstuffs, 
Textiles, Leather and 
Products thereof 

3 Processing and Manu-
facture-Metals, Che-
micals and Products 
then:of 

4 Prgcessing and Manu-
facture-not elsewhere 
specified 

S Construction and Utili-
ties • 

6 Commerce 

7 Transport, Storage & 
Communication • 

8 Health, Education and 
Public Administration 

9 Services not elsewhere 
specified • 

Employers 
(No. of persons) 

I.6S 
8·83 34>903 

0"76 
o·86 3>419 

2·8o 
19"84 78,423 

2"64 
3"07 12,ISS 

2"SS 
9"70 38,363 

1"71 
3"49 13,801 

s·s6 
34"00 1,34,357 

z·68 
2·52 9,954 

0"73 
2·26 8,939 

1"49 
IS"43 61,012 

Employees 
(No. of persons) 

ss·1o 
19"49 11,78,399 

80"33 
S"97 3,61,324 

2z·so 
9"96 6,02,562 

31"10 
2"37 1,43,045 

17"06 
4"2S 2,57,006 

38"44 
s·z2 3,09,671 

9"60 
3"84 2,32,253 

64"70 
6"33 3,82,513 

89"04 
18"04 10,90,868 

36·3s 
24"63 14,89,769 

Az.L INDUSTRIES AND SERVICES 2"40 36"71 
GRANo TOTAL 100"00 3,95,326 100"00 60,47>410 

Page 52, Vol. I, Part 11-C. 

Independent workers 
(No. of persons) 

42"6S 
9"C0 9,02,347 

18"91 
o·8s 8S,OS9 

7S"70 
21" IS 21,22;122 

66·26 
3"04 3,04,731 

80"39 
12"07 12,10,683 

s9·8s 
4"81 4,82,037 

20"46 
84"84 

2o,sz,892 

33"62 
1"98 1,98,775 

10"23 
1·2s 1,25,279 

62·16 
2S"39 25,47!729 

t 

6o·89 
1oo•oo 1,00,30,664 

Total 
working population 
(No. of persons) 

100"00 • 
12"84 2I,IS,649 

100"00 
2"73 4>49,812 

100·00 
17"02 28,03,107 

100"00 
2"79 4>59·931 

100"00 
9"14 IS,06,0S2 

;roo·oo 
4"89 8,os,so9 

100"00 
.14"68 24,18,so2 · 

1oo·oo 
3"S9 s,91,242 

1oo·oo 
'r"-1-4 12,2s,o86 _ ... 

100"00 
24"88 4o,98,s1o 

100"00 
1oo·oo 1,64,73>400 
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II. THE PRESENT STATE OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

Though there is a good deal that is being said and written about the present state of un
employment in the country, reliable data regarding it are very meagre and insufficinet. This 
is partly because the major part of the unemployment in India is of the concealed under
employment type which is completely missed by the ordinary unemployment reporting. We 
will touch this aspect of the question later. The paucity of information regarding 
unemployment should urge us to make the best use of whatever information is available 
on this point. In the following this is attempted separately for the urban and the rura 
sectors. 

A. Urban Unemployment 

·I 

Information regarding this is available from two sources. The survey of unemployment 
carried out by the Government of West Bengal in Calcutta and the ind]lstrial area adjoining it 
gives some useful data. The other source is the several urban surveys carried out by tht 
Gokl:tale Institute before and since the war. Three cities surveyed by the Institute are Poona 
(1936-37), Sholapur (1938-39) and Kolhapur (1945-46). Recently a resurvey of Poona h~ 

been carried out and advanced tabulations of information gathered therein are presented here. 
These are particularly valuable because of the comparative picture presented of developments 
between the data of the first and the second survey of Poona City. 

Unemployment in Calcutta Corporation Area and the Calcutta Industrial Area, 1953-In the 
Calcutta Corporation area a random sample of 20 per cent of the families were surveyed. Of 
these 51 per cent were Bengali speaking, 35 per cent Hindustani speaking, 3·3 per cent Oriya 
speaking and the rest speaking other languages. The total families were also classified 
into miqdle class and oth.ers, though the basis of this classification is not given in the report. 
Nearly 37 per cent of the total families were middle class and of this 78 per cent were Bengali 
speaking. Among the others, 66 per cent were· other than Bengali speaking. 

In 28 per cent of all the families there was at least one person who was without full time 
employment but was seeking such employment. This included persons who were holding 
purely temporary employment whose total duration would not have exceeded 6 months. 
Broadly, 28 per cent of the total families were 'affected by unemployment problem'. Of 
the families so affected 70 per cent were Bengali speaking and 20 per cent were Hindustani 
speaking. If the unemployed persons in the sample (i.e. those having no full time employment 
but seeking such employment) are related to those . who have full time employment 
in the sample families, we-find that they were 29 per cent of the latter. 65 per cent of the 
total unemployed were either matriculates or of higher educationals attainments. 71 per cent 
were willing to do manual work. Among the total unemployed 72 per cent were Bengali 
speaking and 19 per cent Hindustani speaking. 
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Of the total families affected by unemployment 5 I per cent belonged to the middle class 
and the rest to the working class. 38 per cent of the middle class families were affected by 
unemployment. Unemployed persons (of I6-6o years) were about 40 per cent of the total 
persons with full time employment in the middle class family sample. Of those. who had 
full time employment 77 per cent were Bengali speaking and I2 per cent Hindustani speaking. 
Of the total unemployed persons in the middle class families 9I per cent were Bengali spl!aking 
and 6 per cent Hindustani speaking. In the middle class families 78 per cent were Bengali 
speaktng and I2 per cent were Hindustani speaking. 

22 per cent of the total working class families were affected by unemployment. Of _these 
50 per cent were Bengali speaking and 35 per cent Hindustani speaking. The total unemployed 
persons were 23 per cent of the total number having full time employm(!nt. Of these ~ho·h~d 
full time employment, 32 per cent were Bengali speaking and 5 I per cent Hindustani speaking. · .. 
Of the total unemployed 49 per cent were Bengali speaking, and 36 per cent Hindustani 
. speaking. Only 5 per cent were matriculates or with higher educational attainments . 

. I 

Calcutta Industrial Area~A random 20 per cent sample was investigated. Of the 
total 25 per cent families belonged to the middle class. ·26 per cent of the total families in' the 
area were affected by unemployment. · There were no differences in the rural and urban 
parts in this respect. Of the tot_al families affected with unemployment 63 per cent were 
Bengali speaking. 

The unemployed persons were about 27 per cent of the persons having full time em
ployment. Of those who had full time employment 45 per cent were Bengflli speaking. 
Among the unemployed 65 per cent were Bengali speaking. 4') per cent of the unemployec;l 
persons were matriculates or with higher educational qualifications and of these 97 per cent 
were Bengali speaking. · . · .. 

Forty ~er. cent of the middle class families were affected with unemployment. Of these 
98 per cent were Bengali speaking. Total persons unemployed were 44 ·per cent of persons 
with full time jobs. 93 per cent of the persons with full time employffient were Bengali 
speaking. Of the total unemployed 98 per cent were Bengali speaking. 35 per cent of them 
were matriculates or with higher educational qualifications.· · 

Twentytwo per cent of the working class families were affected with unemployment. Of these 
only 42 per cent were Bengali speaking. The total unemployed persons were about 19 per cent 
of the total having full time employment. Of those having full time. employment only . 29 

per cent were Bengali ::tpeaking. Of the total unemployed 4I per c~nt were Bengali speaking. 
Less than 2 percent of the unemployed were matriculates or higher educational attainments. 
Of these 85 per cent were Bengali speaking. 
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Information. avilablefrom the Gokhale Institute City Surveys- The Poona, Sholapur and 
Kolhapur surveys employ identical definition of unemployed. By 'unemployed' is meant a 
person who was previously employed but was not employed at the time of the survey and 
who was looking for work. The class of unemployed therefore did not include those who 
were looking for job for the first time. 

In Poona a random sample of I in I5 residential houses was selected and all the families 
resident in these houses were investigated. The sample consisted of 4529 families. The 
total number of earners in these families including the unemployed, who were classed as 
earners) was 5829 and the unemployed persons numbered I72 or 3 per cent of the total earners. 
I63 of these were adult males forming 3 ·4 per cent of the total adult male earners. Of the 
unemployed 47 were illiterate, and I25 literate among whom 35 were literate in English. 
A classification of the unemployed by their occupations previous to unemployment cannot 
be provided because the previous occupations of the ·unemployed were not noted. 

It is however possible to locate the incidence of unemployment among the major castes. 
The incidence was heaviest among the Scheduled castes. Mahars, who constitute the largest 
group among these, were represented in the sample by I84 families. Among these there 
were I2 unemployed~ or 5 percent of the total earners in the I84 families. There were I44 
families of other depressed class communities in the sample with I2 unemployed forming 6 
percent of the total earners. Next of these two, the incidence of unemployment was rather 
marked among Brahmlns, Weaving castes and the artisan group consisting of tailors, gold 
and silver and brass and copper smiths etc. In all these three groups the unemployed formed 
3 . 5 per cent of the total earners in each of the groups. In contrast with these barbers, potters, 
washermen showed no or little unemployment. We shall refer to the Poona figures again 
when we give similar information from the recent resurvey of Poona .. 

In Sholapur (I938-39) the stratified random sample consisted of IO per cent resident 
families in the city. A total of 68 unemployed were enumerated among 6952 earners ~ the 
total sample, these being a little less than I percent of the total earners 65 of these were adult 
males. Of the total unemployed 20 were illiterate and 48 literate of which I4 were literate in 
English. The incidence of unemployment was highest among those literate in English. The 
percentage of unemployed to total earners of this category worked out at 2. 5· 

In Kolhapur (I945-46) again a IO per cent stratified random sample of resident families 
was surveyed. A total of 25 unemployed were enumerated among 2659 earners accounting for 
less than I per cent of the total earners in the sample. All of them were adult males. Of 
them 5 were illiterate and 20 literate of whom 6 were literate in English. The incidence of 
unemployment varied only slightly between the illiterates, literates and literates in English. 

The three surveys taken at different times before and after the war are of course not com
parable. But generally they can be taken to indicate a broad secular trend, at least in the 
Bombay, Maharashtra region, of a decline in unemployment generally. 
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The second survey of Poona was carried out in the first half of I954· A 4 per cent ran· 
dom saniple of families was selected from the rationing office records. A total of 5704 familie5 
constituted the sampie. The area covered in this survey was much larger than that 
covered by the first survey. While the second survey covered all the area within the limits 
of the newly constituted Poona Gorporation limits the earlier survey covered only the area 
under the jurisdiction of the city and the suburban municipalities. We have therefore made 
separate tabulations for the area covered by the older survey and the new- additional area 
covered, so that comparable figures may be available. · 

We will first give a general picture of unemployment as revealed by the second si.rrvey 
and then proceed to bring out the main points of comparison between the first and the second 
surveys. In the second survey the unemployed was defin~d as .a person actively looking for 
work whether for the first time or not and who had no employment, part time or full time, 
temporary or permanent, at the time of th7 survey. i:n the case of those who were .looking 
for work for the first tim~, special note was taken of the fact. In the· case of those who had 
lost a job previously held, we noted his previous job, and the duration of unemployment. 

The total number of unemployed, according to the above definition, enumer~ted ~ the 
sample came to 754· There were 8347 earners in the sample (including the unemployed) and 
the unemployed therefore were ·9 per cent of the. total earners. Of the total unemployed 266 · 
or 35.3 per cent were looking for a job for the first time while the rest had lost their previous 
job. A distribution of these according to the previous occupations is given in Table No. 4e. 

Of the total unemployed (not including freshers) nearly 37 per cent were concentrated in 
the unskilled manual work occupations, while about I5 per cent each were found in the semi
skilled and highly skilled group of occupations. 7 per cent-each were found in lowest occupa-
tions and in clerks and shop assistants. ~ 

Table Nos. I, 2 and 3 give separately for old unemployed and freshers, .,the age dis
tribution, educational status and the sex and marital conditions respectively of aJl the unem-
ployed in the sample. • · · 

Age-Group 

6 to 10 years 
II-IS 

'16-20 
21-25 
26-30 

31-35 
36-40 
41-45 
46-so 
51 and above 

29 P.C. 

TABLE No. I 

Table showing~ the unemployed classified by age groups .. 

·. 

TOTAL • 

Non-freshers: Freshers 

I 

IS 
71 

II3 
82 

49 
37 
26 

24 
70 

24 
. 198 

77· 
II 

3 
3 

---

266 

Total 

l 

39 
ZI9 

'190 

93 
52 
40 
26' 

24 
70 

754 
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TABLE No. 2 

I able showing the unemployed classified by educational qualjicrtion 

Education Non-freshers Freshers · Total 

... 
Illiterate I40 I4 I 54 
Literate 40 4 44 
Upto primary 4th 9I 44 I3S 

Upto primary ']tb IOI 70 I7I 

Upto primary 11th 76 64 I40 

Matriculates . 29 59 88 

Graduates ' . 8 8 I6 

Double Graduat~ 2 I 3 

Technical qualifications I 2 3 
• 

TOTAL 488 266 754 
.... r 

TABLE No.3 

I 

Table showing the unemployed classified by sex and marital conditions 
• 

Sex and Marital condition Non-freshers Freshers Total 

Male unmarried ISO 2IO 360 

Male married 242 23 265 

Male widowed 26 26 

Male separllted 

Female unmarried 7 22 29 

Femal~ married 33 8 4I 

Female widows • 27 I 28 

Female separated . 3 2 s 

TOTAL 488 266 754 

. ·- -- -·-
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The freshers, as might be expected, are almost all concentrated in age group between 
16-25 years, nearly 85 per cent being found there. There are none above 40. 
Among the old unemployed the largest concentration was in the age group 2I-I25 years 
which contained 23 per cent of them. About 54 per cent of the total were found between the 
ages of I6 and 30 years. Another I8 per cent were between 3I and 40 years. About IS per cent 
were above ·50 years of age. ' · 

Among the freshers the illiterates were only 5 per cent. About 22 per cent were matricu
lates, 3 per cent graduates and less than I per cent with high thannical qualifications. Among 
the old unemployed 29 per cent were illiterates, only 6 per cent matriculates, .less than 2 per cent 
graduates and only one fifth. of I per cent with high technical quali:fi_cations. 

Among all the unemployed I4 per cent were females. The percentage only slightly diff
ered from this among the old unemployed and the freshers. More than three-fourths of the 
total freshers were unmarried. Among the old unemployed 37 per cent were unmarried 
and 56 per cent were married. 

In Table 4 the unemployed are classified by occupational groups and :the. duratiot: 
of their employment. For concentrating attention on recent unemployment ~t would be 
convenient to neglect those who were unemployed for more than 3 years. Such persons 
were about one fifth among both freshers and the old unemployed. 

Among the freshers ignoring the above categories 6o per cent had been unemployed for 
a period of more than 6 months and less than 2 years, about IS per cent had been unemployed 
for betWeen 2 to 3 years , about 9 per cent had started looking for work during 6 months pre
ceding the survey. Among the old unemployed, again ignoring those who reported unemp
loyment lasting for more than 3 years, 22 per cent had lost their jobs during 3 months 
preceding the survey, nearly 50 per cent has been rendered •memployed i;; the period 6 
months to 2 years preceding the survey. .. ' · 



TABLE No.4 

Table showing the unemploy~d classified by occupational groups and the duration of their unemployment 

Non Freshers. 

----------~--------------------------~ 
Occupation prior to loss of- Employment 

,------------"Total 
Freshers 

Duration o:f 
Employment 

Upto 3 months 
Upto 6 months 
Upto I year 
Upto 2 years 
Upto 3 years 
Upto 4 to 6 years 
Upto 7 to IO years 

I 

4S 
I7 

34 
37 
I2 
24 
II 

Upto u ~o IS years 
Upto 16 years and 

above. 
Not stated 

--
TOTAL • I80 

2 

20 

7 
I4 
I3 
7 
3 
4 

68 

3 4 S 6 7 8 9 IO li 

6 I IS 7 3 0 I 

5 4 IS 6 I I I 

5 6 I3 I 4 I 
6 8 I2 8 8 2 
6 I 8 3 2 
2 4 6 3 3 I 

3 4 3 4 4 2 2 
2 

I 

33 28 72 33 27 6 5 

I2 13 Not Total I4 

6 
2 
I 

2 

3 

4 

I8 

stated Non
freshers 

4 I08 
2 6I 
2 8I 

3 99 
I 43 
2 48 
2 43 

2 

2 3 
3 

I8 488 

II 

I2 

59 
67 
33 
28 

8 

I 

~22 

IS 

7 
I4 
6 

7 
3 

I 

38 

Occupational Groups 

(I) Unskilled Manual Work. (9) Higher Professional and Salaried Posts. 
(2) Skilled Manual Work. (Io) Owners of Factories, Large Shops, etc. 
(3) Lowest Professions and Administrative Posts, Primary (II~ Pensioners. 

Teachers, etc. (12 Beggars and Prostitutes. 
(4) Small Business. (I3) Cultivators. ' 
C s) Highly Skilled and Supervisory Manual Work (14) Education. 
t 6) Clerks and Shop Assistants. (IS) No work. 
(7) Intermediate Professions, Salaried Post~. Secondary (16) Household work. 

Teachers, etc. 
(8) Medium Busiuess. 

I6 

I 
I 

I 
I 
2 

6 

Total 
Freshers 

II II9 

I3 74 
67 I48 
8I I8o 

40 83 
36 ~4 

I3 s6 
2 

2 5 
3 3 

266 7S4 

~ 

Iii 
(/l 
tr1 

8 
~ 
..., 
< 
tr1 

>< 
tr1 

~ 
"1:1 
t'"' 
> z 
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Table No 5 gives the distribution of the unemployed by broad caste groups together with 
the total number of earners (including the unemployed) in those groups. 

TABLE No. 5 
Table showing the number of earners and number of unemployed 
and percentage of freshers and non{reshers to the total number of 

earners (including the unemployed) in different communities 

Total Unemployed . Unemployed Total ·Total 
earners Non-' Freshers Unemployed 

freshers 

Maratha I683 us 44 I I 59 'I842 
(6·2) (2•4) (8·6 

Brahmins I272 69 S6 I2S) I397 
(4"9) (4;0) (8·9) 

Mahars 497 SI 2I 72 ' 569 
(9·0) (3·6) (I2·6) 

Other Dept·essed 517 33 I3 46 563 
<s·9) (2·3) (8·2) 

Muslims 6ss 52 27 79 734' 
(7• I) (3•7) (Io·8) . 

Christians ,. 270 30 22 52 322 
(9·3) (6·8) (I6· I) 

/ 

Artisans groups I73 2I IO 3I 204 
(I0·3) (4·9) (I5·2)'t.'' --Weavers 265 7 3 IO •:i- 2]5~ 
(2·5) (I • I) (3·6) ,, 

Of the non-fresh unemployed 22 percent were Marathas, I5 percent Brahmins, II per
cent each were Mahars and Muhammedans, 7 percent depressed clas~es other than Mahars 
and 6 percent Christians. Among the freshers 20 percent each came from the Marathas, 
and Brahmins, about 8 percent each from Muhammedans, Christians and ·Mahars and 5 per-
cent from Scheduled castes other than ¥ahar:s. · · · 

. . . 
The relative incidence of unemployment among different communities cannot be gauged 

unless the number of unemployed in them are related to the total number of earners (includ
ing unemployed) in that community as enumerated in the sample. This is shown separately 
for freshers and non-freshers in the different communities in Table. No. s·. The , incide~ce 
of unemployment was heavy among Christians, and Artisans (group I); Next to ~hem came 
Mahars and Muhammedans followed closely. The incidence was fairly equal among Brah
mins and Marathas and Scheduled castes other than Mahars. Among weaving castes it was very 
low. 
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Comparative picture of Unemployment as revealed by the first (1936-37) and the second (1954) 
surveys of Poona city-The second survey covered a larger area than the first survey.In order 
to make a mocparison possible we have tabulated the results of the survey separately for the 
area covered by the first survey. Secondly, as by 'unemployed' was meant in the first 
survey, aperson who had a job before but had no job at the time of the survey and exclude 
those who were seeking employment for the first time, we can only compare the non
freshers among the unemployed enumerated in the second survey with the unemployed 
noted in the first survey. 

We will begin by presenting the general picture of the occupational distribution of all 
earners in the sample in the first and 

1 

the second surveys : 

Percentage distribution of earners among the occupational grades. 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII 
First Survey 

Second Survey 
26 20 8 12 8 8 4. 8 I <I 2 2 

26 16 9 9 12 10 6 6 2 2 2 <I 

It would be observed that the occupational distribution in its basic pattern has harJly 
changed during the period. The highly skilled occupations have gained in importance and to 
a less extent the group clerks and shop assistants has also gained. The skilled and semiskilled 
occupations have somewhat lost importance but the proportion of unskilled manual workers 
is the same in both surveys. The figures are sufficient to show that no basic changes have 
taken place in the occupational structure of Poona city during the period. 

There were 6259 earners' (including unemployed) in the second survey and the unem- -
ployed were 379 or 6 per cent as compared with only 3 per cent revealed by the first survey 
Of these 14 per cent w~re females as against 5 per cent in the first survey. A little more than 
25 per cent were illiterate as against 27 per cent in the first survey revealing very little change 
in this regard. 

The incidence of unemployment among different communities as revealed by the first 
and the second surveys is given in the following table. 

Percentage of unemployed to total earners including unemployed in each community group 

Mahar. • · 
Artisans 
Group I Brahmins 
Weaving castes I • 
Other depressed castes . 
Marathas 
Muhammedans • 
Christians 

ISt Survey 

5 
3"5 
3"5 
3·sr 
6'1. 
•( 
j less than 3 

9"0 
8·8 
5"0 
2·6 
7"0 
6•7 
7"5 
8·2 

2nd Survey 

Except among the weaving castes the situation was worse at the time of the 
second survey. As in the first survey the Mahars and the other depressed classes showed 
a heavy incidence of unemployment but this was also showed, unlike at the first survey: in 
almost equal measure by Muhammedans, Christians and artisans of Group I. 



B. Rural Unemployment 

In the rural sector unemployment must be separately studied for the farm and non
farm occupations. Information regarding employment in latter is almost completely 

· absent. In the following, therefore, we shall mainly confine ourselves to unemployment in 
agriculture. 

Data on agricultural employment has been gathered on a rather sizeable scale ·by 
(r) Reports of the Agricultural Labour Inquiry Committee, (2) Bureau of Econorp.ics and 
Statistics, Bombay Government and (3) Department of Economics and Statistics, Uttar 
Pradesh. · 

Before we go on to examine these data it would be useful to give a few background facts 
aoout agricultural employment in India. Those engaged in agriculture can be divi~ed into 
three broad categories : Owner cultivators, tenant cultivators and agricultural labourers. 
Owner and tenant cultivators are self employed. Agricultural labourers are the wage earners .. 
They are divided into two main classes, attached and casual. The attached workers 
enter into a contract for a period of 3, 6 or 12 !llonths with their employer ~d are paid 
for the period as a whole. The casual labourers are employed from time to time 
as and when required. According to the Agricultural Labour Enquiry the attached workers 
were I 1 per cent of the total agricultural labourers. 

Agricultural Labour Enquiry (1951) 

Tlus investigation carried out on a country;_wide scale is confined to agricultural workers 
only and therefore does not cover the owner and tenant cultivators. "During the survey 
data on wage employment of all agricultural labourers were collected ; but in respect of 
their w1employment firm data could be collected only in respect of men la~ers who 
reported wage employment in each month. Thus for those of the labourers, abouti4 per cent· 
on an average in each month during the year, who did not report wage employment it is 
assumed that they were selfemployed for half the period." (P.1o; Section III, footnote). 

The report further notes, " The wage employment of agricultural labourers was intermi
tant depending on the agricultural seasons. During the entervening period of agricultural 
employment, the agricultural labourer was either totally unemployed or was self-employed, • 
the distinction bewteen which was not always sharp. This lack of di~tiriction between self
employment, which might include also periods of self-employment and under-employment 

I 

sets limits in a way to the reliability of the data on unemployment collected during the 
intensive family Survey". (p. 13): 1 

With these limitations in mind let us look at the data on unemployment gathered in this 
Enquiry. The Report splits unemployment into two components:· ·(i) ·the number of 
labourers who did not report wage employment during any month, and (ii) the number of days 
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' ' r 
for which the reporting wage labourers were unemployed. This is shown in the following 
table for India and 6 Census Zones. 

' 

Census Zone 

North India 
East India 
South India 
West India 
Central India 
North-West India 

All India 

percentage ofwor- Average annual un
kers not employ- employment of those 

ed on wages employed on wages 
in any month days) 
ofthe year 

4 44 
17 73 
20 us 
14 II3 
16 54 
17 82 

16 8z 

. On an, average in the Indian Union 16 per cent .of the labourers did not report wage 
·employment. The unemployment of those who reported wage employment, amounted to on 
·an average, 82 days during the year. It should be pointed out that the 16 per cent of wage 
·labourers who did not report wage employment in a month were not the same individuals 
throughout the year. In other words this percentage does not mean that 16 per cent 
individual labourers are without any wage employment during the year. So too the 82 
days of unemployment is not a whole stretch of continuous 82 days but is staggered over 
all the twelve months of the year. The figures for different zones bring out the acute situ
ation in the South and West zones of India; the situation is comparatively easy in North 
India. 

The8e data are for all labourers , casual and attached. "The attached labourers were 
· unemployed to a much less~r extent than the casual ones. In the Indian Union as a whole as 
many as 97 per cent of the attached labourers reported wage employment every month and 
on an average they were unemployed for only 19 days in the year". (p.14). 

For the casual labourers the extent of unemployment was higher than for the whole 
and the major part of their unemployment was due to want of work. This is given in the 
following table. 

Census 

N. India 
E. India 
S. India 
W. India 
Central India 
N.-W. India 

AU India 

zones 

Percentage labou
rers not emp
loyed on wages 
in any month 
ofthe year 

s 
18 
20 
IS 
22 
25 

18 

Average annual Percentage 
unemploy- of unemploy
ment of those ment accoun
employed on ted for by -
wages (days) want of work. 

48 
77 

n6 
128 
73 

120 

67 
75 
77 
84 
69 
6o 

74 
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The-subjoined statement gives the estimated average extent (for an average agricultural lab-
·' . ourer) of wage employment, self-employment and unemployment for all. the adult mal~ 

agricultural labourers including those who did not report wage paid employment in any month. 
It is assumed that the latter were self-employed and unemployed in equal proportions (p. 15) 

Employment Self employ-
Census zones on wages ment (days) 

(days) 

N. India 289 26 
E. India 224 49 
s. India 181 71 
w. India 196 46 
Central India. 245 45 
N. W. India 202 64 

(All India) 21a 49 

Rural Employment Data gathered by the Bombay Bureau 

Unemplo) 
ment (days: 

so 
92 

)I3 
123 
7j 
99 

98-

The Bureau of Economics and Statistics, Bombay Government has carri~d out since 1949-50 · 
a series of employment surveys in the State. The initial surveys carried out in 1949-50-51 
were confined to certain districts, Ratnagiri, E. Khandesh, Ahmednagar, Belgaum, Baroda_, 
etc. The details regarding the methods followed will be found in the Bulletins of the Bureau 
and need not detain us here. The data were presented in te,rms of work days, separately ·for 
males and females of 16-55 and 55 and above and for children above 6 and below 15. AU 
these were again given separately for 4 categories namely, owner cult!vators, tenant cultivator&~ 
agricultural labourers and those engaged in non-farm occupations. !~ormation regarding 
the work done during the previous weeks, giving details regarding work done for wages, in . 
exchange, in own farm, household, etc. was provided. 

The survey defined the' unemployed' as persons'' who were not employed at all during~. 
the week under consideration and were looking for work. (Persons who work part of the week 
and also look for work are classified as employed _even if they spend most of the time looking 
for work". Under-employment-was-defined as'' employment for three or less days a·week". 
(p. 22, Vol. IV, No. 2, October, 1952). 

The data were presented as percentages of total work days in each case for evey monthJ _ 
A full record for 12 months of the year, a full round of seasons, was available for only one or 
two districts. · 

The following table for males and females combined in Belgaum District for April J950 
will illustrate the kind of data made available. (Table is given in the next page.) 

.29 P.C. . 



. Percentane of PerJonl ·(Males and Pemtsles) within the Labour Foret and outside the Labour Purca in.Belgaum Dr'strier 

-. 
•. Four 'weeks ending 
on 28th April 1950 

.. 

Cultivator 

Non-cultivator • 

Weighed Average 

· .·. Within t)le ·Labour For~ • Outside the Labour Force Employed for 
• I . 

Emp~oyeci and 

22•0 0•7 17•2 '4'4 44'3 

52•2 I ·8 3'5 51'S 1'4 34'1 0·8 

0•2 39'7 
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In general the survey results showed that the percentage of the unemployed was Very 
low. In East Khandesh, Ratn~criri, Ahmednagar and Belgaum, judging from the. _available 
statisties, the percentage of total unemployed was less than 3 per cent of the labour force. · For 
cultivators it ranged between 2 to less than I per cent; for agricul~ labour between less than. 

I per cent to 3 per cent. . . 

. As per the definition of under-employment adopted by the survey the range of it for 
cultivators was between 3 . 2 to I4. 4 per cent in Ratnagiri, 3 .6 to 9. 9 per cent in East Khandesh, 
2.2 to 5. I per cent in Ahmednagar, II -9 to 27.7 per cent in Baroda, and 3 to 6.2 per cent in 
Belgaum. For agricultural labourers the range was 3·4 to I9.6 per cent in Ratnagiri, 3.6 to 9·9. · 
in East Khandesh, I. 9 to 14. I in Ahmednagar, 9. 8 to I9. 8 in B.1roda and 3. i · to 13.6 iri · · 
Belgaum. · 

Later on the Bureau carried out a survey of rural employment over the whole of Bombay· 
State by dividing it in 8 zones and then selecting a random sample of villages. The data pre-: 
sented are broadly on the same lines as above though there have been some modifications. · 
The category of under-employment as defined previously has been dropped. -

Inquiry into Rural Employment in U. P. 
-. . -- __ .. - ·-

The Departments of Economics and Statistics, U. P. has been conducting a multipurpose 
sample survey in rural areas from I951 and they have been publishing in their bulletin da~ 
on rural employment gathered in this inquiry. 

From each district in U.P .. two tahsils were chosen with probability proportionate to 
size (P.P.S.), one village was chosen from each sample tahsil in the plillns and 2 from each 
tahsil in the Hill districts with P.P.S. All the families in these villages were divided into 3 · 
strata : cottage industries families, trade families and others. From each strata in a village 
the number of families (for investigation) has b~n so selected at _r~dom . with 
equal probability that the sample is self-weighted for each type of families. ,. . 

..;, 
The data were gathered by one Inspector in charge of a district who- visited each ~illage 

on Tuesdays in alternate weeks and collected data in 3 to 4 days for the 14 days ending on the . 
preceding Sunday. The total. number of families sel~cted in a village varied from 3 to. 20. -. . 

The village labour force (V.L.F.) is defined as consisting of" all males wh() were, at· th~ · 
time of enumeration, either (i) engaged in any productive occupation, or (ii} though not s~ 
engaged, expected or intended to -join some productive occupation during the year or were. 
in search of employment". (p. 68I) Out ofthe V.L.F. those who could not work temoo-:.. 
rarily for the entire two periods o( two weeks each for some reason or the othe~. i.e. sickn~~~ · 
etc. are excluded to determine the effective labour force of the village for·that period,- Those 
included in the effective labour force are called " working members". - · - - · < • 

The Inspector collects data for the previous I4 days but if this period contains a hollday, 
religious festival or days with a bad weather, on which no work is possible or is risuallv not done.. 
are excluded and the remaining are taken as " working days". A workhig m~ber who 
works for 8 hours or more on each one of the working days is considered as fully _employed, 
A working member who is completely idle on each one of the workii:t~ da~ iS considered ~m- ·. 
pletely un~mployed. : All _working members not f~y employed or ~mp~etely unetnoloye4 
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are considered as under-employed. They consist of working members who either did not work 
or did not have full 8 hours' work on any one or more of the working days. 

The following table for July 1954 gives the data according to the above categories. 

Rural Employment in U. P. during July I954 

Loss to the unemployed in 
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Cottage Industry · . . 98% I 38% 3 
Trade . . . . 95% 37% s 
Others . . . . 96% 

I 
35 3 

AlJ occupational classes . 
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(b) Coefficient of variation IO% 7% 48% 
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The data presented earlier from the Agricultural Labour Inquiry Report, with all its limi
tations, gives a somewhat firm and definite estimate of the extent of complet~ unemployment 
prevalent among the agricultural labourers. Most of the agricultural labnurers are without 
land and whe:'l they do not get wage employment they ~re visibly unemployed. 

In the Bombay Bureau data the whole rural population is covered and though the agri
cultural labourers show a higher percentage of complete unemployment than tenants and 
cultivators the difference is only slight .. The range of under-employment, as defined by the 
survey wa5, however, markedly larger for the agricultural labourers than for the cultivators. 

The Bombay and the U. P. figures of completely unemployed persons are extremely 
small. They indicate visible unemployment. But the major phenomenon in the rural sector 
is concealed unemployment which arises out of a defficiency of resources complemen

. tary to labour. This is not revealed by these statistics. That is the justification for describ
ing it as concealed. 

Concealed unemployment is difficult to measure. It can of course be measured in 
an abstract way by calculating the total man-hours that a given labour force in an economy 
is capable of supplying and deducting from it the man-hours that are necessary for producing 
the current output at the existing technique and organization. It is obviously not possible to 
convert this measure of under-employment in man-hours into individual labourers who ate 
completely 1memployed. 
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Ill. EMPLOYMENT POLICY 

.In the formulation of employment policies in India a difficulty' arises because of the rel~tiv~. 
lack of integration in the economy. In the highiy integrated industrial economies of ·the 
West it is possible to think in terms of a small number of general measures which would affect 

- the level of employment through almost the entire economy. This is because these econo-, 
mies are comparatively homogeneous and well integrated. In India the. lack of intergration 
has three aspects. Firstly the economies of various regions are not closely linked 
with each other. Such features as the degree of monetization of the economy, the extent 
of self-sufficiency, the level of transactions or the tempo of economic activity may differ marl<
edly from region . to region. The extent of this may be realised from the data collected for 

• 75 districts in the Rural Credit Survey of the Reserve Bank of India. The other aspect is 
the difference in the urban and rura.J economy, especially that in the organised industry, finance 
and commerce. sector of the economy as distinguished from the agriculturaJ apd traditional 
hand industry sector. That the fortunes of the two may differ markedly was brought 
out during the depression during the thirties; it seems to be also emphasized by conditions 
during the last two years. A third aspect is the large extent to which small establishments 
and independent workers predominate in the economy resulting in a very large number of 
widely dispersed units of economic activity. 

These features make it necessary to consider employment policies in India for. special 
sectors separately in the first instance and then attempt to coordinate their effects r;ther than 
adopting an aggregative approach initially and trying to work out its -effects in special con
texts later. 

The largest classes in the working population in India are offarmers, agriCultural labour
ers and those engaged in small industry. All these together constitute more than 8o per· 
cent of the total. working population in the country. Consideration of employment policies 
in regard to these classes is complicated by the existence on a wide scale of what is · called 
under-employment among them. As has been indicated already under~employment ·especially 
in rural areas fails to be prominent in s~atistical data. It is to be inferred from data relating to 

·production and earnings. Information available through such recent enquiries as the· Agri
cultural Labour Enquiry and the Rural Credit Survey furnish useful information in. this regard. 
The Rural Credit Survey definition of cultivator included all persons who eultivated ~ven a 
small field on their own account. These constituted nearly two-thkds of th~ total rutal popu
lation in the selected villages. The Rural Credit Survey brought out that for .the country as 
a whole at least half of this class of cultivators derived its maintenance not predominantly from 
farming but from other sources, chiefly wage receipts. It also brought out. that in about'. 
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one-fifth of the districts covered by the survey not only the cultivators of the lower half but 
~ven those of the upper half could not obtain their major living from farming. These facts 
together with the level of receipts reported may be indicative of a state of considerable under
employment. These data are reinforced with particular reference to the labouring classes and 
the smallest cultivators by the data especially relating to level of living and earnings, con
tained in the reports of Agricultural Labour Enquiry. The data in relation to hand industry 
are by comparison extremely scanty.- The recent report of the Kanungo Committee estimates 
that an average active .handloom is worked only for about 200 days in the year. The same 
Committee assumes that the proper employment period for handloom should be 300 days 
in a year. The Committee ignores a large number of handlooms and handloom workers in the 
country by calling them inactive. These facts give a broad indication of existing under
employment , according to this Committee, in this, the most important hand and sm2l1 

-· industry in the country. The statistical data presented by the Kanungo Committee have 
not been published. It is, therefore, difficult to know how the calculations of the Committee 
have been derived. · However, it is highly unlikely that the Committee had available any 
direct data of day~ of employment of workers at handlooms. Most probably the Committee 
based its. calculations on data relating to production of h~dlooms or earnings of handloom 
weavers. No_similar information is available relating to other cottage industries. 

The nature of problem of the reduction of under-employment for the three categories 
mentioned above differs from category to category. For the small farmer the reduction 
ofunder-employment inay be considered as being possible through one of two altern
ative _ways. The first is to make the units of agricultural operation so large as to ·afford 
the farmer adequate employment and earnings through the year from farming. The second 
is to afford the small farmer supplementary employment suitably located so as to employ him 
adequately through the year on farm and non-farm activities together and to give him adequate 
earnings in the total from all sources. It is obvious that the mobility of farmers or of members 
of their family is restricted to a certain extent. They are tied down to their farm and they 
are available for additional or alternative employment only during certain times of the year 
and not at others. The first alternative raises a whole set of problems connected with land 

· reform and the organisation of agricuJ.ture and can only be considered as possible in the long 
term. For the short or immediate period, therefore, the second alternative will have to be 

. adopted. . This will mean that additional employment opportunities properly located and 
timed or additional activities capable of directly :ncreasing the standard of living will have 

. to be made available to this large class. 

The problem of affording fuller employnient to agricultural labourers is in some respects 
similar to the problem of the small farmers. The families of agriculturallabouiers are more 
mobile and will move over larger distances. At the same time to the extent that their perma
nent residence is fixed in specific villages and to the extent that the availability of their la~ur 
at certain times in the agricultural season is essential for the operation of the agricultural eco
nomy, their problem will have to be dealt with in terms similar, though not necessarily as 
·reStricted, as those indicated for the smaller farmers. 
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The problem of under-employment in cottage industry is of an entirely diffetent character. 
The small farmer' and the agriculatural labourer cannot be given increased employment iti 
agriculture except to the extent that schemes, such as that of reclamation and irrigation, increase 
the land surface which is utilised or increase the period for which and the. intensity with whi_ch 
it is utilised. Assuming that the possibilities in these directions are extremely limited in relation 
to the total size of the problem the solution ·of the problem of under-employment of the small 
farmer and the agricultural labourer has to be found by affording employment other than · 
agricultural for these classes in the appropriate manner. On the other. hand there is no 
difficulty for continuous an,.d full employment of persons engaged in artisan industry or cottage 
industries other than the lack of effective demand for their products. The required capital and 
labour structure at given techniques are already there. If~ therefore~ the. products of these • 
activities are in active demand at given price levels the problem of fuller employment 
in them would require no other approach. · In case, however, the demand for the products 
of these activities cannot, for one or another reason, be expanded, fuller employment would 
be possible only through cencentrating employment on smaller numbers than the total at present 
occupied in these activities and transferring the remainder of the personnel to other employ- . 
ment. Obviously, in this case, other employment in the required volum~ would have to be . 
made available for the displaced. The problem presented by improved techniques in these 
occupations which makes it possible to meet existing demand through emploYlllent of smaller 
numbers would also create a parallel problem. 

This part of the discussion may be suminarised in the. following manner as beadng on 
the problem of employment policy. A larger or more profitable demand for products· 
of agriculture woulc;l not increase employment among farmers and agricultural 
labourers. Any increase in earnings of the farmer which this brings about· is also not likely 
to be fully shared by the smaller farmers who have smaller surplus to sell and by agricultural 
labourers. This was fully exemplified during the time of war. The agriculturat.Jabourer 
improves his position only when ma'l opportunities are created for him of non":'agricUltural 
employment, in which case he obtains both a larger return from agricultur~l labour and fuller 
employment in non-agricultural occupations. For the artisan raising• the total demand 
for products of his industry would provide fuller employment. However, this effect would 
be counteracted to the extent that simultaneously improvement in technique was attempted. -

The considerations set out above indicate that over a large part at the field of industry em:. 
ployment afforded in small enterprise or hand industry must be considered together with that 
in the machine industry and factory establishments. Thi~ is particularly necessary in. such 
:fields as cotton textiles, vegetable oil, leather industries and to some extent wood-work and 
iron smithy. There are cases also of indirect connections as that of the modern pottery and 
metal and enamel-ware industry and the traditional sphere of pottery · and metal utensils. 

. . . . . 

The possibility of creating additional employment in agricult~re and ~mall ind~stry · 
arises only after existing under-employment has been substantially reduced. Moreover in . . ' 
agriculture. entry of new persons would be possible chiefly where new land surface is brought 
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under cultivation. Looking to the limited extent of the total land surface and the existing 
sub-division of farms, it is generally agreed that additional employment in agriculture would 
not be easy to create and that, in fact, it would be desirable to reduce, if po3sible, the total 
number occupied today in agriculture. In traditional formi of small industry new employ
ment would be created only if demand for the products increased to a level beyond that 
at which the present workers in the industry are fully employed. Also this could happen per
haps, only on the assumption of a stationary technique. The Kanungo Committee which 
postulates an increase in the dcmestic domand for cotton textiles of the order of nearly 25 per 
cent between 1954 and 1960 puts forward a programme of gradual transition which would 
yet involve a reduction in the total numbers actively employed in the cotton industry by about 

. 20,000 pers()ns a year. Thus in this large field additional employment could be contemplated 
only with a c.ombinution of a large increase in d~mand and almost no progress in technique. 

Another important sphere in which the progress of planned development may not increase 
employment is that of domestic service. Any progress towards a socialistic pattern, meaning 
thereby a more equal distribution of income in society would affect domestic service employ
ment in ~o ways: (i) by reducing the extent to which people could afford to employ domestic 
servants and: (ii) by reducing the number of people who would find it necesaary to resort to 
domestic service. A high proportion in domestic service, it is well known, is closely associ
ated with general poverty, lack of alternative employment and considerable inequality in dis
tribution of income. 

Leaving aside for the moment, large-scale industry and mining we may consider the other 
major classes which are Commerce and Transport divided into "other commerce and trans
port" and " organised "banking and insurance" and the class "professions and liberal 
arts". Employment in organized banking and insurance as well as other commerce and trans
port may be taken to depend on the general tempo of economic activity and the general rate 
of in:::rease in it. Employment in other commerce and transport may not be affected, ev.!n in 
the short period, by increases of employment in government transport and organized banking 
and ins11:rance. Barring the important case of mechanical road transport decreasing du~ing 
a given stage the employment available for animal transport on roads, in other spheres incre
ase in Government t~ansport and in organized banking and insurance m1y not lead directly 
to a decrease in general employment in other commerce and transport. On the other hand, 
. in case increase in Government transport and in organized banking leads to increasing the 
general availability of transport, trading and financial facilities, employ.n.!nt in ancillary 
and subsidiary activities embraced in the essentially small enterprises which constitute 
the major part of other commerce and transport may be increased. 

The main constituents of the class "professions and liberal arts" can be put into two sub
divisions; first, that connected with public health and education in which the extent of activity 

. and ~mployment would depend partly on general economic activity but to a large extent on 
Government expenditure and policy and the second sub-division of chiefly personal service 
trades. The main constituents of the latter are washermen, barbers, priests, astro
logers, etc. One may, therefore, say that employment in the class of profession and liberal 
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arts would depend in one part on Government policy and expe.nditure and that hi the other 
part it would depend on the general state of economic acti\ity; it being assumed that 
employment of those employed in the personal service cadre including the religious and chari
table class as well as of private practitioners of medicine, etc., would increase or decrease with 
general economic acti\ity. As with traditional cottage industry it might be assumed that 
there w~uld be some chronic under-employment in particularly the personal servfce trades 
and that the first eff~;:t of an improvement in conditions would be seen not so much in increased 
employment available but rather in some improved earnings of members of that cl~s. 

At present workers in large-scale industry i.e., modem manufacturing and mining and 
organized banking and insurance do not suffer from any llllrked unemployment. Also State 
regulation and control of employment and dismissals, rationalization and retrenchment, etc. 
in this field makes it unlikely that this class will be greatly affected by unemployment ~ the 
near future. A plan of industrial development is also likely to increase total employment 
opportunities for all categories of workers employed in large-scale mining and manufacturing. 
No doubt, the number of new establishments in the.;;! lbes ~ing small their location may . 
not be well distributed and the increase in employment may not come about evenly over the 
country and it may not come about in all types of industries. In particular, it is likely that . 
the employment in consumption goods machine-industry may, because of· considerations of 
d~!velopment policy, not be increased at all. The limitations arising from uneven distribu
tion and from confining the increase to only some aspects may affect e.'Cpansion of the 
industrial labour force in particuhr areas. However, in relatio.::t specially to the skilled 
and technical personnel, because of their greater transferability and mobility an uneven 
distribution may not have highly adverse consequences. 

The last remlining major class is that of Government. service (administration). It is 
obvious with that employment in this class "ill depend on the decisions made by the .. State from 
time to time regarding the scope of it'> activities and the expenditure to be incurred on ·them. · 

I 

Employment policies of the State in India must be related to the,direcrlon in which 
the State can act and the possible influence of its action in various directions on the employ
ment situ3.tion. Tne State can act on the employment situation directly by expanding the 
number of job3 offered. by it in its different activities. In this connection a t.lrreefold divi
'iion of the activities of the State might be made : (1) General administration, including 
Defence, (2) Activities referred to formerly as nation-building activities and which might be 
c.illed tojay social overheads and (3) Industrial, trading, transport and other economic 
activities undertaken by the State. A plan of development will lead to an expansion .of the 
empbyment off~red by governm;!nt authorities in India in all these directions. However, . 
it m1y be allowed that the effect of a plan of development on Class I will be less direct 
than that on ot.,ers. Employment in Class I will be increased chiefly to ·the extent that a • 
plan of development extends the coverage or complexity or inensity of action by the State. 
The ex-rent of such increased employment is also likely to be relatively not large. In 
reg:ll'd to Oass II a.'!d Class III the size of increased employment will depend directly on 
29 P.C. 
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policy, including investment decisions incorporated in the Plan. Employment in Class 
II will depend on what is planned in relation to such fields as education and health. The 
extent to which expenditure on " social overheads " can be provided for in the Plan will 
determine the measure of this employment. The chief characteristics of this expenditure 
will be that it will not be in the nature of an investment making a direct return even in 
the long period ; also, it will be expenditure which will not directly affect the tempo 
of current economic activity. The employment afforded will be directly related to 
the extent of government expenditure and will be _limited. by the extent to 
which expenditure on social overheads can be afforded in the plan period. In expenditure 
under Class III two sub-divisions might be made. The first subdivision would include 
those economic activities which the State undertakes but in which its role is not 
different from that of any private entrepreneur, industrialist, trader, transport agent, etc. 
The second sub-division would include activities which though economically important 
in themselves would, generally under Indian conditi~n, not be undertaken by private enter
prise, at least not on the scale or with the measure of coordination required. This second 
sub-division which comprises mainly such public works and systems as those of irrigation, 
power and transport and such measures as those of conservation of resources is of great direct 
importance to a pl~ of development • This group which may be described as "economic 
overheads " may contain an element of investment expenditure on which no direct return 
may be obtained even in the long period. However, a large portion of expenditure in this 
group would provide a return in the long run, though not usually in the short run. At 
the same time, expenditure in this group may be undertaken more largely for its total 
result on the development process than on calculations of direct return on investment. 
Further, expenditure in this group would have two important effects not usually associated 
with expenditure on social overheads. Firstly, such expenditure would in the long-run 
·directly affect the volume and nature of economic activities within an area or region and, 
in the short period , that part of this expenditure which is incurred on the construction of 
capital works-and this would be an important part of the expenditure-would have impor
tant short ,period effect on the tempo of economic activity in the regions in which this 
expenditure was concentrated. ( It may be remarked here in parenthesis that to the extent 
that activities called social overheads involve large capital expenditure, such as on build
ings, these will aslo have similar immediate effects .) The expenditure in the first sub
division mentioned above would not differ, by definition, from ordinary economic activity 
except in that it was conducted by the State. Consideration of the effect of such expendi
ture can not, therefore, be separated from that of investment, etc. in particular fields of cur
rent productive activity whether in the private or public sector. 

To sum up this part of the discussion the expenditure on social overheads and on 
ordinary administration· would chiefly have in the short period direct employment effects. 
The size of the expenditure on social overheads would depend on consideration of the total 
resources available to the State and the priority that has to be given such expenditure ; 
the expenditure on general administration would merely be a function of the total expan
sion of the activities of the State and would be more a result of the Plan in other directions 
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than be planned directly. The expenditure on economic overheads enters more integrally 
into decisions about the size and structure of the plan ; and decisions about ordinary economic 
activities in the public sector are completely determined by the general plan of economic 
activity. 

The available data on employn:i"'ent and unemployment seem to indicate that today 
unemployment in towns is perhaps at a higher level than in even the thirties. Apart from a 
generally higher level of unemployment, existing unemployment is specially marked. in 
the ranks of the urban educated, specially those seeking general clerical employment, 
among certain classes of skilled artisans, especially those brought up in the traditional 
handicrafts and among general casuals and unskilled labour. The data regarding rural 
employment fail to indicate any clas!!. specially affected by unemployment. 

Expenditure in the plan which is above the level of existing expenditure may consist of : 
proposed additional investment in agriculture and industry in the private and public 
sectors, proposed additional investment in the transport and electricity systems, and in: 
irrigation-major and minor, in soil conservation, in afforestation and other similar activities, 
proposed additional expenditure on education, health and welfare activities ~d on general 
administration. The last two will include an element of capital works and equipment in 
them. We shall defer consideration of effects of investment in agriculture and industry. 
A part of the other expenditure will directly increase employment in government adminis
tration and government transport systems. It will also have both direct and indirect 
effects on employment of a group of categories included in the class "professions and liberal 
arts ". M.o;;t of the rest of this expenditure can be broadly described as consisting of a 
programme of public works. Such a programme will, according to its size and composition, 
afford employment to unskilled and skilled labour and to educated labour, bO!'h technical 
and general clerical, etc. It is this public works programme together with the· direct· 
employment afforded in administration and in social services, direct or aided, that will create 
the bulk of the new employment opportunities. And it is this total p~bgramme that must 
provide for the two classes whose problems are the most urgent today, the unskilled general 
labour both rural and urban and the rapidly growing class of the urban educated. The 
latter class has to depend almost entirely on the new opportunities created by the activi~ 
ties of the State and the former class chiefly on the public works programme of the State 
and partly on the indirect effects of such programme; As pointed out above, the 
category of " other commerce and transport " and some of the categories included in 
" professions and liberal arts " will not be directly affected by State activities but will benefit 
from the increased tempo of economic activity. ; . 

The considerations indicated above make it necessary that the direct State employ
ment and the public works progran}me must be as large as possible, ·so. that not only is very 
considerable direct employment created but also as a result of it the pace of general econo
mic act1v1ty is significantly increased. The process is essentially no .different from that 
which took place during later war years. At this time direct government employment 
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including recruitment of military personnel increased largely, there was a large 
programme of publi~ works of various types spread throughout the country and the 
fillip given to general economic activity was felt in all parts of the economy and the country. 
Whatever the difficulties, on account of shortages and inflationary price movements, the situa
tion regarding employment during later war years was, on all evidence, the most satisfactory 
recorded, at least, within the last three decades. It would be unnecessary to reproduce some 
features of this situation such as the severe inflation and the high proportion of expenditure 
on nonproductive activity. It may also not be possible to find a counterpart to the large and 
continuous direct recruitm~nt of military personnel. However, if the e sential features, viz. 
largely increased government employment, large and widespread programme of public 
works-and one may add the increased demand for the products of hand industry-are 
reproduced and above all 1he size of the total investment and expenditure programme L'> 

large enough the existing .'Ute state of the problem of employment should pass . 

• 
As regards the progran1me of investment in agriculture, we have noted that in the 

areas in which it brings about an increase in the area or period of agricultural activity, 
it might help to diminish under -employment over a small or large area to some extent. 

The programme for investment in industry may be divided in this context, in four 
parts : the producers, goods and consumers, goods division of modern machine industry 

.. ( m which may be also included mining ) and the traditional hand industry and modern 
repair. etc. divisions in small enterprise. Of these the producer goods part of modern indus-

. try employs the smallest numbers today and even a large percentage increase in it will only 
slightly increase employment in absolute numbers. The modern division of small industry 
need not be considered separately ; it will move in sympathy with ·the general progress of 
economic development and tempo of-economic activity. Increase in employment afforded 
by it is also no: likely to cause any large technological unemployment. The traditional hand 
industry and most of modern consumers' goods industry must be considered together for 
the effect on empk>yment. However, though the other parts of the industrial structure 
are not so directly connected with hand industry and the employment afforded by it, develop-

- ments in them are bound to have an impact on traditional industry in the long run. From 
..... the point of view of employment the in1mediate objective is to increase, if possible, the total 

employment in the industrial sector and the first step in achieving this is to see that 
existing employment in this sphere of traditional hand industry is, at least, not diminished. 
The employment in the category forms so large a part of total industrial employment that a 
significant diminution in it is not compatible with any increase, however small, in total 
employment in the industrial sector. 

It is difficult to see how this can be properly planned without taking a long-term view 
of the entire industrial production system. Even if in the initial stages all the emphasis was 
on increase of basic, heavy and capital goods industries., these would ultimately lead to 

· establishment of units and enterprises which must produce consumption goods with modern 
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technique. Funher, whatever increase in availability of consumption goods production in 
the immediate future is planned it must be brought about by some one or another existing 
or improved agency. The planning of consumption goods production and the gradual 
improvement in the technique of such production are, therefore, problems that cannot be 
shirked in the immediate future by merely saying that within the next 5 years in the machine 
production of products of traditional cottage industries no increase will take place. 
Corrimon production plans in which the immediate production of consumption goods, the 
rate of increase in such production, the transition in the agency of such production, the 
finance and capital equipment for such transition and the total increased or reduced emp
loyment given at each stage must be carefully thought out. 

Unemployment and under-employment must be considered as closely related to existing 
poverty and low standards of living among large masses in the country. The situation 
during the last fev! years has shown that considerable economic activity in restricted spheres 
or full employment in them is compatible in the_ Indian economy with low employment and 
depression in other spheres. In an economy as poor and as loosely integrated as the Indian, 
effective social service or welfare measures cannot also be contemplated immediately. The , 
cost and the administrative cisk appear both too large. Therefore, the only way of securing. ) 
something like a minimum standard over most of the country for all classes is to create ad
ditional employment opportunity in sufficient numbers and in appropriate locations 
and conditions for everybody. Apart, therefore, from employment opportunities utilis- , .. 
ing idle labour and thus making possible increased production, employment has also to . -
?e considered as being necessary as the first step towards not so much a socialistic but 
some kind of responsible state, i.e. a state which though not yet making any progress 
towards positive welfare or social service activities begins at least by taking seriously its 
constitutional responsibility of providing employment opportunities for all. These 

- ~ -

latter considerations have special relevance in relation to the large classes employed in. 
agriculture and small industry. For the under-employment and poverty of the small farmer 
and agricultural labourer classes a considerable public works prograrnme spread Widely 
over the country and planned to last over a continuous series of years seems to afford the only 
solution. For the small industry sector the solution is obviouslyto be sought in terms of 
careful planning over many s-year plans of the changing structure of industrial produc
tion and determining common production plans for those large fields of consumption 
goods production in which traditional small industry production continues to playan import
ant part. 

The discussion above may be summarised in the following terms of what is p<>Ssible and 
what is desired. (1) There is little chance of and it is hardly desirable to have additional nuni
bers employed in agriculture. (2) There is urgent need for affording fuller employment for 
the classes of the small farmer and the rural labourer. In view of the peculiar requiremenu 
in regard to timing and location of additional or supplementary employment of this class only 
a lon'g-term programme of widespread public works throughout the country, more particularly 
spread in those areas where agriculture is insecure and the standard of living of small 
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farmers and agricultural labourers is particularly low, is indicated. Before substantial employ
ment opportunities in other occupations are made available on a scale very much larger than 
can be immediately contemplated, there appears no alternative to such public works pro
gramme. (3) In the field of most small industry employment opportunities for new entrants 
may become available only if there is considerable increase in demand of product of the industry 
combined with little or no progress in technique. The total long-term programme of develop
ment of particular industries will have to be related to a programme of transition of the struc
ture of industry over a comparatively long period. And in view of this and in view of the compara
tively high cost of increasing employment in modern manufacture and mining the total addi
tional employment in the industrial sector in the 2nd Five Year Plan cannot be large. (4) 

· Increased employment in state administration, state social services and state economic enter
prises afford the main openings for the continuously increasing number of recruits to the edu· 
cated urban class. (5) The expansion of state activities to as large an extent as possible in 
social and etonomic overheads is indicated by employment considerations. (6) Employment 
and earnings in the field of small-scale private activity other than agriculture and traditional 
cottage industry need not be directly operated upon. The general increase of the tempo of 
economic activity set in motion by a large-scale and widespread expansion of state activities and 

. public works should be sufficient to improve employment and earnings in small commercial and 
transport and small repair and other establishments which are ancillary to modern industry. 

· The propositions as stated above are not mutually inconsistent. Only, if affording reason
able employment opportunities is considered a primary aim the propositions indicate 
certain guiding considerations for the structure of the plan of development. Primarily, 
they emphasize that the rate at which labour saving techniques are adopted may have to be 
regulated, to a larger or smaller degree, in most directions. As labour saving techniques hold 
a central place in most modern technology this would mean a deliberate routing and partial 
retardation of its total adoption. It would also have the result of increasing at a slower pace, 
than might otherwise be possible, ofthe total availability, in terms of both of quality and 
quantity, of consumer goods. In the interests of a peaceful transition, however, such 
an indirect approach and such postponement of consumer goods availability may be held 
necessary and desirable. 

In considering what might be planned for the future, a glance at what happened during the 
decade 1941-51 may be useful. The following table compares the distribution of the total work
ing force between the major livelihood classes in 1951 with that in 1941. It may be noted 
that this was a period of great economic activity and of considerable increase in industrial pro
duction. Even so, it indicates a very small increase in those engaged in industrial and related 
production and a comparatively large increase in workers in agriculture. The comparison 
emphasises an important characteristic of the existing and continuing situation in India. As 
long as employment in other sectors does not increase, the large bulk of the population 
which lives in the rural area and is supported by agriculture will continue to stay in the rural 
area and depend on agriculture for support. The continuous growth in population increases the 
numbers that have to be supported by agriculture and this increase leads to an accentuation of 
under-employment in agriculture and perpetuation of the low standard of living. 
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The decade 1941-51 was one in which urbanisation in India proceeded at a faster pace 
than in any decade since the establishment of the India Census. · The result is reflected in 
the increase of employment noted in "other services and miscellaneous sources" in the table. 
Th~ proportionate rise in employment in this class is the largest of all. However, in terms of 
absolute nu111bers it could not give substantial relief to the pressure that increase. in population 
brought on employment in agriculture. Even a bold plan of development in India cannot 
create, in the immediate future, such a large number of permanent jobs, in activities other 
than agriculture, as to. absorb the increase in the working force in rural areas. ·It wiUtake 
many 5-year plans of development to change the occupational structure in India radically 

- enough for the purpose. This emphasises the undertaking by the State of continuing program
mes of public works and other related activities which while helping in the long terin to 
change suitably the occupational structure will employ in the meantime very large numbers 
in temporary activities acting, in effect,. as a transitional relief programme. 

Framing the requirement of new employment opportunities in the usual terms of attempt~ 
ing absorption of all new workers in non-agricultural employment we have the following . 
relations. The calculations are made for only that part of the working force called ''self- . 
supporting persons." The other category "earning dependents" has beeri neglected here, as in 

Distribution of Working Force as obtained from the Census. 

Livelihood Classes 

I-IV Agricultural classes: total 
V Production other than cultivation : 
VI Commerce 
VII Transport 
VIII Other services and miscellaneous sources 
(V-VIII non-agricultural classes :total) 

GRAND ToTAL • 

Total 
working 
force 

861 
164 
6g 
16 

120 
{369) 

1230 

(Lakh persons) 

Total 
per cent. working Per cent 

force. 

1941 1951 
...,. . 

... .. t~~ 

70'00 ., 1003 . 70'04 
13'33 167 11·66 
5·61:. 73 5'10 
1'30 20 1•40 
9'76 169 II·8o 

(30'00) (429) (29'96) 

100'00 1432 100•00 

Reference : Final Report of the National Income Committee. February 1954. 
Government of India. 

· '(Page g.) 

the tables eeisewhere, because the urban-rural breakdown is not available for them: in the detail
ed tables. On the basis of "self-supporting persons" forming nearly 3? p.~; of the total popu- · 
lation we may estimate an annual increase in thier numbers as being about 13 lakh persons, 
giving a total additions to this class of about 65 lakhs in five years constituting nearly 20 p.c. 
of the total self supporting persons in1 95 I. In view of the graded possiblities of employment 

. 
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creation in the different classes it is obvious that in the classes in which employment can be 
most directly affected by the Plan the attempted increase must be very much larger tha~ the 2o 

p.c. average indicated above. 1\ioreover, these calculations take account of only new entrants 
into the working force and neglect both existing unemployment and the even larger under
employ ment. This emphasises that the target of increasing empbyment in Public Works, 
Public Administration and Public Services must be put as high as possible from '"the point of 
view of empolyment and that a target of an overall increase of say 30 p.c. in these 
categories cannot be considered as at all high. 

Finally -some comment may be made on the supposed ease of undertaking a plan of 
development in the country because of the existence of idle resources. There appears a 
large reservoir in the country of idle resources in terms of labour mostly employed in agri
culture, traditional cottage industry and to so~e ext~nt also smaller establislunents in many 
kinds 'Of other activities. Equipment in traditional cottage industry and similar activities may 
also to some extent be underutilised. Neither land nor agricultural equipment can, however, 
be considered as being in surplus supply or as being underutilised at present techniques; nor 
does equipment in any form of modren industry or transport activity appear to be substantial
ly underutilised. The fuller utilisation of the under-employed labour in agriculture and small 
industry would be dependent on adequate additional supplies of capital resources depending 
on the activity in which additional employment is found. The under-employed, in the 
bulk, are also the under-fed today and would have to be adequately fed and perhaps better 
clothed and sheltered for fuller utilisation of t:heir lab:mr. Use of unutilised equipment in 
traditional industry would also require increased supply of materials. This would make 
a demand chiefly on domestic production of raw materials. The limited supply of land 
makes it unlikely that any scheme of additional utilisation of labour would by itself make 
available additional primary products required for sustaining such additional employment. 
From this point of view schemes of irrigation and conservation which widen, over a period, 
the base of primary production have great importance and should command priority. How
ever, increased supplies of food, consumer goods and raw materials need not all come from 

. production within the country. The limit to the extent of progressive utilisation of idle labour 
cannot, therefore, be defined in terms of production of specific commodities within the 
country but must be computed in terms of total resources available for the purpose. Given 
a level of national income during any year, the addition~ utilisation of idle labour in the 
succeeding year will depend on (I) the increase in income during the year over the previous 
year and (2) additional resources made available by a change in the volume and pattern of 
consumption as compared with .the previous year. Additional income, generated by the 
utilisation of idle labour would, of course, itself form part of (1) above. Liberal estimates 
of increase in national income do not exceed 5 p. c. and it is obvious that the whole of this 
cannot be available for the utilisatio~ of idle labour. These considerations are set out to 
emphasize two points; firstly, that there are fairly close limits to the extent to which, at least 
in the initial years, idle labour could be utilised and secondly, that rationalisation of the 
pattern of consumption expenditure is of considerable importance even in this context. 
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EMPLOYMENT PATTERN AND POLICIES · 

- by 

DR. V. K. R. V. RAo 

It is best to begin with a description of the employment pattern existing in the country 
in 1951. The Census Report classifies the labour force by what is termed livelihood· classes. 
~hile a more detailed classification is available for non-agricultural workers. The ·labour 
force is divided into two broad categories, viz. what are called "self-supporting wo~kers" 
and " earning dependants ". A self-supporting worker is defined as 'one· who is in receipt . 
of an income and that income is sufficient at least for his own maintenance', while _an ea~g 
dependant is defined as ' one who secures a regular income even though it may be smalJ _ but 
where the income which he secures is not sufficient to support him '. Earning dependants 
are assigned to the livelihood class of the self-supporting persons on whom they are dependant, 
but this does not necessarily indicate the livylihood class from which they actually derive 
their income, ~ever small it may be. Fortunately the Census also contains data on the 
actual livelihood class from which earning dependants obtain their income. It is important 
to note' this distinction when compiling the livelihood table of the labour force, in view of 
the fact that whereas about 3 I million earp.ing dependants are returned as dependant on self
supporting persons in agriculture, the number returned as actually deriving their income from 
agriculture was only about 28 millions. The following table giveS a classified statement of 
th::: hb)ur force in 1951, which totallea about 104 million persons or 40 per cent of the 
population. · 

Livelihood class 

Owner cultivators 
Non-owner cultivators· 
Cultivating labour . . 
Rent receivers of agricultural land 
Production other than agriculture 
Commerce . . . . 
Transport . . 1 • • 

Other services and miscellaneous 
sources. . . . . 

Total of agricultural classes . 
Total of non-agricultural classes 

GRAND TOTAL 

29 P.C. 

TABLE I 

No. of No. of 
self- Earning 

. supporting Dependants 
workers 

45.761 12,864 
8,766 2,543 

14,882 12,216 
1,641 276 

12,136 4·402 
5,903 1,336 ·. 
1,734 227 

13,577 4,087 
71,050 . 27,899 
33·350 10,052 
• 

104,400 37.951 

235 

(Figlires of workers in 'ooo) 

Total Percentage 
Labour of labour 
Foret:;. force iD 
.No. each class to 

total 

58,625 41•1 
II,309 8·o 
27,098 19'0 

1,917 1'4 
16,538 II·6 
7,239 5'1 
1,961 1'4 

17,664 12·4 
98,949 6?·s 
43.402 30·5 --

142,351 100•0 
·-··---
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In addition, a number of members of the labour force had a secondary means of liveli
hood which went to supplement the income they obtained as self-supporting persons from 
their principal means of livelihood. The following table gives the relevant figures. 

TABLE 2.-Secondary Occupation& of Self-supporting Persons 

Cultivators of owned land 
Cultivators of unowned land 
Cultivating labour . 
Rent receivers of agricultural land 
Production other than cultivation 
Commerce 
Transpo!'( 
Other Services and Miscellaneous Sources 
Total of Agricultural classes 
Total of Non-agricultural classes 

GRAND ToTAL 

(Figures in 'ooo) 
2,o62 

1>467 
2>481 

875 
3>141 
1,501 

354 
3>326 
6,885 
8,322 

It is interesting to note that of this number, 7 million self-supporting person~ having 
agriculture as their livelihood class had non-agriculture as their secondary means of liveli
hood, while 2. 7 million self-supporting persons having non-agriculture as their livelihood 
class had agriculture as their secondary means of livelihood. 

Of the 142 million persons Constituting the labour force, men numberd about 100 million 
anJ·women 42 million. About 120 million were working in rural areas and about 24 mi1lion 
in urban areas. 

The Census also gives figures of the number of employees in both agricultural and non
agricultural categories, an employee being defined as a ' person who ordinarily worked under 
some other person for a salary or a wage in cash or in kind as a means of earning a liveli
hood'. This information is not available for earning dependants numbering about 10 

million in the non-agricultural class, while we find that of the 28 million earning dependants 
in the agricultural class, about 12 million persons were returned as cultivating labourers. 
Leaving out the figures of earning dependants, we find that of the 104 million self-support-

.,/ ing persons, no less than nearly 30 million persons were employees or hired workers, divided 
practically in equal proportions between agricultural and non-agricultural classes. 30 million 
workers give India one of the largest national body of employees in the world, the United 
States having 49 million and U. K. 21 million. If employees who are earning dependants 
are also added to the Indian :figure, our labour force of hired workers would number more 
than 48 million and would place India second ~ranking by size of hired workers amo~g the 
nations of the world: Thus, contrary to the general impression, India has a large body of 
employees or persons working for a salary or a wage either in cash or in kind ; and this is a 
highly relevant fact in considering problems of employment and unemployment, wage levels, 
find impact of price rises on levels of living. 
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In considering what kind of ~ employment pattern we should have in ind.la, it is use
ful to have a look at the employment pattern of some "of the economically developed coun- · 
tries of the world. For this purpose, data relating to India as well as some other couniri~ _ . 
have been re-classified and results are given iri the following table. 

TABLE 3.-Percentage Dispribution of Occupational Distribution of Labour !?orce. 

Category U.S.A. U.K. Canada U.S.S.R. Japan India 
(1950) (1950) (1951) (1937) (1950) (1951) 

Agriculture 12'5 5'0 19'4 58·o 48•7 71'9 

Industry 30·6 43'1 29'3 17•& , 17'3 .9'7" 

Construction . 6•4 6·2 6·6 3'5 4'0 1•0 

Transportation and Communi- 7'7 7'8 
cation. 

7'4 5"4 . s·o 1'5 

Trade 19'0 14'1 16·s 4'4 II•8 s·t 

Services. 23•8 23·8 20·8 10'9 13'2 10•8 

TOTAL 100•0 100•0 100•0 100•0 100·0 100•0 

It is clear from the table that substantial changes are required in the occupational pattern 
of this country if it is to have a developed economy. It is also clear that the proportion of the 
labour force engaged in agriculture must decline and that the proportion of the labour force 
engaged in industry, construction, transportation and communication, and other _services 
must all increase-. The extent of the increase in each and- the period over which it:;hould be 
brought about are subjects appropriate for planning, but inevitably any proposals made fu this . 
connection must be provisional and hypothetical and subject to constant revjew and change, if 
necessary, in the light of experience. ·It is noteworthy, however, that in hll these countries, 
with the exception_of the.. U._ S. S~ R., the. pattern is.somewhat.similar.except in respect.of. 
industry where U. K. shows a larger proportion and Japan a smaller one and in respect of 
agriculture where Japan has a very hig);l proportion and U.K. a very small proportion. In 
the case of construction, transport and communication; and trade, there is a considerable 
measure of similarity. The U.S. S. R. presents a somewhat different picture in so far as the 
proportion und<:r agriculture is higher l)ui it must be remembered that the figures relate to 
1937 (i.e., at the end· of their Second Five Year Plan) and also that in terms of absolute 
numbers, they had to deal with a much larger population when they started their programme 
of economic development ; this explains both the high percentage under _agriculture and.tbe 
smaller percentage, as compared to U.S.A. and U.K. under industry in the·u. S. S. R. What 
is of greater interest-is- the-comparative-similarity of the pattern in respect of construction, and -
transport and communications, and the startling differences in the pattern· in respect of trade 
and the services. The experience of the U.S.S.R. has perhaps more relevance to the Indian-
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problem than that of U. S. A. or U. ~.,as she also started late; had to deal with a large 
population and went in for planned economic develo~ment; only our pace of change in terms of 
the occupational pattern may have to be slower in some cases and also a little different partly 
because of the much la:ger size of our population and the change in absolute numbers that 
even a small percentage change in the occupational pattern involves and partly because our 
State is a parliamentary democracy and has a large place in its economy for the private 
sector. · 

In discussing the composition of the employment pattern that we want to see in India, 
and that is withhl the bounds of practicability, it is useful to separate the long from: the short 
period. For this purpose, we take the long period to consist of four five year plan periods 
including the first, 'Yhich means that the target year would be 1971; we take the short period 
to cover the Second Five Year Plan which means that the target date would be 19()1. We 
present a picture of the employment pattern visu~ed for 1971. It is assumed that the popu
lation will number 458 ·5 millions in 1971 (vide Census ij.eport, p. 179). It is also assumed 
that the employment pattern in 1956 or the opening year of the Second Five Year Plan would 
be the same as that revealed by the 1951 .C_ensus tables and that the labour force would con
tinue at 40 per cent of the total population. 

TABLE 4.-Employmcrtt Pattern in 1971. 

1971 

Category 

No. in Percentage of~ No. in 
mil- each to mil- Percentage 

lions. total lions 

Agriculture . 109'0 71'9 112'0 sS·o 

Industry 14'7 9"7 31'0 16•1 

Construction • I'S 1•0 6·o 3'1 

Transport & Communication . 2'3 I'S 7'0 3'6 

Trade . 7'7 S'l 12'0 6·2 

Services. 16•4 10·8 25'0 13'0 

GRAND TOTAL ISI·6 100·0 193'0 100•0 

Difference bet
ween 1971 and 

1956 

No. in 
mil- Percentag( 

lions 

3'0 -13'9 

16•3 +6·4 

4'5 +2·1 

4'7 +2·1 

4'3 +1·1 

8·6 +2·2 

41'4 .....,. 
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This will involve the creation of 41 million additional jobs or employment opportunities 
within a period of 15 years, trUly a colossal task ; and yet, even with this, the employment 
pattern that will be reached will be comparable only to that reached by the U.S.S~. in 1937 
after two five-year plans and that reached ·by Japan in 1950 ; it will still fall far short of the 
pattern reached in the U. S. A. in 1950. In fact, I don't think it wi_ll ever be possible for this 
country to reach the U. S. pattern within any measurable distance of time and India is bound 
to have agriculture and allied occupations as the most important livelihood class of its 
labour force. I believe that the pattern I have presented for 1971 is the best that can be 
achieved in t~rms of agricultural a~d non-agricultural occupations;"though there may- be-. 
differences about the exact distribution of the non-agricultural labour force among its com-· 
ponent categories. 

It may be of some interest to set out the income assum.Ptions of the· employment pattern 
proposed for 1971. It is expected that at the end of 15 years from the commencement-of the 
Second Five Year Plan, national income would increase by about 125 per cent, which gives a flat 
rate of increase of about 8 per cent a year ; in actual fact, the rate of increase is likely to be 
highest during the Third Five Year Plan, while it may be a little lower or a little higher in ' 
the Fourth Five Year Plan period as. compared to the Second Plan period. Part of the in- · 
crease would be due to the increase in the number of the labour force, part due to increase in 
productivity per head, and part due to the proposed shifts in the occupational patterns. Broadly 
speaking, the assumption is made that, as compared to 1956, the position in 1971 would be 
that income from agriculture and allied occupations would increse by about 70 per cent, that 
from industry by 300 per cent, that from construction by 500 per cent, that from transport and 
communications by 300 per cent, that from trade l?Y 200 per cent and that from services by 
150 per cent. The per capita income in each category will of course rise in different proportions, 
as the rate of increase in numbers will differ widely from category to category. 

The next question is about the employment pattern visualised for the short!Pitiod, i.e., 
as it is visualised in 1961 or at the end of the Second Five Year Plan._ In. making up this. 
pattern as well as the one for 1971 set out previously, I have been influenced by the changes 
in employment pattern that have accompanied economic development·· in some countries 
for which data of some sort is available. Thus, e.g., we find that in the case of the U.S.A. 
construction and transportation and communication increased faster during the earlier period 
of development with industry, trade, and services following suit in that order. In the 
U.S.S.R. construction increased fastest during the earlier stages of development, and so did 
trade, while industry, transport and communication increased more slowly, and services a~
tually declined in importance during the earlier period. In Japan, industry including· cons-. __ 
truction and commerce including transport and-communication rose fastest during the earlier 
years of development, while services rose_ at a somewhat slow rate. The trends, hazy as . 
they are, seem to be real and could also be explained in a priori terms if one regards cons- · 
truction and transport and communications as the overheads of industrial development ~ 
pecially in a large country, industry itself as the beneficiary of the development of these 
overheads, and services as both an accompaniment but more an aftermath of industrialisation, 
urbarusation and rise in consumer demands. 
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Presented below is the employment pattern I visualise for 1961. 

.. Category 

Agricultme· 
Industry 
Construction 
Transport & Communication 
Trade ·. 
Services. 

TOTAL 

TABLE 5 

1956 

No. 
(in mil- % 

lions) 

109'0 71'9 
14'7 9'7 
1·5 1•0 
2'3 1'5 
7'7 5"1 

16•4 10·8 

151'6 100•0 

1961 

No. 
(in mil-

lions) 

107•8 
17'3 
3'7 
4"0 
9"7 

18•7 

161•2 

Difference between 
19{)1 & 1956 

No. 
% (in mil- % 

lions) 

66·9 -1"2 -S·O 
10'7 +2·6 +1·0 
2'3 +2·2 +1·3 
2'5 +1'7 +1·0 
6·o +2·0 +o·9 

n·6 +2·3 +o·8 

100·9 +9·6 

It will be seen that greatest emphasis is placed on construction, followed by transport 
and communication, trade, industry, and services in that order ; a small decline is postulated 
in the agricultural sector.· The importance given to trade is based mainly on the fact that 
it is the most elastic source of livelihood in the private sector and one that requires a smaller 
measure of organised effort than is the case with the other livelihood classes. 

1he pattern postulated above requires the creation of 10.7 million jobs and employment 
opponunities during the Second Plan period. Assuming that there will be no ch_ange in the 
p~;esent.. pattern of employment as between employees or hired workers, and independent 
workers, including employers,. the proposed pattern will involve the creation of 4. 8 million 

_ actual jobs in the period and of fresh employment opportunities for 5 . 9 million persons in the 
non-agricultural (this does not mean non-rural) sector. The probable distribution of these 
employees and independent workers over the different non-agricultural categories is given 
in the following table. 

TABLE 6 

No. of No. of inde- Total Ratio of 
Category Employees pendent workers employees 

(in mil- workers & (in mil- to total 
lions) employers (in lions) workers in 

millions) each category 
(Percentage) 

IndustrY 1'0 1'5 2'5 40 
Construction . . 1"0 # 1"2 2"2 45 
Transportation & Communication 1'2 o·s 1"7 71 
Trade .. . . 0'4 1'6 2'0 20 
Services: (a) Health, Education.and 

86 Public Administration o·6 o·r 0"1 
(b) Other Services o·6 r·o r·6 37 
Total Services . . . 1'2 I'l 1"3 52 
Total-Non-Agricultural Worker!! 4"8 5~9 10"7 45 
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With a view to indicating more clearly the actUal path I visualise for bringing about the 
proposed change in employment pattern at the end of the period) I give below a ta:ble·giving 
the break-down by categories of the pattern visualised during each year of the Second Plan. 

Category 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Construction 
Transport & Communication 
Trade 
Services 

TOTAL 

TABLE 7 

1956 1957 

109'0 108·9 
14'7 14'9 

I ":..5 2'3 
2'3 '2'5 
7'7 8·o 

16'4 16·6 

15P6 153'3 

1958 

108'7 
15'2 
3'3 
2•8 
8·3 

16'9 

155'2 

(No. of workers in millions) 
) 

1959 1960 1961. 

1o8·5 108·2 107'9 
' 15'7 16'4 17'2 

3'5 3'6 3'7 
3'1 3'5 . 4'0 
8•7 9'2 9'.7 

17'3 17'9 18'7 

156·8 158•8 161·2 

It will be seen that the largest share of the proposed increase in employment is assigoed 
to construction in the first two years, while industry and trade get pride of place in ~he last . 
three years of the Plan. Trade is assigned a more or less steady rate of annual increase, while 
employment. in the services records a sharp increase in the last two years of the Plan .. · The 
pattern proposed here ,differs sharply from the Soviet pattern in respect of the greater im
portance that. is assigned to trade and services; otherwise it is similar to the Sovie~ pattern as . ..,. 
well as to the patterns of the other developed countries. _ ..... \ . 

Discussion so far has been largely confined to finding employment opportunities for the 
anticipated natural additions to the labour force during the Second Five Year Plan period, . . . 
except for the provision that is made for the transfer of 1 • 2 million persons from agricultural to 
non-agricultural . occupations. It is now necessary to take account of the presence of unemploy- · 
ment, under-employment, and disguised unemployment in the Indian. economy .. The only 
unemployment figures that are available are in respect of persons who register themselves with 
the employment exchanges in the country. Approximately 6 lakhs of persons are so registered, 
but of this number about one-third are probably already in employment and have registered 
themselves in search of better jobs. That leaves a figure of 4 lakhs for whom employment has 
to be found within the Plan period. This figure of 4 lakhs of unemployed does not make any 
allowance for t4e urban unemployed who fail to register themselves, nor does it include the 
rural unemployed. Some light is, however, thrown on the latter by th,e data c61:1ected in· the · 
course of the All-India Agricultural Labour Enquiry conducted in 1950~51. According 
to that Enquiry, about 16 per c~nt of cultivating labourers were totally unemployed, which gives 
a figUre of 24 . lakhs as the number of unemployed . among agncultural labourers. 
No information is avai~ble about the unemployed among the· non-agricultural workers 
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in the rural areas who number abo1;1t 49 lakhs.· If we apply to them rate of 
unemployment that is half of the rate found among agricultural labourers, we get 
a figure of about 4 lakhs as the number of unemployed among non-agricultural rural work
ers. If in addition we allow an arbitrary figure of 2 lakhs as the number of unemployed 
urban· workers who fail to register themselves, we get a total of 34 lakhs as the number of 
unemployed persons in India, which works out at a little more than 11 per cent of the total 
number of workers who are or have been employed, the census definition of an employee 
being " a person who ordinarily worked under some other person for a salary or a wage in 

• cash or in kind as a means of earning a livelihood , . 

Then there are the under-employed and the disguised unemployed. The Agricultural 
Labour Enquiry Report estimates the. extent of under-employment as being, on an average, 
82 days of unemployment in a year for 84 per cent of the agricultural labourers who have some 
employment during the year. This means that about 125 lakhs of agricUltural labourers 
do not have employment for 82 days in a year. On the assumption that 300 days constitute a 
full working year, this works out at 34 lakhs of unemployment in terms of man years. No 
information is available about the extent of under-employment among the 487 lakhs of non-

. agricultural workers in tlie rural areas nor among tl'le 86.7 1akhs of urban workers, especially of 
that number who work in small-scale establishments. Any figure that may be 
given in this _connection is bound to be of the nature of pure guess work and cannot 
claim Sta~~cal validity. On the assumption however the"under-employment among non
agricultural workers would be at least half of that among agricultural labourers and after taking 
into account the estimate made above of the wholly unemployed among these workers, we 
get a fi~e of 15 lakhs of unemployment in terms of man years. Taking both agricultural 
and non-agricultural workers and rural and urban areas together, the volume of under-employ
ment could be estimated at 49 lakhs of unemployment in terms of man years.· 

In addition, there is the problem of disguised unemployment. A person 
is in a state of disguised unemployment, tf his removal from his current economic 

· activity does not · result in any diminution of the current output of the field o(_ 
economic activity in whi~h he is engaged. It is very difficult to give any estimate of 
the volume of such disguised unemployment. The number of earning ·dependants who 
by definition are at work but do not"get an income sufficient even for their own sustenance and 

. have to depend on others is perhaps some indication of the extent of disguised unemployment 
in the community ; and the fact that a majority of the earning dependants are following agri
·Culture as their occupation lends support to the view. The number of earning dependants 
as disclosed by the 1951 Census was 38 million of whom 28 million were in the agricultural 
livelihood class and 10 million in the non-agricultural livelihood classes. There is also no 
doubt that even among those who are returned as self-supporting persons either in agric~l
tural or in non-agricultural classes and are not employees, there must be a certain extent of.dis
guised unemployment. This would be particularly true of the agricultural sector wher~ the man
acre ratio is much higher than in most of the developed countries. It is 1:\owever not possi-

. ble to make any esthnate of the volume of this disguised unemployment as it turns primarily 
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upon the methods of production followed. All that can be said about disguised· unemploy
ment would be that it is large in volume, is numbered in terms ~f million rather than iO. millions:. 
and represents a reserve labour force that can be brought into more fruitful activity with the 
advance of industrial development and the decline expected to take place at some future date 
in the annual additions to population and therefore to the labour force; Till. such _time, how·· 
ever, what is likely to happen would be not so much a significant fall in the number .of the 
disguised unemployed as an increase in their turnover, some of th~m finding opportunities 
for more pi·oductive employment, but getting replaced by others who would be fresh rec~ts 
to the labour force resulting from the annual growth of the population, · 

. . 
Leaving out therefore the problem of disguised unemployment a~ least for . the purpose · 

of the Second Five Year Plan, there still remains the problem of 34 lakhs of wholly unem- ' 
ployed, and a volume of under-employment equivalent to 49 lakhs of unemployment in man 
years. The problem of employment therefore in the Second Plan period is much · larger 
than that of merely finding employment for the additions to the labour force resulting from 
the growth of population. .It must include provision for giving employment to the wholly . 
unemployed, and also make some provision for partial or seasonal employment to those who 
are subject to a state of under-employment due to the nature of the activity in which they are . 
engaged. The pattern proposed by us for the Second Plan prQvides for employment oppor
tunities for IO. 7 million persons ; whereas the estimated additions to the labour force by 
growth of population together with the estimated number of the unemployed (le~vit:J.g out 
under-employment and disguised unemployment) comes to 13 millbn persons. The em
ployment pattern proposed in this paper would therefore still leave a certain volume of un
employment at the c:nd of the Second Plan· period, viz. 23 lakhs. This however would be 
smaller than the estimated volume of unemployment at the beginning of the Second Plan 
period by I I lakhs or nearly 33 per cent. Either we have to rest content with that situation 
or step up the size of the Second Five Year Plan. The employme"nt pattern ., proposed 
must alsoi nclude additional provision for seas~nal and other kinds of partial employment 
speCially designed to deal with the problem of under-employment, particularly among rural 
workers for whom it is a major problem. • · 

We may now turn to a brief account of the policies involved in the implementation of the 
employment pattern proposed in this paper for the Second Five Year Plan. . The employ
ment pattern involves the creation of employment opportunities for io. 7 million P'ersons~ 
of whom 4.8 million have to be actual jobs ; in the process, it also involves the shift· of 1.2 

million persons from the agricultural to the non-agricultural sector. It is also pr~s~ed 
that in the process of finding employment opportunities for these 10.7 rnijlion persons, there· 
will be capital formation, and growth and practice of technical knowledge so that there will bl! · 
an increase in productivity on the part of those already _in employment. · Development does / 
not only mean more jobs ; it also means that existing jobs will result In more output auJ lt1• 
therefore greater income. In fact, the major objective of policy has to be increased in pcodu4 . .:'" 

tivity ; and it is in the process of doing so that additional employment has to be found rather 1 

than the other way about. For our economic problem is not so much . o~e ·of the ·I 
. ·' 29 P.C. 
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unemployment as of low prod_uctivity ; and it is against this background that an employ
ment policy bas to be formulated for the Second Five Year Plan. 

The second thing to note about employment policy is the need for organising the supply 
of labour for providing the 4 · 8 million jobs visualised in our pattern. Theoretically, the 
existence of a large volume of unemployment and the substantial additions that are made to the 
labour force every year by the growth of population should perhaps make sud organisation 
UJlllecessary. In actUal fact, however, labour in India has a great deal of lack of mobility as 
between rural aJ;J.d urban areas, and as between different occupations. It also suffers a great 
deal from lack of training either in skills or even in disciplined or regular hours of work. ·There 
is also the further fact,· so glaringly revealed by the findings of the Agricultural Labour En
qUiry and the National Sample Survey Rounds, that large sections of the working force in rural 
areas obtain either wages or incomes much below the national average; and social justice 
demands that this class, which in a way is the most exploited class in the country, is given 
the first chance to improve its condition when new jobs are being created in the country. 
Moreover, th~ incidence of the distribution of this class is unevenly spread over different parts 
of the rountry and social justice again demands that special attention is directed to what may 
'>e called the distressed areas in the country as distinguished from other areas which are com
paratively better off, though in absolute terms their condition is no matter for satisfaction 
either. . In view of these facts, I would suggest the organisation of a National Labour Force, 
recruited from the classeS which at present have either little or no income and particularly 
from those areas where the incidence of economic distress is comparatively high The. N.L.F. 
should be recruited and organised on a semi-~tary basis, provided with food and clothing, 
and ~vena certain amount of training in literacy, consciousness of national unity and pur
pose, and skills. Their primary job should be constructional activity ; and they should be 
uSed for building dams, factories, roads, schools, hospitals, public buildings, and _townships. 
I would suggest that pre1iminary steps for the organisation of such a Force should be taken 
before the rommencement. of the Second Plan, and that before the end of its first year, 
there should be a N.L.F. of half a million persons, and if should reach a total of I million 
well before the end of the Plan period. Supplementing this force would be, as envisaged in 
the pattern, employment opportuirlties for another I · 3 million independent workers and 
employers in the construction trades, whose main task would be to deal with_ the constructional 
requirements of the .private sector especially with reference to residential housing. For 
obtainlng the 3 .8 million workers postulated in the pattern for non-agricultural activities other 
than cOnstruction, it is also necessary that there should be organisation. Labour has to be 
recruited (or the purpose and vast training schemes instituted for enabling them to work with 
discipline and efficiency. Tentatively I would suggest the creation of National Labo~ 

Camps all over the country where people who seek employment should spend a brief but 
defined period of time ; and I would further suggest the possession of a certificate of such 
stay in a National Labour Camp as an essential condition for all employment on a wage or 
salary as from the commencement or at any rate from a fairly early part of the Second Plan 
period. Regarded superficially, all this may seem to smack of the dreaded phenomenon of regi. 
mentation. In fact, however, it would be nothing of the kind. The National Labour Force 
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and the National Labour Camps are only a way of bringing about fairly rapidly a sense of_ 
discipline and a state of skill in the Indian Labour Force without which there can be rio real 
or substantial increase in productivity or in national income. Nor can one regard as irrelevant 
the effect these will have in promoting a s~nse of national unity so badly needed in a vast coun
try such as ours with its many languages, races, and creeds and not yet forged int<.> a proper 
appreciation of unity in diversity by long years of political dependence. It must also be 
emphasised that the expedient~ suggested above would function in a democratic set-up and 
within the framework of a parliamentary system of government. National Labour Force 
anc;l National Labour Camps may have a bad odour about them by virtue of their histe;,rical 
association. But words derive meaning from their context ; and I suggest that in the form 
suggested here and in the Indian context, they need not create fears of regimentation. 

The third factor that has to be taken into account in regard to employment policy .is the 
need for organising the supply of employment opportUnities for the 5 . 9 million independent 
workers and employees visualised in the pattern. Incidentally, this organisation would also . 
be useful from the point of view of finding the 4 . 8 million jobs referred to ·in the previous 
paragraph, as a considerable proportion, perhaps the majority, of these jobs will be in the 
private sector not only in the sense of private employment but also in the sense of catering for 
the investment and consumption needs of the private sector. It is therefore very important 
to provide a positive policy for stimulating employment opportunities in the private sector. 
In this connection, I suggest that due account must be taken of the fact that the bulk of these 
new employment opportunities and jobs in the private sector should be of a labour-intensive 
type and not require substantial investments of capital especially of fixed· capital. At the 
same time, ample scope should be provided for the supply of working capital and small amounts 
of fixed capital to ·entrepreneurs in the small-scale and cottage sectors of economic activity .. 
Expansion of this type of activity would, in turn, involve the adoption of a policy, that would 
bring about due coordination between large-scale and small-scale units in economic eriterJ,rise .'· 
and the planning of a comm~m production programme. It is also necessary that in stimulating 
employment opportunities in the small-scale sector, due account is taken of the need fo-r tech
nical progress and improvement in methods of production ; and for thi; purpose it may be
come necessary to have a planned locational distribution of at least a part of these employment 
opportunities by the creation of numerous small industrial townships in different parts of 
the country. In addition, the creation of new emplo}rment opportunities and jobs on the
scale set out in the pattern would require a planned but rapid increase in social services and 
social welfare activities of the Central, State and Local Governments. · 

Finally, the employment policy should provide ample opportUlli.ties for promoting sea
sonal and other types of partial employment that would make a direct impact on the state 
.of under-employment in the Indian economy, especially in the rural areas .. For this purpose~ 
special attention should be paid to local projects and local schemes and local co-operation 
obtained in both the plannirig and implementation of these schemes and projects. To some 
extent, this is already being done under the First Five Year Plan and especiaiJy in the National 
Hxtension Service Blocks and Community froject f\reas, Ml tll!it ~!) peeded j~ " litt"fJ'iDJ 
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up, of this prograJ;IUlle in the Second Plan and the greater mobilisation of local talents an. 
ideas in both the planning and implementation of these projects. . ' - '· . 

In conclusion, I would ~gain emphasise that the primary objective of economic develop
ment is incr~ase in productivity and increase in output. Additional employment is· a by
product of developm~nt rather than its essential cause. At the. same timef!!! the peculiar 
context <?f Indian Jeconomic conditions, with. its large measure of unemployment, under
employment and disguised unemployment and the rapid growth of its population, it is essen-. ~ ~" 

tial that the objective .of maximising employment should be kept prominently in view .in 
· ~ fr~ming the programme for de~elopmenSJThe ideas presented in this paper are intended to 

co-ordinate the needs of employment with .those of development and set out a pattern that 
will also be within the bounds of a reasonable measure of practicability. For obvious reasons, 
what is presented here is only a first draft and constitutas a provisional view rather th~tn a 
fully worked-out and mature scheme· of ideas. 
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THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN-EMPLOYMENT APPROA~~ 

by 
' 

SHRI K. N. DATAR 
.. , ~ j ·. r 

The need for a wider perspective for planning was recognised in the First Five Year Plan, 
when in discussing the social and economic aspects of planning it was stated, "while there is 
need for concentrating effort on the more immediate problems, planning implies the. readiness 
on the part of the community to view social process as a whole and to take action designed to 
shape this process along desired lines over a defined period". Further in presenting a broad 
outline of investment, income and economic development, certain calculations were given 
regarding the time required for doubling nationl;J.l income on the basis of (i) a certain proportion 
of additional income re-invested each year beginning from the cu~rent year 1955-56and (ii) 
some specified values of capital-output ratio which would be attained in the economy as it pro-: 
gresses. The Plan, however, did not go beyond stating these broad principles, sincdt was then' 
primarily concerned with relatively short period considerations. Now that the aim of the First 
Plan, namely, the building of a base for future planning seems more or less to have been . 
achieved, it is necessary that the Second Plan should be viewed from a wider perspt:,ctive lest 
the immediate pressures pull an undue weight at the cosf of long-term good. In other words 
we have to define more precisely what is meant by 'desired lines' and 'd~fined period'. 

2. The term 'desired lines' has been sufficiently elaborated in a n~ber of papers which 
have already been circulated. Broadly by proceeding on these lines we aim to arrive at a_ 
specified increase in the national income, fuller employment and social justice. While 'defining'_ 
the 'period', it may be stated that shorter the period, the less the scope for subjectiY~dedsions · 
for directing the economy on to a new plane: It is so, because in a rela~ively short period of 
one or even five years the objective considerations· may pull greater weight and the· institU
tional and structural changes. required for some desirable pattern may look fohnidable. Bur 
as the time horizon is enlarged, the number of patterns into which the productive 'resources can· 
be interwoven increases and there is correspon:dingly greater scope for ardvirig 'at appropriat~ 
decisions. Thus, if a view is built up over a lon:ger period, it will _naturally ml;J.ke the approach:'. 
bolder. But at the same time while enlarging the time horizon, care 'is to be dkeri that.it'is.hot· 
so widened as to unmanageably increase th~ numb~r of impond~ra~les: · Again, due reg~rd ii 
to be given to the Government pronounce-ments from time to time ab~ut the period by ~hich 
achievement of certain objectives is promised. It is stated that over t.tnempi~yme~~ has t~ be' 
eradicated in 10 years. If, however, the problem of under-employment js to be sun:ultaneously 
tackled, it is not unreasonable to expect that the process will take a longer period,' say I 5 years:· 
Again, if this objective is pursued vigorously, it might be possible to achie\re ~ doubliiig of per 
capita income by 1971 or even earlier, instead of by r9n, as was stated in the Plan. In this: 
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paper it is, therefore, proposed to have a broader vision of our economy, particularly employ
ment, with the configuration of demand and production pattern 15 years hence and to conceive 
the Second Five Year Plan as the first of three links in the chain of our developmental effort. 

3· It may be added that by pursuing such an employment approach to the Plan we do not 
side-track the other objectives like the rise in the standards of living and distributional justice. 
Fuller employment would naturally mean more per capita income, if the output per worker 
does not decline ; it also means higher standards of living. This increase in the income per 
family would, to some extent, reduce over-all income disparities, assuming that our· fiscal tools 
will not allow the persons in higher income brackets to get away with a greater share of increased 
national income. Again, when we think in terms of fuller employment, we necessarily mean 
that such employment would provide to the unemployed person a socially desirable return for 
the effort involved and also there would be sufficient opportunity for him to put in the effort 
desired of him by the community. 

4· Having said this, it is necessary to indicate broadly the method of analysis proposed to 
be followed in the subsequent Sections :-

(i) In the beginning we work out the total number of jobs necessary to provide full em
ployment by 1971. -

(ii) The next step is the determination of that level of economic activity which could sustain 
full employment. It has been estimated that for this purpose the national income 
will have to be stepped up to slightly more than double in 1971. It is then proposed 
to· build up the production and employment patterns for this level. 

D 

5· To assess the number of jobs to be created by 1971, it is necessary to discuss briefly 
- ·our employment problem. In the first place we should distinguish it from that of industrially 

--· · advanced countries, where 'the number of persons' analysis works adequately because of the 
existence of organised labour markets. This is, however, not the case in our economy, where 
the degree of immobility of labour and regional and hereditary occupational preferences, 
especially in rural areas are quite strong. There is, therefore, a considerable . force in the 
suggestion that in our case "labour-time-disposition"* is more relevant. Then, again, it is 
not the magnitude of the problem which alone is important ; with it should go the direction 
·aiso .. For instance, if it is intended that se_asonal unemployment of agriculturists is to be 
tackled, creation of employment opportunities in urban non-agricultural sector may not provide 
an immediate solution. 

*In this c6~ection the Central Statistical Organisation is busy drawing up a Manual for em
ployment and unemployment surveys, complete with definitions, sampling procedure, tabulation pro
grcunmes and the like for the guidance of the agencies desirous of undertaking su<:Q syrveys, The 
concept of labour-time-disposition i~ explained elaborately in thi$ Manual. 



6. In the light of these observations, it would be useful to estimate the size and character 
of the problem of reducing unemployment to its frictional level by I97I (allowing the u8ual 
3 per cent for friction). The stages in this estimation would be-

(i) assessment of the magnitude and nature of unemployment in I95i on the basis of 
Census data ; 

(ii) estimating the annual increase in the labour force during the period of the Plan; 

(iii) estimating the addition to the employment opportunities during the First Plan period. 

These three estimates will give us the starting point for the Second Five Year 
·Plan. 

And then (iv) assessing the working force in I97I. 

With these data it would be possible to get the magnitude of the problem which requ~~ 
to be tackled in the next I5 years~ 

7. As has been stated very often, it is difficult to analyse the situation from the Employ
ment Exchange data alone, though a paper on what those figures have to say ha8 already been 
circulated. A different approach has; therefore, been adopted for this paper. Assuming tb3:t 
those in the age-group I 5 to 6o are taken to constitute the employable block,. it is possible to find 
out the total employable population in the year I95I. It is true that some recent surveys have 
indicated that a small percentage of persons in the working force are below the age of i5 ; a 
significant proportion of persons over 6o also contribute to the working force. ,The prelimin_ary 
analysis of the results of one of the rounds of the National Sample Survey conducted recently 
revealed that in the economy as a whole out of the total population of those aged 62 and above, 
roughly a third were still working: Similarly about 3 · 2 per cent of the children were alSo 
working. It may be .stated that with increasing emphasis on the achievement of a Welfare 
State, there will be a public policy to discourage employment of children on sociaf"ir_ounds; 
but for the upper age, it seems for the purposes of our calculations, it would be appropriate _to 
extend the age-limit to 64 in the absence of any provision regarding old-age pensions. Fnrth~r 
all females in the working age-group do not seek employment. In I95I the number of females 
in the working force in rural areas constituted about 48 per cent of the number of females in 
the working age-groups ; in the urban areas this proportion was 22 per cent. For the country 
as a whole 44 per cent of the employable females were thus actually employed. . With increasfug 
urbaniza_tion this proportion of working females might be expected to decrease. But an allow
ance has to be made in respect of those females who are in the employable age at present and • 
who want gainful employment but do not get such employment. Taking the two factors · 
together, we will, perhaps be justified in assuming that for full employment to be reached in.· 
I97I,. it will be sufficient if the percentage of employment among females is ·ifl:creasec{ to 50 
per cent. Taking into account, therefore, at the starting point, i.e., year: I95I all inales in the. 
age-group IS to 64 and 44 per cent of females, the employable population· in· I95I comes 
to about I4.88 crores or 4I • 7 per cent of the total population. If conditions of full employment. 
existed in 1951, making an allowance of3 per cent for frictional unemployment, the total work
ing force would have been 40 · 4 per cent. Looking at these figures from another angle this 
suggests that the non-earning dependants in the population as a whole shoUld have been 
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59· 6 per cenr. A comparison with the actual figures of non-earning dependants from the 1951 
: Census (analysis in Appendix 'A') shows that in the urban areas about 5 · 4 per cent of the 

population, that is about 33lakhs could be considered unemployed in 1951. It may be men
tioned, however; that this includes both (a) persons who seek jobs but are unemployed and (b) 
persons who do not seek jobs. A number of surveys have been recently undertaken in urbw 
areas by Government and non-Government agencies. While admittedly the definitions of 
unemployed adopted in these surveys are not strictly comparable, a general impression that one 
~gathers from these surveys is that roughly the unemployment in urban areas is of the order of 

. 10 per cent. On this basis the estimated unemployment in urban areas comes to about 25 
lakhs. To be on the safe side, therefore, it would be useful to work on the basis that the un
employment in urban areas was oftheorder of3 millions in 1951. 

:. · . ·: 8.' For an asse~smerit of under-employment we may examine the earning dependency both 
in the urban and rural sectors. In the former it. will be found that of the non-agricultural 
population of 53 millions, about 21 lakhs, i.e., 3 · 8 per cent were earnillg dependants. The 
corresponding figure for the urban agricultural sectoris 8 '7 per cent. This means that the 

. incidence of under-employment is more pronounced in agricultural occupations. The corres
: ponding.figures for the rural areas are 8·8 per cent and 12·6 per cent, which shows that the 
. problem of under-employment in rural areas is more acute. The percentages given above are, 

perhaps, not helpful in drawing up measures for relieving such under-employment, but in the 
absence of comprehensive data on the subject it is difficult to provide a firm answer. Such 
data on the subject as exist, however, are reviewed in the next paragraph with a view to indicating 

. the upper limit for the measure of under-employment. 

· ' · 9· The Agricultural Labour Enquiry r~vealS that there are 17.7 million agricultural labour 
.. families . In his report on 'DISPOSAL OF FOOD SURPLUSES TO AID ECONOMIC 
· DEVELOPMENT' Shri Dandekar has estimated that the le~el of earnings of these families 
·~ have to be increased by 36. 5 per cent on the basis of a minimum earning of Rs. 350/- per 
annum per income unit. · This suggests that job opportunities equivalent to 36.5 per cent 
of the population studied by him would have to be created. The survey of rural employment 
in U. P. (july 1954) does not distinguish between the agricultural and non-agricultural classes, 
but treats the problem of under-employment as a whole. It would appear from the survey 
that under the ·category 'under-employed' the loss of man-days has been shown as 19 per cent 
of the total working days. . But even on days when work was available, there was loss of man
hours estimated at about a third of t:he working. hours. This means that of the 81 per cent of 
the days worked a third should be added to the loss of Irian-days of 19 per cent. Thus the 
intensity of under-employment is equivalent to an unemployment of 46 per cent, i.e., slightly 
less than six months. The Faridabad Survey measures the intensi7 of employment in the 
case of earning dependant females alone in the non-agricultural sphere. On the basis of these 
figures the weighted average of the intensity of employment of such females works out at 57 

·.per cent, !.e., about 7 months in a year. In a survey conducted on behalf of the A.I.C.C. in 
. the iural areas of Delhi in 1953 it has been· estimated that agricultural labour gets work for 
about ~ m.onths in a ye~. The incidence of under-employment in the non-agricultural classes 
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vari~d from 3 to 8 months according to profession. The only survey which seems to be more 
explicit on the issue of under-employment is the one conducted in Travancore-Cochin. This 
gives the period of unemployment of the irregularly employed in the agricultural and non
agricultural sectors in urban and rural areas. The agriculturist, according to thiS survey, re
remains unemployed for about 7 months, while in the non-agricultural occupations the incidence 
of unemployment is of about 5 months for the irregularly employed. . {It is not known whether 
this class of irregularly employed corresponds to the earning dependants ofthe Census.) He~~ 
again, the lack of uniformity in the concepts makes it difficult for drawing comparisons between 
regions and also to build up an over-all estimate for the economy as a whole. But one can 

_fix an upper limit at least for some sections of the labour force on the basis of the evidence 
jescribed above. The following Table represents broadly the magnitude of unemployment 
taking into account· persons who have less than full-time employment. · 

TABLB I 

(1) Absolute unemployment (largely urban) 30 1akhs for 12 months 

(2) Under-employment 

(i) rural agricultural • 303 , , 7 , 
(ti) rural non-agricultural • 48 , , 6 ,, 

( ii•) urban agricultural 8 " " 7 , 
(iv) urban non-agricultural 21 , .,, 6 " 

-
10. It is true that one must recognise the difference between {I) and (2) in the Table above. 

(I) represents the number of jobs required to be created, whereas l(2) relates to the additional 
work to be provided during parts of the year or even during the parts of the day. But for getting 
an idea of the dimensions of the job opportunities to be created the idle man-montlls .can 
be converted into years and it may be stated that in I95I about 24 million man-years of em
ployment were required for keeping the economy in good gear from the ez;nployment point 
of view. This again, it must be emphasised, is the upper limit of the job opportunities re
quired in 195 I, leaving aside, of course, the self-supporting persons in agriculture. 

II. To this load as it existed in I95I may be added annual accretions to the employable 
population which is of the prder of I • 8 to 2 millions. This means that during the First Plan 
period there would be an addition of some IO million persons to the employable populatipn. 
As against this the estimated increase in employment, as a result of the Plan (details hi the . 
Paper already circulated), is of the order of 5 million jobs, excluding the employment gene
rated in the unplanned sector. Now investment in the planned sector roughly accol.mts 
for 6o per cent of the total investment in the economy. On this assumption about 3 million 
jobs would ~e created outside the sectors which have accounted for 5 millio~ jobs. Thus in 
the economy as a whole, if the investments of the order indicated in the P,lan are achieved by 
1956, we should have created al;>out S million jobs. (Perhaps, this is an over-estimate ap.d to be 

;9PC. . · 
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on the safe side we may as well assume this figure to be 6 to 7 million.) The position, there
fore, in 1956 would be as follows. 

TABLE 2 

Unemployed at the beginning of 1951 including 
und~r-employed • 

Pln9 • 

24 million 

9 million 

.Minus 6 to 7 million 

TOTAL 26 to 27 million 

Added to the working 
force in s years. 

Expected to be provided 
with jobs during the 
Plan period. 

12. In a paper prepared by the Indian Statistical Institute population estimates by broad 
agf""groups have been given for I956 and for 5-year intervals thereafter. On the basis of these 
figures, ~e estimate of the number of persons between ages 15 and 64, assuming that all males 
will be counted and about 50 per cent of the females, over 32 million new jobs will be required 
by 197I to absorb the increase in the labour force. With the backlog of26 millions as in I956, 
the magnitude of the J?roblem to be solved hi the I 5 years is of the order of creation of 58 to 59 
million jobs. This has to be distributed over three five-year periods. If, as is suggested at 
present, we propose to c~eate I2 million new jobs by I96I, the employment aim of the third 
and the fourth Five Year Plans will have to be creation of roughly I 8 million new jobs by I 966 
and an additional26 million jobs by I97I. If our expectation of having found about 7 to 8 
million jobs during the Fir!)t Five Year Plan is realised, the effort involved in the successive 
planning periods does not seem to be beyond our reach, as would be clear from the following 
Table. 

TABLB 3 

Five Year Plan I II III 1'1 

Employment gen~rated(in millions) • • 7-8 12-13 18-19 26-27 
l __ j . -1 _ _____..:.1 1 _ __._1 

V'fucrease in the tempo of development (employment 
angle) 4-6 6-7 8-9 

This means that if we maintain the tempo of development as envisaged in the last row of 
the Table, we would be creating not only the number of jobs required for full employment by 
1~71 but would also be in a position to encourage rationalisation on a larger scale after that date. 

' . -
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i~. The level of economic activity that could maintain full employment in 1971 at increased 
consumption standards will much depend upon the technological facts of production which are· 
likely to change in a period of economic transition. While in the short period, the exigencies 
of employment situation may dictate the adoption of capital saving methods, from the long· 
run point of view, the employment as defined earlier, indicates that techniques which entail 
reduction in productivity per person should not be encouraged. The Calcutta Survey on 
Small-scale Industries reveals that in some industries introduction of machinery 'does not 

_necessarily increase the output per worker to an appreciable extent, T~is, however; is not 
generally applicable to all the industries, where similar studies have shown that small machines 
can play a considerable part in augmenting the productivity per person. In some cases it may 
be possible to increase the out-turn per worker even with exis~ing equipment thro1:1gh 
rationalization of management. In the case of large-scale industries, there will be pressure 
for rationalisation on the grounds that external markets have to be protected in the face of in
creasing competition. At the same time, increase in the non-agricultural labour force is likely 
to give an impetus to the trade union movement, which in periods holding threats of ~em
ployment will resist such rationalisation. For the purposes of the present discussion, therefore,. 
it is difficult to consider alternative techniqu~s. . Nevertheless, at some stage we have to 
make certain broad assumptions regarding the increase in out-put per engaged person i.p. the· 
process of development. A study of the employment pattern in relation to the net out-put 
from the broad production sectors in the starting year will be useful for maKing these assump- ·. 
tions. The picture of our economy for the year 1951 is given below from this angie.· 

1951 

t. (i) National Income in 1951 o 

(ii) Working Force 

2. (i) Net output from the Agricultural Sector 

(ii) Agriculntral Working Force • • • 
(iii) Output per engaged person in Agricultural Sector 

3· (t) Net output in the Non-agricultural Sector • 

• 

o Rs. 9,990 crores 

• 

Rs. 4,990 , 

10·36 " 

• Rs. 482 . 

• · Rs . .s,ooo ,. 
(ti) Working Force in the Non-agricultural Sector 3·96 ,

1 

(iti) Output per engaged person in the Non-agricultural sector • Rs. 1,263 

4· (i) Investment outlay 

(1i) Consumption 

S· Estimated unemployment including under-employment in

( i) Agricultural Sector •• • 
( ti) Non-agricultural Sector 0 • 

• Rs. soo , 
. • Rs. 9,490 ;,. 

• r8 million man-years 

' ~on man.;yeazy 
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14. In view of the low output per engaged person in agriculture, it may seem desirabie that 
the future additions to e~ployable population should be absorbed in the non-agricultural 
sector. Alleviation of 18 million man-years of agricultural under-employment (~arning de
pendants) may be given two interpretations. It may imply the provision of non-agricultural 
employment opportunities to the 31 million agricultural earning dependants (in 1951) in 
their period of unemployment. Or it may mean a transfer of 18 millions from agricultural 
to the non-agricultual sector. In fact, it will be partly one and partly the other. While this 
transfer of some has to be reckoned with, in the First Plan period there would in all probability 
have been some increase in agricultural employment. Thus it may be possible to assume thai 
the agricultural working force in 1971 will not vary much from the 1951 figure of 10.36 crores. 
An implication of this assumption will be that the future requirements of increased production 
from land will have to be met through increase in productivity per'engaged person, i.e., the 
agricultural productivity will almost have to be doubled by 1971. At the same time, the out
put per worker in the non-agricultural sector will also increase, though not to the same extent 
pecause the additions to the labour force will be absorbed here. If it is assumed that the pro
ductivity in this sector will increase by 40 per cent during 1951-71, the output per engaged 
person comes toRs. 1,768. This, however, does not mean that output per earner in the 
secondary sector and the services will in~rease by the same percentage. Now after having 
made some assumptions about the net output per earner in the agricultural and non-agricultural 
sector for 1971 and about the break-up of the employable population for that year, the following 
picture for 1971 emerges if conditions of full employment obtain in that year. 

1971 

t. Agricultural labour force 
2. Output per engaged person in Agricultural Sector • 

Output f'rotn the Agricultural Sector · • 
Non-agricultural labour force 
Output from the Non-agricultural Sector 
Total National Income in 1971 
Percentage increase in Natior_al Income over 1951 
Per capita National Income in 1971 

·, 

10·36 
• . Rs. 916 

Rs. 9·490 
9•76 

Rs. 17,256 
Rs. 26,746 

168 

Rs. 569 

crores . 

crores. 
crores. 
crores. 
crores. 
per cent. 

107 pet cent. Percentage increase in per capita.National Income. over 1951, 
Investtnent outlay in 1971 (on the basis of2o p~r cent of National 

Income) , • • · • · • • • • • Rs. 5,349 crores. 
Consumption outlay in 1971 • Rs. 21,397 crores. 
Per capita consumption expenditure , Rs. 450 
Percentage increase over 1951 70·4 per cent. 

15. This would suggest that if full employment is to be achieved by 1971, our target of 
doubling the per capita national income by 1977, as stated irt the Plan, will have to be brought 
nearer to 1971, by which year the Nati€>nal Income would have increased by 168 per cent, 



i6. The First Plan stipulated an increase of II to 12 per cent in the period 195I-56. Now 
in the Working Paper "The Second Five Year Plan-A Tentative Frame Work" it has been 
estimated that this increase in the First Plan period would be of the order of 15 per cent. For 
the Second Plan a 25 per cent increase over 1955-56 is envisaged. This means that in the 
third and fourth Five Year Plans the National Income will have to be stepped up by 35 per. 
cent (1961-66) and 45 per cent (1966-71). 

IV 
17. It has not been possible for want of time and want of data to draw up even a broad · 

picture of the employment and population patterns for 1971. A few items have, however," 
been studied and an illustrative statement with an explanatory note is appended to this note 
(Appendix 'B'), more as an indication of the type of work that can be pursued. For preparing 
the illustrative statement, the production and the consumption pattern that is likely to ~btain 
in 1971 has to be made a starting point. This implies that expansion in output in one sector has 
to be balanced by the corresponding demand and over a large range of production, a rising 
tempo of development has to be necessarily built up on an expanding home market. . If. 
consumption is starved, the generation of money incomes consequent on a bolder investment 
programme puts a heavy pressure on the price-wage structure and possibly hinders capital 
formation. It IS important to note that at present even a marginal increase in production raises 
the problem of declining prices. Production of consumption goods, such of them as are con
sidered essential, therefore, should be allowed to expand to the extent that Will satisfy the rise 
in demand due to increasing population and rising income. However, in the matter ofl~ries, 
this need not be the case. -The Indian Statistical Institute, in one of its Paper No. 81 RU 6·8 
have made some estimates of the demand elasticities for different consumer goods for different 
levels of increase in consumption expenditure ... These can be used for forecasting the 1971 
consumption pattern. It may, here, be pointed out that on the basis of 70 per cent increase in . ~ 

per capita consumption expenditure, the per capita consumption of cereals and pulses is 
likely,to increase by 48 per cent. Taking into account the present rate of increase in 
population, production offoodgrains will have to be raised by' 90 to 95.per cent by 1971 .• 
This justifies our assumption in Section III about the 90 per cent incre.ase hi agricultural 
productivity in this period. Having thus visualised the level of consumption of different 
commodities in 1971, it could be possible to work back the requirements of basic materials 
and other services by using Tables on inter-industry relations. This will give us a view of the 
whole economy in 1971. 

18. One may question the validity of applying these elasticities to the population as a whole 
in 1971 with an occupational pattern different from the one existing at present. In fact in 
another Paper from the I.S.I. a doubt has been expressed about the use ofth~se elasticities in a 
changing occupational pattert:l on the basis of experience in one State. further work, of COt.Jrse, 
is necessary in this direction. Nevertheless we may treat the calculatioD:s on the hypothesis' 
assumed by us as only a first approximation and admit that there is considerable scope for" re
finement in the analysis. Again, since the emphasis in this paper is .more on methodology 
than on indication of definite production targets at this stage, such objections ~e not of 
much consequence. . 1 
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19. It is again possible to criticise the approach advocated above on the ground that it ignores 
the likely changes in the community's preferences consequent upon the contemplated re
orientation of the distributive pattern. For instance, the flattening of the present curvature 
of the Lorenz Curve, which the adoption of socialistic pattern as social goal inevitably implies, 
is likely to alter the various demand elasticities, used to build up the whole structure in the 
above approach. This cannot be denied. All that is claimed, however, is that the approach 
is useful only to the extent that it enables the determination of certain co-efficients of relations 
in the economy, though static. There will be a need to determine such co-efficients periodi
cally and, if the need be, to revise the structure so as to keep it in conformity with the changing 
elements. 

20. Since the paper deals broadly with methodology, only a few items have been studied by 
way of illustration and the Table appended has been drawn up. The explanatory note attached 
to the Table indicates the manner in which different estimates in the Table have been worked 
out. The Table is incomplete both for want of time and want of data. Some of the assump
tions in the applicability of this Table are already covered in the earlier discussion. There 
are others which may now be stated :-

(i) General level of prices and their inter-relationship will remain more or less constant 
by 1971. This assumption is necessary for facilitating calculations. 

(ii) The export requirements have been assumed to bear the same proportion to the total 
internal consumption as in 1951. 

(iii) In regard to imports of commodities of basic importance like foodgrains, the 
economy will be self-sufficient. 

(iv) The regional differences in demand elasticities which play a considerable part in 
determining regional demands in this country, as shown in Shri Dandekar's 
recent paper on 'Disposal of Food Surpluses to aid Economic Development' have 
not been taken into account. 

21. On certain assumptions indicated in the explanatory note to the .Table appended, we 
could get the employment pattern in 1971. And these e~ployment estimates will be of special 
significance for a broad assessment of the technical personnel. 'While no shortage in respect 
of unskilled persons may be anticipated, the supply of technical personnel is likely to hinder 
any ambitious programme. For instance, as pointed out in his Presidential address to the 
Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce & Industry by Shri B. lvl. Birla recently, it is 
expected that we will be increasing our iron and steel production by 4 to 4 · 5 million tons per 
year by r9(io-61. · The absorption of this additional output will necessitate a simul
taneous growth of about 250 fabrication units of a reasonable size. He has estimated that a 
fairly large fabricating factory requires about 100 draughtsmen, engineers, foremen, designers, 
etc. This means that about 25,000 technical hands will be required in 1961 for the above 
plirpose alone. At present our annual availability is only 4,500. This shows that if proper 
arrangements are not made for the supply of such trained personnel in time, the implementation 
of various progralnmes would become impossible. Such an assessment of technical skill 
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required over a period of 15 to 20 years will indicate the need of some change in the educational 
system which may have to be initiated at this stage. . 

22. Another point, not of immediate relevance, is th~ change in social attitude towards 
persons doing manual work. Complaints are often voiced by technicians on a number of pro
jects at present in progress that the clerical staff is rated higher (though not for paym~nt), while : 
providing other amenities of life. This preferential treatment to white-collar work is in- . 
consistent with the development of technical skills.. . . · 



lllustratifJs Statement shor.oing ths employment that will be generated by 197o-71 in certain productifJs actifJities when full employment 
is assumed to correspond to an increase in per capita consumer expenditure by 70 per cent. 

~ 
00 

Sl. Commodity Production in Employment Quantity to be Expected Expected Additional Jobs that Net 
No. or Service 1951-52 in 1951-52 produced by 1971 employ- employ- employ- may be number 

ment in ment ment to available of 
1971 when when be due to persons 

no productivity created retirement provided 
increase increases between (c) etc. with jobs 

in by40% 1951 of those 
producti- and employed ' 

vity 1971 in 
takes 1951-52 .... place -roo% 

i 
(ll 

I 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 IO tt1 

8 
~ 

I. Edible Oils 10,22,000 tons 196,ooo 2,319,000 tons 451,5II 322,508 126,508 u6,5o8 '"!! 

~ 
14•98 lakh 

. 
2. Sugar 183,056(/) 27'19 lakh i332,288 237.348 54,292 54,292 tS tons tons 

~ 
3· Coal (b) I • oo million 122,800 1.'867 million 230,000 164,270 41A70 41,470 t!! tons tons 

~ 
4· Salt • 27'33 lakh · 36,8oo(a) 43'70 lakh, i58,8oo . 42.900 5,200 5,200 

tons 1 tons 

j. Cotton textile 4200 million 714A70 (d)6300 million 10,71,718 7·75.513 51,034 51,034 
(mills). yards yards 

-6. Cotton textile 900 million 453,000 (h)3000 million 15,10,000 ro,78,5oo 6,25,500 1o,78,soo 

Seroices. 
yards yardsj 

7. Medical (graduates i 64,062 '188,790 (e) 1,24,728 64,o62 1,88,790 (g) and licentiat~). 

8. Nurses . 19,080 · 56,228 (e) 37,J 4~ 19,080 ; 56,228 (g) 



9· Midwives • 

10. Health Visitors • 

n. Nurse-Dais 

12. Dais. 

13. TOTAL 

Education 

14. Primary teachers 
· 15. Secondary teachers 

16. Basic teachers • 

/ 

17. University tea~hers 

18. Social Education 
Workers • 

19. TOTAL 

I 

i 

. .. 
.' 

I 

' / 

.. 
. 537·918 

212,000 

65,424 (e) 

2,016 (e) 

2,548 (e) 

10,904 (e) 

325,910 (e) 

1,853,126 (e) 

730,340 (e) 

266,263 (e) 

. 72,536 (e) 

139,825 (e) 

3,062,190 (e) 

' 65,424 (g) 43,224 22,200 

1,332 684 20,16 (g) 

1,684 864 2,548 (g) 

7,204 3·700 . 10,904 (g) 

215,320 no,590 325,910 (g) 

1,315,208 537·9! 81,853,126 (g) 
518,340 212,000 730,340 (g) 

189,044 77·319 266,363 (g) 

51>480 21,056 12·536 (g) 
l:!t 

g8,968 40,857 139,825 (g) . 

2,173,040 889,150 3,0~2,19:) (g) 

~-

1 
NoTE.-In the Agricultural sector we assume that there will not take place any addition to the labour force already working in 1951-52. $ 

(a) Computed on the basis that 42,6oo persons work per day to produce 86o lakh maunds of salt. ~ 
(b) In this table the requirement of coal relates to domestic consumption only based on demand elasticity. for 'fuel and lighting'. > 

According to Coal Bulletin for October 1951, to produce 28lakh tons of coal, 344,000 persons are required. On this basis to produce £ 
I · oo million ton, 122,800 persons are' required. . 

(c) It is assumed that s% of the persons employed in 1951-52 retire every y:ear. Hence at the end of the 2o-year period the entire 
number of persons vacate their posts. _ 

(d) Out of a total cloth requirement of 9,300 million yards, 6,300 million has been re5erved for Mills and the balance for the h~d-
. loom; This is a rough allocation. · · 

(e) In the case of services allowance for productivity does n9t arise. · . 
(f) AccordingJo the "Fifth ·censusoflndiari manufactures", 12.5,867 persons are required to produce 1.0.43lakh tons of sugar. On 

· this basis 183,056 persons will have to be employed to produce 14 · o8 lakh tons. · . 
(g)' requirements· of tr~ned personnel over th.~ period 1951-.1971. 

~ (h} in the handloom s~ctor production ofclotlt, is 6 yds .. Per man per day. On this· basis to produce 3;ooo. million yds., 
· .. · -soo million man-days will be required ip i:971. This is equivalent to r. 51 million men if ea~h man works for 33o 

· days in the year. · · · 



lllustratifJe Statement shor.cing the employment that r.vill be generated by I97rJ-7I in t:ertain productifJe actif1ities f))Mn full employment N 
V\ 

is assumed to t:orrespond to an increase in per t:apita t:onsumer expenditure by 70 per cent. 00 

Sl. Commodity Production in Employment Quantity · to be Expected Expected Additional Jobs that Net 
No. or Service 1951-52 in 1951-52 produced by 1971 employ- employ- employ- may be number 

ment in ment ment to available of 
1971 when when be due to persons 

no productivity created retirement provided 
increase increases between (c) etc. with jobs 

in by4o% 1951 of those 
producti- and employed' 

vity 1971 in 
takes 1951-52 

. ~. . place •100% 

i 
en 

I .2 3 4 6 .7 8 9 10 !:If 

8 -- ~ 
1. Edible Oils 10,22,000 tons 196,000 2,319,000 tons 451,511 322,508 u6,5o8 126,5o8 "ll .. < 

14'98 lakh 
. ~ 

2. Sugar 183,056(/) 27'19 lakh i332,.288 237.348 54,292 54.292 ~ tons tons 
~ 

3· Coal (b) I • oo million 122,800 1.'867 million 230,000 164,270 41>470 41,470 t!! tons tons 
~ 

4· Salt • • 27"33 lakh · 36,8oo(a) 43'70 lakh, t58,8oo . 42·900 5,200 s.zoo 
tons 1 tons 

,. COtton textile 4200 million 714>470 (d)6300 million 10,71,718 1·15.513 51,034 51,034 (mills). yards yards 

o. Cotton textile 900 million 453·000 (h)3000 million 15,10,000 10,78,soo 6,25,500 xo,7s,soo 

Services. 
yards yardsj 

7. Medical (graduates ; 64,062 . 188,790 (e) . 1,24,728 64,o62 . 1,88,790 (8) and licentiat'")· 

8. Nurses • 19,080 . 56,228 (e) 37·'4~ 19,08(.) ; s6,228 (g) 



9· Midwives • 

10. Health Visitors 

II. Nurse-Dais 

12. Dais. 

13. ToTAL 

Education 

14. Primary teachers 
· 15. Secondary teachers 

16. Basic teachers • 

17. University tea~hers 

18. Social Education 
Workers • 

19. ToTAL 

.. 

22,200 

634 

864 

3>700 

110,590 

. 537,918 
212,000 

77,319 

21,056 

40,857. 

889,150 

65,424 (e) 

2,016 (e) 

2,548 (e) 

10,904 (e) 

325,910 (e) 

1,853,126 (e) 

730,340 (e) 

266,263 (e) 

. 72,536 (e) 

139,825 (e) 

3,062,190 (e) 

' 65,424 (g) 43,224 22,200 

1,332 684 20,16 (g) 

1,684 864 2,548 (g) 

7,204 3>700 . 10,904 (g) 

215,320 110,590 325,910 (g) 

1,3!5,208 537·91 81,853,!26 (g) 
5!8,340 212,000 730,340 (g) 

189,044 77>319 266,363 (g) 

SIA80 21,056 72,536 (g) 

98,968 40,857 139,825 (g) . 

2,173,040 889,150 3,06.2,I9:::l (g) 

. 
NOTE.-In the Agricultural sector we assume that there will not take place any addition to the labour force already working in 1951-52. 

(a) Computed on the basis that 42,6oo persons work per day to produce 86o lakh maunds of salt. 
(b) In this table the requirement of coal relates to domestic consumption only based on demand elasticity_ for 'fuel and lighting'. 

According to Coal Bulletin for October 1951, to produce 28lakh tons of coal, 344,000 persons are required. On this basis to produce 
I • oo · million ton, 122,8oo persons are' required. . 

(c) It is assumed that s% of the persons employed in 1951-52 retire every year. Hence at the end of the 20-year period the entire 
number of persons vacate their posts. • . 

(d) Out of a total cloth requirement of 9,300 million yards, 6,300 million has been reserved for Mills and the balance for the hand• 
, loom. This is a rough allocation. · · 

(e) rn· the case of services allowance for productivity does not arise. · 
.(f) AccordingJo the ''Fifth Censusofiildiari manufactures", 125,867 persons are required to produce 10.43 lakh tons of sugar. On 

this basis 183,056 persons will have to be employed to -produce 14·08 lakh tons. - . 
(g)" requirements· of tr~ned personnel over th~ period 1951-_I97I • 

. (h) in. the handloom sector production of clot!?. is 6 yds. Per man per day. On this· basis to produce 3,000. million yds., 
· ·: -soo million man-days will be required ip i971. This is equivalent to 1. 51 million men if each man works for 33o 

· days in the year. · · 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

We have referred to the Table of elasticity of expenditure on various items for an increment 
of the overall per capita expenditure by 70 per cent in Section III. In the case of foodgrains, 
a 70 per cent increase in overall per capita expenditure is accompanied by an increase in per 
capita expenditure on it by 48 · 9 per cent. Thus the total expenditure per capita on food
grains will be I· 489 times that in 195I at constant prices. This, when multiplied by the 
population in I97I gives the total expenditure on foodgrains in 197I. But to arrive at the 
~uc:tntity offoodgrains required, we require an average ·price of the different foodgrains. These 
data are difficult to work out. Further the published prices relate to the wholesale prices, 
while consumers actually pay tl).e retail prices. To.' obviate the difficulty of choosing a re
presentative price for these commodities an alternative procedure was followed. We 
assumedthat for any given commodity internal consumption (in physical terms) is approxi
mately equal to total internal production available for consumption plus imports minus exports. 
This is fairly justified since we may reasonably expect that the total quantity stocked by re
tailers and wholesalers is constant from year to year. Dividing this by the population ·in 
I951 we get the per capiia quantity consumed in I95I. This value was multiplied by I· 489 
and the product was again multiplied by the ratio of population in I87I to I951 to obtain the 
total quaritity of rice or other foodgrains which will be consumed in 1971. Sugar requirements 
were similarly worked out. In the case of edible oils and cloth, on a similar basis, the re
quirement for home use and exports and industrial purposes were worked out. In the case 
of salt and In.ilk, the N. S. S. :first and third Round reports furnish the actual quantity consumed 
per capita in India. · These were simply multiplied by the consumption elasticity and popula
tion ratios.· In the case of certain itenis like education, medical services, and fuel and light, 
requirements in physical terms were worked out on the basis that the ratio of commodities or 

. services required will be the same as the ratio of the total expenditure in I97I to what it was in 
I95I. In the succe~ding paragraphs description of th~ assessment of the total empl~yment 
that may be generated and the estimates thereof have been given. 

AsSESSMENT OF EMPLOYMENT 

Agriculture 

We assume that the present labour force engaged in agriculture will contifme to remain con
stant till I97I and that increased production has to be achieved, by increasing productivity of 
labour. Hence the question of assessment of labour requit:ed does not arise. According to 
the National Income Committee Report about I03,64o(ooo) per-,ons were engaged in agricul
ture and · allied occupations. 

Sugar 

Sugar prod:uction has to be increased to the extent of about 27lakhs tons by 1971. Assum
ing that productivity of labour increased by 40 per cent in industry, we require about 164,270 
persons. On the basis that the number of hours worked per day remains the same as in 1950. 
It may be possible to assess further at a later stage how much of this labour force is represented 
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by technical, administrative and clerical personnel. Again we take that the .entire c.onst,I~ptic;m 
will be in the form of sugar. Thus by creating a certain amount of additional empl9yment,in 
the Sugar lvtills we may be creating a cetrain amount of unemployment in the gur m~~ 
industry, except to the extent required as a raw material for sugar production. ·Secondly, ~ven 
in regard to sugar only the extent of direct employment generated by the iricrea~ed quantj~ 
of sugar production envisaged has been estimated while the indirect employment resulting. 
from increased demand for lime, limestone,. sulphur and gunny bags for p?~Ring hav~ been ~~ft 
out. 

Salt 

The requirement of salt in 1971 has been estimated at 43 · 7 lakh tons; . It is known that to 
produce 86o '9 lakh maunds of salt, the average labour input required per day is 42,604. 
Here again, the labour input required for the different methods like ''evaporation of sea brine", 
"lake and other inland sources", and "cutting of rock salt" are different for a unit quantity pf 
salt to be manufactured. 

We have assumed that the relative share of production by the three methods will be ~ore· 
or less of the same order even in 1971. It is apparent that preparation of salt by the evaporation 
of sea brine seems to absorb more labour than others. It is quite likely that we may encourage 
future production to be made only by that method in which case our pr~sen~ ~s~~~t~ of em
ployment will be on the lower side. Here also an increment in labour productivjty pfth~ orqer 
of 40 per cent has been taken account of. Secondly, it should be emph~sis~d ~hat oures~i,m~te 
of the labour requirement is in relation to direct human . consumption. . §upple_n;ientw)r 
estimates of the same for production of salt for use in the preservation of fish and other industrial 
purposes may have to be made. • 

Edible Oils ~~ 
.;..__.:::..;.. 

The total quantity of groundnut oil, mustard oil, rapeseed oil and gingelly .oil ~hat may. be' 
required by 1971 has been estimated at 23,19,000 tons even providing for, exports ;ind certain 
industrial uses on certain assumptions, we have assumed that production ofthese .cOmJn~dities 
by the mills will remain th~ same as it s~ood in 1950-51 so that the balance ];lad to "be Jllade 
by village ghanis, etc. On these assumptio~s it appears that 3,2,2,508 persons may :h~v~ to be 
engaged in this line of production. · · 

Cotton cloth 

It has been estimated that we may have to produce about 9,300 million yards of ~lotJ:ting 
by 1971. Current production of clothing by the handloom industry is of the order· of 1 10o 

I , . , . ,>., 

million yards (of Progress Repot, 1953-54). Assuming that we allow for a small increase in· 
this sector one might say that handloom should account for 3,000 million yards. . In that case 
textile mills may have to produce the balance of 6,300 million yards. According to the "Fifth 
Census of Ivlanufacture, 1950", we require about 132 crores ofman-hours to produce 3,212 
million yards. Assuming that (a) the mills work 8 hours pe_r day, (b) work of 310 days in_ ~ 
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year and (c) the productivity increases by 40 per cent in a I5-year period, the mills may be 
able to employ about 7 .6lakh men. In I 950 they employed about 6,4 5 ,o86 men. In the handloom 
industry the average production is of the order of 6 yards per man per day. Thus for I, I oo 
million yards labour input will be 3000/6 million man days= 500 million man days. Assuming 
that he works for 330 days, the number of men required will be of the order of 66 lakhs. To 
this may have to be a<;lded some estimate of the employment generated by the yarn produced. 
If, however, a larger role is assigned to the cottage industries then our estimate may have to be 
revised. We have not tried to estimate the indirect employment arising out of the increased 

,demand for the very large number of commodities which enter into the production of cloth by 
the mills. For example such chemicals and finishing materials like tallow, china clay, zinc 
chloride, gums and resins, sodium hydrosulphide, caustic soda, soda ash and bleaching powder, 
certain products for colours, and packing materials like papers, boards, cloth, etc. are 
all required. Some rough estimates can be obtained, on a pro rata or other basis for the industry 
producing each of these commodities, of the extent of additional employment that may be gene- . 
rated on account of the demand for these industrial products. Similarly estimates of resultant 
employment on account of increased demand for coal, coke, charcoal, fuel oils, electricity and 
lubricants which are r~quired for such pro~uction may also have to be made. 

Education 

We expe.ct that the total expenditure on education will be about 3 times what it was in 
I951. This is due' to elascicity of consumption (in broad sense) and the increase in population. 
We have multiplied the current staff strength by that quantity. Total staff requirement in 1971 
will be ·as shown below.· . 

• No. of No. of Net 
Categc;>ry teachers teachers additions 

required in in 1951 required 
1971 

Primary Education 18,53,127 5·37.918 13,15,209 

Secondary Education • 7·30,340 2,12,000 5,18,340 

Basic Education 2,68,364 . 77·319 1,89,045 

University Eclucation • .. 72..537 21,056 51>481 

Social Education 1,39,822 40,587 99,235 

If basic and social education are· to get higher priority in the reorientation of education 
programmes, requirements under different heads may change inter se but in total personnel 
r<?quirements will remain the same. 

Medical 

In the case of medical services the tod expenditure in I971 will be roughly 3 times 
what it was in I95I. This change is in terms of household expenditure. This should be 
somethina different from the expenditure which the Government contemplates to incur. c . 
This ratio may be used as a first approximation to get the medical personnel required in 1971 

which is as under. 



Category 

(a) Doctors 
Graduates 
Licentiates 

(b) Nurses . 
(c) Midwives . 
(d) Health Visitors 
(e) Nurse Dais . 
(f) Dais 

EMPLOYMENT APPROACH 

TOTAL 

Number of persons required 
in 1971 

75,664 
ll;3,I26. 

188,790 

56,228 . 
65,423 

2,016 
2,546 

10,903 

Here it should be emphasised that in the absence of reliable.information concerning items 
(b) to (f) in 1951, the appropriate figure for 1953-54 was taken and it was proportionately 
w'orked out. Thus the requirement of personnel other than doctors will be perhaps on the 

higher side. 

APPENDIX 'A' 

I 
Agricultural 
81·5% C=243·4r 

I 
I 

Self-
supporting 
earners 

28·6%* 
(=68"7) 

I 
Earning 
dependants 
12·6°1 * /0. 

(=30·3) 

· *Expressed as % of rural agri
cultural population. 

I 
Self-
supporting 
earners 

I 
Agricultural 

14% (=8·7) 
I 

I 
Earning 
dependants 

. 8·7%*-=(0·8) 
26·tYo(=2·3) • 

*Expressed as % of urban agri
cultural population. 

Rural Population 
294•8 

I 
Non-

• earning 
dependants 
58·8% * 
(=140'4) 

I 

I 
Self-
supporting-. 
earners 
31'3% ** 
(=17) 

Figures in millions. 

. 1 I Non-agrtcu tura1 
18·5% C=54·4J 

I 

I 
Earning 
dependants 
8·8% ** 
(=4·8) 

I 
, Non-

earning 
dependants 

58·9% ** 
~32·6) 

.,:-:~~ 

** Expressed as % of rural non-agrict,Il-, 
tural population. 

Urban Population 
61·8 

I 

I 
Non-

I 
Self-

earning supponing 
dependants earners 
64·6%* 30·8%*11< 

(=5·6) (= 16.3) 

1. 
Non-agrtcultural 

86% (=53'1) I . 

. J 
Earmng : 
dependants 
3·8%**. 

'(=:2·1) 

I 
Non-

earning 
dependants 
65·4%** 
(=34'7) 

**Expressed as % of urban non-agricultural 
population. 

Source : Census 1951. 



ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION 

(Ecotwmic Division , Planning Commission mul Economic Di'lJision, .Ministry of Finance) 

Section I of this note describes the pattern of long-term change in the occupational dis
tribution of the working force in a number of countries. Section II attempts to use this 
empirical evidence for projecting the occupational structure of India about 1971 on the as
sumption that the real national income of the country would be doubled between 1956-71. 

I. CHANGES IN OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTION IN SOME SELECTED CoUNTRIES 

, 
2. Tables I to VI appended to this note describe the changes in the occupational dis

tribution in six countries, namely, the United States (1870-1949), Great Britain (1841-
1951), Japan (1872-1947), Germany (1892-1939)~ Sweden (1870-1945) and the U.S.S.R'. 
(1926-1939) under the impact of economic development. 

A number of more or less general features of the process of economic gwwth are rather 
distincdy brought out by these tables. For example, it will be noticed that the well-known 
shift in working population from agriculture and allied occupations to secondary and tertiary 
activities-the concomitant of growth-usually takes place in two separate phases. In the 
initial stage of economic development, although the proportion of the ecqnomically active 
population engaged in agriculture declines, the absolute number operating on land continues 
to move upward. That is to say, despite very considerable expansion in the secondary 
and tertiary activities, some increase in the number of people occupied in agriculture cannot 
be prevented. Table I would indicate that in the United States, whereas the proportion 
of the working population engaged in agriculture and related activities · came down 

.from 53"5 per cent in 1870 to about 2T6 per cent in 1920, over the same period the 
absolute number of workers in these activities actually increased from 6 · 9 million 
to II ·7 million*. Similarly in Great Britain, despite the proportion of agricultural workers 
declining progressively from 22 ·8 per cent in 1841 to about TO per cent in 1921, the absolute 
number attached to agriculture showed a small rise. In the case of Japan, the proportion 
came down from 78 ·o per cent in 1873 to nearly 42 ·6 per cent in 1940, but the number engaged 
increased from about 13 · 3 million to 14 · 4 million. In Germany also, a slight net 
increase took place between 1892-1939 in the number of persons engaged in primary 
activities. 

3· The story is not repeated only in the case of the U.S.S.R., where not only the propor
tion of the working force but also the actual number _engaged in agriculture came down very 

*These absolute increases in the agricultural working force over the years can be worked out 
fJia the estimates of the total working force and the proportion engaged in agriculture. 
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sharply in the hectic years of development between 1926-39. The reasons for this srecial 
development in the Soviet Union are, however, generally well known. 

4·· It is remarkable that the countries ~oncemed underwent rapid economic deve
lopment despite a heavy absolute load in agriculture. What is a more important condition 
for smooth progress would therefore seem to be a relative shift away in the proportion employed 
in agricultural activities. Table A compares the percentage variation in the proportion 
engaged in agriculture and the percentage variation in real national· income over certain 
period of development for- a number of countries. • 

U.S.A. (1870-1910) 
3ermany {1869-1914) 
rapan {1889-1912) 
U.S.S.R. (1926-193g) 
u. K. (1870-1913) 

TABLE A* 

Percentage 
change in the 
proportion 
of working force 
engaged in 
agriculture 

47 
37 
21 

29 
46 

Percentage 
change in 
real national 
income 

It is thus seen that even in the case of these countries where the absolute number de-.,. 
pending on agriculture was increasing somewhat, the relative proportion of the agricultural 
working force was falling steeply and the rise in national income was uniformly rapid. 

5· It is only when national income has risen very substantially and the process of eco:. 
11ornic expansion advanced quite substantially that_ the absolute number of persons engaged in 
primary activities starts declining. The tables would suggest that such absolute declines took 
place in some of the European countires and also in the United States during the inter-war 
period.** But this absolute shift did not have any special reaction on the rate of growth of 
national income of the countries concerned. Of course, the ·inter-war period was marked 
by violent cyclical disturbances. Nevertheless Table . B below shows ·that despite 

• National income estimates for the U.S.A., U. K., Germany, Japan and U.S.S.R. are respective
ly from Simon Kuznets, ' Long-term changes in the National Income of· the ·United States of 
America Since 1870 ',Income and Wealth Series II; Phelps Brown and Hart (deflated),' The share 
ot Wage in National Income'; Ecommic Journal June 1952; Paul Jostock,' The Long-term Growth 
of National Income in Germany (paper read at the c~stelgandolfo Conference ofthe I.A.R.I.W.); 
S. Tsuru and K. Ohkawa,' Long-term changes in The National Product of Japan Since 1878, 
Income and Wealth Series III; and Gregory Grossman, ' National Income ' in Soviet Economic 
Growth edited by A. Bergson. . 

**We have already taken note of the development in the U.S.S.R. during this period. 
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significant increase in manpower outside agriculture, the growtlt of national income during 
192o-38 was considerably damped down. The only exception is the still rapid rate of growth 
in Japan, but it is worth while to note that the absolute number subsisting on agriculture was 
continuing to rise in Japan even during the inter-war period. 

United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Germany 
U.S. A. 
Japan 

TABLE B* 

.• 

l Percentage 
change in 
manpower 
outside 

~ agriculture 

17"0 
38"1 
26·2 
28•3 
49"4 

Percentage 
change in 
in real na

tional 
income 

37"7 
74"4 
59"3 
32"5 

144"3 

6. · Some remarks may here be made about the relative rates of absorption of additional 
population in secondary and tertiary activities. Table C describes the manner of absorption of 
the aggregate increase in gainfully employed population in agriculture and other main groups 
of economic activities in five selected countries during certain periods. It will be noticed that 
over these historical periods, the rate of absorption in the respective countries in manufac
turing industries on the one hand, and commerce and other tertiary activities on the other, 
was almost equal. The tendency for tertiary industries to expand more rapidly than the ma
nufacturing industries--supposed to be a normal feature of the process of economic growth** 
~was therefore not so much pronounced at least in the initial stage of development. Some 
additional data relating to the inter-war period are reproduced below from lngvar Svennilson's 
Growth and Stagnation in European Economy (p. 7~). They compare the percentage 
increase in urban employment in industry and in services for some European countries 
between 1920 and 1940. 

* Based onJngvar Svennilson, Growth and Stagn~tion in European Economy, Tables AI and A6, and 
S. Tsuru and K. Ohkawa, op. cit. . · 

. ** Colin Clark, Conditions of Economic Progress. 



TABLE C-Changes in Gainfully Employed Population 

"' CQ ,,. Increase ( +) Increase ( +) or Decrease (-) absorbed by 
0 or Decrease(-) .. 

in Gainfully Agriculture, Manufacture, Commerce and 
Period Employed Popu- Foresty & Fish- mining and other services 

lation ing cbnstruction 

No. coo's P. C. No. coo's P.C. No. coo's P.C. No· coo's P.C. 

I. United Suates 187o-1920 +29j'OO 10~.oo +4,810 16.30 +II,I20 +37·70 +13,570 +46-oo 

2. Great Britain 1841-1891 +8,910 100-00 +274, 3.08 +4,624* +51 .90 +4,012 +45·02 

3· Japan 1872-1920 +10,190 100.00 +210 ~.o5 -T4,846 +47·56 +5,136 +5o.4o 

4· Germany 1907-1939 +12,400 100.00 +3,692 2)·77 +3,137 +25·30 · +5,571 +44·93 

S· Sweden 19:>0-1945 +xo,x8o 100.00 -2,510 -24.66 +7,190 +70.63 +5,506 +54·031 • 
*Including electricity, gas and water supply. 
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TABLE D-Percentage Increase an Urban Occupied Population, 1920-1940 

----
U.K .. & Germany France Belgium, Netherlands Scandinavian 
Ireland Switzerland countries 

and 
Austria 

Industry I-4 13 --6 6 \ 31 43 

Services 24 o40 IO 18 44 sz 

It .will be seen from Table D that for countries like the U. K., the Netherlands and 
the Scandinavian group, the difference between the rates of growth of employment in manu
fractures and in se~ices was not very large, whereas in the case of some others like France and 
Germany the difference .was much wider. For the· West European countries considered_ as 
a group, the proportion in which the male occupied population was distributed in the inter
war · period between primary~ secondary arid tertiary sectors is shown in Table E.* 

TABLE E- European Male Population by Occupation Groups, 1920-1940** . -

Percentage of total number employed 

1920 1930 1940 

Agriculture . . . • . 27 24 22 

Industry 44 44 44 

Services • • I . 29 32 34 

TOTAL 100 100 100 

For Europe as a whole, then, whereas the proportion of occupied population · engaged in 
industry remained more or less stable during the inter-war period, a shift was taking place 
away from agriculture to services. By and large, it would be a safe conclusion to state that in 
periods of development, tertiary services may expand somewhat more than the manufacturing· 
industries, but the order of magnitude of the difference, in the rates of expansion, is unlikely 
to be very large. • 

*From ~vemulson, loc. cit. p. 75; includes U.K. and ~reland, Germany, France, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Finland and Austria. 

· ** It can, however, be argued that the pictUre might be different if the occupational distribution 
of the female population were also considered , since a high proportion of women employees usually 
belong to the service sector. 
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7· Three broad points would seem to emerge from the preceding discussion : -

(a) In the initial phase of economic development, while the proportion of the total work:.. ' 
ing force occupied in primary activities declines appreciably, the absolute numbers 
engaged in agriculture vary nonetheless, still continue to increase. . 

(b) It is only when an economy has advanced sufficiently that it becomes feasible to try 
to reduce the absolute load on agriculture. · 

(c) Although it is the general impression that~ the expanding phase of an economy 
the services sector expands more rapidly that the secondary sector, historical t:Vidence 
sug&ests that the difference between the rates of expansion of these two sector~ i~ 

I . ' not very wide. 

II. THE OccUPATIONAL PATTERN IN INDIA 

8. The Final Report of the National Income Committee has given the occupational 
distribution of the country during I950-SI· It is generally thought that this pattern 
has not been significantly alt~red in coune of the last four or five ·years. . If · 
that be the case the following breakdown of the industrial distribution of the working -force~ 
in the country can be extrapolated for 1955-56. 

TABLE F-occupational.Pattern in India, I9SS-s6. 

I. Agriculture and allied pursuits 
2. Mining and Factory Establishments 
3· Small Enterprises • 
4· Communications, Railways, Banks and Insurance. 
S· Other Commerce and Transport. 

· 6. Government Administration , Professions and Liberal Arts and the 
rest .• 

·• 

Number Percentage 
(In million) 

uo·o 
4'0 

12'0 y'" 

I·6 
IO•O 

IS3'4 

. _ ... 

72'4 
2•6 

S·o · · 
x·o 
6•7 

9'3 

roo·o" 

9· How will this pattern be affected ov-er the years a.s the tempo. of development activity 
in the economy increases ? Empirical eyidence in _Section I would suggest th~t it is not. really 
a necessary condition for rapid economic development that the absolute number of persons 
engaged in agriculture should immediately decline. It is of course true ~hat the proportion·· 
of net output originating in agriculture has to go down with economic progress; the prop01;":' 
tion of occupied population attached to agriculture can alSo be expected to come doWn.· But 
as the instance of Japan so effectively shows, a country carrying an ~xcessive burden of popu~ 
lation may succeed in raising significantly its national income and living standards, and yet 
be unable to reduce the absolute number of workers subsisting on agricultural occupations~ 
Similarly, in the case of India when account is taken of the insufficiency of capital resou~ces 
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and other such factors one has to concede that it may not be possible to bring down the ab
solute number of the agricultural working force within the next 10 or 15 years. Moreover, 
there are institutional rigidities, and improvements in rural conditions consequent to agricul
tural development may induce some of the new entrants to the working force to stay back on 
land. 

10. At this point, it is perhaps reasonable to state that a minimum programme of economic 
development would be to fry to double the national income of the country between 1956 and 
1971. - Let it be supposed that over the same period an increase of only 5 million persons 
would be allowed in agriculture and ancilkrry activities. Since the strength of the agricultural 
working force in 1956 would be about uo million, we can thus set ourselves a goal that the 
number of persons engaged in agriculture must not exceed II5 million in 1971. · Total popu
lation of the country in that year on the assumption of a rate of growth of I .25 per cent per 
annum, would be in the neighbourhood of 463 million. If about 40 per cent of the aggregate 
population would constitute the working force, the latter would hence comprise of about 

· 185 million in I97I- Of this, therefore, nearly 70 million would have to be absorbed 
outside agricUlture. Table G gives some idea of the pattem of occupational distribution as 
would then obtain in the country. 

TAJJLE SJ.-Occupational Distribution of Working Puree, 19/1 

NUMBER PERCENTAGE 

increase Increase over 
Million over Actual 1956 (p.c.) 

1956 (p.c.) 

' I. Agriculture and allied pursuits II5'0 3·6 62•7 -13'4 
2. Mining and Factory Establishments IS'O 215'0 8·0 207'0 

3· Small Enterprises 16·0 33'3 8·6 7'5 
4· Total of 2 and 3 31'0 93'7 16·6 51'5 

S· Communications, Railways, Banks and 
1•6 6o•o Insurances . . . . - . 3'0 87•5 

'· Other Commerce and Transpon 16·o 6o·o 8·6 14'4 
. 7· Government Administration, Professions . 16•1 

and Liberal Ans and the rest 20•0 35'1 1o·8 

8. Total of 5, 6, and 7 39'0 47'7 21'0 23'5 

TOTAL 185·o 17'7 100'0 

Thus while the absolute number dependent on agriculture.goes up by 5 million, the relative 
intensity of agricultural ocCupations in the over-all distribution of working force would de
cline by about 13 per cent. Employment ~ mining and factory establishments would go 
up almost four-fold, whereas the relative intensity of the occupation will increase about three
fold. On the whole, employment in secondary industries (including mining) would rise by 
nearly 90 per cent and in the tertiary sector new employment generated would be of the 
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order of about so per cent. Thus the rate of expansion in manufacturing industries would be 
greater than that in the services sector, but this can be explained in terms of the speciiD: 
needs of the country and the fact that, relatively speaking , we have some excess cap~city of 
manpower in the tertiary sector. As will be seen from the table, despite the rather lower rate 
of growth,-the tertiary sector would still provide employment to 21 per cent of the total occu
pied population. 

I I. A reference to Table A in Section I would indicate that a relative decline of the 
proportion employed in agriculture by about I3 per cent while national income goes up by 

- Ioo per cent is in keeping with historical ~xperience in other countries .. A much higher 
rate of decline obtained in the U.S.S.R. during 1926-1939. But even apart from the. special 
set of social and institutional circum,stances there, the growth of national income was also 
almost five-fold over that period. The point here to make, therefore, is that a target for a cer
tain alteration in the pattern of occupational distribution cannot be visualised in isolation from 
the tBrget of national income. ' 

I2. The change in the pattern of distribution of the working force illustrated above will,. 
it has been here assumed, be spread over a period of 15 years. If, however, the process of 
growth is accelerated and the doubling of national income achieved within a shorter space 
of time, the ·rate of alteration of the occupational structure would also then be corres· 
pondingly quickened. · 
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.TABLB l 
United States-Industrial Composition of w 

1870 188o 1890 1900 

Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number 
(million) (million) (million) (million)· 

I. Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fishing 6·91 $3"5 8·68 so·o IO•U 43'4 II•U 

2. Extraction of Minerals . . 0'19 1'4 0·30 1•7 o·4s 1•9 o·69 

3· Manufacturing Industries and • 
Construction • 2•64 . 2o·s 3•84 22•1 s·s3 23'7 7"20 

4· · . Transportation, · Communica-
tions and other public utili-

· ties o·s4 4'2 o·83 .of.•8 1'39 6•0 1·9s ,. Professional and related 
services 0•34 2·6 o·.'-' 3'2 o•88 3•8 1•18 

6. All other services • 2•30 17•8 3'19 18·4 4"95 21•3 6·93 

TOTAL 12•92 100•0 17"39 100•0 23•32 IOO•O 29'07 -
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Working Population, I87o-1949 

1910 1930 1.940 1949 

Percent ·Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
(million) (million) (million) (million) (million) 

38·2 II•83 31•6 II '7'1. 27•6 10•72 21'9 8·87 18·4 · '7'93 13•7 

2'4 0'97 2•6 1'09 2·6 0•98 2'0 1'04 .2!2 o·86. r·.s. 

24•8 10·66 28·.s u·86 30'3 14'Il 28·9 14'24' 29·6. X8·31 3-1"7 

6·7 2·66 7'1 3'10 7'3 3•84 1'9 3"34 6·9 . 4•66 8•1 

4'1 1'71 4•6 2•17 j•I 3•26 6·7. 3'42 7'1 . 4'33· 1'5 
• 23·8 9'$4 25·6 . Il'49 27•0 IS'9 32•6 I7•2J 35·8 · 21'73 37·.6 

100•0 37"37 100·0 42'43 IOO•O 48·83 IOO•O 48·16 IOO·O S7·82 100'0 

SoURCl3 :Jaffe and Stewart, Manpower Resources and Utilization, page 192. 
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TABLE II 
Great Britain : Occupational Distribution, 

1841 1851 1861 1871 

Percent Percent Percent Percent 

I. Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing • 22·8 21•9 18•7 14"8 
2. Mining and Quarrying • 3"0 3"2 3•6 3"7 
3· Manufacturing Industries including Gas, 

Electricity and Water Supply 35"4 38•9 38•6 38·6 
4· Building and Construction 6·1 5"7 5·8 6·5 
5· Transport and Communications • 2•9 4"3 4"7 5·1 
6. Commerce • • • 5"7 6·3 7"1 8·3 
1· Forces · o·8 I•I 1•4 1"3 
8. Public Administration . o·6 o•8 1·0 1·0 

9· Professional Services and Entertainment . 2·8 3"0 3•1 3"3 
10. Domestic Services 18•7 13•8 15•0 16•4 

Other Services • 1•2 II. I·O I·O I·O 

TOTAL • 100•0 100•0 100•0 100·0 

Total Working Population 5"14 S·u 9"21 10.28 
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TABLB II 

1841-1951 ' . ·-

1881 1891 . 1901 1921 1931 1941 -·. I9SI 

i 
Percent Percent Percent . Percent Percent Percent Percent · 

12'3 10·8 9'0 7'0 6·o 4'6 ---~·? 
4'0 4'4 s·8 7'3 6·1 .. 3·8 ~-1 

38·3 38·2 ' 32·6 38•7 35;6 34'7 37•5 
7'1 6·4 8•1 4'1 - .. 5'3. 5:9 ,· . - 1'~ .:.~ -~ { . 

--'s·6- . . ·;. 
~ i ' 

5·8 7'5 9'3 8·1 6·9. 7'4 'j 

9'2 10'3 II•O 13'2 is·S ... \~ ' .~:1 ; .: ) 
2'0' 

. 1.6\ ' 1•1 0'9 I. I ', -7~7. ,, 15•8 3"S 
1·1 1'1 1•4 4•8f 9;5,.,,: 5·8 ; 

3'7 s·o 4'4 3'7 4'0 7•0 
16•4 14'4 14'3 7'0} 13'5 18'4 20•1 
1•0 1·0 2•0. 4'5 .•· T. •. 

IOO·O 1oo·o. 100·0 100•0 100·0 100'0 :=:oo·o 

11.'19 14·6s 15'39 19•37 Zl•07 21•33. 23'33 

SoURCE : .(Q 1841-1921, Colin Clark :Conditions of Economic Progress (Secon1 Edition),..p._ 
(ii) 1931, U. N. Demographic Year Book, 1949-50. 

(iij) 19l1·1951, U.K. Annl#al Abstract of Statistics, 1952. Table~ 120~12J.#,~ ,. ~ -. 

i 
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TABLE III 

Japan-changes in Industrial Classification of Gainfully Employed Population 

Agriculture Manufacturing Commerce Services Total 
Year and Trade and other Working 

Business Population 
(Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage) (Percentage) (millions} 

1873 
1920 . . 
1930 
1940 

78•0 ]•6 6·6 

• . • • 52°4 18•9 13"4 
47°7 19°8 16·6 

o. 42°6 25°0 xs·o 

:-Japanese Agricultural Land Statistics~ General Headquarters, 

11·8 
15"3 
15"9 
17'4 

SoURCE 
t·. Supreme Commander ~or the Allied Powers,·Natural Resources Section, p. S· 

Colin Clark, Conditions of Economic Progress, p. 425; and G. C. Allen, A Short 
EconOmic History of Japan, p. 164. The population of 17·07 millions is the 
actual for 1872; the population figure for 1940 is an estimate. 

TABLE IV 
Germany-Occupational Distribution, 1892-1939 

Percent 

1. AgricUlture and Horticulture l 
2. Forestry, Hunting and Fishing ~41 ·9 . . J 
3· Mining . . 0 l 
4· Manufacture . . • j38·9 
S· Building and construction. 

- 6. Commerce and Finance. l 
7· Transport and Communica- }:10·1 

tions · • ) 

8o Forces • • • 
9· Other Government Service 

10. Professions and En•ertain-
ment • 

1 1. Personal Services . 
12. Private Domestic Services 
13. Others 

0 l 
~ S'3 

J 

TOTAL. ICO·O 

Total Working Force (Million) zi·] 

Percent 

35"7 

n·8 

6•1 

IOO·O 

Percent 

23·1. 
0•7 

4'3 
37'7 

8·6 
8·1 

s·8 

IOO·O 

Percent 

17•2 
o·6 

s·6 

o·s 
2'4 
4'2 

3'1 
6·1 

100·0 

1933 

Percent 

2'7 
37·5 

7"2 

13'0 

s·6 

o·5} 
3'5 
4'2 

100·0 

17"07 
27•26 
29·62 
33·80 

1939 

Percent 

2'1 
32·6 
6·9 
9'7 

5·s 

10·1 

O·l 

100· 0 

--=-------:::-::--:::-::-:::--------"'---_..:_ __________________ _ 
SouRCE : Colin Clark, Conditions of Economic Progress, p. 413 ; 

PaulfJostcck, The Lcng-term growth of National Income in Germany. 
(Read~before third conference of the International Associa~ion for 
Research in Income and Health, and U.N. StatistJcal Year Book. 
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TABLE V 

Sweden : qccupational Distribution, _ 1870..:1945 

188o 1890 1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1945 

Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Perc~t 

I. Agriculture. ') 
2 .. Forestry and ~ 69 · S 66 · 4 

Fishing. . J _ 
3· Minuig . l 
4· Manufactures. ~- _ 
S· Building and 1 12:8 

Construction. J 

61·5 

15'4• 20•1 

6. Commerce and ') 
., 

5'7. Ti 
. Finance . ~ 

7· Transport and 1 • 4·0 
Communications · J 

8. Forces .. 1 
9· Pub~c Adminis- ~ 1'5 6·8 6·3' 

trauon. j 
10. Professions. 
11. Personal and 

Domestic Service 6·2 5'7 5•0 
12. ·'Others '•j ... -. -'-ToTAL IQO·O IOO·o 100•0 

-· .. 

fotal Working Force . ~ •'' ..... 

l 
~ 
I 

J 

.. 

49·~ . 4o·.8 

20'9; 

.. 

. 5'7 
7:5 

· s·3 
1'3 

21·8 0'9 
2·8 
9'3 

·-' ' ' - -.... 

' . 
t ~ .••. 

6~s 

6~6 

o·8 

1•2 
4•2 

.. 7~9. 

-- I'3. 
·'· 21·s -
.. 6·s-. 

. ' ' ~ . ' 
' ... :: 

IO•O 

'7"3 

x:,o 

0'9 
s·o 

'. ·.• 
IO·P 

•• -· 0 

. ~ . • ... . • : . l • .. • ., 

r-2· · -~··x·· 

29'3 ; .. 29:_6· 

ti·6 .. ; 'iii 
~ -.. . 

: .. 

1oo··o i:oo·o ' 1oo·o 1oo;o· ·-xeo·o-- ;;r.oo;d 
_ _I ~ , c. f ,. I , , . • · ,._.. : ~ , : ! r .:...: J 

SouRCE. :. Colin Clark : Conditnns of Ecol}omic Prqgres. pages. 417- .. _, ' 
and .U. N. Demographic Year Book 1949:-50. '!'able 13. _ , 

. • J·. --: ,. • • •. 4.: . . . ) . ,. _-.t_< . . ~··: ~- ;~·::~~;--(f-; _-.. ~!.--~~ 

U.S.S.R.·: 

Agricultural . 

Non-Agricultural • 

-Residual 

TOTAL 

. ~ -~ ... , ·. • ' 1 

j : _TABLE .. .VI . , , : 

1926 

(Thousands) (Percent) 

• i. 

--------------------

86,220 

81·8 

18·2. 

100·0 

.. _, ,., 

.-
.1_939 ; 

(Thousands) (Per¢el)t) 

47,846 . 52·8' 

3'o,318 .. : '33 -'4 i 

\12>49.5 

SoURCE: W.W. Eason, • Population and Labour Force' in Soviet Economic Growth, 
edited by A. Bergson, p. 115. 



MINIMUM WAGES AND EMPLOYMENT 

by 

PRoP. V. R. PILLAI 

I. ·THE PROBLEM Posm 

Socialistic Pattern and the Wo1·ki.ng Classes 

Our declared objective of a 'Socialistic Pattern of Society' awaits definition. It will be 
primarily the task of the Planning Commission to give meaning and significance to that 'Pattern' 
by defining it, not in so many words, but in terms of the concrete programmes and policies 
comprised in the Second Five Year Plan. To the working classes which form the bulwark of 
society, the appeal of Socialism like that of Communism-though in a much smaller measure
is the prospect of a bette~ distribution of income. They will judge our socialistic pattern, not 
so ni.uch by the ends set forth, or even the means adopted, but by the acid test of how it affects 
their incomes. Nationalisation or no nationalisation is of little concern to them; what matters 
is work and wages. ~tis, therefore) imperative that the Plan, if it should win the wholehearted 
~peration of working classes and enthuse them to greater effort, must keep their interests in 
the forefront. . · 

- j • - . 

l"he Lona:-term Programme 

The level of waies in India is admittedly low compared to the more advanced industrial 
countries i. it .is also low compared t<? the minimum ~eeds of the workers. But we have 
here the vicious circle. of low wa~es and low productivity. A lasting solution for the pro
blem of low. w~es.must thet;efore ~Joun~ in measures to increase productivity. 

The transference of wealth from the rich to the poor through the . machinery of distribu
tion, thouib a popular solution for the problem of poverty, has serious limitations in an 
under-developed economy where the total product is not sufficient to meet the needs of all. 
Such transferences in a mixed economy may affect production adversely, through its effects on 
the incentives to work and save~ The main emphasis of our Plan has, therefore, been on in
creasiDg the nati~al product by a better utilisation of our resources, both human and material. 
This is essentially a long-term programme, but what the working classes are most concerned 
with are the problems of the immediate present, which also- must receive adequate attention 
in the Plan. 

The Immediate Problem 

The right to a job and the right to a living wage are now-a-days considered more fundamen
tal than·- the political 'rights' which loomed large in the nineteenth century. _This entails 
on· the State a corresponding duty to secure these fundamental rights to the citizens. Our 
Constitution itself lays down as one of its directive prindples: "The State shall endeavour 

278 
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to secure by suitable legislation or economic organization or in any other way to all workers, 
agricultural, industrial or otherwise, work, a living wage, conditions of work ensuring a decent 
standard of life and full enjoyment ofleisure and social and cultural opportunities".: (Article 43) 

From this point of view the State's. function in the present context resolves itself into: 

(i) providing employment for those who have none, and additional employment to 
those who are under-employed. 

(ii) securing a minimum income for the employed population who are ai: present 
receiving less than a subsistence wage. 

But these two aspects cannot be considered in isolation; they are. interconnected·. just 
as demand can have no meaniag unless it is related to a price stated or assumed, employment 
cannot be dissociated from wages. What people require is not employment as such,'but em
ployment at a certain wage. The higher the wage, the greater is the cost of employing labour 
and the more difficult it becomes to provide employment and vic,e versa. This is true not 
only of private employers but also of·the State. Therefore, when the State steps in to fix a 
minimum wage which it considers just and reasonable, the t~ndency will be for employment 
to diminish and the State will have to bear part of the_ incidence of the higher wage, by being 
charged with the · responsibility for the additional . unemployed population. . It _is 
important to consider under what circumstances and to what extent minimum wages- will 
diminish employment · · · · · ·· 

·' 

II. EFFECTS OF MINIMUM WAGES ON EMPLOYMENT (THEORETICAL). . . 
Minimum wages may be imposed in particular industries pnly, or throughout the economy. 

The effects tend to be different under these circumstances, We .shall, therefore, first take. up 
the case of industries where labour is exploited; second, low-wage industries an~:third,. the 
economy as a whole. · ... ·, , . .~:--:;·:...:.:. 

• 
'· .. 

1. Sweated Industries. 
.,. ... . .:. 

The term 'sweating' may be defined as the payment of unduly low wages. 1 The problem 
of sweating in a developed economy is essentially a matter of exploitation of labour ..• But in 
the context of an under-developed economy sweating may take place even without exploitation 
when the productivity of labour in any industry is unduly low .. It will hardly be disput~ 
that a properly designed minimum wage can remove exploitation and secure to the. worker 
his legitimate reward without producing any adverse effects on employment, .. Bu~ where 
sweating is due to low productivity, the minin:lum wage by itseJfis sure to reduce.employment 
and improvements in the technique of production can alone remedy the situation. i 

2. Low-Wage Industries. , .. 
As the main object of the minimum wage is to ensure to each worker·a minimu:m standard 

of living, all low-wage industries must come under its purview.· The· impact of the minimum 
wage is to raise the wage level and thus to increase the cost of production to the firms. There- . 
fore, the natural consequence of raising wages is to reduce employme~t. But this effect ~y 
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not occur when the Incidence of the higher wage can be shifted to the consumers. The 
possibility of such shifting depends on the elasticity of demand for the commodity. If the 
demand is fairly inelastic, shifting can take place and labour will be benefited at the expense 
of the consumers, though labourers would sUffer a reduction of real wages if the commodity 
is one which is generally consumed by them. 

The effect of a higher wage o~ employment will depend also on the elasticity of demand 
for the particular type of labour concerned. This is conditioned by several factors. When 
the commodity which labour helps to produce has an elastic demand, the demand for that 
labour also will be elastic. Another important factor afrecting demand is the ease with which 
labour can be substituted for other factors and vice versa. The greater the elasticity of 
substitution, the greater will also be the elasticity of demand. If, for example, capital can 
be easijy substituted for labour, a small rise in wages induce employers to substitute the re
latively cheaper factor capital, and the ·demand for labour will fall off. Whether labour will 
be able to maintain the level of employment will ~epend upon whether· the other factors 
are competitive for labour or co-operant. It also depends on the availability of the other 
factors.· In an under-developed economy, for. example, the scarcity of capital may set 
limits to its substitution for labour. But to the extent that such substitution takes place 
employment Would fall ~ff, if not immediately, at least in the long run. It is also true that it 
will induce inventions which have a strong labour-saving bias and thus tend to increase 
unemployment. . 

But during the short · period it is difficult for an employer to close down even if higher 
wages would cut into his own profits, because the loss from employing labour at a higher rate 
would be preferable to the loss from closing down. Further, the thesis that empolyer:-' 
actions are always actuated by the pursuit of maximum profits is open to question. Many 
employ~rs are content to get a J(Ormal return for capital invested and fo.r entrepreneurship 
and would be loath to alienate their labour force by dismissing workers. It is also. likely 
that they may suffer a present loss in the hope that they can recoup the loss by a possible rise 
in prices or an increase in labour efficienCy in the furure. To this must be added a new factor, 
fJiz., tlie union resistance to dismissal. Where the trade union is strong, it is often found 
that the employer, much against his will, is compelled to retain all his labourers and seek 
economies . elsewhere to cover up the gap created by higher wages .. 

It is sometimes argued that the higher wage would 'shock' the employers out of their 
lethargy and force them to seek ways and means of reducing costs by labour-saving devices. 
Behind this "Shock Theory" is the presumption that low-wage industries are those which are 
run less efficiently and where there is room for improvement. But this is not always true. 
Further, it is often the dearth of capital resources which compels firms to content themselves 
with less capitalistic though less efficient methods of production· and the minimum wage 
does not alter the position. All that can be reasonably expected is that the employer would 
do away with some types of labourers who just paid him at the lower wage, or stop some minor 
processes which are not paying at the new wage. But the curtailment . of the demand for 
labour on this account would be negligible. On the other hand, the Shock Theory may accrue 
to the advantage of labour if the employer is able to economise in other directions by eliminating 

waste. 
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When considering the effects on an industry with firms of different standards of efficiency, 
it is also quite possible that some of the marginal firms would fade out of the picture. This 
would create temporary unemployment for workers engaged in. those trades and the occasion 
of a rise in wages in low-wage industries generally, would be a time when the displaced 
labourers could not easily get new employment. But such an elimination of inefficient firins 
would have favourable effects on the efficiency of surviving firms and induce them to expand 
while the general income e~ects of a rise in wage may cause expansion in certain cunsump
tion industries which may eventually absorb this displaced labour force. 

The reaction of higher wages on efficiency of labour are by no means unimportant. An 
increase in efficiency would reduce the unit cost oflabour and can be expected either to increase 
the demand for labour or check a fall in employment consequent on a wage increase. · Sydney 
Webb was definitely of the view that minimum wages by. raising the incomes oflow-,.wage 
workers tend to increase their physical productivity. This will have further sympathetic 
reactions on wages, because higher earnings not only increase the physical and mental health of 
the workers but will also increase their capacity to earn more by improving their bargaining 
strength. While this "Steam Engine Theory" can be discounted in advanced countries·where 
the general standard of living is fairly high, the scope for increasing the physiCal productivicy 
of labour by the payment of at least a subsistence wage is great in u!lder-developed countries. 
A minimum wage can be expected to produce favourable effects not only on physical capacity 
but also on the willingness to work. Whereas the effects on the willingness may show 
themselves immediately, it necessarily takes time for the higher wage to build up the health· 
and efficiency of underfed workers. 

3· The Economy as a Whole . . 

·A minimum wage in some industries is bound to have repercussio~s on·!frers. It 
not ~n1y affects wage rates below\ the minimum but also engineers a sympathetic rise in. wages 
in the upper grades of labour as well· In the more advanced countries to-day the tendency is 
to fix a basic wage applicable to all industries. Even if this is not done minimum wages 
may produce economy-wide effects. · 

The effects of minimum wages on the economy as a whole are. more complex ~d 
therefore, more difficult to t!ace than those in a particular industry. For the sake of simpli
city, we will assume a closed community in a stationary condition, and real wages instead 
of money wages. In such a case, a rise in wages will produce two tendencies:· (i) As labour 
is getting a larger share ofthe real income fund (i.e., the flow of consumption goodsr profits 
will be reduced. But it will not affect the total spending power, because what is taken out 
of profits of transferred to wages. The effect is a re-distribution of demand~ ( ii) The demand 
for goods consumed by the relatively poorer classes will increase and probably that for 
goods used by the relative!! ~ic~ diminish. But as the wage earriers· from a numeriCally 
larger section than the capttahsuc class and as they are likely to spend the bulk of their in
creased earnings, the community's propensity to consume can be expected to increase. Indus
trial activity will tend to shift to the production of consumption goods., 
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But the effect on profits will not be the same in all industries. Consumption goods in
dustries may earn more profits than before while those industries where the wage level was 
already higher than the minimum will not be affected. Affiong industries whose unit 
cost is raised by the minimum wage, the fall in profits will be less in those which use more 
capital aQd less labour and vice versa,Consequently, there may be a breakdown of some firms 
in which the proportion of labour cost to total cost is great. New capital will tend to flow 
to those industries which use more capitalistic methods and there will be a strong tendency 
for capital to replace labour by the invention of labour-saving machinery. But the rate of 
profit will tend to be lower than in a free market, because much of it will be driven from the 
more profitable to the less profitable trades. The lower marginal efficiency of capital may 
discourage new investment. 

The assumption of static conditions which we made implies that the stock of capital is 
maintained without. rise or decline. This must now be called in question. For, as profits 
diminish, there will be less saving on the part of the rich unless they curtail their consumption. 
The wage earners who receive an addition to their income are more likely to spend it than 

-save. The volume of increased savings from that quarter will not be sufficient to compensate 
the fall in savings of the entrepreneurial class. Thus total savings will diminish in the balance. 
Other forces making for a reduction of capital are the loss of capital itself by ,the bankruptcy 
of the weaker firms and its gener~l consumption through dividends e~croaching on replace
ment funds. (But this is likely to happen only when there is an abnormal rise in wages.) 
To this must be added the check to savings through unemployment benefit in countries 
which have social security measures. The fund for this must come either from contribu
tions by employers and wage earners, or sums raised by taxation and loans. The greater 
the unemployment, the greater will therefore be the demand on savings. Thus, in so far as 
the total available capital is reduced the extension of capitalistic methods is also rendered 
difficult. This tendency may in the long run reduce the marginal productivity of labour 
itself. 

The minimum wage, we have seen, affects a redistribution of income, which increases 
the total money income devoted to consumption. This increase in the propensity to consume 
will have favourable reactions on employment by expanding the consumption goods industries. 
In its turn, it may also stimulate the capital goods industries according to the Principle of 
Accelaration, for the demand for capital goods is derived from the demand for consump
tion goods and the general shift to labour-savings methods would act as a further stimulus. 
This will also help to create more employment in the long run. How far the tendency to 
an increase in employment due this factor would counteract the tendency to a fall in employ
ment due to rising costs will depnd upon the circumstances of each case. 

The effects of raising wages in an advancing community where accumulation of capital 
is taking place at an increasing rate are in most respects similar to those outlined above. 
The same transformation in production would take place with the important difference 
that the rate of savings will keep up the volume of capital. The impact of higher wages would 
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merely retard the growth of capital to the level it would otherwise have reached. The 
actual effect depends on whether the richer classes are induced to curtail their consumption 
and keep up the rate of savings. If the rate of capital consumption consequent upon a rise 
in wages exceeds the rate of savings, then the same effects which were observed in our pre
vious analysis would follow. If it does not do this, the effect may be temporary and as the 
accumulation of capital proceeds the marginal product of lapour will rise and abnormal 
unemployment will be prevented. 

The net effect of the minimum wage on employment is thus difficult tQ gauge. It will 
- depend upon several factors such as .the extent of the rise in wages, the state of business 

activity, the response of investors to a a fall in incomes and the response of inventions 
and improvements in technique to a change in the relative prices of the factors of production. 

IlL THE WoRKING OF MINIMUM WAGES IN INI>IA 

The Minimum Wages Act of 1948 

The Minimum Wages Act of 1948 provided for the fixing of minimum wages only'· 
in certain employments specified in the Schedule to the Act. The first part of the Schedule 
includes employments in twelve occupations, viz. (1) Woollen Carpet Making 
or Shawl Weaving, (2) Rce Mill, Flour Mill, or Dal Mill, (3) Tobacco Manufactory (includirig 
bidi making) (4) Plantations, (5) Oil Mill, (6) Local Authority, (7) Road Construction 
or Building Operations, (8):stone Breaking or Stone Crushing, (9) Lac Manufactory, (10) Mica 
Work~, (11) Pub~c Motor Transport and (12) Tanneries and Leather Manufactory. The second 
part of the Schedule deals with employments in agriculture including all kinds of farming such 
as livestpck rearing dairy, bee or poultry farming and other ancillary operations. It is dear 
from the above list that the present Act has only the limited objective of preventing sweating. _ 

Implementation of the Act 

By the end of 1954, Minimum Wages have been fixed in most of the industries mention-. .. _· 

ed in Part A of the Schedule besides other industries included in the Schedule by State Gov-
ernments, such as Salt Pans in Bombay, Cement, Glass and Potteries in Madhya Pradesh, 
Cashew and Coir in Travancore Cochin, and Printing Presses, Automobile Engineering and · 
Foundries in the Delhi State. But in the field of agriculture progress has been limited; 
Punjab alone has fixed minimum wages in agriculture for the whole State while 8 other S~ates 

have fixed wages in selected districts only. · 

Comparative Wage Rates 

We have at present, a heterogenous group of minimum wage r11tes fixed by different 
States and for different employments. Inter-State comparisons are rendered extremely diffi
cult by a variety of factors. Even in the same State, there is hardiy any uniformity in the 
wages fixed for different employments, or in the principles on which the wages are based. . Fur
ther, money wages by themselves give no indication of the real wages ofworkers because of the 
wide disparities in the cost of living. While some States like Madras have chosen to fix; 
~~ . 
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uniform rates for the whole State, others like Bombay have fixed wages on a zonal basis. Above 
all, there is the question of earnings as distinct from wage rates. . The welfare of the workers 
is to be determined by their earnings and not merely by the rates of wages. This hinges on 
the question of how much .employment they get, on which there is so little reliable data. 

The comparative tables given in the Appendix show clearly the wide range in the money 
wages fixed for the same occupations in different States. In the Plantation Industry, the rates 
vary from 11 as. for adult men in Punjab toRs. 1-9-6 in Travancore-Cochin. For women 
also, it ranges from 8 as. 6 ps. in Punjab toRs. 1-3-0 in Travancore-Cochin. In Public Motor 
Transport, the pay of drivers varies from Rs. 6o/- p.m. in Mysore to Rs. 95/- p.m. in West 
Bengal and Bombay city and Rs. no/- in Calcutta. Fpr conductors, it ranges fr5>m Rs. 45/
p.m. in Mysore and Bihar toRs. 78/- p.m. in Calcutta. The daily wage of a Mazdoor employed 
in Road Construction varies from Re. I in Madhy~ Pradesh and Mysore to Rs. 1-14-0 in 
Bihar. This kind of disparity is noticeable in piece rates also. The rate for rolling I,ooo bidis 
ranges from IO as. in the rural areas of Madhya Pradesh t.o Rs. 2-8-o in Bombay city. In most 

·cases, the minimum wages for unskilled workers are below the subsistence level. The Cent-
ral Advisory Board has recommended that the minimum daily wage of an adult worker 
should. not be less then Rs. 2/- for Class A, Rs. I-Io-o for Class B, Rs. I-6-o for Class 
C and Rs· 1-2-0 for Class D. It will be evident how most of the wage rates, at present 
.fixed, fall short of the standard • 

. '-, 

ResUlts of Minimum Wages 

A stUdy of the working of minimum wages during the First Plan period leads to the follow
'ing conclusions: 

(i) In the majority of cases, wages have been fixed by Notification without the appoint
ment of Committees to enquire into the conditions prevailing in the industries. 
The result has been that the minima fixed have tended to legalise the prevailing low 
levels of wages in the different areas and have not materially benefited the workers. 

(ii) Where the Committee method has been adopted, most Committees, after a calcula
tion of the minimum needs of the workers have concluded that the industries are 
not able to pay even a subsistence wage and the wages recommended by them have 
been mostly below the subsistence level. Typical of the conclusions of these 
Committees is that of tQ.e Committee for Tanneries, Bombay ( of which Prof. D. 
G. Karve was Chairman). After computing the minimum cost of bare subsistence 
in Bombay city for a family of 3 consumption units and one wage earner at Rs. 90/
p.m. the Committee reconirnended only Rs. 6o/- as it felt that a higher wage would 
•seriously dislocate the whole structure of industry and employment'. 

(iii) Experience has shown that it would be extremely difficult to fix minimum wages 
in agriculture, and still more to enforce them. The Planning Commission's directive 
to confine the operation of the Act in the first instance to organized farms and low· 
.w~ge pockets where there is Gonsiderable exploitation has been amply justified. 
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(i-v) No intensive study of the employment effects of minimum ·wages in India has so far 
been undertaken. But from a general study of the situation, it is found that it has 
not produced any serious adverse effects on employment except in certain indus
tries . This is due to a number of factors; (a) The industries selected are most!y 
those where labour was exploited. (b) In the case of several industries, minin:um 
wages have only legalised prevailing rates. (c) In others the wages fixed though 
higher than before have taken full account of the capacity of the industry to pay and 
workers continue to get less than a subsistence' wage. 

The Coir Industry in Travancore-Cochin provides an instance in which the fixation of 
minimum wages representing about 20 per cent rise in wages was followed by the stoppage of 
work in a number of units and widespread unemployment. The industry gives employment 
to about 6lakhs of people and the labour-cost comes to about 6o per cent of the total cost. The 
Government of Travancore-Cochin immediately appointed an Advisory Committee to enquire 
into the matter. It was found that the unemployment was largely engineered by the vested 
interests in the industry, particularly the raw material dealers who were exploiting the labourers 
and who resisted the fall in raw material prices to reasonable levels. The Committee found 
that the remedy lay in the strict enforcement of minimum wages, which would eventually 
force down raw material prices and thus transfer part of the excess profits to labour. But 
the situation would be different if coir prices were to fall, for in that case unemployment would 
become inevitable at the higher wage. 

IV. A PLAN OF AcTION 

The policy decisions in respect-of the employment pattern for the Second Five Year 
Plan should be related to the \Yage levels that are considered desirable. ·Our Finance Minis
ter has set a target of 12 million new jobs; but at what wage ? If we proceed on the assump
tion that every employed person should receive a basic wage sufficient for an average family 
to subsist, we will also have to take into account the jobs which will cease to exist when we insist 
on this minimum. ~ 

A. The Abolition of Sweating' 

The emphasis in the First Plan period was on the abolition of sweating. But as the 
foregoing brief survey has shown, even this limited objective has not been fully realized. 
Confronted with the choice between employment at sweated wages or no. employment, State 
Governments have been constrained in several cases to opt for the former. But sweating is 
anywhere a blot on the nation's honour and must be abolished at all cost. · 

'Sweating' in a disguised form is also 'Yidely prevalent in the cottage industries. .i\iany 
of these give the workers an income which is miserably low compared to the work in
volved. The excuse that the work is done in the homes during spare time does not warrant · 
such low earnings. To cite an instance, my personal investigations in the homes of workers 
enga~ed in the hand-spinnin~ .of coir in Travancore-~ochin showed that 9!1 an average a 
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woman working with the help of two children (in the age group of 8 to 12) and occupying the 
whole ofthe spare time day and night is able to earn 3l to 4 as. a day. Such cottage industries 
which make life a drudgery for the family and seriously undermine the health of the mother 
as well as the children without a corresponding return will be more a source of degeneration 
than a support to our economy. It was also found that with the fixing of minimum wages in the 
industry, the clever producers engineered a shift of production from production units to the 
homes of workers by supplying the raw material and buying the finished product at a price 
so that the question of 'payment of wages' does not arise. This kind of expansion of cottage 
industries would defeat the very purpose of minimum y;ages as well as of planning for plenty. 
It is therefore suggested that (i) the Cottage In<justries Boards should undertake surveys with 
a view to assess the earning potentialities of the cottage industries, (ii) steps should be taken 
to improve the technique of these industries in order to increase productivity and (iii) only such 
industries which can give reasonable earnings should be encouraged through co-operative or 
other agencies. 

B. Low-Wage Industries 

If our Socialistic Pattern should convey any meaning to the working classes we cannot 
countenance wage rates which do not come up even to the subsistence level. The present 
employment situation in the country prevents us from fixing a higher standard. But t:}le employ
ment pattern for the Second Plan should be based on a national minimum wage which should 
on no account be less than the subsistence level. This involves the fixing of minimum wages 
in all low-wage industries and the gradual raising of wages in industries which have been pro
moted to this cadre from the sweated group. The effec;ts of such a policy on employment have 
to be .reckoned witb. , 

The fact is that low wages are most rampant ii1 the group of small-scale industries. These 
provide considerable employment but many of them owe their existence to and are able to sur
.vive only because of cheap labour. It is idle to pre.tend that these employments generally supple
ment the income of the agricultural classes and therefore may be allowed to contiilue at the 
low levels of wages. Most of the workers engaged in them depend for their subsistence so\ely 
on these occupations and they often work for more than the normal working day. The influence 
of habit and custom bind these underpaid employees to these jobs without the incentive to look 
out for better paid jobs or move to better paid areas. The enforcement of a minimum sub
sistence wage in all industries would, by the compulsion of circumstances, help to increase the 
mobility of labour, because it is inevitable that all the existing labour force would not be able 
to find employment in the same occupations. The elimination of the uneconomic units of pro
duction and encouragement to the more efficient units ca~ be expected to 'shock' them out 
of their lethargy and place them on a new footing. But this should be accompanied by con
structive steps to improve the technique of the existing industries and to start new industries 
suited to each area for providing alternative employment. Some unemployment would be 
inevitable in the transition period and Government will have to provide either work or relief 
to the unemployed during this period. · 
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APPENDIX 
CoMPARATIVB WAGE RATES• 

J. Minimum daily wage rates in Plantatior ... 
--- ---------------------------------------------------------------

1. Assam 

2. Bengal-Tea Plantations (Doars and Terai) 

3· ,, ·-Darjeeling • 

4· , -Cinchona Plantations • 

S· Bihar-Ranchi Tea rtantations. 

6. , · -Pumia. 

7· Coorg-Cardamom malais 

8. · , -cardamom Gardens in towns and valleys. 

~· Madras· • • .. • • 
·yo. Mysore . 

. 11, Punjab • 

u.. Travan~re-Cochin-Tea and Rubber Plantations 
. · · · . · . . · (Field Worke~) 

" -factory Workers. 

Adult 
Men 

Adult 
Women 

Adult 
Children 

Rs. As. Ps'- Rs. As. Ps. Rs. As. Ps. 

J I 0 

I 3 0 

I IO 6 

I 8 9 
I 6 0 

I 0 0 

I I" 0 

0 I.S 6 

I 2 0 

·o 8 6 

0 10 0 

0.8 9 

0 12 0 

(Piece rate of 1 "anna per 
seer.) 

I 3 0 I I 0 

·(Piece rate 6 Ps. a seec excluding C. L.A.). 

• 

I .S 0 0 I.S 9 0 IO 6 

I 2 9 0 I4 0 0 9 3 

150100 

I 0 0 0 I3 0 

on o o 8 6 

I 9 6 I 3 3 

I I3 0 

0 IO 6 

0 9 0 

0 6 0 

0 I2 ·9 

I]. " 

I4·. ' "' 
--Guaranteed time-rate for • o I2 6 

I 6 0 

0 9 6 0 6 3 
Piece rate workers 

'2. Piece Rate for Rolling 1,000 Bidis. 

. ' I. · Bengal, Rural • , 
• 2 •. Po.--Gity 

,_.,3 .. Bihar, Rural~·.· 
4· Do.-Urban • 
S· Bombay ·Zone I 

6. Do.-Zone IV 

7. Madhya rradesh, Rural • 

.8. Madhya Pradesh, Urban 

: 9· Madr~. . ~ 

IO. Mysore. . ' • 
11. Travancore-Cochin 

.Rs. As. Ps . 

I I2 0 

2 4 0 

I 4 o to I I2 0 

2 3 0 to 2 8 0 

2 8 0 

I I4 0 

0 IO o to 1 0 0 

I I. 0 to I 6 0 

I 2 o plus C.L.A. 300 
points. 

I 6 0 

I 14 0 

I 

• Reproduced from Minimum Wages in India by the same author tpublished by the Mysore University), 
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3·. Minamum daily roagei of Masdoorl employed in road construction. 

State 

r. Bengal. 

2. Bihar ·• 
3· Do.-Damodar Valley 
4· Bombay 

S· Madras. 

6. Myso~. 

7. Madhya Pradesh • 

8. Do. 

9· Punjab 

IO. Saurashtra • 

II. Travancore-Cochin 

, 

.. 

.. 

Adult 
Men 

Rs. As. Ps. 

· 1 4 o fo 2 b o, · ~ccordini 
· to places.· · · 

I I4 0 . 
I 4 0 

I 12 o to 2 

I 4 0 

I 0 0 

to 
-6 0• 
places. 

o 14 o in suburbs. 

I · o o in Nagpur. 

I 12 0 

' 

according 
,• ~ 

. ' . ' 

I 2 o to I I2 o accorditfg. 
to places. 

I 6 0 , 

4· Minimum monthly wage rates for employment in Oil Mills. 

State 

. I. Bengal,--Calcutta & Howrah 

2. Do.-Outline Areas , 

3· Bombay, Zone I 

4· Bombay; 7..one V 

S· Bihar (according to occupations) 

6. Madras • 

1· Mysore • 

8. Saurashtra, Zone I • 

9· Do.-Zone Ill 

.. 

Skilled 

Rs.As. Ps. 

76 0 0 

74 0 0 

" 0 o· 

so 0 0 

70 0 0 

to 
90 0 o· 

45 8 0 

so 0 0 

63 g 0 

52 0 0 

~·· 

Semi- ;·.~-un-

Skilled Skilled 

Rs. :As.·Ps. • Rs.As. Ps • 

s6· o o. so 0 0 

54. o ·o 48 iJ 0 

6s 0 0 6o 0 0 

43 0 0 40 0 0 

6o 0 0 40 0 0 

'0 . ,tO· 
6$ 0 C) 45 0 0 

32.- 8. 0 26 0 0 

. 32 8 0 26 0 0 

ss.·S 0 47 8 0 

45· 8 0 . 39 0 0 

.• 
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S· Minimum monthly wage rates for employments in Tanneries and Leather Manufactories. 

State 

I. Bengal • 
2. Bombay, Zone I 
3· Bombay, Zone V 
4· Madras • 
S· Mysore • · 
6. Punjab • 

.;.r_ 

• ' . 
r • 

·. . 

Skilled 

Rs. As.Ps. 

70 0 0 

7.S 0 0 

so 0 0 

48 0 0 

40 12 0 

so 0 0 

Semi· Un-
skilled. skilled 

Rs. As. Ps. Rs. As. Ps. 

s6 0 0 .SI 0 0 

6S 0 0 6o 0 0 

43 0 0 40 0 0 

37 8 0 34 8 0 

37 8 0 34 4 0 

s.s 0 0 4S 0 0 

• 



6. Minimum monthly wage rates in Public Motor Transport 

Ass- Ben- Bi- Bom- Delhi Mad- My- Oris- Pun- Saurash- Travancore-
am. gal har bay ras sore sa jab tra Co chin. 

Class of Employees zv Zl zv ZI ZI ZII 
Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.' Rs. Rs. 

I. Drivers. 60 95 IIO 6s 76 95 75 6I 6o 60 So 9I 86 65 
' 

2. Conductors 60 75 78 45 ss 75 67 49 45 45 so 65 60 52 

I 3· Mechanics 75 95 75 99 So ... . 75 9I .S6 60 

4· Assistant Mechanics ss 75 67 72 - 65 6o 52 - - .. 
S· Fitters . 75 95 75 6I ss IOO 15 9I 86 60 ~ 

~ 
1.'1:1 

6. Assistant fitters 67 
CJl 

ss 75 49 60 52 
~ 7· Inspectors 75 95 . 75 54 6o so 65 6o 6o 
1.'1:1 

8. Electricians 75 95 75 6I .6s IOS IOS 65 ~ s 
9· Blacksmiths 75 95 15 49 So - 15 .9I 86. 60 ~ '. 

IO. Tinkers 75 95 15 49 6s - 75 9I 86 60 ~ 
n. Turners 15 95 75 49 .. 15 IIO IOS ·6o 

12. Welders 75 95 ,15 s8 So I 15 9I '86 6S 

13· Moulders . ~ . . . 75 95 75 ss 15 9I .86 65 .. 
I4. Spray Painters. 75 . 95 75 s8 6s .. 75 9I S6 6o 

IS. Unskilled_ . 47 ss ,(~ ss 40. 6o 6o. 38 40 30 . ·2o+ 52 47 42 

l 1:' D.A. 

I. In Assam, a trip allowance has been fix~d for Drivers and Conductors, at the rates of.2as. and·· Il as. J"espectively for every-
· IO miles. . · ' . - . · · . . . · . . · ·. 

N 
2. IIi Travancore-Cochin a daily bat~ of Re. I/;. has been fixed for Drivers, Co~ductors and Inspectors. · · \0 . . . M 

' 



EMPLOYMENT REVIEW, 1949-54 

by 

SHRI B. N. DATAR 

ThiS note reviews .briefly the employment! trends over:a period of the last six years for the 
collllOj as a whole and its different regions. The data examined for this purpose are those 
provlded in the publications of tlle D'.G .R. & E. The limhations of these data are well known 
but in spite of these limitations an attempt at analysis is worth while for providing a proper per
spective to.. the present employment situation. The note seeks to answer the following questlions : 
'(a) Art: the present unemployment trends the results of factors which have been uniformly 
operative iD. the past or have- some new factors entered the situation recendy ? (b) Is the inten
sity olune~ployment Uniform throughout the·country or are there major regional disparities? 
In the :Progress. Report. for 1953-54 a view was expressed : "The situation seems to bt that 
while employment in the aggregate has been increasing in many fields there is at the same 
time ant in~rease in the total number of unemployed. In other words new jobs are not being 
created; at a rate fast enough to' absorb the additions to the labour force of about 1'5 
niillians a year that accompany the increase in population." Again, since it is accepted that a 
study ~f both the employment and unemployment trends Is netessary to- complete the picture, 
some.further questions require to be answered. (c) What is the size of employment generated 
by the Plan an:d how is it distribU:ted ? • (d); why has it not:made an impression on fiigures 
compiled by the Employment Exchanges ? While providing replies to these questions, it is 
also intended io examitie the difficulties ·involved in estimating the employment poten1!i.al of 
the Phil. 

. I 

. 2. The analysis of unemployment trends over a period .of y~ars js difficult in view of in
sufficiency of data. The non-existence of statistics emanating from Trade Unions, Organisa
tions 'managing Unemployment ·Insurance and Assistance Funds ~nd .other similar agencies 
add ta our difficulties in supplementing the official statistics or in providing a cross-check on 
thein •. Moreo~r, j.n. analysing the unemployment tr~rids over years an allowance has to be 
ina&· for the fac:t that not only ~he number of Exchanges \y'Orking in the country has been 
Varymg.but.their jurisdiction has alSo been subject to a change. In the first four years, the 
Exchanges were open ocly to ex-servicemen and displaced persons. It was only in 1948 
that the: scope of the organisation was extended to cover all categories of employment seekers. 

. ' . . . 
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it is,· therefore, relevant to restrict O'Ur 'a11alysis to the period from l949 ·onwards .. The-salient 
statistics for t!Us ~riod are presented in the folloWing Table. · 

Total no. Vacancies No. on Live Index of ·PlacementS· 
on Live N{)tified ~Register per unemployment effected 
Register {monthly "Vacancy (1949-100) 
(monthly average) notified 
average) 

Year 

( 1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 

1949 2,95,640 30,168 9·8 100 ·:21~ 

1950 3,16,9a2 34,952 9"1 . 9Gl'"'9 ~,,"$9'9 

1951 3,37,579 4(>,544 8·3 . ~0·7 ::)4~3-"S 
3,83,991 35,795 10'7. 119'2. ·l2St,8t1 1952 

,. 
• 

1953 4,77,575 21,392 22'3 • . 242'0 . 15,333 
1954 s,62;3lo 19,990 '"2.8. "I 308·0 13,537 

3· Some of the points which stand t>ut in the :above Table are that :if th~ period 1'949 .tO 
1952 could be considered as normal .. so far as employment market was concetne~ ·there: has 
been a distinct deterioration in the -situation in the last two years, i.e. 1953 and !954.- :This 
coincides with the tapering off of demand as a result Qf Korean boom. In so far as .the plact
ments effected by-the Employment Exchanges and the vacancies notified to them are cOricerfted~ 
there seems to have been very litde change in the ratio of c?lunms (6) and (J) in 1953 and 1954, 
as compared to 1949, though in the period 1950 to 1952 the percentage of placements effected 
against the vacancies notified was significandy higher. The year 1952 was the turning ~point 
in the employment market with number of vacancies going down, the number of placements 
following them and the number of persons on the Live Registers going up. So far it is only the 
public sector that has to notify its vacancies compulsorily to the D.G.R. & E.,~~ .a large 
number of effective placements of the D.G.R. & E. are also in Government jobs~ :Th~ reports· 
of the D.G.R. & E. have referred specifically to the vacancies notified to it by the private 
sector in 1950-51 'being almost the highest since the inception Qfthe Exchanges. Sirn:e then 
the number of vacancies have dropped down by 75 per cent. It is significant to note that 
in 1952 the Shiva Rao Committee was appointed to examine the future of the Employment 
Exchange Organisation. It is difficult to say to what extent the appointment of this Com~ . 

. - . ' . ~ . - . 

mittee led to the loss of faith in the Exchanges by private employers and to what extent the lack 
of demand on the Exchanges was due to the real shrinkage in the employment opp<>mmttie! 
in that sector. An evidence to show that the seco~d fac~or w~s m<?re d9minant is provided 
in the Employment Report from West Bengal which states that as !1 result of ratiotmlisation 
in textile industry fresh recruitment was completely 'Stopped. 'The ·Employment · Bxchangea ' 
also report that.in the last two years as a result of die renioval :or controls and the absorption 
of the staff retrenched on this account in the normal vacancies· that ariSe in that secror,'fresh 
recruitment by Government has also gone· down. -rhus ~ver ~ pen:od it ?n be said that the 
worsening of the situation as reflected by the increase in the number on the Llve-Registers is 
due to the stabilisation of employment in the public and private sectors. . 



4· A funher analysis of the Exchange registers shows that the increase has been considera~ 
ble in the two gruups-(i) clerical and education and (ii) the unskilled. The following Table 
compares the relative position of different groups for three dates-September '52, September 
'54 and December '54· 

Percentage No. of registrants 
on the Live Register per vacancy notified 

Sept. Sept. Dec. Sept. Sept. Dec. 
I952 I954 I954 .. I952 I954 I954 

(I) (2) (3) (4) <s> (6) (7) 

Industrial and Supervisory • I•I 0"9 0•9 I2•I 9"7 I0•9 
Skilled and Semi-skilled II•2 9"2 9"I 8·2 IS·I I7•I 
Clerical and Educational 3I"5 32"4 3I"3 35"I 39"6 36·0 
Domestic. 3"2 3•6 3"5 9"2 I7•6 I3•4 
Unskilled • • • 46•4 47•6 49"0 7"9 . ·33·6 36·.8 
Others . 6·6 6·3 6·2 I0•7 .19"3 I6·o 

IOO IOO . IOO I0·9 28·8 28·9 
TOTAL . (4,07,872) (5,90,538) (6,o9,700) 

Columns 2, 3 and 4. show that there has been very little change is the distribution inter se of 
the unemployed by occupational categories so far as the registrations are concerned. But if 
the "incidence of unemployment has to be judged in terms of the number on Live Regist~rs 
per vacancy notified, columns 5, 6 and 7 show that t~e categories which have suffered most 

<are skilled. semi-skilled, domestic and unskilled. The clerical and educational category had 
relatively large number on the Li~e Registers in all the periods. 

S· The Statewise analysis of ·the Employment Exchange data reveals some interesting 
features. · Again, judging the number from the Live Registers in relation to the vacancies 
notified, the States which have shown the largest increase since 1949 are the industrial States 
like Bombay, Madras, U. P.'and West Bengal. Bihar fortunately has so far maintained its 1949 
position. If these figures are an mdication of the deterioration in the situation, West Bengal 

,.., seems to be the worst sufferer. Also in the predominantly agricultural States like Assam and 
~- ··Orissa, the situation does not seem to be so acute. 

States 

(I) 

. . A. Bombay . • . • 
.. Madras • • · · · U.P. . • • 

-. West Bengal : 
B. Madhya Pradesh . 

PunJab 
-C. Assam • 

. Bihar . 
· Orissa • • .• 
· Delhi; Ajmer and Rajasthan 

.. 

·. Numbers on the Live Registers per 
vacancy notified 

I949 

. (2) 

I5"3 
I3·8 
s·5 

I6·2 
I2•3 
s~6 

23•6 
I4"I 
6·6 

15"2 

I954 

(j) 

33"7 
33"5 
I7•1 
53•8 
23·2 
10•4 
14"9 
15"3 
4•6 

17"9 
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6. In the midst of a generally deteriorating employment sitUation, the Employment 
Exchanges also reveal the existence of shortages of certain skilled categories ; categories for 
which it has not been possible for them to meet the demands of the employers. Some of the 
trades in which they have been reporting persistent shortages over the period of the last six 
years are -skilled technicians, accountants, stenographers, draugh~smen, overseers, trained 
teachers, nurses and compounders. The occupations in which the situation has changed from 
shortages to surplusefare domestic servants, typists, motor car drivers and the unskilled work
ers. A significant addition to the ranks of surplus categories in 1952 was retrenched Govern-
ment servants, a reference to whom has already been made earlier. · ' 

u 
7· Employment data available in the country are limited in their scope and are of doubt

ful reliability. They suffer from another serious handicap :the time lag in their publication. 
For instance, the average daily number of workers employed in factories covered by the Fac
tories Act, 1948 rose from 24,33,966 in 1949 to 25,08,321 during the first h~ of 1953, an · 
increase of 74,355. Since October 1952 the Licencing Committee, set up by the Commerce 
and Industries Ministry, has issued licences to 346 prospective employers for setting up new. 
plants and/or for expanding the existing units. The total whole-time employment generated · 
or to be generated in the establishments licensed since October, 1952 is of the order of3o,ooo 
in new plants and 32,000 in expansions to the existing plants. This indicates that · in_ two 

• years licenced establishments have generated direct employment of the order of 6o,ooo, i.e., 
30,000 per year. The employment in mines stood at 55,91,196 in 1952 as compared with 
. 395,865 in 1948. The total number of workers employed in railways ificreased by about 11,500 
in 1951-52 and by about 3,000 in 1952-53. The employment data re~arding. pyblic works 
indicate that the total number of persons employed rose from 111,904 in 1949 to 349,000 iit 
1952. The number of non-ga2etted staff in the Posts and Telegraphs Department showed an 
increase of nearly II .2 per cent in the year 1952-53 as compared with the previous· year. 
]n ,cotton textile industry, the average daily number of worker_s employed which_,..._stood . at 
7,34,602 in 1949 rose to 7,45,559 in September, 1954· The employmenf·-irt., Central 
Government establishments has. also been showing steady upward trend. The total ttumber · 
of persons employed in these establishments which stood at 5,77,386 in Decembeti9soirose 
to ·6,28,381 in August 1954· According to National Income Committee Report employment 
has been increasing in 1948·-49, 1949-50 and I95o-51, i.e., at .the rate of 27 1akh persons 
per year. The difficulty, therefore, has been the inability of our economy to mamtain the pace. 
set in I95D-51. -

· 8. It has been accepted that the First Five Year Plan as drawn up in 1952 was not intended 
to provide adequate· employment opportunities to cater to the back-log of the unemployed as at 
the beginning of the Plan period and fresh entrants every year to the employment market. 
Even so, it might not be correct to say, as is being said very often, that the Plan had made no 
impression on the employment situation in the country. In order to estimate employment po
tential bf the Plan data are being collected both from the Centrat Ministries and State· 
Governments. Those supplied so far are defective. Due to these difficulties a separ~te approach 
is at present being tried. It is intended to draw up a representative list of development schemes 
in _consultation with the authorities concerned, study their employment potential and tJ?.en try to 



correlate them to the overall development expenditure incurred for the col.miry as a whoie undet 
that particular •'Head~'. However, in certain fields such as road construction, irrigation and 
pO\yer projects and certain enterprises in public sector, firm data exist. In the field .of coad 
construction it has been estimated that the additional employment generated on the basis of 
programmes so far completed is roughly of the order of 2 ·2 million man-years. Apart from 
these, studies in regar~ to employment aspect of the River Valley Projects have been made in 
the Planning Commission on the basis of spot enquiries. The total number of man-days re
quired for completing each project has been calculated. The results of these studies indicate 

· the following :-

K~apara 
Gangapu,r 

. Hirakud Dam Ist Stage . • 
.Malampuzha • 
,Manimuthar • 
Ghataprabha • 

96 ·6 lakh man-days 

6oo·o 
104•0 
16j'O 

157'0 

, 

" 
" , 
, 

" 

" 

As cegards the employment potential of some other important enterprises in the public sector, 
.the following instances may be quoted: Hindustan Shipyard 3371 persons, Sindri Fertilizer 
Factory 6180, Indian Telephone ·Industry 2382. 

· 9· In the preceding paragraph, a few selected instances relating to the employment poten-' 
nal of certain specific projects have been given. We now propose to attempt to give an overall 
picture of the labour-employment potential of the labour-intensive projects in the First Five 

. Year Plan. On the basis of the data collected iri Commission, it has been estimated that out of the 
1:otal of about Rs. 935 .o crores earmarked for labour-intensive projects (as it stood in terms 
of the original Plan) its labour component comes to Rs. 360 ·92 crores. In other words 
38 ·7 per cent <>f the expenditure is likely to be distributed in the form of wages and salaries. 
The details of how this has been worked out are given in the Appendix' .. A" attached to this note. 
Assu~g that out of the remaining outlay of about Rs. 1,134 crores only 15 per cent (which 
has been estimated to be a labour component in the case of power projects and which is the 
minimum as compared to other schemes) goes to labour, in money terms, the labour compo-, . 

nent of this sector comes toRs. 170 crores. On the additional ouday of 210 crores earmarked 
under adjustments under the Plan, the labour component comes to nearly Rs. IIS crores. The 
details as to how this figure has been arrived at are given in Appendix ~B' attached. Thus we 
see that the total labour component of the Plan comes toRs. 646·02 crores. As majority of 
these projects are in rural areas, assuming that a worker works for 250 days in a year at a wage 

. ofRs. 1/8/- per day, the total additional employment generated could not possibly exceed 4 '4"' 
.million jobs at the end of the .First Five Year Plan. This will hold good only if the entire 
outlay ear_marked in the Plan period were acrually incurred. Indications, however, are that the 
total expenditure .earmarked Wldec the Plan may not be actually incurred with the result 
that .our estimate of .employment potential will have to be adjusted downwards.· It may, 
however, be stated that lhese estimates do not include employment potential of cottage 
industries and employment generated in the tertiary sector outside the Plan. 

• 'Ple_ase See Appendix ~C'. 
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10. An alternative approach in estimating the labour content of the Plan can also be in
dicated. The basis for this is the inf~rmation furnished in the assessment of State Govern
ments regarding the employment generated by different development schemes till March 
1954 and the expenditure incurred up to that date. The following Tabte shows variouS" heads 
of development, plan expenditure and estimates of employment generated in respect of each 
of them. 

Plan expenditl}fe . Employment 
Head of Development (Rs.lakhs) .generated 

(I) • (2) • ·. (3) ' 

I. Agriculture... • i99I8:o I·89 
2. Animal Husbandry '206]·6 • 0·4j 
3· Forests • .. •III6•8 1'04 
4· Cooperation. .. • 638~4 • 0•2] 
5· Fisheries . . 483•I • O•Q9. 
6. Road Transport • .I023-'4 1•24 . 
7· Health . . • I0773•8 I • I,S-
8. Labour & Labour Welfare . . 708'·9 o·s1 
9· Welfare of Backward Classes . 3088·6 O·II 

·TOTAL 398I8·.6 • 6·69' 

II. It will be seen that against a development expenditure of Rs. 398 crores,. estimated 
additional employment generated amounts to about 6 ·:; lakh jobs. Assuming that this. ex
penditure-employment ratio is equally applicable in the caie of the remaining heads at' de
velopment for which employment data -are not available, rmtghly• the · additional employ
ment generated comes to 3 ·8 million. The figure- is roughly comparable with th!'i~timates 
made in the preceding para. 

12. In the light of what has been stated above, it would perhaps not be incorrect to 
say that of late both employment and unemployment have been increasing justifying what was 
stated in the last Progress Report. The only question that now remains tCJ be' answered is as 
to why the additional employment opportUnities generated by the Plan have failed to make 
their impress on the figures compiled by the Exchanges. T~e answer is two-fold. Firstly 
the Plan, with its bias in favour of agriculture, has resulted in the creation of additional em
ployment opportunities mosdy in the ruralsector, whereas the Exchange data relate to Urban 
areas, In the circumstances it is natUral that the additional employment created under th~ 
Plan will not have a significant effect on the unemployment situation as -revealed by the Ex
changes. Secondly, the additional employment opportunities created in the. urban sector 
are not sufficient to absorb the annual rise in the urban employment. seekers ... The solu-· 
tion, therefore, lies in incr:easing the pace of development in the country. Again, given the ne- . ·· 
cessary pace, securing a pattern of investment which would be oriented in favour of em-
ployment is also equally important. · · 
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APPENDIX 'A' 

Estimates of labour employment potential in the labour--intensive projects of the First Five Year 
· · Plan. 

Head of Development 

Central Plan 
Local works .. 
Programmes for scarcity affected areas • 
Multipurpose .projects 
Roads • • • • • 
Ports and Harbours • 
HouSing • • • • • • 
Works and Buildings • • • 

CENTRAL PLAN TOTAL 

States' Plan 
Land Improvement • • 
Minor Irrigation • 
Afforestation • • • • 

· ·communication (forests) .. • • 
Water supply, drainage, etc. • 
Irrigation Projects . • • • 

. Power Projects • • ; • 
Roads • •. • • 
Housirig • • • • 

STATE'S PLAN TOTAL 

GRAND TOTAL . 

SouRCE-Professor V. M. Dandekar's Report on 
Development'. 

.. 
• 

... .. 
• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Plan Provision 
(Rupees 
crores) 

IS·OO 
IS•OO 

2SS"90 
41•24. 
40'04. 
38·so · 
I3•S2 

419'20 

Il"S4 
19·ss 
2•60 
r·so 

20"34 
212•38 
147"34 
9o•os 
IO•SI 

SIS·8I . 

93S'01 

Labour · Estimated 
cost as labour cost 

percent to (Rs. crores) 
total cost 

so 1'S0 
70. 1o·so 
20 Sl·l8 
70 28•87 
20 8·01 

·SO 19•2S 
·so 6·76 

132'07 

70 8·o8 
70 13·68 
90 2'34 
70 z·os 
3S 7'12 
so 106•19 
IS 22•10 
70 63•03 
so S·26 

228·8s 

360•92 

,'Disposal of Food Surpluses to aid Economic 
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APPE~DI:lt "B" \ 

Table slwwing the labour component of labour-intensive projects included under Adjustments 
in the first Five Year Plan. 

Amount Labour compo- Labour 
Sl. Head of development sanctioned nent in terms. of COD1po-• · 

No. (Rs. crores) percentage nentin 

(I) 

I. 
2. 
3· 
4· 
5· 
6. 
7· 
8. 

29 P.C. 

to the total · absolute 
cost money' 

terms 

(2) (3) (4) (5) 

Agriculture and Rural Deyelopment I4'53. 70 IO·I1 
Permanent improvement in Scarcity Areas 37•68 70 ~6·38·. 

Irrigation and Power 42'21 40 16·91 
Industry 9'53 40 ·~·.81 
Roads and Road Transport 26•43 70 I8·5o. 
Education 7•98 70 5'59 
Health including water supply 19'5I 75 6·83 
Housing and miscellaneous 59'29 so 29•64 ·. ----• TOTAL 117.·83 217'22. 

SoURCE-Labour component in terms of percentages used above have beerr taken from Prof• . '· 
V. M. Dandekar's Report on "Disposal of Food Surplus to aid Economic Deve/opmeni''• 
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APPENDIX "C" 

The total labour component of the Plan comes toRs. 646•02 crores compnsmg Rs. 
530.92 crores divided over a period of five years and the remaining Rs. 115 ·Io crores under 
adjustments for a period of two years. Assuming that this expenditure is evenly distributed 
over the period of the Plan, it will be seen that the annual labour component comes to Rs. 
106.18 crores (as the rlan originally stood) and additional Rs. 57 crores for the last two years 

· · of the Plan. Against these two different sets of expenditure, the annual employme:f:1t created 
-at the rate of Rs. 375 per worker per annum comes to 2. 8 millions and I . 6 millions, respec
tively. In other words the estimated total employment generated comes to 4 ·4 millions at 
the et}ci of the Plan period. 

But as the expenditure instead of being evenly distributed has been rising year after year, 
the actual increase in employment" at the end of the Plan might be expected to be higher than 

· the estimates given above. While the above estimate may give a fair idea of the average addition 
in employment as a result of the Plan, an alternative estimate can also be possible for the eve 

· of the Second Five Year Plan by comparing the developmental expenditure of the last year 
of the present Plan-1955-56--with that in the base year 1950-51. The developmental expen
diture _incurred by the Centre and the States in 1950-51 was of the order of Rs. 224 crores. 
The corresponding estimates in respect of Central expenditure for 1955-56 is put at about Rs. 
470 crores: To this may be added a tentative ·figure of Rs. 230 crores in respect of States, 
thus raising the total expenditure to Rs. 700 crores both for the Centre and the States. This 
means that in 1955-56 the deve~mental expenditure will.have been stepped up by about 
Rs. 476 crores over the base year. Of this about Rs. 57 crores may be assumed to be under 
adjustments in the Plan, giving an additional employinent of about 1 .6 million. For the rest of 
current; developmental expenditure the labour component may be put at about Rs. 125 crores, 
meaning a further addition in em.plo'yment of 3 · 4 millions. Thus the overall increase in 
primary employment comes to about 5 millions. This will hold good in case the target of 
expenditure set for 1955-56 is actually realised. 



CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT AND UNEMPLOYMENT 

(Central Statistical Organisation) 

GD.'ESIS AND OBJEctivEs 

Genesis 

I .1 The implementation of the first Five Year Plan during the last, four years and the un
employment position in the recent past have brought to the forefront the importance of pro- · 
viding more employment to the labour force of the country. On December 20~ 1954~ the 
Minister of Finance stated in the Lok. Sabha that "the central objective . of our eronomic ·_ 
policy from now on must be to create full employment within a measurable period, say 10 years 
from now". More employment would thus be one of the main objectives in the formulation 
of the Second Five Year Plan. At the meeting in November 1954~ the National Develop
ment Council, while considering the surveys conducted recently for securing data on employ
ment and unemployment, observed that there were serious limitations in coinparabilitj due to· 
differences in the concepts and definitions adopted. They, therefore, decided that all schemes 
of employment surveys undertaken by official agencies in the different parts of the country 
should be referred to the c.s.o. to ensure that common standards and concepts are employed 
and that the C.S.O. should work out a scheme for a comprehensive survey of the employment 
situation in the country .. The question was considered atthe Third Joint Conference of Central 
and State Statisticians in De~ber 1954· The Conference discussed the variO\IS _aspects of the 
subject, the experience of the N. S. S. and the State Bureaux in the conduct of Stich surv~ys ; · 
and recommended that the c.s.o. should, besides undertaking the immediate task set "by the 
National Development Council, in consultation with. the N.S.S. and other agencies, develop a 
manual laying down standard concepts, definitions and procedures so· that future surveys whe
ther at the national level by the N. S. S. or at the State levels by the State Statistical Bureaux 
might be conducted on uniform lines recommeQ.ded in the 1\fanual. The Conference set up a 
Working Group consisting of representatives ofthe C. S. 0., Pianning Commission, National 
Sample Survey, Indian Statistical Institute, Ministry of Labour and the·Economic Division 
of the 1\finistry of Finance to help the C. S. 0. in this task. The Working Group prepared 
draft sections on objectives, concepts and definitions, and questionnaires and instructions. 
They were considered at an ad hoc Conference of State Statisticians held in Calcutta from 
17th to 19th Febiuary 1955· The Conference approved in the main the objectives, con
cepts and definitions, and the questionnaire and instructions, but· made certain detailed sug
gestions towards their improvement. . They have been incorporated by the Working Group 
in these chapters. 

301 
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Objectives 

' I .2 It is essential to formulate in the first in11tance, as clearly as possible the objectives 
of such employment and unemployment surveys. Broadly, such surveys should-

( I) give an adequate picture of the employment, under-employment and unemploy-
ment situation in thl! country, · 

(2) provide basic data for formulating policy in order to achieve fuller employment, 
and 

(3) enable a periodic assessment of the progress made in the implementation of such 
a policy. 

I ·3 The first calls for a photostat picture for the country as a whole·at a point of time. 
In acountry of the size of India with all its regional variations, the achievement of an overall 
target of employment may not be enough. It may be necessary to secure a distribution of the 
same to mt::et regional requirements. The formulation of a policy on a regional basis would 
require basic data not only at the national level but also at the State level and even at lower 
levels .. 

I ·4 In any, scheme for additional emp loyment, separate consideration would have to be 
given to the rural and urban sectors, as in the fonner, the question is more of under-employment 
than of unemployment. 

I . 5 Further, it would b~ necessary to know not only the extent of employment but also 
the extent of.spare time avail~ble for gainful wotk, so that steps might be taken for' effectiye 

• utilisation of the same. 

I'.6 The surveys should also bring out ·the causes of unemployment and under-employ
ment and the types of gainful work sought by the unemployed and the under-employed in the 
different areas. · 

I ·7· If the third objective is to be secu,red, it is necessary that such surveys should 
be conducted periodically, say, every quarter, so as to provide continuous data on employ~ 
ment, imder~employment and unemployment. In view of the wide seasonal variations 
in the rural economy, data have to be built up for the rural sector frcm the several rounds 
covering the fuli period of a year. Further, such data should be collected on a uniform and 
j.:omparable basis so as to facilitate the study of trends and enable assessment of achievement 
in the implementation of any employment policy. 

1 • 8 While the Manual should be developed in accordance with the internal requirements 
of the countrv, attempts should be made to secure, as far as possible, international comparabi-. , 
lity, 
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CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS 

Basic Approach 

2. 1 A review of the definitions in the field of. 'labour force' statistics existing at present 
in the different countries shows that the underlying concepts have been based on the conditions 
prevailing in advanced countries. In such countries production is primarily for market and 
labour market is well organised. The concept of labour force has been tagged on, to the 
idea of labour market*. Consequently the labour force consists of all persons who had 
claims to jobs or who were competing for jobs in the Labour Market.** 

2.2 But in a developing economy like India, or for that matter, any country in similar 
stage of economic evolution, particularly in rural areas where considerable part of the pro
duction is for home consumption and never reaches a market, where labour market is not so 
well organised, the underlying idea behind the 'labour force' concept should be ''current 
availability for gainful work" rather than current attachment to. the labour market. Judged 
from this point of view workers in India, though working for comparatively short period, 
have to be included in the labour force, if, as is expected in a majority of cases, they prefer 
to take more work when it is made available to them. 

Definition of Gainful Work 

2. 3 The basic approach of availability for gainful work requires a precise ·definition of 
what constitutes 'gainful work'. It may be defined as one for which the person engaged is 
remunerated directly or indirectly in cash or in kind. t House work done by members of a . 
family in their own homes is not included under that description. But work done by members 
of a family in the family occupation is so included, even though indirectly remunerated. If 
a person lives exclusively on income from property) or on pensions, remittances, etc. or on 
doles and receipts from begging, he is not performing ap.y 'gainful work', anrl.as such will be· 
excluded from the 'Labour Force'. 

2 ·4 The 'labour force' concept defined ·above needs to be distinguished from the 'gain
fully occupied' concept, usually adopted in the population censuses; The latter implies 
the 'gainful worker' approach to the measurement of the economically active population. 
This· approach is based on the usual or customary activities of persons of working age and is 
independent of activity at a given time. Of course, if there is no break in the gainful activity 
of an individual it makes no difference which approach is adopted, but in an economy where 
spells ·of gainful activity occur at different periods in the· year and people ·take to gainful 
activity at certain points of time and give up at others the two approaches will give different re
sults. In population censuses where it may not be possible to haye more penetrating set 
of qestions and where emphasis is only on the predominant gainful activity during the year, 
the 'gainfully occupied' approach may serve well, but in an employment and une~ployment 
survey where more precise and objective results are desired, this approach · will not only be 

* Jaffee, 'Manpower utilisation'. . 
** 'Labour Force Statistics-Sample Survey.Methods', 1954, 0. E. E. C., page IS· 
t The tJ. N. 0. publication, "Population, Census Methods, No. IV" 194~: 
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rather vague but will have the great disadvantage of being relatively insensitive to tem
porary changes at different points of time. The 'labour force' concept has to be brought 
in. 

2. 5 The definition of the 'labour force' given above automatically brings in time element. 
The reference period may be a day or a week,* which is usually adopted in the existing Labour 
Force surveys in other countries, or a fortnight as adopted by State of Uttar Pradesh in the 
recent survey conducted in the State or it may be a comparatively longer period, a· month as 
adopted by the National Sample Survey in its previous rounds. 

Reference period-Basic definition. 
In reaching a decision' on this point, the basic definition may be distinguished from 

the working definition. For the' basic definition the' time . reference should be one day. 
The reason for this is not only that it is common practice in most countries but also that, 
so far as employment and unemployment are concerned, it yields more definite result
more definite because the magnitude of error involved is small when the condition is imposed 
that the status of employment or unemployment for an individual must last throughout 
the period, or that the status employment and unemployment must be counted if it appears 
at any time during the period. The magnitude of the error increases as the length of the 
r~ference period is increased. As such, a clear definition of the numbers employed or 
unemployed requires the time reference to be a given day.** Thus labour force consists of 
~1 those available for gainful work on a given day. 

Labour ·Force Activity Categories 

. 2. 6 Those constituting labour force can be broadly classified under the following cate
gories. by the nature of activity. 

I, Employed-

!. I At gainful work (either on job or own enterprise). 
I .2 Not at gainful work but with job or own enterprise. 

2. Oth~rs in the labour force-
2. I seeking gainfu] w:ork but-

2. I. I with job (or own enterprise) to start at future date. 
2. I . 2 without job or own enterprise to start at future date. 

2.2 Not seeking gainful work but available for work, and 

• 

2·. 2. I with job (or own enterprise) to start at future date. 
2.2.2 without job (or own enterprise) at future date . 

In the category I • 2, the classification of persons. who are with job, i.e. paid employment in 
the usual sense, but not at work is simple, but that of those who have their own enterprise 
but are not at work needs careful attention. A cultivator or shopkeeper, who is working on 
his own. account may not· be at work because of such reasons as illness, injury, v.acation, 
weather condition, etc. which really prevented him from attending to work, though work was 

• Ducoff & Hagood, 'Labour Force, Definition and measurement'. 
•• I.L.O., Emplovment and Urumployment Statistics-1948. 
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there. On the other band, he may not be at work because actually there was no work on his 
farm or in his shop because of slack season or because of fall in demnd. These two types 

are to be distinguished-the former is to be put in the category of with job or own enterprise 
but not at work but not the latter. The latter comes in the category of 'not seeking gainful 
work but available for work'. Of course, their own enterprise already exists, as St!Ch they can 
be only considered as 'with job or own enterprise, to start at future date.' 

2. 7 In the categorization of labour force presented in paragraph 2. 6 the explicit use of ' 
'unemployed' has been deliberately avoided. The definition of 'unemployed' has been so 
varied, depending upon the purpose for which the desired statistics were needed. It can 
describe a 'condition'-that of being not at work-an 'activity'-that of seeking work; and an 
'attitude'-that of desiring a job under certain conditions or that of being available for gainful 
work. While no one has any doubt as regards inclusion of the category 2. I under t;he un
employed, opinions may differ as regards the category 2.2. The crux of the matter is the~ 
distinction between 'attitude' and 'behaviour'. No doubt, the usual concept of unemployment 
in vogue in the Western countries leads to a measurement of thqse without jobs, and in search 
for the same. But, looked at from a wider point of view, the measurement of unemployment 
should be a measurement of unused human resources, that is, all persons who would like to 
work at jobs or own enterprise consistent with their training and experience and are prevented 
from doing so because of lack of adequate opportunities. In this sense, naturally,_ both the -
categories 2. I and 2 . 2 come rinder 'unemployed'. -For this reason it is suggested that statis
tics should be collected for each one of the categories 2. I and 2. 2. 

2. 8 Labour force can further be classified by status according to the following categories £- -
(I) employees; 
(2) apprentices ; 
(3) employers ; 
(4) workers on own account ; 
(5) unpaid family enterprise workers. . -

In case of rural sw::veys, some further categories like 'exchange labour', 'Balutedars'," etc. may -
be added. 

Outside the Labour Force 

2. 9 'Outside the labour force' COii.Sists of those in the population who are not available 
for gainful work. They can be classified as :-

(I) Family members engaged in domestic work; 
(2) students ; 
(3) permanently disabled persons ; 
(4) rentiers, pensioners and persons living on investment incomes ; 
(s) beggars, vagrants, etc. 
( 6) inmates of medical, mental, penal and charitable institutions ; 
( 7) others able but not available for work ; 
{8) others not available for gainful work. 
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2. IO Usually the. international practice is to regard IS years as the lower age limit but 
in India it is not unusual to find children at work. Hence, all those who are available for gain
ful work irrespective of their age should be included .. At the same time with a view to 
facilitate compilation of internationally comparable data it is essential to present labour force 
statistics by suitable. sized age groups. ' · 

2. I I It is necessary to have labour force data by sex, particularly as in India the female 
population is more often engaged in household duties, and social customs and institutions act 
as a check in their participation in gainful work. A considerable number of them might not 
actively seek work outside the family but ,might be available for work, if work is provided to 
them at their homes. 

2. I2 A detailed list of industrial status codes for the entire labour force can now be 
· drawn as follows :-

I . Employed : 

I . I At gainful work : • 
I . I I Employee ; 
I . I2 Apprentice ; 
i. I3 Employer ; 
I . I4 Own account worker ; 
I. IS Unpaid family enterprise worker. 

' 

I .2 Not" at gainful work but with job (or own enterprise) : 
I .2I Employee; 
1. 22 Apprentice ; 
1.23 Employer; 
I .24 Own account worker ; 
I .25 Unpaid family enterprise worker. 

"(Each of.the above statuses under I .2 can be further divided according to reasons into (I) 
Because /of illness or injury ; (2) Other reasons.] 

2. Others in the labour force : 

2.I Seeking gainful work-

2.11 waiting to start work (job or own enterprise) at future date. 

2. I I I · Seeking paid employment for the first time ; 
2. 112 seeking paid employment not for the first time ; 
2. 113 seeking gainful work other than paid employment for the first time ; 
2. 114 seeking gainful work other than paid employment not for the first time. 

2. I2 Not waiting to start work (job or own enterprise) at some future date. 
2. I2I seeking paid employment for the first time ; 
2. I22 seeking ·paid employment not for the first time ; 
2. I23 seeking gainful work other than paid employment for the first time ; 
2. I24 seeking gainful work other than paid employment not for th first time. 
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2.2 Not seeking gainful work but available for work-

2.21 waiting to start work (job or own enterprise) at future date; 
2.22 not waiting to start work (job or own enterprise) at future date; 

2.221 those available only for family gainful work ; 
2. 222 others available for all gainful work. 

The above codes could be further amplified, if necessary. ·For example, the Industrial Status·. 
Code not seeking gainful work but available for work(2.2) could be further· split by taking 

·into account the groups-
•. : J 

( a) available for paid employment ; 
(b) available for other than paitl employment 
(c) available for the first time ; 
(d) available not for the first time. 

r 
'· 

But these sub-divisions are not made here as the cells. so formed are unlikety'to'.have~~igiilii&n~ . 
frequencies. The Industrial Status code" seeking gainful work though.waitfrlg t6.start.~drk" 1 

(2. rr) has not been sub-divided into" those available for only fariilly Wor~ :;,·an(fo.t:hbr$ r~vaU.;.:'~ 
able for gainful work, on similar grounds. The codes 2. I 13 and 2. i r4 can be further 'split.~; 
up by apprentices, employer, and own account worker. It h~ not been·done soh( tht(Maniia1

;. 

which purports to give only the basic minimum. However, if certain· States'86· desirthhey; •· 
may increase the Industrial Status codes accordingly. Also, there. is the alternative 'o( doifli:u 
so only for filling up the schedule, while at the tabulation stage: these refuied breB.k~do,~.rn~· '; 

. \ 

need not be utilized for presentation purposes. · · · 

2.13 Further, it may be noted that the industrial status codes are exclu8ive .tategorieif' 
and being detailed in character 1 wo1,1ld permit presentation of data in broader groups on· any· 
desired lines. .._ ·.:_. · · . 

With job but not at work and waiting to start work at future date .·' . 
2. 14 The industrial status codes adopted in the different s~rveys' conducted by official 11 

agencies so far vary considerably botli in regard to classifieation and the extent of detail.' ·It> 
is not proposed to enter into their merits or demerits. However, it may be observed that' tiie> 
codes for "with job but not at work" and "waiting to. start work af·futilre date,; d<l riot 
appear to have been specifically included. The· latter 'can serve as an important 

1 
indicator· · 

of the level of' frictional unemployment ' which has got to be allowed for in the determination 
of what constitutes the optimum level of employment. It should, also be. noted ·that con
sistent with the recOmmendation of the Eighth Intemationai :Conference Of LabOur • Staiisn
cians, persons who are not at work but have arranged to start work at s~me fufure date are-'noF -· 
considered as employed. If they are also not currently available for work," they sh~Uid 6e ooD.l- ., 

• . . . : . ' . ,.j • 
s1dered outside the labour force. · · ·•· · · ' · 

Willing to and available for but not actively seeking work 

2. rs In an economy. like ours, it is also essential ·io have a separate category' of those 
willing to and available f..o~ :w-pr..k bpt .ll9J: .a.ctively' seeking' work. . ' . 

.29 p, c. 
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Temporary lay oft 

2. 16 Only those on lay off with pay are placed in the category of with job but not at 
work.· People who arc- on indefinite lay off and temporary lay off without pay are considered 
as unemployed. The distinction is thus made not on the basis of time but on the basis of 
pay, a more objective and realistic criterion. In practice the definiteness of the instruction to 
:return is sometimes hard to establish and the distinction between temporary lay off and inde
finite lay off may become rather artificial. At the same time, however, while recording reasons 
for not being at work, separate code~ should be assigned to temporary lay off with pay and 
without pay as well as for indefinite lay off with pay and without pay. 

Reference Period-Working Definition 

. 2.17 So far, the problems of concepts in the labour force statistics have been analysed, 
taking the basic definition of reference period in the labour force survey as only one day. One 
day as a period of reference is, however, likely to be influenced considerably by chance factors. 
Holidays and periodic day-to-day fluctuations• in the employment behaviour of persons,will 
distort the picture. The sample estimates of labour force based on one day reference period 
will therefore have a large variance and as such the change in the labour force could be detected 
only if it is· of relatively considerable· magnitude. Thus, in order to smoothen out the pre
iJOnderance of c!lance factors and to reduce the variance of sample estimates of the labour 
force, the reference period should be increased from one day to say a week. The longer 
duration will serve better the purpose of estiinating time effects, i.e., charges in the labour 
force brought about not by purely chance factors. The U. S. A. adopted a week as there
ference period. "It is short enough to reflect the current status of the population to be 
classified and to obtain accurate reporting without taxing the memory of those questioned. 
At the same time, it is long enough to avoid erratic fluctuations due to covering only one phase 
of known short-tinie fluctuations ". ** In India too, fortnight or a week may be adopted. 
It can be argued in favour of fortnight that in case of urban surveys, it is more consistent 
with the wage payments and employment practices. The standing orders prescribe a fort
night's notice for discharge of the workers. Besides, in the "urban areas, where people follow 
a more systematic pattern of employment behaviour, a fortnight may not entail too much 
additional burden ··on the memory of the respondents. 

On the other hand, a week may be better if the schedule aims to go into details of the 
time disposition for each activity. The Baranagore Pilot Survey experience where different 
reference periods have been tried out indicates that the choice of the week as reference period 
is likely to yield the best results. 

·. •,Labour Force, Defi'lition & Mgarureme~tt, by Ducoff and H1good, Page 17. 

L4bour F :rt, S'4tistics. SampleSurvey Methods, 0. E.E.C. 1954, Page 11. 
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Multiple Activity Status 

2. 18 But the extension of the reference period from one day to a week brings in compli
cations arising out of the fact that an individual is more likely to have more than one activity 
status during the period. He may, for example, be at work on a job for two days~ seeking 
job for two days and not available for work during the rest of the week. The question arises 
how to classify him under one unique status. A similar problem also arises if an individual 
like a student or a housewife takes up some gainful work for a part of the reference period. 
The usual international practice here is to assign a priority scale and to put a person of dual 
or multiple activity status in the status group of higher periority, for the numbers analysis: 
In such a scale, • In the Labour Force ' takes priority over ' non-worker '; ' At work ' takes 
prionty over " unemployed " ; " seeking gainful work " takes priority over " with job but not 
at work" as in case of the U. S. A., Canada and 0. E. E. C. Surveys. Difference of opinion 
may arise about the justifiability of the priority of ' seeking gainful work' ovcr ~ with job 
but not at work '. Consistent with the ·international practice of using priorit-J scale for the 
'numbers anaiysis ', for our purposes activities may be ranked as follows in order of priority 
for deciding the activity status in which a person is to be classed :- . 

(1) at work ; (2) with job but not at work; (3) seeking gainful work; (4) available 
for work; {s) not available. It must be admitted that such a priority scale is looded in_favour 
of employment. . . · 

i 

2.19 The implication is that if an individual during the reference period is at wor~ 
for some time, he would be put under the code relevant for him in the category of • at wor~ ' 
Similarly, if he is with job but not at work for a part of the reference period and seeking gain
ful work for the remaining part, he will be put in the co_de relevant for him under thecate
gory of ' with job but not at work '. It should be noted that while the priority scale, as here 
described, assigns priorities between certain types of activity of persons ; it does not assign 
priorities between different statuses of a person, like employer, employees, own .account worker; 
etc. For illustration, if a particular person has been for some ~-in the reference period 
an ' own acount worker ' at gainful work and for the remaining part of the refen.."D.ce period 
' an employee ' at gainful work the priority scale does not say that he would be given only one 
industrial status code. However, if he has been during the latter l'art 'an employee with 
job but not at work ' the priority scale implies higher priority to the ;lctivity status of' at work ' 
and as such this person should be considered for the whole reference period to be in the re
levant industrial status code, belonging to ' at work ' activity status, i.e., in the industrial 
status code ' own account worker ' at gainful work • 

2 .20. Th"Gse persons who have for only a part of the reference period been engaged in 
or seeking gainful work should be classified in the numbers analysis as ' in the labOur force .. , 
even though they might have spent a greater part of the reference period in 8ome non-gain
ful activity. The only exception to this rule may be students or housewives where gainful 
work is more or less incidental. · 
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Importance of the Disposition of Labour Time 

2 .21 While the adoption of the priority scale is necessitated by the compilation re
quirements in order to avoid double counting in the analysis of employment situation by the 

' • number of persons ' appr~ach, its use at the investigator's stage results in substantial loss of 
inf~rm~~ion as ~cord~d in the schedule. The dominant pattern of disposition of labour 

.. ~ime ·so relevant to Indian conditions is missed. In developed economies where labour 

. market is rnther well 'organised.,' ~d an .individual is either fully employed or not employed 
.. at ·all, the lab~ur tim~ put in by him can be more or less precisely ascertained from just the 
bto~ledge of whether he is employed or unemployed. This is, however, not so in the case 

. of ~conomies like .India, where labour time disposition is unknown and may vary greatly from 
persori to person. What is essentially needed from an employment survey in a predominantly 

_' rud. economy is t~ get complete and accurate picture of the full labour time disposition a 
~ere', ~~ber of pe~sons ' analysis w~mld not suffice. For the labour time disposition ana
lysis it is neces~ary to get a record of all the industrial status codes, relevant for the gainful ac-

.. tivirles performed. by the individual during the reference period along with . their duratio~. 
The Baranagore Pilot S.urvey in its schedule recorded only two industrial statuses: 'principal' 
and ' subsidiary '. Considering the fact that the basis for classification should be the dura
tion, the statuses may be more appropriately. called ' major ' and ' minor ' in order to avoid 

.. confus~on with the usual connotation of ~he words ' principal, and ' subsidiary' and criterion 
may be uniformly duration in all cases irrespective of-whether the status came from the 
' labour force ' or ' outside the labour force ' category.. It is desirable to have complete 
recording of all the industrial status codes so as to have full picture of the labour time dis-

· · position. 
. . . . . 

2.22 · The ideal procedure would have been to maintain such a record of time disposi-
tion for all persons in the country, and in respect of each for the full year if seasonal variations 

.1 are to be thrpwn up. · The busy and slack seasons of agriculture react on the movement of 
. labour from the rural sector to the urban sector. Needless to add that seasonal variations are 
. pronounced in the rural ar~ of our country and even urban areas cannot be considered com
:.plet~ly free from the effect. · . But considerations of costs, personnel, etc. come in. Besides, 
!.. resppndenis may not like to be interviewed too often. .At the same time, it .would be useful 
· to have some sample families for the purpose of studying the trends. It. would reduce the 
'sampling ~rror. for the estimates of the amount of change from the previous round. The 

· feasible · solution ~eems to be s~pling-sampling both over persons or house-holds and 
· ove: time, ; with of course, complete record of all industrial statuses held . by an individual 
. durin& the reference period .daY by day. 

2 • 23 The idea of sampling over time leads to the desirability of having periodic surveys 
for the collection of c.ontinuous data on employment. It will be advisable to have periodic 

1 ~ . ~ •.. '). . ' . . ' . 
·sl,lfVeys, repeated say every quarter in the urban areas, the reference period being a week pre-

- ceding. the date.·of enquiry, and the enquiry staggered uniformly over the sample families 
I k each 'quarter~ In this way, for each 'quarter, we will have complete records for at least one 
. week. - 'rh.e ~otational system can .be worked out in such a way that a major proportion of the 
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·sample families are identical in consecutive quarters an4 a smaller proportion of the s~le · 
families are identical to that of the corresponding quarter of the previous year. For example, 
sample families for urban areas m;1y be split up in six equal parts and ot:te part may J:>e <¥-pp
ped each quarter to be replaced by 11ew S3f11ple families. 

2 • 24 . Symbolically, the rotational pattern in the urban areas may be as fo:fl~~s :--:-

Year .Quarter ;Rotational pa~em 

I I ABCb·EF 
• '. 1 

2 ·BCDEFG 

3 CDEFGH 

4 DEFGHI" 
.1'' 

II I EFGHIJ 

(Each symbol represents one-sixth of the total sample families.) 

2"25 It will be seen that in the above scheme, all the sample families are not kept cons
tant from quarter to quarter. The rotational pattern adopted would reduce .the refusal rates 
and complaints and requests to be dropped off from the panel from what they would be if all 

. . . .. . . . ' . 
the sample-families were selected afresh in the new rounds. Moreover,· introduction of new 
sample of families on . stagiered .basis has stroni administrative ;:tdvantages. . . 

2 ·26 In the rural areas where seasonal changes in agricul~al en;t~loyme:Dt. are_ ~~~s
tantial, it would be desirable, if resources permit to repeat the survey at ~east once 3.- ~Of:lfll ~d 

have it staggered over the sample families. For illustration, rotational plan can be worked 
• I • ' • # • J. ~ ..... • 

out in such a way that one family is interviewed for four successive months_and then not.~t~r-
viewed for 8 months and again interviewed for two successive months. 

2 • 27 In the early stages such repetitive surveys should also be used for. th;rnidy' of the 
behaviour of the cost functions, repetitive interview reactions on the part ,0f the respOndents 
and the psychological effect of different reference periods and of a given ~e in~ervjll b_etween 
two interviews of the same family. · 

·---; 

Available Labour Time Disposition Analysis 

2 • 28 Thus, using appropriate techniques of sampling over the. p~puJ;ltion. ~ ,w~ll J1S 
over time, complete data on labour time disposition should be obtained and utilised for detail-

• • 1 • •. • • • -· ••. -

ed analysis of the employment and under-employment. The emphasis shifts f~orn ~ ~e .!!um-
bers' analysis to the analysis of' aivailable labour time disposition'.' Such an analY~is ~y 
be in terms of man-days or even man-hours. . .. , 

2 • 29 In order to be more penetrating and useful, the labour tim~· disposirl~n -ati~ysis 
must not restrict itself to just global ?ggregates .. It must give significant br~downs ·by 

' . • • • ' • ' f I ~" . j 

the nature and period of labour force participation, by industry and by area· for eacl\. sex. 
' ' ,I: ' 1' . .. 
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Nature of labour force participation will imply a differentiation, based on the degree of per· 
manence in the individuals attachm~nt to the labour force. At one extreme will be the person 
who never enters the labour force ·and at the other, one who never exits from the labour force 
and in between, a number of graduations can be envisaged in the continum. But it would not 
only be more practical but also more meaningful to limit these graduations to a few categories 
more relevant to our economy like • enters labour force casually but only in the busy season • ; 
' casually but throughout the year'; " regularly but only in the busy season " ; and ' regularly 
but throughout the year '. It would be definitely helpful for planning and development 
purposes to know separately the amount of additional labour time available from regular 
workers, who remain in the labour force throughout, and from casual workers, who enter 
only in busy season (along with the busy months). These detailed breakdowns will provide 
more information for interpreting the availability of labour under changing demand condi
tions.. When employment increases the data give clearer picture of the source of additional 
manpower. If employment declines they will inqicate who actUally bear the brunt of the 
decline. Further, analysis by area and industry, is necessary in order to spot out the' surplus 
labour ' pockets which may exist in certain areas even though the country as a whol: may 
be in the grip of unemployment. . 

Extent of Intensity of Employment -
2 · 30 For indicating the distribution of labour force by labour time worked, class in

tervals of labour time have to be fixed and corresponding frequency distribution presented in 
a tabular form. This ·will give the picture of the actual extent of employment of the labour 
force. In addition, the relevant data need also be presented in frequency distribution form in 
order to give an idea of the total time available for work. The ratio of labour time worked 
to total labour time available for work may be regarded as indicator of the intensity of em
ployment and frequency distribution of such ratios will show the variations in the intensity of 
employment. 

Normal Concept 

2 ·31 The total iabour tune an individual would be available for gainful work is, of 
course, a subjective measure and the interviewer can only ascertain from the respondant. 
The total labour time available indicated by the respondants may not be justified after going 
into details. It may be necessary to make them as objective as pos~ible. One step would be 
to take labour time as the most current ' labour time worked ' in that group of individuals ir
respective of what an individual might have to say on tlie time available for work. This 
concept is a model one. The draw-back there is that in case of slack seasons, the length 
of the model or normal working day itself will be very low and if this is used for measuring the 
extent of employment in the slack season, there is the danger of getting a. high percentage 
of employment. This deserves consideration, particularly in the case of rural employment 
because of the fact that slack s'easons are quite pronounced there. However, the inherent 
. approach based on this concept is defective in the sense that the norm or the measuring rod 
itself is not exogenous. Again, it will change with time and as such comparison OTCt time 
will be distorted, even for the same type of persons. 
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2 · 32 Ideally, it would be desirable to establish a norm, " which could l::e worked without 
damage to health and with due observance of local customs and socially accepted habits relating 
to breaks for meals, recreation, days of rest, festivals and so forth ". * It may be that if 
the above approach is adopted, the norm may not have as much variation as it will have if the 
other usual approach is adopted. But the difficulty would be in establishing such a norm which 
could be universally accepted. · 

2 • 33 The number of normal working days in the reference period is determined usually 
with the observance of local customs, festivals and other accepted habits. Days on which no 
work is generally done either because it is a festival or an important bath or prayer day or a 
mela or bazar day or even because of unworkable weathe! conditions would be excluded from the I 

category of normal working days. · 

2 • 34 When once the normal day and normal hours of work are defined, the intensity of · 
employment can be measured against the normal time as calculated for the reference period, 
the ideal case being that of full employment when work is done for the normal time or above. 
All other cases come under under-employment and may be quantitatively expressed by the in
tensity of employment as measured by the r!!-tio of the time worked to the normal time. 

2"35 T,he .full employment as described here can be indicator of pnly the inaximum 
• desired employment ' and not the maximum available man-time. Also, a person having full . 
employment in this sense, may not necessarily have employment suited for the level of his skill, 
or experience nor may have remuneration commensurate with his desire, earning capacity 
or level of living requirements. The intensity of employment also takes into account only the 
duration of labour time put in, it does not link the labour input to its remuneration in cash 
or kind. Of course, in a wider sense, • fully employed' implies that employmenO~,. ~onsistent .. 
with the desire and ability of the individual not only in terms of labour time but also in terms 
of technical skill, earning capacity and decent level of living requirements. But this would 
need rather detailed income and family budget survey ; it is not proposed to take these up in 
this manual. The conceptual problems involved in introducing the idea of availability in the 
labour force concept 'extension of numbers' analysis to detailed labour time disposition ana
lysis and differentiation by nature of labour force participation would themselves need further 
research and experimentation in the actual field. 

2 • 36 Apart from the measures of intensity of employment over a period, it would be 
necessary to study the period of work-seeking per accession (or to put it differently the 
average intervening period between the present and previous job of the now employed, who 
have been seeking work before), and the percentage of the now employed with previous c non
labour force ' status. A relatively smaller period of work seeking per accession and similarly 
a higher percentage of employment participation of the normally ' non-labour force ' may 
themselves seem to indicate fuller employment. 

• •Under-employment in Asia, Na•ure and Extent' by Chiao Hsieh, International Labour Review, June I9SZ· 
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2 • 37 In an economy like that of India, a labour force survey would serve its. purpose 
better if it presents data on labour time disposition on the lines indicated in paras. 2. 28 to 2 · 30 
than when it attempts a classification of the numbers in the labour · force by fully employed, 
und~r . ..:employed and unemployed. In any case a report giving only the latter would fail to 
fulfil. ·our · objeCtives. · 

2•38 Lastly, it should be pointed out that the question of concepts and definitions in 
this difficUlt field had · engaged the attention of technicians· for years in advanced countries 
and still no finality ~eem.S to have been reached, and frcm that point of view all that is claimed 
is ·to' have· made a 'begummg ·in' standardisation in· this: importanf field. ; Further progre8s· · 
woUld largely depend 'on the field experience' that would be gatliered in the·course · of the 
next survey by the National Sample Survey and the State· StatistiCal Bureawt'. · 
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COMMON PRODUCTION PLANS FOR HAND AND MACHINE 
AN INDUSTRY 

(Gokhale Institute of Politics ami, Economics) 

SECTORS .IN 
• 1, ... 

A large number of problems are involved in a consideration of the common production 
plan in any activity where different types of techniques are in use side by side. No elaborate 
common production plan seems to have been worked out so far by the Planning Commission or 
any other similar organization. The recent report of the Textile Enquiry Conuiuttee (Kanungo 
Committee) contains a number of recommendations which together may be considered to con
stitl,lte the rudiments of a common production plan. Because of this and because the· Kanungo 
Committee devoted its attention to the production of cotton textiles, which is the ·singie · 
largest field over which a common production plan will have to be elaborated; it appears ad
visable to centre consideration of the subject round the reco:mmendations of the Kanungo 
Committee. The ini~ial step in evolving a common production plan may be considered to be 
the determination of the immediate and future volume of demand and the composition of the 
demand. The Kanungo Committee has, for example, estimated that the demand for cloth 
would increase from about 15 yards per capita in 1952-54 to 18 yards per capita h-1 · 1960. 
The total increase in consumption within the country will be the result of increase in per 
capita demand by 20 per cent (from 15 yards to 18 yards) and the growth in the popUlation 
during the same period. As all the important statistical data on which the Kanungo Commit
tee bases its recommendations are yet unpublished, it is not possible to examine the reasonable
ness of the forecast of increase in consumption made by the Kanungo Committee. .It is also 
unnecessary, for the purpose in hand, to discuss in detail either the statistical data or the 
general reasons given by the Committee for. the estimate of increase in consumption. It may, 
however, be noted that figures of average consumption per capita since 1948-49 show wlcie 
fluctuations which do not appear to be closely related to fluctuations; .in income. · Secondly, 
a factor which the Kanungo Committee does not take into consideration. but which may become 
important in consideration of the production plan, is possible effects on volume and. composi
tion of demand of the changes in the distribution of income during the plan period. If any 
real concern is exhibited in the plan regarding the well-being of the poorest tenth or fifth in 
the community this may bring about a considerable change, in particular, in the composition 
of demand for cloth. Account will have to be taken of this in framing a .common production 
plan. The Kanungo Committee also confines itself to estimation of the overall demand for 
cloth in general. Any common production pian which attempts allocation in some detail 
will have to break down this estimate of demand, at least, into broad types of classes for large 
regional groupings. · 

The second problem faced in framing a common production plan is the allocation. of 
definite parts and percentages of total production to the different sectors for whose common 
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production the plan is being prepared. The Kanungo Committee divides the total produc .. 
tion target, including exports, amongst the three sectors, viz., mill industry, powerloom and 
handloom. · · In this context, initial consideration is given by the Committee to the technical 
superiority of particular sectors in specific types of production. However, as the technical 
superiority of handlooms over machine industry was limited to very narrow ranges of pro
duction, the Kanungo Comffiittee adopted as the basis of distribution largely the existing 
reservation arrangemen~s. Obviously, the proper theoretical approach in this regard is the 
approach of comparative costs. · So that when it is determined that for a given period a 
particular 'sector is to be allotted a given share of the total production the composition of the 

I •• • ' 

allotted production to any agency by regions and sorts would be determined by its relative 
(not absoh.ite) advantage in particular production fields. That the basis of compa~ativ~ costs 
,is the appropriate theoretical basis for alloting the desired shares would be generally agreed 
upon. However, the allotment of the shares to di1ferent. sectors itself raises a problem of 
great difficulty. Once determination ~f the division of a market by price competition is given 
up1 the allocation ·of a field or' production between different agencies or sectors has to be re
lated to some extern:il objective or criterion. 

I_' ' • , , • ' 

··' 
·-The whole scheme of the Kanungo Committee, for example, is based on the assumption 

·of a·steadily increasing demand for cloth of which a continuously decreasirlg share falls to the 
handloom industry. The present and future allotments made to different sectors are governed 
by 'the major consideration of not allowing a significant fall in total employment in cotton textile 
production. Even so the· Committee's scheme of gradual replacement of handlooms by 
improved looms involves-a displacement of the order of zo,ooo persons ·a year. The Commit
tee feels that this would not "create any great social or economic disturbance, considering 

·that the current and the next five"')'ear paln would ensure the development of agriculture, in-
dustries and a number of resources which would provide a certain modicum of extra employ

. ment". The main objective of the Kanungo Committee may thus be stated to be technical 
improvement in production of cotton textiles at as fast a pace as is compatible with main
tainirig the total employment in the. industry at only a slighdy reduced level. Obviously, 
if the objective of the plan was to obtain some increase of employment in the cotton textile 
industry during the plan period, the plan of transition recommended by the Kanungo Com
mittee would, other things being equal, have to be substantially altered. 

' 

The reference to plan of transition made above indicates that a common productio~ plan 
has to allocate production as between different sectors or agencies at different stages or different 
periods and that the allotted quantities and/or percentages may change substantially, during the 
period. of a plan, according to the directions in which the economy is moving. A common 
production plan requires, in this context, at a minimum, the estimation of demand for total 
production at two points of time, the beginning and the end o~ the plan period, and the 

. allocation of total production between different sectors or agencies at the two points of time ; 
the transition from the allocation indicated at the earlier point of time to that indicated for the 
latter point of time giving the general measure· and direction of change. 



The sharing of total production between different agencies and the determination of the 
rate of change are both important decisions which will, obviously, be related to the total 
purposes and objectives of the Plan. To these no special attention may be paid in this note. 
It is necessary, however, to draw attention here to one important aspect of the common 
production plan. This is the method and mechanism by which -it is seen that the allot
ment made in the plan of production is, in fact, effective and that the transitional stages 
incorporated in the plan are successfully achieved. The Kanungo Committee does not seem 
to have paid detailed attention to this problem. It seems to have taken for granted that the 
existing measures will suffice for the present. These measures include reservation. of certain 
lines of production for handloom and specified types of powerlooms and cesses or excises 
levied on certain types of cloth produced by the mill industry. While the Committee is not 
sure of the effects of existing reservations on the total demand for handloom products and 
is not sure whether the fact of reservation may not be nullified at least partly by a change in . 
dress habits, etc., it recommends continuance of the present reservations but no extension of · 
them. The Committee also recommends continuance of the "principle of assisted sale with 
some flexibility" wherever the small sector is in genuine need of such assistance. It may 
be that as the allocation which the Kanungo Committee takes as the starting point is 
the existing allocation achieved as a result of market operations and Government policy, no 
radical change in policy or methods was considered necessary by the Comminee. 
However, whenever the initial allocation differs materially from existing conditions 
such measures may not be sufficient. Moreover, the division of the cloth market by reservation. 
is at least partially possible today only because of some special features of the market. · The 
reservation of coloured sarees or dhoties is ~ffective because these are distinctly differentiated 
products with a comparatively separate market. But even in such cases indirect substitUtions 
and other factors may upset calculations in the future and reservations which are immediately 
useful may be undermined by a number of adjustments over a period. Theftf'?,_~~' when 
measures such as reservation are in force over a long period it is likely that their efficancy in 
allocation of markets will be lessened as time passes: 

Other difficulties in this regard are brought out by the programme of change recommend
ed by the Kanungo Committee. The Committee has not elaborated the concrete steps and 
instruments or agencies through which the transition will be brought about. While the Com
mittee appears to be aware ofthe large problems offinance, of cooperative organization and 
of conversion of capital equipment and techniques, the concrete institutional recommendations 
made by it appear confined to setting up an Advisory Committee and an expansion of the 
All-India Handloom Board. How in fact the picture truit the Committee envisages of 
the continuance in the decentralised form of a weaving industry which adopts power and 
modern tools and which is' organized mainly on the cooperative pattern, is to be!actually brought 
about is not clear from the report of the Committee. Very considerable positive steps appear 
necessary, if this is to be achieved. Apart from making available tecbtlical ·assistance or 
even finance the programme of actively bringing about the transition must become the respon
sibility of some authority and the work of such authority has to be closely related. with other 
activities which directly or indirectly bear on the transition. Little attention has been paid by 
the Kanungo Committee to the complex problem raised by this. -
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The Committee also says very little regarding a related prit:e structure. It is obvious 
that the industry will not proceed smoothly through transitional stages contemplated by the 
Committee unless the prices of various types of products maintain some relative consistency. 

·All the calculations of days· of employment, of production, total receipts and income of various 
classes of producers especially in the hand and powerloom industry, made by the Committee 
'depend essentially on a measure of stability in cost and prices, absolute and relative. Ex
perience in the post-war period has shown how variation in the demand for and prices of pro
ducts of different sections of industry may come about quickly. The Committee dismisses 
-somewhat summruily the demand for price equalization. However, it gives no attention 
to the problem of maintaining a related level of prices in the light of recent experience of price 
-control and seems. io assume automatic maintenance of a stable situation throughout the 
:period of transition.··: ' ' · 

._·An.. 'extremeiy important aspect of the whole problem is the total cost of any measures 
·adopted to the constimer and the . community. What are the possible effects of the whole of 
the Kanungo,' Conunittee Scheme on prices of cloth and the profits for cloth production ? The 
~ ' • ·' • J . -

deci ion not w allow any further installation of looms in spinning and weaving mills wil' 
·naturally create a- quasi_-monopoli~tic position for the' present constituents of the cotton mill 
indU:stry.' ,As price c~mpetltion 1:hrough imports may be disregarded, the only possible 
-~heck oii price. charged by mills is the competition of powerlooms and handlooms. Obviously, 
thls will not be an: effecti~e check at all. In the major -part of the field open to the cotton 
:mill industry' the handloom and the powerloom work under such handicaps that very large 

•• • . . J ' - - - ~ • 

price margins can safely be received by mills without endangering what is essentially a closed 
"market for them. That they will be able to do this with special ease when the export market 
;iS favourable· is fully illustrated by existing conditions. However, even if the export market 
~does" not _remain favourahie, the position of the mill industry will become progressively more 
. entrenched as the expected increase in cloth demand materialises. Indeed, the possible 
c development for the funire may be pres~ni:ed in the form of a dilemma. If there is a large 
increase in demand for cloth in the country, the' mill industry-even without export outlets

-would be so favourably situated as to be able to charge high relative prices for its products and 
iexploit.the consumer fully.· If, however, there is not the expected increase in demand, me 
-mill industry by a -proper price policy would be able to market all its products with reasonable 
~margin but this will make it impossible for the handloom and powerloom sectors to offer the 
·.expected employment and earnings to workers within these sectors . 
. '• I 

:· ·. __ If, as inight well happen>- it is desired to modify the production pattern in the industry 
'the positive steps taken will have to be further elaborated. Modification of the pattern of pro

. duction might be desired for a number of reasons. For example, the case for a large reduction 
~in the yarieties of cloth. p~oduced by the mill industry and their standardization has been long 
."4iscussed and some c'oncrete schemes were prepared for the purpose during the war . 
. Such action ini.ght reduce costs of production and may make control of pricing, etc. easier. 
~ Moreover, if, as indi~ted previously, the production of consumer goods is oriented definitely 
'towards meethig the needs of the poorer strata in society a change in production pattern with 
an emphaSiS 00 S~andardiz~tion may become inevitable. 
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If the basic approach of the Kanungo Committee proves acceptable its recommendations 
would have to be very greatly elaborated and an appropriate series of measures devised for 
putting them into effect. This will :provide a common production plan for the cotton textile 
industry. It is understood that the Khadi Board has a number of modifications to suggest in 
the approach of the Kanungo Committee. An important suggested modification is the use of 
improved charkhas for the supply of increased yarn required by handlooms. Another pos
sible modification of the model of the Kanungo Commi~tee is to introduce, a category of pro
duction by members of a household or a cooperative for· ilirect consumption within the house
hold or the cooperative. It may be possible by this device to, utilise some types of equipt;n.ent 
and fragmented labour time-such as in handspinning and. ~omestic_ weaving-:-:-for · ~ome. 
increase of the standard of living, which may be impossible to. utilise 9r to organise .. for produc~:. 
tion for the market. Whatever the model. of the approach finally adopteq in. the 'cotton' 

" : • . , : " ,. . r ! .. ' '•J .--'1 
textile field as a result of the activities of the Kanun~o Comn:Utfee,_ :the ~hadi )3o~?·• etc .. 
the basic materials for formulating of a common production plan are, at least, available. , ··This· . 

, .. ~ . . . -. ; . . r. / ,. ~ T . 

is far from being the case in the other fields where ,eommon production plans -have to bt:; attem.:: 
, -·' '. : I , • " • , ' . ' I l ~ _.. ; ; "' 

pted. Such fields are numerous and extensive. They . e~brace the w:hole sphere o( 
traditional cottage industry such as tanning and leather work particularly' footwear,, milling;' 

' . . . ' • . . .• . ' ' ' . . .. 1 
husking, pounding, etc. of cereals and pulses, the pressing of vegetable oil, making of rope .of. 
all kinds, working in coir, making of carts, pottery production, ~1£. Co~on pr~d~ction pla~~. 
may also be necessary for a number of non-traditional activitie~ as, for ~xample, manufacture ~f· 

_ . .. . _. . . I · , . . 1 ., , •· • • _, ~·; · J , -~ 

soap and matches. . · . · :.•. . .. .· 1 •. · . . . .. . . · . . . . . .. , • r: ...... r· . J .•.. ~ • · , . ... _' •• J ·", ; , ~~,.. _. _ 

. In many of the fields mentioned above. not only are basic materials lacking but also 
present thinking and action are taking various, apparently mutually confiictirig; . ~ections. 
The recommendations of the Ford Foundation Team, for example, follow ari approach' ver} 
different from that of the Kanungo Committee or the Khadi Board; · Yet' these' e~idently 
form the basis of some active programmes of Govern~ent. Further there ~i'11~~!S an',;,ri:.l 
necessary multiplication of Boards and other authorities in' the fidel of small·- fudusey: 
The operation of uniformly conceived plans, of provision of adequate employment and graded 
transition in technique in these fields will necessitate avoidance of dupli6!-tion iri ·coxi.trolling 
organisations in the sphere of small industry as a whole. . · ·· ' · · · . ·. ; ·; >; ·' ·: ' 

. . . . ~ .. ! . : r t. : J : • :; .• ~. .. . . 1 

Finally, if the pattern of dispersed cooperative produGtion is "Qniformly _ aQ.opted, for. srp.allt 
scale industry the manifold problems involved will have to be worked out in detail. While 
for finance the organisation may not have to be on different lines ' from. that in. agriculture, 
both in production technique and in marketing, the problems 'of eacH industry are dis~ct and 
are usually more complicated than those in agriculture. ; , · . •·:, .. ~·lj 



COMMON PRODUCTION PROGRAMMES FOR SMALL-SCALE AND 
LARGE-SCALE INDUSTRIES 

by 

DR. R. BALAKRISHNA 

In the industrial structure of almost all countries, there are establishments both of the 
large-scale and small-scale variety. Perhaps among the industrially advanced countries the 
proportion of small-scale industries may be small and in under-developed countries which 
generally retain vestiges of an ancient civilization, the proportion of small and medium-scale 
industries may be large. There are, significant examples among industrially advanced coun
tries where the small-scale establishments have survived and continued to play an important 
part in the organisation of the economy. Switzerland, for example, is one of the countries 
where small-scale industries play an important part. Their industrial products are unique 
for the amount of labour incorporated in them. In the Swiss machinery industry, the labour 
factor represents 70 to So per cent of the final cost. Switzerland has maintained her position in 
foreign markets by her specialities and high grade articles. She places a high premium on the 
artistic talent of her labour. In watch making and allied branches, namely jewellery and the 
manufacture of musical boxes, machinery has failed to replace skilled workmanship. 

France was the pioneer in the act of artistic creation in industry and the conception is 
even now kept alive by some of its small-scale enterprises. The French cutlery, worsted and 
silk ribbon industries reveal the grace and beauty of skilful manipulation. In the worsted 
industry the handloom has surviverl on account of the specialities in women's fabrics that 
are produced for exportation. 

In Germany the small-scale industries have played an important part. The toy industry 
of Nuremberg and the clock-making in the Black Forest made a significant contribution to 
the industrial vitality of Gerniany. The small-scale industries of Germany are concentrated 
in Prussia, Saxony and Bavaria. 

Even in Great Britain the small industries occupy an important place. Handloom weav
ing is flourishing in the Lake District and in Sussex. Lace making survives in England as a 
cottage industry. Birmingham has been the home of an innumerable variety of small industries, 
such as the manufacture of guns, locks and jewellery. 

In the United States of America the small-scale enterprises are of some importance in 
industries engaged in printing and publishing, textiles and the manufacture of food and forest 

productS. 
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In the East, Japan· is a country that has advanced industrially to a considerable extent. 
Still the structure of her industry is not all of the large-scale variety. A large part ·of her 
manufacturing has always been of the quasi-handicraft system of small-scale enterprise. 
Chief among the industries that are run on a small scale are the food, lumber, furniture, bi
cycles and rayon textile industries. 

There are some technical reasons for the survival of th~ small-scale units in spite of 
industrial development in general in a country. The distinctive features of the small-scale 
industries are their small capital equipment, their operation with only a few mechanical ap
pliances and the high degree of personal supervision. The processes of production among 
them entail a large proportion of labour cost and high premium is plac_ed on efficiency in skiij 
and craftsmanship. 

The factors that determine the scale of production are the nature of the product, the 
methods of manufacture and the conditions of deinand. The products of small-scale enter- . 
prises are not_ amenable to mass production because among them there is a large Vl!fiety iri 
design and the quantity of output in any one pattern is relatively sma11. They daun ari 
individuality for themselves so that a mere replica of it cannot satisfy a specific demarid. 
Being specialities, they are not amenable to standardization. As the proportion of labour 
incorporated in them is high, the scope for mechanical operation is limited. In other words, 
what emerges from them is not a composite product but a small and simple article, ~hich · 
cannot yield much economy by being subjected to a comp~cated process of production. · 

The methods of manufacture are such that they could be most economiCally operated 
only under small-scale operation. Since skilled labour plays an important part, the scope 
for machinery is limited. As integration of processes is abl\ent, there is no advantage .in em
ploying a large labour force to operate co-operatively .. A prompt adaptation Jo changes -~ 
taste and a quick adjustment to output are essential qualities of its manufacturing_ method. 
Such ~ flexible mechanism is easily conceivable under a small rather than a large-scale o~
ganization. Even from the standpoint of taw materials and power there is no need to en
large the scale of their operations. The raw materials are neither bulky in nature nor do they 
vary much in quality. Gold, for instance, in the jewellery industry, can be purchased in con
venient units. Hence there are no economies in the large-scale purchase of raw materials. 
At present the electric motor has obviated the difficulties in the matter of inotive power: 
Thus there are no compelling factors to increase the size of their operations. 

There is a fluctuating and a limited demand for their products so that the outpUt has to 
be small and capable of variation. In the case of all specialities, the demand for any one 
variety of products is limited even though in the aggregate there may be a considerable con
'sumption of such products. Thus in the absence of a large and Steady demand, large-scale 
production is not possible. 

For purposes of economic analysis, the small-scale industries may be classified into 
three broad categories. To the first category belong those industries whose products com
pete with products of other industries. The textile industry provides a good example of this 
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category. To the second category belong those industries whose products cater to a purely 
local demand and such products are not generally available from other sources. The rural in
dustries of India, such as basket making, bee-keeping, etc. belong to this category. There 
can be a third category of small-scale industries where the product that emanates could be 
obtained through a different process generally mechanical in nature. For example, the 
modern oil expeller and rice hullers are only mechanical processes which yield more or less 
the same product as those that are available by the indigenous process. In fact it will be 
more appropriate to consider these as particular forms of occupation than as industries. 

Among these three categories, the second and third do not. really come within our pur-
. view. The industries that belong to the second category have to be resuscitated in a general 

programme of community development. · No common programme of development with 
large-scale industries is necessary in their case. Similar is the case of the third category. 
If the old occupation is no longer considered necessary,. other occupations have to be found. 
This would not be difficult, as there is no loss of-skill among them. However, such occupa
tions w~:mld continue in certain remote parts until such time that the modern equipments 
are able to invade these areas. 

In the case of the first category, however, we are presented with a problem of conflict 
between the small and the large-scale varieties of organization warranting a solution. Even 
among industries belonging to this category, there are two types. In the first place, there 
are· certain products that merely converge on the market, as in the case of hand-made paper 
and machine-made paper. So far as their production is concerned, they are absolutely in
dependent of each other. But only in capturing a market do they compete with each other. 
The second type 9f products are those which depend in their preparation on the rival sectors 
of the same industry. When, for example, the small-scale sector has necessarily to depend 
on the large-scale sector for its raw material, the products of the two sectors diverge from a 
conimon source and ultimately converge on the same market. A unique example of this is the 
handloom cloth in Ihdia. The handloom industry has to depend on the mills for their yarn. 
_In fact this part of the small-scale industry pres;;nts the most difficult problem and the pur
pose of a common production programme is most appropriate in this context. 

The problem would not have been serious if the products emerging out of the two sectors, 
namely, the handloom and the mill, represent exclusive types and thus compartmentalizing 
the market for them. It would then have partaken the character of monopolistic competition 
with an o~ chance of a passage of buyers from one isolated market to another. But such in
dividuality is rare and near substitutes render the isolation of markets rather slender. The 
absence of exclu!ive tastes among consumers, destroyed to some extent by price differences, 
prevents the existence of such a market structure. The position of the hand-loom has be
come particularly vulnerable as the consumer is getting less discerning about quality and 
very indifferent in taste due to the price differentials. 

The principle of reservation cannot be a long-run _solution for the type of conflict that 
has arisen between these sectors. It would not only stereotype the existing structural pattern 
of the industry but it could also be rendered ineffctive by the rival sector. Legal evasions 
ae possible:by the offer of close substitutes at a lesser price. 
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A long-range solution has therefore to be devised and it could be only through the enun
ciation of a common production programme. Such a common production programme 
would consist in making the different sectors of the industry, namely, large and sinall, operate 
automatically in their spheres mutually beneficial to each other. This would involve a pro
cess of dovetailing technically the operations of two or more sectors. The. cotton mills, for 
instance, should be made to do a little more spinning and the powerlooms and handl~oms have 
to be treated as outworkers for the mills. The handlooms should receive yarn of appropriate 
counts on beams after the preparatory processes have been gone through and they should 
in turn hand over to the mills the fabrics woven for finishing and sale. When two or more 
sectors combine in this manner, the products would not belong exclusive to an1 one sector. 
This would neutralize the existing prejudice either for or against any one sector:· , 

This is just a solitary example of the manner in which the operation of the small-scale 
and large-scale industry could be technically dovetailed, and a common production programme 
for them should have this technical aspect as its rna~ objective. Otherwise there cannot be · 
a satisfactory solution, even through planning, of the perpetual conflict between· · th.e ·rival 
sectors of an industry. By a common production programme is not meant merely the allo
cation of specific targets to the different sectors. Employment opportunity would be pr~
vided on a more stable basis through a process of technical dovetailing rather th~ th!"ough 
a reesrvation of spheres of production. 



DEVELOPMENT OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES DURING 
.THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

(OJ!ice of the Development Commissioner, Small-Scale Industries, 
Ministry of Commerce and Industry) 

Information available on small-scale industries is scrappy. It appears from the 1954 
Census figures that I I . 5 million workers are, perhaps, employed by units that are not re
gistered as factories. The National Income Committee has estimated a net output ofRs. 910 
crores from the small-scale sector during 195o-51. While surveys have been made by some 
States from time to time~ and special·srudies conducted by some agencies, on the whole re
liable statistics on. this sector are not available. Some States have been assisted to conduct 
surveys in some industries. A suggestion has J;ecently been made, in <;onsultation with the 
C. S. 0., that State Statistical Bureaux may make systematic attempts to collect data relating to 
employment and production in this sector~ It is also proposed to set up a Statistical and 
Evaluation Section in the office of the Development Commissioner. 

2. An economic survey of small industries of Calcutta conducted by the State Statistical 
Bureau during 1952-53 showed that there were 30,577 small establishments in Calcutta with 
total assets at Rs. 15.73 crores employing 1.21 lakh workers, paying Rs. 556 lakhs as wages, 
· producing Rs. 53.94 crores worth of goods. A survey of cottage industries in Aligarh town 
and surrounding areas conducted during 1949 by the Director of Industrial Statistics showed 
that there were 2,425 small units that were not covered by the term" Factory" and 1,557 in 
surrounding rural areas. Productive capital employed in these units was Rs. 46.74 lakhs and 
8.32 lakhs respectively, number of persons employed xo,ooo and 7,200 respectively, wages 
paid Rs. 33·97 lakhs and 1.72lakhs and products manufactured Rs. 2.34 crores and 0.25 
crores. According to the report on a stirvey conducted by the Director of Industries and 
Labour in Delhi State during I95o-sx, there were 4,634 units, that were not rcovered by the 
definition of factories, representing 86 industrial pursuits, giving employment to 19,700 
workers and producing goods worth Rs. 18 crores per year. 

3· As development of small-scale industries is a State subject under the Constitution, the 
activities of the Central Government during the First Five Year Plan mainly related to as
sisting State Governments, financially and technically in introducing developmental schemes. 
As a result, a number of schemes were introduced by the State Governments aimed at pro
viding common facility services to small units, loans and grants, training facilities, introduc
tion of improved tools and technique, organisation ofco-operatives, provision ~f raw materials, 
etc. ; a portion of the funds over these schemes was provided by the Central Government. 

4· An International Team of Experts was invited by the Central Government in colla
boration with the Ford Foundation to study the problems of the small-scale industries. 
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Following up the recommendations of that team, the Government appointed a Development' 
Commissioner for Small-Scale Industries and established a Small-Scale Industries. Board. a 
National Small Industries Corporation and four Regional Institutes. 

5· It is proposed that the main programme for development of small-scale, industrie~ · 
will be concentrated in those towns and villages where electricity is easily available. Attempts 
will be made during the Second Five Year Plan to introduce small power driven machines in 
artisans' workshops and to some extent also amongst workers who may be workitlg at horne. 
Model schemes detailing the machines and equipment that could be introduced in Carpentry, 
Blacksmithy and Sports Goods manufacturing workshops have been prepared. Sinlilar schemes 
for tanning, leather goods, pottery, metal pressedware items, small hand-tools, tricycles, sur~~
cal instruments and mathematical instruments are under preparation. Schemes in Qther 
industries will also be prepared in due course. An attempt will be inade to collect il;Jfol'ijla
tion on machinery, available in the country and abroad, for the use of small, units. .A, few sets 
of each type. of machinery available abroad will be imported and. experiments carried out to· 
find out the machines that are most suitable to local conditions. Attempts will then be mad~ 
to get these manufactured with or without modifications in the country: These will be sold 
to the units that can pw·chase them and supplied on hire purchase or credit systems to those 

·who cannot afford to purchase them outright. The Agency of the Regional Institutes, the 
National Small Industries Corporation and the State Directors of Industries will be· ~tilised 
for this purpose. · · · 

' 
6. The small industries require technical assistance of various types. Apart .from in-

formation on the·improved tools and equipment that they could utilise, they want to know 
the improvements in technique of production. They require assistance in utilisation of the 
local raw materials available to them. They are working with inadequately trained personnel 
and need technical counselling in their productive activities from time to·.time. It i& pro
posed that the Regional Institutes that are being set up at Bombay, Calcuria;'.M.udurai and 
Faridabad with their branches in U. P., Bihar, Hyderabad and Travancore-Cochin will pro
vide such t~chnical service to the units and by the end of the Secpnd Five Year Plan, it is 
expected that about 30 such Institutes may be established with technicai service Units in about 
200 small towns. 

1· While small:-scale units can undertake certain processes ·economically, there are 
certain other processes that have to be carried on by centralised units. There are also certain 
other common facilities that the small units require. Attention is being paid to the intro
duction of such common facility service stations at different centres for the existing industries 
as well as for new units that may be set up in other towns and villages. These CQJ;Illllon fa
cility service stations may provide facilities such as Central Workshop for heat-treatment, pro
cessing, finishing, etc., supply of raw materials ac<;:ording to required specifications, promo
tion of sales, provision of funds, workshop facilities, provision· of gas~ electricity, telephone . 
services, compressed air, etc. These stations may be organised on co-operative lines or they 
may be managed by Government department or by private organisations. . It is estimated 
that 500 such centres may be set up during the Second Five Year Plan. 
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8. The small-scale units are finding it difficult to get land and construct workshops in 
some of the bigger towns. They also find it difficult to get these workshops equipped with 
electricity, gas, telephone connections, etc. Moreover, a large number of units are not in a 
position to invest funds in constructing their own workshops. It is, therefore, proposed to 
set up Industrial Estates at such centres where there is a demand from a sufficiently large 
numbe.r of units for workshop ·accommodation and where wholesale marketing facilities are 
easily available. To start with, such Estates will be set up at Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, 
Delhi, Agra, Ludhiana, Rajkot, etc. These Estates will be managed by Corporations specially 
established for the purpose. There will be no objection to a Corporation O'Yning more than 
one Estate. The funds for establishing such Estates may be provided partially from private 
concerns, but the bulk of the funds may have to be found by the Government. Rented ac
commodation will be provided in the Estates according to the unit's requirements. The 
workshop will.be fitted with power, gas, steam, compressed air, telephone connections, etc. 
required by the unit. Attempts will be made to get railway sidings and, if possible, rail
way stations· inside or very near the Estate. Attempts will be made to establish 30 Estates by 
the end of the Second Five Year Plan. 

· 9· Small industrial units have found it extremely difficult to raise funds, whether short
term or long-term,. required by them through the normal banking channels. State Indus

. trial Finance Corporations have been set up in 9 States. Some others are considering the 
possibilities of setting up such corporations. Attempts will be made during the Second 
Five Year Plan to persuade a larger number of States to set up such Corporations. Direc
tors of Industries in different States are granting loans under State Aid to Industries Acts 
and Rules. It has been noticed that small-scale units have not materially benefited from the 

; facilities provided due to the strictness of the rules and regulations. The State Govern
ments have, therefore, been requested to liberalise their rules by -

.. 

(i) accepting any or all of the following securities: 

(a) mortgage of borrowers' land and/or buildings, 

(b) mortgage of borrowers' machinery, plant, etc. , 

(c) mortgage of land or building or both to be purchased with money loaned by 
Government , 

(d) mortgage of machinery, plant, etc. to be purchased with money loaned by 
Government, and 

{e) adequate securities furnished by persons other than borrowers; 

(ii) shortening the procedure for verification and empowering Directors of Industries 
and other officers to grant loans up to higher ceilings; 

(iii) reducing the rate of interest to 5 per cent in cases where it is higher than this per
centage and 

(iv) prescribing a maximum ceiling for the grant of loans for the purchase oF capital 
equipment at ;Rs. I,oo,ooo. 
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"Larger funds are bting advanced to the State Governments for this purpose. The Minis
try of Commerce and Industry have already agreed to meet a portion of the losses that may be 
incurred by the State Governments due to such liberalisation. Funds will continue to be 
placed at the disposal of the State Governments to allow them to sanction larger funds as 
loans to small units. Attention of the State Governments has been drawn to the necessity 
of getting commercial and co-operative banks interested in advancing funds to small units 
and, for this purpose, it has been recommended that they may consider to guarantee losses 
up to 7S per cent of the amount advanced,- that may be incurred by the banks. It is under 
the consideration of the Ministry of Commerce and Industry if a so per cent of such losses 
could be underwritten by the Central Government. Attention . of the State Governments has 
also been drawn to the necessity of introducing a system of supply of machinery on hire pur
chase. In certain States, funds may be required by small units for putting up workshops on 
lands that they purchase in industrial areas. It is proposed that during the Second_Five Year 
Plan, easy credit facilities may be allowed to the s~all-scale units. When the State Bank is 
established, a large..portion of this work may perhaps be taken over by that Bank. · 

IO. Small units very often find it difficult to get raw materials of the required specifica
tions in sufficient quantities and at competitive prices. Co-operative societies .will be en
couraged to stock and supply such raw materials. For this purpose, it may be necessary to 
provide adequate working capital to such · societies. Stockists are being encourag~d to -
import such raw materials as steel cuttings etc. specially required for small units. · It iS noted 
that the price schedule fixed for steel is detrimental to the interests of the small units as they 
have to pay much higher for the categories of steel that are supplied to . them than the large 
manufacturers. It will be necessary to modify these price schedules in such a way that small 
the units do not have to pay much more than s per cent over the prices paicf by larger units. 

I I. Another great difficulty experienced by small industrial units is in marketing. They 
do not know what the market requires. It is also not possible for them to r;..cb their goods 
to the consumers excepting through a long chain of middlemen. There are a· number of 
items that are not yet being manufactured by the small-scale units, that are either being im
ported or being manufactured only by larger units. If the small units could be assured 
of selling such articles, they could easily undertake to m~nfacture them. A National Small 
Industries Corporation has, therefore, been set up to assist units in selling their products to 
the Government Departments for their use to start with and later to extend the field to goods 
required by large-scale units and then, if possible, to consumers. This Corporation will 
enter into contracts with the Government Departments, and large-scale industrial units and 
other consumers and pass on such orders to smaller units. It will also assist units to get direct 
orders from all these different sources and assist them to manufacture goods according to the 
required specifications. It is under consideration that the Corporation or a subsidiary con
cern organised by the Corporation may set up 200 or more chain . stores at different centres 
where goods of approved quality produced by small-scale units may be stocked and sold to 
wholesalers, retailers and consumers. The Corporation may also undertake to export goods 
manufactured by small-scale units. Attempts will be made to reach a target of an annual 
sales of Rs. so crores by the Corporation, its chain stores ~nd Export Section. Facilities 
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will also be' provided to the small-scale units by supplying information on the demand for · 
their goods. Market studies will be conducted through the Regional Institutes and their 
results conveyed to_ the small units from time to time. Co-operative Societies of small manu
facturers that undertake to sell their products will be encouraged. It is also proposed to 
introduce mobile sales depots. Vans will be stocked with goods manufactured by small-scale 
units and will be sent to towns and villages in different areas. They will specially vtstt 
weekly markets and fairs held in towns and villages. The agency of these mobile depots will 
also be used to ascertain the demand for different items of small-scale units. It is proposed 
to intro~uce 6o vans during 1955-56 and 2,ooo vans by the end of the Second Five Year 
Plan. 

12. It is noted that small-scale units have been working with m'ostly unqualified technical 
personnel. It is also noted that the Directorates of Industries and other agencies under
taking promotion of small-scale industries have alsq been working with inadequate technical 
staff. While on the one side sufficient number of technical men with experience in the 
working of small industries are not available, adequate funds are also not provided at different 
levels for employing such staff. If a bold programme for development of small-scale indus
tries is introduced, it will be necessary to have one technical officer at an average for each dis
trict and one technical officer at an average for each town where a large enough number of 
small industrial units is concentrated. There are 300 districts in the country. There are 
abo'!lt 200 big enough. towns where small industrial units are concentrated in sufficient 
numbers to require the attention of at least one technically qualified officer. Another 2,500 
persons may be required by the different schemes enumerated above and by industrial co
operative societies and such small-scale units as may be interested to have technically trained 
persons· on their staff. It is, there(ore, proposed to introduce a programme of employing 
6oo fresh graduates from technical colleges and institutions every year, train them up first 
m the field at centres of small industries and. later at industrial institutes, etc. The services 
of these officers could then be placed at the disposal of the State Governments, Industrial Co
operative Societies and other agencies and un~ts. 

13. Training of artisans and workers will be left to the Ministry of Labour. Funds may, 
however, be provided to State G~vernments and approved promotional bodies for training
cum-production centres or demonstration centres. Arrangements will be made at the 
Regional Institutes for demonstration of improved tools, machines, technique, etc. Mobile 
vans will also be introduced in the field for demonstrating such tools, equipment and tech
nique to artisans in the villages at their doors. In collaboration with the technical institutes 
~d adult literacy classes, arrangements . will be made to train artisans in reading drawings. 
Assistance will be given to State Governments for schemes in plant training and training of 
workers by sending them on observation tours abruad. 

14. The progress of this programme will depend, to a large extent, on the supply of elec
tricity to small-sCale units in towns and villages. It should be noted that in many areas, small 
units find it extremely difficult to get power connections as preference is given to other 
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consum!r3 by the distributing auth:>rities. It shnld also be noted that the average rates paid . 
by smlll-scale units for pow~r consumption are very much higher than those paid by large• 
scale units, very often more than double and in some cases over three times. This - places 
small units at a great disadvantage in competition with large sc:ate units. Higher rates are 
charged for power consumed by small units for lights and fans which adds to ~e cost of the 
small-scale unit. It will be necessary that the electricity tariff policy is drastically revised 
during the Second Five Year Plan. It is suggested that modified tariffs may be- so fixed that 
small-scale units may not have to pay more than o. 1 anna per unit over the minimum: rates 
paid by large units at lowest slabs. The total income of the Electricity Companies may· 
be balanced by revising tariff rates on this principle to meet their expenses. It is also sug
gested that small units may be charged the same rates for lights and fans used in the work-. 
shops as they pay for industrial puq,oses. In areas where there is a shortage of power sup
ply, a special preference may be given for supply to the small-scale units and, if necessary, 
special quotas may be fixed for small industrial purposes. In areas where the consumers are 
expected to meet the transmission expenses, subsidies may be given to electricity companies 
to meet the extra cost of transmission lfues on condition that no charges for fixing trans-
mission lines are charged of the small units. 

15. The small-scale units usually transport their products in small quantities. Under 
the present Railway tariff, a higher rate is charged on smalls which becomes a heavy burden 
on the small-scale industrial products. The Railway Tariff Policy will, therefore, ·have to be 
revised so that the incidence of tariff on ~smalls is not higher than that paid by .large-scale 
units on bulk transport. It is noted that there are many centres- of s.mall-scale Industrial 
units that are not directly served by the railways. Goods hav~ to be transported from these 
centres by roadways. As State transport has. been introduced in many States, it -wil lhelp 
small units if the roadways tariff rates are examined and so modified.as to bring the cost of 
transport within reasonable limits. ~ ~ -~ ... 

16. It is reported that the incidence of certain taxes falls heavily on small-scale industrial 
units. The multiple point sales tax, wherever it is levied, increases thi! cost of production of 
the small-scale units pretty high because the raw materials purchased by such units. pass 
through a number of middlemen. Similarly, the products of the small units also pass through 
a number of middlemen before they reach the consumer. There are certain excise. duties 
like those levied on matches and mechanical lighters that require re-examination.· · It is sug-. 
gested that the taxation policy should be so framed that the :incidence of taxation on small-. 
scale units is not very high. 

. ' 
17. There is a complaint that even though small industrial units can manufacture goods · 

of a good quality, they_ are, for various reasons, producing sub-standard goods which are 
presented to the market in a way that the customer is cheated. It. will be. the attempt. of the· 
Regional Institutes and the National Small Industries Corporation to build up the produc~ 
tion of goods of good quality and break up 1 he tendency to claim superior quality for an in
ferior quality stuff. In addition, schemes for quality marking of goods may be introduced: 
in collaboration with the State Governments and the Indian Staodar\is Institution. · 

29 P. C. 
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18. Improvement is necessary in the tools and technique used by small-scale units in 
many spheres. The Regional Institutes will attempt to advise units to use- such improved 
equipment as is available and to improve their technique. They may also carry out some 
experiments to improve tools and technique, where necessary. In addition, the different 
Institutes that are already working .in this field will be assisted in their work. 

19. The development of production by small industrial units will mainly depend on the 
demand for their goods. As far as the consumers items are concerned, the increase in demand 
will depend on the raising of the general economic level of the people. In the case of goods 
where the large-scale and small-sc3.le sectors are producing similar items side by side, it will be 
necessary to consider how the small-scale units could be supported to stand the competition 
of large-scale units. Amongst the. ways by which this coUld be achieved would be : 

(a) to subsidise the sales of the products of small-scale units so that they compete with 
the products of the larger sector favourably by direct subsidies on sales, electricity 
charges, transport charges, raw materials cost, establishment subsidies, supply of 
equipment, technical services, tax concessions, etc.; 

(b) to improve the efficiency of production by small-scale units so that they reduce 
their cost and improve their quality by introduction of improved equipment and 
technique, cheap credit, bulk purchases of raw materials through cooperativ~ 
or associations, organised sales by co-operative or other marketing organisations ; 
and revision of electricity rates, transport charges, raw matedals prices, taxes, etc. 
to remove unjust disparities of i.."1.cidence ; 

(c) to reserve the items for production by each sector and make the two complemen
, tary to each other, to control the expansion and establishment ·of larger units and 

to modify the present policy of centralised production by larger units to decen
tralised operations. 

While subsidies as .indicated at (a) above may become necessary for short periods, till other 
methods are introduced and become operative, on the whole it may not be a very sound 
policy to build up the small sector as a subsidised sector. It is the steps indicated at (b) and 
(c) above that will give real strength to the small-scale sector ~d stabilise national economy. 
This will require favourable policy decisions by the Government. The number of indus
tries establishment or expansion of large units which should be controlled by issue of ' . 
licences, may have to be revised. The licensing policy should be so modified a~ to lay a 
larger emphasis on production by small units. When goods can be produced economically 
by the small sector, no expansion or establishment of larger units may be allowed. 

· 20. Considerable work could be provide<:! to small-scale units by a bolder programme 
of construction of houses, village water supply services, roads, etc. As indicated in the pro
gramme, -even though one per cent of the rural houses were converted into houses built with 
bricks, lime and tiles, etc., additional employment to one million persons could be provided 
by thi& activity. Construction of wells for irrigation as well as drinking water supply and 
introduction of filtered water supply by laying water pipelines in the villages could similarly · 
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give additional employment to a large number of people. It has been suggested that an 
experiment may be tried of using bricks for road bUilding, speci~y in the case of ·approach 
roads from villages to. main roads. This item is also labour intensive and could give employ
ment to a large number of people. .It is suggested that the departments concerned with the 
programme for such activities may be asked to put up bolder proposals for the . Second Five 
Year Plan. 

21. To sum up, the Second Five Year Plan for development of. small-scale industries 
may include the following :-

(a) establishment of a proper system of collection of statistics on small scale indus
tries; 

(b) intro~uction of improved tools and equipment amongst artisans ~n hjre pur-
chase; · 

(c) establishment of 30 Small Industries Services Institutes and 200 Technical Service 
Units; 

(d) establishment of 500 Common Facility Services Stations ; 

(e) establishment of 30 Industrial Estates 1 

U) arrangements for easy credit facilities by State Industrial Finance Corporations, 
State Departments of Industries, Commercial and Co-operative Banks and other 
agencies; 

(g) organisation of co-operatives for supply o( raw materials ; 

(h) revision of raw materials price schedules ; • 

(i) organisation of supply of products manufactured by small-scale industries to ..... 
Government Departments and large-scale concerns by the National· Small 
Industries Corporation ; . · 

. . . 
(j) organisation of Chain Stores, Co-operative Marketing Bodies, Marketing Surveys 

and Marketing Studies by the National Small Industries C~rporation and its sub
sidiary concerns, if.any. Introduction of 2,oco mobile vans ; 

(k) employment of a sufficient number of technically trained persons in the Central 
Government Organisation, State Government Organisations and Co-operative 
Societies and Associations of small units and; for this purpose, training up 3,000 

technical men ; 

(l) organisation of demonstration centres, training-cum-production centres, mobile 
vans, etc. ; 

(m) revision of electricity tariff·; 

(n) revision of railway tariff and roadways tariffs 

(o) introduction of a policy of taxation that is favourable to small industrial units ;' 

(p) introductipn of quality marking schemes ; 

(q) organisation of experiments to improve tools and technique ; 



(r) as far as possible, ··subsidising .of small-scale industries to be avoided except where 
absolutely necessary ; 

(s):a programme ofrese~ing items for -produc:tion by .small-scale ~ts may be intro
duced ; larger number of it~~ inay be brought under the licensing legislation, the 
licensing policy may be geared in favour of the small sector so that where goods 
can be manufactured by the small sector economically, no expansion or estab
lishment of large units is allowed ; and 

(t) a bolder programme of construction of rural houses, rural water supply and roads, 
etc. be introduced. 

22. It is estimated that the following funds would be required for the above programme : 

. (i) Supply of machines on hire purchase 

(iz) 30 Regional Institutes and 200 Technical Services Units • 

(iii) Common Facility Services Stations • 

(iv) Industrial Estates • 

(v) Loans to small units .. ... 

(Rs. crores) 

20 

25 
so 
25 
75 

(vz) National Small Industries Corporation and Marketing Service 
· Organisation • • • • . • . • • 

vii) Training technical personnel 

( oiii) . Demonstrations, survey, etc. and other schemes ·of State 
Governments • · • • • • • • 

· ix) Subsidy over cost of transmission lines, and on power rates • 

x) Development Commissioner's Office and State Directorates of 
Industries 

(xz1 Other items · 

ToTAL 

so 
2 

10 

25 

15 
3 

300 
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THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 
AN APPRAISAL OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES LIKELY TO BE AVAILABLE IN 

THE PUBLIC SECTOR 

(&onomic Division, Planning Commission) 

In this note an attempt is made to estimate roughly the order of internal resources likely 
to be available in the public sector for financing the Second Five . Year Plan. As a working · 
hypothesis, it has been assumed that over the period of the Second Plan national income would 

· go up by about 25 per cent. For 1955-56, national income at 1952-53 prices may be taken at 
approximately Rs. 1o,8oo crores. In 196o-61, it is expected to rise to aboutRs. 13,500 crores. 
It is also assumed that there would be no major fluctuations in economic activity abroad 
during this period. 

I. REVENUE RECEIPTS 

2. An increase in national income would not automatically lead to a corresponding increase 
in Government revenues. While over the last 15 or 16 years, according to the Report of the 
Taxation Enquiry Commission published recently, "National income and public· revenu-. 
es have kept pace with each other in money terms", this has been made possible largely by the 
substantial measures of additional taxation adopted durmg this period. . The trend of re
ceipts under individual heads of revenue reveals wide variations. The total yield from income
taxes is now nearly nine and a halftimes the 1938-39level; the yield of export duties rose to 
about twenty-two times the pre-war levd in 1951-52 and is at present a little more than nine 
times that level ; the yield of Union excise duties has risen to nearly twelve timest!le pre-war 
level. On the other hand, the yield of import duties has increased to only three and a half 
times the pre-war level. The increase in the yields of other taxes has been much smaller~ 
It is, therefore, necessary to assess each item of Government revenue, on the basis of existing 
taxation, for the period of the Second Five Year Plan in the light of past trends, the increase in 
national income postulated above, its distribution (as far as one could guess it) between the 
various sectors, and such other specific factors as may be expected to operate under various 
individual heads. This as~essment is shown in Statements I and II attached. ·· 

A. Revenue Receipts of the Central Government 

Income Tax 

3· 1 The yield of per~onal income-tax was exception~y , large in 1951-52 and 1952-53- · 
over Rs. 140 crores due mainly to the expansion of incomes resulting from the Korean boom, 
special drive for collection of arrears, the operation of the scheme of voluntary disclosure 
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of hidden incomes and the levy of a 5 per cent surcharge. • The subsequent disappearance of 
boom conditions and the elimination of receipts under the special tax collection drive brought 
down the yield to Rs. I22. 8 crores•• in I953-54, representing a decrease of Rs. 23 ·4 crores as 
compared to the I95I-52level. In I954-55, the receipts picked up somewhat and the increase 
in tax rates proposed for I955-56 is expected to raise them further to about Rs. I3'\ crores. 

· In the next five years, the higher rate of development in the industrial sector and the connected 
expansion in ancillary activities may be expected to expand incomes assessable to income-tax 
more than in proportion to the rise in national income. This increase may, h.owever, be 
partially offset by-a more equitable distribution of incomes. We may, therefore, assume that 
collections under income-tax (including surcharge) will increase each year a little more than 

· proportionately to the increase in national income. On this basis, the total yield of income-tax 
over the five-year period of the Second Plan may be taken at about Rs. 770 crores, represent
ing an increase of Rs. IOO crores as compared to I955-56 Budget Estimates multiplied by five. 
The increase in the Centre's share over this period is, however, estimated at only Rs. 30 crores. 
This is largely explained by the fact that the I955-56 Budget Estimates of the Centre's share 
include all advance collections of the tax as no payments in respect of these collections will 
become due to States till next year. The distribution from I96o-6I onwards to Travancore
Cochin, Mysore and Saurashtra of their shares in income-tax following cessation of Revenue 
-Gap Grants is likely to reduce further the Centre's share. 

Corporation Tax 

_ 3.2 The yield of corp~ration tax also increased from Rs. 39·5 crores in I949-50 toRs. 
43.8 crores in I952-53, due_ in part to the Korean boom apd partly as a result of the raising 
of the taX rate by i anna in the rupee in I95I-52.t · Later, it decreased toRs. 4I ·5 crores in 
I953-54: and further toRs, 38 ·4 crores in I954-55· . The Budget for 1955-56 envisages some 
increase. In view of the greater emphasis on industrial development in the next five years, 
corporate incomes in I96o-6I may be expected to be about one-third highe:r than in I955-56. 
On this basis, total receipts from corporation tax over the period of the Second Plan may be 
taken at about Rs. 234 crores or about Rs. 35 crores, more than five times the estimated receipts 

for 1955-56. 

_ Export Duties 

3·3 In the Korean boom period, export ·duties were used to counter inflation and to obtain 
for the Exchequer the benefit of any large disparities between the internal and external prices of 
the country's principal exports. New duties were accordingly levied and existing duties, par
ticularly those on jute and cotton, were raised. As a result, the yield of export duties 
reached as high a level as Rs. 90.7 crores in I 95 I -52, compared lO Rs. 26. 5 crores in 

• An additional revenue of about Rs. s ·65 crores a year was expected from this surcharge 
on income-tax. · 

••. The raising of the exemption limit for income-tax also involved a loss in revenue of about 
Rs. 82lakhs per annum as from 1953-54· The Centre's share in this loss was Rs. 40 lakhs a year. 

t The additional yield from this increase in corporation tax was estimated at Rs. 2·25 crores 
a year. 
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I948-49 and Rs. 25 ·7 crores in I949-50. With the disappearance of boom conditions, ex
port duties were reduced or abolished in several cases. and their 

1
yield fell to Rs. 56 crores in 

I952-53 and toRs. 38.5 crores in I953-54· Despite the recent enhancement ofthe export 
duty on tea, which is expected to bring in an additional revenue of about Rs. 6. 6 crores in the 
current year, and ofRs. I7.6 crores in a full year, receipts from export duties are estimated 
at Rs. 38. I crores for I954-55 and at Rs. 47.7 crores for I955-56. A commodity"'-wise creak
down of these receipts is shown in Statement VIII. It will be seen that a little less than 
two-thirds of the total yield in 1955-56 is expected from tea exports. The level of export 
duty on tea in future will, therefore, have a sizeable effect on the total yield of export duties. 
However, at the existing rates of export duties the yield over the period of the Second Plan 
may be estimated to average at a somewhat higher level than in I955.-56, say, about Rs. 50 
crores a year, as a result of some expansion in exports. 

Import and Excise Duties 

3 ·4 With, the progress of industrialisation, revenue from import duties may ·be expected 
to decline, to or even disappear, in the case of certain commodities. Receipts frolll Central 
excise would, on the other hand, go up. The Budget for I955-56 already reflects this trend. 
It is, therefore, convenient to treat the revenues from both import an~ excise duties together 
for the purpose of making estimates for the future. 

3·5 Receipts from import duties since I948-49, commodity-wise, ar~ shown in State-· 
ment IX. They reached a record level ofRs. I4I .6 crores in I95I-52, due principally to· 
larger imports and the rise in import prices which yielded greater revenue in ·case of ad valorem 
duty. This was followed by a decrease in receipts toRs. I 18. I crores in ·I952-53· In I953-
54' the collections improved somewhat, due mainly to raising of duty on certain items; 
mostly, of a semi-luxury nature. The Revised Estimates for I954...:55 place ti:iereceipts at 
Rs. I40. 3 crores, the increase over the previous year being mainly due to the additional yeild . · 
from large imports of sugar and relaxation of imports· of commoditie~· carrying high duties, 
partially offset by a decrease under motor spirit following reduced imports as a result of the 
commencement of production within the country in one of the oil refineries. · For I955-56,. 
the yield is estimated at Rs. IIS crores, reflecting a further decline in revenue from import~ 
of motor spirit, kerosene and lubricants and smaller receipts under the import duty on sugar. 
The bulk of this loss would, however, be made good by increase in excise revenue from the 
domestic production of these commodities. For the period of the Second Plan, receipts from· 
import and excise duties may be estimated as follows. 

Revenue from Sugar / 

3.6 The yield from import duty on sugar may be expected to taper off gradually with a 
progressive elimination of sugar imports, while receipts under excise duties may be taken to rise 
following increases in domestic production. Assuming that by I96o-6i, domestic 
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consumption and production of sugar goes up to about 21 lakhs tons*, net change in receipts 
from customs and excise on sugar may. be taken roughly as follows : 

Year1 (Crop year for 
sugar) 

• 

1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-00 . 
1November to October. 
1April to March. 

Produc-
tion 'I;~ 
(Lakh 
tons) 

14 
15 
17 
19 
21 

-·---.--. 
Year1 (Fi- Imports 
nancial). (Lakh 

tons) 

1956-57 4 
1957-58 3' 
1958-59 I} 
1959-6o 
196o-61 

Loss in Gain in Net loss 
revenue, revenue, in revenue 
as com- as com- frorr. sugar 
pared to pared to as com-

the I the pared to 
1955-56 1955-56 t!!e 
Budget Budget 1955-56 
level, level, Budget 
under under le,·et 

import excise (Rs. crores) 
duty on~ duty 01 
sugar sugar 

(Rs. crores) (Rs. crores) 
----

I·5 1·1 0•4 
4"1 2•2 I "9 
8·0 4"5 3"5 

12•0 .6·8 5"2 
12"0 9"0 3"0 

----~-. --~--- --

Thus, the net loss in revenue over the period of the Second Plan from sugar under both 
import and excise duties may be taken at about Rs. 14 crores. If, however, the increase in 
domestic production is less than assumed here, imports would be larger, and the net loss in 

revenue from sugar . would be correspondingly reduced. 

. Receipts .from Motor Spirit and Ker~sene 

- .' '3·7 With an increase in domestic production of motor spirit and kerosene, revenue 
from import duties on these commoditie§ m:ay be expected to disappear almost completely. 
In the case of kerosene, the excise duty is levied at the same rate as the import duty, so that the 
substitution of imports by domestic production woUld involve no net loss in revenue to Govem
ment. In the case of motor spirit, the import duty is only 5 per cent higl:er than the excise 
duty, so that the loss resulting from the substitution of remaining imports by domestic pro
duction may be taken at roughly Rs. 35 lakhs a year. On the other hand, the consumption 
of motor spirit and kerosene must cert.ainly rise, so that there would be a fu;ther expansion of 
the indigenous production of these commodities on this account, resultir g in additional re
ceipts by way of excise. On the whole, it appears reasonable to assume a r.ct increase of about 
Rs. 17 crores over the next five years in the total rceipts form notor spirit ar.d kerosene. 
Revenue from Impo_rt Duties on Other Commodities 

3.8 In the case of remaining commodities· the yield form import duties may be esti-
mated to show, on net, a total increase of about Rs. 20 crores over the five-year period of the 
Second Plan as a result of larger imports following expanded industrial activity and increased 
incomes. 

~~--*iThe target of sugar production in the First Five Year Plan is 15 lakh tons. For the Second 
Plan, it may be taken as 21 lakh.,:.tons. _ 
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Revenue from Excise Duties on Other .Commodities 

3.9 . The details of the yield from excise duties since 1948-49, and the trends durini 
this period in the production of the main commodities subject to these duties, are- shown in 
Statements X and XL As compared to the 1955-56 Budget level, the yield from various 
commodities may be expected to go up as follows : 

(i) Matches.-Production ·of matches is at present considerably below the target of 35:3 
million gross boxes fixed in the First Five Year Plan.* In future, therefore, it· may be ex
pected to increase substantially. On the assumption that the bulk of this increase will t~e 
pla~e in small-scale and cottage enterprises, which are subject to a slightly lower rate of excise 
duty, the additional revenue form this source over the period of the Second Plan may be taken at 

about Rs. 5 cro~es. 

(ii) Vanaspati.-The ·current production of Vanaspati is also substantially lower than· 
contemplated in the present plan, amounting to only 191,400 tons in 1953 and 1~4,200 tons 
in the firstten months of 1954, as against the plan target of 30o,ooo tons. The 1955-56 Budget 
Estimate of the yield form the excise on vegetable products is Rs. 3 crores. A total increase 
of about Rs. 5 crores may be assumed under this head for the period of the Second Plan. 

(iii) Tyres.-With increasing production of automobiles, cycles, etc. in India, production 
oftyres may be expected to increase substantially. The Budget Estimate of the yie1d from the 
excise duty on tyres in 1955-56 is Rs. 5.3 crores. A totalincrease of about Rs. 10 ctores under 
this head may be assumed for the period of the Second Plan. · · 

(iv) Others.-A total increase in the yield of about Rs. 30 crores over the five yearsofthe 
Second Plan may be taken .under other commodities-steel ingots, tobacco, cement, cotton 
cloth, soap, footwear, artificial silk fabrics, woollen fabrics, electrical goods, paper and paper 
board, paints and varnishes, etc. . ~-. . ' 

3.10 On the basis stated above, a total increase of about Rs. 73 crores for the· period of 
the Second Plan may be taken under both import and e~cise duties. . The States' share in 
this increase is likely to be about Rs. 8 crores~ These estimates do n~t take into account 
the additional revenue that would be raised by way of further extension of excise duties as re
commended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission. 

Estate Duties 

3.11 The Estate Duty Act came into operation from the I5.th October, t953 ·and the 
machinery for administering it was set up soon after. Re8.lisations in 1954-55 are estimated 

. at about Rs. 1 .·3 crores. The Budget Estimate of the yield in 1955-56 is Rs. 3 crores. In 
future, the receipts may be expected to show some further improvement. :For the five years 
of the next Plan, therefore, the total yield from Estate Duties may be taken at about Rs. 25 ctores. · 
Of this, about Rs. 2 crores may be taken to represent the cost of collection and the share of Part 
C States, and the remaining Rs. 23 crores as the share of Part A and B .States. 

*In 1953· production amounted ta 29. smillion gross boxes. During the first nine months of I9S4 
it was running at a still. lower level. · . · ' 
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Surplus Profits of the Reserve Bank and Coins, etc. 

3.12 In 1954-55, contributions from surplus profits of the Reserve Bank are expected 
to be Rs. s crores more than in 1953-54· This increase is explained by the larger creation of 
ad hoc Treasury Bills in favour of the Reserve Bank to finance the development schemes 

.included in the First Five Year Plan. For 1955-56 the Budget envisages a further increase of 
Rs .. 2. S crores •. The same trend may be expected to cpntinue in future, and the contributions of 
tlfe Reserve Bank to Central Revenues may be taken to increase appreciably. 

The Rest of the Items 
3.13 The 1955-56 Budget Estimates of the yield under the remaining items include a 

transfer of Rs. 8 crores from the capital account in respect of the accumulated profits on the 
sale of imported sugar. Over the next five years, such transfers may be .assumed to be of a very 
small order. However, some increases may be expected under other heads of revenue. 

Total Revenue Estimates 

3·14 On the assumptions stated above, the picture of revenue receipts of the Central 
Government for the Second Plan period would be somewhat as follows :-

(Rs. crores) 
Revenue Recei"pts of the Central Go'vernment 

1955-56 Five Yrs. 1960-61 Five Years 1956-57 
B. E. 19_51-_5~ Estimates to 196o-6.1 

to 
19.55-56 Estimates Increase ( +) 

of total or de-
receipts crease(-) 

over the 
1955-s; 

B.E. multi-
plied by five 

1. Income tax 76•96 390'92 88·oo 414·8o +30•00 
2. Corj,oration. tax . 39'77 204'93 53'00 233'85 +35'00 
3· Import & excise duties 238•29 1073'21 264·so 1256'4.5 +65·00 
4· Exports 47'70 . 271'04 51'00 248·5o +10·00 

S· Estate duties 0•21* 0'29* 0'_50* 2·o5* +1·00 
6. Other taxes and duties 3'70 19'51 3'70 18·_50 
7· Surplus Profits of RBI, etc .• 23•18 81·15 35'00 150'90 +35'00 
8. Rest. 42'49 196'70 40'00 192'4.5 -20"00 

Total 472•30 2237'75 535'70 2517'.50 +156·oo 

*Represents cost of collection and share of Part C States. • 
The total revenue receipts during the period of the Second Plan are estimated at about 

Rs. 2,518 crores~ representing an increase of Rs. 156 crores as compareq to the five-year total 
at the 1955-56 Budget level. In 1960-61, the receipts are estimated at about Rs. 536 crores, 
or about 14 per cent higher than in 1955-56. 

B. Revenue Receipts of State Governments 
Share in Central Income-tax, Excise Duti"es and Estate Duties 

4.1 The basis on which the estimates have been framed ha'i been already explained. 
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Land Revenue and Agricultural Income-tux 

4.2 Following abolition of Zamindari and other land reforms in several. States, land 
revenue increased substantially from 1952-53 onwards. The bulk ofthisincrease was, how
ever, counterbalanced by the expenditure incurred ori Zamindari abolition including compen
sation payments), consolidation of holdings, etc. and the decrease in receipts under agri
cultural income-tax, so that the net. increase_ in land revenue and agricultural. iricome-tax 
together was comparatively small. For 1955-56 and the subsequent years, the estimate~ 
take into account only net increases under land revenue and agricultural in com~-tax resulting 
from further progress in land reforms, land reclamation and land resettlement, etc. The 
combined yield under both these heads has been assumed to increaSe from about Rs. 75 crores 
in 1954-55 toRs. 77 crores in 1960-61, representing a total increase of Rs. 7 crores over the 
period of the Second Plan as compared to the 1954-55 estimates multiplied by fiye. · 

State Excise 

4·3 Receipts from State excise have been decreasing progressively from 1952-53 
onwards. This is mainly due to a fall in prices and to reduced consumption of country spirits · 
and opium in several States.* In view of the existing policy ofprohibition, revenue from State 
excises may be expected to decline further. For 1954-55, the receipts are estimated at 
Rs. 41.86 crores. In 1960-61, they may be assumed to decrease to Rs. 37.5 crores. · 

Stamps 

4·4 The stamp revenue has been affected adversely by Zamindari abolition in recent 
years. For 1954-55, the Budget Estimates place the receipts at Rs. 22.71 crores, which re- . 
presents an improvement of Rs. 66 lakhs over the previous year's level. By 1960-61 they 
might be expected to increase to Rs. 25 ·5. cro~es. .._ ._ · 

Registration 

4·5 The Revised Estimates for 1953-54 and the Budget Estimates for 1954-55 show 
some improvement over the 1950-51 level. Accordingly, a moderat~ increase over the clli-rent 
level has been assumed for the future. 

Motor Vehicles Taxes 

4.6 Receipts from motor vehicles taxes have increased progressively from 1951-52 
onwards. This is partly due to the measures of additional taxation adopted during this 
period. In view of the likely expansion in passenger and goods traffic carried by motor 
vehicles, receipts under this head may be expected· to ·increase appreciably ·in future. If 
passenger and goods traffic is assunied to increase at the same rate at which national income 
increases, the yield of motor vehicles taxes may be taken to increase fr~m Rs. 12. 84 crores in 
l954-55 to about Rs. 16.5 crores in 196o-61. 

*In some States, especially Punjab, the yield from excise thas been rising. The rise in yield 
in Punjab is mainly due to better auction results, greater sales of wines and spirits, introduction of the 
po_wer alcohol scheme and withdrawal of concessions in respect of Indian made foreign spirits sup-
~~~~ ' . 
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General Sales Tax 

4·1 Revenue from general sales tax decreased both in 1951-52 and 1952-5~. 
The decrease in 1951-52 was mainly due to the exemption of inter-State trade from 
taxation. The decreas.e ·in 1952-53 reflected the effects of both the exemption of inter-State: 
trade from sales taxes and the fall in the general level of prices. Thereafter, receipts picked up 
substantially as a result of the me~ures of additional taxation introduced in various States. 
These measures are expected to contribute about Rs. 10.5 crores in the current year. 

4.8 In future, with increasing production, incomes and consumption, receipts from 
sales tax should go up appreciably. If the consumption of a·rticles subject to sales tax 
is assumed to increase at about the same rate at wl,lich' national income increases, the sales tax 
revenue (at existing rates) would increase from Rs. 54.89:crores in 1954-55 to about Rs. 70 
crores in 1960-61. Our estimates are, however, based on a somewhat smaller rate of increase 
in the consumption of articles subject to sales taX. 

Tax on Sale of Motor Spirit 
4·9 The yield from the tax on sale of motor spirit increased substantially from 1951-52 

onwards. Only a part of this increase was due to the measures of additional taxation 
introduced in various States. The rest of the increase is explained by the rapid rise in 
the consumption of motor spirit which was restricted in the earlier years due to inadequate 
supplies.' For 1955-56, we have assumed an increase of Rs. 25 lakhs in collections under this 
head. . · For the period of the Second Plan, they have been assumed to increase by a little 
over 4 ·per cent per year. 

Other Taxes and Duties/· 

4.10 The 1954-55 Budget Estimates p~ce the yield from thesetaxes and duties at 
Rs. 28 . 33 crores. This includes substantial receipts from inter~ State transit duties !evied in 

. Part 'B' States. According to the scheme of Federal Financial Integration, the inter-State 
transit duties have to be abolished by the end of 1954-55. We may, however, assume that the 
bulk of the loss in revenue resulting from the abolition of these transit duties would be made good 
by the States concerned by the levy . of new taxes or by raising , the coverage or rates 
of the existing taxes. The yield in other States may be expected to increase moderately in 
1955-56, and a somewhat less than proportionately to the increase in national income there
after. On this basis, the yield from other taxes and duties may be taken to increase from 
Rs. 28.33 crores in 1954-55 to about Rs. 32 crores in 1960-61. 

Debt Services 

4.11 . The yield under debt services has been taken at the 1954~55 level. The likely 
increase in receipts has been deducted from the expected increase in interest payments, and 
the latter is shown on a net basis in the estimates of expenditure. 

Forests 

4.12 Receipts from ~orests may be assumed to increase somewhat. 
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Irri'gation 
4· 13 Foll~wing an increase in the area under irrigation, receipts from irrigation (net. 

of working expenses) have been increasing substantially in recent years. The Budget Esti
mates for 1954-55 place the receipts at about Rs. 12.3 crores, which is Rs. 5 crores higher than 
the 1950-51 level. The progress of the irrigation programme till 1953-54, a.S compared 
to the Plan target, is indicated below : 

Additional irrigation-
( a) Major irrigation programme. 
(b) Minor irrigation I:>rogramme. 

TOTAL 

Plan target Achievement 
for 1955-56 till end of 1953-54. 
(mill. acres) (mill. acres) 

19'7 

The irrigation programme has been further strengthened by the inclusion ~f additional 
works, particularly for scarcity affected areas, sanctioned in 1953-54 by way of "adjustments" 
to the Plan. The Second Fiv~ Year Plan may also be expected to inlcude a sizeable irrigation · 

. programme. In view of these factors, receipts from irrigation rates, at the existing level of / 
these rates, may be expected to increase further to about Rs. 22 ·5 crores by 1960-61. 

4· 14 The State Governments have also accepted, the principle of imposing betterment 
levies in areas benefited by new irrigation. The Taxation Enquiry Commission COIJ.Sider 
the taxation of unearned incre~ent in land values "a sound principle", and are o~ the view 
that betterment levies "would fulfil other desired objeccives, e.g., the stabilisation of land values 
and, what is even more important in the present co text of increasing. costs of construction, 
provide additional resources to Government to liquidate at least a part of the capital· cost ·of _ 
the (irrigation) projects". They have, however, not recommended betterment levies on land 
served by ordinary wells and tanks. In the case of minor irrigation works li-lf:etubewells and 
storage tanks also, they consider it more appropriate to make a small addition to tiie water rates 
than to levy a betterment charge. On the assumption that on land irrigated by major projects 
the betterment charge would be at the average rate ofRs. 100 per acre, payable in fifteen equated 
instalments, the total yield for the period of Second Plan from this source may be taken at 
roughly Rs. 50 crores. -
Electricity 

4.15 In the case of electricity schemes, receipts in 1954-55 (net of working expenses) 
are estimated at about Rs. 5 crores. As compared to the 1950-51 level, this represents an 
increase of Rs. 2 crores. In future, revenue from electricity schemes may be expected to· 
increase progressively as the work on the various power projects already in hand, is complet~d 
and new projects. are taken up. By 1960-61, it may be expected to reach: a level of about Rs. 14 
crores a year. 

Civil Administration 

4.16 Receipts from Civil ~dministration have been increasing substantially from 
1951-52 onwards. For the period of the Second Plan, they have been assumed to increase at 
the rate of uoe per cent per annum. 
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Rest 
4.17 Some increases have been assumed under civil works, road transport and miscel-

laneous items as well. Revenue Gap Grants woilld, however, decrease progressively. On 
the other hand, grants for primary education and welfare of scheduled areas and tribes might 
increase. The whole question of statutory grants would be examined by the Second Finance 
Commission. ·For the purpose of his note, however, we may assume that over the period of 
the Second Plan these grants would amount to about five times the 1954-55 level. 

Total Revenue Receipts 
4-18 On the assumptions stated above, the picture of revenue receipts of the States for 

the Second Plan period would be somewhat as follows~ 
Revenue Receipts of Part A and B. States 

(Rs. Crores) 

1954-55 1955-56 FiveYrs. 196o-61 FiveYrs .. 1956-57 
B. E. Esti- 1951-52 Esti- to 196o-61 

mates to . mates 
1955-56 Esti- Increase 

mates (+)or 
of decrease 

total (-)over 
yield the 

1954-55 
B. E. 

multiplied 
by five. 

I. Share in Central income tax s5·68 s6·91 279"42 85·oo 354"90 +76·5o 

2. Share in Central excise du-
ties. 16"30 16·46 66·63 19"50 90"50 + 9•00 

3· Share in estate duties. * 2"79 2"79 5·so 22"95 +22•00 I 

4· Land revenue and agricul-
74"96 tural income-tax 75"50 333"31 71"00 381·8o + 7•00 

5· General sales tax 54"89 55·50 269·28 67•00 304'45 +30"00 

6. State excise 41·86 41"00 219'39 37'50 199"30 -xo·oo 

7· Stamps & registration 26·62 26"95 131'19 29"75 J4I·6o + 8·5o 

8. Rceipts under Motor Vehicles· 
12•84 x6·5o 74'20 +xo·oo Acts 13-10 59"71 

9· Tax on sale of motor spirit 7'75 8·oo 33'77 1o·oo 45"25 +6·50 

10. Other taxes and duties 27"33 28·50 145"26 32"00 150"70 +xo·oo 

n. Irrigation rates _(net) and bet-
terment levies. . 12"29 14"29 53"43 35"00 151 "45 +90"00 

12. Electricity Schemes 5"03 6·oo 22"II 14"00 65·15 +40"00 

13. For~ts 19"57 19"75 98"73 20"75 101"35 + 3"50 

14. Civil administration 37"47 37"85 179'04 41'00 :t96'35 + 9'00 

15. Other non-tax revenue 26'91 27•56 138•25 30'36 143'05 + 8·5o 

16. Statutory grants form the· 
Centre 22"70 23'20 103•81 20'15 Il3'50 

TOTAL 443'20 453'42 2136·12 541 ·ox 2536·50 +320'50 

*Included under other taxes and duties. 
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The total reyenue receipts (including statutory grants form the Centre) over the period 
of the Second Plan may be taken at about Rs. 2,536 crores. As compared :to the five-year 
total at the 1954-55 Budget level, this represents an increase of about Rs. 320 crores. In 
1960-61, the receipts are expected to go up toRs. 541 crores, or by about 22 per cent over the 
1954-55 level. 

II. ESTIMATES OF EXPENDITURE ON REVENUE ACCOUNT OUTSIDE 
THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

..-5.1 Expenditure outside the Second Five Year Plan may be classified under two broad 
heads: 

(i) Non-development expenditure, that is, expenditure on defence, administration and • 
ancillary activities, debt services, etc. · 

(ii) Expenditure on developmental heads, mainly maintenance expenditure, includin~: 
the recurring expenditure on schemes completed in the First Plan period. 

5.2 Estimates of non-development expenditure of the Centre and the States (Part <A! 
& 'B') on revenue account for the period ofthe Second Plan are shown in Statements III and IV. 
Expenditure on defence on revenue account, which is already expected to increase to a 
little less than Rs. 203 crores in 1955-56 as compared to Rs. 171 crores iri 1951-52, has been 
assumed to increase further to Rs. 210 crores in the third year of the Second Plan, and to 
remain at that level thereafter. Capital outlay on defence has been assumed to increase from 
the budgeited level of Rs. 22.4 crores in 1955-56 to Rs. 30 crores in 196o-6r. Expenditure 
on Central administration has been taken to increase from Rs. 39.2 crores in 1955-56 to Rs. 45 
crores in 196o-6r. Expenditure on administration and ancillary activities in States has been 
assumed to increase from the estimated level of Rs. 2II ·4 crores in 1954-55 to Rs.:-26·5 crores 
in 196o-61. Expenditure on debt services is expected to increase from about Rs. 3~;-."2 crores. 
in 1955-56 toRs. 45 crores in 1960-61 in the case of the Centre, and from Rs. 33 ;z crores in 
1954-55 to Rs.75 crores in 1960-61 in the case of States, due to the anticipa_ted increase in public 

• debt and otlier interest bearing obligations of the Central and the State Governments. The 
increase in interest payments has been taken on a net basis. In the case of the Centre, the 
interest charged to States, railways, commercial departments, etc. is deducted in the budget 
itself in arriving at the estimates of liability for interest payments. We have also deducted 
for the period of the Second Plan the likely increase in receipts of interest and dividends on 
investments in commercial enterprises. Similarly in the case of States, the likely increase 
in receipts of interest and dividends has been deducted in arriving at the estimates 
given here. The State Governments' appropriation for reduction or avoidance o{ debt has 
also been assumed to increase substantially. The entire proceeds of betterment levies_.... 
about Rs. 50 crores-are expected to be applied towards loan repayments. This would, however, 
not constitute a net drain on the aggregate resources of the Central arid the State Govern
ments taken together since the bulk of the provision would be utilised for repayment of loans to 
the Centre-credit for which has been takenin net receipts under deposits, fund and oth~r 
miscellaneous items on capital account. 
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5·:3 Expendi:Ure of the Centre and States (Part 'A' and 'B') on revenue account on devdop
ment heads, including expenditure on the First Five Year Plan schemes; is shown in Statements 
V and VI. For 1954-55, the total development expenditure of the Centre (on revenue 
account) is estimated at Rs. 108 ·4 crores (R.E.). Of this, about Rs. so crores represent expendi
ture on the Central Plan and about Rs. 10 crores are in respect of Central assistance for State 
Plans. The balance of Rs. 48.4 crores represents development expenditure outside the Central 
Plan. For 1955-56, this ·"non-Plan" development expenditure is estimated at about 
Rs. so crores. 

/ 

5·4 In the case of the States, the Budget Estimates for 1954-55 placed total develop-
ment expenditure on revenue account at Rs. 276.8 crores. Of this, about Rs. 91 crores re-
presented !Xpenditure on State plans. The balance of Rs. 185.8 crores represented deve-
lopment outlay outside th~ St~tp plans. A part of this expenditure is, however, financed by 
grants from the Centre which is, therefore, already included in the figures of 
development expenditure shown above for the Centre. If adjustment is made for this factor, 
.the total "non-Plan" development expenditure of States financed form their own resources, 
that is, inclusive of States' share of expenditure on 'matching' schemes . sponsored by the 
Central Government, ~orks out at about Rs. 156 crores. In 1955-56,_ it may be expected 
to increase to about Rs. 165 crores. 

5·5 . On this basis, the total development outlay of the Centre and the States outside the 
Plan may be taken· at about Rs. 215 crores for 1955-56. 

5.6 For the period of the Second Plan, the recurring expenditure, both at the Centre 
and in States, on sch~es iucluded in the First Five Year ~Ian may be taken ac roughly Rs.30 
crores a year. There would also be small increases in other development expenditure out-
side the Plan. On the other hand, some resources may be expected to be released by the com-
pletion of schemes taken up by the State Governments outside the plan over the last four years. 
According to the Five Year Plan Progress Report published in 1954, "expenditure on develop
ment schemes outside the State plans, appears to have been about Rs. 37 crores over the three 
years (1951-52 to 1953-54), and of this only Rs. 5 crores or so represent S:ates' share of ex
penditure on 'matching' schemes sponsored by the Centre." ~n the whc·le, a net increase 
of about Rs. 25 crores over the five-year total at 1 955-s6level might be assumed under "other 
development expenditure" 'outside · the Plan. 

III. BALANCE AVAILABLE FROM REVENUE ACCOUNT FOR FINANCING 1BE SECO:t\D FlAN 

6. The resources that could be made available by the Centre and States (Part A & B) trom 
revenue. account for financing the Second Plan may now be calculated as follows. 

. . . 

Thus, contribunons from revenue account for the Second Plan are estimated at about 

Rs. 4o6 crores-Rs. 301 crores in the case ()fthe Centre, and Rs.105 crores in the case of State! 
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Balance Available from Revenue _Account for Financing the Plan 

; 

(Rs. Crores) 

1954-SS Second Plan I9S6-6t ~irst Plan· I9SI-S6 

Centre States 'Fotal Centre States Total Centre States ·Total 
(R.E.) (B.E.) 

I. Total receipts 
on revenue 
account (ex-
elusive of 
grants from 
the Centre 
in the case of 
States) 4J6·o 420•5 Bs6·s 2JI8 242] 494I 22]8 ~Oj.Z . 4.ZJO 

2 TotJi expendi-
ture on revenue 
account outside 
thePlan: 
(a) Non-deve-

u64 lopment 323·6 244•6 ,S68·2 1849 1418 3267 1621. 2785, 
(b) Sta:utory "'\ 

grants to 
Part 'A'. & 
'B, States 
other than 
for develop-
ment pur-
poses . which 
are included 

... <. 

in (d) below. 
(c) Grants t • 

17•3 -17•3 "70 --'10 . ss --ss 
Part 'C' States 
and Janunu 
& Kashmir 
for non· 
developmen: 

jurposes • 4'4 4"4 ' 18 -18 14 14 
( Development 

expenditure 
(including 
grants to 
States in the 
case of the 
Centre) . 48•4 z_s6·1 204"5 280 970 1250 242 .731 "973 

ToTAL 393"7 383•4 777"1 2217 2318 4535 .. 1962 I8IO 3772. 

3· Balance avail-
able from reve-
nue acccoun: 
for the Plan 4'l• J" ]7"1 79"4 ]OI IOJ 406 276 222 498 



IV. ESTIMATES OF CONTRtBUTION FROM CURRENT REVENUES FOR FINANCING THE SICO}.;b 
. FIVE YEAR PLAN ON THE AsSUMPTION THAT THE PROFOl\TION OF GOVERNMENT 

REVENUES TO NATIONAL INCOME WOULD BE MAINTAINED AT THE PRESENT LEVEL 

7· The estimates shown above, it may be repeated, have been worked out on the basis of 
existing rates and coverage of taxation, both at the Centre_and in States. We may now make 
a further assumption, viz., over the period of the Second Plan the proportion of national income 
absorbed through Government revenues would .be maintained at about the current level, which 
is roughly estimated a~ about 8 . 5 per cent. This would involve some adjustments in the existing 
tax structure. On the basis of this assumption, the contribution from current revenues for 
financing the Second Five _Year Plan may be roughly estimated at over Rs. 650 crores as follows: 

(Rs. Crores) 

I. Total revenue:' receipts 5200 
2. Total expenditure on revenue account outside the Second Five Year Plan 

(a) non-development 3285 
(b) development 1250 

3· Balance available for financing the Second Plan 665 

V .. RESOURCES LIKELY TO BE RAISED BY RAILWAYS FOR FINANCING THE RAILWAY PLAN 

8. The First Five Year Plan included a total investment programme of Rs. 400 crores for 
Railways-Rs. 250 crores for development and rehabilitation and Rs. ISO crores for replace
ment of current depre<;iation.. To finance the development outlay ofRs. 250 crores, the Railways 
were expected to find Rs. I70 crores from their own resources and the remaining Rs. So crores 
were to be contributed by the Central Government ou~ of general reven~es. The actual outlay 
incurred on the Railway Plan during the five-year period might exceed the Plan provision by 
about Rs. I2:5 crores. ,However, the Railways are expected to find from their resources only 
Rs. III crores, the balance of over Rs. ISI crores being made available by the Centre. For 
the next five years, the total size of the Railway Plan, including provision for current deprecia-

. tion, is expected to be of the order of Rs. 8oo crores. It, therefore, appears reasonable to 
assume a contribution of about ~- 200 crores, in addition to provision for meeting current . ,. 
depreciation, from the Railways' own resources for financing the development programme in 
the Second Plan. ' 

VI. RECEIPTS OF THE CENTRAL AND STATE GoVERNMENTS ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT 

Leans from the Public 

9· In I954-55, net receipts from loans from the public; after taking into account repayments 
of about Rs. 48 crores, amonnted toRs. 113 crores. The Budget for I955-56 envisages net 

· receipts of about Rs. 69 crores from this source. For the Second Plan, the target for net 
receipts from loans from the public should perhaps be taken at Rs. 6oo crores, after taking into 
account loan maturities of the order of Rs. 430 crores* during this period. 

*Loans involving option have been treated as repayable at the beginning instead of at the end of 
the priod involved. 
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Small Savings and Unfunded Debt 
Io. Receipts from small savings a~d unfunded debt have risen substantially over the last 

two years. The Budget Estimates for I955-56 place the yield at Rs. 68.6 crores, representing 
a further increase of over Rs. 3 crores. For the five years of the Second Plan, the target for small 
savings and unfunded debt may, therefore, be taken at Rs. 400 crores. 

Deposits, funds and other receipts on capital account 

I I. This is a composite head. The factors governing receipts and payments under anum
ber of items included in it are of a very uncertain cnara~ter. For the First Plan period, only 
a small amount is expected to be realised, on net, from this source~ Over the next five years, 
however, the net receipts may be expected ·to go up sizeably, due mainly to . the · followoing 
factors : . 

(i) Larger loan repayments to the Centre by the States out of thei~ appropriations from 
current revenues. 

(ii) Increase in recoveries of the Central and State Governments in respect of. loans 
and advances given to industries, agriculturists, local bodies, etc. 

(iii) Savings resUlting from smaller payments by way of refunds of E.P. T: and income
tax deposits. Over the period of the First P1an, the net refun~s of E.P.T. and 
income-tax deposits, are estimated at about Rs. 94 crores. In future! such refunds 
may be expected to be of a' much sl;Ilaller order. 

On the whole, it appears reasonable to assume net receipts of about. Rs. 150 crores for the 
period of the Second Plan under. this head. 

VII. TOTAL INTERNAL RESOURCES LIKELY TO BE AVAilABLE IN THE PUBLIC SECTOR. 

12. The total internal resources likely to be avi1able in the public sectof'Jor financing the 
Second Five_ Year Plan may now be summed up as follows. 

I. Resources available from revenue account 
2. Contribution from railways 
3· Loans from public •. 

4· Small savings and unfunded debt 
5· Deposits, funds and other miscellaneous items. on 

capital account 

. . 
On ·the basis of the 

existing rates and · 
• coverage of taxation 

4o6 
200 

600 

400 

ISO 

(Rs. Cror< s) 
On the assumption 

that. the proportion 
of Government reve
nues to national in

come would be main
tained at the exis

iing !evel 

66s 
200 

6oo 

400 

ISO 

1756 . 20IS 
(Or, say,-Rs. I7SO crores) (or, say, Rs. 2000 crores) 
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Thus, at the existing rates and coverage of taxation, the Central and State Governments 
are likely to raise about Rs. 1750 crores from internal sources for financing the Second Plan. 
If, howev~r, suitable adjustments are made in the tax structure so that the proportion of national 
income absorbed through Government revenues is Imintained at about the existing level, these 
resources would increase to approximately Rs. 2,ooo crores. • 

*Since this Paper was written, the Budget proposals placed before the Parliament for 1955-56 
have been modified further. . These modifications will involve a loss in revenue of about Rs. 7 · 4 

· crores in I9SS-s6. Since the object of the paper is to present a broad picture of resources likely to be 
available in the public sector for financing the Second Plan, the estimates of revenue receipts as worked 

· out earlier have not been altered to take into account this change. 
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I 

1la S~COND PIV:JI! nn. PLAN 

STATEMENT I 
Receipts.of the Central Government on Revenue Account, 1948-49 to 1955-56 

1948-49 
Accts. 

2 

1949-50 
Accts. 

3 

I95D-51 
Accts. 

5 

1952-5a 
Accts. 

6 

I. Direct Taxes: 
(a) Income tax. 

(b) Corporation tax .• 
(c) Estate duties. 

ToTAL 

2. lndire~t Taxes: 
(a) Customs-total o' 

(i) Sea Customs-exports . 

(ii) Land & air customs 
& misc. minus refunds. 

(iii) Sea Customs-imports 
(b) Excise duties. 

(c) Other taxes and duties. 

TOTAL 

n9·so 
(77•71) 

62·26 

181·76 
(139'97) 

127'59 
(126· 16) 

• 26·54 
(25· II) 

2·81 

98•24 
so·63 

(so· 10) 
3'17 

181 '39 
(179'43) 

121•59 
C1s·85) 

39'53 

161·12 
(115•38) 

127'29 
(i24•71) 

25'74 
(23·80) 

1'25 
(o·6I) 

100•30 
67·85 

(66·44) 
3·6o 

132'73 
(85•21) 

40'49 

173'22 
(125•70) 

157'15 

107'70 
67'54 

(66·o8) 
6·61 

231 '30 
(229•84) 

146· 19 
(93'33) 

41'41 

232·6o 
(231 ·69) 

90'74 

0•27 
(-o·64) 

141.59 
85·78 

(82·39)-
7'78 

326·16 
(321 ·86) 

141'43 
(84'45) 

43•80 

173'75 

55'97 

118•07 
83·03 

(6s·oo) 
2•02 

*Since a composite es~ate has been worked out in respect of receipts from both import and 
NoTEs.:-1. In the case of taxes whose proceeds are divisible between the Centre and States, 

the total proceeds represent the Centre's share. 
~ 2. Up to 1951-52, the totals of the revenue receipts retained by the Centre as shown in -

the Budget documents. For the subsequent years, however~ the totals as 
collections under Central excise duties and treat the payment to States of their 

3· The estimates of the Central share in income-tax for 1955-56 do not take into account 
income-tax, The comparatively smaller increase shown in this Table in respect 
1960-61 is largely explained by this factor. The distribution in 196o-61 to the 
cessation of Federal Revenue Gap Grants is also expected to reduce the Centre,s 
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STATEMENT I 
and Estimates for 1956-57 and the next Five Years of the Second Plan. 

1953-54 1954-55 
Accts. R.E. 

7 8 

122•84 126"59 
(65·55) (7o·63) 
41"54 38'41 

11•26 
(o·o8} 

164·38 166•26 
(107•09) (109•12) 

o·s8 

II9··6o 
94•98 
(79"43) 

2•51 

180•00 

140'30 
103·65 

(88·54) 
,2.25 

1955-56 
B. E. 

9 

133'93 
(76•96} 

39"77 
3'00 

(0•21) 

47"70 

115'30 
139"45 

(122"99) 
2.20 

Five Years 
1951-52 to 

1955-56 

10 

670•98 
(390"92) 

204"93 
4'26 

(0•29) 

909"56 . 
(908·65} 
271"04 

1433"21 
(1363•76) 

1!)6o-61 
Estimates 

II 

173'00 
(88·oo) 

53"00 
6·oo 

(o·5o) 

232•00 
(141'50) 

• 
51"00 

1'50 

284.00 
(264·50) 

2.20 

excise duties, no separate figure is shown for total customs receipts. 

355 

(Rs. crores) 

Five Y~s 1956-57 to 
.196o-61 Estimates 

Total 
Yield 

12 

769·65 
(414'80} . 

233'85 
25"00 
(2.05): 

I028·_so 
(650"70) 

Increase ( +) 
or decrease 
(-)over-
1955-56 

Budget Esti· 
mates multi-
plied by five 

13 

+1oo·oo'. 
· +(3o·oo) 

+35·00 
+1o·oo 
+(1.00) 
:---~ 

* • 

~8·50 

.. 7"50 

1346'75 
(1256'45) 

II.OO 

1613"75 
. (1523"45) 

+73'00 
+(6s·oo) 

the amounts retained by the Centre are shown in brackets. Wherever no figures are indicated in brackets, 

brackets here correspond to the total revenue receipts of the Central Government- as shown · in 
shown here are different from those shown in the Budget. Since the latter include total 
share in these collections as an out-go on the expenditure side. 
the likely payment in subsequent years to the States of . their share in advance <=allections of 
of proce!ds of income-tax likely to be retained by the Centre over the five years, 1956-57 to 
States of Trav. ncore-Cochin, Mysore and Saurashtra of their shares in · income-tu following 
share further by a little over Rs. 4 crores, 

~9 rc. 
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I 

3· Other Receipts: 
(a) Surplus profits of R.B.I. 
. - & coins, etc. • • 
(b) Contribution from P&T. 
(c) Dividend payable by c 

railways. . . • • • 
. (d) Net receipts from irriga-. 

tion and electricity. 
(e) Forests 
U) Receipts from civil works· 
(g) Receipts from civil 

administration 
(h) Net receipts from sale 
· ofopitun . 
(i) Interes • •. • 
(j) E~raordinary receipts • · 
( k) Miscellaneous 

. TOTAL 

4· GRAND TOTAL 

STATEMENT l-Contd. 

1948-49 
Accts, 

2 

12•63 
2•36 
7'34 

O·OI 

o·64 
1'30 

7'05 

0•92 
I ·61 

14'37-
3'54 

51'77 

414"92 
(371' 17) 

1949-50 
Accts, 

3 

11'22 
2·38 
7'00 

O·OI 

0·81 
J•64 

7'91 

1•24 
1.36 

. 1'33 
3"95 

38·85 

398•71 
(348·98) 

n5o-51 
Accts. 

4 

12•27 
3•98 
6·50 

0•02 
2.•33 
1·68 

10·86 

2·68 
2•13 
0"70 

10"33 

53·66 

458·18 
(409'·20) 

1951-52 1952-53 
Accts. Acct s. 

s 6 

11'30 10'17 
3'43 1•87 

6:93 7'11 

o·o2. O·OI 

2"47 0'79 
1'74 1•71 

12·61 11•40 

2·68 2•18 
1•78~ 2•91 
5·58 3"91 
6·83 6·00 

55'31 48·o6 

569·13 492"09 
(511 "97) (417•08) 
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STATEMENT i-Gontd. 

1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 Five Years 1960-61 Five Years · 1956-57 
Accts. R.B. B. B. 1951-5~ to Estimates to 196o-C:h Estimates 

. 1955-56 
Total . Increase ( +) 
Yield · ·or decrease(-) 

over 1955-56 
Budget Estimates 

multiplied by five 

-
7 8 9 IO II 12 13 

15"74 20'76 23'18 81•15 35'00 150;90 +3s·oo 
2'40 1'40 0'70 9'80 l 
6·95 . 7•08. 6·15 34'22 

.. } . ' '. (. 

-o·oJ 0'03 J J! '· •. 

O•OI 
' 

0'82 5·84 
,, I .I 

0'75 1.01 
··' 

2.29 1'80 1·90 9·44 -
:~ ·' 

9.80 10·81 . 10'54 55'16 
.. 

1·96 ·2·26 .. 2'00 u·o8 .. . ! .. 
2•91 3'61 2'91 .14'12} . i 

. ... . . ' 
2'51 0'75 1'29 14'04 . 40'~ 192'.45. ' -~o~oo . i' 
7'37 6•77 16·oo 42 . .'97 ' .. ·.;' . •· . ' 

. 'o.>·;_~t:-

.52·69 s6~o6 65·67 277·85 . 7S'OC?: 343'35 +15·oo 

473'27 508•2i 548'52 2591 '23 6.4..5'70 ~985·6o +243'00 
(400'43) (435'97) (472'30) (2237'75) Cs35'70) (2517;50) •' · +Ci56•ooY .:I 

/ 
.. ~ : ': .. I ·'I 

·' 1 
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STATEMENT II 

Revenue Receipts of Part 'A' and 'B' States since 195o-51 

--
A. Tax Revenue 

1 Share of Central excise duties 
2. Share of income-tax 
3· Share in estate duties 
4· Land revenue • 
5· Agricultural income-tax . 
6. State excise 
1· Stamps 
8. Registration 
9• Receipts under Motor Vehicles Acts •• 

10. General Sales-tax .. 
I I. Tax on sale of motor spirit 
12." Other taxes and duties 

TOTAL-

, 
B. Other Revenue 

13. Debt Services 

14. Forests • 

15. Irrigation-

(a) Irrigation Rates (net) 

(b) Betterment levies. 

•Induded under other taxes and dutic~. 

,-, ~ .. 

1950-51 1951-52 
Accts. Accts. 

1'39 1•82 
-: 47•68 52·66 

49"59 47"99 
4"~9 4"33 

47"34 -49"40 
22•17 21'99 
3•82 3'93 
8•47 9'79 

5~·50 54'47 
3'54 4'53 

26'42 30'97 

271'01 281•88 

6·64 6•49 

19'22 21•22 

7"35 8·03 

1952-53 
Accts. 

16·25 
56·91 

55·89 
3"92 

44'38 
21'96 

3'71 
11'17 
49'77 
s·96 

29'17 

209'15 

6·86 

18·95 

8'52 

1953-54 
R.E. 

15·8o 
57'14 

67·25 
3"47 

42'15 
22·05 
3·98 

12·81 
· 54·65 

7'53 
28·29 

315•72 

8•27 

19'2-4 

10•30 
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· STATEMENT. II _ .. ' 

and Estimates/or 1955-56 arid the period of the Second Plan. 

1954-55 
B.E. 

16·30 
ss·68 

• 
71 •76l 
3;20 ~ 

41"86J 
22'71 
3'91 

. 12•84 

54'89 
7"75 

28'33 

. 319'23 

. 

1955-56 
Estimates 

16•46 
56·97 

2'79 
75'50 
41'00 

23'00 
3'95 

13'10 
55·5o 
8·oo 

28·so 

324'77 

14'29 

) . 

Five years 
1951-52. 

to 
1955-s~ 

66·63 
279'42 

2'79 
333'31 
219'39 

111'71 
19'48 
59'71 

269·28 
33'77 

145:26 

1540'75 

; 

37'34 

98'73 

53'43' 

1960-61 
Estimates 

,, 

:} 

·19'50. 
.8s·oo 
· 5·so 
77'00 

'37'50 

25'50 
4'25 

'16·so . 
'67•00 

' •. ~ 

10'00 
32'00 

379'75 

: . 7"86 if 
f,. :I ''' '·:,J' 

20'75 

22. ·so 

12'50 

(RS. crores) 

Five years ·1956-57 to 
1960-61 Estimates. 

Total 
yi~ld 

increae ( +) or 
decrease (-) as 

compared to 
1954-55 Budget 

·. Estimates 
multip,lied 

":·. by five. ·)I 
• • I ~ ! •\.} '.,.~ ' 

J :. '·1 . -' .. :; 
' 

f: I j . ! ' ·, ;. , : : . '. • .. ~ l ' ! 

90'50'. .; + 9~bo . 
354'90 ' '+76•so· 1 

r 

22·95 · · · f22~oo-:~ 
381·8o +7'?0 

•f99'30 ~1o·oo 

12.1 ·os .. +7~50 _·j 
20•55 . . . +1·oo __ 

· .74_' 20., · _; · · + io~oo ·. · 
') ... ' : ~ 

304'45 .. ; , ; .+3o~qo,-: 
· 45·25 ·. _ . .+6·50 

y·· 
< .. :..:.-+-1o·oo · 

1765·65 .+169·so 
-=-,__-=-· -_; 1 ru r • : · :. : ·, , • 1 .. 

101'35 

101'45 
i 

so·oo 

. ~ , . 
.,: l.'. "·'' 

( "[ ''; ,. • .. ;.;•pt 

+3'50-

.+40'00. 

4-so·oo 
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STATEMENT 11-contd. 

115Q-SI 1951-52 
Accts. Accts. 

t 

16. Civil works ]·II 3-29 
17~ Civil administration 30.50 33'15 
18. Receipts fo~ electricity schemes (net) ~·96 3"41 
19. Receipts form road transport schemes 

(net) 0"49 0"59 
20. Miscellaneous receipts 13•48 13"95 
21. Extraordinary receipts 1'41 3"91 
22. Transfers from State funds* 1•11 1•37 

.. 
ToT AI 86•27 95"41 

C. Statutory Grants from the Ct.ntre 

• 23. Revenue gap grants . 12·02 12·56 
24. Grants under Art~ 275 1·83 3"35 
25 .. ~rants in lieu of e~port duty on jute. 1'85 r·85 

TOT AI. 15•70 17•76 

D. GRANDTOTAL • 372•98 395·05 

1952-53 
Accts. 

3-81 
33•87 
3•30 

0•12 
12•25 
2·55 
0•94 

91'17 
---

9•18 
6·95 
3"1S 

19"28. 

409·6o 

1953-54 
R.B. 

4'34 
36•70 
4"37 

0"71 
11•14 
2•01 
1•18 

---
98·26 

9·00 
8·72 
]·I~ 

20•87 

434'85 

•Exclusive of transfers from Revenue Reserve Funds and Special Development Funds which 
fepreseiit drawings on reserves of unearmarked securities and cash balances. 
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STATEMENTS II-Contd. 

Five Years . 1956-57 · '· 
to 196o-61 

Estimates 
1954-55 1955-56 Five Years 1960-61 

Increase + or B.B. Estimates 1951-52 Estimates Total 
to I Yield dc!crease 

1955-56 ·(-) as c:ompared 

• 
to 1954-55 

Budget Estimates 
multiplied ·by 

five 

3·66 3•80 J8•90 4"6o 2~·30 +3·00 
37"47 37·85 ·. 179"04 41'00 196•35 +9•00 
s·o3 6·00 22•11 14•00 6s.~ IS +40•00. 

o·84 0.90 3'J6 J ~4<? .. s~1o . __ ,-_ __ -t_ I ·S<? ___ 
II·421 

I 

'·_ -'~4'00 2"10)- IS •oo . 78·8s 16"50 . 76"75 
I•03J. :. '• ~: r :. J • _: 

·' . ~ . ! ' 

. 101 •27 105"45· 491•56 141 •II 657'3S :: ,;. ; j ;i-l5.1'.90 

·; 

·-
9'00 8•5o 48"24 29'00 __:.16.•00 

-· ... '' ... 
10·55 n ·ss 41 •12 17,'00 68•75_ .+1q·oo 

t. i' .·J 

3"15 3"15 14"4S 3"15 IS'1S 
·~_-_: . , . -

. ~ ~ ... r:. ~ ~ I 

22•70 23•20 1_03 •81 .. 20•15. 113•50 
I· • I' ---

443•20 453"42 2136•12 541•01 25)6·,so ' ; [ • ~ • _I I +32~·so 
r I: o' 
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STATEMENT III 

Non deoelopme:"t Expenditure of the Centre met from Revenue (Exclwive of Grants to States) 

I! (Rs. crores) 

' 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 196o-61 Five years 1955-56 
Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B.E. Esti- to 196o-61 

mates 
Total Increase 
Esti- over 
mates 1955-56 

Bud~et 
E ti-

mates 
multi-

plied 
by five 

I. Defence · 171 ·o 179'5 186•3 198·o 202•7 -210•0 1043'5 +3o·o 
2. Civil administration 27'7. 26·8 30'4 35'1 39'2 45'0 216·o +2o·o -3· Currency and mint 2'5 3'0 2•6 3'5 3'4 4'0 19'0 + 2•0 
4: Direct demands on ''.!. 

revenue (minus 
transfer of States' 
share of Central ex-

. _cise duties) Il'4 u·5 13•2 14'1 14•6 17'5 81•0 + 8·o 
S· Debt services .. 39•0 . 36·5 40•8 39'4 39'2 45'0 216·o +2o·o 
6. · Price s~bsidies ' 39'9* ·u·8* 3'9 0•2 
1· · Miscellaneous and 
· extr•ordinary . · 27'0 37•8 20•1 20'2 26·3 28•0. 136·5 + 5'0 

' .. 
&.ToTAL . 318·5 3o6•9 297'3 310•5 325'4 349'5 1712'0 +8s·o 
g.. Capital outlay on de- ... 
· fence - 10'2 6·o 10'2 13'1 22'4 30•0 137'0 +25•0 

10. GRAND TOTAL 328•7 312'9 301'5 323'6 347•8 379'5 1849'0 +no·o 

• Include capital loss on sale of American loan wheat. Correspondingly, the subsequent write 
back of tlrls loss to revenue is not included in the figures shown in this statement. 
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STATEMENT IV 

Non-development Expenditure on Revenue Account of Part 'A' & 'B' States 

(Rs. crores) 

1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1960-61 Five years 1955-56 
Accts. Accts. R E. B.E- Esti- Esti- to 1960-61 

mates mates 

Total Increase 
Esti- over 1 

mates 1954-55 
Budget; 
Esti-~ 

mates,§ 
multi-

plied h)" 
five 

Administration & ancillary 
activities. 

1. Direct demands on 
revenue (minus 
forests). 25·6 27"5 30"1 40•2 41·o* 45"0* 21S·a +17"0 

2. General Administra-
tion. 33"4 33"7 35"4 34'7 35'5 ~7"0 182•5 +9"0 

3· Administration of 
justice . 10"5 10'·8 II·O 11·3 II'S 12'5 6o·s . +4·0 

4· Jails and convict set-
dements 7•6 7"6 7"7 7"4 7•6 8·o 39"5 +2'5 

5· Police . 54"9 53"1 53"3 53'3 53"5 5s·o .. _~z~·o .. +5·5 
6. Miscellaneous 46·5 49•8 53"2 44"9 45"0 48·o 234'5 +ro·o 
7· Extraordinary charges 

l 

9"4 II•8 12'3. 10'4 ro·5 n·o 54"0 +2·0 
8. Transfer to State .. 

funds I •8 6o· 12'3 9'2 9"0 Io·o 48•0 +2·0 

TOTAL 189"7 200"3 215"3 2II"4 213"6 226·s no9··o +52"0 

Debt Services 

9· Interest payments. 8•6 10"3 12"3 t8'4 25"0 45"0 · r8s·o. +93"0 
xo. Appropriation for re-

duction or avoidance of 8·o 
debt. 

8·3 10'5 14'8 1]"0 30'0 124'0 +5o·o 

TOTAL 16·6 18·6 22·8 33"2 42"0 75"0 309'0 +143"0 

GRAND ToTAL 2o6·3 218'9 238·1 244•6 255'6 301'5 1418.0 +r9s·o 

ak • Do not in~lude expeggjt1Jre connected ~th ~dari a\:>O!i~o~ ~ receipts f~o!D t!l~ ~tter arc; 
t en on a net l>a.!il~, • · - . . 
29 P.c. 
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STATEMENT V 

Development Expenditure on Revenue Account-Gentre 

(Rs. crores) 

Development heads I95I-52 I952-53 I953-54 I954-55 I955-56 
Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B.E. 

1. Agriculture, irrigation and rural deve-
lopment • 2"7 2"7 2·6 5"2 5"3 

2. Industries and supplies 6•1 5·5 I2"4 I3"0 16·6 
3· Transport and communications . 4"7 4•6 . 4"5 4"9 5·8 
4· Education, medical, public health and 

scientific research . n·6 I0·9 I0·8 I3"9 22•2 
5· Ports and pilotage, light houses, etc. 0"9 I·O I·O I•2 I•4 
6. Civil works Il"4 J2•I I3"9 I5·I I6"3 
7· Post-war planning and development I"4 
8. Expenditure on displaced persons 3"2 I·3 2"5 I·8 2•5 
9. Expenditure on community develop-
. ment projects, N.E.S. and local develop-

ment works not included in grants ·o·I o·2 0"2 
IO, Development expenditure on 

tribal areas O•I 0'4 · o·6 · . I· I I"7 
u. Forests • . I•4 0•9 I·O 1•3 I·8 

TOTAL 43"5 40"4 49"4 57"7 73"8 

12. Development grants to States . 17'7 16·5 24"7 50"7 6o·6 

13. Total development expenditure of the 
Centre, including grants to States 6I·2 56·9 74"I 108•4 134"4 
of which, 

Outlay on Central Plan. 5"3 7"4 I8·o* 50·0* 73"0* 

Assistance for State Plans 4"3 6·I 7"0* Io·o* II·5* 

Development outlay outside the First Five 
49"1* 48•4* 49"9* Year Plan 5I·6 43"4 

*Figures are tentative. 
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' 

STATEMENT VI 

Development Expenditur~ on.R~venue Account of Part 'A' and 'B' States 

(Rs. crores) 

. 1.. Forests .• 
2. Irrigation 
3· Civil works 

- -
Development head 

4· Electricity schemes. . • 
5· Education 
6. Medical. 
7· Public health • . . • 
8. Agriculture (including Fisheries and Rural 

Development) · · · · 
9· Veterinary ... 

10. Cooperation 
II. Industries·& supplies. 
12. Scientific department~ · 
13. Miscellaneous departments 
14. Community projects and N.E.S .. 
1,5. Local development works. 
16. Other miscellaneous heads 

. ' 

17. Outlay on State Plans 

. 

TOTAL 

18. Development outlay~ outside the State Plans*· 

.. 

1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 
Accts. Accts. R.E. B.E. 

8·65 9'13 9"74 10'33 
II'79 10"31 13"43 II·88 
4<?'98 46:,58 50"40 .57"32 
2·28 .3'37 2•30 . 3'79 

60·33 . 66·30 70"92 82·31 
2o·os 20•78 

.. 
24·68 22",50 

9"18 9·66 II ".57 12"41 

19'37 
'. 

18•34 24"33 20"29. 
4"06 3"95 4"46 s·o6 . 
3'77 3'89 . 5"42 s·29 
6•47 6;37 

~-

7"71 r io·73 
9'40 <?"42 0·48 0'57 

10·66 10·38 II·Q5. . ~3~55 
0"94 .· 8·86 '14'59 

1'34 .. 2'27 
0•07 0'47 3"72 .1·86 

198:o6 210•89 24~?1 276:83 

67•6 69·.5 

' 
130".5 141'4 . 

*Includes expenditure on Community Projects,'N.E.S. and other schemes· sponsored.! by ·the 
Cen~re, as these do not ~orm part of !he State Plans. ! · · 

~' • t 
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STATEMENT VII 

Statemenl showing Grants from the Centre to States 

Grants for Development 
I95I-52 

Accts. 

I. G.M.F. grants 
2. Assistance for natural calamities and 

scarcity affected areas 

3· Community development projects 
4· National extension services 
5· Basic, social and secondary education • · 
6. Welfare of backward classes 
7· Co-operative training and experiments 
8. Key village schemes and Gosadan 

scheme • 

9· Resettlement of landless workers 
10. Improvement of land records and agri-' 

cultural statistics 
n. N.E.S. and training of village level · 

workers . 
12. Social welfare • 
13. Soil conservation 
14. Higher agricultural education 
15. National malaria control scheme 
16: National filaria control scheme . 
. 17. Industrial housing . 
18. Local works • 
19. F.F.I. grants to Part 'B' States : 
20. Bonus for internal procurement of 

food 
2I. Write-back of grants made from the capi

tal account 
22. Development grants to Part 'C' States 
23. Grants for primary education under the 

substantive portion of Art. 275 (I) of 
Constitution. 

24. Grants for scheduled areas and sche
duled tribes and development grant to 
Assam for tribal areas under provisos to 
Art. 275 

25. Rehabilitation of displaced persons. 

* Separate actuals not available. 

2"5 

* 

I·I 

I"7 

I·6 

9"9 

I952-53 
Accts. 

3"4 

·o·5 

•• 

O"I 

I953-54 
Accts. 

:3·8 

I·9 

o·8 
o·8 
0"7 

O·I 

1"5 

(Rs. crores) 

I954-55 
R.E. 

6·o 

5"2 
2"5 
6·o 
I·3 
O•I 

O·X 

O·I 

2"0 

3·6 

9"3 

I9ss-s6 
B.E. 

3"0 

7"0 
5"2 

IO·O 

I·6 
0•2 

o·5 
o·5 

1•2 

2•3 
0•4 

0"3 
2•1 

0•2 

2·S 

4"4 

7"9 
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STATEMENT VII-contd .. 

1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 
Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B.E. 

-----------------------------------------------·---

26. Other Grants 0'4 ' .. 
TOTAL IT4 14'9 23'1. 46'8 54'6 

-----
Minus grants for community projects and 

N.E.S. met from the Special Develop-
ment Fund 0•4 0•9 0•9 

----
NET TOTAL . 17'4 14'9 '22•7 . 45'9- 53'7 

Other Grants 

I. Grants under substantive portion 
of Art. 275 (l) 0'7 5'2 5'1 ·S'I ' S'I 

2. Grants under Art. 273 1"8 3'2 3'2 3'2 .3'2 
3· Grants under Art. 278 (1) (b) ' 13'2 9'0 9'0 9'0 
4· Grants to Part 'C' States* (to meet 

revenue deficit) 12•8 4'7 5·2 1'S 
5· Grants in aid to Kashmir* 3'9 4·0 

TOTAL . 15•7 21•2 22•0 26·4 . 28·8 

GRAND TOTAL • 33'1 36·1 44'7 72"3 . 82·5 

* Indudes development grants also for which separate figures are not available. · 
' .. "' :) I 
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STATEMENT VIII 

Sea Customs-Exports 
(Rs. crores) 

1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 I953-54 I954-55 1955-56 
Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B. E. 

I. Jute1 :. 

(a) Raw . . 1•23"\. 26·I2 59"33 19"43 (b) Manufactured 6 .35 J1o·o7 10'35 7"10 7•10 
• 

2. Cotton, raw and wastez I·8o 2•20 I·20 8·00 10•07 5'27 4'80 4'70 
3· Cotton cloth & yarn a 4"03 o·36 0•31 3'33 5"97 2•93 I "32 I·IO 
4·. Manganese' 0"39 o·85 I•J2 2•08 3•18 3"57 o·8o 
5· Tea6 I0·8I I0•99' 11•24 I0•20 I0·62 11·62 I9•00 JO·OC 
6. Black Pepper6 0•64 4•26 4"56 3•48 2•84 1'5I 1·51 
7· Other agricultural 

produce . o·I8 0·26 0•40' 0•46 0"43 0•4I 0"44 0•44 
. 8. Mica 0•22 0•11 0•29 0"33 0•23 0•20 o·16 0·16 
, 9· Oil and oilseeds7 I '53 o·o5 0•02 I ·52 2•13 0•73 I·3I I•IS 
1 o. Cigarettes • 0"17 
n. Raw wools I'99 0•78 0·01 0•02 

: 1:2. Others9 0•04 0•21 O·IS 0"42 0•59 1·66 1"54 

ToTAL EXPORTS 26•54. 25"74 47"36 90"74 55"97 38•53 38·10 47"70 

(1) In 1949-50, the duty on hessian was raised by Rs. 270 per ton toRs. 350 per ton. In 1950-51, 
the duty on jute manufactures was enhanced from Rs. )O to Rs. 150 in the case of sacking and from 
Rs. 350 to Rs. 750 and _later to Rs. ISOO per ton in th~ case of hessian. In I952, it was reduced. 
· · · In 1953-54, the duty on jute manufactures other than cloth both of hessian and sacking variety 
was abolished, and that on hessian cloth and bags was reduced further. 
· · t 2) The duty on raw cotton was raised during I949-50 by Rs. 6o toRs. 100 per bale. In I950-51, 

new export duties were levied on cotton waste at 50 % ad valorem and export duty on raw cotton 
was enhanced from Rs. IOO to Rs. 400 per bale. In I952-53, the duty on cotton was reduced 
for certain varieties and abolished for others. In I954, it was reduced further for certain varieties. 

( 3) The decrease in receipts during I949-50 and 1950-5I is due to the withdrawal in 1949-50 of 
the export duty on cotton cloth. In I95 I -52, export duties on certain types of cotton cloth were raised 
from IO per cent ad valorem to 25 per cent ad valorem. In I952-53, the duty on coarse and medium 
cloth was reduced from 25% ad valorem to 10 per cent ad valorem and in I953-54 that on medium 
cloth was abolished. A loss of Rs. 50 lakhs has been taken into account in the Budget Estimates 
for 1955-56 due to the proposed reduction to 6-I/4 per cent of the export duty on cotton cloth. 

(') The export duty on manganese ore was abolished in I954· 
( 6) The increase in 1954-55 and 1955-56 is due to the enhancement of the export duty on tea in 

1954· 
( 6) In 1949-50, a new export duty was levied on black pepper. This duty was reduced in 

1954· 
(') In 19,51-52, new duties were levied on exports of oilseeds and vegetable oils, and the duty 

on groundnuts was raised from Rs. 8o toRs. 150 per ton. In 1953-54, the duty on seeds and oils 
was reduced and that on tobaccoseed oil was abolished. In 1954, the export duty on mustard oil, 
linseed oil, kardiseed oil, nigerseed oil and rapeseed oil was abolished while that on castor oil 
was reduced. A new duty was levied on deoiled groundnut meal and certain oilcakes. 

(B) In I950-51, a new export duty on raw wool was levied at 30 per cent ad valorem. 
(9) In 1949-50, export duty was levied on certain categories of iron and steel. The increase 

during 1952-53 and 1953-54 is mostly due to the levy of a new duty in I952-53 on mercury flasks at 
the rate of Rs. 300 per flask of 75 lbs. A new duty was levied on coffee at the rate of Rs. 62-I/2 
per cwt. in I953-54 and the duty on certain iron and steel manufactures was abolished. 
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STATEMENT IX 
Sea Customs-Imports 

(Rs. crores) ____ .......... 
1948-49 1949-50 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1954.:..55 1955-56 
Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B.B. 

A. Revenue Duties 
.. 

r. Liquors; spirits and 
wines, etc. . 1•92 1•74 !•70 2•57 2'35 2·r6 · 2'39 ... 2·42 . 

' . 2. Tobacco 8•77 4'89 4•70 ,3·6r 3'33. 2•02 2•30 2;30 
3· Kerosene oil 2•42 3•93 5·75 6·rr 6·66 -7'19. 8~30 5'50a 
4· Motor spirit 9'72 14•01 19•93 26•04 27'59 27'53. 22·<;>ol 7•00'1. 
5. Oils-hatching, fuel & 

;1•2011 . lubricating . 1'37 1•72 2•07 3·38 4•00 3'04 j·rp 
'' 

6. Cotton, raw 2'40 4·6s 5•75 6·rs 4•92 3·i3 o·os 
7· Motor cars, cycles, 

scooters, buses, lorries '! 
and parts thereof 8·o5 5'24 10•12 12•38 8•70 6·37 8•30 8·60 

g. Coal-tar dyes and coal- : !. 

tar derivatives 1•29 0•79 1•27 1·65 0·90 1•94 2•II 2•00" 
9· Machinery 7'04 6·09 s·38 6·63 5 ·62 5•34 ·5·o8 : s·r1 

10. Iron and steel 1'59 2•24 -3'54 4•14 ·3·21 2·86 2•51 2'·.5r 
u. Railway plant and rol-

ling stock 0•49 I ·or 0•75 o·8o 2•22 2'15 r·5o I· so.· 
12. Wood-pulp, paper and ; 

stationery 2•90 1·83 r·65 3'II 2'59 3•10 2·6o 2·6o 
13. Artificial silk yarn and I. 

thread. 4'10 4•22 5•29 6·38 3'09 4'53'~'' s·oo s·oo 
14. Yarn and other Textile 

·"-;.~ 

I· fabrics 3'71 3·36 0•41 o·8r 0•57 0•75 o·so o·ss 
15. Betl"l nuts • 2•79 3•99 4•45 4•75 3'69. 4·6s 6·60 6·so 
16. All other articles 33·61 32•06 26•34 42'29 31·os' · 36·46 60_·633 55.153 

B. Protective Duties etc.* 6·o6 8·53 8·6o 10•79 7•58 6·38 . 7'33 7'30 

TOTAL IMPORT ~DUTIES • 98'23 100•30 107•70 141 •59 rr8·o7 rr9·6o 140'30 rrs·30 

*Includes duties on· American disposals. 
• (

1
) The decline in the yield is due to a reduction in imports following commencement ofproduc-

uon 1 n one of the recently set up oil refineries in India. · · . . 
( 

8
) .The decline in the yield is explained by the anticipated replacement of imports by indigenous 

producuon. · . 
( 

3
) Includes revenue from sugar imports. . 

NOTEs-

(i) The iJ:?-crease in import duties during 1951-52 is due to larger imports and a rise in import 
pnces which yield larger revenue in the case of ad valorem duties. · 

(ii) The improvement in 1954-55 is largely due to import of sugar and liberalisation of imports 
of commodities carrying high duties. _ · · 
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STATEMENT X 
Yieled of Uni016 Excise Duties from I948 onwards 

(Rs. crores) 

I948-49 I949-50 I95Q-5I I95I-52 I952-53 I953-54 I954-55 I9Ss-s6 
Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. Accts. R.E. B.E. 

1. Motor Spirit I•4I I "73 2•08 2•07 2"11 2"47 8· 50(1) 2I ·8o(1) 
2. Kerosene . 0•20 0•22 0·28 0·26 0'24 0'33 0"70(1) I '75(1) 
3· Sugar (1) 6•47 7"34 6·46 8·43 9"93 I4•36 8·so IS·OO 
4· Matches 7'30 7'57 8•07 8·69 9"45 9'32 9"00 8·so(3) 
S· Steel Ingots 0•46 o·s2 0"54 o·ss o·6I o·6o o·65 0•70 
6. Tyres I·98 3'57 4"04 6·09 4"40 4"95 5"30 5"30 
1· Tobacco . . 25•46 28•23 3I'99 35'55 34·68 33'00 3I ·6s(') 34"95 
8. Vegetable products I·96 2•28 2'I9 2'45 2'75 . 2"79 3"00 3"00 
9· Coffee 0"49 o·so I•I7 o·n 0'59 o.n 0•90 o·9o 

10. Tea . 3·66 2'54 3"36 4"3I 3'46 2"09 3'00 3"50 
I I. Cotton Cloth o·87 I2. 33(5) 9. 26 (6) I6·36 I3·46(7) 2I ·67(8 ) 26·50(9) 34•U0(9 ) 

I2. Coal Cess I·02 1'32 I·62 . I·66 2"42 2"54 2•30 2 •IO 
13. Others 0·36 0•33 0•44 0•42 o·63 I•I7 5. I5(1°) 9"20(11) 

TOTAL 5I"64 68·48 7I'50 87·6I 84"73 96·o6 I05. I5 I40"70 
Deduct-Refunds . I·OI o·63 3·96 I·83 I•70 I·08 I ·so I•25 

TOTAL NET REVENUE 50·63 67·85 67"54 85·78 83·03 94"98 103·65 I39'45 

(1) The increase during I954-55 and I955-56 is due to the increased production of petroleum 
and kerosene in the country due to the coming into production of oil refineries in India. 

. ' . 
( 1) The figures for I952-53 and I953-54 include collections under the special excise duty of Rs. 

1-6-o per cwt., which was levied during I952-53 to cover the compensation to sugar factories on 
account of the reduction in the controlled price of the I95I-52 season stocks. This duty was continued 
till the end of October, I953· The fall during 1954-55 is due to decline in sugar production. Follow
ing better production and increase in the rate of excise duty, collections under sugar excise are 
expected to improve by Rs. 6·5 crores in I955-56. 

( 3) The decrease of Rs. so lakhs in the Budget Estimates for I955-56 is due to the concessions 
announced for the cottage industry products. 

(') The fall in receipts in 1954-55 is due to the concession in duty given during the year as a 
measure of relief in view of the large accumulations of stocks with growers and traders and 
the resultant fall in prices. · 

( 5) A duty of25 per cent ad fJalorem was levied on superfine cloth with effect from Jan. I, I949· In 
addition, t~e I949-50 Budget levied a duty of 6-I/4 per cent ad fJalorem on fine cloth and of I/4 anna 
per yard on coarse and medium cloth. Subsequently, there was a reduction in the duty on fine and 
super fine cloth (involving a loss of about Rs. 3 · 5 crores in a full year) towards. the end of I949-50. 

( 6) The receipts were affected by the two months' strike of the textile:! workers in Bombay and also 
by the difficulty in the supply of raw cotton to the mills. 

( 7) The decrease is accounted for mainly by a fall in the offtakes of superfine and fine 
varieties. 

( 8) The increase is due to the levy of a special cess on mill-made cloth for the benefit of the 
handloom and khadi industries. 

(B) The increase is due to raising of excise duties. 

(1°) The increase during I954-55 is due to new excises introduced on soap, footwear, cement, etc. 

(U) Includes an estimated yield of about Rs. 4 crores from the new excise duties proposed to 
be levied on electrical goods, woollen fabrics: paper and paperboard and paints and varnishes. 
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STATEMENT XI 

Industrial Production in India, 1948 to 1954 

1948 1949 . I950 I95I I952 I953, 

I. Sugar (ooo Tons)1 I0,75'2 Io,oo·8 9,76·8 II,I4•8 II4,94'0 I2,9I'2 
2. Matches (ooo 

cases)3 .5>32. 8 5,26·8 5·23'2 5•77'2 6,o8·4 5>90'4 
3· Steel ingots and 

metal .for casting 
I5,78·o (ooo tons). .I2,65'4 I3,52'4 I4,37'6 I5,00·o I5,C7'2. 

-4· Tabacco manufac-
tures, _cigarettes 
only (lakhs). 2I,82,44 2I,89,04 23,62,92 2I,46,8o 20,11,92 I9,67 ,64 

5· Vegetable oil 
products (ooo 
tons) I,29'7 I,55· 5 I,7I ·6 I,72'3 1,90·8 1,9I '4 

6. Tea (lakh lbs.)4 56,86·8 58;so·o 6o,66·o 73,03'2 62,26·8 6o,8I·6 . 
1· Cotton cloth 

(lakh yds.) 4,31,88 3·90,48 3,66,68 4,07,64 4.59,84 . 4.8~,00 
8. Tyres (Automo-

biles) (ooo's). 1·70'4 6,86·4 6,38•4 8,70'4 7,2I '2 7,68·0 
9· Tyres (cycles) 

(ooo's.) 33,69·6 46,11·6 33,25'2 39·42•8 4•,89'2 46,45'2 
IO. Tyres (Tractors) 

(Nos.) 3·852 9,612 
II. Tyres (Cabs) 

3,85·2· (ooo ft.). , . 3·73'2. 4·42•8 ../. 
1 Figures relate to crop year (Nov. to Oct.) and are in respect of cane sugar only. 
2 The figure is for the full year, November I953 to October I954· 
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1954 
(Io months 
Jan.-Oct.) 

I0,00'72 . 

3·78'9(5
) 

I3.95'4 

I6,37,87 . 

1,94'2 
55·48•2 

4>15,I4 

6,99•6. 

·44.48•4 .. . 
13,7845 

2,58·9. 

" Figures relate to production of organised factories ; so gross boxes of 6o .sticks each .. 
' Figures for I954 are exclusive of production in the Punjab (Kangra and Mandi). 
5 Figures are for January-September only. 



fiNANCIAL RESOURCES FOR THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN -A AND B STATES 

(Economic Division, Planning Commission) 

INTRODUCTION 

An attempt has been made in this paper to estimate the financial resources of the State 
Governments for the Second Plan. Part I of the paper brings out the estimate of contribution 
for the Second Plan from current revenues (lt the level of taxation assumed for 1955-56; Part 
II deals with estimates of additional resources worked out on the basis of the recommenda
tions of the Taxation Enquiry. Commission and suggestions made by the Planning Commission 
in this regard from time to time; Part III deals with the estimates of resources for the Plan 
on capital account and Part IV sums up the overall position. 

I. ESTIMATE OF CONTRIBUTION .FOR THE SECOND PLAN FROM CURRENT REVENUES 

I. Estimate of Receipts on Revenue Account 

·For the purpose of these estimates, revenue receipts of the State Governments may be 
classified broadly into four categories: (i) revenue from taxation ; (ii) revenue from irriga
tion, electricity schemes and other commercial ventures; (iii) other non-tax revenues; and 
(iv) grants from the Centre. Estimates of receipts from these sources for the period 1956-57 
to 1960-61 and the assumptions on which these have been based are indicated in the subse-
quent paragraphs. . • 

(i) Tax Revenue.-Tax revenue of the State Governments is estimated to amount to about 
. Rs. 320 crores for 1954-55 and about Rs. 331 crores for 1955-56. As a result of growth in 

economic activity and ris~ in nl;ltional income, tax revenue is expected to increase by about 
Rs. lOS crores during the period 1956-57 to 1960-61 as indicated below:-

. (Rs. crores) 

Estimated increase 
1954-55 1955-56 1956-61 during 1956-61 
(B. E.) Estimated (five over the 

years) 1955-56 level 

Share of Income-tax 56·o* 57'0* 325'0 40'0 
Share of Central Excise 15'1* 16•7* 93'5 10'0 
General Sales Tax 54'9 s8·o 325'0 35'0 
Tax on sale of motor spirit . 7•8 9'0 so·o 5'0 

Stamps and Registration 26·6 
\ 

27'5 147'5 10'0 
Estate duty 1'3 3'0 20'0 5'0 
Other taxes 158'3 16o·o 8oo·o 

TOTAL 320'0 331'2 1761·0 105'0 

*As indicated in the Bud~et documents .for 1955-56 of the Central Government. 
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Increases In yield under land revenue expected to take place as a result of abolition of 
Zamindari have not been taken into account in the above estimates. Larger receipts on this 1 

account during the Second Plan period are expected to be more than offset by increases in 
expenditure connected with payment of compensation to Zamindars and other administrative_ 
provisions. Other assumptions on which the above estimates have been based are:-

(a) National income will rise by about 25 per cent by the end of the Second Plan 
period. It is expected that increase in yield from some of the taxes, e.g. States' 
share of income tax and Central excise, general sales tax, tax on sale of motor 
spirit, would be almost proportionate to increases postulated for national 
income. The rate of increase in receipts from stamps and registration would be 
somewhat lower. -

(b) Net yield from Estate duty will amount to about Rs: 20 crores over the five-year 
period. 

(c) The return from other taxes and duties during the Second Plan period will remain 
at about the level estimated for 1955-:-56. Some increa$e in receipts likely .to take· 
place under land revenue and other. taxes will be neutralised partly by losses 
under excise and partly by estimated transfer of about Rs. 8 crores a year under 
land revenue and about Rs. 2 crores under Motor Vehicles Tax to local bodies in · 
accordance· with the recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry-Coilliiiission. 

(ii) Revenue from Commercial Undertakings.-Irrigation and power projects undertaken 
during the present Plan period are expected to yield results in the current and in the course 
of the Second Plan periods. on:account of iacrease in!irrigated area and generation of power; 
collections under irrigation rates and electricity schemes will be considerably enhanced. Some 
increase in: returns from road transport schemes and forests may also be expected. These 
sources, it is estimated, will bring in an additional amount of Rs. 82 crores over the five-year 
period as indicated below:....:.... ~ .. 

(Rs. crores}.-· 

EStimated 
increase 

' during 
1954"'55~ I955-s6 19S6-61 1956-61 
. (B.E.) Estimated (5 years) ~over the 

1955-56 level. 

Forests 19·6 20"0 no·o 1o·o 
Irrigation (net of working expenses) • • • 12"3 15"0 no·s 35"5 
Electricity Schemes (net of working expenses) • 5"0 8•o 75"0. 35"0 
Road Transport (net) . o•8 0"9 6·o 1"5 

TOTAL 37"7 43"9 . 301·5 8.2•0 

The above estimates are based on the following assumptions;-

(a) As a result of partial or full completion of irrigation projects, new irrigation facilities . 
will extend to about 20 million acres of land by the end of the present Plan 
period. Though irrigation rates vary with the type of irrigation, crops, etc. 
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the average annual rate per acre for the purpose of these estimates has been 
assumed at Rs. 5 and working expenses at about 30 per cent of the gross collec
tions. 

(b) It is estimated that the supply of firm power will increase by 16 lakh kW by 
1956-57. The rate at which this power will be supplied has been assumed at 
Rs. 100 per kW per year and the working expenses have been assumed at 6o 
per cent of the gross earnings. 

(c) Yield under forests is expected to increase at the rate of about Rs. 2 crores per 
annum during the course of the Second Plan period due to larger buildin: 
activity envisaged under the Second Plan. 

(iii) Other Non-Tax Revenues.--collections under revenue heads in this category amounted 
to about Rs. 71.7 crores in 1954-55 and are estimated at about Rs. 75 crores for 1955-56. 
Of this, receipts under debt services are estimated at about Rs. 8 crores for 1954-55 and might 
be put at about Rs. 10 crores for 1955-56. Incre~e in receipts on this account duringt he 
Second Plan period has been taken care of on the expenditure side of these estimates. Other 
items, e.g.; . transfer from State Funds, etc., are of unpredictable nature. On an ad hoc 
basis, additional inflows over the five years under this head may be put at about Rs. 20 crores 
and total receipts at Rs. 395 crores. 

(iv) Grants from the Centre.-Statutory ~d other grams received by the State Govern
ments during 1954-55 amounted to about Rs. so crores and are estimated at Rs. 55 crores for 
1955-56. Of this, about Rs. 21 crores are accounted for by statutory grants. The question 
relating to statutory grants to the State Governments is likely to come up shortly for the con
sideration of the Second Finance Commission, but, for the purpose of our estimates, statutory 
grants may be assumed to continue at the 1955-56 level for the Second Plan period also. 
On this basis, the State Government~ are expected to rt"ceive about Rs. 105 crores. Non-

• 
. statutory grants, strictly speaking, do not form part of the States' own resour~es. As such, while 
working out the States' COJ:?.tribution for the Second Plan from current revenues, receipts 
on this account have . to be kept out. 

In the light of the above estimates, the picture in respect of revenue receipts of State 
·Governments for the period 1956-57 to 1960-61 would be as follows:-

. (Rs. crores) 

Estimated 
increase 

1954-55 1955-56 1956-61 during 
(R.E.) Estimated (5 years) 1956-61 over tll~ 

1955-56 level -Tax Revenues 320•0 331•2 1761 ·o 105'0 
Revenue from Commercial Undertakings 37"7 43"9 301"5 &2;0 

Other non-tax revenues 71"7 75"0 395"0 20'0 
Statutory grants . 2J•O 21•0 105'0 

ToTAL. 450'4 471 ·I 2562·5 207•0 
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lt will be seen that the total revenue receipts of the State Governments, exclusive of non
statutory grants, over the period I956-57 to 1960-ei would roughly amount toRs. 2563 crores. 

2. Estir;nate of Expenditure on Revenue Account 

The bulk of the increase in non-Plan expenditure on revenue account expected to take 
place during the Second Plan period would be attributable to debt services under non-develop
ment heads and to recurring expenditure for the maintenance of the new development activity 
taken up during the current Plan period under developmental heads. The estimates of increases 
during 1956-6I in expenditures under" non-developmental and developmental heads ar~ 

brought out in the following paragraphs. 

(i) Non-Development Expenditure.-Non-development expenditure of the State Govern
ments is estimated to increase by about Rs. 144 crores over the period 1956-57 to 196o-61 as 
compared to the level expected to be reached by 1955-56. Assumptions on which these 
estimates have been based are as follows:-

(a) The expenditure in respect of direct demands on revenue, general administration 
and other miscellaneous expenditure will increase by about 1 per cent per annum 
over the ne::\.1: five· years. . 

(b) The State Governments would raise, on net, about Rs. 20-o crores a year.as from 
1956-57 by way of loans from the Centre and the public, unfunded debt, etc., 
for financing expenditures on the State Plans during the ne:ll.."t five years. In
terest at the rate of 4 per cent per annum will be payable. on Rs. 200 crores in 
1957-58, Rs. 400 crores in 1958;.59, Rs. 6oo crores in 1959-60 and Rs .. 8oo 
crores in 1960-61. This is based on the assumption that interest on the loan 
raised in 1956-57 will be paid in 1957-58. Of the loans raised it is estimated 
that about Rs. 59 crores a year will be advanced by the State Povernments by 
way of loans to outside agencies like municipalities, cultivato;.g~·etc. Thus, 
the interest payable by the State Governments on the loans raised will be offset 
to the extent of Rs. 20 crores. ~ . 

(c) As a result of increase in debt liabilities appropriation of funds for repayment will 
also increase. The funds thus raised are available to the State Governments 
for easening their ways and means position but are not unearmarked so as to b,e 
available for financing development expenditures .. As already mentioned, the 
State Governments will increase their interest-bearing liabilities at _the rate of 
Rs. 150 crbres a year from 1956-57 for financing expenditure under the State 
Plans. For the purpose of our estimates, however, increases in appropriations 
during the Second Plan period have been assumed at Rs. 50 crores-this being 
the estimated collections on account of the imposition of betterment levy. 
Collections on account of betterment levies are to be made over· to· the Centre 
towards repayment of loans taken for financing the multipurpose and irrigation 
projects. 
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The distribution of increase in non-development expenditures over major components is 
indicated below:- · • 

Direct demands on Revenue 

Interest on debt and other obligations 

Appropriation for reduction of debts 

General administration and other miscellaneous 
expenditure . 

TOTAL 

• 

1954-55 
(R.E.) 

40"2 

18•4 

14"7 

171"3 

244•6 

(Rs. crores) 

1955-56 1956-61 
Estimated (5 years) 

45"0 232"5 

20•0 16o·o 

20•0 150•0 

172•0 886·1 

257'0 1428·6 

Estimated 
increase 
during 
1956-61 

over 
the 

1955-56 
level 

1"5 

6o·o 

50•0 

26•1 

143•6 

The estimate of increase in expenditure does not take into account additional expenditure· 
connected with payment of compensation to Zamindars and other administrative expenditures 
involved in the abolition of Zamindari. 

(ii) ·Development Expenditure.-Increase in non-Plan development expenditures during the 
Second Plan period to which the State Governments resources would be committed is largely 
in the nature of recurring and maintenance expenditure in connection with new development 
activity taken up during the current Phm period. The m~ntenance of the level of new deve
lopment activity attained by 1955-56, it is estimated, will involve a recurring expenditure of 
al?proximately Rs. 41 crores a year during the next five years. This increase is expected to 
take care also of the maintenance of new projects financed on capital account during the present 
Plan._ The annual mm-Plan* development expenditure for the next five years in addition to 
re~urring expenditure mentioned above is_ estimated at Rs. 167 crores as indicated in the 
statement on ~he next page. 

. *Non.:.plan development expenditure has been arrived at by reducing from total develop-
ment expenditure, expenditure under the Plan and expenditures connectsd with Community 
Projects, National Extention Services and Centrally sponsored scheme'i wh1ch are expected to 
fofi!l part of the States' Second Plans. , 
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(Rs. crores) 

1950-51 . 1951-54 1954-55 ·1955-56 

1. Total development expenditure . 
2. Expenditure under the Plan . 
3· Development expenditure outside the Plan 
4· Outlays on new development activity outside the 

Plan taken up during 1951-56 
5· Outlays on community projects, National Extension . 

. Services and other Centrally sponsored 
schemest 

6. Outlays on new development activity outside the 
Plan, exclusive of Centrally sponsored schemes 
(4-5) • • . • • 

7· Total increase in development activity, the main
tenance of which will be the first charge on the 
States' resources (2+6) .. 

8. Recurring and maintenance expenditure at 30 per 
cent of the new development activity as at 7 
above • 

9· Development expenditure excluding outlays on 
Plan and Centrally sponsored schemes 

18~·7 

63 ·o** 
125'7 

-

125"7 

633"3 
215"3 
418;0 

73'3 

406·0 

266·1* 
ss·C?* 

181·1 

55'4 

115'4 

joo·.o* 
95·o* 
205"0 

79"3 

Recurring expenditure ~t the 1955-56level (i.e., Rs. 40.9 crores) as indicated.agairist item 
_ 8 in the above statement and the level of non-Plan d~velopment ··expenditure (i.e., Rs. i:67 

crores) for 1955-56 as indicated against item 9 above together represent the annual magnitude 
of the non-Plan development expenditure (i.e., Rs. 207.9 crores) to which.. the . State Govern-, 
ments resources should be considered as committed for the Second Plan period. The position 
in regard to expenditure under non-developmental and developmental heads for 1956-61 
on the basis of the above estimates would be as follows: 

Non-development expenditure 
Development expenditure (non-Plan) 

TOTAL • 

(Rs. crores) 

Estimated increase 
1954-55 1955-56 t956-61 during 1956-61 
(B.E.) Estimated Total over 

400·6 

1428·6 
1039'5 

2468·1 

the 1955-56 
. level 

' • ., • ! 

*These figures have been based on the as li,Umption that the Plan 'outlay on revenue 
account will roughly amount to Rs. 450 crores during the five-year period. 

**This figure has been assumed at 33 per cent of the total develo.pment expenditure in 
1950-51. 

tRecurring and other expenditures connected with these schemes, likely to be incurred 
g4rin~ the Second Plan period? will form part of the Second ?lan in the States' ·sector, 
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Total non-development and non-Plan development expenditure it is thus estimated, 
would amount to about Rs. 2468 crores for the second five-year period. 

3· Estimate of Savings from Current Revenues for the Second Plan 

It will be seen from the above estimates that total revenue receipts over the period 
1955-56 to 1960-61 would roughly amount to Rs. 2563 crores and total expenditures (exclusive 
of Plan outlays and expenditures connected with community projects, etc.) which would be 
the first charge on revenues of the State Governments, to about Rs. 2468 crores. Th~s, the 
contribution for the Second Plan from current revenues at th<? existing level of taxation, would 
work out at about Rs. 95 crores. 

. . . . . 
II. EsTIMATE OF ADDITIONAL REsoURCES FOR THE SECOND PLAN THROUGH ADOPTION l1F 

FRESH M.EASURES OF TAXATION 

In this part of the paper an attempt has been made to estimate additional resources for 
the Second Plan expected to be realised through adoption of new measures of taxation. The 
suggestions put forth by the Planning Commission from tinie to time and the recommenda
tions of the Taxation Enquiry Commission in this regard have been made the basis for these 
estimates. 

4· Tax measures adopted by the State Governments during the Current Plan 

At the time of the formulation of the first Plari, it was felt that though the State Govern
ments were rightly anxious to accelerate the pace of development within their respective 
jurisdictions, the resources available for financing the investments envisaged were not su
fficient. A portion of the short-fall of Rs. 298 crores in the funds required~ it was agreed, 
would be found by the State Governments partly through liquidation of past reserves and 
partly through adoption of additional measures of taxation amounting to about Rs. 230 crores. 
The general pattern indicating the heads of taxation w;tder which additional resources were 
to be raised, is indicated below: 

(i) Additional revenue from taxation of land 

(ii) Revenue from irrigation (covering irrigation rates and betterment levies) . 

(iii) Revenue from taxation on general commercial activity i.e., salestax, etc. 

(i'V) Taxes on luxury, etc. 

TOTAL 

(Rs. crores) 

34'0 

29·5 

25'5 

37'5 

126·5 

The balance of the resources required to cover the short-fall was also to be found by the 
State Gover~ments thou~h the heads under which the amount had to be found were n"r 
~tipqlate~. 
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Revenue from State taxes as a whole during 1951-54 has shown increa<>eover the··195o-5~ 
level, but the bulk of the increase has taken place under land revenue consequent. on the 
abolition of zamindari and other intermediary tenures. The following table _will illustra~e t?~ 
position : .. 

(Rs. crores) ·. ' 

:) 

1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 
·(R.E.) 

Land Revenue 49·6 48·o 55'9, '·· 67•8 
Agricultural Income Tax 4'1 4'3 3'9' 3'5 
State Excise 47'3 49'4 44'3 42•8 
General Sales Tax 56·5 54'5. A9·8 SS'9 
Stamps and Registration 

~ 26·o 25'9 25•'7 27'0 
Other Taxes and Duties 38'4 45'3 46'4 49'2 

TOTAL 221'9 227'4 226·0 -246·2 

It will be seen that no important changes have occurred iri the yield of the'prindpal hixes 
for the last three years. The increases in land revenue returns, which have been utilised for· 
additional expenditure in connection with the abolition of zaminda~is, ·do n~t · ~represent any. 
additional burden on the savings of the community. Increase in yields due to ·adoption 
of fresh measures under certain heads of taxation during this period has been offset by declines 

. . . '- . -. I' 
in returns under certain other taxes. On the basis of data available in the budget documents, 
fresh measures of taxation adopted by the State Governments during 1951-54 'and proposed 
to be adopted during 1954-55 'are likely to yield, over the five-year period,· about. Rs: · 75 
crores under the following major heads of. taxation; inclusive of estate duty receipts, the. total 
works out at Rs. 8o crores. ·. 1 

(i) Land revenue and Agricultural Income Tax 
(ii) Irrigation rates and betterment levies 
(iii) Receipts from commercial ventures (forests, electricity 

& minerals) 
(iv) General sales tax including taxes on specific commodities 

like petrol and cement 
(v) Miscellaneous taxes covering taxes on passenger-fares 

and freights, cess on molasses, education cess, Motor 
Vehicles Tax, Entertainment TlfK, etc. 

(vi) Estate Duty 

TOTAL 

29 P. C. 

Estimatr-d . . :yield 
during 1951..,56 on 

· the . basis· of 
measures adopted 

~ during 1951-54 
' • ·and . · proposed to 

be adopted during 
1954-55· 

· (Rs~ crores) 

3·6 
8·o 

5'4 

35'1 

., 
23·6 
4'3 

8o·o 
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It would be .seen that additional resources raised by State Governments for development 
have .considerably lagged behind the anticipated targets in the Plan. The Planning Commis
sion .hasJ fr~m time to time, ~n suggesting to the State Governments new measures of 
taXation for raising additional funds required for meeting their increasing expenditures on 
development .activities. Some of these are : 

(i) Raising of water rates to economic levels. 

(ii) Betterment levies. 

(iii) Special cesses on commercial crops. 

(iv) J'axes on land-including land revenue resettlementsJ surcharge on land revenue, 
agricultu,ral income-tax, etc. 

{v) Special assessment of ground rents irt urban areas. The scope for (iii) and (iv) 
.above has to be reviewed in the liglit of the latest trends in prices and incomes, 
.but (i), (ii) and (v) offer .considerable scope. 

·So Recommendation•· of the Ta:zatlon Enquiry Commission 

The Taxation Enquiry Coriunission .has made some concrete suggestions for raising more 
funds in view of expected increases in development outlays of the State Governments. The 
reCommendations of the Tax~tion Enquiry Commission are more or less on the lines suggest
ed by the J'lanning Commission except that it is not in favour of imposing special cess on 
comm~rcial crops. It has also recommended that taxes on properties and assessments of rents, 
etc. should exclusively be transferred to the jurisdiction of local bodies. In addition, the 
Colnmission has made the following recommendations:-

General Sales Tax / 

'field from sales tax could be considerably increased by extending it to lower income 
groups and larger number of persons. The rate of the tax, therefore, has to be 
low and the system a multi-point one. In this context, it has been recommend
~d, .that all dealers having a tum-over of Rs. sooo a year may be made liable 
to the multi-pointtax at the rate of 1/2 per cent with practically no exemptions 
except when the sale is by agriculturists who grow and sell their own produce. 
In addition, the Commission has recommended a single-point tax at the last 
stage of sale payable by dealers with tum-over of say Rs. 30,000 a year. The 
rate of this tax will be comparatively much higher and will apply to goods 
other than those entering into the cost of living of the poor classes. The rate of 
single-point tax and the taxable 'quanhun have been left to be determined by 
the State Governments themselves. 

"It has been suggested, however, that a higher rate should be imposed on luxury goods 
and the list of luxury articles should be further increased. It has alsO' been 
recommended that each State should . determine its own list of exempti(\tls en 
the basis of its revenue needs. As an example foodgrains are mentioned as an 
item which could be exempted. . . 

• 



It h• been suggested that while sales tax should cOntln~e to be a State tax,· inter
State sales slaould he taxed only by the Union Government, and net proceeds 
made available to the State Governments. For preventiDg ~on of the ·taX_, 

administrative requirements including accounts, forms of retums, etc., shOuld. 
be simplified and administration tightened up., 

St'a18 TfJ#I:BS· oH Mottlf Vehicles and MottJr Spirif .. 

Wheel taX at present being levic!lliy MlU'lici~· auttiorities should' tie discontinued 
and appropriate increase should be made; m· Nlbtot .ehi<tetl Tax levied 
by the State Governments. Part of ~e yield should be app()r.tiQn~. tp the . 
municipalities concerned. The abolition of wheel -~ 1>1 m~patitiel 
is not intended to apply to ~heel taX levied by. oorpomtions \\thl,t1i stsenc1 sub--· 
stantial sums on construction of roads. 

Rates of Motor Vehicles.Taxand taxes on goods qnd passengers •. ~~u14 ~ ~tablJ 
adjwsted so as to .recluce the tax ~pn goods and passengers in the States where . 
Moto.r Vehicles Tax itself is kept at a high level · 

It has been recommended that the entrance taXeS on motor vdli~.iees, licenses, .. \ ....... ... 

duties, etc. wherever these are in~ the nature of tax on motor vehicles registered. 
in. othet States should be abolished. 

· In regard· te sales tax on p~ol, it has been ·supled that the rate of 6 .anna~-.a gallon 
should be a ceiling ratJaer than a uniform tate. · · 

Stamp Duties 

The &ale Gevenunes.ts shou.Jd.carefully ~mine the 1ist .o(exeQ:lptiola and withdra\1' 
' • • • - •• - O'.J •• 

such of them as were not. connected with some important policy of the Govern· 
ment. 

In vie\\' of the very considerable·leewaywt1ich·bm16~ in.··aendtlil-'anli~eque habit 
in ~atlarhad ,et tb ma'kein·thts country, no·~: dUties~ belevieicMt 
cheques. . . 

Sta111p duties could be extended to instruments relatina to 1:~ ~ ihe . stock 
Bxchanse markets. 

Court Feu 

It has. been sutgested t1ilft court lees shoUld be; levied t&· ~· eJ¥~a ot Justice, 
sott1e· mditiortat revemte could:, 1io1vever; 'tie·~. br cititliling nWDCI'OWI 
exemptions. :Svasion should be minimiSed by· strktet ~ee of the pay.;; . 
ltlent of court ~·and peri0dfca1. chec.b· by· sptdal··~ 

SnurUll,.,t t. 
Slab system oftlae tax as it Jevied in some State& at prese~ it ia.r~ed, should be 

replaced by tax on a percentage ba.$is. For the purpose Of exemptions, C.nter
taialnent should be divicW .iato pro&ssiGnal and -DOD-p-ofeuiooal. · Bxemptiom 
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should be extended to non-professional entertainments and entertainments irt 
professional sector where the proceeds are devoted to a philanthropic or chari
table purposes. 
'. 

Tax on Prize Competition • 

Taxation and regulation of prize competitions should be taken over by the Central 
!Jov~rnment. · The Union GovernmeQ,t, it is suggested, might impose the tax 
and . retain the receipts. 

Betting Tax 

·The tax should . be levied on all stake money including the winnings and not only on 
the winnings as was being done in some States. 

Elect:ricity Duty 

. · It has been suggested that the rate of the duty should be reasonably low on lights and 
fans, lower on ·other domestic appliances and sufficiently low on industrial 
consumption. 

Water Rates 

- The present· system of irrigation rates had developed in different States without much 
regard to any principle. Water rates should primariJy cover at least the main
tenance charges of the servicing project. It has been recommended that water 
charges should be of two types, a small charge covering cost of repairs, establish-

.: ment, 'etc: to be recovered fro!ll every land-holder under the command of the 
·irrigation project (irrespective of whether the water is used or not) and an addi
tional charge for the supply of water from those who made use of it to cover 
debt charges and overhead expenses on a project. The method which has been 

. _ _ ·.suggested for fixing water rates is to determine them on the basis of the value of 
1· - . 

crop grown: 

Betterment· Levy 

Betterment levy is based on the principle of taxing unearned increment in land values. 
The Commission, however, suggests that this should not be extended to minor 
irrigation works. These works do not provide adequate protection. The 
betterment _in these cases ~s neither permanent nor determinable. The cost of 

. construction is small and the maintenance cost low. In the case of minor . . 

jqigat~on ~orks,. e~ha':lcement of water rates would, therefore, be more appro
priate. 

The quantum of the levy on major irrigation works may be fixed ·at a maximum 
· · · ·- · · · · ·· ·of 50 per cent of the increase in the capitalised ·value of land due to irrigation . 

. The recovery of the levy should not impose heavy burden by way of large ins
talments and should, therefore, be spread over a reasonably long period. 
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6. Additional Resources for the Second Plan 

It is difficult to foresee how soon and to what extent it would be possible for the State· 
Governments to enforce the above recommendations. However, if the recommendations_ 
and measures suggested by the Planning Commission and the Taxation Enquiry Commission 
were to be adopted at about the beginning of the Second Plan period, additional resources 
of the order of Rs. 210 crores could be estimated for the next five years under the following 
main heads: 

( 1) Betterment levy :-

(a) Multi-purpose projects 
(b) Major irrigation works 

(2) Sales tax 

. 
\ 

• I 

(3) Increase in yield on account of imposing sales tax on inter-State transactions 
by the Union Government 

(4) Stamps and Court fees 
(5) Entertainment and betting tax 
(6) Special cess on Commercial crops 
(7) Irrigation rates (estimated increase due to upward revision of rates) 
(8) Land Revenue (estimated increase due to surcharge and revenue resettle:

ments) 
(9) Agricultural Income Tax 

TOTAL 

1956:.;57 'to · 
1960"'61 

(Rs. crores) · . -

38•0 
17'0 

· ss•o _,_ 

15'0 

IO•O 

s·o 
s·o 

20•0 
~- ' . . 

35·0 
IO·O · 

210•0 
' 

-y.-. --

. . 
In arriving at these estimates, as already mentioned, account • has been taken of the 

recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission in regard to the enhancement of 
rate and coverage of various taxes. The bases of these estimates in certain cases are 'further 
explained. 

._, 
Betterment Levy (Multipurpose and Major Irrigation· Projects) _ _ _ _, 

The estimate of yield from this source has been calculated on the basis of information 
contained in the project reports in regard to the extension of irrigation facilities. to new areas 
dur~g the current and the next Plan periods and the rate of the levy as indicated in enabling 
legislation passed so far by various State Governments. It has been aSsumed that about 
I 7 million acres of additional land will be brought ¥nder irrigation due to th~ completion of 
these projects partly during the present Plan and partly during the course of the Second P~ 
The rate of levy, on an average, has been assumed at about Rs. 100 per acre payable in fifteen 
equated annual instalments. · · · . t ' 
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The principle of imposition of betterment levy on minor irrigation works has been accep· 
ted by some of the State Governments, but in view of recommendations to the contrary 
by the Taxation Enquiry Commission in this regard, no credit has been taken for receipts 
from this source in the above estilnates. 

Sllles TllX 

The recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission in so far as general sales 
tax is concerned are quite far reaching. In States other than Madras, A.ndhra, Bombay, 
Mysore, Hyderabad and Travancore-Cochin, where single-point sales tax is being levied, the 
adoption ofthe dual system recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission is estimated 
to rise by .about 50 per cent the present annual yield of about Rs. 20 crores a year in these 
States. -rncrea5es in yield will also take place in other States viz., Bombay, Madras, Andhra, 
Mysore and Travancore-Cochin where double-point and multi-point sales tax systems already 
prevail, but these may not be very large. On this basis estimate of additional amount from 
this source has been ·put a't Rs. ·55 cl'ores for th'e next five· years. 

It is estimated that net yield of another Rs .. 15 crores might accrue by bringing within the 
purview of sales tax inter-State transactions as suggested by the Taxation Enquiry Commi-
lSi on. . ' 

. . 
Cess on Commerci"l Crops 

The Taxation Enquiry Commission is not. in favour of imposing special cesses on com· 
mercia! crops; The estimate of Rs. s crores indicated above is based on the estimates in this 
regard recently furnished by some of the State Governments. 

Irriglltion Rates 

Area under irrig~tion .will ~crease from so million acres in 1950-51 to about 70 million 
acres by.~gs6-.S7· Total annual yield at the rate of Rs. s per acre] net of working expenses at 
30 percent would come to about Rs. 22 crores a year. The increase in rates by about 15 per 
cent should bring in an additional ainount of Rs. 20 crores over the five-year period. 

Land Reoenue. 
in view of the fall in agricultural priCes, it may be difficult to expect at present substantial 

increase in yield from this source, but as a result of increase in development outlays envisa· 
ged over the Second Plan period, one could anticipate increase in agricultural prices and, 
therefore, some action on the part of the State Governments for increasing yield from land 
revenue would not be unjustified. In so far as surcharge on land revenue is con· 
cemed, the Taxation Enquiry Commission has recommended that this tax should be levied 
by local bodies and proceeds of the tax should also go to them. For the purpose of these .esti· 
mates, it has been assumed that during the next Plan period, State Governments will retain 
the proceeds of the tax. The additionaJ yield has been worked out on the assumption that 
the States where surcharge on land revenue is not being levied at present would levy it at the 
rate of about 20 per cent on holdings below 30 acres and 40 per cent on the holdings above ~ 
level during the course of the Second Plan period. 
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Stamps, Court Fees, Entertainment and Betting Taxes 

Increases under these heads have been estimated on the basis of the Taxation Enquiry 
Commission's recommendations summed up earlier in this paper. 

Agricultural l1Zcome Tax 
. I 

At present agricultural income tax is levied in eleven States. The yield from this source 
has been declining due to land reform policy of the governmental authorities. However, if 
recommendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission in regard to the· lowering of the 
exemption limit of the tax and bringing it in line with the general income tax is accepted 
and if the remaining States impose the tax, an additional yield of about Rs. 10_ crores ~t 
be expected over the next five years. 

7· Estimate of Total Contribution on Revenue Account 

It would be recalled that the State Governments' contribution for the Second· Plan fr~~ 
revenue account, at the existing level of taxation, was estimated at about Rs. 9.5 crores. . 'Total .. 
contribution on revenue account after taking into account the estimated additional.resources 
is thus expected to amount to about Rs. 305 crores. ' · . . 

III. EsTIMATE OF CoNTRIBUTION FOR THE SEcOND PLAN oN CAPITAL ACC?O'QN'l' · · 

8. Receipts and Disbursements on Capital Account 

It is estimated that net inflows on capital account excluding loans from ,the· Centre far 
financing expenditures under the Plan during the next five years would be of the order of RJ. 
395 crores as indicated below:-

I. Loans and advances 
2. Unfunded debt and share of Small Savings •. 
3· Deposits and Advances (net) • · •. 
4· Loans from the public (these may either be raised by the State Governments 

or by the Central Government for them) 
S· Disbursements on account of repayments of loans to the public 
6. Disbursements on account of repayments of loans to the Centre 

NET CONTRIBUTION ON CAPITAL ACCOUNT (I+2+3+4)-(S+6) 

The bases of these estimates are explained below:

Loans and 'Advances 

195&-57 to · · r 
'1 . 1960~61 . . 

@,s.c;rores ). . 

(+)so 
( +) 125 . 

(+). IS,O 

<+1250 
(-) 30. 

(---) IjO 

<+) 395 

It is expected that over the current Plan period, there would be net outflows· of about 
Rs. 140 crores under loans and advances. These outflows are partly due to larger loan accom
modation to cultivators on account of scarcity and partly due to advances made under deve
lopme~t schemes. It is estimated that at least about Rs. so crores of th~e loans will be repaid 
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to the State Governments. This estimate of inflow does not take into account outflows which 
might take place under the Second Five Year Plan. The disbursements on this acc.Y.mt 
are to be included in development outlays under the Plans of the State Governments. 

Uufunded Debt and share of Small Savings . 

Assuming the yield from Small Savings at about Rs. 6o crores a year and assuming 
. that the State Governments will continue to receive by way of loans from th~ Centre, collec
tions above Rs. 45 crores a year under Small Savings, the State Governments would receive 
about Rs. 7S crores on this account. The balance of Rs. so crores is estimated to accrue to the 
State Governments under' Unfunded debt'. At present, net annual receipts under this head 
are estimated at about Rs. 8 crores. 

Deposits and Advances 

~ · ·· . ·.Net 'outflows under Deposits and Advances over tpe current Plan period, on present indica
·. tio~s, are expected to amount to Rs. 12S crores to Rs. I30 crores. About so per cent of this 
amount is accounted for by bonds issued by some of the States like Uttar Pradesh in favour 
of Zamindars towards payment of compensation and thus are not real. Other factors govern
ing ~he movement of funds under this head are also of uncertain character. Therefore, no 
net receipts are expected from this source during the Second Plan period on account of out
flows during the current Plan. The estimate of inflow of Rs. I 50 crores represents appropria
tions on revenue a<;:count for avoidance of debt envisaged over the Second Plan period. 

' ~. ' ' 

Loans from the Public 

The estimates in regard to receipts under loans from the public are based on the assump
tions that the market will develop the capacity of absorbing net issues (i.e., net of repayment) 
of the ·order. of about Rs. I :io to Rs. I20 crores a year over the period ofthe Second Plar •. 
. Of..this, the States' share will roughly amount to Rs. 40 to 45 crores a year . 

. •. 
Repayments of Loa~ to t~e C~ntre : 

-The estimate of repayment of Central loans covers loans from S.D.F., loans given to the 
State Governments for financing· expenditures in respect of projects under the Centre's and 
States' Plans and other 16ans. It is assumed for the purpose of this stateme:.1t that amount 
reali~ed on account of betterment levies will be made over to the Centre towa.-ds repayment 
of loans received fo~ irrigation projects. 

IV. ESTIMATE OF CONTRIBUTION OF THE STATE GoVERNMENTS FOR THE Srco ND FIAN CN 

REVENUE AND CAPITAL ACCOUNTS 

9· In the light of the above estimates of contributions from revenue account for the Second 
Plan at the existing level of taxation, of additional estimates of resources through adoption 

'of fresh measures of taxation, and of inflows on capital account, the net contricution_ of the 
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State Governments for the Second Plan might be put at about Rs. 700 crores. The following 
statement sums up the position :-

Savings from current revenues estimated at the existing level of taxation 

Estimated additional receipts on account of adoption of new measures of taxa-
tion • 

Estimated inflows on capital account • 

TOTAL 

(Rs. crores) 
1956-57 to 

196o-61 

. 95"0 

2IO•(j 

39S·O 

700·0 

10. Resources estimated to be available to the State Governments for the Second Plan 
are not sufficient to enable them to undertake a high level of development activity. In fact, 
even these estimates may prove to be on the optimistic side. In working them out, it has 
been assumed that non-Plan development expenditures . (exclusive of recurring and. main..: 
tenance expenditure on new development activity taken up during the present Plan) during 
the Second Plan period will not ·exceed the level reached by 1955-56. Revenue from sales 
tax, taxes on sale of motor spirit, the States' share of income tax .and Central excise will increase 
almost proportionately to increases postulated for. national income. Additional measures of 
taxation recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission and suggested from time to time 
by the Planning Commission will be adopted during the course of the Second Plan period. 
Inflows on account of borrowings from the public will exceed the level reached in i954~55. 
These assumptions may or may not materialise. To conclude, it may be said that substantial 
stepping up of development outlays of the State Governments will. have to be sustained by 
Central assistance at a rate higher than that reached for the pr~sent Plan . 

.. ·;·~ 



STATEMENT l w 
00 
00 

Receipts on Revenue Account, I9JI-jj; Estimates for I9SS-S6 and z9s6-6z-Part 'A' and 'B' Stales. ' 

(Rs. crores) 

Estimated 

' 
increase 

1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 . 1953-54 1954-55 195s-s6 1951-56 1956-61 during 
Accts. Accts .. Accts. R.E. B.E. Estimated 5 years Estimated 1956-6! 

total total over 
5 years the 

195s-s6 
level 

~ 

;; 
rn 

I. Tax Revenue \ 1'!1 

8 
Share of Income tax . 47·7 .52·7 57·0 57·3(a). 56.o(c) 57 .o(d) 280.0 325.0 40.0 ~ 
Share of Central excise duties 1·4 1.8 16.2 15 .6(a) IS.I(c)- ·16.7(d) 65·4 93·5 IO.O ~ 

Share in estate duties !.3 3·0 4·3 20.0 5·0 < l'l1 General sales tax 56·5 54·5 49·8 54·6 54·9 58.o 271.8 325.0 35·0 
~ Tax on sale of motor spirit 3·5 4·5 6.o 7·5 7·8 9·0 34·8 50.0 5·0 

Stamps and Registration 26:o 26.1 26.6 27·5 l 131:8 147·5 10.0 > 25·9 25·7 ~ 

Land Revenue . 49·6 48.o. 55·9 67.2 7!.7_8 74·5 1 ~ 

Agricultural Income tax 3-0 I t"' 
4·1 4·3. 3·9 3·5 3·2 ~ State excise 47·3 49·4 44·4 42-8 41 ·9 4!.0 ~ 759·7 8oo.o* * 

Receipts under Motor Vehicles I 

Act . 8.5 9·8 II .I !2.8 !2.8 13.0 I 
Other Taxes and Duties 26.4· 3!.0 29.2 28.3 28.3 28.5 J 

TOTAL TAX REVENUE . 271.0 28!.9 299·2 315·5 320.0 33!.2 1547·8 1761 .O 105.0 



II. Revenue from Commercial 
Vmtures 

Forests 
Irrigation (Net) 
Receipts from Electricity 

Schemes . 
Road Transport 

TOTAL COMMERCIAL VENTURES 

III. Other Revenue 
Debt Services 
Civil Works 
Civil Administration 
Miscellaneous Receipts . 
Extraordinary Receipts . 
Tr~'1sfer from State Funds 

TOTAL O"[HER REVENUE • 

19.2 
7·4 

30.1 

6.6 
3·1 

30·5 
13·5 
1.4 
5·8 

. 21.2 
8.0 

3·4 
o.6 

33·2 

~·5 
3·3 

33·2 
13·9 
3·9 

10.7' 

'71 ·.5 

3·3 
o.1 

30.8 

. 6.9 
3·8 

33·8 
12·3 
2.6 

13.0 

4·4 
0.7 

34·6 

8.1 
3·6 

33·7 
10.1 
2.6 
8.1 

66.2 

19.6 
12·3 

S·O 
- o.8 

37·7 

1·9 
3·7 

37·5 
II ·4 
3·5 
7·7 

20.0 
15·0 

8.o 
0·9 

43·9 

9·0 
4·0 

. 39·0 
u.S 
3·5 
7 ·7' 

75·0 

. 
24.1 
3·1 

180.2 

356.8 

rro.o 
.z1o.5 

75·0 
6.0 

10.0 
35·5 

'35·0 
-1.5 

301 ·5 82.o(b) 

395 .o 2o.o(b) 

------------------------------·------~~--------------------------

JV. Statutory Grants from the 
Centre • 15·7 17.8 19·3 20~8 21 .. 0 21.0 100.1 105-0 

-
-GRAND TOTAL· 377·7 ~ . 404·4 437·1 471.1 2184·9 

*Increase iri yield from land revenue on account of abolition of Zamindari has not been taken into account. It is estimated that 
other increases in receipts from these taxes will be neutralized by estimated transfer of funds approximately amounting to aoout 
Rs. JO crores a year to local bodies as a result ofth1'faxation Enquiry Commission r~commendations. . · · · 

(a) Actual as shown in Central Government· .Budget documents.· - _ - .. 
(b) Assumptions on which these increases have been based are mentioned on pages 3 73 and 37 4 of th~ paper. , 

-(c) Revised Estimates as sho~nin. Central Government Budget do~um~nts. ' 
(d) Budget Estimates as ~hown in Central Governnl.ent Budget documents:· 



STATEMENT II 
I 

Financing of the State Plan tgsz·ss, Estimates for t9SS-S6 and for zgs6-6z 

' 
, (Rs. crores) 

• ~Targets Estimates 
1951-52 199-53 1953-54 1954-55 1955-56 1951-56 for the for 
Actuals Accts. R.E. B.E. Estimated Total first 1956--61 

Plan Total 

.. 
I. Balance from Revenue Account 64·7 56.3 39·1 37·1 35·0 232.2 412.7 305· 
2. Loans from the Public • II •5 I6.6 39·9 25·~ 40.0 133·0 79·0 250.0 

3· Deposits, loans and advance3 alld othe ~· 
mis. sources on capital account • . · .20.7 . -15·7 19·5 15.0 20.0. 18.1· 42.8 70·0· 

4· States' share of small savings ... n n 1s:o 
5· Funds raised by withdrawal. from Cash 

Balance, sale of securities and increase in 
floating debt 45·0 49·7 Ilo7 59·6 so.o 216.o 67·9 •• ---------------------- ---

ToTAL (I to s> IOO··S 106.9 II0.2 136·7 
I 

145·0 599·3 6:>2.4 700 . -------------------------------6. Central assistance for the State Plans 28.5 36·7 57•1 85·7 Io8.o 316.o 316.o t 
-----------~------------ --

7: Total Resources for the State Plans 
. 

918.4 129.0 143.6 I67•3 2212.4 253·0 915·3 . 700 

•or this, about Rs. so crores are accounted for by estimated receipt under unfunded debt during the next five years. 
N- Negligible. . ' , 
Ult is estimated that drawable reserves of cash and securities accumulated by the State Governments in the past would 

be almost exhausted by the end of the present Plan period. 
tThe resources position estimated for the Second Five Year Plan period reveals that for development outlays in the Plan 

Central assistance will be required at a rate higher than that reached for the present Plan. No estimate of the likely order of 
Central assistance is however made in this statement. · 
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LEITER OF TRANSMITTAL 

Two notes are sent herewith, one on " Estimates of Savings and Investment and an 
Appraisal of the Pmblems of Resource Mobilisation" and the other on "Balance of Payments 
and Planned DevelopJ71ent". Both have been prepared by members of the Staff of the De
partment of Research and Statistics, Reserve Bank of India. They do not represent the 
views of the Department, much less of the Bank. They are very tentative and are merely in
tended to be of assistance in thinking about the Plan Frame. The estimates for the Second 
Plan have been set out only il). order to afford a convenient starting point for discussion, and 
have been based, as far as possible, on information available with us or what seemed to us 
to be reasonable_ to assume in particular cases. The appraisal of the problems of resource mobi
lisation aims merely at raising issues which will have to be considered carefully and on which 
policy decisions would have to be taken. 

The note on Savings and Investment covers the following :- (i) Policy Issues for 
Cdnsideration, (ii) Current Savings and Investment in the Economy, (iii) An Appraisal of the 
Problems of Resource Mobilisation for the Second Five Year Plan, (iv) Small Savings and 
(v) Bank Finance for Industry. That on the Balance of Payments contains three sections: 
(i) Balance of Payments during the First Five Year. Plan, (ii) Available Foreign Exchange 
Resources for the Second Five Year Plan and (iii) Balance of Payments Problems· in the 
Second Five Year Plan. 

Department of Research and Statistics, 
Reserve Bank of India, Bombay-I. 

Afarch 30, 1955. · 
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1. ESTIMATES OF SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT AND AN APPRAISAL OF 
. THE PROB~EMS OF RESOURCE MOBILISATION 

I. POLICY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 

An attempt is made in the following pages to elucidate the main policy issues that arise in 
connection with the framing of the Second Five Year Plan, and on which decisions will have 
to be taken. It is assumed that this Plan will be one of a ~eries covering, say, 25-30 years. 

· 2. It is useful to start with· certain obvicrus facts. The series of policy measures that 
may be suggested for the Second Plan have to satisfy the following conditions : 

(i) They must be mutually consistent. 

(ii) They must make a significant difference to the rate of development. 

(iii) They must facilitate the reduction in inequalities of income and wealth over a period 
of timq( • · . · ' 

(iv) They must be broadly compatible with the democratic structure envisaged in the. 
Constitution •. 

There are no ready-made criteria for judging the suitability of any set of policies. Whe~ 
ther or not different policies may be considered mutually consistent depends ,on· the ends in 
view. The compatibility of policies has therefore to be considered along with the compatibility 
of the desired objectives. 

3· We might presume the general acceptance in the country of two ·'omnibus' ob
jectives. The first is the strengthening and preservation of the democratic political struc~ 
ture ; the second is the building up of " a socialistic pattern of society ". How far these are 
simultaneously attainable is a question which we need not take up here. It wouldbe more 
useful to consider the implications of these two. # ""· 

4· Very broadly, the desirability of maintaining the basic democratic structure obtaining 
in the country limits the extent to which the making of policy decisions ~Oi:!ld be centralised. 
In the economic sphere, the allocation of productive resources will have to be determined 
(in part, at any rate) by the decisions taken by a multiplicity of agencies, public and private. 
This puts a premium on measures which, without directly prescribing the pattern of be- . 
. haviour for each unit, can bring about the desired result through generally applicable checks 
and stimuli. Alternatively, where compulsory measures are resorted to, they must have a clear
cut mandate from Parliament. 

5· This has certain implications. A carefully worked out plan will in fact involye direc
tion of physical resources in a given manner. In a completely collectivised system, this. may 
be achieved by strict control over the distribution of materials and manpower, thus involving . 
the curtailment of freedom in regard to the use of one's labour or p~operty. ·Should this be· 
considered by society as unacceptable, the allocation of resources has to be engineered through 

393 
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the market mechanism. That is to say, over a wide field, the Government can only operate as 
a competing buyer or seller, and se~k to influence the supply-demand-price complex in a 
manner conducive to the desired manner of utilisation of resources. Broad decisions as to 
the extent to which such interference in markets is necessary and possible have to be taken. 
The main factors here are, on the one hand, the ' boldness ' of the plan envisaged, and, on the 
other, the capacity of the administrative machinery to operate effectively in several markets. 

6. This is brought out more clearly when we look at the other main objective, viz., the 
creation of a socialistic pattern of society. Basically, this involves (a) a certain measure of 
social ownership or. control of means of production and (b) reduction of inequalities in indi• 
vidual income. While these are being sought, there has to be at the same time a marked 

/ increase in national output and employment. Indeed, the beneficial effects on these should 
be demonstrably higher than what would obtain under a non-socialistic pattern. If it is 
demonstrated that State interference in allocation of resources leads to a substantial increase 
in production and employment, and that these are further associated with more equitable dis
tribution, opposition to such measures on non-economic grounds would be greatly reduced. 

7· We might, at this stage, put down the series of questions that arise from the above : 

(a) At the end of the First Five Year Plan, despite the increase in public investment, 
the size of the public sector-i. e., the sector in which the ownership and use of resources rests 
with Government or. Government agencies-will be smaller than that of private sector. The 
relative size of each of the sectors has to be altered if, over a period, firm bases for a socialistic 
economy are to be laid. Should the relative increase in size of the. public sector be brought 
about by concentrating Government investment in certain sectors ? Or, should it be through 
Government's entry into a variety of fields ? 

(b) Nationalisation as a means of extending the public sector has apparently to be limited 
to those cases where such a policy is clearly expected to add to output, directly or indirectly, 
or to serve the national interest in some other defined way. From the policy angle, the 
questions are : are there any spheres in which nationalisation of existing units is called for ? 
If so, what is the order of priority for taking over these ? 

(c) In the matter of extension of the size of the public industrial sector, there is already 
the Industrial Policy Statement which lays down the broad fields of operation for public 
and private enterprise. This makes the State primarily responsible for develop~ent of the: 
basic and heavy industries. In this connection, the relative emphasis to be placed on such 
industries vis-a-vis light industries and consumer goods industries will have 'to be 
determined. 

(d) In certain fields, e.g., steel, private investme~t in new units is not at present permissi
ble. It is for consideration whether the desired increase in private investment can take place 
within the existing range of industries. If the answer is in the negative should Govern
ment's indu~trial policy be reformulated so as to permit private investment in hitherto 
reserved sectors ? 
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(e) Arising from the above, a decision has to be taken regarding permissible expansion . 
in consumer goods industries in the private sector. With larger investment, there will ob
viously be an increased demand for consumer goods, and their output will have to be stepped · 
up. While considerations of employment warrant a larger share to small-scale units, other 
factors, such as productive efficiency, absorption of output ofmachine-making indUstries, 
etc., support sizeable expansion of organized consumer goods industries. How should the 
increase be distributed between large and small-scale units ? 

(f) Since fuller employment is one of the objectives, should labour-intensive methods of 
production be in general preferred ? What should be the policy regarding · rationalisa· · 
tion? 

(g) The place of State trading in the socialistic pattern of society that is envisaged has to 
be elucidated. The main criteria here would be : (i) rationalisation of the distributive· me
chanism (e.g., in regard to raw materials and products of small-scale industries), (ii) augmen-. 
tation of the resources of the public sector through trading profits and (iii) mitigation of spe
culative price variations. In the light of these, what is the proper approach to extension of 
State trading activities ? · 

8. No attention has been paid in the above paragraphs to such matters as agriCultural "· 
investment, constrUction activity, foreign trade, etc. It is assumed that, by 'and large, these
will remain in the private sector. Also, changes in these will be closely related to wider issues . · 
like land reform, trade, exchange policy, etc. To the extent that these sectors are relevant 
to questions of mobilisation of resources, they are briefly touched upon in later paragraphs. 

Resources and their Mobilisation 

9. The problems that arise in regard to mobilisation of financial resources for the Second · " 
Plan are generally known. We shall therefore deal with these here very briefly. The principal 
considerations to be borne in mind in framing policy are the following : • ,. -

(a) All savings out of current incume should be mobilised for financing. the Plalt, ; 

(b) As income increases, an increasing portion of it should be diverted to invest, 
ment; 

(c) This diversion should, as far as practicable, be through voluntary~rather than.-_· 
'forced' savings; 

(d) Simultaneously, there should be- a reduction in income-inequalities; and···· 

(e) In the aggregate, consumption expenditure should keep a step ahead of. the in~ ·. 
crease in population, so that per capita consumption is not reduced. 

These are the basic requirements. They become complicated because the needs of the . 
public and private sectors have to be satisfied concurrently. 

Publlc Sector 

10. The resources for the public sector are the following : (a) Taxation, (b) BorroWing. 
(c) Profits of Public Enterprises, (d) Social Security Contribution.~ .. (e) Foreign Assistance 
and (f) Deficit-financing. The scope for each of these, and the principal consideratiQQJ J 

29 P.C· · 
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involved, are examined at some length in a later section of this note. They have also been 
closely surveyed in the Taxation Enquiry Commission Report. Here, a few general points 
may be mentioned. 

(a) .Taxation :-

(i) The objective of reducing income inequalities supports the case for progressive taxes, 
both on income and wealth. How much farther than the 1955-56 budget can we go ? 

(ii) In the field of commodity taxation, consistent with the objectives of higher standards 
of life and social justice, and taking into account political opposition to increased taxation on, 
e.g., the rural sector, what is the extent to which it may be widened or deepened ? 

(iii) Increased taxation and garnering of surpluses from public enterprises are modes of 
raising ' public savings '. But this can be brought about only if Government ' consumption ' 
expenditure remains stable or increases only slowly. In practice, however, such expendi-
ure might go up inevitably with the extension of the functions of the State ai}d other reasons. 

for itistance, exercise of greater control on the private sector, which may be essential for the 
plan, will mean larger outlay on administration of such controls. This is obviously not part 
of development outlay, but it is in a way unavoidable. What steps would be necessary for 
keeping down non-development outlay, properly defined ? Related to this, would forma
tion of ' public corporations ' for carrying out development programmes of the Government 
help in · cutting , down costs of operation ? 

(b) Borrowing.-The crux of the problem here is setting a target which would not chokf 
off private capital borrowing and which would be met out of genuine savings. Some of the 
points that may be considered are : . . 

' 
· . · (i) What should be the maturity pattern of government debt ? 

(ii) Should a sinking fund be created ? 

(iii) What should be the relation of public debt policy to monetary policy in general ? 

· '··As regards small savings, the question' is primarily one of organisation. Already several 
innovations have been made in this field ; if these prove effective in the coming years, the 
rate of increase in small savings should go up more rapidly. 

(c) Profits of Public Enterprises.-It is necessary to go into the entire question of price 
policy for such enterprises. In principle, they should be able to cover their costs and yield 
a surplus. . How big, as a proportion of the investment, should such surpluses be ? What 
enterprises should be allowed to function on a no-profit-no-loss basis or subsidised ? If 
they cater to a variety of consumers, what should be the policy regarding price or product dis
crimination ? Related to this is the question of fiscal monopolies. What is the scope for 
these as a source of funds for development ? 

(d) Social Security Contributions.-This is a relatively untapped field in India. A 
beginning has been made in the Employees' State Insurance Scheme. What further scope 
there is for such measures requires consideration. 
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• 
(e) Foreign Assistance.-It is difficult to say how important this source will be, for it 

depends partly on our policies and attitudes, and partly on those of the countries providing it. 
While the approach to direct Government·to-Government assistance has therefore· to- be 
somewhat circumspect, assistance from international organisations should be readily acceP'" 
table. These will, by and large, be in the form of loans. To what extent. India's external 
debt could be increased without straining the balance of payments needs to be _determined. 
The question of external resources for the Plan is discussed in a separate note entitled 
"Balance of Payments and Planned Development ". 

(f) Deficit Financing.-Decisions have to be taken regarding the total deficit a~ well as itS 
phasing. On the face of it, the larger the deficit, the ' bolder ' the Plan seems to be. The 
size of the deficit has to be related to a variety of factors (vide Section III). Considering all 
these, fixing the size of the deficit amounts in effect to fixing the size of the Plan. All the 
policy decisions relevant to the latter are therefore relevant to the former. In a wider sense, 
it involves a general policy decision regarding controls. Since in the past few years we have· 
dispensed with controls over a wide field, the point for decision is this : Is deficit financing 
to be envisaged with less or more controls ? If larger deficit financing warrants more con-
trols, would a reversal of the trend towards decontrol be practicable ? · 

Private Sector 

11. Within the private sector, the sources for investment in agriculture, rural construc
tion, etc. are in general found within the rural areas. Augmentation of these is dependent 
on increase in agricultural incomes in one way or another. Undoubtedly, a large ·part ·of 
rural investment is direct, and therefore mof?ilisation of resources for these amounts to 
mobilisation of materials and manpower. No question of finance intervenes. Increase 
in such investment is a matter of physical organisation. With regard to monetary savings 
and investment, however, the problem of proper institutional arrangements fo(_Q.rawing in 
and utilisation of all the funds has to be tackled. One of the questions which arises here 
is that of the place of commercial banking as a means of mobilising rural resource~. The 
question of the need for or advantages of free access of urban areas to' rural resources or vice 
versa has to be considered. 

Like agriculture, small-scale industries and housing depend on more or less, un~rganised 
sources. The problems with regard to small-scale industries have recently been examined 
by the Shroff Committee and the Ford Foundation Team. As regards housing, th~ issue is 
how much of national savings should be allowed to go into this type of iiivestment ? Since 
house construction is relatively labour intensive in India, increased investment in that field 
will add to employment substantially. Apparently, the public sector could devote sizeable 
amounts to industrial housing projects and constrUction ot: roads,· etc. ·; this would perhaps . 
take up some of the slack in employment. There may thus be a case for some restraint on the 
growth of private investment in housing. Bearing all this in view, what should be the 
priority for and size of private investment in buildings ? 
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Lasdy, to enable larger investments in productive fields, investments in trading stocks 
may have to be kept in check. With increase in economic activity, the absolute size of trad
ing stocks may also go up. But it appears essential to moderate the increase in such invest

. ment. What policy should be adopted to prevent large reinvestments of trading profits in 
· stocks ? . ·In this connection also, the question of State trading comes up. 

Turning to the organised industrial sector, the sources are : (i) Undistributed profits 
and Depreciation allowances, (ii) Borrowings on the capital market, (iii) Assistance from 
special institutions, (iv) Foreign investment and (v) Financial institutions for working capital. 
The, magnitude of resources available as undistributed profits and depreciation allowances 
depends on the sales proceeds, costs, tax-payments and dividends. We might presume that 

. ·with greater economic. activity, sales proceeds will generally increase. The resources position 
will depend, apart from taxation, mainly on the following : (a) policy regarding prices of raw 
materials especially agricultural products, (b) labour policy including rationalisation, (c) policy 
regarding imported raw materials, and (d) the general policy regarding dividends. What 
combination of these will be conducive to the best interests of private industry as well as 
the others requires elucidation. In regard to dividends policy, higher rates may act as an in
centive to new investors. A view has to be taken on the importance to be attached to 
this • 

. Foreign private investments (including reinvestments) have been of some importance in 
the First Five Year Plan. The general attitude to such investments has to be defined. How 
.far and in what direction should they be encouraged? 

As regards working capital, given the expansion in money supply consequent upon de
ficit financing and increase in economic activity, there should be no serious difficulty so far as 
organised industry is concerned. A main point of importance is the extent to which the 

'- pattern of bank advances could be altered to suit the needs of industry through policy mea
sures. 

We· have confined ourselves in the preceding paragraphs to an elucidation of some of 
the policy issues that need to be resolved for formulating the Second Five Year Plan. The 
list is obviously not exhaustive. But it seeks to draw attention to those issues in respect 

· or'which .. bold ' decisions have to be taken if the Plan is to be a ' bold ' one. 
' . . 

II. CuRRENT SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT IN THE EcoNOMY 

Estimates of savings and investment in the economy for 195o-51 and 1953-54 are given 
. in the Report of the Taxation Enquiry Commission. The method and assumptions are des
. aibed briefly at pp. 136-139 of the Report. Similar estimates for 1954-55 may be made, 
. but they would be provisional, even in respect of public investment which forms the larger 

part of total investment. In the table below public investment is shown lower than ouday 
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tinder the Plan, as only what broadly corresponds to net investment in the latter is included 
here. 

Public Investment • 

Private Investment-

(a) Organized Enterprise 

(b) Urban Housing 

(c) Rural Investment · • 

(d) Transport (other than Railways) 

Investment abroad (net) . 

Aggregate Net Investment 

National Income 

Investment 

Rate of Investment (% of National Income) 

A. Public Sector (Centre and States)

( a) From current revenues 

{b) Net Loan Receipts 

(c) Treasury Bills 

(d) Small Savings 

Savings 

(e) Other Unfunded Debt, Deposits, etc. 

• Estimated. 

Savings-contd. 

B. Other Savings of the Privat8 Sector-

(a) New Subscriptions to Capital of Companies 

(b) Savings of Corporate Enterprise . 

(In. crores .~f rupees) 

1950-51 

185 

55 
90 

140 

25 
6o 

550 
9·530 

s·8 

.. . 
. 

1953-54 1954-55 

305 380 

55 60. 

120 .135 

i6o .170 

20 20 

70 ·1,S 

. 730· . 750 

10,500* 

7'0 

1953-54 . 19$4-55. ___ ,. __ 
1:~< 55 70 

-- _. ..... 
46 70 

2o ' .... •·• 

40 ··45 
47 55 

208 24(. 

.. 

1953-54 1954-55 

25 
70 
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Savings-Contd.. 

(c) Deposits of Scheduled Banks 

(d) Insurance Companies . 

(e) Estimated increase under Share Capital and Deposits of 
Co-operatives 

(f) Savings in Rural Sector (Investment in Housing and other 
_ Rural Investment) . . • . . • 

{g) Other Private Savings 

9 

14 
II 

lbO 

253 

170 

175 

522. 510 

A brief explanation of the 1954-55 estimates is given below. Industrial production 
shows a sustained rise since 1950 : the index for 1954 is placed at 145 as against 135 in 
1953 and 129 iii 1952. Again, the paid-up capital of 854 common companies, according 
to balance sheet data, increased from Rs. 300 crores as_at the end of December 1953 toRs. 320 
crores as at the end of December 1954. A part of this increase is due to bonus shares. Even 
after allowing for capitalisation of reserves, there would remain a noticeable increase in fresh 
capital. Further, available data of fresh issues in the market,:more recently, also show a de

. finite increase in subscriptions over previous years. The trends in dividend declarations 
and indices of variable dividend industrial securities indicate a certain improvement in the 
·profits of industry. _This may also be inferred from recent price movements ; there has been 
a slight rise in the price indices for manufactures in the context of a general price decline, 
particularly of foodgrains (therefore, lower wage costs), and to a less extent of industrial raw 
materials (therefore, lower raw material costs for industry). Hence, both savings and in
vestment of corporate enterprise are placed higher in 1954-55· 

While it is not possible to estimate directly the investment in urban housing, the estimate 
for 1954-55 is placed higher than for 1953-54 in view of the rise in cement output of 8 per 
cent in 1953 over 1952 and of 16 per cent in 1954 over 1953. Taking into account the avail-

. ·able results of 8uccessive rounds of the National Sample Survey regarding rural expenditure, 
per household, on improvement and construction of houses, wells, etc., agricultural imple
ments and land improvement, and adjusting for the fact that with the progress and comple
tion of irrigation projects, there would be a complementary increase in private investments 

. u1 this sector, total rural investment is placed sli'ghtly higher for 1954-55, even allowing for 
the decline in agricultural prices. 

Before we proceed to indicate the size of the Second Five Year Plan, it would be pertinent 
to take a view, in broad terms, of the actual investment in the First Five Year Plan period. 

(In crores of rupees) 
Public Private Total 

Estimated Plan Outlay 2,240 1,500 3·740 

Of which, Net Investment 1,8oo 1,200 3,000 

Actual Net Investment r,60o 1,8oo 3>400 
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Actual investment in the private sector is based on the estimates given above, and differs 
from the Plan estimate for the private sector partly due to differences in coverage and methods 
of estimation. Therefore, only the respective shares of public and private sectors in total 
investment activity in the economy may be compared. · 

Certain items included in the Plan outlay would not correspond to net investment ; for 
. instance, in the public sector, some recurring expenditure on revenue account was included 
in the Plan outlay. Again, of the programme for railways amounting toRs. 400 crores, only 
Rs. 250 crores was to be spent on expansion, and this figure was included in the Plan outlay. 
Actually, however, it would appear that not more than Rs. 200 crores is in the natUre of exp.en
diture on expansion, so that a part of expenditure on replacement was included in the origi 
nal estimate. In the private sector, expenditure on modernisation, replacement, etc. 
and working capital was included in the programme for industry totalling Rs. 6oo crO.CS, whe
reas the outlay on expansion and new units was only Rs. 233 crores. 

As regards the progress of expenditure in the public sector in the first four years of the 
Plan, it would seem that a 15 per cent shortfall in the total is almost a certaintY. As com;_ 
pared to a total outlay of Rs. 2240 crores which was planned for the public sector, the 
actual programme may amount toRs. 1900 crores-Rs. 86o crores in the first three years, 
about Rs. 500 crores in 1954-55 and about Rs. 6oo crores in 1955-56. (For details of planned 
outlay by the Central Government see Table 1). Allowing for the non-investment part of it, 
on the basis of actual performance, the public sector would seem. to have had a somewhat 
smaller share in total investment than the private sector in the First Five Year Plan period. 
This relates to total investment and not to the rate of increase during the period. It has 
also to be underlined that private investment includes rural investment and other items which 

. ....--
are largely non-monetary. · · 

On the estimates of the Taxation Enquiry Commission, whic:h. are the latest available, 
though they are in parts ' in the realm of informed conjecture ', aggregate net investment in 
the economy (including investment in small enterprise), may well be 9 per cent of national 
income at the beginning of the Second Five-Year Plan, as compared to about 6 · 5 per cent in 
195o-5I. It is the rate of increase in the investment ratio rather than its absolute level in any 
particular year which is significant, as the latter itself would vary according to the method of 
estimation and its coverage. 

' It seems likely that domestic private investment would reach a level of Rs. 420 crores by 
the end of the First Plan, i. e., in 1955-56, and may be placed at Rs. 450 crores in 1956-57, 
the beginning of the Second Plan period ; projecting a somewhat iower rate -of increase in· it 
than hitherto, say, of about 4 per cent a year, annual private investment may be assumed 
to rise to about Rs. 550 crores at the end of the SecondJPlan period .. This would give a total 
of about Rs. 2,500 crores for investment in the private sector. . 
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III. AN APPRAISAL OF THE PROBLEMS OF REsOURCE MOBILISATION FOR THE SECOND FIVE 

YEAR PLAN 

Objectives and Priorities 

Before we proceed to consider the Second Plan estimates of investment, particularly in 
regard to the public sector, and the resources likely to be available during the period, 
certain assumptions regarding the objectives and priorities of the Plan should be clearly 
set out. 

The basic objectives of .the Plan may be stated to be the raising of the total national di
vidend, per capita income and the incomes accruing to the largest number in the community, 
increasing the strength and resilience of the economy and, concomitantly, providing 'full' 

I 

employment. A certain stress on heavy and basic industry (to raise income potential) and 
on small-scale and cottage industries (to increase employment and improve distribution) is 
indicated. Necessarily, the development of power resources and the provision of transport 
facilities and communications would continue to have high priority in this initial) phase of 
planned development. The gradual evolution of a socialistic economy would imply a planned 
increase in social ownership and · social control and management of the means of 
production. 

The stress on heavy and basic industry would imply a considerable increase in the allo
cation to industry of public funds. However, it would upset the balance of growth in the 
longer period, if investment in industry were to be concentrated almost exclusively in heavy 
industry and small enterprise ; a complementary development of consumer goods industries 
is required even in the Second Five Year Plan period. While, due to the need to protect 
the (low) living standards of large groups in the economy and on considerations relating to 
the maintenance of political and economic stability, consumer goods industries cannot be 
ignored, in this sector, emphasis may more appropriately shift to the small and cottage units 
which are highly labour intensive. However, the extent to which reliance on small enter
prise may be stretched is a matter for investigation in regard to organization, techniques, etc., 
as undue emphasis on this aspect on short-term considerations may ultimately lead to uneco
nomic use of the material and. manpower resources. Organised consumer goods industries 
cannot be altogether inhibited from expansion. 

The First Five Year Plan started off, somewhat on a tentative basis, under conditions of 
inflation. The various schemes of post-war reconstrUction which were initiated by the 
Centre and the States since 1946 were based on an unduly optimistic assessment of resources 
and were ill co-ordinated. Under the circumstances, a measure of abundant caution was 
necessary in formulating the First Five Year Plan. On the other hand, the Second Five Year 
Plan is being formulated when inflationary conditions have altogether subsided, production 
levels, both in agriculture and industry, have shown a consistently upward trend, and, more 
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r:: =-~~1tly, pric~s have been on the decline and the employment situation is somewhat disturb
bg. "\lai:1ly due to di:iiculties rebting to organization and personnel, development ·ex
p~-;.diture iri the First Five Year Plan period has been less than was anticipated, and there has 
been so f:1r hm--lty any na inflationary financing of public investment. This is the setting 
for a bolder Fla..'! (both in its size and in the approach). 

It is not necessary at this stage to discuss the approach in terms of physical resources ve- ', 
rsus financial resources. In an economy where accelerated development is being deliberately 
pbnned allocation of a\·aihble physical resources is inevitable; at the same time_,· short of 
totnl ptmning under a completely collectivist system, the appraisal and mobilization of finan- · 
cio.l resources is necessary, if only for affecting an appropriate chann~lling .of reai r~sources. 
The national income aggregates, estimates of savings and investment, investment targets 
and such otl:er data u;>ed in the following paragraphs are not meant to be precise estimates 
but o;.-Jy as rough approximations, to illustrate and underline the argument. Necessarily, 
there would be pro·;ision for review and revision of targets for individual sectors ~d for 
adaptations in the planning machinery itslef, as more precise data become available and as 
continuing study of the problem reveals gaps in the Plan Frame. . _ /, 

The Size of the Second Plan ~nd its Components · J 

In the first year of the Second Plan, public investment cannot be less and must be larger 
than the level reached in the final year of the First Five Year Plan ; it would also show further 
increase dur~:1g the Second Plan period, certainly in the present stage of our econoffiic deve
lopment. Hence, public investn1ent may be expected to rise from about Rs. 6oo C:rores toRS. 
So~ crores in the five-year period, 1956-57 to 196o-61 (or by about one-thlrd) at an ann~ rate 
of 6-7 per cent, giving a total of Rs. 3,500 crores, as against about Rs. 2,500 crores ·in the 
pr~;.·ate secto:· for the five-year period. Total investment may then be placed at Rs. 6,000 
crc!'es i'1 the Second Plan period. This would show a decisive extension of thc,-public sector, 
relatively to t:he private sector, in total investment activity as compared to ·the-f;erformance 
in t~1e First Five Y~ar Plan period. Public_investment, as a proportion of total investment 
i:1 the economy, would rise from 47 per cent in the First Plan to nearly 6o per cent in the . . 

Second Pia:--. A prob2ble lewl of investment in the public sector of Rs~ 3,500 crores in the 
Second Five Year Plan period looks impressive enough when compared to the corresponding 
tot:1l of s::J:n.~t:1ing le<>s than R>. 1,90~ crores in the public sector likely to be realised in the First 
Fi-.-e Y c1r Pl.m period. At the same time, it cannot be equated wholly to net investment 
since some o,)n-investment ex~cnditure will remain, particularly under social services. It 
woi.lld s-:~em to be tmreali'>tic to think in terms of a larger programme of public investment 
than Rs. 3,sc-o-crores, in view ofL~e-orgwJzational and personnel problems involved ;: the' 
ability to spend in excess of this amount may not just be there. · . ' 

. . .. . .... 
Taking the public and private sectors together, total investment in the economy may be 

expected to rise from Rs. r ,050 crores in 1956-57 to about Rs. 1>400 crores in 196o-61; that is; -
in relation to probable nati·:mal income levels, from 9·5 per cent- to 11 per ~ent, giving an 
aycr~ge of about ro· 5 per cent for the whole period*.- ... - --~- ~·- ... -·-

*See Table at pnge 414· 
:9 P.C. 

.... ( ... , .. 
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Taking into account the pattern of investment in the First Five Year Plan, the relative 
priorities that have been indicated for the Second Plan, particularly in the public sector, and 
the normal growth that is likely in private investment, the investment during the Second 
Five Year Plan may be c1tegorised i11ustratively as below 

(In crores of rupees) 
Private Sector 

Organised Industry 
Urban Housing 
Rural Investment (housing and other) 
Transport 
Small enterprises, etc. 

Public Sector 

Agriculture, Community Development, etc .• 

450 
750 

1,000 

100 
200 

420 
Irrigation • • 
Multi-purpose Projects 
Power 

200} 350 700 
150 

Industry : Organized 
Small-scale • 

Transport, Communications, etc. 
Social Services and Miscellaneous (Education, Health, Reha

bilitation, etc.). 

500 
120 

900 
86o 

3·500 

The proposed distribution of outlays in the public sector may be compared with the 
First Five Year Plan. In the public sector, relative to the First Five Year Plan period, there 
is to be greater emphasis on industry, transport and communications. This is brought 
out by the following table. 

Amount Per cent of 
(Crores of Rs.) total 

I Plan II Plan I Plan II Plan 

Agriculture, Community Development, etc. 374 420 16·6 12•0, 
Irrigation and Power 617 700 27"4 20"0 
Transport and Communications* 536 900 23·8 25"7 
Industry 178 620 8·o 17"7 
Social Services and( Miscellaneous* . 544 86o 24"2 24•6 

ToTAL 2,249 3·500 100"0 100"0 

*What may be called the investment portion of' Transport and Communications ' and ' Social 
Services~ etc. would be a larf"'r proportion c.fthe total in the Secopd Plan than ill the first, 
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It may be assumed that on present indications, private investment in organized industry 
would amount to Rs. 300 crores in the five years of the Second Plan. With the possibility of 
substantial assistance from the public sector in regard to expansion of steel capacity in the 
private sector, the effective working of the development rebate, tax holiday and other im
portant tax incentives r~comm:!nded by the Taxation Enquiry Commission and financial 
assistance to industry in general by the Industrial Finance Corporation, the National 
D.!vebtJ n!.Jt C)rp'Jntion and the Induitrial Credit and Investment Corporation, it would not 
be unduly optimistic to place private investment in organized industry at Rs. 450 crores, 
even if private foreign investment should be somewhat less than in the First Plan period. Not 
taking into account the reinvested profits of foreign enterprise in the country, private foreign 
investment in the First Plan period may amount to Rs. 60-65 crores, of which the major part 
will be in oil refineries. As oil is a main field of direct foreign investment, and as similar 
investment in oil refineries may not be expected in the Second Plan period also, private foreign 
investment may be somewhat less in the Second Plan. 

Urban housing may at first sight appear to be somewhat on the high side and, in view of 
the limited resources available, the question may be raised whether a part should not be 
diverted to other more productive uses. Urban housing would take up Rs. ISO crores a year 
in the Second Plan, as compared to about Rs. I30-140 crores currently, and should be quite 
in order considering the needs of industrial labour in particular, which may be expected to 
increase considerably in the Second Plan period. 

The other categories of private investment are, by and large, assumed to show the same 
rate of increase as hitherto and it is also assumed that, with the increase in national income, 
resources would be available for these investments, particularly because a substantial part of 
private investment under these categories represents direct investment which does not re
quire the channelling of resources in money terms. 

Of the total estimated cost of Rs. 330 crores in respect of Bhakra Nangat~:Hirakud and 
DVC Projects, about Rs. 8o crores is likely to be thrown forward to the initial stages of the 
Second Five Year Plan. The five new projects Kosi, Koyna, Cham,bal; Rihand and Krishna 
may cost over Rs. 250 crores ; the_ estimated investment on multi-purpose projects is, there
fore, placed at Rs. 350 crores. 

If a tar~et of 6 million tons of steel is to be reached at the end <;>f the Second Five Year 
Plan, an increase in capacity of 4! million tons has to be envisaged during the Plan period. 
Of this, I . 5 million tons may be attained through expansion ·of existing units in the private 
sector (with Government assistance and under Government regulation) and 3 million tons 
of new capacity may be created in the public sector. In that event capital investment in 
respect of iron and steel alone in the public sector may be of the order of Rs. 250 crores. 
On this basis, an investment of Rs. 500 crores in organized industry in the public sector seems 
appropriate, mostly in heavy and basic industries including capital- goods i~dustries. . 

The broad category ' transport, communications, etc. ' would include about Rs. 500 

crores on railways for expansion and improveme~t, as against Rs. 250 crores in the First Five 
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.Year Plan (net of current depreciation). Expenditure on sodal scrvic.:s, etc. is accorded as 
much as one-fourth of total public invest~ent, as socbl improvement is no kss important 
than indus.tr~al and agricultural growth and, in fact, further st::mddrJs ofliving. 

Finance for Private Industry 

We may now consider the private industrial sector in more d:tail. Tr.!dng 
the public and private sectors together, total investment in industry in the Second Pbn is 
placed at about Rs. T~:too crores comprising -: 

Private Se~or • 

P.ublic Sector 

Organized Industry 
Small:.scale and Cottage Industry 

OR 

(In crores of ri1rccs) 

550 (i!lclud.i!'g 100 for small--;calc 
industr)') 

620 (indudil~g 1.::::> f(·r small-:,ccJe 
iridl\:·:i.ry ). 

950 
220 

These figures compare with Rs. 330 crores in the First Plan, of w:1ich Rs. 95 crores was in the 
public sector and Rs. 235 crores in the private sector. 

It is unlikely that any serious problem of finimcing this ~call:! of investment in the pri
vate sector would emerge. Net profits after tax in relation to net worth (s:1are-holders' equity)
the best index of profitability in industry-averaged over 8 per cent f~.1r the period 1946 to 
1951 according to the Taxation Enqujry Commission's study. We may assume that this 
rate of profitability will continue. In the light of experience regarding allocation of prcfi.ts 

' between dividends and reserves in a period of good profits, and tre.:1ds in the c.::pital market, 
fresh capital and retained profits of inQ.ustry may provide Rs. 350-375 cror~s in <lll, and· the 
rest would be assistance from the public sector. 

, 'The study of capital formation and its financing for the period 1946-51 undertc.ken by the 
Taxation Enquiry 'Commission shows· that fresh capital (excluding. cnpjtalization of reserves) 

. and interna.J. financt: (total retained profits) were adequate to finance net ass·~ts formation, 
and that the liquid resources position also was ~1irly satisf.tctory during the period und.:-r 
review. · However, with the virtual elimination of E. P. T. deposits and comidcrable reduc

. tibn of·government securities holdings, it has been stated that the liquid asset> position may be 
less satisfactory hereafter and the need for larger borrowings is therefore dearly indicat~J, 

··the inore so, if the role of the managing agency system and of private limited compani.:s 
were to be . severely curtailed . 

. ' , . I 

.. -No precise estimate of working capital needs is possible except" on the basis of detailed 
·production.targets for each industry. However, as output levels are rdated to fixed investment 
in plant and machinery, except for changes in unutilised pi·oc:uctinn ctlpacity, we may consider 
working capital requirements on the basis of the investment levels contemplated. This would 

·. , only provide, at best, a rough guide to the dimensions of the problem. On the basis of data 
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giv.c:n iu. the study of the private LJ.dustrial sector by the Taxation Enquiry Commission~ itwouJd . 
s·~.n. that working cJ.pital requirements of industry are generally about _equal to (net) fixoo 
ass.::~ ; t~us wuuld, howe\·er, be true of industrial units which are operating at full· capacity. 
\\'hen inv~uneu.t is actuiliy being made and plant and machinery and other fixed assets are 
being set up, acmal pr0duction e'.·en in the later years of the Second Plan would be at_ less 
rnJ.n capaci[y, and working capitd requirements would be smaller. While these considera
tiuhs WL1uld generally hold fur private investment; \Yorking capital requi.remei:lts are likely 
t0 b.'! larger here a_;; a pan of it ·will oe for expansion of existing units and as the main emphasis 
in t~1e p..-ivate secto;: is oa light and consumer goods industries. ·Inventory requirements may 

then be estimated to increase by about Rs. 400 cn;1es when net fixed assets of industry increase· 
by Rs. 450 crores, even at full produdion capacity and tctal borrowings· by about 
Rs. 27 5 crores (over Lrree-fifL'is of tile increase in h1ventory). Abcmt. two-fifths of this increase 
in borrowings, m.:y be expected to be from ba..-:ks, that is ; about Rs. 16o-120 crores. How
ever, as loan fin~.:.nce from managing agents, pri\·ate deposits and other sources of s~ort-term 
funds are likely to b.! less important in future, the increase in bank advances to private 
i•1iastry W.J..1lJ hav~ tJ b.! oft~1<! o:ier of R5. 150-175 cr..-,r~s by the enl of the Secmul Five. 
Year Plan. Tais app.:.1rs to G.! r:1! Ll_.)~.::~- l~.n:t t.:> t~l! in:•".!.lS.! in blak le.uding to industry 
that may b~::on! n·.!..::e.>~ry. Tn.! pr..-,bl.!.n iu:; to b.! viewed a.sainst the current ltvel of bank 
advances to inJLI>t<y ..-,f l.!B r:u~1 R,;. 2JO c<orcs, a level whic~1 ius not registered any. significapt 
increase in the last three or foi..lr years. 

If there should be, as se~:ru likely, an e.xp<1nsion in money supply in the Second Five 
Year Plan p.:livd uf ovl!r IU. I,o.JO c<ur~.>, oa~ m.1y expect an ir.::rea . .>e in deposits (both demand 
and time) of Rs. 500-550 cro:-es. This would be reflected automatically (on a ratio of 
advances to deposits of 6o%J i;.1 a,1 i ... 1c:~.! of ,:w~r Rs. 300 crore.> in total bank advances, of 
whicb about Rs. 125 crore.> wvuld b~ in respect of bank t.-redit to industry and the remainder 

• tv. i.r~de (for iu.v:ntory ~aaacing) and ~th~r s...::rors. An exp.:msion of_ this ord~ be expected 
wtm,a the Cvilil.l\!.3 ot the presear 1rumuuonal p:mern and b~king prac - It may be 
ne:.e.;sar)· to effect: Sllitabk aJjustments in the machiaery and methodS of the banldng syskm, 
t'l indu.::e a larg~r expami.Ju of bank cre.iit to indsLitry, without correspondingly affecting bank 
i,p,;e;LTI::nts i.::l G,wemme.lt s~.:i.lfities. The gap that w.:~uld need tQ~ made good, however, 
d~ not appear w i:x; .>u-::"1 as wuuld ne~.>.:>ita[e major changes in the banking fi.eJd. (A more 
derailed examination of this problem is attempted in Section V.) 

Appraisal of Resources for the Public Sector 

The resources required to be mobilised by the public sector in the Seoond. 1;1ive Year 
Plan period would be of the order of Rs. 3,6oo crore5, of which about \tS· 100 crores would be 
assk.un;:e to private sector. w~ ffi.ly C·)nsider the possibilities of raising these resources 
und;!r various head5, namely, ta:ation, c~onomies in current expendjture, borrowings fiom 
the market, unfuno.:kd debt and d.!pO.iits, and external finance (loans lind gifts from Other 
ruuntries and drawing down of sterling balances). We may then, as a residue, arrive at the net 

(i.n~ationary) gap in the public account. 
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Additional" Tax Resources 

Keeping in view the objective that "the m1ximum practinble rate of investment· in the 
public sector should be attained, consistent with maintaining and strengthening the incentives 
to the private sector to step up its own rate of investment" and also of "how to adapt the tax 
system to the imperative need of stepping up the rate of capital formation in both the public 
and the private se:tors", the Ta'Cation Enquiry C'Jmnission have made detailed recommenda
tions in the Central, State and local sphere3 of taxation which involve a "deepening and 
widening of the tax system" ,as also. certain incentive tax reliefs. It is their finding that a sizeable 
increase in total tax revenue3 is both ne:essary and fea3ible. If there should be expeditious and 
decisive implementation of the Commission's rec0mmend1tions, additional tax reve::me of 
over Rs. 100 crores per year may be expected to materialise. Even if the tax changes were 
to be fully reflected only in the last one or two years of the Second Plan, an increase in total 
tax revenue of the order of Rs. 400 crore.> for the five-year period may be expected. This will 
be mainly in higher Central excise duties, a net increase in income-taxation, surcharge on land 
revenue and extension of agricultural inco:ne-ta'C; betterment levies and wider coverage of 
the sale3-tax. One has also to take into account the possibilities of stricter enforcement of 
tax laws to reduce evasion and avoidance. The increase in taxation would raise the pro
portion of total tax revenues to n'ltional income from 7 to 8 per cent. Further, the Commission 
have recommended these increases in taxation, fully alive to the requirements of private enter
prise. The Commission state : "The approach must be realistic in the sense that the tax 
system should not be strained to a limit which will endanger the productive system of the 
country or impair the possibilities of its expansion by affecting savings and investment in the 
private sector. We have, therefore, paid special attention to the importance of promoting 
savings and investment by suggesting appropriate incentives for the purpose in the income tax 
system. In particular, we have suggested tax concessions for encouraging industrial 
:xpansion". 

Economy in Expenditure 

As for economy in expenditure, it would be unrealistic to assume any net release of re
sources for development through this means. While utmost care should be taken to avoid any 
waste or inefficient use of public funds-and this is necessary as much in development expendi
ture as in non-development expenditure-in a period when development expenditure itself is 
growing, there would be a-certain necessary increase in recurring charges, including the costs 
of administration. With increasing urbanisation, there will be a rise in expenditure on law and 
order and ordinary governmental services. As large capital projects are undertaken, until they 
become remunerative,,there is a net addition to interest charges. As for defence, while increases 
under certain heads may be met by reductions in others on revenue account, the provision for 
capital expenditure may have to be larger in the immediate years ahead. This has also been 
generally the experience of governments since 1950. In fact, between 195P-51 and 1953-54, 
there was a larger increase in non-development expenditure (Rs. 85 crores) than in develop
ment expend\ture (Rs. 8o crores) charged to revenue account of the Central Government, 
Pa~t A and Pat~ B States taken together, though a part of the increase under non-development 
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heads is expWned by special factors operative during the period. Such inevitable increases 
in certain items of revenue expenditure should be met from savings in others and, if necessary, 
from the normal increase in revenue. While we may not assume that any net resources will 
he released for investment by economy measures; it should be the endeavour to ensure that 
no part of the additional budgetary resources raised hereafter would be utilis~d for non
development purposes. 

Current Surplus 

In the four years, I951-52 to I954-55, total resources amounting to1Rs. 460 cr~res would 
appear to have become available from current revenues of public authorities and railway 
surpluses, or an average of Rs. I I 5 crores a year. The abnormal surplus .of over Rs. 200 crores 
in 195I-52 is unlikely to be repeated but, taking hto account the normal increase in revenue 
year to year as incomes are rising, as aJso the buoyanc.y of revenues in a period when deficit. 
financing takes place, we may assume the continuance of the s!lme rate of current surpluses · 
in the Second Five Year Plan period as in the First Five Year Plan period, which would pro
vide a total of Rs. 6oo crorf's on the exic;ting basis of taxation. Some adiustment,say, of Rs. 3o 
crores per year, has to be made, however, for a part of the development expenditure now met 
from revenue and is included in the development programme (correspondingly raising current 
surplus) but is excluded in our estimates for the public sector. Therefore, current surp~uses 
of public authorities (including railways and other Government undertakings) may be expected 
to provide a total of Rs. 450 crores and additional taxation a total ofRs. 400 crores for the 
Second Five Year Plan. 

Small Savings, other Unfunded Debt and Deposits 

Collections of smaJt savings averaged Rs. 4I crores a year during I95I-52 to I954-55· 
The estimate for I955-56 is placed at Rs. 52 crores, as against Rs. 47 crores fot_'r954-55 and 
less than Rs. 40 crores for 1953-54. On the b:1sis of these trends and the steps that-have been 
instituted for promoting small savings, small savings may rise from about Rs. 55 crores in 
I956-57 to Rs. 75 crores in I960-61, givhg a total of about Rs. 320 crores for the ,five-year 
period. Together with (net) receipts under other items of unfunded debt and (net) deposits, 
the total of small savings, other unfunded debt and deposit items may be over Rs. 450 crores. 
(For a fuller review of the question of smaJl savings see Section IV.) · 

Market Borrowings 

While there was no net market borrowing in I95I-52, there has been a steady improve 
ment since then under loan receipts. The Budget estimates of the Central Government 
for I9SS-:S6 place net market borrowings at Rs. 55 crores. Together with State borrowings or 
for the States by the Cyntre, net borrowings may be placed at about Rs.. · 90 crores on current 
trends ; on this basis an annual (net) borrowing programme of Rs. 8o croreS can be envisag~d 
for the next Plan. Loans due for repayment during the Second Five Year Plan amount to 
Rs. 500 crores for the Centre and the States together or about Rs. 100 crores a year. Consider
ing the definite improvement in public response to Government loans in more recent years, the 
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tbeneral state of the capital market, the on.l~r of repayments due, and the impact of deficit 
financing on Government borrowings, net market borrowings m1y be expected to provide 
a total of about Rs. 6oo crores. This gives aa annual average of Rs. 120 crores wl1ici1 is about 
a third higher than the estimc:-te for 1955-sG. · 

Included in the above estimates of curreat surpluses anJ m1rk~t borrowings is an addition 
of about Rs. 300 crores to budgecary resources (Rs. 100 'crorcs in ordinary revenues and Rs. 200 
crores by way of borrowings, mainly from banks and other imtitutbaal i,m;stors), which is 
anticipated directly from the deficit financing that is contemplated. 

External Assistance 

External assistance in loans and grants is placed at Rs. 75 crores in !955-56 including some 
throw-forward from 1954-55 ; the average for the five. years of the First Plan' works out toRs. 50 
c~ores a year (including the Wheat Loan). We may not postulate a higher rate of external 
assistance for the next five-year period than the scale reached towards the end of the First Plan, 
i.e., Rs. 6o crores a year, or a total ofRs. 300 crores. While anything more than this should 
be welcome, and should be sought for, it would be unrealistic to start on the premises of a brger 
scale of external aid. 

Utilisation of Sterling Balances 

The level of our sterling balances is now around Rs. 730 crores and, on a consideration 
of the relevant factors, the balances are likely to stand at Rs. 650-675 crores at the beginning 
of the next Plan. The reduction of food imports from Rs. 200 crores in 1952 toRs. 85 crores 
·in.1953 and about Rs. 40-50 crores in 1954 and 1955 has helped to maintain ~he balances at 
a satisfactory level at the end of the First Five Year Pli:n Apart from the requirdncnts of 

I 

sterling as backing for the currency, a certain minimum level of reserves wo4ld need to be mab-
tained for normal trade purposes, and, with a rising national income, a~ increase L1 foreign 
trade has .also to be assumed. A minimum balance of Rs. 350-375 crores would have to be 

· retained by the end of the next Plan ; this would indicate that rhe use of sterling balances for 
the next Plan cannot exc.eed Rs. 300 crores. In addition to any current earnings, total foreign 
exchange resources for the next Plan would,- therefore, amOLI.llt to .lb:mt Rs. 6oo crores. It 
would be a matter for investigation whether, with the emphasis on heavy industry in the next 
Plan, the foreign exchange component of the Phn (cost of imported equipnKilt a11d ancillary 
services) would exceed these available resources and, if they do, how to garner the addicional 
resource~ required. 

E~tension of the Public Sector 

A g1adual extension of social ownership and management and control of the means of pro
duction and the channels of distribution is aLnost axiomatic in the evolution of a socialistic 
pattern of society. This could be attained through an extension of the public sector, relative to 
the; private se.:tor, in re~arJ to all new iave~i:ment, and Ll~·~c-scale natioaalisation of existin; 
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enterprises is not a pre-requisite. · Whatever the general approach to the problem of nationa
lisation, it is a matter for specific examination whether the taking over of existmg units in par
ticular spheres by the State such as in insurance, banking, foreign trade and certain sectors of 
internal trade would make any worthwhile contribution to the resources for investment, . 
over and above the resources that already accrue in taxes, institutional and personal investments 
in Government loans, and resources channelled through the private sector itself into private· 
investment. The Taxation Enquiry Commission have expressed the view that no spectacular ·. 
results may be expected from State trading purely as a revenue measure, though they seem to-be 
somewhat more hopeful of the revenue possibilities of fiscal monopolies. Considered purely from 

• 
the revenue aspect, extension of the public sector cannot be an important source of .funds for 
investment. On the other hand, the possibility of using existing indusrtial and commercial 
undertakings of the Central Govetnment and States, including railways, as a source of increas
ed net profits, through appropriate readjustments in pricing and rate policies, for reinvest
ment in Government enterprises, should be a matter for close investigation, on the . basiS of 
the actual working of these concerns in these last few years. At this stage, however, we cannot 
take any credit for additional funds from this source. 

The resources for public investment in the five yeru:s 1956-57 to .1960-61 may . ·then be 
placed as follows : 

. ( 

Current Budgetary Resources (including railways and ~other commercial 
undertakings) 

Small Savings, other Unfunded Debt, Deposits, etc. 

Loans 

F.xtemal Assistance and Withdrawals of Sterling Balances 
r 

• 

(In crores of rupees) 

450 

6oo 

This would leave a net gap in resources required for the public sector ofRs. 1,100 crores for 
the five-year period; to this extent, there would be deficit financing. Though this represents 
30 per cent of the total investment outlay on public account, it is unlikely to jeopardise econo
~c stability. To the extent that larger external aid is obtained, it' would mitigate the.iffipact of 

1 

th1s deficit on internal economic conditions. Should external assistance fall short of the antici
pated amount, greater mobilization of internal resources and/or a lowering of the investnie~t 
programme would be necessary, as any net deficit financing of a higher · order would not be 
advisable. While price stability may not be the central requirement of a developmental economy, 
deficits should not be on a scale that would disrupt the economy ultimately in chaotic 
cost-price inflation. ·' 
29P.C. 
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Deficit Finance and the Second Plan 

Deficit financing of Plan outlay in the public sector during the First Plan has been considera
bly less than was originally envisaged, mainly due to the fortuitous increase in current surplus 
in 1951-52 and the shortfall in the outlay itself. The total deficit of the Central and State 
Governments (including capital and debt transactions) during the four years 1951-52 to 1954-55 
has been only about Rs. 175-200 crores. Expenditure abroad by Governments (net of food im
ports on Government account) may have been also about Rs. 200 crores, so that on Govern
ment account alone there does not seem to have been any net (inflationary) deficit financing. As 
for mopey supply, there has been no net increase so far during the Plan period, the increase 
in 1953 and 1954 having only offset the earlier decline.* 

Production and price trends may be noted against changes in money supply. The index of 
agricultural production (with 1949-50 Agricultural year as base) has risen from 96 in 195o-51 
to 102 in 1952-53 and 114 in 1953-54, there having been a particularly significant increase in 
food production. The index of industrial production (with 1946 as base} has risen steadily 
from 105 in 1950 to 135 in 1953 and 145 in 1954· The targets for the First Plan have already 
been attained by 1953 or 1954 in certain lines like cement anci cloth. Mainly due to these 
substantial and steady gains in agricultural and industrial production, there has been a declin
ing trend in prices, in spite of an increase in money supply of Rs. 95 cr6res in 1953-54 and 
about Rs. 125-150 crores in 1954-55. 

The number of unemployed registered with employment exchanges has shown an in
crease and, while total factory employment has remained pr~ctically unchanged, there has been 
a decline in certain fi.elds like engineering, cotton textile and mining groups. It is against this 
setting of an improved production outlook and a disturbing trend in prices and employment that 
the increase in money supply of 1953 and 1954 and a larger budgetary deficit in 1955-56 have 
to be viewect. Even according to Budget estimates, the net inflationary deficit in Government 
accounts in 1955-56 is only Rs. 200 crores, after allowing for Government expenditure 
abroad. Actually, with the likely shortfall in outlay, this deficit in the final year of the First Plan 
would be less and would perhaps be no more than a necessary corrective to the current trends 
in prices, employment and incomes. While we should continue to be circumspect in advocat
ing the use of government deficits as a normal or substantial means of promoting economic 
development, there is now a greater cushion, both external and internal, against its adverse 
impact. 

. . 
On the eve of the Second Five Year Plan, therefore, there will remain little inflationary 

pot~ntial in the economy. The satisfactory financial position of private industry, Government 

* Changes in money supply have been : 
(Rs. ill crores) 

1953-54 1954-55 
(up to March 18) 

-l73 -43 +96 +117 
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assistance for replacement and modernization of plant and machinery, the increase in electricity 
generation that has taken place already, and the unutilised capacity that still exists in certain 
lines of industry such as engineering, should sustain output in the industrial sector at satis
factory and rising levels. In the agricultural sector, a part of the increase in food production 
and certain cash crops is attributable to the cumulative results of the large number of minor 
irrigation schemes and G.M.F. schemes that have been undertaken since I947 and may be deem
ed to be a permanent improvement. Additional production would also result in the coming 
years with the completion of the more important multi-purpose projects undertaken in the 
First Plan. Net deficit financing of the order ofRs. I,Ioo crores, and a corresponding increase · 
in money supply by the end of the Second Five Year Plan, may be viewed in this ·context of 
increasing industrial and agricultural production. Credit creation to a certain extent becomes 
necessary in a period of brisk economic activity and ri~ing production levels ; otherwise a 
deflationary trend would set in, impairing production levels themselves. Under o~ condi
tions, in the initial planning phase, that is, until normal requirements are satisfied, a significant 
part of the additional incomes is likely to be spent on food and clothing and, on this scale of 
deficit financing, so long as supplies of these commodities are forthcoming in reasonable 
measure, no serious disturbance would arise in the economy. Needless to say, a strengthening 
of administrative and fiscal institutions and certain control measures would be necessary to · 
see that structurally no serious maladjustments would arise in the economy, e.g. in regard to 
the distribution of incomes and concentration of economic power. The Taxation Enquiry 
Commission have stated that Excess Profits Tax, and taxation of capital gains may be kept in 
reserve for possible use in highly inflationary periods. 

Investment, Employment and National Income · 

National income in I950-5I was placed by the National Income Committeci.at Rs.-9,530 
crores ; this has been estimated to have risen to Rs. I0,500 crores in I953-54 in the Report 
of the TaXation Enquiry Commission. As there was only a very slight fall in prices during 
this period, it may be assumed that the estimate for I953-54 ofRs. 10;500 crores is at constant 
(I 95o-5 I) prices. This gives an annual rate of increase of 3 . 5 per cent, as against a litde over 
2 per cent that was assumed in the First Plan in relation to a I . 25 per cent increase in popula
tion. Even with a somewhat lower rate of increase since then, national income in. I956-57 
may be placed at Rs. 11,300 crores. A total investment level of about Rs.' I,050 crores at the be
ginning of the Plan period (taking the public and the private sectors together) will represent 
9 · 3 per cent of national income. lfthe average capital-output ratio were assumed to be 3 : I, 
as in the First Plan, national income level in I96o-6I would be about Rs. I3,000 crores. While· 
the capital-output ratio in the First Plan period has turned out to be more favourabl~ than 
3 :I, mainly because of the operation of certain non-economic factors like successively good 
monsoons and special circumstances like the availability of large ufl:utilised capacity which 
could be tapped in the industrial sector, we may not assume a lower ratio than 3 : I for the 
Second Five Year Plan, particularly with the large element of investment in heavy industry. . 
A total investment of about Rs. 1,400 crores in the last yc::ar of the Second P~ would then. 
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form about 11 per cent of national income. On this basis, total investment outlay in the 
Second Plan period would average 10.5 per cent of national income. The table below is 
illustrative of the trends in investment and national income levels during the Second Plan. 

(In crores of rupees) 

Investment 

National 
Public Private Total Income 

1956-57 6oo 450 1050 11300 

-
1957-58 • 640 470 1110 11650 

1958-59 690 495 1185 12020 

1959-60 750 525 1275 12410 

I¢o·6J 82o 56o 1380 12850 

TOTAL 3500 2500 6ooo 

-

The capital output r~tio is itself a function of the investment pattern nd state of techno
logy. While it may be generalised that this ratio would be lower in under-developed countries 
(due to the greater labour intensity of production methods) than in advanced countries, and 
that within any economy, it would be_higher in heavy and basic industries than for small-scale 
enterprise and agriculture, such empirical studies as have been made even in other countries 
have not provided conclusive proof of such expectationf> ; hardly any data are as yet available 
in our own country. It would, therefore, be hypothetical in the extreme to give any general 
ratio for investment on the whole, relating increase in investment to increase in income. While 
this is a field where considerable work could be done and is being attended to in the investi
gations now in hand at the Indian Statistical Institute, and the results of intensive and conti
nuous study would be of great use in checking upon actual performance and, perhaps, in for
mulating subseq~ent Plans, i~ the present state of our primary data, large assumptions will 
have to be made regarding the (incremental) capital-output ratios as well as capital requirements 
per worker in heavy industry, organised consumer goods industries, small-scale and cottage 
enterprises, agriculture, transport and communications, services, etc., if these techniques are 
to be used for projecting investment and income levels and formulating a Plan accordi11gly. 
What has been attempted above is only to illustrate the order of increase in national income 
levels on a certain extremely tentative capital-output ratio. 
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The large-scale disguised unemployment in the agricultural sector is a matter of common 
observance. This is said to constitute a saving potential in real terms which could be set to 
productive ~se, mainly on local works, such as minor irrigation schemes, road construction and 
public buildings ; community development projects and national extension schemes and 
irrigation projects are important spheres in which labour could be absorbed in rural areas·. 
However, one may not. expect any significant shift of the existing agricultural population away 
from the rural side , it is another matter to postulate, even as a short-term objective, that 
effort should be to absorb the entire inctease in wroking population in non-agricultural voca
tions. It would be prudent, any way, not to take credit for this so-called saving potential in any 
saving investment calculus in considering the public sector. 

As for the employment aspect, the increase in working force may be taken to be 10 million 
between 1955 and rg6o at the rate of 1 .25 per cent a year. It would be agreed that this entire· 
increase in working force should be absorbed outside the agricultural sector. The above levels 
and pattern of investment in the Second Five Year Plan may be expected to provide additional 
employment for about 2. 5 million workers in organised industry and power projects, o~ the 
assumption of a capital requirement of about Rs. 6,ooo per worker in heavy industry and 
power generation and Rs. 2,500 per worker in consumer goods industries. ·Small-scale enter
prise and cottage industry may provide employment for another 2. 5 million, assuming an 
investment of less than Rs. I,ooo per worker. The figures for organised industry are broadly 
derived from data relating to capital employed and total employment· provided in manu
facturing industry, according ~o the Census of ManUfactures and are adjusted for the higher 
current costs .of equipment. Any alternative set of assumptions would no doubt give different · 
results in regard to employment prospects ; in this field we are again in the realm of conjecture. 
If one-half of the estimated increase in working population is lik~ly to be absoThs>J in industry, 
it may reasonably be expected that the other one-half of the increase in total working force 
would be absorbed in the non-agriculturat·sector itself, as a result of the substantial investments_ 
that will be made in railways, other transport facilities, communications; housing, social services, 
etc. If the working force in agriculture remains stationary at the current level, by 1960 the 
proportion of total working population employed in agriculture would decline from 69 per cent 
at present to 62 per cent. With the investment contemplated in irrigation schemes, hmd 
improvement and other rural development, productivity in agriculture would show a corres
ponding rise. In so far as this scale and pattern of investment do not provide employment in 
the non-agricultural sector to the entire increase in working force during the five-year period 
and/or do not also provide employment to the existing unemployed, the scale of invesrfnent 
would prove to be inadequate to resolve the employment problem in a short period of fiye 
years ; it would be a matter for major policy decisions whether the scale ofinvestment should 
then be substantially stepped up, purely from the employmen:t. viewpoint,. in spite of the 
attendant risks. , · 
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IV. SMALL SAVINGS 

The object of this Section is to review the trends in small savings* in the recent past, and 
on the basis of this performance, to assess the possibilities and the probable magnitude of 
small savings in the Second Five Year Plan. Some suggestions are also made for a more 
effective mobilisation of small savings in India in the next Plan. 

Recent trends in Small Savings 

" 
Table 2 shows the trends in net receipts on account of small savings in the Indian Union 

since 1948-49 under the various categories of small savings. This shows that, broadly, small 
savings in th~ Indian Union have been rising and the progress in this field may generally be 
regarded as encouraging. Over the six.-year period from April 1948 to March 1954, net 
receipts aggregat~d Rs. 206 crores or Rs: 34 crores per year on an average. This compares 
favourably with an annual average for undivided India of Rs. 7 crores during the six-year 
period preceding the outbreak of World War II (1933-34 to 1938-39) and of nearly Rs. 16 
crores during the war and immediate post-war years (1939-40 to 1947-48). 

In the three years preceding the Plan period, net receipts of small savings totalled riearly 
Rs. 90 crores or Rs. 30 crores per year, but in the first three years of the Plan period (1951-
54) small savings increased substantially, with net receipts aggregating about Rs. 117 crores 
or Rs. 39 crores per year. For the Plan period as a whole, net receipts under small savings 
are expected to amount to Rs. 219 crores or Rs. 44 crores per year on the basis of actuals for 
1951-54 and eStimates for 1954-56. The revised estimate for 1954-55 is Rs. so crores (as 
against over Rs. 38 crores realised in the ten months ended January 1955) and the budg(t 
estimate for 1955-56, over Rs. 52 crores. The ·Planning Commission has estimated net 
receipts under small savings and ' other \.mfunded debt ' together at Rs. 270 crores for the 
entire Plan period. ' Other unfunded debt ' (i.e., service funds, State Provident funds 
and other accounts), on present indications, is estimated to amount toRs. 67 crores. Adding 
this to the figure of Rs. 219 crores, mentioned earlier, we arrive at a figure of Rs. 286 crores 
(Rs. ·57 crores per year).for small savings and other unfunded debt combined as against the 
Planning Commission's estimate of Rs. 270 crores (Rs. 54 crores per year). This means that 
the performance under this head will be better than what was envisaged in the Plan. It is, 
however, possible that the estimated targets of small savings for the years 1954-55 and 1955-56 
may not be achieved and to that extent, the figures given above will have to be readjusted. 

*''Small saving" are taken to mean only those savings which are collected by G.wernment 
through sale of savings certificates and acceptance of deposits at the Post Office Savings Banks. 
The principal items of small savings considered here are Post Office Savings Bank Deposits, 
Seven-Year and Twelve-Year National Savings Certificates, Ten-Year Trea~ury Savings Deposit 
Certificates, Ten-Year National Plan Certificates and Fifteen-Year Annuity Certificates. 
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We may now look into the actual net receipts of small savings since the begjnning of 
the Plan period a little more closely._ During the period April I95I to January I955, net 
receipts of small savings amounted to Rs. I55 crores. In I953-54, tot:U net receipts, as 
compiled in the Office of the Accountant General, Posts and Telegraphs, were somewhat 
lower at Rs. 38 crores, as compared with Rs. 40 crores in the preceding year, but subsequent 
data supplied to us by the National Savings Commissioner indicate that total net receipts 
during I953-54 amounted to over Rs. 40 crores. Total net receipts during the first ten 
months of I954-55 aggregated higher as compared to the same period of I953-54 by about 
Rs. I I crores. 

Among the principal items of small savings, the National Savings Certificates are relatively 
more popular than the Post Office Savings Bank deposits and account for the largest percentage 
(44) of aggregate small savings*; this is probably explained by the higher yields and the 
higher maximum limits on holdings compared to the Post Office Savings ~ deposits. 
Total net receipts from these certificates during the Plan period so far have amounted to Rs. 72 , 
crores, thus exceeding those under Post Office Savings Banks by as much as Rs. I3 crores.
Among the National Savings Certificates, those having a maturity of I2 years have been more 
popular than the 7-year and the s-year certificates (since discontinued), indicating the _small 
investor's preference for longer maturities. 

In view of the relative. popularity of savings certificates, the Union Government issued, 
in May 'I954, the new Io-Year National Plan Certificates, as part of the Nationa.I Plan Loan 
floated last year; by January I955, i.e., in a period of less than -9 months, these certificates 
had brought in more than Rs. 6 crores. Government also issued on July I, I954, the new 
Is-Year Annuity Certificates, but the response to this has been unsati~factory, the total sales 
amounting to only Rs. 44 lakhs up to the end of January I955· 

In addition, there are also the Ten-Year Treasury Savings Deposit Certificates, intro
duced in February I95I· These certificates were very popular initially, but ~ubsequently the 
rate of collections has tended to slacken gradually. During the Plan period so far, these 
certificates have brought in Rs. 3 I crores or sligl}tly over 19 per cent of aggregate small 
savings. - • -

Net receipts in Post Office Savings Banks during the Plan period so far amounted to 
nearly Rs. 59 crores and formed 36 per cent of aggregate small savings. During the same 
period, time deposits of scheduled banks rose sharply by as much iS Rs. 75 crores, while 
their savings deposits increased by only Rs. n crores. It may, however, be added that, al
though the'aggregate tise in time deposits during the period was larger than the rise in postal 
savings deposits, the percentage rise in the former was only 26 as against 96 in the case of the 
latter. Thus, savings deposits outstanding in post office savings banks doubled from Rs. 6I 
cror~ to Rs. I20 crores in a period of less than four years from April I95I· 

The gross turnover in deposits in the Post Office Savings Banks is fairly large and has 
been tcr'Iding gradually upward, indicating their increasing use by the public. During the 

*Excluding tt e National Plan Certificates and the Annuity Certificat~s issued in 1954. 
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three years 1951-54, gross receipts totalled Rs. 338 crores, and withdrawals Rs. 293 crores, 
averaging Rs. 113 crores and Rs. 98 crores, respectively, per annum ; the corresponding aver
ages for the war years (1939-46) were Rs. 39 crores and Rs. 34 crores. 

As regards the number of postal savings bank accounts, it appears from such figures as 
. are available that the number of accounts in the Indian Union increased by about 8.8 lakhs 

over the period 1951-54 ; over the same period, net receipts increased by Rs. 45 crores. 
Roughly, the average amount of deposit per account was Rs. · 145 at the end of 195o-51; it 
increased to Rs. 210 at the end of 1953-54. 

Probable Magnitude of Small Savings in the Second Five Year Plan 

The estimates of national income and small savings given in the subsequent paragraphs, 
it may be noted, are in the nature of broad magnitudes and mainly notional in character. 

For the pre-Plan year (195o-51), national income was estimated by the National Income 
Committee at Rs. 9,530 crores, while total net receipts of small savings amounted to Rs. 33 
crores .. Small savings thus formed 0.35 per cent of national income. For 1951-52, national . 
income was placed at Rs. 9,990 crores, whereas small savings aggregated Rs. 39 crores or 
0.39 per cent of national income. For 1953-54, the Taxation Enquiry Commission has 
estimated national income at Rs. 10,500 crores. ; with small savings aggregating over Rs. 40 
crores, the percentage of small savings to national income was roughly about the same as in 
1951-52-

It is difficult to forecast the level of national income for the remaining years of the Plan. 
The Planning Commission had placed national income for 195o-51 at Rs. 9,000 crores and 
it was estimated that by 1955-56 the national income will have gone up to about Rs. 10,000 
erores or by about 11-12 per cent above the estimated level for 195o-51· Actually, taking the 
Taxation Enquiry Commission's estimate· of Rs. 10,500 crores for 1953-54, this level was 
exceeded in the third year of the Plan. The annual rate of increase in national income was 
assumed by the Planning CommisJion at a little over 2 per cent, but the available figures show 
an annual rate of increase of 3. 5 per cent in the first three years of the Plan. The capital-output ·· 
ratio during this period, it is stated, was more favourable than that of 3 : 1 envisaged in the 
Plan? mainly because of successively good monsoons and the existence of large unutilised 
capacity. Assuming a somewhat lower rate of increase for the subsequent years, the national 
income for 1954-55 may roughly be estimated at Rs. 10,750 crores and that for 1955-56 at 

. . . 
Rs. I 1,000 crores. 

for the next Five Year Plan, tentative estimates of the probable magnitude of national 
income have been indicated in Section III. This places the national income at Rs. 12,850 
crores for 196o-()1. 

To a large extent, savings depend on the level of national inco~e ; the higher the national 
income the higher, normally, should be the proportion saved. Apart from this, the pro
portion of national income that is saved also depends on various socio-economic factors, such 
as, social habits and customs, changes in the distribution of national income, changes in 

' 
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consumption expenditures consequent on changes in incomes and the efficiency of the machinery 
for mobilising savings.- As regards changes in the distribution of national income; no com
prehensive data are available, but statistics for the p~riod 1951-54 bearing on the number of 
income-tax assessees and the income assessed indicate a decline in the number· of individual 
assessees and their incomes in the higher income groups {above Rs. 4o,ooo) an~ a rise in the 
number of individual assessees and their incomes in the ' middle ' income groups (Rs. 5,ooo
Rs. 40,000), who may be said to constitute the potential small savers in the country. An; 
increased flow of small savings from these groups may therefore be expected to take. place' 
in the coming years. 

As already stated, the Finance Minister has estimated small savings during 1954-55 at 
Rs. 50 crores. An estimate of Rs. so crores for 1954-55 constitutes 0.47 per cent ofthe 
probable level of national income (Rs. 10,750 crores) which represents a big jump (rom 0.38 
per cent of the previous year. It is possible that in practice, we may not realise the target 
of Rs. 50 crores since the total for the first ten months of the year was Rs. 38 crores. Relative
ly to the national income, this would work out at o. 42 per cent, and for 1955..:.56 it may 
reasonably be placed at o ·45 per cent. This represents an appreciable rise from 'the 1953- · 
54 level of 0. 38 per cent and indicates that if appropriate measures are adopted as during 
1954-55*, there is scope for increasing the .proportion of small savings to.national income 
from year to year. 

There are, however, other considerations pressing against the possibility of increasing 
the proportion of small savings to national income. Firstly, in accordance with th~ recom
mendations of the Taxation Enquiry Commission, there are likely to be, in the next few years, 
all-round increases in taxation on all groups including the lower and middle income groups .. 
This increased taxation will reduce the margin between personal incomes and personal con
sumption, with consequent reduction in savings. A redistribution of inconieS. .. in favour of: 
the lower income groups will undoubtedly result in a tendency to increase consumption 'ex- . 
penditure. Consumption expenditure should also increase with the increasing availability of 
consumer goods. Furthermore, the price factor will be an important determinant of con
sumption expenditure ; thus while price stability will tend to moderate the level of consump~ : 
tion expenditure, it will be sustained at higher levels by rising prices. In aSsessing aggregate 
consumption expenditure, allowance has also to be made for the growth in population. It • 
would be necessary to ensure that as high a proportion of additional incomes generated through' 
development expenditure as possible will be saved without any undue restraint on consump- · 
tion. Leakage of income through hoarding will need to be prevented as far as possible. 

. On the calculations made above, the proportion of small savings to nationai income has: . 
·been steadily rising in recent' years; from 0.35 per cent in 1950-51, it is likely' to be. 0.43 
per cent in 1954-55, and 0.45 per cent in 1955-56. This proportion may be expected to 
continue rising gradually in the next Plan. From 0.45 per cent in 1955.:.56, it. may. be 

*In 1954-55, Government introduced the new 4t per cent National flan, <;;eqiftcat~s whic4 
brought in Qv~r Rs. ~ q:9res in a perioq of le~s ~an nin,e m.on~~. 

79 p.c. 
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estimated to rise to say 0.58 to o.6o per cent. On the basis of the estimated national inc.me 
cf Rs. 12,850 crores for 196o-61, the estimated total of small savings. may be placed at 
Rs. 75-17 crores for 1900-61. This indicates an average increase of Rs. 5-6 crores per 
annum. 

For the next Five Year Plan, the total amount of small savings may broadly be placed at 
Rs. 325-350 crores, as against a possible total of around Rs. 215 crores in the First Five
Year Plan. 

Suggestions for a More Effective Mobilisation of Small Savings 

The present machinery for small savings is fairly well-developed and no major institu
tional changes are suggested. The main improvements suggested here for a more effective 
mobilisation of small savings relate to increasing the administrative efficiency and overcoming 
the present short comings of the existing system. In years to come, with the increasing 
trend towards socialisation and gradual e~ning-up of income inequalities, there will be a 
wider diffusion of incomes and atomisa..ion of savings and the extent of mobilisation will in
creasingly depend on the Government's ability to reach the widely-diffused small investor.· 
The main problem will, therefore, seem to be to extend and strengthen the existing set-up in 
an endeavour to mop up the diffused individual savings, which collectively would reach 
a substantial total. In this context, special attention will have to be given to the problem of 
mobilising rural savings, because of the large magnitude of the rural sector in India, the 
increasing monetisation of the rural economy and the emphasis on agricultural and com
munity development in the First Five Year Plan. 

The existing pattern of yields and maturities of small savings seems to be, on the whole, 
satisfactory. In view of the small-saver's preference for certificates of longer muturities, it 
is., however, suggested that a rs-year series of National Savings ·Certificates or National Plan 
Certificates with a slightly more attractive rate of interest (say s per cent or more) may be 

tried. 

The present limits of maximum holdings are quite liberal and need not be raised. It 
is known that mall savings attract considerable funds from the more well-to-do sections of 
the population and any increases in the limits of maximum holdings tend to benefit these 
groups rather than the small savers. In this context, the technique of limiting the ma.'timum 
holdings of new issues to small amounts adopted in respect of the new National Plan Certi
ficates would appear to be a step in the right direction. 

There is need to revitalise and strengthen the existing machinery for mobilising savings. 
At present, the collection of savings is to a large extent a subsidiary function of the post offices, 
and it is felt that the savings machinery could be considerably strengthened by drawing a dear 
distinction between the two functions and recruiting special staff for the promotion of savings. 
Currently., the collection of savings is mostly done on "savers come to me if they want to" 
basis. It is essential that the postal staff should be trained in savings work and encouraged, 
through commission and additional allowances, to be more active agents in the mobilisation 

ot" small savings than hitherto. 
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It is necessary to make the small savings approach as broad as possible .. Extensive 
voluntary co-operation from social, regional and occupational groups should be built up and 
savings groups should be formed in factories, offices, clubs and other social and cultural or
ganisations. The agency system should be extenaed to cover commercial and co-operative 
banks. It will be advantageous to enlist small investors as regular subscribers, and to have a 
system of payroll deductions, under which workers will authorise employers to set aside spe
cified amounts for investment in small savings. 

There should be more effective savings· drives and more intensive promotional cam
paigns. Special countrywide campaigns of at least a fortnight's or a month's duration should 
be conducted with the co-operation of several agencies and organisations. There is also need 
for wider publicity of small savings statistics for arousing mass consciousness tO\yards small 
savings. At present, the national savings movement in India is relatively inconspicuous and 
mostly confined to urban areas. It is also necessary to entrust the general direction and con
trol of the small savings movement to a high-powered Board, com11rising, among others, 
the representatives of Government and political, social and financial organisations in the 
country. The direction and control of the small savings scheme in the rural areas may be 
entrusted to the proposed State Bank. Finally, the role of the State Governments in the 
small savings movement has not been as active as is desirable and they should be induced to 
organise and intensify the small savings movement in their respective areas. 

V. BANK FINANCE FOR INDUSTRY 

t 

The Second Five Year Plan is expected to place greater emphasis on mdustrial develop
ment than was the case in the First Five Year Plan. On the assumption of RS. 6,000 crores 
for the whole Plan, Rs. 3,500 crores may be put down in respect of the public ·sector and 
Rs. 2,500 crores for the private sector; of the amount proviSionaJ!y .suggested for the private 
sector, an assumption of Rs. 45o-500 crores (or about double the figure of Rs. 235 crores 
for the First Plan) to cover the cost of expansion of industrial capacity does not appear unrea
sonable. 

As far as working capital requirements are concerned, an estimation of industry's needs 

in this regard on the basis of the physical targets aimed at in the various sectors is not 

possible in the absence of these targets. The alternative method of estimation would be to 

· relate it to the capital-sales ratio for the various industries, though even in this regard, detailed 

data are not available. Within the limitation set by the presence of wiu~d capacity, the 

utilisation of which would increase sales without a corresponding increase in capital, the 

(fixed) capital-sales ratio may throw some light on industries' requirements of working capital. 
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It is likely that most of the private industrial investment in the next Plan will be in respect of 
consumer goods and light engineering industries, and in these industries, the capital-sales 
ratio is generally observed to be lower than in the case of heavy industries. On the other hand, 
some part of the investment would not have reached the stage when industry begins to require 
working capital.. Taking these factors into consideration, an assumption that working capital 
requirements will broadly be equal to fixed capital reqirements does not appear 
unreasonable. 

Industry's capital requirements can be met either by internal or external financing. While 
internal financing would be almost wholly in respect of fixed assets formation, some fixed 
capital requirements and most working capital needs would have to be met through external 
financing i.e., through (a) capital market issues, (b) loans from non-bank sources (including 
such institutions as Industrial Finance Corporation of India, State Financial Corporations and 
Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation) and (c) loans from the banking system. Loans 
from the banking system would have to be almost wholly in respect of working capital, as it 
is not desirable that banks whose resources are mostly a short-term should engage in 
financing the long-term (block capital) needs of industry. In,fact this is the basic assumption 
of this note and the evaluation of the adequacy of bank finance is in respect of working capital 
requirements.· 

Before, however, proceeding to an evaluation of the adequacy or otherwise of bank 
finance, an attempt ~ay be made to estimate the volume of requirements of bank credit. 
The analysis by the Taxation Enquiry Commission of corporate balance sheets has indicated 
that the level of borrowing k roughly · 6o per cent of the level of inventories; and of total 
borrowings, the share of the banking system is less than half. On the assumption that the 

• same ratio of borrowings to inventories would continue, and on the further assumption that 
the share of bank finance in the total of borrowings would rise to about one-half, the require
ments from the banking system may be put roughly at Rs. 150 crores. In other words, in 
addition to the present provi~ion of industrial credit of Rs. 18o-2oo crores (which constitutes 
over a third of total bank credit), banks would be called upon to provide a further Rs. 150 

crores to industry. 

The capacity of the banking system to meet the increasing credit needs of industry has to 
be examined, firstly, in the light of the present legal and institutional framework and secondly, 
to the extent that the framework is inadequate, on the assumption that the institutional structure 
is modified so as to expand the volume of bank finance to industry. 

The assumption that the institutional framework broadly remains the same would mean 
that there is no significant change in the avenues of credit to industry both by way of the 
number and type of institutions available and of their traditions and practices. An increase 
in bank credit to industry could then come about either through an expansion in banks, resources 
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and/ or a redistribution of their assets portfolio so as to enable a greater proportion of banks, · 
resources to be diverted to credit in general and industrial credit in particular. The first of 
these raises the question of deposit trends while the second is related, among other things, to 
cash and liquidity considerations. 

In recent years, there has been a significant reversal of the declining trend t;toticed for the 
greater part of the post-war period and the trends in 1954 indicate that perhaps a phase of 
deposit expansion has begun again. The likely volume of deposit increase is intimately linked 
with the question of trends in money supply, the most important single determinant o£ which 
in the next few years will be the scale of deficit financing. On the basis of recent trends; 
however, it appears reasonable to expect that about two-fifths to one-half of the expansion in 
money supply will take the form of deposit money. 

An expansion in deposit liabilities would, even with the present assets structure, lead to a 
larger absolute level of advances. Scheduled banks in India have generally been observing in 
the last five or six years an advances-deposits ratio of 55-60 per cent though it may vary sea- · 
sonally from 50-70 per cent. This is a fairly high ratio and compares with the (approximate) 
ratios in 1954 of 36 per cent for the U.K., 38 per cent for the U.S. and 6o per cent for Austra
lia; in the case of Japan the ratio is much higher at ab::mt 90 per cent thus causing the problem 
of "overloaning.'' Advances now roughly account for Rs. 550 crores out of total deposits of 
about Rs. 950 crores. If the same ratio is to be maintained, and if it is assumed that industrial 
credit would account for half the- credit expansion, a rise in industrial credit of the order : of 
Rs. 150 crores would postulate a rise in total deposit liabilities of Rs. 500 crores (of which 
Rs. 400 crores would be in respect of demand deposits*). · 

The assumption that industrial credit expansion ·would account for half the· credit 
expansion seems reasonable; if, however, the commercial and other sectors' credit needsfor 
inventory financing etc. are greater than Rs. 150 crores, the required depQSitexpansion on 
the basis of a 6o per cent advances- deposits ratio would be over Rs. 500 crores. · On._the 
other hand, of the total deposits increase, if the share of time liabilities is greater than a fifth, 
the prospects of a rise in the advances-deposits ratio would be greater. An increase in the 
advances-deposits ratio from the present levels would imply that a ;eduction in the ratio of 
other assets, viz. cash and investments to deposits has to be brought about. 

Indian banks have been working in the last two or. three years on lower cash . ratios*. 
The greater availability of Central Bank credit and more liberal remittance facilities have reduced 
the requirements of a large cash cushion and an extension in these as in clearing facilities might 
be expected to lead to some further lowering of cash ratios, though the extent to whlch this can 
be done is limited; the excess of balances of scheduled banks over the statutory minimum 
(of 5 per cent of demand and 2 per cent of time liabilities) has averaged only Rs. 17 crores in 
1954, Rs. 13 crores in 1953 and Rs. 18 crores in 1952, and does not appear an adequate basis 

· for credit expansion to any significant degree. · ' -

• On the basis of the assumed expansion ofRs. 400 crores in demand liabilities, . money ·supply 
would rise by Rs. I,ooo crores. 
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An expansion in advances within a given volume of resources could also be brought 
about through a reduction in banks' gilt-edged investment portfolios. Investments have 
claimed 35-38 per cent of deposit liabilities of scheduled banks in recent years (1951-54) 
and represent a larger proportion than in some other countries; it is, however, hard to see how 
any substantial reduction of investment ratio can be affected. Though Section 24 of the 
Banking Companies Act lays down that banks are to maintain not less than 20 per cent of 
their demand and time liabilities in cash, gold or unencumbered approved securities, in actual 
practice scheduled banks have maintained in cash balances and gilt-edged securities about 45-
48 p~r cent in recent years. While this might suggest that there is some scope for reduction 
it has to be borne in mind that in the absence of Central Bank supported purchases in the open 
market, banks would be reluctant to sell at a loss, while the availability of Reserve Bank (and 
Imperial Bank) credit against the pledge of Government securities is another factor in favour 
of banks continuing to hold Government securities. In fact, . to increase their advances 
it is not necessary for banks to liquidate their investments; they could as well borrow from the 
Reserve Bank in greater measure against the pledge of these securities. Another factor mili
tating against a reduction in investment levels is that banks (with other institutions) would 
be expected to participate in Government loan issues which are likely to be larger in view of the 
increasing requirements of the public sector. Thus, while the absolute level of Government 
security holdings cannot be expected to fall, and in fact to increase, as a ratio to deposits, some 
reduction is possible; in other words, a greater share of the likely increase in deposits may go 
into advances. 

In the discussion of the possibilities of an expansion in assets, particularly of risk assets, 
consideration has to be paid to the adequacy of the capital funds (paid-up capital and reserves); 
an expansion of risk assets would have to be accompanied by an increase in capital funds of the 
banking system. 

The above discussion, therefore, indicates that to achieve an advances expansion of at 
least Rs. 300 crores, a deposit expansion of over Rs. soo crores would be called for and will 
,Perhaps be realised; if the latter is short of the required figure or if advances to the non-in
dustrial sector are higher than Rs. 150 crores, then there would emerge an institutional gap 
i.e., an inadequacy of bank finance within the present organisational structure. 

The problem of inadequacy of bank finance thus does not appear to be one of such serious 
proportions as to require any radical changes in the existing machinery of credit. However, 
to the extent that such a gap emerges, certain measures to introduce greater flexibility in the 
supply of credit may have to be oonsidered. 

2~ BALANCE OF .PAYMENTS AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

The purpose of this note is to refer in very general terms to certain aspects of India's 
balance of payments in relation to the Second Five Year Plan. This is covered under three 
sections. As experience of the past provides a guide to the future, Section VI contains a 
brief assessment of India's balance of payments during the First Five Year Plan. Detailed 
information on India's payments position is furnished in the tables appended to the note. 
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Section VII is devoted to a tentative estimation of available foreign exchange resources for the 
Second Five Year Plan. Section VIII, the concluding section of the note, highlights a few 
balance of payments problems which are required to be studied for framing the Second Five 
Year Plan. 

VI. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND THE FIRST FIVE YEAR PLAN 

introductory 

The balance of payments can be regarded from . one point of view as a means 
for the orderly utilisation of foreign exchange resources for the development plan. The 
primary aim in this case is to ensure that the imports of machinery and equipment needed 
for the Plan take place in appropriate quantities and at the appropriate time and that they are 
not hampered by financial difficulties .• What this needs is a foreign exchange budget drawn 
up on the best information available regarding the types and quantities of capit~ goods 
that will be required as well as the total foreign exchange that will be available by way of. 
accumulated reserves, foreign aid and grants, private capital inflow and lastly net current earn
ings resulting from the country's visible and invisible trade, the last item being a positive 
or a negative quantity. This enumeration cuts across the normal division of the 
balance of payments between a current and a capital account, but is more appropriate for 
focussing attention on the all important question of total availability of foreign exchange 
resources. The general effect of a development plan should be to bring about a. deficit in 
the current account, directly because of the increased imports of producer goods and indirectly 
through higher investment leading to higher incomes, higher demand for importe draw materials. 
and consumer good:. and possibly a division from exports to domestic consumption. This 
approach was implicit in the outline of India's First Five Year Plan. · Also in addition to the 
needs arising from Plan expenditure, in the light of the situation which prevailed at that time, , 
the Planning Commission gave additional importance to food-grains imports; for the base year 
and the last year of the Plan, they were estimated to be of the order of Rs. 8o ~~d Rs. us 
crores respectively. Although no estimates of expenditure were offered for the remainirig 
years of the Plan it was visualised that about 3 million tons of foodgrains would be needed 
every year. As compared to this, the direct foreign exchange expenditure, i.e., on producer 
goods for Plan projects during the whole of the Plan period Wll:8 expected to be only Rs. 400 

crore... Not only was the expenditure on foodgrains to be higher than on producer goods but 
one of the principal aims of the Plan was to " accord a high priority to lines of production 
which would help to reduce import requirements and increase the country's exportable sur
pluses". From this it may appear that the balance of payments was regarded as an objective 
rather than an instrument of Government policy. The inconsistency is,· however, ·only on 
the surface. It is quite clear that the First Five Year Plan recognised the need to establish 
. foreign trade on a sure footing so that in the subsequent plans when the tempo of development 
would be accelerated, it could be used as an effective instrument .of State Policy-the idea 
was to sh:1rpen the tool and keep it in readiness for future use. This distinction between · 
the short-term and long-term roles of the balance of payments must be borne in mind for 
any assessment we may wish to make of its performance during the first four year~ Q.f the First 
Plan. 
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On the basis of a total development expenditure of Rs. 2,o69 crores, the Planning Com
mission estimated that there would be a current account deficit dRs. I8o toRs. 200 crores 
every year, only Rs. 50 crores of which would be met out of the sterling balances. The 
estimate faithfully reflected the somewhat precarious balance of payments situation which 
prevailed at the time. The deficit ofRs. 136.3 crores which was incurred in 195I-52 serves 
to illustrate the point. But the tutning point came almost immediately after the first quarter 
of the (calendar) year 1952. There have been occasional deficits in some quarters since then 
but the overall position in the years 1952, 1953 and I954 has been a surplus one as may be 
seen from the following table. · 

(Rs. Crores) 

I952 1953 1954 

2 3 4 I 2 3 4 I 2 3 4 
Quarters 

Net Current;-58.1 -3 7 +25·4 +38-I +16.9-II-I +5.2 +47·7 +2o·s -10•2 -14·5 +21.5* 
Account 
Surplus(+) I 
Deficit(....,..) J +1·7 +58·7 +11·6 

*Estimate. 

The reasons for this admittedly unexpected performance of the balance of payments are 
best examined with detailed rt:ference to the major components ofthe balance of payments 
viz., exports and imports and the major items of the invisible account. We shall also attempt 
a brief survey of the flow of private foreign investment not so much for explaining what has 
happened as to make a forecast for the remaining year of the Plan. . 
Exports and Imports. · 

As has been said earlier, the general aim of the Plan was to incr~e _ the 
· production of commodities which would reduce the .country's dependence on foreign 

imports as well as increase the surplus available for export. On this basis the volume of ex
ports was expected to rise during the Plan period by 30 per cent as compared to I948-49 and 
10 per cent over 195o-5 I ( which.~as a boom year for exports). Imports, after taking into account 
the combined effects of rising machinery imports and increases in domestic production, were 
only expected to rise by 3 p~ · cent over I948-49 when the O.G.L. was in full operation. 
Table 4 attached to this note compares the volume of exports from 1950-5I up to the end of 
1953-5'4 with the targets for exports as laid down by the Planning Commission. It will be seen 
that while in respect of a few items the targets have been reached or surpassed, in many others 
exports are running at a rate lower than that set for at the end of the Plan period by the Plan
ning Commission. Prices on the other hand have behaved as might have been expected; they 
have declined below the levels prevailing in the base year. All the principal groups reached 
their peak levels in 1951-52. Food, Drink and Tobacco is the only g:oup which continues 
to remain above the 1952-53 level which itself was considerably higher than that in I948-49. 
The group has benefited from the removal of controls by the U.K. generally and lately from 
the boom in tea prices. As regards the other two important export commodities viz., jute goods 
and cotton textiles, it seems that, among other causes, the short-fall in domestic output of raw 
jute is likely tQ have been a limiting factor ln the case Of the former, Conon textiles? O.Q Ule 
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other hand, were running at a reasonably satisfactory level (of 826 million yards) in 1954-5$ 
but Japanese competition should from now on make itself felt rather strongly and it will 
probably be difficult to realise the target of 1,000 million yards set by the Planning 
Commission. 

On the side of imports, the major source of miscalculation is obviously foodgr:ains. They 
have, in the last year or so, been running at an annual rate of Rs. 62 crores which may be compa
red with the imports ofRs. 153 crores which took place as recently as 1952-53 (Table 5). More
over, part of this represents imports of Burmese rice for stocks and not for immediate consump
tion ; in a sense it had no effect on net balance of payments as there has been substitution of 
stocks for exchange reserves. What is perhaps more surprising is the behaviour of lna.chinery 
imports (other than defence stores). They have steadily fallen from Rs. 109 crores in}951-52 
continuously to Rs. 79 crores in 1954-55· The prices of machinery have been declining which 
means that there may not have been much reduction, in the rate of real investment in 
plant and equipment. Even so, machinerY imports seem to be considerably below the level 
that should obtain in the last stages of the Plan. These two groups of articles, foodgrains 
and machinery, provide the explanation of why the deficits in the balance of payments so far 
have been so infrequent and so small. Further, in the last four years, there has been sizeable 
expansion in the installed capacity of a large number of miscellaneous industries, such as 
automobiles, electrical products, light engineering, chemicals, plastics, etc., although in several 
of them current production is far below installed capacity. The increase in the domestic out
put of these industries may also have supplanted imports to a limited extent partly through the 
tightening up of import quotas and licensing. While exports roughly followed the course, . 
visualised in the Plan, domestic investment particularly in the pub~c sector specially requiring_ 
goods from abroad was sluggish. On the other hand, the increase in the production of food
grains was responsible for a considerable saving of foreign exchange. A slight liberalisation 
of consumer goods imports was, in the circumstances, to be expected. Thi~ can be seen 
in the period subsequent to 1951-52 (Table 5). -·-· 

The rate at which imports of consumer goods have been liberalised. during the last two or 
three years would seem meagre or adequate depending on whether we take a short-term or a 

I 

long-term view. Attention has been drawn to this distinction in the foregoing paragraphs. 
A strict control over imports and exports was one of the important postulates of the First Five 
Year Plan. While there would have been occasion for more liberal imports (even ofless essen
tial consumer goods) had there been any signs of inflationary pressures, there was no need 
to allow such imports since in the last two years the magnitude of deficit financing was consi
derably below expectation and the price level was either stable or declining. The conclusion 
seems inescapable that commercial policy during the last four years has been consistent with 
the principles enunciated by the Planning Commission. It is true that'in the last few years 
JOVernment's export policy has been subjected to some criticism, especially ·in regard to the 
speed with which export duties were adapted to changing international demand, but by and 
large export control has been administered with speed as well as efficiency. Similarly there 

• has been some feeling that the advantage of falling overseas prices has not been passed on to 
consumers of imported goods. But the year 195~ and part of 19$4 have lar~ely t>een perio4$ 

~~ r.c. 



ln which signs of deflationary forces were noticeable in the economy. An unJue liberalisation 
o( imports would have only aggra ... -ated this pressure. In any cu--e the only anti-inflatio:1ary· 
imports. the Commission oontemplated, were food imports. It is almost certain that it hopei 
to meet the secondary demand (generated by the development programme) through higher 
domestic production rather than through imports. 

Another important respect in which the prognosticatiom of the Commission have gone 
wrong is in regard to the terms of trade. It expected the terms of trade to deteriorate by 10 

per cent below the level for 1948-49 during the period of the Plan. The movement till the 
end of March 1954 roughly corresponded to this expectation although the deterioration was 
probably not more than 5 per cent. Between April and December 1954, however, there was 
a distinct improvement of about 10 per cent so that the worsening of the earlier period was 
more than neutralised. It is difficult to say how long the favourable terms of trade will 
last. 

Invisible Items. 
The chief interest in the invisible account of India's balance of payments is 

$at it contributes to the current account surplus. Quite a substantial portion of this 
surplus is fictitio~ that is to say. it arises because our imports are rec<>rdeJ on a c.i.f. 
basis. Payments on account of transportation and insurance as presented in the official com
pilations so far correspondingly understate the position. On the basis of the freight survey 
·which !fle ReServe Bank of India is now conducting, it appears that freight paym....'"IlU on private 
·account alone may have amounted to Rs. 36 crores in 1953 i.e. roughly 8 per cent of c.i.f. 
i'alue of imports. Insurance may have amounted to another Rs. 7 crores. To these must be 

• added freight and insurance on Government imports paid directly by the High Commissioner 
·in London and the India Supply M.ission,.Washington. M.ost of this information is a ... -ailable 
·with us and has been incorporated in the following table. Receipts under foreign travel are 
·similarly the result of estimates based on the tourist survey conducted by the Bank. The figures 
are aggregated for the first three and a half years of the Plan (April 1951- September 1954). 

( Rs. Crores) 

. - Receipts Payments Net 

Transportation . n8·7 310"0 -191"3 
Investment Inoomc 55·6 93"9 -3S·3 
Foreign Travel 8·3 51·8 -43"8 
Insurance . . . . . 20·8 12"3 +B·s 
Government (not included elsewhere) 88•7 57•8 +30"9 
Miscellaneous • • • • 147"0 33"6 +113"4 
Unclassified . 148·8 19"7 +129"1 

TOTAL 587"9 579"1 +8·8 

Private Donations 72"2. 20"7 +s1·s 
G.RAND TOTAL , 66o·I 599"8 +6o·3 
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The foregoing invisible account although more refined and complete than has been 
published so far is still far from perfect. (The item unclassified, in particular, needs to be • 
broken down-a special sample survey is being initiated for this.) Nevertheless, it is easy to 
see that it has accounted for a surplus of about Rs. 6o crores in the three and a half years or 
an average of Rs. 19 crores per year. 

The invisible account is eventually capable of yielding a larger surplus, ·provided 
adequate attention is paid to some of the items. The basic weakness of our invisible trade 
is in respect of transportation payments. More than Rs. 100 crores has been paid out annually 
to foreign shipping companies. Given freight rates and 16 composition on trade, the amount 
would vary with the volume of imports. In other words, a considerably larger amount would 
have had to be paid out if imports during the three and a half years had reached the expected 
level. While the freight collected by foreign carriers on Indian exports does not co~titute 
(in the net) a drain on foreign exchange resources, the freight paid on imports does. This 
indicates the need for taking measures, which will gradually reduce our dependence· on 
foreign shipping in the same way as the First Five Year Plan reduced the depeildence on 
imported foodgrains. Expenditure of foreign tourists in India was negligible during the period 

' . 
as a whole but with the rapid, rise in the number of tourists from 25,000 in 1952 to 35,000 in 
1954 receipts under foreign travel have probably increased in the last two years. The series 
of measures which are being undertaken by the Ministry of ·Transport to encourage foreign 
tourism may considerably increase the income potential of this item in the coming years. 

~ xternal assistance and inflow of private capital 

These items, though external to the current account, are relevant to an appraisal of the 
behaviour of the balance of payments. External a<>sistance utilised during the period 19SI"'54 
was roughly of the order of Rs. 135 crores out of which the U.S. wheat loan alone 
accounted for Rs. 90 crores. Excluding the Wheat Loan, foreign assistance utills.ed during 
the period amounted to an annual average of Rs. 13 crores. 

External Assistanct 1951-54• 
(Rupees creres) . ' 

Authorised ·Utilised Unutilis.ed · ..... 

Loana . 
'· 117'5 95'7 21·8· 

Granta . 116'7 36•2 · 8o·s 

TOTAL 234'2 131 '9 I02•J 

• Source : Five Year P2an Progress Report fot' 1953-54. 
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An important item which must be considered in relation to the movement in the sterling 
balances is 'private long-term capital'. Figures relating to this are mostly estimates but it is 
interesting to note that the ' net' increase in foreign business investment (i.e., the net assets of 
branches of foreign firms and ordinary and preference shares and debentures held by foreigners) 
in the four years (1951-54) may well have amounted toRs. 100 crores or an annual average of 
Rs. 25 crores. · 

Of this, fresh inward remittances in cash accounted for only Rs. 6 crores. The remainder 
comprised (i) investment in the form of goods and (ii) retained or reinvested profits. The 
recent survey of foreign investment reveals that for 1952 and 1953 the total profits and divi
dends accruing to' firms' and 'companies' resident abroad amounted to about Rs. 26 crores 
and Rs. 32 crores respectively. The figures of remittances made from profits accruing during 
the relative years are not yet fully available. It is, therefore, difficult to find out what percent
age of the profits was ploughed back in the business. But from such figures as are available, 
it appears that of the total accrued profits about a third, or Rs. 8-10 crores, was reta!ned in 
India. On this basis the total reinvestment out of profits in the four years 1951-54 would come 
to Rs. 35-40 crores, the branches of foreign firms and companies probably accounting for Rs. 
30 crores. The balance ofthe increase ofRs. so-6o crores in 'net' investment must have been 
in the form of goods. The relevance of this to the Plan is that, at the minimum, investment of 
th~s order can take place automatically in the private foreign sector, provided the politico
economic climate in the country is favourable for the purpose. Quantitatively such reinvest
ment has been more important in the past few years than investment in the public sector 
financed through foreign loans and grants (the U.S. Wheat Loan is naturally not relevant in 
this context). Some of the actions of Government, such as the amendments to the Constitution 
which. •reserve to the legislature the power to decide the quantum of compensation in cases 
of acquisition of property by Government, the imposition of super-tax on all dividends paid to 
non-resident shareholders, the imposition of death duty, the decision to close down foreign 
automobile assembly plants, etc., have been adversely criticised abroad. If it is intended that 
private foreign capital should be allowed to contribute to the success of the Second Five 
Year Plan, on a larger scale than at present, there is perhaps an urgent need to make a thorough 
examination of the implications of these measure in relation to the question of finding resources 
from abroad for the next Plan .. 

Draft on. 'sterling Balances 
To finance the envisaged deficit on balance ·of payments of Rs. 180-200 crores per 

annum, ·the Plan provided for the utilisation of the sterling balances to the tune of Rs. 50 
crores per annum. However, the utilisation so far has been at a lower rate, the level of 
sterling balances falling by Rs. 144 crores from Rs. 877 crores at the end of March 1951 
to Rs. 733 crores by mid:..March 1955· The point to be noted here is that in 1951-52 
alone there.were drawings to the extent of Rs. 165 crores, so that in the remaining three 
years there has actually been a net addition of Rs. 12 crores to sterling balances. 

Summary of conclusion regarding Balance of Payments during the Plan period 
Before proceeding to make a forecast for the year 1955-56, it may be permissible to 

recapitulate the factors which prevented deficits from arising in the first four years of the 
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l'ltn. The improvement in the production of foodgrains must take first place. The 
P.L:m l.'Ontemplated deficits amounting to Rs. 18o-200 crores a year which very nearly 
represents the value of 3 million tons of foodgrains. Secondly, the rate of public expen
diture was substantially lower than estimates. This directly reduced Government's fore
ign expenditure below the optimum level. The expected in flationary consequences of a 
rising rate of investment did not materialise, although it is unlikely that with the existing 
import policy the indirect effects of this would have been adequately reflected in the 
balance of payments. There was some deficit financing in the last year or so but . the 
increase in domestic production noticed in 1952 and to a smaller extent in 1953 appears 
to have been sufficient to neutralise its effects. 

Last year of the Plan _ 
If the foregoing analysis is correct it is obvious that the forecast cannot be made without · 

some knowledge of the beha,iour of these two factors. A considerable proportion of the 
rise in foodgrains production is probably of a permanent kind. Execpt for sugar; imports of 
food are not likely to figure in 1955-56. The level of capital goods imports by the 
Government is expected to be slightly higher than in the previous year. One thing is 
clear; the present rate of Government's development expenditure is far below the level envisaged 
in the budgets (as reflected in the rise in the floating debt) and in view of the usual time-Jag 
the balance of pay~ents for the remaining year will be affected more ~y the direct. effects of 
the expenditure than by the indirect effects on the national income, prices, etc. It. may be 
assumed that private imports will be at a slightly higher level than in 1954-55. -

The detailed commodity-wise forecast would hardly be of any use, the general pattern of 
trade will be as follows. 

(i) Exports.-A slight fall over the 1954-55 level--mostly because of a decline in prices. 
Tea will almost certainly fall in price. Cotton textiles may not do so well owing tO increased 
competition from Japan. 

(ii) Imports.-No food imports have been assumed. -. '-
~iachinery imports would amount toRs. 120 crores. The merchandise accountin.1g5s-s6 

will not in that case be very different from that in 1953-54 and 1954-55. In view of the stabili .. 
ty of the invisible account as a whole, there should be a small surpius on the current account. 

Private Foreign Capital 1955-56 . _ 
It was indicated earlier that in the first four years there was, on an average, a·• net ' 

private investment from abroad of about Rs. 25 crores. A major portion of investment 
in the last three or four years, as is quite well known, went into the oil refineries_ The 
total investment in the two completed oil refineries may be estimated at about .Rs. 
4o-42 crores. The inxesrment in the third refinery which may be completed this year is 
of a comparatively small order, i.e., Rs. 7-8 crores. 

As far as is known, no major projects with foreign participation similar to the oil refineries 
are under contemplation at present. Private capital of the order of about Rs. 9 crores is ex
pected to flow into the steel plant which is being set up with Gennan collaboration. But 
this \\ill be spread over four years. It would seem therefore that even after taking into acmunt 
the probable level of retained or reinvested profits (Rs. 8-10 crores) the net foreign invest-
ment in 1955-56 may not exceed Rs. 15 crores. · 



VII. SURVEY OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE REsOURCES FOR THI 

SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

Possible Savings from Current Account 

It is proposed to review briefly. the foreign exchange resources which may be available 
at the commencement of the Second Five Year Plan on the basis of what can be easily 
estimated at present. 

. . . 

The first source of foreign exchange is the net balance on current account (transactions 
, in goods and services) if it is a positive item. The following may be considered as a rouih 

presentation of the current account on the eve of the Second Plan : 

Imports, f. o. b.: 

Private • 

Government (Other than those financed by aid) 

Total imports . 

·. Exports, f.' o. b. 

Trade balance. 

Invisibles (net) . " 

Balance on current account 

, 

• 

• 

(Rs. crores) 

475 

112 

587 

555 

-32 

+32 

Nil 

The position is expected to be one of balance, if not a small surplus. This indicates that 
on the eve of the Second Plan there will be external equilibrium in the economy. In order 
to derive from this table an estimate of the surplus available for financing developmental 
imports in the Second Five Year ~Ian, certain adjustments have to be made. Firstly, it is assu-

--med that roughly this pattern of payments will prevail in the next five years, if present condi
tions continue. Secondly, these estimates include machinery, imports (other than defence stores) 
of the order of Rs. 8o crores by both the public and the private sectors. Of this amount roughly 
half may be estimated to account for the imports of spare parts and machinery for replacement 
and maintenance, and the balance of Rs. 40 crores as the value of new plant and machinery 
required under the First Plan in both the public and private sectors. The latter may, therefore, 
be legitimately deducted from the; present level of imports, since this will be available to finance 
the import of developmental goods in the Second Plan. Thirdly, as refeqed to in respect of the 
invisible account in Section VI, earnings under Tourist Expenditure in India may be expected 
to record progressive increases in the coming years. Similarly income from banking and in
surance . services.· rendered by Indian companies abroad, which have been showing some 
progress in the last two years, may show a further spurt of activity. Extra earnings under 
these ,two items may be placed on an average at Rs. 10 crores per year. The total surplus 
available on current account may, therefore, be placed at about Rs. 50 crores per year or a 
total of Rs. 250 crores for the five years of the Second. Plan. 
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Sterling Balances. 

The second source relates to that part of the steding balances which are available 
to finance payments deficits. They may be estimated as under : 

Balances as on March 18, 1955. 
Less 

(Rs.. crores) 

733"2 

.Minimum working balance • 
. , 

' -:'" .· .~· ... 

Currency Reserve 

Provision for a possible draft on account of transactions in 1~55-56 
414.9 

3o·o 

.248"3. Balance left for the Second Plan period • 

· or about R~- 250 .crores. 

{ . 

The chief point for consideration in this connection is th~ adequacy or otherwise of ihe 
present currency reserve of Rs. 415 crores, in relation to the expansion in ~ency which ~y 
take place during the Second Plan. Considering that there already exists -a cushion in the 
Reserve Bank's under-valuation of gold and that even the present statutory ratio of gold (revalu;. 
ed) and sterling to currency circulation will be maintained until currency expands up to: abOut 
Rs. 1,500 crores, the present provision may be treated as adequate. Further, if the need 
arises the present ratio itself may be adjusted downward through an amendnient of the pro-
vision in the Reserve Bank Act. ~ · 

. ·' 
Foreign Aid . 

A third source is constituted by loans and grants from foreign Governments and. loans 
from international financial institutions. At the end of 1953-54, the balance ·of 
unutilised external assistance was ab:mt Rs. 100 crores (Rs. 231 croreT~minua Rs. 133 
crores). Authorisations for the last year of the Plan on current indications aie -nodikely -to fall 
below Rs. 45 crores (TCA-Rs. 40 crores ; Colombo Plan-Rs. 5 crores ,; . Ford 
Foundation-Rs. 1 crore). Setting against this the utilisation." during the last year of the 
Plan at Rs. 30-35 crores, the amount of foreign aid which may remain unutilised ~ay be 
placed at Rs. 110 crores to Rs. 115 crores. This unutilised aid is included among the 
available resources on the assumption that the goods and services which have been ordered for · 
under the respective programmes and which are not expected till the end of the First Plan will 
be included in the pro jeers for the Second Plan. But if they are not to be treated as part of the 
requirements•for the Second Plan, then the unutilised aid should not be counted as part of the 
available resources. · · 

; 
It is difficult to estimate the amount of inter-governmental loans and grants which we 

may get in the Second Plan period. One thing is more certain at ·present than at the time 
when the First Plan was formulated ; there is a greater realisation· on the part of the creditor 
countries of the need for extending a larger amount of economic assistance to the under-d~. 
veloped countries and that too in a manner which will take into account t_heir susceptibilities. 
A reasonable expectation is that external assistance is l.i)cely to be at a much higher level tlJ.an. 
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t.itherto. In the First Plan period appropriations of inter-governmnetal grants and loans 
(ex:luding the Wheat Loan) averaged about Rs. 30 crores a year. It is not, therefore 
un easonable to expect similar aid to the extent ofRi. 45 toRs. 50 crores in the Second Plan 
period which will, therefore, give a total of Rs. 225-250 crores. 

As we have already repaid the bulk of our borrowings from the Fund, it is possible for 
us to rely for short-term borrowings (3 to 5 years) on the Fund to the extent of about 
Rs. 40 crores. To guard against the contingency of a relative shortage of sterling in the 
coming years, the possibilities of raising loans on international financial centres, like the 
London and . Swiss markets as also borrowings f~m institutions like the Commonwealth De
velopment Finance Co. need to be explored. In the same way we can also step up our 
borrowings from the International Bank. The loans which we should be able to raise from all 
these institutions may be easily placed at about Rs. 200 crores. All these sources, therefore, 
taken together may yield exchange resources between. Rs. 900 and Rs. 950 crores, ex
clusive ofunutilised aid. One important contingency which has to be provided for in this conn
ection is naturally the need for emergency food imports. This may not arise unless there is a 
failure of monsoons for a continuous period of two years or more, as our existing food stocks 
are adequate to tide over a crisis in one year. A sum of Rs. 150 crores may be considered 
quite adequatefor this purpose. In any case, the available foreign exchange resources 
for the Second Plan (at a very liberal estimation) will probably not exceed Rs. 1,ooo crores, in the 
absence of a foreign aid programme of altogether new dimensions. The foreign exchange 
position of the Second Plan, other things being equal, will not exceed this figure. On the basis 
of the proportion of foreign to total expenditure in the First Plan this should sustain a total 
development expenditure of Rs. 5,000 crores but of course the proportion may change in 
either direction. 

VIII. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS PROBLEMS IN THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

The preceding section contained an evaluation, in very broad terms, of the foreign exchange 
resources for the Second Five Year Plan in the light of the present trends, but did not cover 
all the possible foreign exchange resources available for the Plan. Thus, for instance, the 
extent to which the resources based on the net balance on current account (Source I) are capable 
of augmentation or diminution will depend upon : (i) whether the objectives ofthe Plan and 
certain projects included therein envisage a higher level of foreign trade through expansion in 
both exports and imports.or whether they are intended to reduce import requirem~nts and (ii) 
the influences both favourable and unfavourable emanating from abroad which may affect both 
the volume and prices of our exports and imports. The factors included under (ii) are at 
best a matter for reasonable conjecture and there should be provision, whenever the efforts are 
unfavourable for suitable measures to neturalise them. One possible method of anticipating 
and providing for the influences from abroad will be through the institution of a system of 
annual foreign exchange budgets and their periodical comparison with the actual position. 
The former [i.e.1 (i)] raises an important balance of payments problem opis-a-'l,)is the Second 
Plan •. 
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Inter-dependence of investment and foreign trade 

' 
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Broadly speaking, the relationship of the balance of pajments to the Second Plan · 
may be expressed in a series of problems of a policy nature. The first problem relates to 
the size of the foreign exchange resources which may be pressed into service fc>r the Plan, 
or, to put it in an alternative form, what is the extent of the deficits on current account 
which may be allowed for during the Plan period ? This is governed, as has already been 
described, by the size of the available foreign exchange reserves, supplemented by 
prob"able inflow of private capital and official loans and graQ.ts. .M_ore important than 
these is what can be secured through the projects in the Plan itself. _ Just as the increase 
in national income arising from a given level of investment will vary with the pattern 
of its distribution and the average capital output ratio of each pattern, similarly it will also 
depend upon the pattern of distribution of the investment between what produces · export . 
income and that producing domestic income ; for a given level of investment the for- · 

mer, if it takes advantage of international specialization, will provide a greater level of income 
than the latter. In making a comparison between the income effects of both types of in
vestment it is necessary to take into account the fluctuations inherent in the requisite kinds 
of export income. From the point of view of maximising income under the Second Plan it is -
therefore essential that due. attention will have to be paid to projects with stable export 
possibilities. What type of major projects of this nature are suitable for inclusion in the. 
Plan will have to be examined from all aspects. . -· ~ 

Elements in the Plan to expand Foreign trade 

This is also allied to the problem of what we propose to achieve throug1.(~!lr Plan, · 
particularly in respect of our economic ties with the neighbouring . countries irt South· 
and South East Asia, with whom we contemplate more intimate political relationship. 
Any economic autarky that we may aim at, in the shape of reducing our import 
commitments from these countries, will, through reduction in their · export income, 
result in disrupting these economies and arrest the progress of their development program-· 
mes. Further, it may also adversely affect the level of our current earnings from exports 
to these countrie.>, since it is directly linked up with our imports from them. As foreign trade · 
is a chief source of savings for many of these countries, expansion of trade within the _ 
region to provide greater savings should be one of the objectives of the Plan. It may, : 
be possible to ensure this through the inclusion in the Plan of a few projects designed 
to enhance intra-regional trade, and the conclusion of trade agreements, either on a bilateral or 
multilateral basis, to safeguard the mutual trade interests of the countries concerned. 

Plan in real terms to absorb resources from abroad 
Assessment of the size of the · f9reign exchange resources for the Plan will merely ' 

enable the fixation of the size of the total investment. Since the foreign exchange 
29 PC 
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resources will have to be absorbed in the shape of goods and services, the second major 
problem relates to the need for a prior determination as to the categories of goods which 
will be permitted from abroad during the Second 'Plan. This calls for a broad analysis of 
the Plan in physical terms and a policy decision regarding the goods which will be produced 
at home and those imported from abroad. This again involves a general determination 
of the priorities in the fixation of the investtnent pattern as between the several sectors, such 
as industries, transport, communications, etc. and in the industrial field betv.·een capital 
goods industries, consumer goods industries, medium and cottage industries, etc. based on 
both short-term and long-term considerations. Although import policy can regulate the flow of 
goods from abroad of the desired kind by fixation of ceilings for each kind, it cannot by itSelf, 
ensure that imports in each category take place automatically up to the ceiling limit. So long 
as there is not general identity between the kinds of foreign goods demanded · at home and 
what is· sought to be regulated from abroad through import control there will be on the one 
hand inadequate utilisation of foreign exchange resources and on the other pressure on prices of 
certain imports. And if they happen to be consumer goods required by the low-income groups, 
it will be undesirable to allow their prices to rise through import control. 

Role of Import Policy 

This brings us to the problem of the role of commercial policy during the Second 
Plan. During the first Plan import licensing and quantitative restrictions, which had 
a protective effect. were resorted to to prevent the import of goods domestically produced. 
This was rendered possible because the level of investment was not large and the res
trictive import policy did not raise the domestic price level. In the Second Plan period, the 
investment expenditure is bound to be subtantially larger, leading perhaps to a rise in prices. 
A restrictive import policy may worsen the price situation. Therefore, a thorough examina
tion of the problem of import policy is called for in respect of its anti-inflationary effect and the 
conflict of this aspect with its protective aspect with special reference to commodities of com
mon consumption which may be partly imported and partly produced at home. 

Present difficulty of assessing Plan's impact on balance of payments 

In view of the important policy problems which are required to be solved before 
the size and distribution of investment are decided upon for the Second Plan, it will 
be just an arbitrary exercise to do any work on the possible impact of the Plan on the 
balance of payments and thereby assess its feasibility in terms of adequacy of foreign 
resources. This will have to be undertaken when at least the major outlines of the Plan 
are agreed upon. There is one important problem in this connection which may have to be 
examined in great detail. And this relates to the effects of a rise in. income on the 
propensity to import goods and the types of goods which may be desired to be imported. 
Unless this is estimated at least in general terms, it may be difficult to estimate the indirect 
requirements of foreign exchange for the Plan. 
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Need for separate estimate of foreign exchange cost of projects in both public and 
private sectors and an annual investment survey 
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There is one statistical problem, however, which requires to be stressed right from now 
on to estimate the direct foreign exchange cost of the Plan. Considerable preparatory 
work on the several projects may have to be taken on hand now and in the process it is 
desirable to request the technical personnel connected with the projects to estimate 
the overall value of the capital equipment, plant, etc. required to be imported for each of the 
projects and also to give a distribution of this e_xpenditure, according to the phasing of 
the prqject, in each year of the Plan. Unless this information is built up· from below, ·no·· 
worthwhile figures of the aggregate foreign exchange cost of the projects in the public sector 
of the Plan can be estimated. Information :on similar lines will also have to be secured 
from companies and firms also for estimating the foreign exchange cost of the projects in this 
sector. This will merely give tentative estimates of the foreign exchange cost of the 
projects included in the Plan, total as well as its distribution each year, which will· be. 
different from the foreign exchange expenditure materialising each year, since the pace· of prog
ress would vary considerably for each project. For this purpose, it appears necessary that · we 
make arrangements either in the ~Ianning Commission or in the Reserve Bank to conduct 
every year commencing from April 1956, an Investment Expenditure Survey. This will 
facilitate the collection of data on anticipated iLl Vestment for the next year as well as preliminary 
investment figures for the current year and the actuals for the previous year. This ·survey 
will be more or less on the model of what is being undertaken both in the U.S. and 
Canada. It will be carried out through the distribution of questionnaires containing three 
basic questions relating to expenditure on repairs and maintenance, expenditure . on 
investment and expenditure on imports. These· questionnaires would be sent to all units 
in the public sector undertaking development work and all firms and companies in the 
private sector. Information on anticipated imports and also realised inipoJ:"ts which the 
Survey will secur.! will aho facilitate the annual forecast of balance of payments· referred. to 
below. There is a paramount need for a regular survey of this type, since at present 
information on the progress of investment expenditure under the Plan seems to·be mostly .. 
derived from budget documents and after a considerable time-lag. 

Forecasts of balance of payments 

A similar and allied statistical problem is that connected with the need to prepare for 
internal use, along with the fiscal budget each year, a foreign exchange budget, showing 
e~timated foreign receipts and payments and the sources for financing the defi.cjt, if any. 
Tnis will becom:! highly important because of the anticipated foreign exchange difficulties 
in the Second Plan period. What it calls for is a forecast of the balance of paytnents. 
Periodical comparisons of the actuals with the forecast will not only ensure a refinement 
of the forecasting techniques in the light of experience but also facilitate the timely initiation 
of counter-measures to prevent adverse developments in the payme~ts 'situation. · . 
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TABLE I 

Estimates of outlay and Resources-central Government's portion of First Five Year Plan 

(Rs. Crores) , 

Total 1954-55 1955-56 Plan . Differ-
for Total figure ence 

1951-54 (RE) (BE) 

·I. Outlay on the Plan . 445 337 444 1226 1331 -lOS 

(a) Revenue Account . 33 so 8o 163 
(b) Capital Account . 412 287 364 lo63 

II. Budgetary R~sources 202 115 54 371 410 -39 

(1) (a) From Revenue 
Account 161 45 72 278 16o +n8 

(b) Railways 75 18 18 III I70 -59 

(2) Capital Account 
+65 (a) Loan from Pub- 233 78 56 IOI 36 

lie · 
(b) Small Savings 

and unfunded 
debt 1~1 62 59 272 270 +:a 

(c) Miscellaneous . -30 IS -10 -25 90 -ns 
(3) Transfer of funds 

from Centre to 
-States -I22 -I03 -I41 -366 -3I6 -so 

III. Gap in Resour· 
ces (I-II) . 243 222 390 855 921 -66 

IV. E~ternal Assis· 
tance 132 22 72 226 
(a) Grants 35 23 59 II7 
(h) Loans 97 ~I 13 109 

V. Deficit (lii-IV) Itt 2.00 318 629 

VI, Deficit met by • 200 318 
· · (i) Increase ( +) in 

+31'6 +~20 +340 floating debt 
(ii) Liquidation ( +) 

of security 
holdings • +29·8 -8 

(iii) Withdrawal ( +) 
from cash 
balances • +no·9 -I2 -22 
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[The figures for 1951-54 are taken from the Planning Commission's Progress Report for 1953-54 ; 
therefore no explanatory notes are given here in respect of these data. 'What follows relates to data 
for 1954-55 (RE) and 1955-56 (BE) ]. 

I( a). Outlay on Revenue Account : (i) This was put at Rs. 53 crores for 1954-55 (BE) 
by the Planning Commission. In the revised estimates, total expenditure under development heads 
(suchasEducation, Medical, Civil Works, etc.) issmallerbyaboutRs. 3 crores. Thisshortfall 
has been adjusted, on the assumption that the expenditure which was not incurred W< s in respect of 
new schemes. 

(ii) Additional provision for development services in 1955-56 put at Rs. 30 crores (e.g.~ Finance 
Minister's speech, Part A, p. 17). This has been added to the outlay in 1954-55 (RE) .. 

I(b). Outlay on Capital Account : This has been calculated as follows :-

1. Capital Account not met from RctHmue (as per Budget) 
2. Less (t) Defence capital outlay . . 

3· 
4· 

S· 

6. 

1· 

(ii) Schemes of Government Trading 
(iii) Currency . . . . . 
(iv) Commuted value of Pensions and outlay on Sterling 

Pensions 

Direct Capital Outlay under Plan (1-2) . 
Loans to States for Schemes includet:! in Centre's Plan. 
(i) 1-lultipurpose Projects 
(i•) Rehabilitation 
(iia) Community Projects 
(i!7) National Extension Service 
( v) Industrial Housing . 
( m) Relief to Scarcity Areas 
(m"a) Natural Calamities and Flood Control 
Railways 
Total Capital Outlay • 
Less (I) ' Normal • Depreciation not included in Plan 

(il) Capital outlay covered in Central Budget 
Loans to others, mainly for Development . 
Total Central Outlay under Plan (3+4+5+6) . .. 
II. (I)(a). Resources from Centre's Revenue Accormt : 

• 

(Rs. Crores) 

1954-55 
(RE) 

178•54 
13"09 
58·48 

64"61 
Il3"93 

97•62 
·s&·21 
10·5o 
6:92 
~·14 

1955-56 
(BE) 

22]•30 
22•38 
29·oo 
7•85 

-6·94 

j2"29 
171•01 

112•-fO-

54· 55 
14"50 
8"02 
2"51 
1"82 2· 56.,-~_ --·--

13"79 18·oo 
4"50 13'"00 

• 33".11 Z7•S9 
9S·6o 128·68 
30"00 35"00 
32"49 66·09 
.P"15 53"48-

2&7"41 364•48 

This is derived by subtracting the revenue deficit from I (a), i.e.~ development outlay on RevenUe! 
Account. • · 

(1) (b). Resources of Railways : Derived as follows :-

(•) Net surplus 
( ii) Interest on funds 
(iia) 'Open Line Works Revenue'. 

.1954•55. 
(RE) 
6•57. 
S"I4 
6·62 

18·33 

1955'"56 
(BE) 
7"i4 
4•90 
s·68 



II. (2) (a). Loans from Public : Loans raised in India only for 1954~55 (RE), the amount o1 
Rs. 25 crores transferred to States out of loan receipts has been deducted. 

II. (2) (b). Small Savings : Exclusive of loans of Rs. 3 crores and Rs. 10 crores res· 
pectively given to States in 1954-55 (RE) and 1955-56 (BE). under scheme of sharing small 
savings collections. 

II. (2) (c). Miscellaneous : Includes net receipts under items other than loans, small savings 
and unfunded debt, floating debt, foreign loans and grants less non-development outlay on capital 
account, such as State trading, defence, pension and loan to States mentioned under I (2) (a) and 
I(2.) (b). 

II. (3). CalcUlated as follows : 

1954-55 
(RE) 

Total loans to States 254"91 
Less (i) Loans for Central Schemes . 97"62 

(ii) From National Plan Loan . 25"00 
(iii) From Small Savings 3"00 
(iv) Ways and means advances z·oo 
( v) Repayments of loans by States 24·os 

Net loan for financing State Plans 10]•24 

(a) External grants : 4:ndicates credit to Special Development Fund. 

(b) External Loans : Figures taken net of repayment9. 

1955-56 
(BE) 

290"20 
Il2"40 

I<)·oo 
1•96 

2S·OO 

140•84 



Year 
ended 
March 

I 

194'8-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 
1951'-.52 
1952-53 . . 
1953-54 (Provisional) 

Average for 
19~1-54 

1954-55-
Revised estimate 
April 1954-

January 1955 
(actual.') 

April 1953-
January 1954 

1955·56-. 
Budget·Estimate 

. TOTAL 1951-56 
Average 1951-56 
Total April 1951-

Jan_uax:y 1955 

Post O.ffice 
National 
Savings 

Certificates 

2 

15·83 
15'53 
17'34 
17•86 
18•49 
20•29 

18·88 

19' 12 

15'37 

16'15 

2o·oo~ • 
95'76· 
19'15 

72'01 

TABLE 2 

Trends in Small Savings since I948-49· 

Post Office 
Savings Bank 

Deposits 

3 

19•78 
15'19 
16•27 
12·83 
17•83 
14•26 

14'97 

3!% Ten--Year 
Treasury 
Savings 

Deposits 
Certificates 

4 

5'31 
13•08 
7:25 
6•47 

8·93 

20·5o** 5'00 

13•81 

8'22 5'59 

21 ·oo** 
86·42 
17•28 

~-~ 58·73 

5 

35'61 
30'72 
38 '92 ' 
43'77 
43'57 
41•02 

(Crores of Rupees) 

Cash 
Ceni:ficates, 

Defence Savings 
Certificates and 
Defence Savings 
Bank Deposits 

6 

-5·6.8 
-4'53 
-5·48 
-5'23 
-3'52 
-3'13 

-3·96 

Total 
net 

Receipts 
(4-S) 

7 

29'93 
26·19 
33'44 
38'54 
40'05 
37'89* 

38·82 

52•18@ t ·-~ -2·18@@: 50'00 

40'21 t -1·83 38·38 
' ' ' 

29'96 •:\. -2'71. ·q :·: . . ' 27'25 • ... .J •• 

53'76@ -1·40@@ 52'36 
234:30@ -15•46 218·84 
46·86@ - 3'09 43'77 

168·57 t -13'71 • 154·86 

*Subsequent data (as supplied by the N~tional Savings Commissioner). indicate that the total net receipts during 1953-54 
amounted to Rs. 40 · 28 cro~s. . . · , · 

• *Includes Defence Savings Bank Deposits. . 
@Includes National Plan Certificates and 15-year Annuity Certificates. 

@@Excludes Defence Savings Bank Deposits. 
tincludes Rs. 6·3.3 crores on account of the 10-year N1tional Plan Certificates and Rs. 0·44 c.rore on account of the 

15-year Annuities. 



TABLE 3 t 
Consolidated Position of Scheduled Banks (Annual} 1949-54 

- AnnuaJ A,tJerages (Amount in crores of rupees) 

• Demand Time Total Total %to tt'tal Excess Invest- %to Total % to 
Year Liabilities Liabilities Liabilities cash Liabilities Balances ments total Credit* total 

balances Liabilities Liabilities 

~ 
!JI 
1'1'1 

8 
609·8 279'9 S89·7 101•2 II·4 30'3 50'7 

~ 1949 450'9 
""' -< 
tt1 

1950 595'2 273'7 868·9 96·0 II ·I 26•3 442'0 51 ·8 o< 
tt1 

~ 

604'5. 288·8 893'3 96·4 10·8 34'8 543·6 59·6 
~ 1951 22•9 310•9 ~ 

1952 556·7 300·8- 857·5 86·0 IO·O 18·3 304'1 35'4 535·6 62·5 

1953 528·5 324•6 8_s3' I 77'9 9'1- 12·8 318·o 37'5 507'9 59'~ 

1954 545'·5 342•0 &87'5 83·5 9'4 16·8 332'9 37'5 550'3 62'7 
(24 .. ~) 

*Includes advances, inland bills purchased and discounted and money at call and short notke. 

N.B.-Foreign bills purchased and discounted are shown within brackets. 



~ 
TABLE 4 

'I) 

India's principal exports during the First Plan Period in relation to the targets announced ~ 
('l 

19,S4-5j 
(Annua 

Planning 
Commission's 

rate target for 
Commodities Unit 194&-49 1950-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 based on annual rate 

9 months) of exports 
by the end 

! : ~ r, of the Plan 
1::1:1 

·•· -~--··- ... F= 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ~ .. g 

. . l : . " • < ~ 
Commodities likely to 

I increass 
Cotton piecegoQds . Million yards . . 361 1284 .. 428 . 620 769 826 1000 
Jute manufactures ·'tons 929 651 8~ 706 778 871' IOOO 
Manganese ore • Do, 309 821 II2S · 1410 1568 9·31 1000 
Oils . . Million gallons 15"5 29•2 21•4 34'3 7'9 21•6 41'4 

~ Coal and coke 'ooo tons 13'32 994 2)801 2668 I9I7 1351 3000 
Blac,k pepper ooo cwts. I '41 308 298 248 248 260 300 

~ Tobacco . . . Million lbs. 69 103 112 . So 65 85 96 
Coir manufactures ooo cwts. 869 15~0 1219 1282 1522 1469 1700 

~ Woollen manufactures 
(carpet~ and ~ugs) . ~ ~illion lbs. 8·3 14•1 II ·6 7'1 . ·9'0 9'3 16·o 

0 
Commodities likely ·tO tn 

< remain constant tn 

Tea . Million lbs. 443.- 442. 429 427 471 479 440 8 
Mica 

~ ... ·- -· "d ooo cwts .•• 340 407 408 284 . 250 346 340 ~ Lac Do. 491 662 714 688 538 539 500 
~ 

Commoditie,s . likelp to 
faU ..... 
Oils . . . ooo tons \.~\ 103•3 ~02·8 8o·o 56·4 26·0. 20·6 50·o 
Art Silk piecegoods · Million yards . 24''5 7'0. 8•4 3'6 3'2 3•8 IO•.O 

-~. ----- ~-·-- -- -·#-·-·- .. ·---··--. ·- ··----. ---··- _ ......... -- •· .. ~ -

Source :-;Export (volumt;) figures 'are taken.· froin account's .relating to·· the·, Sea, Air and Land borne Trade of India 
published by the Directorate General Commercial Intelligence and Statistics and the Journal of Industry and Trade 
published by the Ministry of Commerce anGt..Industi-y; 1 the targets in column 9 are from the Dra.ft First Five ~-Year Plan Report, Vol. II. · \.~.» 



TABLES 

India's Principal Imports during the Plan Period 

Commodities Unit I9SO-SI 

Foodgrains . Million tons 2'4 (I02) 2·I (So) 4•8 (228) 

Sugar ooo tons II (1) 52 (4) IO (I) 

Mineral oils . Million gallons 536 (36) 799 (SS) 930 (71) 
Machinery@ . Value (Crores 78 9I I09 

of Rs.) 

Metals : Iron and steel · ooo tons IS8 (I2) I88 (I4) I6S (2I) 

Others • ooo tons 141 (23) 275 (33) 94 (23) 

Raw Jute Lakh bales 42 (7I) I9 (27) 24 (67). 

Raw Cotton ooo tons 227 (81) 2I6 (IOI) 217 (I39) 

Dyes . Million lbs. IS·O (I2) I4•0 (12) 15 '3 (I4) 
Vehicles . Value (Crotes 

of Rs.) 
33 25 3:5 

N.B.-Figures in brackets represent the value in crores of rupees. 

*Incomplete 

@Machinery imports exclude Government defence stores. 

I953-S4 

2'9 (IS3) I'4(64) 

28* (2)* 

90I (77) 978 (ss) 

86 84 

IS6 (20) 211 (22) 

I08 (23} 97 (I6) 

I3 (I6) I4 (I4) 

138 (77) 116 (53) 

7"2 (8) IS '7 (IS) 

30 24 

I9S4-SS 
(Annual 

rate based 
on 9 

months) 

I ·o (62) 

125* (s)* 

99I (86) 

79 

346 (26) 

I4I (27) 

IO (Io) 

125 (58) 

IS'S (I6) 

3I 

Sourcs:-Accounts relating to the Sea, Air and Land borne Trade of India published by the Directorate General, Commercial 
Intelligence and Statistics. 

6! 
1:1:1 

rn 
1:1:1 

® 
~ 
< 
1:1:1 

~ 
> 
110 ., 
r"' 
> 
~ 



TABLE 6 

India's Overall Balance of Payments 

(Rupees crores) 

- -· ----------
Total 

1954-55 1951-55 
1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 (April 1954- . (April 1951- '=" September September 

B 
1954) 1954) 

0 

Imports f.o.b. "= 
~ 

Private • 588·6 390'7 409'3 240'1 1628'7 ~ Government 262·2 169·1 II8•4 50'5 600'2 
~ 

TOTAL 85o·8 559'8 527'7 290'6 2228·9 
(ll 

~ Exports f.o.b. 
Private • 714'1 590'0 533'7 252'3 2090'1 -~ 
Government 15'9 Il'9 6·1 o·6 34'S ~ 

ToTAL 601'9 539·8 
t:J 

730'0 252'9 2124•6 t:J 
tt1 

Trade Balance ;i 
Private - • • +125•5 +199'3 +12'2 

t""' 
+124'4 +461·4 ~ 

Government • -246'3 .:....._157'2 -Il2'3 -49'9 -565·7 ~ 
ToTAL -120·8 +12•1 

~ 
+42'1 -37'7 -104'3 . 

Invis~bles (Net) ~~20'1· +23•8 +31'5 +u·2 +45'8 
Current Account (Net) • ;,..;_141'5 -+65'9 . -+43'6 -26·5 - -58·s 
Balance on Capital'Account · . • • -3s·8 --'-25 • I .-30'•8 -3'3 --9S··o 
:Errors and Omissions • .. • -so•1 ....;31'2 ...;:_2'5 -8·3 --92'1 , .. .. 

o'.Oer~li. Balance Surplus ( +) or Deficit (-) 
{ ..... -·. . . . 

-2Z7'4 -·+9·6 +1~.3 .. ·38'1 -:-Z45·6 :~ 



c 9~ciaJ Ponatipns . . ( J .. , ~, ..... '\ ~ _, -t.t·.~ +zo:·7! +x~;1J +}[~1.· ±i~!S~ t - • •• J.' ' I . l..... • _. .o • • ~ ' J • ._I I . " " 

·Official Loans • • • • +~9·6 +35'1 +x·s_ +o·6 +96·8 
Private Capita1. ··Movemeiits * • • -<. . T -+o·ci - ~. -=is·i· . -. --:~·3 -10•4 -3'3 
Net Changes hi· Foreign • . -. :·: -Exchange 
( Reserves ** - : \ J · . . . 

~64:9: -s6·3 ~2o·s +39'ci +Ii7•l . . 
Total Financing of $urplus 

. 
(+)or 

Deficit(-) --- .. !""'227·4· -9•6 . -10'3 +38~1. -----··- .. ±245·6 

N.B.-Based on BanJt's ex~hange control data;.inerchandlse data in exchange control ~ecords "ditrer from Customs· figures publi-
. shed in Monthly Sea Borne Trade Accounts in timing, coverage and valuation. . . 

*The inflow of private 'capital. through remve8tment of profits . and imports . of goods by branches of foreign companies ti! 
referred to in the Note are exc~uded he1;e .. Their incorporation would.not affect the ~et p~sition of the . final l:d 

balance each year pr for the entire period. [g 
**Increase (-). ~ 

~ 
~ 
~ 

~ 
~ 



BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

TABLE 7 
India's lmpo_rts (f. o. b.)-Aprili9JI-March 1952 

(Crores ofRupees) 

·--

Item 

1. Food 
2. Jute, raw • 
3· Cotton, raw 
4· Oils 
5. Machinery 
6. Vehicles 
7· Others 

i' 

TOTAL 

Sterling 
Area 

including 
Pakistan 

41'3 
62·8 
I6'5 
34'8 
53'1 
12'0 

122'5 

343'0 

Dollar Rest of 
Area Non-. 

141'4 

71"9 
13'2 
16•7 
10·8 
46•2 

sterling 
Area (Including 

O.E.E.C. 
Countries) -

. 34"2 

48·8 
0'1 

27''7 
2"4 
9~'4 

Source : Exchange Control Records. 

TABLE 8 ·' 

India's Imports (f.o.b.)-Aprili9j2-March 1953 

All 
Areas 

216•'9 " 
: . 62'8 ) . :· 

I3J'I~·:;, ,;. 
.: 48~.~' .: ! 

97:tj.:,/. 
25·a·.. J • ·: 

2631'0 

(Crores of Rupees}. 

Item 

I. Food 
2. Jute; raw 
3· Cotton, raw 
4· Oils 
5. Machinery 
6. Vehicles 
1· Others 

TOTAL 

Sterli~g 
Area 

including 
Pakistan 

31'4 
. 14'9 
· 16•1 
40'7 
48•2 
8·2 

96·9 

256'4 

Source: Exchange 

Dollar 
Area 

73'6 

15'9 
24•6 
14•6 
10'0 
28·9 

167·6 

O.E.E.C.. Rest of 
Countries , Non-

0'9 

1'5 
0'5 

21'5 
1•2 

50'3 

15'9 

Sterling 
Area 

18•4 

15'4 
o·3 
3·6 
o·2 

22'1 

· 6o·o 

Control Records. 

All 
··Ateas 

I 

124·2 ... l • ~. 
1:4•9'"' l . .:. 

"\ r f' ) f" •. 9 .. •<:. 4 ·o . ( i ' 66• · '- •r. 
. .Q " 

. .: 8 ·8 . ·- . ~ 
1, :! ., ' 

. 19'5 . . . 
'I ~ 198··4 .. 

559·8 



' 

-

i ' 
Item 

I. Food 
2. Jute, raw 
3· Cotton~ raw 
4· Oils . · ~ :· , , 
S. Machinery .• 
6. Vehicles. 
7· Others 

/ ' . . ~ 

t: .. 

Item 

--·· _____ .. .. 

I. Food_.~ 

2. Jute; ravr 
3· Cotton~ raw 
4· Oils .. 

·r I 

5. Mach~~ery . 
6. Vehicl~s 
7· Other~ 

THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

TABLE 9 

India'~ Imports (f.o.b.)-ApriZ I9.5J-March I9.54 

(Crores of Rupees) 

. .. . 
,; 

j.' 

~. . 
' 

TOTAL 

Sterling 
Area 

including 
Pakistan 

34'0 
n·s 
15"7 
53'3 
44'2 

-. 8·2 
II3'4 

280·3 

Dollar 
Area 

xs·o 

s·6 
xs·o 
16·8. 

. 15·6 
26•1 

94'1 

O.E.E.C. 
Countries 

2•7 

O•I 

o·s 
.24•2. 
. 2'1 . 
63·1 . 
. 
92'7 

Rest of 
Non

sterling 
Area 

s·8 

31'9 
0'2 
2'0 
0'1 

2o·s 

6o·s 

Source :Exchange Control Records. 

TABLE 10 

India's Importers (J.o.b)-April-September I9.54 

All 
Areas 

57"3 
n·s 
53'3 
69•0 
87•0 
26·o 

223'4 

527'7 

; ·. (Crores ofRupees) 

'' 

.• 

. 
TOTAL. 

Sterling 
~ · Area 

including 
Pakistan 

.19'0 
4'3 
9'1 

.34'7 
.25·5 

s·s 
62•7 

160·8 

Dollar 
Area 

8·s 

9'0 
2•3 
6·o 
6·6 

1406 

47'0 

O.E.E.C. 
Countries 

2•0 

0•3 
15'9 
3'9 

34•6 
----

s6·7 

Source: Exchange Control Records. 

Rest of 
Non

sterling 
Area 

1'2 

9'3 
0•1 

_0'9. 
0'2 

J4'5 

26'2 

All 
Areas 

30'7 
4'3 

27"4 
37'4 
48'3 
16•2 

126•3 

290•6 



Item 

. 
I. Jute Manufactures 
2. Cotton textiles 
3· Tea 
4· Others 

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT 

TABLE II 

India's Exports (f. o. b.)-April I95I-March I952 
(Crores of Rupees) 

Sterling 
Area Dollar 

Including Area 
Pakistan 

105'9 85·5 
53•0 4'0 
69·1 IO··I 

169•4 73'9 

TOTAL 397'4 I73'5 

Source:: Exchange Control Records. -

TABLE I2 

Rest of 
Non-sterling 

Area 
(Including 
O.E.E.C. 
countries) · 

.4I'3 
8·9-
9'2 

:" 
.99'7 

I 59 •]. 

- All 
Areas 

7JO•O 
. ~ . ( 

449 

India's Exports (f. o. b.)-April I952-March I953· 
(Crores of Rupees) 

Sterling. Rest of 
_\rea Dollar O.E.E.C. Non- All 

Item including Area Countries Sterling Areas 
Pakistan Area 

I. Jute manufactures 42'7 6o·o IO·O 24"4 I37'I 
2. Cotton textiles 65·: o·6 o·5 11·6 78·s 
3· Tea 58·1 10•7 3'3 s·o 71'0 
4· Others 140•0 72'5 49'3 47•8 309•3 

. -r. 
TOTAL 306•4 143'7 63·0 88·8 -:.:--6oi ·9 

Source :,Exchange Control Records. 
'' 

TABLE 13 ! -

India's Exports (f. o. b.)-April I9SJ•March I954 

Sterling Rest of 
.. . ( 

Area Dollar O.E.B.C. Non- . All--,' :C 

Item including Area Countries Sterling Areas .· \:I 
Pakistan Area ~.:;. - I .~\I ~ 

1. Jute Manufactures 33'2 39'3 7•8 3I'4 ni·6 _,,_ 

2. Cotton Textiles 
. 
13·8 8I·i~ :?vi 65·4 I·I 0•7 

3· Tea 76•2 I2·I 3·9 -4•8' fJ7•i:i: : ·:·; 

4· Others n6·5 63·0 33'I 37.'5 - . 250~ j ~ ; i !) 

TOTAL 291'3 115'5 45'5 s1·s ; -- .. 539~8.- .... 
Source: Exchange Control Records. ' . . \ 
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TABLE 14 

India'& Export8 (f. o. b.)-April-September 1954 

(Crores ofRupees) 

Item . 

Sterling 
Area 

including 
Pakistan 

Dollar 
Area 

Rest of 
O.E.E.C. Non-
Countries Sterling 

Area 

All 
Areas 

. ' 

----------------------------------------------~~----~-----------------~ 
I. Jute Manufactures 
2. Cotton Textiles • 
3· Tea: 

-~Others 
• • 

-·· 
TOTAL 

26·2 17"2 4"2 12:4 
29"3 o·s o·6· 6·8 
29"9 4"7 1•0 3"0 
57"4 26·s 18·6 14•8 

142•8 48·9 24"4 37"0 

Source :-Exchange Control Records. 

TABLE IS 

I'Nlez Numbers of Exports, Imports a1Ul Terms of Trade (1952-j]-IOO) 
J • 

. ' . EXPORTS 
( 

Price Qua,ntity. 

\ 

Food,. Raw Manu- General Food, Raw Manu-
Drink Mate- factured Drink Mate- factured 

Year and rials Articles and rials Articles 
Tobacco Tobacco 

1948-49* ']8 82 91 ss 96 99 . IOI 

1949-50* • .· 87 87 91 90 104 91 109 

195o-51 101 117 III 110 107 79 122 

1951-'52 . · III 131 161 139 IOp 79 94 

1952-'53 .. •, 100 100 ·100 100 100 100 100 

1953-5-f . • 107 99 84 94. 98 74 114-

1954-5). · • 126 100 84 99 1o8 71 117 

(Apri11 December 

1954). 
December 1954 • 136 99 86 103 139 . 96 121 

• Estimated. 

6o·o 
37"2 
38·6 

117"1 

252•9 

General 

96 
101 
106 
93 

100 
99 

101 

n8 
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Year 

1948-49* 

1949•50"' 

1950-51 

1951-52 

1952-53 

1953-54 

1954-55 
(April-December 

1954) 
December 1954 . 

*Estimated. 

1948-49 
1949-50 
1950-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 

Food, Raw 
Drink Mate-

and rials 
Tobacco 

8o 85 

77 88 

77 90 

91 118 

100 100 

91 93 . 77 .. 94 

76 98 

1954-55 
(April-December 1954). -
December 1954 

1LABLE 15--<;ontd. 
' IMPORTS ! ' \·• I 

• ! ! 

Price·. \ 

Manu- Gene- Food, 
factuted . rar :. ~ • I Drink 
Articles and 

Tobacco 

76 8o 100 

72 79 91 

85 85. " 8j 

110 107, .155 
100 100 1 . ' 100 

98 93 64' 
102 91 63 

·:· 

108 93 85 

TERMS OF TRADE 

.· 
106 
114 
129 
130 
100 
101 
109 

III 

·-

I I 

Quantity 

Raw Manw-· Gene-
Mate- factured ral 
rials . Articles 

j ';·. 

.; 

'· 
IOZ 147 119 

,·106. ·'157 ' '123 
,, 

130 122 ·xu 

.132 .118 132 
·' ; 

100 
I ' 

100. .. ,10~ :· 
100 ., 114. - 95 . 
108 129 . . :}02 

J It ,.,t 

85 122 100 

'\:. 

• ~ I -- _; ....... 

.. i 

' . 

NoTE.-,The indices of exports and imports for 1948-49 to 1951;-52 presented in tl)is .taf;>le 
are adjusted to the base 1952-53-Ioo, and hence would differ from those!- published in the 
Reserve Bank Bulletins which have, as base, 1948·49-100. 

29 P.C. 
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THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 
A TENTATIVE ESTIMATE OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESOURCES 

(Economic Division, Planning Commission) 

INTRODUCTION 

The object of this paper is to make an assessment, on a rough and tentative basis, vf the 
country's earnings and requirements of Foreign Exchange during the Second Plan period, 
and thus of the order of short-fall, if any, of earnings as compared to requirements. 

2. Two points require to be specially borne in mind in considering this paper. The 
first is that the various estimates given here are based on certain assumptions regarding the 
changes, particularly in production and rates of investment, that are likely to occur during the 
Second Plan period. The Second Plan is at pre~ent in a process of formulation ; and when 
it is finalised some of the assumptions referred to above will undoubtedly be changed. 

3· The second point that should be specially taken note of is the admitted difficulty of 
assessing several years in advance the conditions of international demand for and supply of 

_the goods and services entering a country's foreign trade. Since, however, this is a factor 
which could not be ignored in the calculation, some assumptions had inevitably to be made 
with regard to it. 

'4· The procedure adopted in this paper has been to estimate the annual average size 
of the different items in the country's balance of payments during the period of the Second 
Plan and to compare these estimates with the actual figures of the balance of payments 

- in the year 1953-54-the latest complete financial year for which balance of payments data are 
available.• 

I. THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS POSITION IN 1953-54 

5· India's balance of payments position on current account in 1953-54 is indicated 
below:-

Balance of Payments on Current Account; 1953-54 

Merchandise 
Exports (f.o.b.) 
Imports (c.i.f.) • 
Merchandise balance 

ln'Visibles (excluding official donations) Net 
Total balance on current account • 

. Errors and Omissions • 

(Rs. Crores) 
539•0 
571'3 

-32'3 
+79'2 
+46•9 
+o·7 

• The use of 1953-54 as the base year is intended merely to measure the variations in earnings 
and payments. In estimating the likely level of trade and payments in the Second Plan, account is 
taken of the special factors operating in 1953-54 in the light of the trend revealed over a 
number of years. 
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6. It will be of interest to note that of the total merchandise imports of Rs. 571 • 3 .:rotes 
in 1953-54, imports of machinery' metals, and vehicles, which are expected to be on a greatly 
extended scale during the Second Plan period, amounted to a· total of Rs. 147 crores .during 
the year concerned. Official donations (net) amounted to Rs. 18•7 crores during ·the same· 

year. 

II. EsTIMATED VARIATIONS IN THE BALANCE OF PAYMENTS ON CURRENT ACCC!>UNT 
• 

DURING THE SECOND PLAN PERIOD 

7. An attempt has been made in this Section to estimate the annual average. size of the 
following items in the current account balance of payments during the Second Plan period, 
viz., (i) merchandise exports, (ii) merchandise imports excluding imports of machinery, 
metals and vehicles, and (iii) the balance of invisible transactions excluding official donations. 
The relevant estimates are presented in Statement I. 

A. Merchandise Trade 

8. In the first part of Statement I which relates to merchandise trade are listed the prin
cipal commodities which enter into the country's export and import trade. On the export 
side are enumerated 17 principal commodities which accounted for 82 per cent of the total 
merchandise exports in 1953-54. Similarly, on the import side are shown 20 principai com
modities or commodity-groups which constituted 86 per cent of the total merchandise im
ports in the same year. The Statement shows the actual recorded figures of the qunatity 
and value of the principal exports and imports during the four years, 1950-51 to 1953-54. In 
addition, it indicates what the size, in terms of value and in some cases also in that of quantity, 
of these exports and imports is estimated to be in 1960-61, as also what the annual average 
size of these exports and imports is expected to be during the Second Plan period. From the 
standpoint of estimating the foreign exchange resources it is of course the average size .of 
exports and imports during the Plan period that is of strict relevance. In estimating the 
values of these exports and imports during the Second Plan period~' the relevant quantities 
have been valued at 1953-54 prices.* Besides the estimates for the principal exports and 
imports, the Statement shows for " Other Exports " and "Other Imports ", the actual trends 
in these items during the years 1950-51 to 1953-54, as well as the expected size of these items 
during the Second Plan period. · 

*The net terms of trade in recent years (1948-49-100) have been as follows :-

1949-50 . 107 

195D-51 122 

1951-52 . 121 

1952-53 • 91 
1953-54 91 
Nov. 1954 100 
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(i) Merchandise Exports 

9. As Statement I shows, of the 17 principal export commodities, the export values of 
I::> commodities are estimated, on an average per year, to be higher and those of 6 commodities 
to be lower during the Second Plan period as compared with the year 1953-54. These in
creases in export values are expected to amount to Rs. 42 • 6 crores, and the largest increases are 
likely to occur under cotton piece-goods (Rs. 30· 5 crores) and tea (Rs. 5 crores). On the 
other hand, the decreases in export values are expected to total Rs. 19.7 crores, the largest 
declines being under manganese ore (Rs. 8 · 8 crores ), hides, tanned or dressed (Rs. 3 . 2 crores ), 
skins, tanned or dressed (Rs. 3 ·3 crores) and hides and skins, raw '(Rs. 2.2 crores). So far 
as the principal exports are concerned, it is thus estimated that there will be a net increase of 
about Rs.· 23 crores in export values. As for the other export commodities, it is estimated 

. that· taking account of increases and decreases under the individual commodities, the annual 
average rate of these exports during the Second Plan period will be more or less equal to their 
value in 1953-54. In sum, the annual average of all merchandise exports during the Second 
Plan period is expected to be greater than the total value of these exports in 1953-54 to the 
tune of about Rs. 23 crores. 

10. The basis underlying the estimates for the larger changes in the expor:t values of the 
principal commodities is indicated below :-

Cotton Piece-goods ......... It is expected that domestic production of mill-made piece-goods 
would. increase from 5,000 million yards to 5,500 million yards during the Second Plan period; 
and that the bulk of the increased pre>4uction would be exported. It is assumed that exports 

. of mill-made piece-goods would increase from 702 million yards in 1953-54 to an annual 

. averag~ rate of I,Ioo million yards during the Second Plan period, reaching a level of some 
I,JOO million yards in the year 196o-61. AS for cotton textiles produced by hand and power-
looms, it is' assumed that while domestic production may increase from 1,600 million yards 
to 3,2oo million yards during the Second Plan period, the increased production will be \Vholly 
·absorbed in the domestic market. Hardly any increase in the exports of handloom piece-goods 
1s thus expected during the Second · Plan period. 

· · T~a.~It is as.sumed that domestic production of tea will increase from 675 million pounds 
'in 1955-56 to 740 inillion pounds in 196o-61, and domestic consumption from about 200 
million pounds to 250 million pounds during the same period. An annual average export of 
490 million pounds of tea has thus been estimated for~the Second Plan period. 

Manganese Ore.-Exports of manganese ore were abnormally high during the three years 
1951-52 to 1953-54 owing to heavy stock-piling of the metal particularly by the U. S. A. Ex
ports during these years ranged from I· 13 million tons to 1 ·57 million tons. With the fall 
in the rate of stock-piling and the re-entry to a significant extent in foreign markets of India's 
competitors like the Gold Coast and South Mrica, it is apprehended that it may not be possi
ble for India to sell abroad more than one million tons of manganese ore per annum during the 
Second P1an period. 
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Hides and Skins~ raw and tanned or dressed.-The leather and leather goods industry is 
expected to register a substantial increase in production during the Second Plan period in 
order to meet the increased consumer demand in the country. In view of this it 'is expected 
that substantially larger quantities of hides and skins, raw and tanned, will be absorbed in
ternally in the country's productive process, thus leaving reduced quantities of these com
modities for export. 

(ii) Merchandise Imports 

11. It will be seen that no estimates are shown in Statement I of the imports during the 
Second Plan period of machinery, metals, and vehicles. . The imports of these categories of 
commodities are expected to be of crucial importance under the ~econd Plan. An .estimate 
of the size of these imports during the Second Plan period has been made in an indirect manner 
and this will be considered in the following Section. 

I2. Of the I6 principal import commodities, besides machinery, metals, and vehicle~ 
listed in Statement I, the import values of 8 commoditieS are estimated, on an average per 
annum, to be smaller and of 7 others to be larger during the Second Plan peri~d as compared 
with the year I953-S4· The reductions in import values are estimated to amount toRs. 53' 3 
crores ; and the largest declines are likely to occur under grain, pulse and flour (Rs. 33 ·7 crores), 

' oils (Rs. 9·3 crores) and paper and pasteboard (Rs. 4.6 crores). The increses injmport values. 
on the other hand are estimated to total Rs.I2 · 5 crores, the largest increases occurring under 
raw cotton (Rs. 4· I crores), provisions and oilman's stores (Rs. 2 '6 crores), chemicals (Rs. I ·3 
crores), drugs and medicines (Rs. I .2 crores) and sugar (Rs. I .a crores). In respect of the I6 
principal import commodities, there is thus expected to be a net reduction in i~port value of 
about Rs. 40 crores. The total of " Other Imports ", on the other hand, is estimated to re
gister an increase of Rs. 7 crores, the increase being anticipated in view of the rise in national 
income and productive activity that will occur in the course of the Second Plarr period. Taking 
together, then, all the import commodities excluding machinery, metals' a.IlcT.vehicles,. it is 
estimated that the total value of the imports of these commodities during the Second. Plan 
period would, on an annual average, be smaller than their total valueJn 1953-54 by about Rs. 33 
crores. 

I3. The basis underlying the estimates of the larger changes in the import values of the 
principal commodities is explained below :-

Grain, pulse and flour. Owing to the acute shortage of foodgrains in the ~oootry, ab
normally large amounts of grains were imported in the four years, I9SO-SI to I953-54· Im
ports of grain, pulse and flour, in these years ranged from I ·4 million tons in i953-54 to 4.8 
million tons in I9SI-S2. During the Second Plan period domestic production of foodgrains 
is expected to rise from 66 million tons to 76 million tons, thereby .ensuring self-sufficiencyin 
foodgrains at a slightly higher level of consumption. Large imports of foodgrains are not, 
therefore, expected to be a feature of the Second Plan period. Nevertheless, it is estimated 
that in order to meet small and temporary shortages in foodgrains a total of 3 . million tons of 
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foodgrains may have to be imported during the whole Plan period. This estimate does not 
pro\ide against a widespread failure of monsoon in a particular year, or worst" still two or 
three successive failures of monsoon-mntingencies which will necessitate much higher 
imports. 

Oils, mineral, vegetable and animal.-Mineral oils constitute the great bulk of India's 
total imports of oil, having amounted to 93 per cent of the total in 1953-54· The position 
regarding mineral oil imports will be transformed during the Second Plan period owing to 
the working of three oil refineries in the country. Of these two have recently gone into produc
tion, and the third is scheduled to start functioning in 1956. It is expected that when the 
three refineries are in full operation, the great bulk of the country's requirements of motor 
spirit will be met from domestic supplies. Of petroleum products, aviation spirits will, 
however, require to be imported to the extent of the country's needs, since this type of petro
leum is not scheduled to be produced by the refineries. Of other mineral oils, substantial 
quantities of kerosine oil will also need to be import~d, because the refineries will not be in a 
position to meet the full requirements of the country. In addition, small quantities of diesel 
oil and jute hatching oil will need to be imported. Large quantities of crude petroleum will 
have to be imported to meet the requirements of the refineries. When in full production, 

· the three refineries are estimated to require about 3. 7 million tons of crude petroleum per year. 
An annual import Qf crude petroleum on this scale is estimated to cost Rs: so crores. Im
ports of aviation spirit, kerosine oil, diesel oil, jute hatching oil and a small amount of motor 
spirit b estimated to cost about Rs. 25 crores. It has thus been estimated that imports of 
mineral oil during the Second Plan will cost Rs. 75 crores, on an average per year, as compared 
to an actual import ofRs. 84.5 crores in I953-54· The imports of vegetable and animal oil are 
estimated to run at an average annual rate of Rs. 8 crores during the Second Plan period. 

_ Paper and Pasteboard. -of the total import of Rs. I I. 6 crores under paper and pasteboard 
in I953-54, newsprint and other types of paper accounted for as much as Rs. 1 i . 3 crores. 
Allowing for the increase in the domestic production of newsprint and other types of paper, 
their imports are expected to amount to 8oo,ooo cwts. and 700,000 cwts. respectively, on an 
average per annum, during the Second Plan period_as compared to imports of 1,416,ooo cwts. 
and I,o48,ooo cwts. respectively in I953-54· 

Raw Cotton.-Domestic production of cotton is expected to increase from 42 lakh bales 
to 5_8 lakh bales during the Second Plan period. Allowing for domestic consumption of 
Indian cotton, there will be left 2lakh bales (35,000 tons) of short-staple cotton for export per 
year. (Account has been taken of this on the export side.) On the other hand, it is expected 
that it will be necessary to import, on an annual average, about 7lakh bali!S (I,25,000 tons) of 
cotton of the long-staple variety during the Second Plan period. 

PrO'Visions and Oilman's Stores.-Imports under this head rre estimated to be larger by 
about Rs. 2 .6 crores on an annual average during the Second Plan period, as a consequence 
of increase in consumer demand for this group of commodities. 
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Chemicals.-Imports of caustic soda, sulphur and sodium carbonate are the three largest 
items under imports of chemicals. While imports of caustic soda and sodium carbonate are 
expected to decline substantially in the course of the Second Plan period as a consequence 
of increased domestic production, the import of sulphur is estimated to increase considerably 
in view of the anticipated expansion in the domestic production of sulphuric acid. Imports of 
other chemicals besides the three mentioned are expected to be on a larger scale during the 
Second Plan period, as a result of the increased pace of industrial activity in the country. 

Drugs and Medicines.-Taking account of the expected increase in production in the 
domestic drugs and pharmaceuticals industry, which may permit some savings on imports of 
penicillin as well as on anti-biotics through local bottling, it is estimated that , total imports 
under this head per annum during the Second Plan period will be larger by only about Rs. I . 2 

crores as compared with I953-54· 

I 

Sugar.-The import of sugar has registered a large increase in recent years owing to 
increased domestic demand. In I953-54 it amounted to 28,I90 tons, and during the first 9 
months of I954-55 it was running at an annual rate of about I25,ooo tons. Although domes- , 
tic production of sugarcane in terms of raw gur is estimated to increase from 5 . o million tons 
in 1955-56 to 7. 5 million tons in I960-6I, the entire domestic requirements are not likely 
to be met from domestic production during the Second Plan. It has thus been estimated 
that about 50,000 tons of sugar may be imported per year during the Second Plan period. 

B. Invisible Transactions , 

14. As Statement I shows, the different items constituting the country;s invisible transac- ', 
tions on current account are (I) foreign travel, (2) transportation, (3) insurance, (4) invest-

, ~~ 

ment income, (5) donations (private), (6) Government not included elsewhere and (7) others. 
The last item combines the transactions designated in the Reserve Bank's statistics as "mis-. 
cellaneous " and " unclassified ". Statement I shows the estimat~s of the annual average 
size of the receipts, payments, and balance of transactions under the different items d~ring . 
the Second Plan period. (E~timates of receipts and payments have not· been worked out for 
the heads " Government not included elsewhere " and " Others " ; for these heads only the 
estimates of the balance of transactions have been shown.) 

15. The estimates for the different heads of invisible transactions are discussed 
below:-

Foreign Travel.-Owing to the efforts made by the Government to"promote foreign tourism 
in the country it is estimated that receipts from this source will amount to Rs. 4 crores on an 
average per annum during the Second Plan period as compared with· an actualr~ceipt ofRs. I 

crore in 1953-54. Payments on foreign travel during the Second Plan, on the other hand, are 
estimated to amount to Rs 1 I • 5 crores. A net payment of Rs. 7 • 5 crores is thus estimated 
per annum for the Second Plan period. · 
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Transportation.-The development of the country's shipping is likely to result in in
creased receipts on transportation during the Second Plan period. It is estimated that these 
receipts will amount to Rs. 35 crores per annum. On the other hand, payments to foreigners 
for transportation are estimated to amount toRs. 15 crores per annum. (It should be noted, 
however, that the payments on account of transportation as shown in Statement I do not in
dicate the total payments on transportation, in view of the fact that the recorded values of 
merchandise imports are inclusive of insurance and freight charges). The net receipts under 
the head " transportation " in the invisible accounts are thus estimated to amount to Rs. 20 

crores per annum during the Second Plan period. 

Insurance.-Insurance receipt: and payments are estimated to amount toRs. 6.5 crores 
and Rs. 4 . o crores respectively per annum during the Second Plan period as compared with 
receipts and payments of Rs. S. 5 and Rs. 3. 9 crores in the year 1953-54. The net receipts 
under this head are thus estimated to amount to Rs. 2. 5 crores per annum during the Second 
Plan period. 

Investment Income.-Payments of investment income to foreigners are expected to re
gister a substantial increase during the Second Plan period owing to the increase in foreign 
investment in the country. It is estimated that these payments will amount to Rs. 35 crores 
per year in the Second Plan period as compared with an actual payment of Rs. 28 . 7 crores in 
1953-54. The annual average receipts from investment income on the other hand during 
the Second Plan period are expected to remain more or less at the same level as in 1953-54. 
The net payments of investment income are estimated at Rs. 16.5 crores per annum during 
the Second Plan period. 

Donations (Private).-Receipts and payments c.f private donations per annum during 
the Second Plan period are expected to run at the same rate as in the year 1953-54. 

' 
Government not included elsewhere.-It is estimated that net receipts under this head 

during the Second Plan period will amount to Rs. 9 crores per annum. 

Others.-Under this item which includes a multitude of small transactions the net re
ceipts are estimated to register a small increase during the Second Plan period. 

, 16. Taking together all the items of invisible transactions it is thus estimated that the 
country's net receipts under invisibles during the Second Plan period would amount to Rs. 
75.5 crores on an annual average during the Second Plan period. In other words net re
ceipts on account of current invisibles during the Second Plan period will be on an annual 
average smaller by Rs. 3.2 crores than actual net receipts in 1953-54• 

III. AVAILABILITY AND REQUIREMENTS OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE IJURING 

THE SECOND PLAN PERIOD 

17. It was seen in Section II that India's foreign exchange earnings from merchandise 
exports during the Second Plan period are estimated to be greater, on an annual average, by 
about Rs. 23 crores as compared with the year 1953-54. It was also seen that expc;:nditure 
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on merchandise imports excluding imports of machinery, metals and vehicles during the Second 
Plan period is estimated to be smaller by about Rs. 33 crores. On the other hand, it was seen 
that net receipts on current invisibles are estimated to be smaller by Rs. 3 . 2 crores per annuln. 
during the Second Plan period. Thus, as a result of these changes, increased foreign exchange 
resources to the extent of about Rs. 53 crores are likely to be available per annum during the 
Second Plan period to finance increased imports of machinery, metals and vehicles as com-

' pared to the year 1953-54. 

18. Account has also to be taken of another factor in estimating the additional availability 
I 

of foreign exchange for financing increased imports of machinery, metals and vehicles in the 
Second Plan period. As was seen in Section I, India had a surplus balance on ·curre~t account 
to the tune ofRs. 47 crores in 1953-54· . There does not appear to be any reason for running 
a current account surplus of such a large amou!lt during the Second Plan period. A part of 
it can safely be worked off to finance additional imports of machinery, met~s and vehicles. 
The amount of additional foreign exchange that is likely to become available in this manner . . 

will be determined by the extent of the country's liabilities on capital account which will have 
to be met from the current surplus. It is estimated that on account of contractual obligations . 
and imports of Indian currency the country may need about Rs. 22 crores per annum during 
the Second Plan period, thereby leaving an amount of Rs. 25 crores to :finance additional im
ports of the categories mentioned above. Adding this sum to that ofRs. 53 crores mentioned 
in the preceding paragraph a total amount of Rs. 78 crores of additional foreign exchange 
may be expected to become available per annum during the Second Plan period to finance 
increased imports of machinery, metals and vehicles, as compared to the year 1953-54. In. 
other words, imports of machinery, metals and vehicles to the extent of Rs. 225 crores per 
annum (as compared with Rs. 147 crores in the year 1953-54) can be financed in the Second 
Plan period without causing any strain on the balance of payments position. 

19. Imports of machinery, metals and vehicles are expected to be on a ~onsiderably larger 
scale during the Second Plan period as compared with recent years. There are two principal 
factors which point to this conclusion. Firstly, the rate of investment will be greatly stepped 
up during the Second Plan period. The annual average rate of invest~ent under the Second 
Plan may be of the order of Rs. 1,200 crores as compared to rate of investment of RS. 700-750 
crores in 1953-54. Secondly, the pattern of investment envisaged under the Second Plan . 
implies considerable emphasis on industry, transport and communications,· where the re-: · 
quirements of imported machinery would be relatively large. Taking these factors into 
account it is reasonable to expect that imports of machinery, metals anq vehicles will • ise from 
Rs. 147 cr_ores in 1953-54 to ari average of Rs. 350 crores during the Second Plan period or 
even more. The import requirements of machinery and metals for the Second Plan can be 
estimated in more precise terms only when the projects have been worked out in ~,tail. 

20. We have seen that machinery, metals and vehicles worth about Rs. 2~ ores (Rs. 
147 crores plus Rs. 78 crores) can be imported without causing any strain on the balance o 
payments. This will leave a 'gap' of Rs. 125 crores every year or of Rs. 625 crere- oYer the 

29 PC 
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Second Plan period. This deficit \\ill have to be financed from other sources, r:iz., foreign 
iolSSh1:an~ and the drawing down of the country's accumulated sterling balances . 

. 
.21. The foreign assets of the· Reserve Bank amount at present to Rs. 730 crores. It 

would be possible to draw down these balances by someRs. 150 crores or so in order to 
finance payments deficits without reducidg our reserves to a dangerously low level However, 
the estimates given above make no allo\\<-anq: for unforeseen contingencies, such as, successive 
failUres of monsoons, a sharp ~all in foreign demand, or an adverse movement in the terms of 
trade. It would be desirable, therefore, to earmark the use of reserves for such unexpected 
develL'pments. On this basis it would be necessary to provide for foreign assistance to the 
extent ot someRs. 625 crores over the Second Plan. In short, foreign assistance of this order 
would be needed if machinery, metals and v;hictes during the Second Plan period are to be 
n..ported at the rate of Rs. 350 crores per year. 
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STATEMENT I 

India's Balance of Payments en Current Accounts 
(Value in Rs. Crores) 

195o-51 1951-52 1952-53 1953-54 1960-61 Annual 
average for 

5 years 

Q v Q v Q v 
ending 

Q v Q v• 196o-61 
Q v•·-

• 
I. MERCHANDISE 

I. EXPORTS (f.o.b.) .. 604'9 697'3 .. s8r·2 SJ9·o . ... 
Principal Ex-

portst-
Tea (million 

lbs.). 
439 79'9 429 93'5 423 80·2 467 101·6 490 106·6 49o 106·6 

Spices ('ooo 637 26·9 
cwts.). 

569 27'9 722 20'8 549 16·6 S70 18·8 ·. s(5o 18•o 

Tobacco (mil- 98 15•2 
lion lbs). 

107 16·9 81 13'9 68 II·3 70 II·6 70 116 

Fruits& Ve- II·o 13'4 16·6 13·8 14'0 '. 14'0 
getables. 

Coal ('ooo 977 3'4 2,835 9'8 
tons)tt. 

2,727 10•3 1,947 7'0 2,000 TS 

Mica ('ooo 407 10·0 408 13•2 284 
cwts.). 

9'0 250 8·0 330 'Io·s 300 9'5 

Lac ('ooo 661 14'8 686 7•6 6•8 8•8 6so 
.. 

8·2 II•9 713 537 700 
cwts). 

.. 5'-·, . 

Hides & skins, 14 9'4 12 8·2 14 S'7 II 6·1 s 2'7 .- -··.7 .. ~-~ 
raw ('ooo 
tons). 

Manganese ore 821 8·o 
('ooo tons) 

1,125 15'7 1,448 21·8 1,568 24'3 I,QOO rs·s ·J,OOO IS'S 

Oils, vegeta- 29 25'7 21 22·8 34 2S•I 8 6·2 II 8·5 9 6·9 
ble, mineral 
and animal 
(million gal-
Ions). 

Seeds ('ooo 206 17'3 81 8·o 57 4'7 29 2'4 ** 3·6 ** 3'2 
tons). 

Cotton, raw 15 4'9 23 13'7 71 19•3 35 9'4 35 . 9•4 .35 9·4 
('ooo tons) 

. ----··· .. ,... 
*Values are calculated on the basis of 1953·54 unit values. 
**Not calculated. 

, 
tExports by sea and air only. 

nl _ttExports bv sea~ air and land~ except fQr tP~ y~ar 195o-sr for which exports are by_ sea apc;t lliT 
0 v. . 
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STATEMENT 1-contd, 

(Value in Rs. Crores) 

Annual 
average for 5 

I95o-5I I951-52 I952-53 1953-54 I96o-6I years end-
ing 196o-61 

Q v Q v Q v Q v Q v• Q v• 

Cotton waste 65 12•4 3I- 7"4 63 9·6 63 9"9 70 11•0 68 I0•7 
('ooo tons). 

Hides, tanned 340 12•0 340 13·6 3I3 I0·8 364 I3·6 250 9"3 280 I0•4 
or ·dressed 
('ooo cwts.). 

Skins, tanned I40 I3"3 180 11"3 ISS 9•2 I66 I0·8 110 7"2 I30 8·s 
or dressed 
( 'ooo cwts.). 

Cotton,~ twist 74 I7•I 6 2•0 I8 4"4 22 4"7 2.0 4"3 IS 3"2 
& yarn (mil-
lion lbs.). 

Cotton piece- I,2.70 116•7 424 5I"7 616 6I·5 ?65 63·1 I,370 Io8·s I,I65 93•6 
goods (mil-
lion yds.) 
Mill made I,2IO I05·8 384 42"5 56 I 52"7 702 53"2 I,300 9TS I,IOO 83•4 
(million yds.) 
Handloom 6o I0·9 40 9"2 55 8·8 63 IO•O 
(n1illion yds.) 

Jute manufac- 114"0 807 270•0 706 128·9 778 113"9 
tures ('ooo 
tons). 

Other Expons 69·9 89·6 • 96·8 
(Total). 

2. IMPORTS 579"2 946•9 611·5 
(c.Lf.). 

Principal Importst 
Fruits & Ve- 9"5 IO·O 9"3 

getables . 
Grain, pulse 2,086 80·4 4>793 228·I 2,9I7 I53" I I,430 

and flour 
('oootons). 

Provisions and 5·8 .. I0·8 5"7 
Oilman's 
Stores. 

Spices ('coo 
cwts.) 

I,OI8 5·5 1,083 8·3 752 3·8 820 

Oils ' 59"S 79"5 81•9 

*Values are calculated on the baiis of 1953-54 unit valuesp 
tlmports by sea and air only. 

89·0 

57I"3 

9"9 

63•7 

.9"4 

5·6 

92"3 

' 7_0 11•0 6S I0·2 • 

790 115"3 775 li3•2 

89·0 

9"5 9"5 

IO o·5 6oo 30•0 

12•0 12•0 

85o 5·8 830 5·6 

8o·o 83·0 
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STATEMENT I-contd. 

'(Value in R.s. Croies) 

1952-53. 1953-54 1960-61 

Annual 
average for S 
years ending 

196o-6_1 

Mineral (mil
lion gall ons) 

Cotton, raw 
('ooo tons) 

Jute, raw t 
('ooo tons) 

Chemicals 

Drugs and 
Medicines. 

Cutlery and 
hardware. 

Dyes and 
colours. 

Electrical goods 
and appara
tus. 

Q 

799 

215 

I 

Paper and 2,189 
paste board 
('ooo cwts.) 

Cotton yarns 
& manufac-
tures. 

Woollen yarn 
& manufac-
tures. 

v Q v 

55'1 931 70"9 

100·8 217 139"0 

O·I 425 67•1 

9'2 19·8 

'9'9 15'2 

' 4•8 ... 7"5 

14·6 19"3 

9"7 10·4 

2"4 6·6 

I ·6 .. 

--------''·---~---
Q v Q v Q V* Q.,._,,· v• , 

... 
' ·: _·: ~:; ---

! ·.·' 

901 76•9. 978 84·5 72'0; l i; ;; 7$•0 ,, ". 
138 76•7 116 ... :52"7 130 59•0 ·.I2$J I 56·8 

237 16·5 246 14·3 220 h·S ,21; 13·1 
' .' • -~- a. .I 1 

12'3 

4"9 s·o 

5'0 

,· 
l . 

9'9 

a3·o, .•. : ;l 
.. ' ·:; 1 r 

' .. 2;6 ·~u. 
.i ... ; i • ~-l} ... 

· : f · !~1 1.'" r ·1·J 
19'0 ;.. 

"8·0 .. 

20•0 

• 
_Sugar(tons). 8,050 o·710,o78 o·8 .• 1o o·ooi28,190 1·6 50,000 "2•8 

Machinery of 
all kinds. 

Metals, iron 335 19·2 201 22·7 201 23·8 233 23·6 
and steel& 
manufactures 
thereof ( 'Ooo 
tons). 

Jlmp~ms .bY sea, air and land, except for the year 19'50-51 for which the imports ate b~ sea an'd 
atr only. · 
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STATE'MSNT 1-contd. 

(Value in Rs. Crores) 

Annual 
average for 

five years 
ending 

I9S2-S3 1953-54 I9()o-61 196<>--61 

Q Q v Q v Q v• Q 
----------------------------------------------·------·--------------------
" ' Metals other 

than iron 
and steel 
and QWlufac
tures thereof 

' 
;. ,· .. : Vehicles (ex .. 

eluding loco
motives. etc. 
for Rallways) 

Other Imports 
(total)t 

: : j. Balances of . 
Trade in 
Merchandise 

~ '· . . (Item I 

minus Item 2) 

19'4 14'5 .. 

· 24'5 3S'4 ·· 30·5 •. 23·7 •. 

. ~45'S . . 107·5 67•4 . . 73·8 

. +25·7 •• -249-6 -30·3 -;-32·3 

•values are ealculated on the basis of 1953·54 unit values. 
flmport by sea and air only. 

8o·8 



STATEMENT I-concld. 

II. I;NVISIBLES (excluding offi-
cial donatiOns). 

.. i. Foreign travel - R 
p 

N 

2. Transportation R 
p 

N 

3· Insurance R 
p 

N 

4· Investment· Income R 
p 

N 

5· Donations-Private R 
p 

N 

6. Government not included R 
elsewhere . . P 

1· Others . 

Total (invisibles) 
Net 

N 

R 
p 

N 

Il1. TOTAL BALANCE ON CURRENT 
ACCOUNT. 

IV. ERRORS AND OMMISSION 

R.-Receipts. 
P.-Payments. 
N.-Net. · 
tlnclusive of o'fficial conations. 

I9SO·SI 

+58·o -188·2 

-23'5 

(V alu~ in Rs. Crores) 

Annual 
1953-54 average for 

S years ending 
1960-61 

, · 'O··T·. ·.: ... 1·0 : ··'· : 4·0 
10·3. . ;~o·s. .. , . _.. u-:·s .. ,. 

32•2 
'20·j. 

31·5 3s·o
:II·3· · .. , .. -. IS·O 

6·1 ..... s·s: ... 6·s 
3'7 '3·~·. ·-4t~~ 

+2·4 
. -··.·. ,.., ... • 

+2'5 

17·2 18·2 :· ·•· 18·s 
28"9 ·2&·7-:: >3s·o .. 

22•0. 19•0 ... 19;0 
. s·4 · 4;9 ., · · s·'o-

+8·3 +n·s 
66·s - " · :'- · 

. 15•2 . " ·.:..· 

+45·6 
:·· ...... ·.' . 

~II·s +o· · ··· :: ·· .... 
. 7 :· ..... ; -··.-

I •• .}• ~, J • 'J 



THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 
PROBLEMS OF RESOURCE MOBILISATION 

by 

DR. B. K. MADAN 

• (This paper entitled 'Problems of Resource Mobilisation' does not attempt to cover the whole ground. It Is 
• more In the nature of observations on aspects of the problem which appear to me to require emphasis or call for spe

dal C?m~ent. Fi&l,U'es have bet:n eschewed ; finalisation of figures will require detailed consideration of assumptions 
and medtOds. Towards the end, a few general aspects of "the tentative framework" of the Second Plan are referred to.) 
. - -. ' -· " . 

. , ·. 

The general objective of the Second Plan is to bring about a definite and marked im
p~ov~ment in the. level of living in the country . 
. ' . 

. -. . This requires an increase in production as well as improvement in distribution, viz., a 
reduction in inequalities of income, wealth and opportunity, with an associated increase in 
incoxp.es and improvement in employment. ·. .- ~ . . -

The realisation o(these proximate objecyves, in turn, depends upon a substantial and 
sus~ained increase in investment, appropriately distributed. 

• r At the present stage of economic development of the country, rapid industrialisation 
":it~. particular emphasis on the development of basic industries, must form an important 
part of the development programme. 

. , (The objectives should, of course, be spelt out at greater length, but it is important to 
state them in a certain· Jogical order, with a gradation of ends and means.) 

2. The essence of the process of economic development is a general increase in pro
duCtive efficiency. Productive efficiency is vitally related to an increase in the availability of 
capital, technological skill, managerial ability and administrative competence. It may be 
based on varying combinations of these elements ,· a small increase in capital combined with 

- ~PJ?r;opriate. technicar ability may· often produce appreciable results. 

•" .. •3. By its very nature, a programme or plan of economic development presumes an ex
, .. tension of the public sector. For, ex-hypothesi, a decisive acceleration in the rate at which de

velopment . tends to take place automatically, is called for. A deliberate stimulation of the 
rate of development requires a bold initiative on the part of the State in increasing investment 

' {Rthe.economy. The initiative may consist in a direct increase in the scope of investments 
_ by the State, or it may take the form of inducing larger investments by private enterprise; 

it ~ually also involves regulation ( directioning) of investment. In any case, an extension 
of the scope of the public; : : tor is inherent in the process-whether it be a direct extension 

\ 
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of investments in the sector, or an elaboration of the machinery and instruments for the s • ..: 
lation or regulation of the private sector. Often the machinery of stimulation. of private 
enterprise itself involves an extension of the public sector. An example is the State Finance 
Corporations for extending loan assistance to private enterprise. Similarly, the extension 
of subsidies to private enterprise presumes an increase in the financial resources at the dis
posal of the State for the purpose; ~o that the demand for resources on the part of the public 
and private se<>tors is not necessarily competitive but may, at points, be a conunon problem, e.g., 
the problem of resources available to the public sector for assistance to the privaM sector. (The 
elaboration of the apparatus of controls for the regulation of the private .sector, of course, 
involves a more direct extension of the public sector, though the mgatit e purpose h(:J"e may 
be broadly distinguished from the positive purpose behind an extension of State investments.) 

4· The question still remains as to how far, in the process of increasing investment in 
the economy, reliance should be placed on a direct increase of investment in the public sector 
and how far on a stimulation of investment in the private sector. The two approaches ~re, 
of course, complementary ; there is scope for extension of both on a broad front; where the · 
alternative of expansion under one or the other sector arises, it is important to ensure that 
the possible overlap is ·resolved without detriment to an expansion investment, \yhich 
should remain clear and paramount as an objective above the relative scope of the_ two sectors.; 
the State has regulatory powers to ensure that development in the private sector conforms 
to the broad policies laid down by it. It follows that any possible conflict of spheres should 
be resolved in comformity with the over-riding objective of an increase in investment. : 

I ' 

5· As regards the scope of the publi~;; sector, there is, in the first place, the vast :(ield of 
building up the sub-structure of econo~ic development, in the form of the basic facilities and 
premises of economic development, such M- are comprised in communicali6g~J and trans
port, power, irrigation, technical training of the populAtion, etc: The expansion of social 
overheads like education and health, apart from other social welfare services, may also be -
included in this broad category. There is here no problem of ove~lap, in principle. It is 
when we come to the superstructure of economic development itself, that the two sectors 
meet, and the problem of drawing a line arises. Even here, there are large areas where public 
or private enterprise operates for the most part by itself, and only a small area where tae two 
operate side by side; the que.;tion, however, is not as to what the respective spheres of the· 
two are, but what they should be for a proper fulfilment of the objectives of the Plan. The 
peculiar role of public enterpri3e in this field is related to the establishment (a) of basic in-· 
dustries of national importance, such as steel and fertili~ers which assist in broadening the 
base for industrial and agricultural development, or (b) of certain capital goods industries, 
e.g., heavy machinery, the returns from which.are not immediate ()r certain and which; there..: 
fore, have not attracted private enterprise in the requisite degree, or (c) even of ~ertain essential 
consumer goods industries which may involve large investments of r1sources normally ~eyonu 
the unaided capacity of private enterprise. Over and above these, there remains (d) the 
undertaking of projects of out~tanding public benefit which are not expected to· be remunera
tive in the very short period, e.g., irrigation and power projects, etc. Since, e~-h~pothiJi, the 
29 p.c. 
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objective of a plan or programme of development is to push the pace of economic develop
ment. it falls to the public sector to undertake development in those difficult or compara
tively unremunerative parts, which fail to be developed sufficiently in the normal course, 
but which are nevertheless crucial to an acceleration of development. 

6. In parts of this fairly large territory, there is little competition for public enter-Prise, 
and the questions that arise relate to the evolution of policies appropriate to the position of 
State monopolistic or semi-monopolistic enterprises (to which we refer presently) ; the 
principle of predominance of public enterprise may itself be open to linle challenge. It 
is when we come to the part of the field of economic development in which private enter
prise is intertsted, because it is remunerative (in the short or medium-term)-and this in
cludes parts of the territory covered in the categories in the last paragraph~that difficulties 
of drawing a line arise. . Of course, where outstanding considerations of public interest are 
decisive (and these are prominent where monopoly prevails), controversy has subsided, e.g., 
generation of power and even distribution of power. It is in the remaining part of the 
field, therefore, that the question becomes more real. 

1· The prime motives for the extension of public enterprise in this field are : (i) proper 
re.gulation of investment, e.g., steel; (ii) improvement of standard of'service or quality of pro
duct, e.g., State road transport or milk; (iii) mingled with the motives under (ii), profits from 
the operation of State enterprise ; (iv) profits as such, e.g., fiscal monopolies like tobacco, 
matches. In regard to (iii) and (iv) the issue is, why should the State not share in the profits 
available in certain areas of economic enterprise, particularly if at the same time it is possible 
t9 combine this objective with purposes like those listed under (iii). What is the scope 
for such extension of State enterprise? Under what conditions and policies is it possible 
to realise this objective to a reasonable extent ? 

8. From the point of view of the subject of this paper, these questions are of particular 
impor"..ance. It is not proposed to answer them in the span of this brief paper, but only to 
mention, in the following paragraphs, a few considerations bearing on proper answers to 
these questions being obtained. 

9. First, there is the raison d'etre of public enterprise mentioned above, t:iz., an effort 
to widen the base, deepen the foundations and extend the boundaries of economic develop
ment through forms of investment and activity which do no'tinterest private enterprise, or 
interest it sufficiently, b1.1t which are nevertheless important to achieving a balanced and 
durable development. This area must claim first priority in the use of such resources, as 

. are available for the extension of public enterprise. This ru-ea has, in fact, furnished the 
main field of operations of public enterprise to date. 

10. · Secondly, related partly to the non-fiscal character of the main urges for extension of 
public enterpri-.e, the tradition of public enterprise in this country as in other countries with 
non-collectivist economies-with notable exceptions-has been to run i~ on a· non-profit 

; he' n ain motive is always held up to be public service and profit for public 
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use has not been acknowledged to be a significant constituent of public purpose. It is diffi
cult yet to visualise Central and State ministers, say, in charge of railways and State transport 
counting among the signally successful features of stewardship· of their respective portfolios 
their ability to ta.'" the (third class) railway traveller and the bus passenger for the benefit of 
general revenues (or the general tax-payer). In a recent State Assembly debate the minister 
in charge of State transport stoutly denied that he ever aimed to make profits out of the State 
transport services. Actually, even where an activity is normally competitive, owing to the 
con .. iderable scale of governmental operations, if the State intervenes, the enterprise assumes 
a public character and is endowed with public purposes and responsibilities besides profits. · 
In the resu1t, its ability to produce profits appears almost to detract from its fulfilment Of 
other public responsibilities. The Taxation Enquiry Commission has urged a basic change 
in this tradition and attitude. Until this change comes about-and it can be brought about in 
respect of some of the existing enterprises-a wide extension or"the sphere of publ,ic enter
prise will not result in significant acc~ssion to resources. 

1 I. Thirdly, it appears necessary to secure firm recognition of another principle of opera
tion of public enterprise, if it is to have a chance of success in producing profits. It 
is the principle of operation on the basis of commercial standards and commercial . 
methods. It is primarily because public enterprise is not regarded on this basis, neither 
by the employer (Government) who "must set an example aS a model employer", 
nor by the employee, who considers himself a State servant, or Government functionary, · 
nor by the consumer, who is more conscious of high prises if a product is turned 
out by Government, nor by the general ·tax payer who is averse to risk taking and criti
cises losses which would go unobserved in private enterprise,-that it finds. it difficult to 
run at a profit, if to run at all. Clear recognition of the commercial basis of working and dis
sociation with ordinary governmental practices regarding conditions of employment and work . ,/ ' 

and promotion are necessary. High wages for the employed and much wider .employment 
cannot both be had at the same time. It is also because of "model" conditions of employ
ment in State services and the resulting wide chism between the State-employed and those 
not so employed (including those in commercial employment) that ·complaints regarding 
the manner of functioning of State employees in public enterprises gain so much point. A 
careful consideration of the methods and procedures of working of public enterprise-apart 
from forms of organisation and management-is necess,ary to ensure successful extension· 
of the sphere of State enterprise with a view to increase in resources. Public enterprise 
hitherto has been extended mainly to areas which have conformed to conditions of standardised 
operation and stable demand (for product or service), mainly owing to comparative inelasticity 
of Government methods of operation. If public enterprise is to make. a bold bid into areas 
where versatility of response to diversity of economic circumstance, including variability of 
demand, is of prime importance to success, its methods need fundamental review and. re-
adjustment. . 

I2. FoUrthly, where extension of public enterprise into an existing area of development 
is made avowedly for the purpose of adding to resources, the alternative of higher taxation 
(say, through excise) shot•ld be carefully investigated.· In gene~al, th~ p~sibilities of adding · 
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to resources through a revision of price policies of existing enterprises appear to be greater 
, than through new enterprises, and such revision would be necessary in order to enable public 

enterprises in general to run at a profit. Public opinion is likely to be as opposed to new 
enterprises making profits as it is in respect of the old enterprises, unless the new enterprise~ 
are in the field of primarily profit-making concerns, i.e., fiscal monopolies where profit will 
be easily recognised as the hall-mark of efficiency. Even in this area, given the fact that 
costs of governmental operation and distribution will not be lower than under private enter
prise, the main possibility of increasing profits may lie in increasing the margin of profit above 
cost which a Government monopoly would make possible. This would entail higher prices, 
and ~he possibility, in the altemative, of higher taxation, deserves serious consideration. 
Trading and distribution require a highly specialised skill and though public enterprise 
should not indefinitely be deterred by the inadequacy of personnel with the necessary training 
for this work, in Yiew of the great demands for training facilities for a variety of economic 
tasks for the implementation of the Second Plan, State trading should, for the present, stand 
low in the scale of priorities. A start in the \vay of increasing the contribution of public 
enterprise to revenues should, meanwhile, be made by making larger profits out of existing 
enterprises. 

13. In the light of the above, it appears that principal reliance for the mobilisation of 
domestic resources-and these must supply the main part of resources for the plan-will 
have to be placed on taxation :.md, to a lesser extent, on borrowing. And here we come up 
against some stubborn facts. The ratio of ta.x revenues to national income has continued 
much the same, despite the tax effort at the Central'and State levels. The Taxation Enquiry 
Commission went into the question at length and I will not attempt to restate its analysis. 
It appears that a great deal of extension of new taxes was necessary to maintain this ratio owing 
to the considerable shrinkage in the relative position of old taxes, particularly those related 
to land and agricUlture. The automatic capacity of our tax system may not be relied upon, 
therefore, to produce revenueg commensurate with the growth of the economy. For 
that matter, of course, we may take into account such adaptations in the scope, form and 
pitch of taxes as are required to make the coverage of the tax system conform to the changing 
composition of national income. But such adaptations by themselves, will not go far toward 
increasing the ratio of taxes to national income. For this purpose, a deliberate effort to in
crease the pitch and real coverage of taxation is necessary. In the field of direct taxation, 
for example, the rates of taxation recommended by the Taxation Enquiry Commission and 
the widening of coverage through lowering of exemption limit, are the utmost that we can 
look for the period of the next plan. These together should bring about an appreciable, 
but by no means considerable expansion. An extension of the real coverage of direct taxa
tion (including estate duties) is a problem of administration, and there may yet be a rich re
ward for the intensification of enforcement efforts.· In the field of indirect taxation, the 
recent changes have further emphasised the shift in tlie ta..x system toward the emergence of 
Central Excise (taxes on domestic consumption) as the mainstay of Indian revenues in the 
future. Here again~ t1le taxes have been levied JD,ai.nl! on the products of organise~ wn-
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sumer goods industries which are domestically consumed. If the shift toward producer 
goods industries on the one hand, and labour-intensive cottage industries on the other takes · 
place, the elasticity of this source as such would be _more limited than if the course of develop
ments allowed an increase in the domestic consumption of '!Jroducts of organised consumer 
goods industries. 

14. We are coming to the point where the issue is inescapable; the mass of consump
tion is by the mass of the people ; given the optimum rates of taxation (from the revenue . 
point of view) on articles consumed by the few, further revenue (and the proportion of revenue 
to national income) can be raised by taxation of articles consumed by the many. Further 
taxation of such articles-kerosene, matches, etc. -will raise their prices; it would be intended 
to have that effect. At present, articles "which are essential to the life of the community" 
are exempt under Article 286(3) of the Constitution from sales taxes levied by States. The 
Taxation Enquiry Commission drew pointed attention to the bearing of the question of taxa..: 
tion of essentials on the whole issue of the task of the tax system in relation to the develop
ment programme. The Commission states the crux of the case for removing a hurdle in the 
way of expansion of tax receipts and increasing the obstinate ratio of taxes to national income: · 
"It appears important, in this connection, to put in fundamental terms the problem posed 
by Article 286(3) of the Constitution in respect of articles essential to the life of the commu ... 
nity. The issue posed by the financing of economic development and expansion of social 
services through some contribution-direct or indirect-by the mass of the population is 
this : Is a little more of activity for improving public health or education, or for strengthening 
the base of agriculture through minor irrigation works or better techniques, more of an essen
tial to the life of the community or the whole of the present consumption of each of a number 
of commodities? Is every bit of that consumption necessarily equally essential? In any 
case, if it becomes a choice of alternatives, the question would be whether a little;.e~!i. consump
tion in one form or the other is not a worthwhile sacrifice for the fruits of economic and social 
development. If the answer is that it is, the exemption of essentials from taxation is illogical. 
Given the order of the development plans, if tax resources should fall seriously short and 
inflation should result, it may involve an even iarger cut in current consumption standards 
of the weakest sections of the community than a systematic scheme of taxation of essentials, 
to the extent necessary. Limitation of taxation affords no guarantee against a rise in prices 
occasioned by failure to finance development plans through normal means." 

15. Perhaps, I may be permitted to conclude my brief observations on this aspect of 
the subject with two other quotations from the Report of the Taxation tnquiry Commission, 
which directly lead on to the next point I make in this paper .. 

. ' 

"On the whole, the kind of tax system which would be best adapted to meet the require-
JUents of the Indian economy, havin~ regard to the development pro~amme and the resources 
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required for it, appears to be one which would increase the resources for investment available 
to the public sector with as small a diminution as practicable of investment in the private 
sector, and which, therefore, is accompanied by the largest practicable restraint on consump
tion by all classes. Restraint on t~e consumption of higher-income groups must, of course, 
be greater than in respect of low income groups.'' 

"The task is so to adapt the tax system as to enable the maximum practicable rate of 
iavestment in the public sector to be attained, consistent with maintaining and strengthening 
the incentives to the private sector to step up its own rate of investment." 

16. The raising of tax resources to the maximum for the use of the public sector lead~ 
to the question of the adequacy of resources left to the private sector for the financing of its 
own development. The Taxation Enquiry Commission states that it paid particular atten
tion to this aspect of the question, and a detailed study of its proposals indicates the various 
incentives to investment and savings in the economy recommended by it. Over and above 
these, the biggest single factor which should more than compensate for any deleterious effects 
of heavy taxation on the activity of the private sector will be the large public expenditures that 
will go to generate additional incomes widely diffused over the economy and thereby to sustain 
the demand for and price§ of the products of private enterprise. 

17. Apart from the question of availability of resources, the important issue of the tech
nique of planning in relation to· the private sector arises. In what sense will the Second 
Plan be a plan for the whole economy? In relation to the public sector, the scale 
and distribution of investment are directly determined by administrative decision. In regard 
to the private sector, the planning of investments-an increase in its scale and the distributton 
of investments-has to be (indirectly) induced by a system of incentives and checks, sub
sidies and tax differentials, credit and tra'de policies. This is the part of the Plan which would 
require particularly careful pr.eparation with a view to designing a comprehensive system of 
fiscal, financial, credit, trade and other physical control devices integrated into the plan, for 
the purpose of securing maximuni conformity on the part of the private sector to the objec
tives and targets of the Plan. Subject to the over-riding importance of conditions of demand, 
and price and cost factors, it is possible, I believe, to devise a reasonably satisfactory apparatus 
of direction to secure some degree of directioning of investments in the private sector. It 
has been mentioned in the last paragraph how economic development should operate to sustain 
demand and, thereby, stimulate the expansion of the private sector. 

18. We come now to the important question of the ordet of magnitude of the next plan. 
I have avoided giving any figures in this paper, though at the present stage of our delibera
tions we should come down to figures in many matters. I shall content myself, however, 
with referring to broad ratios of magnitude and at this stage, with mentioning a few factors 
which may be taken into account in determining o:he- order of magnitude of the Second Plan. 
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19. The auspices for the inauguration of the Second Plan are undoubtedly much better 
from the point of view of stepping up public expenditures with a view to stimulating economic 
development. We appear to be ready for a fresh bound of industrial development-costs, 
prices, raw material supplies, etc. seem to represent a favourable conjuncture of circum
stances for industrial expansion. 

20. The most favourable of the factors in the present situation, however, is the excep
tional turn in food and other agricultural production as a result of a succession of good har
vests. What is more, this has followed a succession of rather poor harvests, which goes to 
magnify the rate of improvement in the First Five-Year Plan. The agricultural· sector is the 
largest sector of the national economy. If the performance in respect of the factors of perma
nent improvement in the agricultural economy, which may be expected to continue and im
prove, is counterbalanced by some worsening on the weather front, and only a small further 
net improvement, on the average, should occur in agricultural production,. the rest of the eco
nomy would have to show a large measure of increase in production, indeed, to maintain · 
the overall targets of increase in production. A somewhat poorer performance in agriculture 
than what is presumed would also restrict the scale of investment expenditures that is practi~ 
cable without resulting in inflationary pressures. If these pressures appear to any significant 
extent, the order of performance in real terms would be marked down while it may be- . 
maintained in money terms, even if no other complicating consequences occur. 

21. In so far ru: the main expenditures contemplated under the "tentative f~amework'' 
are in fields other than those which lead to an expansion of output of consumer goods-and 
the main part of expenditures under the plan are in respect of lines of development which 
do not increase the supply of consumer goods, e. g., transport, power, producers' goods and 
construction-the Second Plan is charged with a large inflationary potential~:· In particular, 
to take an illustration, the .absence of any provision for increase in_ the domestic consumption 
of factory-produced cotton textiles appears to be somewhat unrealis~ic .. 

' . 

22. It appears, in general, that an investment to the extent of double its amount in the 
First Five Year Plan should be feasible, with a good effort. Attempts at a larger measure of 
increase may come up against difficulties in implementation. To the extent marked inflation 
occurs, achievement may suffer in real terms. The quality of achievement, too, is liable to 
fall as expenditure is incurred to fulfil targets without the. requisite combination of factors 
of production coming forth in adequate quantities. 

23. A clear picture of the adequacy of foreign exchange financing ·of the plan is not_yet. 
available. Any difficulties in that sector will point more decisively to a marking down of the 
total order of magnitude of the Plan. A considerably larger measure of foreign aid than can 
be foreseen may, however, alter the picture in that respect as well as in respect of the feasibility 
of the whole plan. 
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24. Having said this it seems necessary to add that the tentative plan-frame figures are 
much more modest than some of the earlier discussions indicated they might be, and the 

·analyses of the sources of financing, etc. are on the whole realistic. Both appear to be, how
ever, still somewhat too optimistic and to require thorough scrutiny of their detailed basis. 

25. As regards the constituent elements of the tentative plan I wish to confine comment 
at this stage to a feature which has already been briefly adverted to, namely, the apparent 
lack of balance in industrial growth, which would comprise at one end of a very considerable 
expansion of the production of producers' goods and at the other end of the products of 
small-scale cottage industries. It is stated that once the problem of employment has been 
brought under control, not only could a more sizeable development be permitted in factory 
consumer goods industries, but use of modernisation devices in cottage industries could 
also be permitted. The rigid terms in which the likely process of industrial growth is cast, 
the presumed complementarity in growth of heavy pasic industries on the one hand and light 

· capital-economising industires at the other end, with presumed stagnation of organised con
sumer goods industries except for export, require some reconsideration and revision. 

26. It seems, too, that in some ways one of the weakest, because most difficult, parts 
of the tentative plan-frame relates to the development of cottage industries. Granted the 
full theoretical case for their speedy development, the techniques of securing such develop
ment in coordination with the organised counterparts of such industries, not entirely through 
physical regulation but based to an increasing extent on improvement in efficiency in produc
tion and marketing, require the most careful examination from the technical, economic and 
administrative angles. This would be required before the Plan is finalised. 



NOTE ON TARGETS AND ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES FOR 
THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 

DR. S. R. SEN 

Prof. Mahalanobis envisages in his plan-fr,ame a net investment in the public as well as· 
private sector ofRs. 5,6oo crores, Reserve Bank and Dr .. Raj Rs. 6,ooo crores, Prof. Muranjan 
Rs. 5,2oo crores and Prof. Balakrishna envisages a development expenditure of Rs. 3,500 
crores in the public sector only for the Second Five Year Plan. We have also an estimate of 
investment by the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industries of the order 
ofRs. 7,200 crores, the comparable part of which is likely to be roughly Rs. 6,ooo crores. The 
relative share of agriculture and irrigation varies in these different plan-frames from I6%_ 
to I7.I%, of industry 2I '2% to 30. I%, of power 5 ·4% to 8.9%, oftransport and communi
cation I6, I% to 27.8% and housing,· social services, Rehabilitation etc. 20.7% to 43·5% 
(Please see Appendix). It is not clear how far these estimates are based on a 
forecast of effective demand as distinct from an assessment of requirements and 
how far technical possibilities and inter-industry supply and demand correlations 

··have been taken into account. In some cases the financial estimates given seem to be under-
estimates compared to the physical targets proposed and require careful scrutiny. · , 

2. It appears to me, however, that if the investment programme is of the order of 
· Rs. 6,ooo crores for the Second Plan, we need not perhaps be unduly · worried 
that there will be a serious inflation , which will require very drastic physical 
controls and serious institutional and social changes. What is important in this. cont~ is 
not only the total volume of investment envisaged but how it is related to the existing level of 
investment, employment and money supply and what is more important, what are the various 
types of investment envisaged and how is the investment progr~e going to be phased. 
We may recall in this context .that between August 1939 and August I945 the total money 
supply in the country went up by over 6 times from Rs. 320 crores to Rs. I,955 crores.: · A 
large part of the wartime investment was on non-productive items. Yet, the index number of 
wholesale prices (which though defective is unfortunately the only relevant index available) 
rose only by 2~ times by I945 and even subsequently in spite of various dislocati<;>ns in the 
economic life of the country the peak level was never more than 4! times. A six-time increase 
in money supply no doubt created a number of serious probl~ but these problems .could 
be met without making drastic institutional and social changes in the country. For the Second 
Five Year Plan we may be starting with a money supply of the order of'about Rs. I,B50 cror~ 
and a situation when cost3 and incomes will be probably more or less adjusted to prices.: In' \, 
fact at the moment not only has the inflationary pressure subsided but there is actually a 
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recessionary trend. Hence if in the Second Five Year Plan we have an investment of the order 
of Rs. 6,000 crores and the addition to the money supply is of the order of only Rs. 1,500 to 
Rs. 1,750 crores as estimated by Dr. Raj, money supply will be less than double. Moreover 
unlike in war time, a large part of the proposed investment will be on schemes of production. 
I would, therefore, submit that there is no reason for being unnecessarily concerned with the 
idea that an investment of the order ofRs. 6,ooo crores will mean inflation and that we shall have 
necessarily to take all sorts of drastic measures against it. I admit that this is based on rathiK 
crude analysis but I would venture to suggest that the main conclusion which emerges is not 
very unrealistic. I shot!Jd perhaps also clarify that I am not against institutional and social 
changes which may be desirable from other considerations but my point is that unles.> the order 
of investment is stepped up substanti3.lly, any drastic institutional change may not be really ne
.cessary for the limited objective of the achievement of the planned targets of production. I 
agree that from financial and administrative considerations it may be difficult to start with a 
much higher basic programme of investment but . we should nevertheless create conditions 
so that the basic plan becomes really the minimum and we can and do take the fullest ad
vantage of every opportunity to press our investment to the farthest limit possible. 

3· To my mind, it does not really matter very much whether the basic investment en
visaged is a few hundred crores higher or lower so long as we take care to keep our plan elastic 
and to press our investment to the utmost limit. Our basic plan should no doubt start with as 
balanced a picture as possible between heavy industries, larg~cale light industries. small-scale · 
industries, agriculture, etc., so that the additional production in one sector is readily absorbed 
by· the purchasing power generated in other sectors, but as the implementation of the Plan 
proceeds, there will necessarily be certain changes in the demand and supply situation and 
in so far as it can be done without cutting down any of the physical targets proposed in the 
basic plan, the investment pattern should be changed to suit the new conditions which may 
emerge from time to time. 

4· When the situation changes, there are two ways of adjustment to the new situation, 
one is by selective restriction and the other by selective expansion. I would submit that our 
policy should be to avoid restriction as far as possible and rely m1inly on selective expansion. 
This may be too obvious a point to harp upon but I think it is r..evertheless necessary to do 
so because recently we got a suggestion from a very responsible person that we should restrict 
our fertiliser programme because already there is an agricultural surplus and prices are 

falling. 

5· In this connection I may draw attention to the suggestion made at para. 20 of my note 
on '£ Price Policy for the Second Five Year Plan ". In addition to a basic investment pro
gramme of Rs. 6,000 crores or any other figure that may be agreed upon, we should 
have a supplementary programme, of which a substantial part, say 40 percent may be 
on early maturing production schemes, e.g., fertiliser distribution, minor irrigation, fisheries" 
development, textiles production, etc., 20 percent may be on late maturing production 
schemes, e.g., cattle breeding, major irrigation, heavy industries, etc., and 40 per cent may be 
on schemes of economic and social overheads, e.g., research, education, health, transport, 
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Soii conservation, etc. We should press with our programme of basic investment to the 
maximum until the " inflation point " is reached. As soon as the " inflation point " is reached 
we should take no doubt the usual anti-inflationary measures as a first step but we should simul
taneously expand our investment on early maturing production schemes included in the sup~ 
plementary list. As soon as the increased out-put from these schemes comes to the market, 
prices will in due course tend to sag and that will be the time to step up expenditure on 
schemes of economic and social overheads and late maturing production schemes from the 
supplementary list. It is only when our expenditure on economic and social overheads, etc., 
cannot be expanded fast enough due to various bottlenecks and prices tend to reach the " de
flation point n that the usual anti-deflationary measures should be put into action. We should 
go on expanding our investment on social and economic overheads until the " inflation point " 
is reached. 

6. It i~ by alternating in this marmer between supplementary schemes of early m':muing 
production type and schemes of social and economic overheads (or late maturing production 
type) over and abdve the investment envisaged in the basic plan that we would be able to derloy 
our resources most effectively, push investment to the maximum extent possible and ensure 
the quickest rate of progress. While in the basic plan-late maturing production schemes, 
especially heavy industries, should have a very important role, in the supplementl;lry plan
the early maturing prodution schemes and schemes of economic and social overheads -will 
have an important strategic part to play. 

1· I would,. threfore, suggest that the plan-frame should comprise ·two broad parts 
(a) basic and (b) supplementary. Each part should have three groups-(i) early maturing 
production schemes, (ii) late maturing production schemes and (iii) schemes of economic 
and social overheads. Wherever possible the flexible part of a scheme should be also indicated. 
The basic plan should include all essential schemes and most of the major and/odnflexible. 
proiects. Heavy industries should have relatively greater pre-ponderance in the basic plan......:. 
although there should be a reasonable proportion of early maturing prqduction schemes and.· 
. sahemes of economic and social ove:.-heads as well. In particular such schemes as . will help 
·,break various bottlenecks which may stand in the way of implementing the supplementary-part 
1of the plan, e.g., training of technical personnel, expansion of transport facilities at important 
·points, etc., should be given high priority in the basic plan itself. The -supplementary p1a.c 
should on the other hand have a preponderance of early maturing production schem~ and 
schemes of economic and social overheads and the schemes included should be of a type as 
would allow a· large degree of flexibility. · 
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APPENDIX 

Second Five Year Plan (1956-57 to 196o-61) 

Prof. 

Prof. 
Prof. 
S.K. 

Mahala
nobis 

Reserve 
Bank of 

India 

Dr. K. N. R. Bala
Raj, Delhi krishna, 

School Madras 
of Univer-

Muran
jan 

(1) 

A. Netlnoestment of which: 
(i) Public Sector 

· (ii) Private Sector 
B. Break-up. 

I (i) Agriculture, Irriga
tion & Community 
Development. 
(ii) Power · 

I. (a) and (ia) 

IL Industry 

III. Transport and Com-
munication. · 

IV. Construction, Social 
Services, Rehabilitation, 
etc. 

V. Stocks -. 

TOTAL (I to V) 

Econo· sity. 
mics 

(2) (3) (5) (6) 

I. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS 
5,600 6,ooo* 6,ooo 5,200 
3>400 3·500 4·000 
2,200 2,500 2,000 

950 
(17•1) 

500 
(8·9) 

1,450 1,120 
(26·o) (18-7) 

1,400 1,270 
(25·o) (21.2) 

900 1,000 
(16·1) (16.6) 
. 1,350 2,61o(c) 
(24•0) (4J-5) 

soo 
(8·9) 

s,6oo 6,000 
(100.0) (1oo.o) 

(Rs. crores) 

Federation 
of Indian 

Chambers 
of 

Commerce 
and 

Industry 

1,200(b) 
(16·o) 

1,6oo 
(21 ·4) 

2,250 
(3o·1) 
2,075 
(27•8) 

1,550 
(20•7) 

7>475(d) 
(100.0). 

First Five 
Year Plan 
(1951•52 to 
1955-56) 

(8) 

3·000 
I,Soo(a) 

1,200 

*Includes some non-investment expenditure also, and the~ore cannot be equated wholly to net 
investment. 

**Part comparable tothe estimates given in cols. (2), (3), (4) and (6) is roughly of the order ofRs. 
6,000 crores. ·· 

(a) Takes into account the revision subsequently made. 
(b) Includes figures for- village industries. 
'c) Is composed of as under :-
• Public Sector. (Rs. crores) 

Social Services and Miscellaneous 
(Education, Health and Rehabilitation) . 86o 

Pn'fJate Sector 
Urban Housing • • . 750 
~ural Investment (Housing & other) 1,ooo 

TOTAL 2,610 

(d) Includes about Rs. 300 crores for replacement of outlays in industry and transport ; the 
net investment being thus of the order of Rs. 7,200 crores. 



(I) (2) (3) (5) .(6) (7) (8) 

. II: PUBLIC SECTOR, ONLY 

A. Development Expendi- 4,300 3,500 
ture. 

B Break-up. 
I. (i) Agriculture, Irriga

tion & Community De
velopment. 

(ii) Power . 

I. (i) & (ii) • 

II. Industry 

III. Transport · and 
Communication. 

IV. Construction, Social 
Services, Rehabilitation 

V. Stocks 

Total (I to V). 

. .. 

950 
(22 • I) 

450 
(Io -5) 

IJ400 · I,I2o(g) 
(32'6) (32.0) 

I,IOO 620 
(25•6) (I7·7) 

950 900 
(22•I) (25 ·7) 

750 86o 
(I7"4) (24.6) 

IOO 
(2·3) 

4·300 3,500 
(Ioo·o) (IOO.O) 

995 
(28'4) 

.. 875 
(25 ·o) 

780 
. (22•3) . 

850 
(~·3). 

(o··o) 

3,500 
(10o·o) 

(e) As indicated in the Taxation Enquiry Commission's Report. 

2,249 U) 

.. · 
.-.(r 

..... ~ l 

99I (g) 
: 

(44 'I) .. 
.•. ·i1s · .. · ~ . . . . 

(7•:9) I 

536 
, .. :-.s .. 

- ·'. (23 •8) .· 

. . 544 . 
. (24"2)' 

(o•o) 

2,249 . 
(Ioo·o) · 

-~ 

(f) Takes into account the revision (of the order of Rs. I80 crores) subsequently made. 
(g) Break-up is indicated below:- · .. x! · · 

(Rs. ci:ofes) Seci>nd Five 
. First Five · .. Year Plan 

Agriculture (incl. minor irrigation) 
Community Development 
Major Irrigation projects • • • • 
Multipurpose projects (Irrigation and Power). 
Power Projects only 

. TOTAL • 

Yellt Plan (R B J. cot 3) 
.• · ... 273} ·. ~ . . .; 

ol . 101 ... 420 .. 
, • - 0 v•, • ;.,., • J 

~;~} 
. I47 . 

700 

99I 

. • .. 

.. 



A NOTE ON DEFiciT FINAN'cn.td 

by 

DR. A. K. DAs GuPTA 

Where labour is fully employed and the object of planning is only to expand the caplt:af 
base of the economy, planning must necessarily entail curtailment of current consumption. 
Resources are given, and if investment is to be increased, consumption must be reduced. If 
public investment in such an economy is financed by taxation or voluntary savings of the 
public,, consumption is directly curtaileli and there is no rise of prices. If it is financed 
through budget deficit, prices rise, and those whose money incomes do not rise proportionately 
are forced to reduce consumption. If, however, the curtailment of consumption on the part 
of this sectiQm is balanced by increased consumption on ~he part of those whose money incomes 
increase more than in proportion to the rise of prices, the pel icy of investment is frustrated. 
Resources are drawn back to consumption goods industries,. and the original dose of investment 
turns out to be waste, unless the construction for which it is designed is completed. This is the 
orthodox. economist's objection to. deficit financing. . . 

2. If,.on the other hand, there is unemployed labour in the economy along with excess 
capacity in the consmnption goods sector, investment can be increased simultaneously with an 
incre~e in, consumption. ·Unemployed resources are used, and production increases all 
along the line. Ifinsoch an econetn'Jan· additional dose of public investment is financed -' 
through budget deficit, total expenditure on consumption is increased, and production of 
consumtion goods is also stimuiated. And in so far as the surplus capacity in the consump
tion goods sector is sufficient to fully absorb the unemployed labour,. no rise of prices occurs. 
EMen if in the proass Cilf realisation of full employment, full ·capacity is reached in certain 
sectors orat.certain stages and prices tend to rise, the process can be allowed so long as t~e 
money rate of wages can be held j.ntact. This is the model which Keynes has made familiar 
and in the context of which modem economists prescribe deficit financing. 

· 3. In betwe.en we can contemplate a- model of an economy in which there is surplus labour 
but ru) surplus capacity in capital resources. The problem here is clearly very much more 
.cemplicated than in- either of the above models. We have to choose between two courses. 
We· can leave aside the question of employment for the time being, concentrate on in\·estment 
at the expense of consumption, as in the first model, and start absorbing the unemployed only 
after surplus capacity in the form of new capital goods is created as a result of the completion 
of investment process. Or alternatively, we can take up employment straightaway, keep up the 
level of current consumption and push investment through deficit financing. The first pro
cedure has the advantage that it does not raise prices. However, the problem of unemployment 
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remains unsolved and hence one of the major objectives of planning remains unfulfi1led. Fur
ther any substantial curtailment of current consumption may not be a practicable proposition, 
particularly when the level of income in the economy is low. The second procedur(? on the 
other hand, does add to the volume of employment, but in doing that it tends to raise the level of 
prices. More labour is employed upon a given stock of capital which is already working at 
full capacity in the consumption goods sector. The result is diminishing return and rise .of . . 

prices. 

4· The model to which Indian economy is a close approximation is this third model. 
Not that reserve capacity is non-existent. But it is deficient relative to surplus labOur, par
ticularly when account is taken of 'disguised' unemployment. . Rapid absorption ·of un
employed labour in our economy will certainly come up against severe bottlenecks. The posi
tion is further complicated by the fact that, in so far as the real wage rate is already too low .. 
we cannot allow pdces of consumption goods to go up except within narrow limits without 
money wage rates going up, too. However, if the absorption of the unemployed is -one of the· 
major objectives of our Plan, then surely we cannot avoid facing this problem. Savings, in 
so far as they are voluntary, must be mobilised, and institutional facilities are to be provided 
for that. But no special incentive for the curtailment of consumption is called for. Nor is 
taxation to be made too rigorous. For taxation not only reduces consumption but also private 
investment and is, therefore, unfavourable for employment. Deficit financing is the method 
by which we can reconcile. the twin objective of capital formation and employment. 

Now, as we have seen, the effectiveness of deficit financing depends. upon how far mones 
rate of wages can be prevented from rising. Up to a point deficit financing may be considered 
as safe. Reserve capacities do exist in certain sectors, and so long as these are exploited there 
is no fear. But we do not know where precisely the extra money income that will be generated 
by an additional dose of deficit-financed investment will impigne and how quickly the bo1;tle
necks will appear. Once prices of wage goods start rising, money wages will follow suit, if only 
because real wages are about the minimum permissible. The way ·out is the institution of 
controls on the lines of war time controls. ' . 

5· What, then, is the limit to deficit financing ? In Keynes' model-a model that is 
relevant to advanced economies, the limit is indicated by the criterion of money wage rate. In 
our model, the criterion that suggests itself is cost of living. From this latter point of view the 
scope of deficit financing is indicated by the following considerations: 

(a) Surplus capacity at strategic points, i.e., to say in industries which are relevant to '·· 
the workers' budget. 

(b) Time lag between the earning and spending of money income. This , 
latter requires some explanation. Hitherto in our analysis we have assumed that current 
expenditure on consumption is done out of current income. In fact, however, an individual 
spends his income only after an interval. Money income is earned today and .it is spent some 
time after. It is, therefore. past income that influences current expenditure. The existence 
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of a time lag facilitates deficit financing. The time lag varies with different groups of con
-sumers according as they are wage earners, salary earners or, say dividend earners. Never
theless, given the time lag, in so far as the extent of deficit financing is matched with tJ:I.e 

·increase in output of consumption goods during the interval, there is no rise in prices. How
. ever, even allowing for these considerations the scope for deficit financing within the limits 
·.of constant prices is restricted. And if our target concerning employment exceeds what is 
warranted by this limit, then we have to invoke controls. And once the stage demanding 
controls sets in, there is no economic criterion in terms of which we can judge the limit of 
~deficit financing ; the limit is set by administrative considerations. If at all in such circum
stanCes any objective criterion is sought, black markets would perhaps provide that test. 
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PRoF. B. R. SHENOY 

SUMAIARY 

The term deficit financing has been used in this paper in the Indian sense of covering 
o\·er-all budget deficits by drawing down the cash balances of the -government or by borro~ 
ing from the Reserve Bank, and not in the Western sense of loan financing of the deficits. 
Allowance, however, must be made for the variations in the government debt held by the 
Reserve Bank and by the commercial banks to arrive .at a -correct measure of the_ total net_ 
deficit financing effected. 

2. The scope for economic development of under-developed economies through deficit 
spending was limited. A distinction must be made between the problems o( unemployment 
in industrial economies and the problems- of under-employment in under-develo~ eamo
mies. A .mistaken analogy between the two has been responsible for much -confusion of 
thought and erroneous policy approach in under-developed economies. In the case of indus
trial economies, it was a question of mobilising savings which lie idle; in the case of under
developed economies, it was a question of §9Jrcity of savin~. Deficit financing cannot create 

real resources .. Under certain circumstances, it may help to mobilise such resources. The 
value of deficit firu.mcing lies in preventing deflation or unemployment of real resources. 
Under-employment in under-developed economies was conceivably a resu!t of investment 
falling short of the demographic rate. Production was not poSSlble with -l.ibour alone.· 
Under-developed economies had a shortage of all the needs o_f production other than-unskilled 
labour. Unemployment in industrial economies, by contrast, co:-f!xisted with unemploy
ment of the complimentary real resources of production. 

3· The theory of deficit financing for economic development of under;..<feveloped econo-
mies seems to be that, when the increased production was ready for- the market, the initial 
inflation would get eliminated. The problem of deficit financing was, thus, believed to be 
merely a problem of preventing an undue price rise during the inten·ening pe..~od. 

4- But there was always a time lag between investment, its completion .. and the resulting 
. increase in output. Much economic disturbance may occur during ;be intervaL As wages 

would be paid by the week or the month the rise in the prices of mruumer goods will pro
bably take place almost immediately. The time interval was the crux of the problem and the 
rise in consinner prices the starting point of the trouble. It would l-e incorrect to suppose 

-
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that inflation would be cc liquidated" when the" compensatory" increase in the output become.i 
available on. the completion of the investment. The increase in the output will be accompani
ed by an increase m incom(? the financial counterpart of increased production. This is the 
same thing as saying that the initial inflation will have been absorbed by higher wages and 
prices., and, short of a process of deflation~ there would be no reversal to the earlier price 
level. • 

S· Inflationary financing of economic development {through deficit budgets) would be 
self~efeating. It would affect adversely the availability of real resources for economic 
development from other sources as a result of misdirection of investment in non-essential 
trades and real est.itt? and misdirection of savings in foreign exchange and in gold hoards. 
The pattern of distribution of income would tend to be away from the socialistic 
pattern. . 

6. The consequences of inflation cannot be bottled up by price controls: To think so 
is to expect that a people in want could ~:?e induced or coerced not to spend the money put 
into their pockets. <Antrols do not create savings. Price controls and rationing are merely 
a device for an equitable distribution of scarce consumer goods. 

1· This is not to say that no scope exists for deficit financing. In fact, some deficit 
financing may be essential for economic growth with stability. In under-developed econo
mies the necessity for deficit financing was underlined by the urgency that the limited supply 
of real resources had to be put to their best use. But, precisely because of the scarcity of 
real resources, such deficit financing must stop severely short of inflation, as inflation \\ill 
affect the overall availability of real resources for economic development. 

8. Non-inflati!)nary deficit financing was of two types. The first was represented by the 
p~ by the Government of India, against its cash balances, of sterling from rhe Reserve 
Bank for use in the public sector. Here we have a case of pa:rments deficits originating 

• in the public sector being balanced by equivalent budget deficits. When, however, payments 
deficits originated in the private sector, it would not be legitimate to match them by budget 
deficits; such payments deficits will have been already matched by equival.enr creation cf 
bank aedit. To engage in deficit financing equivalent to the payments deficits originating 
in the private sector would be clearly inflationary. The same applied to payments deficits 
resulting from crop failures and inflationary pressures. Contrary to the widely held belief it 
was thus not we to engage in deficit financing to match all situations of payments deficits. 
Its safety depended on where the deficits originated and how they originated. 

9. The second type of non-inflationary deficit financing was that indicated by the Berns
tein Fund Mission Report and related to the cash balances of the public. The demand for 
money increased together with, and at least in proportion toJ the increase in output. Such 
increase in the cash balances represented savings, the equivalent real resources being present 
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in the economy somewhere. These resources may be appropriated, by credit creation or by 
deficit financing. To the extent they may be acquired for the public sector, there would exist 
room for equi~alent deficit financing. · , . 

Io. The total non-inflationary deficit financing would be, thys," limited)o the sterling re
serves and the cash balance resources acquired for the public sector. The order of magnitude 

·may be Rs. I8o-235 crores for the five-year period, or Rs. 35-47 crores per year. 

I I. The fall in the prices of agricultural commodities during the past one year presents 
a difficult price problem. The prevailing pri~e situation is a complex one and there was need 
for caution against too ready acceptance of the view that a solution may be found in fiscal 
measures. The price decline is neither universal nor uniform. The prices of some major 
commodities have moved in opposite directions. The cost of living index has de_clined only 
slightly, by comparison. 

I2. The problems of the commodities affected need individual consideration. Adoption 
of simple monetary measures would aggravate the problem of export commodities, the 
world prices of which have fallen, especially in the context of~ rigid exchan2e rate. Monetary 
measures, the effects of which were all pervasive, were no solution to relative over-production. 
Some limited scope, however, may exist for d~ficit financing of the second tyo.e examined 
above. 

I3. The question of whether a given amount of deficit financing was inflationary had to 
be judged by reference to the credit created by the Reserve Bank and by the commercial banks, · 
in relation to the rate of increase in investment and output. The available data indicated that 
the net deficit financing of recent years, though it averaged only about Rs. 50 crores per year, 
had been inflationary. This experience lends support to our estimate of thitsafe order of 
magnitude of deficit financing. ' · · · 

I. DEFINITION OF DEFICIT FINANCING 

I4. The term deficit financing has been employed to des~ibe dissimilar concepts. In 
the U nit~d States loan financing of the excess of governmental outlays · (inc.:luding capital 
expenditure) over revenue receipts is generally referred to as deficit financing. In India we 
would see no deficit financing when the budget gap is covered by loans. We recognise a 
budget deficit when current revenues, the proceeds of loans from the public, including 
commercial banks, small savings, and other receipts and funds at th~ disposal of the govern· 
ment fall short of, in the aggregate, the total disbursements of the governmtmt (including 
capital outlays). The financing of the uncovered gap, by drawing down the cash balances 
_of the government or by borrowing from the Reserve Bank. is called deficit financing in 
India. 
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15. It is important, at the outset, to be clear about the content of the term, as the possi
bilities and consequences of deficit spending in the U.S. sense cannot be applied, without 
due modifications, to deficit spending in the Indian sense. Such spending would be, for 
instance, non-inflationary when the loans are subscribed from, and, in any case, do not exceed, 
the genuine savings of the public. It would do no more than substitute public expenditure 
1or private expenditure or activate idle savings. On the other hand, deficit financing in the 
Indian sense would tend to be inflationary as soon as its magnitude exceeded the available 
resources, including the savings of the public held in the form of cash balances. Much 
discussion in the U.S.* on the potentialities of compensatory governmental spending 
as a corrective to a slump in private investment seems to relate to the U.S., not the Indian, 
concept of the term. In what follows we shall use the term deficit financing in the Indian 
sense. 

16. Two .modifications, however, would be called for. Reserve Bank subscription!. 
to government debt, or conversiog into new loans 'of the redeemable debt held by the Bank: 

are, in effect, concealed government borrow!ng from the Bank. In the absence of these 
transactions, the budget gap, and the deficit financing (as defined above) would be larger. 
Such transactions should b_e, therefore, added to the budget gaps as shown in the budget 
statistics to arrive at a correct picture of the deficit financing effected. The same applied to 
commercial bank subscription to government loans, or.conversion of redeemable government 
loans held by them, as comm'!rcial banks m;y match goveril.Tilent debt in their portfolio~by 
created money, their assets and liabilities moving up by the amount of the debt. 

II. ANALOGY BE1WEEN -INDUSTRIAL AND UNDER-DEVELOPED ECONOMIES 
/ 

17. A distinction must be made between the problems of unemployment in industrial 
economies, and the problems of under-employment in under-developed economies. A mistaken 
analogy between the two has been responsible for much confusion of thought and erroneous 
policy approach in under-developed economies. In the one case it was a problem of re-instating --------labour, equipment and the materials of production back again into employment~ or of absorb-
ing the natural growth in the labour force into employment. In either case real resources 
(i.e., savings, whether view€;.d in financial terms or in terms of their physical eounterpart, 
namely, labour, equipment and materials of production) existed in a form which will 
permit ~n of production when propitious circumstances may reappear. The 
pt'('sumption here is that the · overall rate of saving and investment were above the demo
graphic rate, or the nite essential to maintain production and per capita income undiminished. 
The problem was one of devising ways and means 1 of activating savings or re-employing 
the idle resources or production. 

18. The problem of under-developed countries, such as India, was one of growth from eco
nomic stagnation. Savings were low and the rate of investment was, probably, no more than the 

*e.g., the articles by J.H. Williams and 1·!\!· Clark which are reproduced in Readings in Busines 
Cycu· Theorv, T..ondon, 1950. 
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demographic rate so that in a background of a growing population the standard of living could 
be maintained only with some difficulty. The problem here was increasing the rate of invest
ment so as to accelerate efficiency and output faster than the population growth. It would 
be incorrect to suppose that such economies offered ~bundant domestic resources and that 
development was merely a matter of providing finance. The only thing .abundant was 
unskiUcd labour, andl probably also, scope for profitable investment. 

19. But Labour alone cannot increase output. Even the simplest form of inv~tment 
·in the construction of contour bur.ds, roads or minor dams required some capital. The 
shramadan workers, who may offer their labour free, bring their O\\n food with them and sleep . 
in the open, had sti11 to be equipped with some implemtmts, however siinple, and engineers, 
foremen, and group leaders had to be found to plan, organize and supervise their· construc
tion. At some stage there may be need for some little masonary, cement, timber or steel. . 
Such equipment and m~terials had to be "saved" from some other use or consumption in
dustry. It is not possible to conceive of production without some saving, and inadequacy of 
savings was among the central problems of under-developed economies. 

20. The remedies suggested for unemployment in industrial countries have varied. In 
the twcnti_es the emphasis was on central bank policy, the cydical slump in investment being 
sought to be corrected by changes in the volume of money and the rate of interest. The Great 

. Depression Jed to emphasis on open market operations as the prime lever of policy. Deficit 
spending was first advocated as a remedy by Keyenes in 1934· It was conceived as a logical 
sequet" to central bank policy and the two were to operate in unison for inducing investment, 
the open market operations functioning via a lowering of the rate of intere'lt and govern
ment borrowing acting directly on the idle; deposits. The deficit ~pending wo\ild taper and 
vanish as the multiplied and cumulative effect of spending produced the necessary· leverage 
and economic activity dimbed back to normal. The mechanism, ~$0 visualised-a budget 
surplus and reversed open market operations as a stabilising factor in a boom. 

2 I. The effectiveness of this device in re-vitalising investment activity has been doubted. 
It would be misleading to stress the analogy between unemployment in industrial coun
tries and under-employment in under-developed countries and seek a solution to the problems 
of the laaer in the remedies prescribed for the former. Deficit spending, with. or without 
the concomitant central bank policy, cannot create savings, though, under certain circumstances, 
it had a part to play ~n the economic development of under-developed countries. When, 
however, on top of the long-term problems of economic development there get super-imposed 
the problems of cydical unemployment in the organised sector of under-developed econo
mies, the pump-priming and compensatory spending devices may be d value to correct such 
unemployment. Otherwise the two problems were fundamentally distinct and the remedy 
applicable to the one may not apply to the other. ' 
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Ill. THE THEORY OF DEFICIT FINANCING 

22. The authors of the Bombay Plan argued that, since created money as only" meant to 
increase the productive capacity of the nation", in the long run, it would be" of a self-liquida

ting character". In fact, ~ a result of the. expanded output, at the end of the 15 -year period 
of the Plan, "the general level of prices would, in all probability, be lower than at the begin
ning of the Plan". The problem of inflationary finance was, in the main, believed to be a 
problem of keeping prices within limits pending completion of the projects. Accordingly they 
saw no danger in providing 34 per ~ent of a total finance of Rs. ro,ooo _ crores in created 
mone_y. 

23. The Planning Commission would prefer to steer dear of inflation and, with that end. 
would restrict the amount of deficit financing to the releases from the sterling balances. But 
if inflation should develop they would rely on physical controls for holding in check the cost 
ofliving indices, the up.der lying concept being, probabl), that, once the additional production 
commenced flowing into the market, inflation .would be eliminated. 

24. Some have compared deficit financing for development to war financing. The latter 
resulted in inflation because_it did not yield " an increase in production for current consump
tion" whereas " deficit financing now of a development plan" would " lead to a compensa
tory increase in production" in the future, though, during the intervening period, a price rise 
was inevitable .. But, as had been attempted in time of war, the rise in prices could be held in 
check by -a skilful use of controls and allocations. Such deficit financing, coupled with 
contr~ls, could be usefully brought into service in the early phase of the Plan (Prof. D.R. 
Gad.gil)*. 

25. Let us assume that there exists a considerable labour force engaged in agriculture whic-h 
is under-employed and whose contribution to agricultural output is exceptionally small, and 

· that these ·marginal workers are transferred to the construction of dams, roads or other invest
ments; the requisite finance being provided by budget deficits. Such transfer, by assumption, 
would not involve any appreciable diminution in agricultural output. The transferred workers 
would be paid wages at least at the rate of their earnings in agriculture. As agricultural output 
had not fallen, the income of those left behind on the farms will not diminish. The total 
income of ·the community would, therefore, rise by the wages paid to the transferred 
workers. 

26. There was always a time lag between investment (whether in the construction of wells, 
roads, or factories), its completion, and the resulting increase in output. Much economic 
disturbance may occur during the interval. The currently available supply of consumer g~ 

(*) Professor Gadgil, however, is of the view that" if much higher resources are required for a 
development plan than those at present available (and this problem is undisputed) it "ould be 
much better to adopt an entirely fresh approach towards the problem and to try and cbtaime~curces 
in a more direct manner''. One wonders whether obtaining resources in a ''more direct maru:er" 
has features in common with the physical planning of the communist pattern. 
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being unchanged, the rise in money incomes would cause a rise in the prices of consumer 
goods. The time interval was the crux of the problem and the rise in consumer prices, the 
starting point of the trouble. Wages being paid by the week or the month prices will rise 
immediately upon the commencement of the projects. The price rise will be all pervasive and 
will not remain confirmed to the immediate place of location of the projects. 

2 7. The tempo of inflation would depend upon th~ magnitude of the deficit. finartcin~ 
and will continue with the progress of it. The question arises whether, ~nth~ completion 
of the new investment, the initial inflation would get "liquidated" by the ·~compensatory" 
increase in output. Even supposing that, after an interval of one or two years, the new invest
ment adds to production annually an amount c::quivalent to the investment financed by budget 
deficits, no such cancelling of inflation is tenable. As a financial counterpart to the increased . ' . 

output there will simultaneously accrue a corresponding increase in the income of those wl,lo, . 
directly or indirectly participated in it. This is about the same thing as sa.ying that the initial 
inflation will have been absorbed by the community in higher prices, higher money wages. and 
profits, and higher cash balances. Short of a process of deflation, there would be no reversal 
to the initial price level. 

. ' 
28. It follows that any attempt to continue defidt financing beyond this point, would be 

inflationary like the initial deficit financing and for the same reasons. A part of the increased 
income will accrue to the state as taxes, a part may be set aside against. depreciation, and a 
part, left after provision for increased consumption, may be saved. The depreciation and the 
savings would be invested through the usual channels. There would be nothing in the current · 
situation to suggest that the continuance of deficit financing after the new investment comes 
into production would n~t be inflationary. , · .... 

29. Inflationary financing of economic development through ~udget defiCits would ~ 
self-defeating. Its dangers would, probably, manifest earlier in under-developed economieS 
than in industriJ.l economies. The average income of the low-income groups in under-deve
loped economies being close to the margin of subsistence, the inequitable in~idence of in
flationary finance may prove to be socially explosive. It would tend to produce a pattern 
of income distribution, contrary to the socialistic. From the standpoint of social security, 
the incidence of further inflation on the real incomes of the constable* in the Police Forces 
and of the Jawan in the Defence Services should be borne in mind. This aspect of the matter 
must not be dismissed lightly under the_ thought that dearness allowances would take 'care of 
the inequity of inflation. Probably the greatest enemy of the Kuomidtang in China was the 
printing press. 

30. These socio-political considerations apart, inflationary finance would unpede economic 
development by ~reating other demands on the available real resources. It" induces a mis
direction of savings and investment in non-essential (luxury) trad~s to meet the inflationary 

*The salary and allowances of a constable in the Police Forces, I understand, varied between 
Rs. 86 and Rs. 100 p.m. 
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demand for them, and in real estate, in urban building property, in foreign exchanges and in 
gold, as a result of the efforts of the savers to protect their savings from rising prices. It may 
discourage current savings, when, as in India, the rate of interest was kept artificially low. 
In the sphere of external payment~ inflation accentuated the payments difficulties especi
ally when the exchange rate was rigid. It produced a pressure for imports of consumer goods 
or of materials and equipment for the production of consumer goods, and reduced 
exports. 

IV. PRICB Co~OLS AND EcoNoi.uc DEVELOPMENT 

31. The question arises whether these dist~rtions and wastages may be successfully held 
in abeyance by a a skilful use of controls. As our own experience and the post-war experience 
of a number of other countries had shown tightening of import restrictions was no remedy to 
the payments pressures caused by inflation. The inflationary purchasing power, when denied 
of import goods, worked on exports. Exports declined and the payments problem 
persisted. 

32. Price controls may not be effective as it is not legitimate to expect that a people in 
want could be induced or coerced not to spend the money put into their pockets. Inflation 
was all pervasive. If the flow of money in one sector of the economy was restricted by price 
controls and retioning-the question of the success of such measures apart-the flow of 
money in other sectors, where no such restrictions prevailed, will increase and there will result 

.·a compensatory rise in prices in these other sectors. The general price-level 'would thus 
reflect the inflationary pressures. Controls, if successful, will have affected only relative 
prices. 

33· It has been argued that if " the supply and distribution of foodgrains, and other 
essential commodities such as cloth and gur or sugar, could be so organized as to meet the 
minimum requirements of the population", the dangers of deficit financing would be corres
pondingly mitigated. If, as a result of these measures, the impact of the larger money incomes 
fell on non-essential commodities "which matter less from the point of view of the cost ofliving" 
of the masses (Planning Commission Report, p. 61) this was a matter of relative indifference from 
the wider social standpoint as only a minority of the well-to-do were thereby affected. 

34· Actually, however, things may work out differently. Under the stress of reduced 
profits the output of the essential commodities, the ·prices of which were controlled, would 
decline and scarcities will increase; on the other hand, the output of non-es~entials, where high
er profits would prevail, would increase. This would defeat the purpose· of controls. The 
control of the prices of foodgrains and of a few other commodities of popular consumption 
cannot control the cost of living in general. For this it was necessary that the bulk or the 
whole of the consumer goods entering into the index should be subjected to control. These 
considerations, together with the problems of black markets, which will emerge under in
effective controls, would suggest an extension of controls over the entire consumption sector. 
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But this would raise, in a vast country like India, stupendous administrative problems and 
would involve a diversion of personnel, greatly needt.d for implementing development, into 
administering the complex machinery of controls. Even so the cause of econm:Ui.c develop
ment will not be advanced, as price and exchange controls do not create savings. Price controls 
and rationing are merely a device of di tributing equitably scarce- commodiues, such equity, 
however, depending upon controls and rationing being nation-wide. . 

35· It is, no doubt, possible to increase savings and investment by a squeeze, through 
allocations, of the supply of equipment and materials to the consumption trades. But, under 
the urge of efficiency and of the necessity to avoid waste, this must soon lead to regirri.entation 
of the entire economy, p.niversal.controls and allocations. The resulting organization of the · 
economy would be indistinguishable from communism. 

36. Inflation appeared when development was carried out in the face of a serious shortage· · 
of resources, and controls were no remedy to the situation. Controls cannot make up for an 

~ . 

overall shortage of real resources. Whatever may be the importance of controls in a war-time 
emergency, it was unsuited for long-term economic development. The problem confronting 
India was not a problem of a sudden spurt of large investment for. a year or two, but a pro
gramme of expansion extending over a generation or more. As a practical matter, a people in. 
want cannot be expected meekly to suffer the hardships of rationing and price controls for pro
longed or indefinite periods. The essence of the matter was that a people as a whole cannot be 
compelled to save, by the monetary device, more than what they · were willing to do voluntari- · 
ly. The situation was different under _communism. There the approach was physical, as 
distinguished from the monetary and free-enterprise approach. Resources required for 
development were acquired by 

1 
regimentation and the reduced output of consumer goods, 

which would ensue, was rationed out. Regimentation decided, in advance, hQ'Y~ much will 
be saved, not individual choices. Serious difficulties arise when we attempt to mix1:hese twQ 
approaches. 

.. . 

V. NoN-INFLATIONARY DEFICIT FINANCING 

37· This is not to say that there was no room whatever for deficit financing. In fact, 
deficit financing in a certain measure, depending upon circumstances, may be eSsential for 
economic stability in under-developed, as in industrial, countries. In the· absence of such 
financing, there may set in unemployment and a reduction in output. But it would not cause. 
inflation. It would do no more than provide the appropriate money supply to finance a 
growing output at stable prices. The first essential for successful non'-inflationary deficit 
financing was the absence -of inflationary pressures. Deficit financing iri any measure would 
aggravate economic instability if inflationary pressures already prevailed. Given a stable 
economic background,_ there may exist scope for two types of non-inflationary deficit 
financing. 

29 P.C. .. 
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38. An example of the first was the purchase, by the Government of India against its 
Cash Balances, of sterling from the Reserve Bank to finance imports of equipment for the 
public sector of the Plan.~ The assets and liabilities of the Reserve Bank would decline by the 
amount of the sterling purchased, and the volume of money in circulation would remain un
affected. If sterling was purchased against ad hoc Treasury Bills (as was done, in another 
context, in July 1948) the effect would be the same, except that there would be, then, no change 

. in the assets and liabilities of the Bank. Deficit financing (as represented by the drawing down 
of the Cash Balances) would match the payments deficits (as represented by the drawing down 

·of the sterling resources). It would be non-inflationary. 

39· When payments deficits originate in the private sector sterling in the reserves will 
be paid for by equivalent funds with the public. This did not, however, always involve de
flation. In the early post-war years such transactions may represent a cancelling out of the 
forces of latent inflation. Sterling may be acquired against the 'excess wealth' of the com
munity held_ as reserves for expansion by private industrial firms, or against excess liquidity, 
both being the legacy of the war. The volume of money in circulation would be unaffected. 
But the economy would have grown in stability by the wiping out of latent inflation. To 
engage in deficit financing to the extent of such payments deficits would be clearly inflationary 
(as this would add to the monetary circulation). 

-
40. Ordinarily, when investments in the private sector are financed from current savings, 

the foreign exchange required for such investments should be available either as a result of 
increased exports or reduced imports made possible by the saving activity. But situations may 
arise when exchange reserves may have to be drawn upon for the use of the private sector. 
To the extent of such purchase, there would be room for credit creation by the commercial 
banks in favour of the industry requiring external finance. In such a situation the neces
sary money supply (to finance increased output_at stable prices) having been already created, 
it would be inflationary for the state to engage in equivalent deficit financing. Deficit financing 
would be inflationary, too, when the payments deficits resulted from crop failures, natural cal
amities or inflationary pressures. It is, thus, not possible to lay down a general rule that de
ficit finat_lcing may be safely resorted to to the extent of the payments deficits without fear 
of inflationary consequences. This depended upon where the deficit originated and the 
causes of it. - ·---....... 

41. The Planning Commission," so far as it is possible to visualise now", has placed the 
"safe upper limit to deficit financing" (The First Five Year Plan, p. 61) over the five year 
period at Rs. 290 crores, the amount of the releases from India's sterling balances. The dis
cussion above would seem to suggest that, if deficit financing must be non-inflationary, this 
figure would have to be adjusted to match that part of the releases which would be utilised 
for the -public sector. For the rest, finance would have to be provided by the commercial banks 

in the form of credit created in favour of private enterprise. 
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42. Deficit financing and credit creation do not bring into existence real resources which 
are not there. They are only a de~ice of acquiring the resources which exist in the economy 

0 

somewhere. The question of deficit financing and the question ·of credit creation by the 
banks related, in the present context, to the question of who will gain possession of the foreign 
exchange reserves. When the latter are used for the public sector deficit financ::ing would take 
place, and when used by the private sector, banks wguld create credit. 

/ 

J 43· The second type of non-inflationary deficit financing is that indicated by the ~erns-
tein Fund Mission Report and relates to the cash balances of the public. Here the purpose 
is to mobilise, for economic development, real resources (savings) held by the-public in the • 
form of cash balances. As production, employment and income would grow, the community 
will require a gradual increase in the money supply. This would be at least in proportion to 
the increase in production plus the amounts that may be required as the self-contai~ed villag~ . 
economies produced more and more for the market and cas~transactions took the place of 
barter. Viewing the phenomenon from the side of the individual, an individual's to!al real· 
income would be exchanged, a part for consumption, a part for saving, and a part for cash bal
ances. If ~oney supply did not keep pace with this demand, deflation may well result. 
Precisely because· of the shortage of real resources in under-developed econorilies, it was 
important to ensure that economic development, for which real resources existed, was not im-
peded by lack of finance. ·The finance for acquiring the real resources represented by the cash 
balances may be provided through deficit financing. But precisely because of these considera- · 
tions such deficit financing should stop severely short of inflation. As in the case of the 
use of sterling reserves part of the real resources represented by the cash balances of the public 
would be appropriated by the private sector; the necessary finance would be, then, provided 
by the commercial banks. As individual real incomes increased, the cash balances tended to · 
grow and the scope for credit creation or deficit financing would increase as well . ... :.::~ ~· 

44· With the increased investment activity of the state and the relative expansion of the 
public sector, the volume of deficit financing to match the cash b~ce resource8 invested 
in state undertakings would have to grow. But it is difficult to assess the exact amount of the 
deficit financing permissible under thi~ head. This will depend upon the rate of growth of 
output and the preference of the public for cash balances. As in the case of_credit creation by 
the banking system, the amount is a matter of judgment. The paramount consideration, 
however, should be that the total of the bank credit and the deficit financing do ·not exceed the- · 
real resources equivalent to the cash balances. Any excess creation of money would lead to • 
inflation, which would be self-defeating as it would adversely react on the preference of the 
public for cash balances, besides affecting the availability of real resources from other , 
sources. 

45· While the two categories of non-inflationary deficit financing may be_ easily defined, 
there is no formula by which we may determine the safe or the necessary amount of deficit 
financing that may be undertaken in the near future. This is a matter of judgment, the · 
appropriate magnitude being arrived at through trial and error. The rate of increase in the 
Indian national output and the cash balance habits of the community, which together .~ould 
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determine the safe amo.unt of deficit financing, are not t heniselves statistically precise magnitudes. 
We do not have a comprehensive production index, and the changes in the liquidity pre-· 
ference of the community are a matter for conjecture., It is possible, however, to indicate 
the order of magnitudes involved. The Bernstein Fund Mission estimated non-inflationary 
deficit financing together with credit creation by the banking system as balancing the in
crease in the cash balance requiremel:lls of the public at Rs. 33-J../3 crores per year for the last 
three year:, of the First Five Year Plan. Assuming constant prices, we may place it at a round 
figure of Rs. 35-40 crores per annum for the next Five Year Plan. Though this is only a 
conjecture it reflects safe enough magnitudes for a budget of the Plan. What part of this 
amount would constitute deficit financing and what part credit creation by the banking system 
would depend upon the ratio in which th~ increase in the cash balance real resources of the 
public would be divided between the public and the private sectors. 

46. To the amount of the deficit financing uncter this head must be added the sterling re-
' leases acquired for the public sector to arrive at the total figure of the deficit financing that 

might be safely undertaken. The total amount of the sterling releases during the five-year 
period has been placed at Rs. I00-150 crores by .the Plan Frame. Part of this would have to 
be allocated to the private sector and will be matched by equivalent credit creation by the 
banking system. If we may assume a division of the cash balance resources and the sterling 
releases between th~ public and the private sectors, respectively, in the ratio of2 :I, the order 
of magnitude of the aggregate defici~ financing would be Rs. 18o-235 crores for the five years, 
or an annual rate of Rs. 35-47 crores. 

VI. DEFICIT FINANCING AND THE RECENT FALL IN AGRICULTURAL PRICES 

4 7. The sharp fall in agricultural prices during the past one year (the agricultural price 
index cteciining from 382 in 1953-54 to 301 at the close of February 1955) has raised the 

. . 
question' whether the dangers of deficit financing and credit creation are not now merely aca-
demic talk. In the view of the Planning Commission, the criterion of the " scope for deficit: 
financing at any particular time" rests in " the trends in the cost of living indices". The 

---."theory is that when the " costs of living are high, increased purchasing power injected into 
the system is apt to lead to increased demand for the basic commodities of consumption and 
push up costs of living still further" (First Five Year Plan, p. 61). By implication, when the 
cost of living indices take a down-tum, this maybe deemed a safe enough signal for deficit 
financing. If the amount of deficit financing is appropriately adjusted, increased invest
ment and production will have been financed without inflationary consequences and the com
munity will have, bt!sides, the advantages of economic and price stability. Though the cost 
of living indices do not reflect the sharp fall in agricultural prices, and in some of the larger 
cities the index is more or less steady, the over-all trend oftheurban cost of living as,indicated 
by the_all-India index shows a down-trend from 102 in April 1954 to 97 in December 1954· 
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48. The prevailing price situation in India generally was a complex om: and there was need · 
for caution against too ready acceptance of the view that a solution may be found .in fiscal or 
monetary measures. The fall in agriculturai prices was by no means universal or uniform. 
It was heaviest in pulses, cereals and gur, among foodgrains, in oilseeds, among industrial 
raw material<>, and in blackpepper, among the miscellaneous group. Some agricultural prices'. 
e.g., tea, coffee, raw hides and lac, which were export goods, and raw jute, among import 
goods, had risen almost as high as some other agricultllrcl prices had fallen. The prices of 
manufactures were comparatively steady. Relatively to February 1954 the index in the ~t 
week of February 1955 recorded an increase of 1 . 8 per cent. . In a background of dissi
milar movements of prices even among major· commodities, it may not be safe to apply 
simple monetary remedies. The effect of changes in money supply being all pervasive, there 
may ensue contrary consequences and the net overall price situation that may r~ult from 
the monetary measures that may be adopted may not be less complex and difficult than the 
initial price situation. As an upward price movement might disturb the international price. 
relationships of commodities, this may present new export problems. Our cost structure 
may also go out of equilibrium with the cost structure of competillg countries, if the cost 
of living index, which was already high, should move higher as a result of currency expansion. 

49· In the case of oilseeds, oil and cotton, the fall in prices is related to the intellJ.ational 
price trends and an artificial price rise in India might add to the export difficulties of these 
commodities, especially under a rigid exchange rate which needed to be adjusted for past in
flation. In the case of some other commodities, principally cereals, pulses and gill-, the fall 
in prices may be due to the output exceeding the ~acity of the domestic market either because 
of favourable seasonal factors or as reflecting the various measures of agricultural improve
ments. In the case of some foodgrains this presented a complicated problem, both immediate 
and long-term, and a soluti~n may lif. in permitting exports of the surpluses over home .ieeds. 
In the case of some commodities, their special situation may call for a policy of te~porary price 
support. Price support policies, however, had to be formulated with great caution as ·they 
often led economies down a slippery inclined piarle of inflation. 1be problems confron~g 
individual commodities needed close study. · · · 

so. This is not to say that deficit financing had no part whatever to play towards a solution 
of the price problem. When agricultural output increases, even as output in the other. sectors 
of the economy may increase, the total real income of the community will increase~ ·If there 
was no relative over-production, the increased output would be ID;arke..ed at .current prices 
either in the home or in foreign ~kets. Part of the increase in real income will. be consum
ed, part will be saved and invested, and a part will be held in the form of larger cash balati.ces 
than hitherto. The increased output corresponding to the larger cash balances (or the equi
valent real resources obtained from the home or foreign markets 1n exchange for the output) 
may be matched by deficit financing or by credit creation. This would prevent a general fall 
in prices and, therefore, a fall in agricultural prices, which may otherwise ensue from an increa£e -
in total output. But deficit financing of economic development wa5 no solution to price
problems resulting from individual over-production, export difficulties attributable to quality 
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and domestic costs, or exchange over-valuation. It may aggravate the difficulties confront
ing these commodities. A price decline in one sector of the economy was no indication that 
tht. flow of savings was being accelerated. It provided no excuse for a speeding up of the pro
grammes of economic development. This analys~s indicated the importance d economic 
rationalisation designed to ensure that the major economic variables were harmoniously related 
to one another. 

VII. DEFICIT FINANCING OF THE RECENT PAST 

51. The question arises whether the deficit financingl effected in recent years was in
flationary or non-inflationary..... The total deficit financing from 15 August 1947 to 31 March 
1954 amounted to Rs. 681 crores. About Rs. 252 crores of this amount represented the pur
chase of sterling from the Reserve Bank against ad hoc Treasury Bills and did not involve the 

.. issue of money in circulation. Excluding this sum: and allowance being made for the varia
tions in the public debt holdings of scheduled banks, the net deficit financing of the period 
averaged about Rs. 50 crores per annum. 

52. The following statistics reveal.the inflationary impact of this deficit financing. 

1947-48 

1948-49 

1949-,50 

195Q-51· 

1951-52 
j.i.~ J 
195~53 

Year 

*Estimated. 

Deficit Financing, Price~ and Money Supply 

Budget. Government 
Deficit(-) debt with Deficit 

or R.B.I. Financin', 
Surplus(+) (Increase -,. 

Decrease+) 

------~ 

.:.._110'68 -51'49 -162'17. 

-81'67 --65'99 -147·66 

.-43'80 -22'52 --66·32 

+12"44 -6g'89 -57'45 

' +o·91 ·+19'10 +20'01 

-63'54 +20'75 -42'79 

-48'29 +s8·48 +10'19 

( Rupees Crores) 

Wholesale 
Money Pricex 
Supply IndeJ~; 

(Auguit 
1939=100) 

19·65* 308·2 

18·84 376•2 

18·65 385'4 

18'34 409'7 

17'73 434'6 

16•83 380·6 

17"15 397'5 

Between 1947-48 and 1953-54, the Wholesale Price Index rose from 308 in the former year 
to 435 in 1951-52 and stood at 393 in 1953-54. Part of the rise in the Index may be due to the 
9ctivation of latent inflation. But its effect could not have lasted beyond the early part of this 
period. The amount of the latent inflation in India wa3, in any case, small. It is si~nificant 
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that, notwithstanding the moderate amount ot the deficit financing, price~ continued to risC' · 
until 1951-52 and wue about .29 per cent higher at the end ofihe period relatively to the , 
beginning of the period. Thi~ e~erience lends support to our estimate'ofthe sate magnitude 
of the deficit financing for the next Five Year Plan. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

53· The conclusions emerging from this discussion may be briefly indicated :-

(I) The problems of under-employment in under-developed economies diffc::red, in J_· 
damental respects, from the problems of unemployment in industrial economies. Deficit 
spending in the sense, principally, of loan financing of revenue deficits, may be a remedy in 
the case of the latter. Deficit financing, in_the sense of central bank financing of budget deficits, · 
was only of limited applicability in the case of the former. To stress the analogy between 
the two economies would be misleading. The problem of the 1;1nder-developed . economies · 
was a problem of a shortage of real resources for which inflationary credit creation was no 
substitute. · 

An estimate of the availability of real resources for economic development depended \lpOn 
the reliability of the· estimates of domestic savings and of the flow of foreign savings. . Such _ 
an estimate was essential as a guide to policy. 

(2) The concept of the initial inflationary impact of deficit financing being "liquidated" 
by a " compensatory" increase in output resulting on the maturity of the investment was not 
economically tenable as the increase in the output would simultaneously create a comm~nsurate 
increase in money incomes. Short of deflation there was no question of ,a reversal of prices 
to the original level. 

A time lag between investment and the resulting increase in output was the crux of the 
problem. 

(3) Price controls and rationing were not a reliable device of preventing a price rise result
ing from inflationary defiCit financing. Price controls may aggravate the problem of scar
city through shifting resources from essential trades to non-essential trades. Price~ controls 
and rationing did not create savings. 

. 
(4) Inflationary finance of economic development. through deficit budgets was self-de-

feating. On balance such finance impeded overall e-conomic development through the dis- . 
tortion and wastages it produced. Net deficit financing since Independence, which averaged 
about Rs. 50 crores per annum, was inflationary in character. . · . 

. -
(5) The scope for deficit financing was limited by tpe amounts of the st~ling reserves 

which may be appropriated for the public sector. Deficit financing to match all other cases of 
payments deficits would be inflationary. The second type of non-lnfl.adonary deficit financing 
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related to the appropriation of the real resources represented by the cash balances of the public. 
Here also only a part of the resources could be acquired for the public sector by deficit financ
ing. As in the case of the sterling releases, the other part had to be left for the use of the 
private sector, the necessary finance in the latter case being provided by the commercial banks. 

Deficit financing, whether of the first type or of the second, did not create real resources. 
It was only a device of acquiring. real resources which existed in the economy somewhere. 
The order of magnitude of the non-inflationary deficit financing in the prevailing Indian con
text was Rs. 18o-235 crores for the five years, or Rs. 35-47 crores per year. ' . . 

(6) The character of the recent price trends, of which a sharp fall in the prices of some 
·agricultural commodities was a-dominant feature, did not indicate deficit financing as a remedy. 
The cases of individual groups of commodities had to be examined separately. Deficit financing 

' I 

was no solution to export difficulties, to ·exchange over-valuation, or to relative over-
production. 

(7) Economic rationalisation to ensure that the major economic variables were harmo
niously related to one another, was an essential preliminary to a plan of economic developmet. 



EXPANSION OF TAX REVENUES 

by 

DR. D. T. LAKDAWALA 

The question of the role of taxation in the programme of planning and economic develop
ment can be approached in two different ways : (a) Treasury .-From the viewpoint of the 
Treasury, economic development requires larger public expenditure,· both re8.1 and .transfer. 
The State has to raise resources corresponding to this overall expenditure: It would be le- . 
gitimate for the State to raise some of the essential resources by deficit' financing. 'To the 
extent that deficit financing is counteracted by balance of payments deficit not financed . out 
of inter-Governmental loans, it need not result in currency or credit expansion. To finance in
creased production or to meet the needs of the increasing monetized sector .at current price 
levels, an increase in money supply would be essential. To the extent that deficit financing 
results in increased production of the type required by utilisation of idle resources, or to the 
extent that demand can be controlled to coincide with the production, deficit financing would 
be legitimate. In the case of an under-developed country, there would be serious limitations 
to the extent to which unused resources could be utilized in this manner. While. a large , . ' . .· 
amount of resources would be idle in such countries, their mobilisation would largely depend 
on creation of complementary factors or organisation-both essentially long-term problems 
not capable of easy solution through deficit financing. Borrowing either at home or abroad, 
the second source of meeting expenditure, may more or less be taken as autonomous, its size 
being not easily amenable to the possible variations in public policy. Tax policies will, there
fore, be called upon to perform the role of raising the residuary resources·for the State. 
Since the private sector is also expected to play an essential role in the PJ~'an(ito fulfil its 
own targets, both taxation and borrowing will have to be so. used as not to put anY obstacles 
in the way ofthe fulfilment of its targets. Further, since taxation is ~e ofthe effeC!ive general 
methods known to make the private sector behave in compliance with State policy, it will 
have to be more positively used as a weapon of planning. This directly takes us to the second 
viewpoint. (b) Community.-To make an appreciable impact on the pace· of econontic de- · 
velopment ana put it on a keel where the process may become self-generating a much large~ 
amount of investment, private and public, and social· expenditure on education and heatd:. 
is essential. This amount will be much greater than the normal savings. To the exten(chat · 
any such excess of investment could utilise idle resources or lead to more effective utilisation 
of resources in use, it could be legitimately financed by deficit financing, due care being taken 
to keep or create the balance between production and consumption goods. A or the rest, 
the Government would have to see that savings increased to fill th~ gap. axation would 
be a powerful weapon in the armoury of the State to ensure the des· ed objective. 

2. From the viewpoint of both these considerations, there i" an urgent need for an in
tensive exploit!ltion of tax resources.. It is obvious that the P: e of public exvem,Ut~r~ in the· 
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Second Five Year Plan will be much greater than that in the First. From the various indi~ 
cations that are available, the developmental expenditure of the State may be placed at Rs. 3,500 . 
crores for the Second Five Year Plan. The Finance Minister estimated the total investment 
for the Second Five Year Plan at Rs. s,ooo-6,ooo crores. Since the public sector is ex
pected to play a more important role in future, public investment will account for more than 
half the total investment. To this has to be added the likely additional expenditure on edu
cation, health, etc., mainly investment in human capital Rs. 500 crores. Approximately an 
additional average annual expenditure of Rs. 300 crores over 1953-54 will be entailed in the 
Second Five Year Plan. While the present size of the sterling balances and the stage of our 
economy may not make the deficit economy of the present order~z., Rs.2o8 crores in 1954-55 
and Rs. 318 crores in 1955.-56-a matter of alarm, sustained deficits of this order over another 
five-year period are not advisable. In any case, an increase in this magnitude is out of ques
tion. A large increase in the combined proceeds of the net borrowings of the Govem~ent 
and foreign aid is not likely. At the present level of taxation, tax revenues are not likely to 
increase much more than in proportion to increases in income. To work out the exact efft.cts 
of an increase in Government expenditure, it would be necessary to work out the effects on 
national output, the way in which this additional income would be distributed, and the pattern 
of expenditure out of this income. In the absence., however, of detailed information on this 
matter the ex~erience since 1939 may bt taken as likely to repeat itself. Throughout this 
eventful era it was found that. Government revenues as a percentage of national income did 
not increase, in spite of the fact that the period witnessed sharp increases in tax rates. Of 
course, the experience was b.ot representative in lllillly ways. An increase in money income 
due largely to changes in prices does not affect tax revenues from conunodities taxed at spe
cific rates ; a change in real income would. Land revenue, inelastic and long-fixed, played a 
more important part in 1939 tlwn at present. On the other hand, tht increase in money in
comes during 1939..:.1954 was accompanied by greater inequalities in income and wealth 
distribution which affect tax proceeds favourably. Calculations of income-elasticity of tax 
revenues must not take changes in tax rates into account and quite a part of the observed in
crease in revenue during this period was due to changes in rates. On the whole, tht:re is 
reason to believe that the elasticity of tax revenues in response to changes in incomes would 
not be significantly larger than unity. Granting an average increase of7 per cent in n~tional 

, income over the period, th~ would. mean an increase of nearly Rs. 50 crores a year. One would, 
' therefore, be faced with the necessity of additional taxation to increase the tax revenues of 

Rs.·7oo crores by Rs. 200 crores, i.e., an additional3o per cent. Investment reasonings would 
have' lead, more or less, to the same conclusion. The present national savings and invest
ment to be increased to a level of II per cent by 1960-61 from the average of 7% in 1955-56. 
In addition: ocial expenditure will have to be somewhat increased during the five year pe
riod. Since, not nore than Rs. 300 crores of this could be obtained through increase in private 
saving, the rest wo '1ld have to be found through increase in taxes or other such methods. 

3· Thus put, the ques --ion broadly is of expanding the tax revenues of the Government 
as a percentage of national inc~ by-less than 2 per.cent. The problem need not be viewed 
as anannual one. For one thing, ~ ~enditure figures that we have taken are for the period 

'" 
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as a whole and they are likely to be less in the intial period. Further, as already pointed out, 
the economy is in a position now to take in a little more deficit financing than it might be 
later on. It is easier to suggest a heavier rate of taxation, once the administration and people 
have got adjusted to new rates and taxes. For instance, since the estate duty has been 
imposed only last year and officers are not accustomed to the complicated task of estate valua-

. tion, the two needed tax reforms in this direction, viz., the lowering of the present high 
I . 

exemption limit and an increase in estate duty rates have to wait for some time. Once people 
begin to feel sure of the likely benefits of public expenditure, an increase in income or 
commodity taxation is likely to encounter less resistance. In devising a tax system for the 
future, care also has to be taken to ensure that not only a larger proportion of the national 
income comes to the Exchequer, but also to see that this proportion increases ·with increases 
in income, and that the elements of flexibility and buih-in flxibility are great, because the . 
future five year plans are likely to require a very large increment of the additional output 
to be re-invested. 

4· The Report of the Taxation Enquiry Commission has paid a great heed to increaSing 
tax revenues and making them more elastic. Many of their recommendations ori the major 
prevalent taxes have been framed with this viewpoint. To bring in more persons within the 
orbit of income taxation, it has been recommended that the exemptionallevel should be de
creased from Rs. 4,200 toRs. 3,ooo. The income-tax rates have to be increased. As there 
is not much scope for rises in top income-brackets, only those on the medium ones could be 
substantially increased. Simultaneously, a system of compulsory deposits and special sur
charges at varying rates up to I I . 2 per cent have been recommended. Regarding estate duties, 
lowering of the exemption level and increases in rates throughout have been suggested.. Cor
poration taxes and customs duties are the two major fields where no substantial tax increases 
are suggested. The extension and increases of Central excises have been recominended in 
several directions. In the State and local sphere, some sort of specific surcharges on land 
revenue to make up for regional disparities or as a means of adjustment tq prices, the amal
gamation of agricultural and non-agicultural income-taxes or at least a surcharge. on ,agri
cultural incomes which takes non-agricultural incomes into account, better coverage of the 
general sales tax, the enforcement of betterment levies and an increase in other minor taxes 
have been proposed. ' . 

While these are very important recommendations designed to extend the tax system both 
in range and depth, the Taxation Enquiry Commission has not given any attention to the 
problem of quantifying the effects of recommendations, sometimes not even the recommenda
tions themselves.* Probably, they were handicapped · due to the absence of a more detailed 
knowledge about the size and nature of the Plan and the likely demand for consumption goods. 
It would have been, however, helpful ifthe Commission had worked. out these figures ort 

*The only major exception to this remark is the field of Central excises, :where it was estimated 
that as a result of the implementation of their recommendations, the . receipts would increase by 
40-45 per cent i.e. approximatdy Rs. 40 crores. On a very rough examination, it seems that the net 
effect of fully accepting the recommended changes, some of which obviously would take time, would 
be to increase revenues by Rs. roo crores a year. 



the basis of two or three· likely models. This at least would have given some idea of the 
dimension of expansion possibilities. It is difficult for an individual research worker in a 
short time to work this out even on the basis of guess estimates. All that can, therefore, be 
attempted here is to draw attention to some general considerations that may limit the expan
sion of tax revenues. 

5· From the viewpoint of increases in tax revenues, the tax system will havt to be broadly 
divided into two parts : taxes on income and wealth, and taxes on commodities. The for
mer can be levied at progressive rates, and have therefore substantial income-elasticity. Be
cause, however, of the likely effects on private savings and s,till more investment and risk
bearing, the scope for their increase is limited. The Indian Taxation Enquiry Commission 
have indicated the scope fairly completely. There are, however, no such limitations to 
increases in commodity taxation needed to finance economic development in a progressive 
economy. Increased incomes are likely to result in in~reased demand for consumption goods. 
To the extent these can be provided for, there is no harm in resorting to deficit financing. 
If they cannot be, the usual popular argument against commodity taxation that it will lead 
to restriction of consumption and thereby hardship on the consumers, dealers and producers 
is not relevant. The increases in supplies of consumers' goods will ~lso be an integral part of the 
plan, and the disequilibrium between the demand and supply will have to be met by differential 
rates ·of taxes. These tax rates will mean larger revenues. Since in almost all relevant 
spheres the Plan will provide for an increase in production, no aggregate hardship will be en
tailed. In the initial period of the Plan, not all people will equally be affected by State expendi
ture, some will benefit enormously, and some not at all. To the extent that the former sec
tions could be located, attempts should be made through taxes like the betterment levy to 
even out the benefits. It will not always be possible to adjust taxes and benefits, and thus the 
inequity will arise that some persons, who have not obtained any direct advantage out of the 
Plan, will have to bear its costs. This is, however, inevitable in the first phase of the Plan. 
Later on, as the Plan gathers momentum, the direct and indirect benefits will get more wide
spread and almost all important sections of the people will benefit. At that stage, if a few 
classes like fixed income-earners are fou_nd not to have derived any benefit at all, a suitable 
public subsidy or salary revision policy may be necessary. In any case, the hardships of 
some groups are the consequence of the necessary priorities and imperfections of planning in 
the first few years. Taxes on commodities are not an additional restraint or hardship on 
these groups. They would only be a weapon to make planning effective. 

Commodity taxation, however, has the following severe limitations, some of them ge
neral and some specific to Indian circumstances : (i) Income taxation can be easily made 
progressive, while commodity taxation even with a heavy rate of taxation on luxuries cannot 
be. made progressive. Thus, the sacrifice imposed through commodity taxes will be less 
equitably distributed. Since, however, we presume that the maximum income tax is already 
imposed, this comparison does not help. (£i) A large sector of the Indian economy (35%) 
is non-monetised, and changes in rates of taxation may have to let this sector go scot-free, 
thus imposing proportionately greater burdens on the monetised sector. To the extent, 
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however, the rurai masses are the beneficiaries, the defect will be an advantage. If necessary, 
an increase in land revenue can cure this defect largely. In any case, it is difficult to ensure 
that the non-monetised sector is made to pay by any other devices without first monetising it. 
(iii) Central excise duties, which are the most manageable form of commodity taxation, can 
only be easily imposed on factories and factory production constitutes only 6-7 per cent of na
tional income. This is not really a severe limitation as, where lucrative, excises ·have also been 
levied on non-factory production. Further, the general sales tax can be impo~ed at differential 
and heavy rates on selected commodities. The power to levy the sales tax, however, belongs 
to the States. The tax may not, therefore, be levied at uniform rates throughout India. 

The two reaJJy important and inter-linked questions are :-(i) Whether the limitations 
are so severe that they would make a small addition to the percentage of savings to national • 
income and impose an unbearable strain on the classes that are made to bear the burden and · 
reduce their standard of consumption, and (ii) whether there are any more effective methods 
of extending the limits. Probably, on a correct appraisal of the situation, while one must admit . 
that the limitations exist, they do not rule out a plan of the contemplated size, and many of 

I . 

them may recede on an increase in the size of the Plan. To the second question, since there 
are other specific papers on the subject, it is not necessary to dilate at length. ·Inflationary 
finance can certainly not be considered as a more equitable method of distribution of sacrifice. 
The only advantage is that it is unconscious to a degree. State trading. because of its more 
direct control may mean greater revenue in a period of inflation and monetary disequilibrium. 
But if such a situation is not visualised, State trading may not make any significant difference 
to the tax revenues and the decision between State and private trading will have to be made 
on other much more important considerations of technical efficiency, amenability to control, 
etc. 



lNCOME-TAX EVASION 

(Gokhale Institute of Politics and Economics) 

' In 1953-54, 2145 Companies and other Concerns assessible at Company Rates had shown 
total incomes of over one lakh. The details are given in the table below : 

Grade of Total Income · 

(Rs.) 

I,OO,OOI-1,50,000 • 

1,so,oo1-2,oo,ooo • 

2,00,001-"2,50,000 • 

2,50,001-3,00,000 • 

3,00,001-3,50,000 • 

J,5o,oo1-4,oo,ooo • 

4,00,001-4,50,000 . 
.. 

4,5o,oox-5,oo,ooo . 

Over 5,00,000 

ToTAL 

No. of 
assessees 

449 

261 

174 

141 

94 

8o 

65 

66 

775 

2105 
• 

Total Income 
Assessed 

(Rs.) 

5·47,88,188 

4·49.95,265 

3,90,44,733 

3·87,36,952 

3,03,47,683 

2,97·94,051 

2,73,80,257 

3,1 x,85,o63 

1,74·58,33.911 

2,04,2I,06,I03 

Demand 
Payable 
Total 
(Rs.) 

2,36·57,041 

1,91,17,879 

1,70,16,261 

1,66,27,663 

1,28,74,224 

1,32,58,826 

1,16,02,550 

I ,32, 78,988 

76,71,24,420 

89,45.57,852 

Net Income 

(Rs.) 

3,11,31,147 
' 

2,58, 77·386 

2,20,28,472 

2,21,09,089 

1,74.73.459 

1,65,35,225 

1,57·77.707 

I' 79,00,075 

97,87,09,491 

x,x4,75.48,o51 

N. B.-Statement No. 5 of the Central Board of Revenue, All-India Income-tax Revenue Statis~cs. 

The most recent consideration of the question of tax leakages has been studied by the 
Taxation Enquiry Commission, which says: · 

" It is not possible to estimate accurately the extent of the leakage of revenue in the past. It is 
observed from statistics in connection with the ' Disclosure Drive ' that income as originally 
included in the returns sent to the Income-tax Department by assessees who made dis
closures was grossly understated, the difference between the income as originally returned 
and that disclosed later to the Department being, on the average, as mush as 6oo per cent. 
Such other statistics as Jaave been made available to us by the Central Board of Revenue also 
give evidence of the fact that evasion is prevalent on a considerable scale. When it is re
membered that these statistics are of attempted evasion, which has been detected by the 
Income-tax Department, and allowance. is made for the fact that the Income-tax 
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Department is ill-equipped in the matter of trained staff to cope adequately with the 
problem of evasion, the quantum of the evasion which actually takes place and goes . un
detected could rightly be estimated at a very high figure indeed." 

" Leakage in revenue may occur through a deliberate distortion of facts relating to an assess
ment after the liability has been incurred, or by so arranging one;s affairs before the liability 
is incurred as to prevent its occurrence or to reduce the incidence of the tax within the 
framework of the existing legislation. The former set of transactions is usually referred 
to as' evasion' and the latter as' avoidance'. 'Avoidance' ordinarily arises from drafting •· 
defects in the tax legislation. Both avoidance and evasion result in loss of revenue to 
Government, but the former has a colour of legc:tlity about it." 

and 

'· Among th! numerous devices employed for tax evasion may be mentioned the : (i) omi~-
sion to report taxable income, (ii) fraudulent changes in account books, (iii) maintenance of 
multiple sets of account books, (iv) opening of bank accounts under assumed names, (v) secur
ing of contracts in the name of dummies or figureheads, and (vi) keeping transactions out of 
account boqks. Illustrations of tax avoidance are the use of the device of creating corpo
rate institutions to escape liability to personal super-tax, the use of charitable tru,sts for the 
same purpose, the constitution of trusts and family partnerships and the transfer of in· 
come-earning assets to one's wife and children for fractioning income for tax purposes,'' 

Knowledgeable sources generally place methods of tax evasion under two heads1 ''in the 
books " and " outside the books ". They are also inclined to hold that these practices are 
indulged in very largely. Some of the methods "in the books" for the inflating of expen· 
diture, so as to leave a lower taxable income, are : (i) Debiting of personal ei:penses to the 
Company through the maintenance of a guest house, (ii) Bogus entries in pay rolls, even cooks, 
music teachers, bearers, household servants, etc., being debited to the Company, (iii) Inflated 
travellinp; expenses, by charging to the Company journeys done for personal reasons,- includ
ing sometimes even pilgrimages, (iv) Station Expenses, being the entries for the cost of non
existent staff for loading and unloading goods, (v) Inflated bills for stores, not actually re
ceived, (vi) Maintenance of personal cars at the cost of the Company, (vii) Entertainment 
allowances, (viii) Selling to subsidiaries cheaply and diverting profit to them, the subsidiaries 
being made up of relatives or benamies, (ix) Buying goods of lower quality and gett:ing bills 
anc\ ostensibly paying for goods of higher quality, (x) Undervaluing stocks, (xi) Showing 
higher consumption of stores and raw materials, (xii) Showing lump sum grants for secret 
expenses. 

In all these u1atters, the auditors, even when honest, are helpless. They have to go by 
the vouchers and cannot inquire into them. In special circumstances such as item No. (xii) 
they sometimes ask for a resolution of the Board but once the Board has confirmed the ex
penditure, they have to take it for granted. 
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Of methods "outside the books", some are: (i) Recovering secret commissions on all 
purchases and sales; (ii) Getting lump sum payments in cash, being share of profits made up 
from subsidiaries or merchants to whom goods are sold, or from whom goods are bought, at 
special rates; (iii) Speculating in raw material, taking the profit oneself, if successful and 
putting the loss in the books of the Company, if not; (iv) Creating subsidiaries of relatives or 
benami holders (often in reality servants) for all incidental purposes, letting these make the 
profits that would otherwise have added to income; (v) taking back in cash a share of the 
higher salary or commission allowed to servant or agent. 

Taking the details in the table, and assuming a 25 per cent margin of complete absence 
of tax evasion- a very high margin according to most knowledgeable people-the total income 
assessed ought, even on a very conservative basis, to be increased by forty to fifty crores. 

To ~his might be added the reductions due to avoidance, quite widely spread from all 
accounts and the ~ause of much los's of revenue, especially in the higher income brackets. 
The figure of lowered income under this head is at the very least not likely to be less than 20 

crores, thc;mgh of course, it may well be several times that figure. , 

' Again, there is the reduction of income due to specially extravagant terms granted to re-
latives and. f~iends in salaries, allowances, etc. Any estimate of the total effect of this can 
only be extremely tentative. On a very conservative basis, it is not likely to be less than five 
crores. 

. . 
Assessed incoii_le then, may, at the very lo:west, be said to be reduced by 75 to 65 crores. 
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POLICY DECISIONS IN PLAN-MAKING 

by 

PROF. D. R. GADGIL 

This brief note is intended to raise issues chiefly of policy in relation both to the objec
tives and the general framework of the Plan. I start from the assumption that it is intended 
to undertake a bold plan, a plan that will significantly affect in less than a decade the total na
tional product, the living conditions of the poorest and the existing socio-economic structure; 
I also assume, without setting down and quantitative calculations, that a bold plan will call for 
the greatest possible effort on the part of everybody. What are the possible factors which 
would determine or dictate the limits of such effort, especially, on the part of the State ?. 

One may begin with consideration of resources. An evaluation of resources available 
to the State in financial terms appears a necessary preliminary step. The usual resources 
available to governments as from tax revenues, small savings, borrowings from the. public 
have definite limitations. The possibility of expansion of receipts through taxation . have 
been examined fully very recently by the Taxation Commission. It would not be necessary 
or helpful to go over the ground again and the limits indicated by the Taxation Commission 
may be taken as indicating the maximum effort that is immediately possible. The only 
issue here that may still be open is the reconciliation of the objective of maxmusing tax re
venue with that of offering adequate incentives for the working of the private enterprise sec-' 
tor. Decisions of policy in relation to the Second Five Year Plan may also affect the possibili
ties of small savings and public borrowings. The possible variations are, however, not likely 
to be significantly large. Anyway, it is not expected that State receip'ts.'.lhrough taxation 
and borrowings will, even when stretched to the utmost, en~ble undertaking a .bold plan. 
Receipts from other possible resources, such as sterling balances ~nd foreign aid of all kinds, 
may also be assumed not to contribute materially towards undertaking a bold plan. 

This appears to leave only two sources either or both of which may be drawn upon for 
financing a bold plan. These are : (1) extension of the sphere of the- public sector; (2) deficit 
financing. The extension of the public sector if it is. to help significantly to finance the 
Second Five Year Plan must be planned and undertaken at the beginning of the· plan period. 
Therefore, the possibilities of the extension must be examined as a . matter of basic policy 
almost immediately. There may be a number of valid reasons for including in the public 
sector economic activities which are left entirely in the private sector today ~uch .as banking, 
insurance, foreign trade, internal trade in specific commodities, large-scale machines industry, 
etc. ',Whatever the other justifications, from the point of view offinancmg the Plan die main 
justification has to be its making available larger capital resources for investment in the· plan 
period than if the activiti~ were l~ft in the private S{:~Q9 SurpllJ~~s 9ri~inatin~ ill . th~~ 
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activities when in private hands may not be fully available for investment because of leakages 
through increased consumption, use in speculation, ~tc. Diffusion of the potential surpluses 
through commissions and many other types of payments to partners, relatives, etc. may also 
be reflected in increased consumption or speculative activity, etc. Also, such . surpluses as 
become available may not be amenable to directed investment. ·Further, control over pro
duction or distribution in specific fields may enable tax-like measures to be undertaken with 
ease, certainty and with low cost which woulO not be possible if the activity is left in private 
hands. ~t is on these lines of reasoning that an extension of the public sector in specific 
directions can be held to lead to an increase of resources available for investment under the
plan. This question, therefore, merits close attention over the whole field at ~he earliest 
stage with decisions to be reached before the final plan is formulated. 

In relation to deficit financing the main problem is that of determining the extent of the 
maximum effort. It does not appear to be disputed that deficit financing may start an in
flationarytrend which,ifunchecked, could be highly regressive in its effects and may ultimately 
prove self-defeating. Therefore, the possibilities of deficit financing are linked closely with the 
effectiveness of control measures. With a very large sector open to private enterprise, deficit 

· financing is bound to bring about a transfer of resources from the fixed income and salary
earning and wage-earning classes to entrepreneurs. This must increase concentration of 

·wealth in society further and significantly affect the balance of socio-economic power. It is 
for consideration what steps can be taken by the State to counter this effect. Secondly, de
ficit financing is bound, to the extent that it affects prices, to cut into the consumption standards 
of the poorer classes. What steps are possible to see that consumption standards of these 
classes and others who are vulnerable are not affected ? Finally, if uncontrolled, deficit 

· financing may lead to changes in relative prices which may obstruct the working of the plan. 
· Also,_with even a mild inflationary rise of prices a sellers' market may be created and general 

shortage of commodities. may be experienced. This will make necessary physical controls 
and specific allocations for carrying out the plan. All these and other types of movements, 
likely to be started by deficit financing have to be thought of and provided against. At least, 
a preliminary examination of the question does not suggest that deficit financing can be under
taken to any significant extent without a· regulatory regime such as existed in the United 
Kingdom during the period 1940---46. The possibility of the State enforcing this is a ques
tion which must be brought up at the policy level at the earliest possible time. 

Turning to the more concrete a~pects of plaimfng, the investment programme has to be 
plan~ed carefully as between agriculture, industry, so~ial_ and economic overpeads, and 

' ----- --- -- -..._ 
withiri the industrial field as between light and heavy industry, consumers' 3ood~, produc¢rs' 
g~ds industry, etc. There are, no doubt, some considerations which appear to emphasise in
vestments with quick retUrns. A long run point of view, however, would indicate preferenc~ 

I f~r,investment. in heavy and basic indu~tries. In economic overheads such as the power 
l and transport systems, in measure irrigation works etc.,"such preference could appe11r mean-
1 ingful only in a plan oriented to a long period. A long-period plan appears also to be dic-

tated by the need to phsse technical prollf"ll'~!l in many industrif'.s a.nd to m.inimi&e the 
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unemployment effects of planned development. In all the larger consumption .industries, a 
common plan for producers with varying equi pments and techniques has to be evolved. 
This also can be done meaningfully as only over a 20-25-year period. The basic structure of 
the plan has, therefore, to be thought of in broad terms for a fairly long period ahead.wl' 
The Second Five Year Plan can then be drawn in as only the opening phase of this long~ 
term plan. It is extremely important for the general framework to determine immediately 
whether the Second Five Year Plan will be so considered or will be chiefly self-contained as 
the First Five Year Plan. 

The First Five Year Plan put forward the idea of a common production plan for machine· 
and hand industry. No common production plan has, however; yet been evolved in any 
sphere. A bold plan implies detailed targets of consumption goods availabilities. . These 
have to be planned with a view to economic utilization of existing resources, speCial emphasis 
on employment and progressive ;d~m~~ in- technique~. --For- p~ope. r execution, this· will 

~---

involve detailed production programmes, leading perhaps to soii?-e standardization of con-
- sumers' goods and also control over allocation of resources and distribution of products: , Con

siderable direct control over production programmes and distribution methods of machine 
industry and a better organisation through cooperative or similar channels of purchase, sale 
and finance activities of handicrafts are prerequisites of the drawing up and ope~ation of a 
common production plan. This will be further emphasised if the policy is adopted of fixing 
a related price structure for consumer goods produced by the various types of agencies~ 

In relation to agriculture, the response of the Central Ministries to recommendations 
of the Rural Credit Survey Committee indicates acceptance of a large programme for credit, 
marketing, warehousing, etc. Many of the concepts thus accepted could be applied also to the 
small industry sector. However, in relation to agriculture, two question~_\yl;J.ich have been 
under discussion for some time, have yet to be settled. These are agricultural prices. support 
and crop planning. Even if it may be possible to defer consideration of the second, the first 

1 
must ~e decided upon in princi~le at an ear.ly stage. If the. operation. of the Secon~ :ive Year 
Plan 1s not to be held up by pnce fiuctuauons, some device by which a too great nse or too 
great fall in the agricultural price level is not permitted must be evolved. · An agrictiltural 
price support policy can no doubt be linked to a net work of warehousing and marketing or_. 

· ganisation and could be made effective with certain minimum stocks held and carried over by 
the State. This would also ensure protection to the food position as against an unfavourable 
year. But decisions on these points have yet to be reached in principle, and this·must be done 
before details of the Second Five Year Plan can be worked out. 

Control over consumption has two aspects. Pirstly, it is. related to the protection and, 
if possible, improvement of the standard of living of the pooreSt classes .. Especially where 
a sellers' market develops protection may become urgent and could perhaps only be given 
through controlled di]:ribution, at least to a limited extent. Improvement of the standard of 
living of the most disadvantaged could also not be attempted through mere fiscal, monetary 
or public expenditure policies. It would require specifk measures, incl~dini those of off'erina 

'· 
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employment and distributing goods, in specific locations to specific classes. The other as
pect of control of consumption is related to consumption of those of the comparatively well
to-do whose incomes increase. This will involve control over imports, over production of 
types of consumer goods, over activities such as private residential house building, over facili
ties offered by public services such as airways, or over distribution of goods such as petrol. 
It is obvious that ·planned investment could not take place unless possible leakages in every 
direction are stopped, as far as possible. All this, however, involves undertaking by govern
ment of active policy which may be difficult to enforce and which may not prove popular unless 
its full implications were very widely made known and recognized. 

A talk of a socialistic pattern of society will raise more directly in the context of the 
Second Five Year Plan, problems of distributive justice. The wide acceptance of the concept 
of a ceiling on land holdings will raise questions of a ceiling to maximum holdings of the 
means of production in other spheres and of a ceiling to incomes. It is suspected that con
centration of wealth and economic power has increased in the private enterprise sector during 

;/ the First Five Year Plan ; that the inequalities in India are today uncommonly large is patent. 
What polkies to correct these are to be adopted in the Second Five Year Plan must again in 
principle be' discussed immediately before details of the Plan are formulated. 

Finally, a bold plan would require insulation of the domestic economy to a much larger 
extent than today. It may .mean greater control and more systematic control over foreign 
trade and activities of foreign investors and foreign private companies. It would also require 
close attention to the problem of increasing greatly the efficiency of the public sector in eco
nomic activity and to the problem of obtaining enthusiastiSQublic_ pa,rtj~ipati~n in the pro
cesses of planning and executing the Plan. The last is much more than a matter of pro
paganda or publicity technique. It involves, what perhaps is the most crucial decision of all, 

\ 
how and by what steps the socio-economic structure and the ba.lance_pf p_()_\Yei. in it are to 
change and how this change is to be made visible and real to the people. 

The purpose of this note has been to bring out the more obvious and the more important 
issues of policy on which government opinion or action is undear today. A bold plan can only 
be visualized after basic decisions in connection with at least the issues raised in this note are 
faced and decided upon ; or, rather only when these decisions are made could we proceed to 
iay· how bold the plan would be or whether it will at all be bold or not. 



Increasing attention is now being paid towards the problems of the scale and pattern 
of effort in the Second Plan. There are three approaches : (I) The method and type of 
efforts pursued in the First Plan may be continued with marginal adjustments here and 
there. (2) The Second Plan may be patterned on the model ofthe experience of the Soviet 
Union. (3) The Second Plan may be formulated on the basis of an approach which em~ 
phasises the_ institutional and other organisational base which already exists in the _ econo-· 
my and which works out a rate and pattern of effort after fully taking into consideration the 
working of the economic mechanism of the country. Experience of other countries can be 
utilised provided we modify it in the light of our conditions. 

2. It is suggested that the important lessons of the First Plan are : (I) Observed results 
do not show correlation with planned ~tfQr1~: (2) While national income is stated to have --·---- --- ----- -- . gone up, savings do not show any appreciable rise. The generally assumed correlation 
between income andsavings do·not appear to hold true. The assumpti<m that when once 
incomes are increased, savings go~ andhence the cumUlative process is started is not valid 
in India. (3) The economy as it is constituted does not have resilence to go through un
assisted either during periods of short-fall in food or during periods of excess. (4) While 
national income has gone up, employment has not proportionately increased;t · Thus, the 
assumed correlatj.on between income and employment holds true only within fuiuts. The 
economy has thus the twin problems of achieving a high rate of growth of incomes and a high 
rate of growth in employment. (5) The working of the Plan has rev.ealed that the analysis 
behind the formulation of the Plan was ad hoc and could not take note of the forces which 
bring about development in the Indian economy. (6) Finally, we now find ourselves in a 
situation in which we are not definite whether the economy is expanding, whether such 
expansion has cumulation behind it and whether it is expanding in the right direction. All 

----------

this leads to the conclusion that the first approach, however appropriate for the Fir~t Plan 
needs to be changed for another which is more suitable. The second aproach which em
phasises heavy industry, a greater extent of regulation and regimentation and utilises the 
coefficients and relationships as derived from Soviet experience is far removed from the reali
ties of the Indian situation than the first. Further, it does not at all take into account the 
peculiarities of the Indian economic scene. Moreover, here the physical targets are esti- .· 
mated without stating clearly the institutional and ideological implications. It appears to be 



out of tune with the prevailing climate of opinion in India. The only alternative is to adopt 
an approach which places cardinal emphasis on the elements of strength and weakness in the 
Indian structure and which draws up a Plan best suited to our conditions. It is the objective 
of the present paper to outline such an approach. There are several related issues which, 
for the sake of convenience, are dealt with separately. For example, the paper on 'Investment 
Pauern in the Second FitJe Year Plan' (Paper No. 4, Section III) deals with one such pro
blem. We deal with some of the other problems in appendices to this paper as under :-

1. Problem of Increasing the Rate of Procurement of Marketable Surplus. 

II. Measures to Utilise Idle or Under-utilised Labour Power. 

III. Measures for Built-in Flexibility. 

IV. A Positive Policy' for Employment. 

V. Policy towards Labour Welfare Measures. 

The objeCtive of this paper is to enquire into the possibilities of raising the rate of effort 
during the period of the Second Plan. In considering the possibilities, we must take into 
account the nature of the difficUlties that had to be faced during the period of the First Plan. 
It is also sought to indicate the nature of the adjustments in the institutional pattern which be
come necessary if the bolder plan is to be worked through. 

2. A bolder plan implies the stepping up of the rate of plough-back of resources in invest
ptent; in other words, the proportion of savings to national income must be raised. At 

J present, the_ savings ratio is approximately between 5 _to 7%· Jf we can raise it to about 
xo%, we would have increased our scale of effort by more than so%. On the other hand, we 
should see that the increased savings are utilised in those forms which enable us continuously 
to step up the rate of effort at each stage. Another aspect of the problem is to work out an 

' inventory of under-utilised or unutilised resources in men and material and to devise appro
priate technological and organisational measures and combine them in such a way that the total 
national income is raised. While these measures are being attempted, a bolder plan would 
require corresponding efforts to prevent or check a rise in the rate of growth of demand on 
resources for consumption and the utilisation of resources on unproductive investment . ..; 
Simultaneously, the .plan must provide for as large a rate of increase in employment as 

• 
possible. 

3· Let us take up each of these problems step by step. How to raise the rate of savings ? 
Now, the different units undertaking investment in the economy are :agencies of the Govern
ment, industrial and public utility units of the private sector and private individuals. The total 
Government expenditure on economic development may be split up into different categories 
on the following basis : (i) Items of expenditure which are output yielding, the output hav
ing a marketable value. Here, a further category of division according to the gestation periods 
~y be drawn up. (ii) Items of expenditure which are welfare yielding. (iii) Items of ex
penditure which are welfare yielding, but may lead to output at a later stage. In general, a 
broad division of Governmental investment between productive and unproductive can be 
made. If the proportion of productive investment to.total investment is higher, then other 
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things being given, the rate of growth will also be higher. The implication is that a bolder 
plan would require a low ratio of direct investment on unproducth·e items. We are not 
suggesting that unproductive in>estment should. not be undertaken at all, but as we shall indi
cate later, different forms of organisation should be evolved with a '\iew to increasing the quan
tum of welfare yeilding services, but at the same time involving less units of scarce input. 
Assuming that productive investment would dominate Government plans, there is the further 
problem of how to choose among these investments and what should be the price policy to 
follow. It is suggested that both in the choice of investment as ~ell as in the methods of 
operation, the central policy should be to ma.~e the ratio of net revenue to capital The 
net revenue is the surplus .available after all expenses which vary with the scale of output are 
made good. A high net revenue ratio would mean more of resources available for plough-:
back. For this, each unit of Government should work as a commercial concern. The prin-: 
ciple of maximisation of net revenue, given the environment, should apply. This. does involve 
a change in the managerial and administrative set-up. It is suggested that the Government take . 
the assistance of the private sector in the field. The maximisation of profits is not an ideal to 
be looked down on its own, particularly when these profits are required for ploughing back. 
If both the State units and private units follow a similar policy, then it would be easy to find oui: 
the reasons for the differences in the level of efficiency and mistakes can soon be · rectified. 
In so far as private industrial units are concerned, the principle that is actually followed is one 
of ma~tion of net revenue, but then the question to be asked is whether all that could 
be ploughed back is being doke. To a considerable extent, the resources for reinvestment 
are provided from within the firms. The general policy of the Government should be to 
enable as much maximisation of the rate of reinvestment as is desirable. This 
should be looked upon as an independent objective desired for economic dee\·elopment irre
spective of ideological considerations. The State may, however, regulate t;he direction of 
reinvestment by a system of appropriate ta."l\:es and subsidies. A point whi<$_may be men
tioned here is that an under-developed economy of the type of India depends for its growth 
at this stage not merely on the natUre of the acti\ity conducted by large-scale units. The 
predominant form of organisation for a long time to come would continue to be one of small 
private companies, limited or unlimited. The quantitative importance of this may be hmited~ 
but under conditions facing India, these units can perform a more effective role than what 
they are doing at present. The problem is not merely one of comparison between la.rge-sca1e 
and small-scale units. It is a question of providing appropriate incentives by which small 
units tend to grow at a faster rate. This requires a new approach from the point of l-iew of 
Company Law, Industrial Legislation and tax administration. It is submitted that we s.re 
giving too much importance to largeness as an ideal by itself. A multitude of small firms 
is the strongest source of growth in an economy. The problem of capital and organisation 
should not be looked at from the aggregate viewpoint.. It should be looked at primatily 
from the point of view of units which compose the structure as such: . 

4· Then. is no doubt that a policy of profit maximisation or net revenue maximisation 
followed at each level would lead to an iricreased rate of investment. What about raising 
the rate of savings of private individuals ? It is suggested that the Government should not 

19 PC 
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object if in a policy of appropriate mobilisation, more is available to the general pool of savings, 
though it may not directly take the form of contribution to the tax revenue as such. What is 
tequired is a general tax on expenditure with discriminatory rates on particular types of ex
penditure. There is no reason why an appropriate system cannot be worked out to suit 
Indian conditions.* The tax incidence may be made to vary depending upon the contribu
tion of individuals towards various types of investment, both Government and i private. 

5· Is it possible to raise the rate of savings through greater emphasis on taxation and on 
borrowing programmes ? To take the former first, the question is whether the tax system 
as such is not weighing too heavily in the case of the urban sector and not so heavily in the case 
of the rural sector. The problem is not one of differences in the living standards between 
the two sectors. On account of the vastness of the rural sector, appropriate types of taxes 
must be devised which tend to get some contribution from these areas. In this context , more 
can be achieved through the price system than thrpugh the orthodox tax machinery. The 
general character of the products consumed by the vast majority of the rural sector is fairly 
well known. If a network of State trading institutions can be built up and appropriate poli
cies are followed, the economy being divided into different regions, it should be possible to 
get more from the rural areas than what we are at present getting. The central problem for a 
long time to come in this field will be one of how we can get a larger extent of real marketable 
surplus than what we are getting now. This is mainly a problem of organisation and the 
extent by which we can step up the rate of investment would ultimately depend upon how 
we are able to devise appropriate organisational changes. (Vide Appendix I on "Problem 
of Increasing tlze Rate of Procurement of Marketable Surplus''.) 

6. In so far as borrowing programmes are concerned, there is considerable scope for de
standardisation: Regional planning boards can be set up whose main function should 
be to mobilise savings available within the different regions and to utilise a part of these 
savings for investment which Oirectly benefits. the regions. The rate of interest may be made 
to depend upon the productivity of the investments. In sonie cases, the contribution of the 
people in the sector may not be on a cash basis. It may be on an effort basis and it should be 
possible to take the responsibility for maintaining the workers during the period _of the work, 
at the same time offering additional advantages in the form of pieces ef land and other pro
ductive assets when once_ the projects are completed. This type of system would be an al
ternative to forced labour. If regional planning authorities can be set up in different parts of 
the country, their work being co-ordinated with the work of the Community Projects and 
National Extension Services, it should be possible to tap a considerable portion of under· 
utilised labour power in the rural areas through a system of voluntary loans of various types 
of effort and contributions in kind. What is necessary is that the results of the eft'orts should in 
the first place have ~some significance for the individuals concerned who nll.kc the contribu
tion. A number of local projects can be devised. The regional planning authorities should 

• A detailed discussion of how the tax weapon can be utilised to bring about appropriate alloca- • 
tton edjustments in the economy is given in Towards an OptJ'mal Tax Policy in ci 

. ~essi11s Bconomy, Journsl of the U11iversity of Bombay; July I954• 
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nave a multitude of schemes in each of the regions. At each stage, it should be possible to 

take some of the above. 

1· We have referred earlier to the na:d for a reduction of outlay on unproductive iten1.S 
by the Government authorities. Mter all, a significant portion of developmental expendi
ture by the Governments on these items is on roads, health services, housing, education and I 
social welfare. Most of these services can be performed at low cost provided the under-utilised 
labour and skill resources of the public are utilised in these fields through a system of appro
priate social incentives. More attention than hitherto is to be given to activities which in·. 
volve the application of individual initiative in fields in which there are no monetary returns. / 
The problem is one of devising appropriate methods by which the young and the old of the 
country can devote part of their working time or leisure for activities which, while they in
volve some exertion on their part, would lead to more proportionate returns to the community. 
If a spirit of voluntary work could be created and it pervades the different parts of the country, 
it would be possible to economise on expenditure which is primarily unproductive and which 
does not contribute to material output. The resources directly available for capital forma
tion could be augmented in this field. (Vide Appendix II · on "M easures to Utilise· Idle 
or Under-utilised Labour Power"). 

~ . . 

8. A more important problem facing the economic planners is that concerning the mo-. . . 
bilisation of surplus labour power in rural areas and their transformation i,nto fields of activity . ---- ' which would lead to capita! formation. The crucial question which determines the employ-
ment potential here is the quantity of potentially available marketable surplus of food and 
other wage goods. The quantity of marketable surplus in its turn depends upon the .level of 
production and the extent of internal requirements in the farms. In the short run~ whenever, 
there is a sudden expansion in output, the internal requirements bemg more or less constant~ 
the problem for the farmers is the disposal of the produce. If, however, we have -appropdate 
institutional devices to mobilise the marketable surplus and utilise it in the form of additionat 
employment of labour power, periods of excess production of food WQUld be transfornied intc \ 
periods of rapid capital formation. The lack of an appropriate credit system, insufficiency 
of innovators, the lack of managerial capacity, inability of the system to make quick adjust
ments, all these are coming in the way of such a transformation. There is no doubt that a 
part of the excess production will have to be retained as buffer stocks, but provided shcrt-·term 
productive opportunities exist and these opportunities tend to be self-liquidating, initiative 
will be taken either by the State or by the private authorities to utilise the food and surplus ~ 

. . ( ·• 

labour power in appropriate productive channels. The main problem here is one of or- .

1
. ,' 

ganisation. The economic system as it is constituted in India to-day gets into difficulties when·/ ' 
'there is a little short-fall in food production and also when there is a little excess: A little' 
less or a little more creates serious problems. This is because corresponding changes in the · 

1
. 

rest of the economy are not taking place in such a way that the · incid~nce of excess or shortage 
I 

is absorbed in the most productive manner possible. More attention than hitherto should .. . 1 

be given to working out a system of appropriate organisational arrangements s() that periods 
of surplus production are automatically converted into periods of boom. If the suggestion . 
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is accepted, then measures for built-in flexibility have to be worked out. (Vide Appendix III 
on "Measures for Buil~-in Flexibility".) 

g. This leads us on to the problem of employment. For some time to come, this is going to 
be the most important economic problem facing the planners. A positive employment policy 
for the economy has to be based on an appreciation of the working of the economic mechanism 
in India. The Government of India has set up a target of 12 million jobs. It is not known 
hQw .this target was fixed. On the basis of the analysis outlined above, we can say that ex
pansion. in employment requires efforts towards mobilisation of the marketable surplus of 
wage goods and corresponding activities in the rest of the economy. It is not appropriate to 
view the problem of employment as being capable of solution only on the basis of long-term 
measures. As unemployment is most acute among the educated urban middle classes, whose 
services when properly channelised can become the greatest source of strength to the economy, 
we must provide a quick solution to the problem. The current situation in the economy is 
such that such a solution can be found (Vide Appendix IV on" A Positive Policy for 
Employment".) 

. io. ·Another problem related to, the above is that of devising an appropriate policy 
towardS labo~r both in respect ot welfare measures as well as wage rates. Here again, a new 
&pproach is called for in the interests of rapid capital formation as well as of the need to 
provide a larger volume of employment. (This is discussed in Appendix Von "Policy towards 
Labour Welfare Measures,.)· 

II. Finally, a few words about incentives. In an economy which wants to develop fast• 
and in which the public sector takes an active role, it is natural that wide differences in living 
standards would be objected to. This is 'so particularly when we want to mobilise the inci
pient. labour power or skill power in the vast majority ofthe population. But then, the crucial 
question here is whether the objection is to differences in living standards or to differences 
in ownership of wealth. These two should not be confused. What society naturally objects 

. , . y to is the con.Spic~ous differences in living standards which appear more glaring in an econo-
1' my in which the rich were, as it were, merely islands in an ocean of poverty. If, however, 

the res-ources available with the richer groups, or those who are relatively better off, get utilis
ed in the fon:n of capital formation beneficial to the community, there should be no difficulty 
whatsoever. Such a suggestion would imply' a considerable set of restriction on the pat em 
of consumption as well as investment of the relatively better off groups. The more such 
restrictions take a voluntary form, the better the atmosphere will be from the point of view of 
the coinmunity. · This fits· in with the basic philosophy of Gandhiji and Vinobha Bhave, a 
philosophy which the Congress has accepted. The issue is vital because on the successful 
resolution of this dispute will depend the future of mixed economy. It is in this context ~hat the 
role of the private sector should be visualised. More can be achieved here through a system of. 
appropriate leadership and a programme of conferences and individual meetings. It would be 
beyond the scope of economics to discuss the implications of these suggestions, but there is no 
reaSon why we should lose hope in this respect. The greatest need of the hour in the country 
to-day is that of social innovation. This is p/rimarily the task of leadership ; looking at the 
p~t history of the country, there is no reasorlwhy we should despair on this score. 
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APPENDIX I 

Problem of Increasing the Rate of Procurement of Marketable Surplus 

As pointed out in the text, the central problem in the economy for a long ~ime to come will; 
be that of obtaining from the rural sector as large a quantity of marketable. surplus of food _as 
possible. The lower the cost of marketable surplus in terms of the alternative· commodities 
that have to be given in exchange for it, the ,higher the possible rate_ of development. 
The requirements of food of the food producers would depend upon _: (1) The int~rnal; 
consumption requirements which in turn depend upon th~ produce necessary to pay to th,e 
labour and other services necessary for the manufacture of the given outp~~ and that, 
necessary for the maintenance of the dependants. These two items, ho~~ver; ge~ .mixed Up. 

Given the state of technique and organisation, there is, however, a minimum requirement 
in terms .of what is necessary for the labourers and which is necessary for the perforniai:rc;:e of 
the given amount of work. The rest would be· outlay on unproductive consumption, or more' 
appropriately on unreproductive consumption. (2) Requirements for hoarding and stock: 
This depends upon the size of internal requirements and the possible variations iri it. _ . It also 
depends upon the state of expectations regarding the availability of foodgrain8, expectations . 
about rainfall and so on. A part of most of the hoarding, therefore, bears a constant propor-.
tion to output, whereas another part fluctuates, depending upon the state of expectations~ (3). 
The residue is that which is available for disposal on the market. This depends upon the; 
cash requirements of the farmers for carrying out their operations, the standard of living in • 
terms ofthe non-food goods to Which they are accustomed, the requirements in terms of ace-. 
essories for agricultural production and finally, the requirements in terms ofv~t~ay on capital 
formation or sudden bursts of conspicuous and social expenditure on consumption ... - 'It is: 
not correct to assume that a larger aggregate produce must always imply a larger absolute 
quantity of marketable surplus. Very often, expansion of output may be brought. about on .. 
marginal farms and by intensive or extensive cultivation which yields no surplus whatsoever~·· 
Even though the total output of the economy is increasing, the. quantity marketed may. 
increase very slowly, or may not do so at all, , or may even decrease .. 

j .' 

2. The crucial task is how to increase the quantity of food that is marketed. In an economy 
which is becoming increasingly conscious of consumer goods (other than food) and other items . 
of expenditure, there wit\ be a tendency towards an increase in the quantity that is market~d ... 
The substitution of the money habit in place of the barter habit will strengthen the tendency •. 
These are, however, long-term forces, but how to increase the absolute quantity. of surplus. 
that is marketed under short-term periods of one to five years ? Normally, the quantity ~hat 
is marketed would be to a small extent dependent upon the absolute requirements of non-food 



goods. To the extent that the prices of the latter can be slightly raised, the quantity xrlarketed 
may increase. This may be done either by an increase in total production, i.t., by exhausting 
the possibilities of production available to the farmers and/or by reducing the internal 
requirements and thus introducing some form of abstinence and/or· by reducing the 
amount that is hoarde.d. Under market conditions, the prices of the goods which the farmers 
buy can be raised provided there is a central network of trading organisations. This can be 
done either through a network of State distribution agencies or through co-operative socie
ties. The second alternative is to introduce monopoly purchases of marketable surplus of 
grains. The price offered to the farmers may be lower than what they would have got other
wise. There may be, however, a guarantee that the prices will not go below a particular 
minimum so .that during periods of excess production, the farmers need not suffer a shrink
age in incomes. In an economy subject to fluctuations in output due to seasonal conditions, 
such a measure may introduce a greater extent of certainty and may actually be welcomed by the 
farmers. If we adopt this course, we would be procuring more of marketable surplus than 
we would be doing otherwise. · 

:, I I.' • 

· 3· The two alternatives suggested above are not mutually exclusive courses of action. 
It is possible to combine both. Mter all, the requirements of consumption go::ds by the farmers 
are well known, and it is possible to ascertain through trial and err or how far savings 

I 

can be introduced. The State can introduce both distribution agencies who sell co.:1r.·..uner 
and other goods to the farmers and buy the food produced by the farmers. The tertiary 
sector can thus be enabled to play a central role in capital formation. Further, a number of other 
measures can be devised. The State can be prepared to offer loans to the farmers in ex
change for supplies of foodgrains. Another measure is to encourage the consumption of 
goods other thaJ:i cereals in short supply, that is, to bring about a ~need diet. This too can 
be brought about through price adjustments. The network of distribution agencies suggest
ed will help to popularise non-food goods among the farmers and will gradually introduce the 
idea of a higher standard of living in their minds. There can be a number of other functions 
which the distribution agencies can perform. The important point here is filling up 
of certain organisational deficiencies. As stated in the text, it is not proper to 
assume that the food problem has been solved once and for all. The problem of procuring 
adequate quantities of food is important not merely from the point of view of subsistence 
requirements, but also from the point of view of providing employment. If the State can 
directly get access to marketable surplus of food, it can utilise the powers of credit control to 
bring into fruition the desired schemes of capital formation. 

As regards hoarding, when once the public come to know that there is an assured supply 
of foodgrains, the incidence can be reduced. Under a free enterprise market economy, 
part of the price paid for food during period of s~ortages or expected shortages is like premium 
paid for surrendering liquidity preference. It is only conditions of assured supply of food 
for a fairly long period that will overcome the preference for hoarding. The problem is 
institutional as also psychological. 
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APPENDIX II 

Measures to Utilise Idle or Under-utiliud Labour Power 

Different calculations have been made about the extent of completely or partially idle 
labour power in the economy. A part of the idleness is due to seasonal. conditions .. A major 
part is due to absence of economic opportunities. A part is also due to lack of balance 
within the structure. If we give up the conventional assumptions regardi~g preference 
between leisure and work, a considerable surplus of potentially available labour power in 
skilled, technical and manual fields will become available. The question is how b~t to 
harness these resources towards desirable channels. 

• 2 •. In the first place, an inventory of different types of surplus labour power according to 
categories has to be worked out. In the second place, we must find outwhat types of: incen
tives or institutional arrangements are necessary to harness the above. Some part of the labour. 
power can be harnessed only through monetary incentives. in the form of money wages or a 
system of taxes and subsidies. If a discriminatory wage policy is followed a given portion 
of the idle labour power in different rural areas can be harnessed provided further that the 
projects are spectacular in character from the point of view of the units and are expected to 
yield quick rssults which have some correspondence to the efforts. Some part of the. labour 
power can be harnessed through incentives in kind. If the Government can directly get access 
to marketable surplus of food and other requisits of labour, a pool of these commodities can 
be built up in different regions and policies of employment expansion can be stimulated. A 
part of the labour power can be utilised through incentives in tht. form of attractions of a 
rising social status. The Government can introduce a system of rewards and prizes~·the res:- . 
ponsibility for their distribution being made dependent upon enquiries at the_regionallevel. 
A good portion of the resources going towards unproductive ~onsumption arlJ:~_l:lilproductive 
investment can be diverted towards socially desirable fields provided a systematit policy in 
this regard is worked out. Ce~tralisation here w~uld not be an advantage. A part of the 
labour force can be mobilised through community welfare incentives. · Here, . the persons 
who perform the work have other alternative sources of income, ~ut they are prepared to work 
more because they believe that the region or the community for whose welfare they are striv
ing statisfies their ideals. Here again, the problem is one of working out the potentialities 
in different regions. Finally, a part of the labour power can be mobilised provided ·such 
mobilisation takes a mass form. Here, ·whereas one individual may be unwillfug, when once 
enthusiasm is created in the group, a considerable amount of work can be done:·. This is a 
function of leadership and . appropriate utilisation of the springs of local.patriotism · which lie 
dormant in the rural parta of India is a task for the leadership to perform. 

3· A final word about the types of fields to which the labour power channelled' in the 
above manner has to be diverted. It would be besdf the . method of utilisation of labour 
power which involves considerable money burden and hence a ·real . burden;. is utilised for 
fields which tend to become self-financing. Output that is produced· must be marketable ; 
then alone will the process become cumulative. It would not be appropriate to ·utilise money 
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incentives for mobilising the labour power which is diverted for welfare yielding purposes. 
In this connection, it may be pointed out that the system of incentives that is evolved should 
concentrate on creating within the economy a nucleus of leadership, both in social and in eco
nomic fields. Whereas leadership in the economic field is mostly self-financing, and more 
often than not, more than self-financing, and is undertaken with the clear objective of economic 
rewards, leadership in social reform and allied fields does not have the above advantage. So
cial innovation which brings about adjustments in the social structure (propagada for reduc
tion in unproductive consumption, changes in the consumption pattern, changes in the 
pattern of unproductive investments, introduction of the idea of birth control, introduction 
of a greater extent of mobility, etc.) is, therefore, as important and as vital as economic inno
vation. In fact, the contours within which economic innovations function are set by the 
tempo of social innovation. In our country, unfortllt1ately, sufficient importance hai not 
been given to this and there is no positive incentive in the system which favours ·t~ if emer
gence of leadership in social reforms as such. Adequate attention should, therefore, be 
given to the encouragement of social innovations . 

.AP;pENDIX III 

Measures/or Built-in Flexibility 

Over a period of years, it has been noted that agricultural output, particularly of food, 
is subject to wide fluctuations owing to the vagaries of the monsoon. There are years when 
an increase in total production by a particular extent, given the internal consumption require
:ments which do not substantially change year by year, lead to a more than proportionate varia
tion in the quantities of marketable surplus of food. A principle similar to that of acceleration 
is in operati~n here. This explains why there is a sudden and steep variation in the price level 
of food. In a similar way, a decrease in output leads to a more than proportionate decline in 
~ketable surplus, and hence, causes a significant pressure on the price level. Thus, eve.n 
marginal variations in production either way have a more than proportionate effect on the 
price level. The question is : Is it not possible to evolve such organisation in the economy so 
that periods of excess production automatically generate a boom in capital formation, thus 
enabling the stepping up of the trend of growth of agricultural and other output ? It should 
also be pos~ible to build up buffer stocks during these periods so that the incidence of general 
shortage during period. of decline in production can be minimised. When once it is accepted 
that for a long period to come fluctuations in agricultural output are inevitable, it sholuld bf. 
possible to evolve such institutional arrangements that they lead to certain desirable results in 

the economy~ . 

~;. I,.et us first take the;: case wher~in there is a sudden expansion in output of food. There 
is bQund to be a certain lag bef~m· tht. increased output leads to a reduction in wholesale P!ict>s 
~nd then in retail prices. A fall in retail prict>s in food should, undt>r autonomous conditions, 
lead ~Q ll declin~ in money wase rates. This is because, given_the level of money wage rates, a 
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fall in the prices cffood, the expenditur(; on which is the largest portion in the budget of a 
working class family, will makt" the workers better off in real tt.rms. Assuming that a fall in 
money wage rates takes place, the employers find that, other conditions being given, conditions 
are propitious for an expansion in the level of industrial and other activity, and hence in the 
volume of employment. Such an expansion is conditional upon the prevalence of an optimistic 
state of expectations and the availability of adequte credit. There are thus a number of links 
before we can assume that a sudden increase in the output of food would automatically lead to 
an increase in the volume of employment, and hence in the rate of capital formation. The ~a
lysis of the different conditions under which the movement from one step to another. step can 
be facilitated and speeded up provides a key to the discovery of measures which he1p to bring 
about an increase in the volume of employment under the present conditions .. The central 
question here is one of evolving those links in the chain which lead to the above results. In 
the absence of these links, a sudden expansion in output is dissipated either in .the foini of 
variations in the standards of consUmption of food by farm producers and/or variations in the 
standards of consumption of employed workers, their dependants and other groups. This~ 
it is feared, has been the actual state of the country when looked at from the historical point· 
of view. Periods of over-supply of food did not have corresponding repercussions on em
ployment and rate of capital formation. The additional food was just utilised for niising the. 
standards of consumption or for spreading it out evenly. Now that we have a planned economy, 
it is ne.cessary to adjust the organisational framework in the economy in such a way that periods 
of agricultural expansion are converted into periods of high rate of capital formation. 

3· The crucial question is why the links do not automatically get themselves . established .. 
Why should a country which suffers from food shortage be not in a position to go forward under 
conditions of excess production of food ? Let us first assume that fluctuations in agricultural 
output occur around a stationary trend in output. Here the problem is to utilise the excess 
supply offood to provide employment in a number of short-term schemes.; The emphasis 
is on short-term schemes because we are not certain that the increase in output is.'of a perm~ment. 
character. If each region is equipped with a number of short-term schemes which are to. be 
put into operation when once there is an excess supply of food and if these short-term schemes 
are keyed to expansion in agricultural output or in industries ancillary-' to it, then the stati~nary. 
trend will be converted into a steadily growing trend. This is one of the best things that can 
happen to an economy. There is no automatic process by which this is accomplished, because 
the problem is not merely one of availability of additional food but of its accessibility to: 
different enterprising units and the existence of a number of short-term schemes within the, 
range of activity of these units. It is difficult to expect these conditions to be fulfilled autono
mously. That is why the natural recourse is for fluctuations in output to take the form of fluc
tuations in the standards ofc onsumption. These fluctuations in the standards ·or consumP
tion do not lead to corresponding fluctuations in the level of general activity as happens in 
the case of advanced countries. In order that the short-term schemes ·may be automatically 
taken up, there should be a unified agency in each of the regions which is · provided . with 
requisite credit facilities and is in a position to mobilise the surplus offood.' We have of course 
assumed that there is no problem of shortage of labour which in the case of India at least . is · in 
plentiful supply. The deficiency here is both one of ~ck of flexibility in credit arran~ement~ 
29 cp 
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and also that of dearth of either investment opportunities from the overall point of view as is 
revealed to particular units and/or of a suitable number of enterprising or innovating units. 

4· In the alternative, a rise in agricultural output leading to a fall in wholesale prices and 
then in retail prices must lead to l fall in money wages. Now, this is a condition which is 
difficult to be fulfilled in an economy in which in most of the organised industries, the trade 
union pressure is pretty strong. There is no doubt that some sort of a situation akin to that 
of money illusion is at work here. Wage rates are in the short-run inflexible downwards. The 
emphasis is on the short term because the increased output is of a short-run character and 
unless corresponding measures are taken quickly to mobilise it by the provision of fruitful 
employment at each point of time the economy would be working at a level of activity which 
is less than the optimum permissible and feasible. Even assuming that wage rates are 
somewhat flexible, expansion would depend upon the existence of a number of entrepreneurs 
and innovators who would think in terms of automatic schemes of new expansion under 
these conditions. The deficiency here again is either th~t of credit and/or of lack of appropriate 
entrepreneurial or managerial capacity. The question all along is one of converting a stationary 
trend in output to that of growing trend. 

5· Let us take a case wherein the agricultural output is fluctuating over a rising trend. 
Here, the conditions are more propitious for expansion. It should be possible for the trend 
rates to be further raised provided appropriate institutional arrangements are made. The 
same deficiencies discussed earlier operate here too. 

6. Ultimately, the problem is one of sufficient flexibility in the institutional arrangements 
confronting the agricultural sector. If the fluctuations are in a rising trend, the problem is 
one of expanding the institutional arrangements so that the economy can at each unit of time 
work at the ceiling set by the limits of capacity. This is how the ceiling itself can continuously 
be raised. The optimum performance in each unit of time itself contributes towards the 
raising of the trend and hence of the possible ceiling. In the case of India, the sector external 
to the farming sector does not show sufficient resilience during periods in which there is ex
cess production in the farming sector. 

7. What about the case wherein the output fluctuates downwards ? In the above para
graphs there is nothing to prevent in the economy from building up stocks, these stocks not 
being merely maintained for purposes of meeting emergent needs by the farmers, but them
selves being continuously utilised for raising the trend rate itself. The agricultural sector 
in India must operate in such a way that out of its own boot straps it lifts itself upwards. This 
requires a new approach towards the problem of fluctuations in an under-developed economy 
like that of India. The problem is not one of stabilisation of prices or of incomes. It is one 
of converting trends in excess production into forms of capital formation, short-term or 
long-term. This is the central cycliCal problem for which the measures of built-in flexibility 
sugg~ted in the earlier paragraphs are designed to provide a solution. The problems peculiar 
to each -:cmntry require solutions which fit in accordance with the requirements of the 
countries concerned. To take over solutions valid in developed countries would be like 
utilisation of non-Eucledian geometry in a Eucledian world. The entire approach towards 
a~icultural plannin~ requires a drastic revision. 
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APPENDIX IV 

A Positive Policy for Employment 

I. At any unit of time, the volwne of employment (E) that can be potentially offered in the 
non-wage goods sector' is equal to the quantity of marketable surplus of wage-goods (M) 
divided by the average real wage rate (W) in terms of conswnption of wage-goods. Given M, 
if W is higher, then E, the volwne of potential employment that can be offered is less than 
what it would have been if W was lower. Thus E varies inversely with W. ·Given W, an 
increase in M will lead to an increase in E; Thus E increases directly with M. 

2. After all, the magnitude of actual employment is not always equal to the potential limits 
determined as above. Here, we have to introduce the factors concerning demand for labour 
as well as the impact of monetary forces. 

3· Let us take the latter first. M is the difference between output of wage-goods (Ow) 
and internal conswnption demand for wage-goods (Cw). An increase in M may or may not 
mean an increase in Cw. The marketable surplus, therefore, is not a direct function of 0. 
An increase in Cw takes place when the actual C is less than the amount which individuals 
desire to conswne. · Thus, there is an equilibrium relationship between any given amount ot 
Ow and Cw. This relationship will be given by : · 

I. the extent of unsatisfied demand for wage-goods ; 
2. variations in the number of dependants ; and 
3· the average conswnption of the latter. 

A substantial increase in Ow would tend to increase M more than proportionately. This is 
obvious l;>ecause there is a maximum limit to Cw in any short period. ... · 

" - -~~. 

4· Let us asswne that Ow has increased and that an equilibritim relationship between 
Cw and Ow has been attained. Obviously, the market price ofwage .. goods, given other con
ditions, would tend to be reduced. But an increase in M will not take place if it is expected 
that the prices of wage-goods would tend to rise at a latter date. The price expectations might 
affect the activities of producers or of the middlemen . 

. Thus, there is what may be called a hoarding trap. Let us, however, pass over this trap 
and examine what happens later on. If the prices of wage-goods are reduced, then. tbe money 
value of a given quantity of M would have gone down. It is not certain that the total quantity 
of money incomes accruing to the wage-goods producers will increase, decrease or remair. 
the same. Suppose the price of wage-goods comes down, would thete. be an tncrease iL 
employment ? 

5. There is no automatic tendency towards an increase in employment with a decrease 
in the price of wage-goods. This depends upon whether the money-:wage rate is also reduc
ed. If the money wage rate is not reduced, then, unless new employment can be offered 
at a discriminatory money wage rate total employment will . not increase. A 
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reduction in -money-wage rates depends on the prevalence of a certain extent of flexibility 
in wage rates. Assuming that money wages are reduced, the employers find themselves with 
certainaugmentedmargins. This, among otherthings, should encourage expansion. Such 
a condition will obtain only provided the employers in general are utilising their plants to less 
than the limits of capacity. This means that there must be excess Capacity which can be 
utilised in the short period. If capacity is not fully utilised, then a stepping up of the em
ployment consequent upon a reduction in money wages will depend upon the attitude of the 
employers. 

6. Suppose there are minimum-wage laws or the already employed body of labour force 
refuses to countenance a reduction in money-wages. Expansion in employment now depends 
upon the employers' capacity to bring about a system of differential wage rates. The new 
workers will get less than the already employed workers. The policy of a closed shop under 
conditions of excess capacity can only lead to loss of ~otal. employment. Industries or firms 
in which restrictions are less rigid will expand. 

7· What about a permanent increase in employment ? This depends upon the state of 
long-term expectations. Utilisation of labour force in the construction of capital assets which 
have a fairly long period of existence would depend upon the employers~ expectations as to 
whether the reduced l~vel of wage rates will continue to operate in the economy and upon 
the period for which it will do so. We can straight away make the following propositions . 

(1) To the extent that the reduction in money wage rates is considered to be enduring, 
other conditions being given, there will be a tendency towards the starting of new 
establishments. 

(2) The expectations regarding the period during which the new level of wage rates is 
going to operate will determine the choice of investments. The longer the 
period during which the new level is expected to persist, the longer the time
horizon of the employers. 

(3) To the extent that conditions of uncertainty heavily surround the future of emplo
yers' activities as such, any reduction in money wage rates will not show itself 
in the form of an improvement in the level of capacity. It is in this sense that un
certainty about activities of the private sector comes in the way of long-term ex
pectations. 

8. Thus, it is not at all certain that a reduction in money wages is automatically reflected 
in the form of a larger volume of employment. If there is no utilisable excess capacity in the 
short period and if expansion of capacity depends upon long-term decisions and if the state 
of long-term expectations is adverse, a redution in money wages will not show itself in the form 
of an increase in employment. 

9· Suppose the increase in M is of a transitory character and so also the reduction in money
wages. Obviously, an increase in employment would now depend upon the availability of 
excess capacity in the short period. 
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10. ·Leaving out long-term factors, suppose there is increase in M and it is believed 
that this increase is transitory. Suppose further that decisions will now be undertaken on 
the basis of rational calculations. We can say that the ability of the State to increase directly 
the volume of employment will depend upon the total extent of employment yielding productive 
opportunities, in other words , upon the extent of available short-term schemes .. These short
term schemes should be profitable from the overall point of view at the new level of wage 
rates. 

II. In a private enterprise economy or in a mixed economy, the links are more tenuous._ 
An increase in 0 need not necessarily mean an increase in M. An increase in .M need not 
necessarily mean a fall in the prices of wage-goods. A fall in the prices of wage-goods need 
not necessarily mean a fall in money wages. A fall in money wages need not necessarily imply 
a fuller utilisation of capacity. Thus, there are a good number of slips between the cup 
and the lip. · 

12. Our entire analysis has proceeded on the assumption that there is some sort of conti
nuity of economic decisions. To the extent that a further decision depends upon a state of 
long-term expectations, no increase ·in employment will follow as a result of a fall in money 
wages. In an enterprise economy, it is not merely the potential availability of M that matters, 
but also the availability of credit. If credit supply is inelastic, then an increase in M may or 
may not be followed by an increase in employment. The supply of credit depends ~pon the 
banking practices and conditions governing distribution of capital which itself depends upon 
the potential creditworthiness of the borrowing parties. In an economy in which there is 
continuous growth, a substantial increase in M,. given other conditions, will lead to an increased 
credit supply, because not merely would more credit be demanded, but more of it would be 
forthcoming. If, on the other hand, conditions of continuous growth do not obtain, then 
there is no guarantee that the needs will be satisfied. Hence, there is no ipcrease in em
ployment. The problem of credit supply is, therefore, qualitative as well as quantitative. . 

13. There is no doubt that an increase in output of wage-goods 'Yould immediately show 
itself in the form of increased demand for all types of goods available within the wage-goods of 
the rural sector. Given profitable opportunities of further employment, the employment 
expansion can be had here, but if potential opportunities are meagre, then there is no relief to 
employment. The crucial factor is the availability of short-term productive opportunities. 
The lower the rate of interest, the greater the range of such opportunities actually available~ 
A dear money policy under conditions of abundant M will not help provide a solution to the 
unemployment problem. 

14. Would not a fall in money wages lead;o reduced demand ? There is no doubt that · 
under Keynesian conditions, this should be so. Under conditions of under-development 
equilibrium, a fall in money wages accompanying a fall in prices of wage-goods, which arises 
as a result of increased output of wage-goods, does not lead to a worsexiing of the conditions of 
workers. It, however, enables the increased M to be reflected in the form of increasing overall 
employment. 

15. As a resuh of the above discussion the following policy conclusions cau be derived 
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in regard to the current situation in India :-

I. (a) The increased marketable surplus must be reflected in the form of low food 
. I 

prices and low money wages. 

(b) There should be liberalisation of conditions governing credit expansion. 

(c) The state of long -term expectations must be rendered favourable from the point 
of view of the private sector. 

II. In the alternative, the State can itself directly get access to the matketable surplus 
thus short-circuiting the market mechanism and expand employment by utilis
ing labour on a number of short-term or medium-term schemes. The initiative 
may even be left to the local rural agencies. 

16. A positive policy of employment expansion must be based on an awareness of the 
working of the economic mechanism in an under-developed economy like that of India. The
Government of India has formulated plans for expansion of employment opportunities b~ 
about 12 million jobs. If the analysis in the text and in the Appendix is correct this target is 
only the st~tement of a wish and not a planned target. Expansion of employment in our eco
nomy requires efforts of a particular character of which there is little evidence in what is being 
done. It is not correct to consider-the unemployment problem as being remediable by only 
long-terr? measures. As shown above the problem is capable of solution here and now, if 
we are cle&r of the working of the economic mechanism in the present conditions of the 
country. 

APPENDIX V 

Policy Towards Labour Welfare Measures 

An important point of difference between the process of economic development of newly 
industrilllising countries like that of India and that of currently advanced countries during the 
periods when they industrialised, is the increasing importance that is given in the former coun
tries towards a number of labour welfare measures. The modem social conscience will not 
tolerate an iniquitous policy regarding labour. The question, however, is whether the wel
fare mexsures can be so timed and patterned that their impact on the rate of growth as well as 
on the pattern of growth can be transformed into the best desired type. 

2. In India, particularly in the post-independence period, a number of measures have 
been undertaken to improve the lot of the workers and strengthen their bargaining position 
vis-a-vis the employers. The form that thes! measures have taken cannot be said to be the 
best under the circumstances. The central difficulty here is that the welfare commitments have 
been imposed on individual undertakings or groups of undertakings and the burden of these 
commitments ismade to be dependent upon the strength of the labour force employed in these 
units. Further, a number of measures have been taken to prevent retrenchment without 
notice or without appropriate pay adjustments. The method for settling labour-capital 
disputes has resulted into a polarisation of the views between labour and capital on each of 
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the issues. These tendencies have cumulatively placed an additional premium on the 
employme!lt of capital-intensive methods. If the burden of labour welfare measures is trans
ferred to the State itself, the contribution from the different parties being taken through a 
system of general or discriminatory taxes, the special prejudices against the vtilisation of 
labour-intensive equipment can be overcome to some extent. The general pa~ern of policy 
in these issues may correspond to that which is being followed in the U.K. The Planning 
Commission or the Labour Ministry can send a team to the U.K. to make an intensive study of 
the methods of evolving a welfare state as in operation in the U.K. and to enquire into the 

· appropriate modifications that can be made under Indian conditions. There is some truth · 
in the statement that the labour welfare policy of the Government is indeliberatdy causing 
difficulties to labour itself. Further, while the interests of the employed labour force are 
being cared for, those of the employable but unemployed labour force are not being looked 
after. 

3· Another difficulty is that the method of settlement of labour-capital disputes has led to 
considerable uncertainty regarding the process of accumulation of reserves within. firrils. . In 
India as in advanced countries, the process of.internal accumulation has an important role to 
play in capital formation. To some extent, unproductive utilisation of funds . either in 
consumption or in investment, can be prevented if appropriate adjustments are made: 
in the labour policy. 

4· A reference has been made earlier to the need for safeguarding the interests of ihe un
employed workers. In advanced countries, where a well developed employment market already 
exists, standardisation of wage rates and methods of settling issues associated with labour~ -
do not have a corrosive effect on growth. In the case of India, however, the ~eed is to evolve, 
a policy suited to a country with heterogenous labour groups and types of employment oppor~ 
tunities. A policy of de-standardisation which would, within limits, permit considerable : 
wage differentials between regions and between groups of workers, would lead tQ a fuller ex-
tent of utilisation of economic opportunities. -- .. ~-· 

5· What about the wage policy ? It is obvious that, given fixed wages, a fall in the pri
ces of consumer goods would lead to a rise in the real income of the workers. The unemploy- · 
ed workers, however, may be willing to offer themselves for employm~nt at lower real wages.' 
The employed workers may not object to the procedure provided the reduction in their 
standard of living takes the form of higher prices of goods which they buy rather than that 
of a reduction in their pay packets. There is considerable scope for utilising the technique 
of indirect taxation or credit expansion to bring about a larger volume of employment and thus 
satisfy the labour interests without affecting their sensibilities. There is no doubt that the 
wage rates in India have tended to be inflexible downwards. An alterntive measure would be 
to permit differentials in wage rates and to follow, as stated earlier, a· policy of 
destandardisation. 

6. There is no doubt that the measures suggested above would help to increase the indirect . 
contribution from the employed workers towards economic development. . But,' then, under 
what conditions would the workers acquiesce in the above strategy ? The question here is 
the extent by which the consumption standards of the relatively well-to.;.do group in the eco
nomy can be regulated. This is the problem of incentives and is not incapable of solution. 



INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS OF A BOLDER PLAN WITH 
SPECIAL REFERENCE TO CHINA'S EXPERIENCE 

by 

DR. B. N. GANGULI 

What are the institutional implications of a process of economic development which 
would transform India's low-level economy into an expanding, high level economy within a ' 
short period of time ? It is proposed to answer this question in broad concrete terms in the 
course of this paper. 

It is commonly said that the hard core of unemployment in India is structural in charac
ter. All that this means is that the broad aim of planning must be to remove the structural 
defects of our economy which inhibit progress and to provide incentives which stimulate 
structural changes favouring progress. At this.point planning becomes interlinked with ins
titution~@.ge, i.e., transforming such socio-economic institutions as are incompatible with 
teChnological progress and creating new ~titutions through which a country can adapt itself 
to technological change and also ado;h ~-W:iin.strument of welfare. 

It is clear, however, that we cannot discuss the institutional changes involved unless we 
"know the character of essential structural changes in our economy. 

There .is coinmon agreement in the country that wide diffusion of industriallt_ctivity in 
the rural areas will redress the present unbalance of our economy and exert a steadying influence 
on the national industry as a whole. For this purpose location of industries has to be ra
tionally planned to conform to a pattern of self-accelerating economic development which 
the country needs to achieve a rapid increase in the standard of living, as well as a balanced 
tempo of development in the country as a whole. The elements of the new economic struc
ture which has to be built up may be defined as follows. 

( 1 l We have to imagine an economy resting on the interdependence of agriculture and 
industry and ramifying into a number of economic regions. 

(2) We have to start from the idea of an India divided into distinct economic regions 
and not into artificial administrative divisions. If States have to be recognized for ethnic, 
linguistic and socio-political reasons, there must be inter-State planning machinery for tackling 
the basic economic problems of an economic region which cuts across the political boundaries 

of two or roore States. 

(3) Each region will be required to aim at optimum utilization of its economic resources. 
Each will have a distinctive economic base and will specialise in those branches of production 
in which it enjoys differential advantages. 
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(4) It follows that the existing structure of trade and distribution which is irrational in 
many ways must change. 

(5) Each region must have not only a distinctive, but also a sufficiently wide, base of eco
nomic life. The emphasis should be on regional balance rather than speczalisation. This "" 
would involve encouragement, within limii.s, of centrifugal tendencies of economic develop
ment designed to level up the standard of living in different parts of the country through di-. 
versification of production. • 

(6) If the above propositions are accepted several basic policy decisions would follow.:-

(a) There must be, as far as possible, an even distribution of small, medium-sized and 
light industries throughout the country. Hydro-electric development, developmen1; of trans-\ 
port and general diffusion of an atmosphere of industrial pursuits will tend to create thi~ .. 
pattern. 

(b) Heavy industries must be located at"strategic points in the economy. To begin 
with, the same policy should be followed in respect of light industries as well. 

(c) Each region must be encouraged to have a sound raw material base and power base
an objective which is capable of being achieved within a decade in view of large-scale hydro-' 
electric development. 

(d) Broadbased industrialisation contemplated here would involve necessary changes in 
the demographic structure and in the economic organisation. Most of the economic activities 
subsumed under industrialisation depend upon a social envz'ronment in which population gets , 
locally concentrated at certain nodal points along well-developed lines of transpm;taJion. Policy 
implications of this may be stated as follows: -- -- · 

(i) Development of transportation on the bru:;is of regional ,Planning, high priority 1./' 

being_giyen to those lines of commu_nicati_oJl which will strengthen the growth --- - ------------ --·-----
of nuclei of industrialactivity in the countryside. ~ 

(ii) Development of nuclei of industrial activity in the rural areas on the. basis of 
establishment of small townsl!i~ having a sound and stable agro-industrial base. 
In a purely agricultural region population is_ much too dispersed for the eco
nomical distribution of water, or electricity or oU and sociai services. As soon 
as a working force is organised on the basis of minimum' con<.:entration fu small 
townships the unit cost of basic adjuncts of production and basic services will be - . . 
reduced and the community will begin to reap ec.onomic bem:fits associateJ 
with communication. . . 

A npcle~r_ to~nship must be located in each Community Development Block. This will_ 
ensure proper dovetailing of industrial and agricultural production at nuclear ¥'oints i~ 
0!9 p.c. , 
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our economy. There will be natural development of argo-industries. Small plants located 
in these township~ will strengthen the basis of cottage industries operating on a family basis 
in the villages. Thy will also supply raw materials, intermediate products and servicing and 
repair-facilities. They may by the products of cottage manufacture and undertake further 
processing and finishing of these products for sale in the .local market or even in wider mar
kets. Besides, processing of local agricultural raw materials and food products, including 
fruits, will be a useful line of activity. It is also possible to imagine the development of me-• 
chanised workshops and small mechanised units which can develop on the basis of decentrali-
sation of processes of large-scale industries not far from the nuclear townships or on the 
basis of manufacturing particular parts or components of these industries. The pattern of 
industrial development in these townships cannot be uniform all over the country and will 
depend upon local resources and potentialities. 

Development of nuclear townships will be a contrast to the kind of development which 
we have witnessed in the case of refugee townsl)lips. Industries located at the sources of raw 

v' materials and cheap labour must come first, and the labour force with necessary skill and training, 
depending on the types of industry planned, must move into the townships when industries 
are ready to receive them. 

These townships will become the medium through which industri:, atmos2.here will 
permeate the countryside. They will also be the channel through w 1ch energetic and 
enterprising workers shifting from agriculture would be initiated into the ways of modem 
technology without losing their moorings in the community life of the villages. It is in this 
way that there would be upgrading of labour and improvement in the quality of employment 
on a broad basis. 

These broad changes in- the structure of our economy which I consider essential in the 
j context of a bold plan of economic development have important implications by way of institu

tional chan:;es. I think that many of them will be induced changes but a good many of 
them must be autonomot{!_ctlang,c~ _ _which it is th~sk . .Q(plap.ning_N_hr_i_ng_a~out deliberately. ----
This paper deals with the latter type of institutional changes. 

There is no doubt that major structural changes in the Indian economy would need con
siderable expansion of the public sector of industry. To quote Government of India's 
Resolution on IndustrialPoHcy, datedthe 6th April 1948, "the State could contribute more 
quickly to the increase of national wealth by expanding its present activities wherever it is 
already operating and by concentrating on new units of production ". In order to indicate 
broadly the industrial fields in which the public sector should either expand, or into which it 
must enter, it is necessary to state the position in teryns of the Industrial Policy Resolution, 
keeping' in view the broa(l <;ategories Qf Indian industries1 which have cteveloped 

SQ f;:J,r, 
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Private enterprise in India has largely concentrated on (a) the development of light 
industries requiring low-grade skill (rubber, boots and shoes, jute, cotton textiles, soap, etc.) 
and (b) heavy industries requiring low-grade skill (cement and heavy chemicals). It has also 
shown considerabl~ interest lately in light industries requiring high grade skill. But this is a 
field in which thre are important gaps. Heavy industries requiring-high-grade skill are also a 
very important field in which private enterprise has shown interest and has achieved notable 
results in some cases. But here also large gaps have to be quickly filled. In the field of 
industries connected with resources development, public utility industries and heavy key in
dustries significant developments are possible only through expansion of State enterprise. 

It will be observed that the State has already acquired powers of regulation and control 
over wide fields of industry. But in many fields, particularly in the key sectors, control of a 

j regulatory kind will not achieve the purpose unless more positive ways of activising private 
enterprise are employed. Something will be said below about the institutional changes that 
will be clearly necessary. 

Even a cursory inspection of the chart given above shows that in certain key sectors 
private enterprise has to be eliminated: Some of the industries ancillary to defence indus
tries should not be left in the private sector. Exploitation of atomic minerals is a State monopoly. 
Exploitation of other basic minerals and development of mineral reserves should also belong 
to the State sector. Nationalisation of the coal industry also cannot be long delayed, unless 
it is found expedient to have a halfway house under which the coal industry can be compul
sorily organised into regional bodies providing for representation of workers and owners, a 
substantial degree of State control on the operation of these bodies and compulsory amalgama
tion of small collieries into bigger rationalised units of operation using modernized techniques 
of extraction. From the point of view of the primary necessity of unification of the transpor-

j tation system it is) necessary that road transport should be nationalised and integrated into 
railway transportation.* The State has also got to enter the field of transportation on inland 
waterways. Sea transportation may, however, be left to private enterprise, and has to be 
subsidised and controlled by the State in the public interest. With vast power generation 
schemes already completed, and nearing completion, the State must eventually have a mono
poly of generation and distribution of electricity. 

It is gratifying to note that in sector (4) including the heavy key industries, the exclusive 
·right of the State to start new undertakings has been exercised, and the units already started 
now form an important part of the State sector. The fertililzer industry, instead of being 
merely an industry ~ubject to State regulation and control, has now become one of the 
important State industries. Over the entire field of heavy key industries such industries 
as we have are predominantly State-owned and State-managed industries. · 

. 
*This question is di~cussed in some details below. 
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It is apparent that in the fields of heavy basic and light basic industries, with the excep
tion of the iron and steel industry, in which new State, units will cGm! into existence, the 
private sector is dominant. Here the State sector must not be content with mere regulation 
and control. It must enter the field and start new industries according to plan, keeping in 
view the targets· set under the Second Five Year Plan. ·Many of the industries would create 

vimportant external economics specially in the context of broad based indu~trialisation. · 

It is difficult to suggest that the State should enter the field of co~sumptio~ goods m
dust:r;ies. Rational regulation and control ought to be enough in the existing circurrista~~~s. 
There is, however, a case for the State entering the field of industries or sectors of industries 
catering for the export market. . · 

l .•·.· 

We may next define the nature of institutional arrangements required to put th~'. re·· · 
lations between the public and private sectors on a workable footing in the following man·-
ner :- J. i' ' 

(I) It is best to foster the feeling that there i3 really one sector, viz., the national sector_ 
and that both the public and private sectors must subserve the national interest. 

' . 

/il (2) To create this feeling it is necessary to avoid top heaviness and bur~aucracy in public 
, corporations and also the evils of the Managing Agency system in the. case of private joint
\ stock enterprise. 

(3) Workers' participation in industrial management is essential, if only because cen
tralisation of power and responsibility is an inherent evil of large-seal~ industrial organisa-
tion. 

(4) Since we assume a qecentralised economic organisation, co-ordinated by a cost and 
price system, in order to realize the full advantages of such a syste~ the managers of State 
industries must be free to experiment with new products, alternative methods 'ot production 
and cOmbinations of factors of production. They must be made to realize their responsibi
lities. This is possible only where their remuneration in some way reflects their success or 
failure as rilanagers. Otherwise the attempt to check irresponsibility from above will lead to 
bureaucratic regulation which will sap initiative. A system· of fixed salaries, depending upon 
the size of business, supplemented by bonuses based on certain indices of efficiency as well as 
p.romotion by selection would be the appropriate safeguards. . 

(5) To put private and State enterprise on a competitive footing in ~ommon field~! pri~e 
should approximate to marginal cost in the case of increasing..:cost goods and average eosts 
in the case of diminishing-cost goods. The surplus earned by private . enterprise on. the 
sale of diminishing-cost goods should be appropriated by · the State by· . fiscal means 
for financing development- · · ' 1 
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(6) Attempts should be made, as in New China, to rely on forms of organisation which 
bring together the State and private enterprise in a common undertaking.* They are called 
in New China State Capitalist enterprises, which are operated through the link-up or co
operation between the socialist sector and the capitalist sector under the control of the State. 
First, there is joint operation of State and private enterprise. Second, there are intermediate 
forms based on the State placing orders for processing jobs for finished goods, making cen
tralised_purchases and underwriting the marketing of production. Thirdly, there are the 
lower forms based on State purchase of products and State agencies acting as selling agents. 
In the field of commerce there have also emerged several forms of State capitalism, such a~ 
State-private joint operation, purchasing agencies, marketing agencies, buying from State
owned enterprises at wholesale prices and retailing at officially fixed prices. Some of these 
forms of organisation would be useful if the State in India enters the field of trade and distri
butioa. 

According to the testimony of the Chinese, " State capitalism " has shown the following 
advantages :-. 

(a) This institution has eliminated "labour-capital conflicts within the internal 
ranks of capitalist enterprise ", which, in spite of high levels of productive effi
ciency in certain private industries, were" in a state of paralysis"**." To make 
the masses of workers feel interested in their own labour and be prepared to raise 
their labour productivity, raise the quality of their products and reduce produc
tion costs-these conditions have been very markedly reflected in the highest 
form of State capitalism, viz., State-private, jointly operated enterprises ". 

(b) State capitalist enterprises have conformed to plan targets, developed their highest 
economic potential and have" achieved equilibrium between supply, production 
and marketing" •. 

(c) These enterprises have developed a norm of production, management and control 
and '' uniformity in operation of enterprises similar in nature and size ". 

(d) They have operated on a profit-earning basis. 
I 

(e) Two forms of State capitalist enterprise favoured in New China are: (1) that based on 
cooperation between private-medium and small factories with large State capitalist 
factories ; and (2) that based on private stores acting as sales agents for St.lte-owned 
enterprises in special lines of goods. Such institutional arrangements would 
be found useful in India if small industries and enterprises are to be strengthened 
as part of the programme of building up a " Socialistic pattern of Society " . 

. *In 195:3 private industry and commerce between them gave employment to 3,800,000 works and 
J shop assistants and formed an important economic sector of the Chinese economy. · 

•• This and subsequent quotations in this section of the paper have been taken from an 
address of Li Wei-han, vice-chairman, committee of Financial and Economic Affairs, Go
vernment Administration Council. 
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U) In New China it is recognized that "should there be disputes between the two par
ties (State and private enterprise) over major issues they shall be referred to the re

levant authorities for settlement ". 

(7) Private enterprise, if it is to operate efficiently, must have a reasonable level of profit 
guaranteed to it in a planned and regulated economy. In New China the guiding principle 
was laid down (in September, 1953) as follows:-

Gross profits are to be split up into four shares : " (1) Income-tax payable to the 
State; (2) contribution to the general reserve of the enterprise, (3)payment ofwelfare bonus 
to the employees and (4) Interest and bonus payments to capital (induding remuneration to 
its agents). The payment of interest and bonus to capital may take up about 25 per. cent of the 
profits available for distribution. In certain enterprises where production is carried on pro
perly and where the distribution of profits is rational, should the payment as interest and· 
bonus to capital exceed the above-mentioned level, it may be continued".* · 

(8) Establishment of harmonious relations between the public and private ·sectors and 
building up what has been called the ' national sector ' require the organization of trade and / 
industry into a deliberative body on a national scale. The experience of New China in this 
connection is instructive. The Chinese have organised a " Federation of industry and 
Commerce " with a constitution and membership of 640 representing State firms, coopera
tives and public private joint companies. Grouping of industrial and commercial represen
tation has already been completed in 28 provinces, 14 big cities and 1913 counties and small i 

./ towns. These local groups have been formed into permanent federations under the direc-
tion of the local Bureaux of Commerce. An important object of such an institution is to study 
problems of capital, profit, taxation, accounting system and, above all, the relaiion of private 
firms to State firms. · 

(9) The Government of India have done very little to implement its Industrial Policl 
Resolution of 1948 in the matter of training a cadre of managerial personnel for State enter:./ 
prises. Implementation of a bolder Second Five Year Plan is out Qf the question unless the 
required personnel with requisite business ability is available. The Chinese have faced 
this problem too, and they have relied on what they call State Capitalism under which private 
capitalists " have an opportunity to contribute and develop their talent in management or 
technique ". 

In India, as in New China, there is a vast private sector in the cuntryside which can no 
longer be left to the devices of anarchical individual operation of farms an<l other productive / 
enterprises. I shall touch on certain broad institutional changes which are absolutely essen
tial in the near future in these fields. . · · 

*Private businessmen themselves admit that 1953 wt~s their most profitable year since the beginning 
of the .present regime.. A survey of 2~0 firms in S~anghai showed that 95 · per c:ent earned net· 
profit m 1953. as agamst 54 per <;eqt \n 1952, (GJ,z~q Nrw~ Analysis? Hongkong, June 18, r9H.) 
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In the field of agriculture neces~ary institutional changes may be indicated as follows:-

, (1) Release of productive forces in the countryside through the abolition of interme-
._,; diary rent-receivers on a rational basis. While the principle of " land to the tiller" is a 

sound one, it must be recognized_ that owing to scarcity of land and capital various forms of 
sub-tenancy, co-i)artnership and crop-sharing arrangements have come into existence, which 
hold together the precarious structure of agricultural production. While it is logical to 
eliminate the functionless owner it is necessary to assess the degrees of functionlessness 
and decide upon the permissible degree of functionlessness or exploitation as determined 

• by local circumstances and the size of the agricultural surplus population. 
. . 

(2) Where the first phase of land reform has been completed or is contemplated the 
economic position of the pea.:;ant must be sustained byQ_nstitutions supplying seeds, manure, 
short-term credit, implements,. irrigation facilities and m1rketing facilitie3. The:re 
institutions must grow within the framework of the Community Development Organisation. 
The recommenda~ions of the Rural Credit Survey Committee should be implemented. 

I Nationalisation of the Imperial Bank is a, good preparatory step. Each State should set up a 
Central Lat?:c!.Mortgage Bank, as the Rural Credit Survey Committee has recommended • ..----

(3) The attempts on the part of landlords to extend the area under personal cultivation 
by subterfuges, to eject tenants and treat them as tenants-at-will must be stopped. 

(4) If no ceilings on holdings are fixed at a very early date we shall merely be replacing 
the class of feudal landlords by another exploiting class which is only technically a cla:.s of 
peasant proprietors, but shows all the undesirable features of landlordism and accentuates 
class <;onflicts in the rural society. 

(5) Just as the State has claimed the right to transfer to another management an indus
trial undertaking if it is inefficiently and dishonestly managed, in the same way the State m.1y 
also acquire the right to transfer a holding which is inefficiently cultivated or neglected or badly 

,/ managed to anothe.r person provided that fair compensation is paid. 

( 6) The incidence of rent has to be rationalised pari passu with 
land revenue assessment. 

rationalisation of 

(7) There must be rational crop-sharing contracts so long as crop-sharing persists in 
consequence of the high pressure of the population on land. 

(8) From the point of view of planning the minimum institutional requirement in agri-
/ culture is the develop~en!_of semi-socialized cooper:_ative~. It is suggsted that redistribution 

of land after theftxation of ceilings or allotmentof ~eclaim~ land must take place on the basis 
of compulsory formation of cooperatives. In this respect the experience of agrarian rtOr
ganisation in New China would be found instructive. In New China the transition to co
operative farming is a phased programme. First, they organise ad hoc mutual aid groups for 
a season. Late~ these teams grow into full-year mutual aid groups with some pooling of im
pleme~ts. Finally, there is pooling of land for cultivation, private ownershi? being retaine~ 
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and rent being paid to the landowner. This is the stage of cooperative farm management. 
Mutual aid groups in 1954 embraced 47,90o,ooo farmers, i.e., 43 per cent of the agricultural 
population. It is not known how many of them were full-year mutual aid groups. On the 
other hand, in 1954 there were 14,000 cooperatives with. 273,000 farmer members.· The 
target for 1957 is 8oo,ooo cooperatives covering about 20 per cent, of farmers. The main 
instruments are propaganda and persuasion. We ha]:e to seriously consider whether a be
ginning should not be made in India with more elementary _forms of cooperative effort on the ' 
basis of mutual aid. .) 

It should be pointed out that rural cooperatives in New China are really multi-purpose"' 
cooperatives. They lend or sell seeds, prescribe the methods of cultivation, determirle the 

/ time of harvesting, buy up the crops, fix prices, sell s~lt, fertilizer~ and industrial products, 
and, when funds are short, lend them money. The cooperatives are the subordinate·agencies 
of the Government departments of food, taxation and trade. · Their operations are coordi
nated with Government State trading agencks handling cloth, food and other essential pro-· 
ducts. Thus cooperatives are an instrumentfor controlling both the income and t:xpenditure I 
of peasants-a function which is most valuable in the context of actual . or potential 
inflationary pressure in the economy. 

The, institutional changes in the field of rural industry may now bf" broadly indicated .. 

I attach a great deal of importance to the development of nuclear townships as the spear-' 
head of basic technological progress and basic industrialisation. They wiii-;;t the pattern 
of structural changes in the Indian economy which can sustain a process of high level eco-I 
nomic development. They are calculated to lessen the social and economic dis_tance between 
the rural and the urban sectors. They are the. only means by which we can ensure decentra
lisation of economic power and, as far as possible, even economic developr:o.ef).t, and "avoid 
the conflict between the urban and the rural classes. 1 imagine that the future of.democracy 
in India is bound up with the kind of development that I am visualizing. ' . --

If these propositions are accepted then I suggest that here is an iniportant field for State 
initiative and enterprise. · The State has to create external economies for thes~uclear town· 
ships which will be centres of what is called agro~~try. It is ne~essary to ptaii-these 
centres not merely in the context of existing lines of communications. It will also be ne
cessary to plan road and railway development with a view to exploiting the rich potentialities .; 
of zones which are inaccessible. It may be possible to link up the planning of th~ centres 
with the ~~e_!l!i~l!!ies of river-valley development and development of ffiineral resources or 
f~rest_resourc_e~. --One~ these centres--com~ int~ erlstence oothe-·ba.sis-ofprior plrumhig -of 
industries and occupations to be located there, they will attract private enterprise. '""Indeed 
prior planning may proceed on the basis of joint consultation and agreement between the 
State and private entrprise. Retired men in State service who have been-technicians or in- the 
professions and enterprising. landlords who seek economic rehabilitation after the abolition of 
landlordism will find scope for their creative talent in these nuclear town:.hips. . If private 
enterprise is lacking it would be worthwhile for the State · to start .industries in' these· · 
zg PC. 
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townships till they are taken over by private enterprise. I imagine that these townships can 
be largely organised on the basis of comparatively quick turn-over of capital. In fact a con
siderable part of the investment will be of the revolving type over a period of time. This is 
prec;isely an important field in which the proposed IndusLrial Development Corporation can 
operate to best advantage~ If it is too much for it to take this line of activity in its stride, it 
should be possible to organise a specialised institution to undertake this job. 

It would be necessary to encourage the formation of s;:ooper~ives for small and even 
. medium-sized industries in the nuc~ear townships. Dominance of powerful capitalist ele
ments should not extend beyond the light industries and bigger workshops which may, in 
particular circumstances, be located in a certain township. It would clearly be necessary 
to minimise social stratification and .class conflicts in these townships. Otherwise there is a 
danger of their gradual disintegration. 

This brings us to the problem of the institutional arrangements which are needed to put 
.. our c~dustries and hand~~ sound basis of economical operation. They may 

be consi~eredbroadly in the light of the remarkable experience which the Chinese have 
gained in this field over a number of years even before the establishment of the m w regime. 

I 
ln New China. Government gives active assistance to industrial cooperatives in the form of 
(a) loans, (b) raw materials and (c) government orders. There are no guaranteed prices 
~. such. But there is certainty of markets, and, besides, prices are expected to be favourable, 
because Government is prepared to buy in bulk. There is overall planning of production 
~ cottage industries. If Government wishes to discourage production in certain lines it with-
holds positive assistance mentioned above. Government policy in relation to small and 
cottage industries is uniform and. does not discriminate between production for export and 
production for the home market. There has been remarkable development of certain cot
tage industries catecing for the export market, such as the famou~ brocade industry of Nanking 

J and the main industries of Hangchow-tea, silk rearing and silk-weaving. The State affords 
financial assistance, supplies materials and buys the finished product of small workers both 
in the tea and silk industries. There is an important institution in New China which we 
may organise in India with advantage, viz. that of grading of exports of handicrafts by an ins
pectorate set up by Government. It should also be possible to organise a processing and 
finishing factory for exports to ensure quality and uniformity of standard. There is such a 
factory in Tientsin. 

In subsequent paragraphs it is proposed to discuss the nature of possible institutional 
changes ~hich are essential for maintaining the balance of our economy in the context of a 
bold plan. 

In this context we see more clearly the institutional implications of implementing, for 
examp~e, a Rs.Ib,ooc;> trore plan when our approach to plannins is 'financial '1 rather than 
cphysjca,l ', ~ . 
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It is necessary, first, to pose the problem in the form of the following propositions ~ 

(I) In any economic plan, whether it is a totalitarian plan or a co~bination of planning 
with free price formation (which at best _is possibl! in India in the present circumstances, ideo
logy apart),, the circulation of money against goods mus~ be carefully controlled. 

(2} The balance between the two is achieved ·when the sum-total of purchasing-power 
flowing into the market during a period OUt of individual incomes is equal tO the SUm of prices· 
of all consumption goods offered for sale during the same period. The totiu value of q:m- . 
sumption goods is equal to the total value of all goods produced less the deductions for new . 
capital formation and for social consumption. On· the other hand, the si.un distributed as 
personal incomes equals the earnings of factors of production less deductions for new capital. 
formation and social consumption.· Since the sum of all prices equals the sum of all earnings 
of factors of producti~n, in principle the sum of purchasing power given by these equations 
will ensure internal balance. 

(3) In practice if we have a combination of planning· with free price formation several 
circumstances will upset the balance :- ' . 

,(a) Consumers may vary the rate of expenditure of purchasing power in an unforeseen 
manner. 

(b) There will be unplanned variations in economic activity in th~ private seCt:~r as 
the result of which there will be changes in the prices of goods pJ;.Oduced in this 
sector and consequent unplanned changes in the general price level. 

(c) Variations in the real turnover in the private sector will cause variations in the 
rate of expenditure of purchasing power or demand. for mone-y. 

(d) Since the velocity of circulatipn of-money will be different in the pu9lic and pri
vate sectors movement of money between them will ~pset the monetary circula-

tioo. •· 

(e) Since we have assumed a combination of planning with free price formation the 
planning authority can, with a few exceptions, only issue general directives as· 
regards prices and quantities. Prices and quantities would, by and large, be 
allowed to adjust themselves. Thus variations in prices will occur through unfore
seen changes on the demand side or on the supply side. 

(f) It should be noted that changes in price; due to changes in the conditions of de
mand and supply will be exactly balanced by changes in the. earnings of fact('rs of · 
production. There will thus be a change in the level of prices and in the quan
tity of money in circulation. But the internal balance· of the e<;onomy will not be 
upset. 

(c) It is the changes in the unspent margin or the rate of ~xpenditure of purcha-;ing• 
power which are mostly to be droaded. - _ 
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What safeguards can we possibly have against this danger ? The answer to this ques
tion is very crucial specially if we seek to rely on deficit spending for financing a bold plan. 

In New China it has been found crucial for the State to have direct means of. neutralising 
changes in the velocity of circulation of money particularly through control of savings. Ready 
~h, wherever in existence, is mobilised. Every enterprise has to submit its cash and credit 
plan. No enterprise is allowed to withdraw money unless there are actual purchases and 
payments to be made. Cash holdings of the public are reduced to the minimum. They 
cannot be used for speculation. There have been powerful national savings drives to mop 
up surplus purchasing power., At the same time the State controls the volume of goods flow
ing into the market through State trading enterprises. Open market operations designed 
to stabilise prices of cominodities have been the mainstay of the internal balance of the eco
nomy. In this connection it may be pointed out that Chinese rural_ cooperatives in alliance 
with the rural branches of the People's Bank of China (China's Central Bank) bave played an 
important part in regulating the income and expenditure of the vast masses of the population 
in the rural sector of the economy. In New China economic experts speak of Three Balances: 

(I) balance of State revenue against State expenditure, 

(2) balance-st:. bank receipts against -payments, and 

(3) balance of the .supply of essential commodities against the d<(mand. 

In a planned economy in \\hich a good deal" of personal consumption is of the nature of 
communal consumption it is possible for the State to regulate personal consumption to a 
considerable extent. This is not the situation in Irrdia. There is, therefore, no alternative 
'to institutional arrangements for (I) operating on the supplies of essential goods and services 

[ 

through Stat~conducted and/or State-regulated trading and distribution, and for (2) operat
ing directly on consumers' money demand through control of_ savings and other techniques. 
The nature of these institutional arrangements are considered next. 

State trading may take various forms. The State may enter the private sector of trade 
as an important elem~nt so as to establish its price-leadership. It may establish monopoly of 
trading in essential commodities. It may not itself conduct trading, but may control and , 
regulate trade in the public interest through _ movement control, transport allocation, price 
control, allocation of licences or quotas_ for supplies, moral persuasion, import of supplies 

·from foreign countries to _bring down rising prices, etc. 

State trading as an important part. of the public sector of the economy serves the two
fold purpose of planning. ·_ In the first place, it is an important source of public revenue and 

....&apital formation. Thus State trading appeals to backward, primary-producing economies 
depending for their prosperity on export of raw materials, because the enormous profits on 
trade in essential strategic raw materials in a period of raw material boom can tring much
needed r~venue which, in the ab~mce of domestic capital formation, may l:e used tor. basic 
economic development. In New China, on the other hand, State-conducted internal trade 

. has becomt• an important source of public revenue. Thus the income from State-owned 
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enterprises, including State trading corporations, has increased from 34 .o8 per tent of total 
revenue in 1950 to 69.07 per cent of total revenue in 1954· -

In the second place, State trading is a means of operating on market supplies of essential 
commodities and on market demand with the object of st~bilizing prices and curbing in
flationary pressures. In an expanding economy in which a good deal ofphysical capital_for
mation is going on these inflationary pressures are inherent . in t_he situation particularly 
where the State resorts to deficit financing on a large scale. 

One must not forget, however, that maximising profits on internal trade for the sake 
of miximising resour~s -available for economic development may not necessarily be con
sistent with internal economic balance. In New China, for example, in recent years: the prices 
of manufactured products were pitched high not only to adjust short supplies to demand but 
also to raise revenue, but prices in the agricultural sector, being determined mainly under· 
conditions of free competition, were at comparatively low levels, thus giving rise to the 
'scissors phenomenon ' and distortion of the price structure. That is perhaps. one of the 
reasons why State trading based on monopoly procurement and rationing of food was es
tablished in New China in 1953. 

Fixation of prices as a dual-purpose instrument of control-as an instrument of taxation 
and as a means to stabilization of prices-is a difficult instrument to handle. It need., a. vast, 
alert and incorruptible organisation. In principle, the margin within which price variation 
would be permitted has to be fixed with reference to the elasticities of supply and demax\d in 
the case of individual commodities. But in practice operations on the market will' be 

. governed by the stock position. If there is an element of taxation in price-fi~ing the problem 
becomes complicated, although it is not insoluble. In any case the financial backing of S~ate 
trading must be so substantial that there should be no possibility of spc.culation on its break
down or of speculation on the e%:haustion of stocks. That the difficulties involved in State 
regulation of supplies and prices through State trading are real is Indicated by the fact that 
in New China where there are State trading monopolies in respect of most of the ,essential 
commodities there has periodically arisen the problem of" correct price policy " and "re
assessment of commodities" on the basis of classifying goods into " goods of good sale, dep~ess
ed goods, residue, inferior and spoilt goods 1'. What has. also happened is that while the Gov
ernment has fixed the margins between wholesale and retail prices, in some places the two' 
have been identical and in others retail prices have been below wholesale prices. 

In India it will be clearly necessary to have State-regulated trading combined with 
State-conducted trading in at least essential commodities like foodgrains and cloth, and also 
raw cotton and perhaps sugar. Since prices of cereals and cloth ha~e a .strategic positi~n in 
our price-structure large reserves of cereals and cloth hav~ to be built up. Since cloth prices 
depend on the price of raw cotton buffer stocks of raw cotton have also to be built up. Iri 
fact an essential part of physical capital formation must take the form of . these commodities· 
at the initial stage. Full advantage should be taken of the pre~ent trend of low prices of 
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these commodities at home and abroad. By building up reserves we should be able to court
teract the present agricultural depression and the operation of the ' scissors phenomenon ', 
and to impart to the economy a basic buoyancy that is needed now. At the same time we shall 
have ready at hand an instrument 'Vith which we can sustain internal balance. 

It· would also be necessary to control personal consumption by ~anning or rigidly limiting 
. luxury imports and domestic production of a large variety of consumer goods and of luxury 

goods. 

One particularly unobstrusive way in which we may seek an offset to inflationary pre~~ure 
would be to rely on services and the use of fixed equipment which is not consumed in use. 
In this case the commodity sold is produced as it is required and not in anticipation of con
sumption, and the supply can te varied a great deal without any change in the use of labour 
and Q.ther scarce means of production. 

Let us next turn to the question of possible institutional arrangements designed to ,control 
consumers' money demand through control of savings and other techniques. 

In New China banking has become a basic instrument of planning. Without control of 
savings and investment in the vast private sector it is not possible in a country like India or 
China to achieve an iD,ternal balance in the context of a bold plan. In New China the basic 
financial policy, as stated in 1950, was "to absorb more deposits, to set up more Treasury 
branches and to carry out effective transfer of funds", and it was implemented by People's 
Bank of China, China's Central Bank, There was concentrati~n in this institution of (1) 
deposits, (2) bill clearing and (3) credit. But obviously it could not become~ centre of bill 
clearings unless all monetary transactions were channelled through it; and when this hap
pened naturally deposits were mobilised in the People's Bank of China. The essence of 
monetary control was, therefore, cash control. All State enterprises, public .organs, military 
units and cooperatives were required to make over as deposits all their cash and bills, except 
a working balance, and to submit periodically a schedule of receipts and disbursements on the 
basis of which their need for withdrawal of cash could be assessed. The People's Bank, 
therefore, became. the centre of bill clearings and transfer of accounts. Short-term credit 
transactions were also centralised. This kind of cash control was eminently successful in 
reducing both the quantity and velocity of circulation of money during a period of hyper-
inflation. ' · 

In New China's budget of 1950 as much as 18.7 per cent of tot~ expenditure was un
covered deficit .. 38.4 per cent of the deficit was planned to be met by the issue of public 
bonds and 61.6 per cent by overdrawing from the Central Bank. The overdraft was matched 

. to. some extent by the mobilization of surplus purchasing power by, the People's Bank through 
the device of cash control. The net effect of both was relaxation of inflationary pressure. 

In India owing to differences in circumstances it is not necessary for the Reserve Bank 
·of India to perform the functions of commercial banks. But thert is no doubt -that it must 
serve as an instrument of planning by integrating and coordinating its activities with the na
tionalised Imperial Bank of India. The spearhead of advance in the direction of cash control 
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and deployment of credit should ,be the Imperial Bank of India with its branches in towns 
and in the countryside. If this kind of combination is worked out it would l?rovide the ins
titutional basis for minimum monetary control that is needed. 

r 
In China the savings drive is a national institution backed by the political. power and 

authority of the State. Since there is austerity all round the appeal to patriotic sentiment 
. and persuasion yields results. Sale of Victory Bonds, savings deposits in real terms, savings 
deposits with lottery tickets in rural areas, patriotic savings deposits, compulsory insurance · 
for State and cooperative properties and for passengers and semi-compulsory insurance for · 
bullocks, jute, cotton, drilling of wells and transportation of goods, accident insurance, fire· 
insurance, fishermen's insurance and insurance for crops of wheat and rice are some of the 
means of mobilising savings: 

Rural cooperatives in New China in close cooperation with the rural branches of the 
People's Bank of China have been contributing to the savings drive in the rural areas. During 
the period of national emergency there has been assignment of savings according to adminis
tration units in villages and utmost moral pressure has been exercised on the masses to tap 
their potential savings. A percentage of sale proceeds of crops has been apportioned for 
savings. Banks have tied deposits to rural loans and. even withheld part of each loan as a 
savings deposit. Farmers did not start depositing on a large scale till 1952. The 9overn
ment now offers them special interest rates at harvest time when they are selling their crops 

, to the Government. 10 to 15 per cent per month is paid on deposits kept for one or two-, 

months ; I5 per cent is paid on deposits for 3 to 6 months. Deposits may be held for one to 
6 months. Although there is a minimum, yet there is no maximum. Interest on deposits 
made at harvest time is tax-free. The deposits may be made in cash or in kind at a b{anch of 
the People's Bank or ·at a cooperative. To simplify banking business the devosit is n?t 
personal and the name of the person does not appear on the denosit notes, though::tbey are not 
negotiable. Farmers are told that the money deposited will be utilized for industriai develop
ment which will benefit agriculture. The Communist Party, Youth Corps and Women's 
Organisations participate in the campaign. The purpose of special rates of interest and of 
appeals to farmers is to eliminate hoarding of m<;mey in the rural areas, which has large . 
inflationary potential in a country of millions of peasant farmers. The rural cooperative 
which buys agricultural produce for the Government and sells farmers' requirements also 
plays a very important role in regulating the income and expenditure of the peas~ts, apart 
from contributing to the mobilization of savings in rural areas. 

India can learn much from the Chinese experience in the field of mobilization of savings 
particularly in the rural 'areas. The branches of the nationalised Imperial Bank in close 
cooperation with cooperative banks operating under its leadership and control can provide the . 
machinery of rural finance and mobilization of small savings. Neither postal savings banks, 
nor cooperatives of the type that exist in villages, nor the branches of th~ Imperial Bank by 
themselves can provide the net-work of financial institUtions which the ca.untry will need if 
it is going to implement a bold plan. 
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In New China State insurance is an important source of revenue as well as an important 
means of mobilizing savings. Nationalization of insurance may not be seriously considered 

( 
in India in \iew of the fact that the major part of the investments of insurance companies is in 
Government of India securities. But there is a strong case for extending the sphere of opera
tions of postal insurance to cover wider, though still restricted, categories of ins~rs. 

' 

An important kind of institutional change that is called for in the conte.'tt of co-ordinated 
and planned economic development is unification of transport. Railway development in 
India has been prompted by ~nistrative and commercial considerations. The railways 
hav~ therefore, grown as an uncoordinated system. ·There are about 30 per cent of metalled 
roads in India parallel to railways, and 4 8 per cent of railways have metalled roads parallel with 

J them and within 10 miles. Thus while vast stretches of the coun~ar\~ithout roads, there 
is needless duplication of transport facilities in many parts of India. ere is already the 
problem of rail-road coordination, while the country ought to be thinking of a wider extension 
of the transport network. Water transport has not developed where it is economical and 
is hampered by monopolistic practices of the carriers · themselves or by competition with 
railways, which also hamper-S in many cases the railways themselves. Internal waterways 
have not developed because the isolated efforts of the States have pro\·ed ineffective. If one 

f State tries to improve the navigability of a river-system when the main river passes through a 
\ number of States, its efforts are likely to be largely frustrated by the schemes of na\igation 
I and irrigation executed by States having jurisdiction over the upper reaches of the river. 

The remedy for the existing state of affairs can only be found in radical institutional 
changes which I would like to state as follows :- • 

(1) Development, planning, coordination and operation of the country's transport 
system must be vested in a central- authority. 

(2) R~ must develop as .feeders to railways according to regional pLins of develop
ment= particularly the development of nuclear townships. 

(3) Since roads are seldom remunerative in the sense in which railways are, possibilities 
of traffic alone cannot determine the extent and direction of road development. 

(4) There must be intensive development of i_nland water transport. 

(5) All transport in India mus.J be under the authority of a single State-owned enterprise 
which may be called the Indian Transport Corporation which would sell transport of all 
kinds. We may think of it as a unified enterprise operating all kinds of transport. 

~ (6) On payment of a stipulated charge the consignee may use any form of transport and 
-.-should be free to use a special form of transport on paJmem of a surcharge. 

-'. 
{7) It should be seriously considered whether the proposed Indian Transport Cor

poration should not adopt the basis of a uniform ton mile rate for goods and a uniform mileage 
./rate for ·passengers, allowance ben~g '!'ade for special costs. In the case of goods terminal 

costs can be separated from forwarding costs. Since long hauls mean fuller use of rolling 
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stock, the rate should fall as distance increases. There should be higher rates for small con
signments which involve more handling and use of rolling stock below capacity. Higher 
rates may be charged for goods requiring special care or risks. Passenger fares and amenities 
should, be the same for users of both road and railway transport; and all passengers should be 
admitted to t~e fastest means of transport. 

(8) Roads should be. built and maintained by a special authority. 

Rapid development of resources, particularly those connected with con~tructional activi
ties and development of industries and tertiary services in various regions, raises. the whole 
problem of division of labour from the institutional angle. A good deal of mobility of labour. 
is presupposed by economic progress, specially when the latter means rational adju~Jtment 
of manpower to expanding economic opportunities that are created. Our sociaf conditions 
impede a free or any other labour system. Mobility in response to economic demand does 
not operate in a manner which ensures economic adjustment. There has- always been in 
India a close relation between division of labour and other basis of distinction and stratification, . 
such as caste and kinship systems. In Western countries, as Durkheim says, ever increasing 
division of labour, specialisation and interdependence have not guaranteed social solidarity. 
In India.~ have neither social mobility, nor a developed system of diviSiori.-·orta&our, 'nor I 
social solidarity. The dice is heavily loaded against progress in response to modern tech
nological change. Radical institutional changes in tliese respects have to occur if we have to 
benefit by technological progress. 

9ne way of inducing social change that is needed and of also com~leting our· vast cons
truction projects quickly is to organise a trained and disciplined national labour force which, 
like the armed services, does not recognise differences of caste or community and which can 
be deployed all over the country like a vast mobile force imbued with patriotic emulation to 
undertake and complete in record time prgjects of national construction. People belonging 
to the depressed classes should form the bulk of this force. The idealistic youth of .this 
country may easily form a powerful element in 'this force as members of the techniCal, super
visory and teaching cadres. The Indian army, as the People's Army in New China, may 
very well find scope for its wonderful capacity for leadership, discipline and hard and sus
tained war in peaceful constructive activities in collaboration with the civilian labour force. 
The national labour force that I contemplate should not be a voluntary labour Service corps 
which may operate on small projects for short periods, although I am not ruling out enlist
ment in an honorary capacity. 

This brings us to the basic problem of incentives required for rapid progress in many , 
fields on a broad front. I need hardly say that distributive justice,' i.e., equitable distribu~ ~ ~ 
tion of the burdens and bene~ts of economic development is one of the important conditionin1 

incentives. Under the existing conditions the monetary incentive in the form of higher 
muneration for factors of production is unlikely to create the necessary conditions 
which production can expand without releasing inflationary forces. An undercf 
country when it seeks expansion of output under the stimulus· of monetary inceP' · 
imestfaces a crisis of production. The incentive for increasing production 

29 p.c. 
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/ weak, because a producer feels that it will create a glut and bring down prices. On the other 
hand, withholding of productive .power yields higher gross earnings on a low turn-over at 
high prices, while it involves less production and consequent saving of effort. The distribu
tive system, i.e., the income structure in the society, as Wl. know it in India, is to a large ex
tent the result of a whole network .of deliberately created scarcities. Thus the limitation of 
the output of one commodity deflates the demand for other commodities, and when inflated 
costs due to restrictions are passed on through the various steps of production, there is cumu
lative withhclding of productive power resulting in the slowing down of the economic ma
chine. This is ill fact a serious problem in a low-level economy characterised by shortages and 
bottlenecks. The difficulty can be surmounted only when the State can create the psy
chological conditions and institutions which are appropriate to the optimum utilisation of 
our hUe resoll!ces. Groups and combinations in the field of industry and trade are an ins
titutional factor which is inconsistent with the so-called competitive social order. In India 
the problem is· complicated by the immaturity of capitalism and the dominance of a feudal 
social structure which are both inconsistent with reasonably free competition and the release 
of productive power which is ~up posed to flow from it. At the same time the role of power 
and authority in the contemporary organization of labour unions and industrial enterprises 

{ is"something which has to be reckoned with. We have still to discover the institutional ar
\ rangements by which either the necessary equipoise or the necessary counterpoise can be 
. established in the interest of sustained and frictionless economic development. 

I am convinced that the present §tate of employer-employee relations is not conducive 
to· the- implementation of a bold plan of economic development.· The existing machinery 
of conciliation and ·arbitration has, on the whole, shown its futility. We have to get back to 
the machinery of collective bargaining as the first step. I am an unrepentent believer in 
self-governinent in industry. I alllaWare that the ~xperiment of Works Committees has not 
succeeded. But the failure is due not only to the ignorance of workers but also to lack of 
spirit of collaboration between the employer: and the employee. I think that the experiment will 
succeed if industry develops, away from the existing industrial centres, in the rural areas in 
nuclear townships in which the scale of operation of industries will not be large, the problems 
of manag~ent and technique will not be beyond the reach of the worker's intelligence and 
an atmosphere of community life will be possible. Even as things are, once broad principles 
are laid down for the distribution of gross profits, there is no reason why better discipline 
cannot be imposed on both capital and labour in the interest of the community. In this 
connection I may refer to the experience of New China in the field of capital-labour relations. 
As already said, acrording to the Government's directive of 1953 gross profits are split 

\

up into four shares-{1) Income-tax payable to the State, (2) Contribution to reserve, 
(3) payment of welfare bonus to employees, and (4) interest and bonus payments to capital. 
{including remuneration to its agents). The share of interest and bonus to capital is fixed at a 
"minimum of 25 per cent of profits after taxation, provided that the share may be higher in 
enterprises "where production is carried on properly and the distribution of profits is ra-

. tional ,,_ Once these principles of allocation of gross profits are laid down, it is the bounden 
duty of .the worker to abide by discipline and contribute his best to the increase of labour 
productivity. To quote a report presented at the 7th All-China Congress of Trade Unions. 
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the pnw .. t!JLC accepted by the working class is that " the temporary and sectional interest / 
of the workmg class must serv .... the permanent and overall interest ". The report says that the 
trade wuous must mobilise the wo~kers to increase the production of enterprises and that 
" any. deviation from production to speak of amenities would be empty talk and incorrect ". 
It adds that "the trade union organs in private enterprises must take as. their central task 
the good conduct of the work of production . They should, " through labour-capital consul
tative conterences and labour-capital contracts, improYe the way of management, do a good 
job of pxod.uction and, on the basis of development of production, solve the problem of ame-
nities of workers as conditions require and permit ". ' · · 

. .. 
The kind of reorganisation that I have suggested in .this paper as basis to a bold plan of 

economic development involves changes in the existing property institutions. The control 
over value due to scarcity and over productive wealth or capital is an institutiona). arrangement 
of the higm:st significance .if a society wishes to order or plan production and exchange. . We· 
have to decide pretty soon what general types of property institutions we must have in order -
to suslain ravxd expansion of production. We have done away with the top layer of the 
rentier clas.s 1U agriculture, while other layers still remain. It is clear from the analysis pre
sented in tms paper that wherever economic surpluses emerge in the course of economic• de
velopment lhey must be appropriated for general benefit. Absorption of a steadily rising 
proportion ot the additional income generated by a process of economic development requires 
a careful study of the location where surpluses are accumulating, and means have to be de
vised, as explained in this paper, by which the State can have flexible institutional arrangements 
fpr taxing the surplus at the point or points at which it is emerging. This is the logic of 
planned economic development in the context of democracy, and any attempt to draw an 
ideological red herring across the trail should not be permitted to succeed. There is, there
fore, full justification·at least for wcial appronria_tirul_of.!.h~uneJimed ing:emeJJLQf.land value 
in the case of urban real property. There is also full justffi.cation for ~imal changes. in 
our property institutions, which would vest the Government with the ~wer to 'acquire 
agricultural land held in excess of the prescribed maximum size .of holdillgs, to acquire im
movable property for rehabilitation of displaced persons or establishment of nuclear town- · 
ships, to acquire" property for the purpose of transfer of one company to another or amalga
mation of two or more companies or for the purpose of transfer of mismanaged agricultural 
prc.perty to a party that can manage it efficiently, and to extinguish or modify the existing 
rights of managing agents or managing directors in the public interest. It will !Je generally 
agreed that tssential institutional reforms like putting a ceiling on holdings or removing the . 
evils of the Managing Agency system cannot be held up by an appeal to the sanctity of p~ivate 
property. 

In conclusiln, it is necessary to refer to the institutional changes which are ·nec~s~ary 
to overcome the shortage of trained personnel which, more than financia.l resources~ is the 
principal limiting factor of bold planning. It is here that the .physical approach to planning 
is absolutely essential. Lack of key technical personnel and even semi-skilled labour ·has
been a serious bottleneck in India,_ while at the same time one hears of growing unemploy
ment among technicians and even technical personnel in the' middle. ranges. There is also 
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j lack of adequate administrative personnel required for implementing even the ~Sl. five-year 
"preparatory" plan at various stages. The Government of India's Resolution on Indus
trial Policy cf 1948 still remains to be implemented in this respect~ Universities and colleges 
have still to adapt their curricula and techniques of training to the requirements of a bold 
plan. New types of development agencies $uited to Indian conditions have yet to be evolved. 
The only striking exception is the Community Development Administration which has been 
trying to build up a sound and broad base of development organisation. In the light of ex
perience already gained in the field of Community Development an attempt-should now be 
made to develop specialised agencies linked with the Community Development Administra
tion which should also, if it can; function' in wider fields of development activity. The 
plan of a national labour force suggested earlier in the course of this paper for the purpose of 
mobilization of manpower for nation-building purposes merits serious consideration. 



Basic Issue · 

INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF A BOLDER PLAN-AGRICULTURE 

by 

DR. M. B. DESAI 

(Through Prof. C. N. Vakil) 

In striving to achieve large incomes and more employment in agriculture th!ough planning · 
a few facts have to be borne in mind. Indian agriculture,-like agriculture in all· under-develop
ed countries initiating economic planning, · has also to look to the non-agricultural rural 
and urban sectors for the solution of some of its problems. Investment arid planning, -for 
instance, within agriculture will not lead to sustained improvements unl~ss pressure on 
land is relieved. We should, therefore, be able to think of an investment pattern vis-a-Vis 
the various sectors in the e':onomy as a whole which would while leaving enough capital . 
for agriculture, spare resources for rapid expansion of employment opportunities in 
other sectors. A balance of this nature will be conducive to conditions under which a sound 
growth in agriculture will be ensured, along with the balanced development of the 
economy. It is not · necessary here to enumerate the basic features of our agriculture which 
are by now well known. It is also not necessary to illustrate here the appr~ 
ach of countries similarly placed when they embarked upon planned develOpment in the 
past. It has been recognised that for development of agriculture the emphasis for a long tinie 
had been on the industrial sectors i.ri. countries like the U.S.S.R. which initiated rapid 
economic planning. If we examine the economic · progress of. Westerrv industrialized 
nations, it will be clear that it was only the industrial revolution and the concurreri:t'growth of 

/ 

supplementary employment opportunities that helped to stabilize agricultural economy. Thus 
although we would for some time to come devote adequate attention t~ agricultural improve
ments, we would not probably have arrive on the highway to sustain sound groWth, unless 
our planning effort visualises a balanced contribution to the national dividend from the diff
erent sectors and threrefore increased volume of employment. With these preliminary remarks 
we would like to examine the possible lines of action for the future as wouid in the course of the 
next few decades lead to development as enumerated- above. It is not necessary to 
repeat that in the pursuit of these objectives thoce is no suggestion to relax our efforts at 
agricultural impr;-ovements much less to neglect that sector or initiate an austerity-life for-the 
rural people. Both from the point of view of our large and growing food needs and require-· 
ments of agricultural raw materials for industrial progress, rapid improvement in agric!ul
tural productivity is necessary. For a long time to come perhaps the exports of agricul- . 
tural produce will constitute the main source of foreign exchange-e~rnings. Our levels of 
consumption, particularly -in the rural 3:reas, leave a good deal to be de3ired. To im
prove them and to introduce a go)d measure or proportion of protective foods in the dietary 

55 I 
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we will have to give adequate attention to subsidiary occupations like poultry, dairy
ing, fruit-gardening, etc., and suitably adjust crop planning in agriculture to give place to 
th~m. . The _ All India Rural Credit Survey has brought out how a very large sector of 
our agriculture is based on subsistence economy and how very small areas and 
proportion of cultivators have a marke.table surplus giving these psrts the communalised 
and/or monetised character. This is a serious handicap in the way of capital formation in 
agriculture. Such a large subsistence-dosed sector, besides, is not conducive to the growth 
of in~titutional agencies in agriculture such as cooperative crtdit, marketing and other ser
vicing societies and essential facilities such as banking in the rural areas. Subsistence agri
-culture, besides, does not react to monetary, financial or economic techniques in general to bring 
about desired development in agriculture aimed at necessary adjustments for the good of th(.; 

· cultivators. These are stupendous tasks, but for the proper growth of the agricultural sector 
they will have to be tackled. Capital formation is low due to low incomes and limited savings. 
Deficit financing can help to accelerate the tempo· of development, but has to be pursued with 
great caution: In a largely subsistence agriculture, besides, one does not know how far 
deficit financing with the chain of reaction~ that it sets in motion can penetrate the economy and 
produce the desired results. The internal resources should normally constitute the bulk of our 

· planning resources and as they are limited the endeavour should be to invest them in a way as 
would yield the highest aggregate product. The other criterion is to evolve or think of an in
vestment pattern in agriculture which along with suitable structural, technical or organisational 
adjustments, produce proportionately large results. It would thus be possible to achieve a 
much larger measure of achievements with the minimum of capital outlay. Thus an economy 
.in the use of funds will simultaneously lead to a highl} profitable utilization of that portion · 
spent in agriculture and free substantial amounts for investment in non-agricultural rural 
and urban sectors. There is also another ~bjective that the investment pattern in agriculture 
should aim to achieve. ·The Indian peasant has, rightly or wrongly, a psychology of wel
coming official assistaRce, financial or otherwise, without endeavouring to catch up the 
state help later with his personal contributions in terms of money and initiative. The aim 
of external resource employment in agriculture should, therefore, be to inculcate these habits 
among the classes for whose·, benefits it is intended. For this purpose arrangements or a 
combination of techniques will have tc be thought of by which for a given dose of outside 
assistance in kind, money or technical guidance a much larger local contribution is forth
coming so that when Government initiative and spending are withdrawn the agricultural 
classes would have been very largely working on their own. 

Pattern under the First Five Year Plan : Economics of Irrigation-

' It is-possible to give comprehensive account of the lines which the activities for agriculture 
development should take with a view to achieving the objectives indicated above, but we 
will confine ou.r attention to a few of these which are very important or basic. Concentration of 

1 attention on these aspects will set in motion processes which would lead to rapid advances later 
v and improvements in other allied or connc:ted aspects of agriculture. It will be convenient 

to begin with study of the broad pattern of investment targets envisaged urider the, First Five 
Year Plan to assess the achievements in the context of the needs of the situation. 
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The investments on roads, ~tc., would not be expected to show direct results. The other 
major item of expenses is the muhi-purpose and major irrigation works and the amount.spent is 
Rs. 300 crores till 1953-54, as against a provision of Rs. _ 434 crores over the plan period. 
The outlay under this head has increased from year to year in excess of the budget amounts ; 
this might probably be due to the prices ~fmaterials which were rising over the first three years I 
of the Plan. But the miscalculations and wru.tes are also two major causes of excess spending 
as amply borne out by official reports. This adds to the costs of the servi~~s in the shape of 
irrigation water, and power where it is to be supplied. The area covered by irrigation from 
the waters of the major projects is 2. 8 million acres, -against nearly 17 million_ acres during the 
plan period. Further, the major projects have provided employment to about six lakhs of 
people which indicates by inference that they were very largely in the nature of mechanized) 
works. As against this the outlay on minor irrigation works such as wells, tanks,· small bunds, 
etc. for the plan period is ~s, and the actual outlay till 1953-54 was Rs. 5? crores. 
The area covered by such minor irrigation projects is 4. 7 million acres against a target of a little . 

. over 8 million acres by 1955-56. Probably the major works take time to complete and, there
fore, in the final analysis they will be able to cover a much larger acreage. What is intend~d 
to be emphasized, however, is that in proportion to the outlay the minor works are quicker 
and eas,ier to execute and translate rapidly into actual results. We . have earlier indicated the 
employment potential created by th~ major works. In the large majority of cases, besides, the · 
labour force on major works has migrated to the sight of the works. Thus they deprive the 
1~ people o~e~ployment_opportuni!i~s:4 The supply of water from major works.is ufir-elat;d 
to the suitability of soils for irrigation farming as that aspect had hardly been attended to in the. 
layout of the net work of canals. -Pr~b;:bly the impl.ic~rlon7 of overloQi.drig this might be felt 
at a later stage. The minor works being labour intensive would occupy the local popula
tion fruitfully and offer larger employment opportunities. The Five Year Plan· emphasiz~d 
labour intensive efforts in view of the large under-employed and unemployed labour force avail
able in the rural areas. Such an approach will help economise capital and thus J£ Qf great ad
vantage. The minor irrigation works not only conform to the criteria suggested by the plann:ers 
but are also more suitable to the actual conditions in our countryside. The minor irrigation · 
works are automatically located iq places where possibilities of irrigation farming exist. In some
measure, these have been proved by limited irrigation that might be practised in these parts. · 
Another advantage of minor works is the immense scope that they offer for local participation 
through contributions in labour which keeps down the cost of such construction to the mi
nimum. It has been found that whereas the per acre cost of irrigation on major works varies f 
from Rs. 125 to Rs. 2ooo that on the minor projects b1rring the tubewells has been round ...,...----
about Rs. 25. · 

I 

The river valley schemes will necessitate taxation m~asures some of which may cteate prob
lems oftheir..implementation. An irrigation cess will qe applied to lands in the project areas. 
It is possible that due !2J!J!~.u.itable soillJ~ck of farm re~QU_t:ces_ Qr for any other . reason . 
~e farme_:~ ~~y_not b:_ibl~_to avail the~~el_y~~ ~(the f~<:ili.!Y·A method-of lezyi~ 
1rngation charges will have to be devised which takes these factors into account. Similarly the 
betterment levy will give rise to an intricate situation about its basis, incidence and the. mode 
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of recovery. Apart from the question ofits appropriateness, the immediate issue will be whether 
;it should be treated as a sort of a capital gain tax and collected in anticipation of the benefits or 

the recovery so adjusted as to relate it to the benefits that actually- accrue. Of course, it i3 
not possible at present to say whether adequate statistical material is available about land values 
and the increase in them due to irrigation facilities to enable us to ascertain the level of better
ment levy that should or could be imposed. . Whether by forging ahead with the policy of pre
ference for the major as against minor projects we intensify these intricate issues or whether by 
lying emphasis on the latter limit them over areas where we have already initiated multi-pur
pose or irrigation projects is an issue for earnest consideration when putting down the blue 
prints for the Second Five Year Plan 

Agricultural Reorganisation 

(a) Voluntary Labour 

The major vs. minor irrigation schemes is a vital organizational problem in agriculture. 
If this problem of organisation in agriculture can be successfully tackled, by devising techni
ques and methods both in major and minor works S(: as to utilize as large a labour force in the 
rural areas as pos.:.ible, we would be able to achieve a relatively greater measure of progress with 
probably greatly reduced capital outlay and in doing so provide employment to the under
employed and unemployed rural people, relieve pressure on agriculture for livelihood and make 
welcome supplement to their meagre incomes from cultivation. The achievements from these_ 
organisational adjustments has been demonstrated on the Kosi embankment works where 
great headway could be made at low cost through the popular voluntary contribution oflabour. 
_There aPe other spheres such as reclamation of salt and other cultivable waste lands where 
the organizational aspect would play a great part. Similar scope for reclamation exists in 
semi-arid regions such as Kutch, Rajasthan, parts of Saurashtra and Andhra where by the adop
tion of dry farming technique lands can be brought under the plough, employment opportu
nities created and sections of farm population, particularly the landless, suitably 
rehabilitated. 

(b) Non-agricultural Pursuits _ .. 
Apart from the urban large-scale industrial sector where scope for employment through 

expansion exists, there is also another line of development which will open out employment 
opportunities. Our attempts to develop cottage, small and medium-scale industries in the 
non-agricultural rural sector have till now remained isolated. Properly located and timed 
appropriately so as to afford employment during slack agricultural seasons these industries hold 
out opportUnitieS for the rural people. Here again the approach should more be from the 
organisational than investment point of view, as otherwise too much investment leads to waste. 
k middle course will have to be steered between highly mechanised large-scale industries with 
efficient productivity on the one hand and less mechanized small and medium-scale industries _ 
perhaps less economically located but with ~eater rural employment potential on the other. 
A discerning eye for organisation would help,;chieve a good measure of this combination. 

J 
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(c) Technical Progress 

Likewise there are certain technical maners which if attended to will ensure a great measure 
of agricultural p;ogress with almost insignificant capital needs. True, though essentially 
technical-in purport they will mainly demand a great measure of organizational effort- for 
their rapid and widespread adoption. It has been well known that the Indian agriculturist 
employs outmoded cultivation technique and implements. For instance, it has been found that 
through the use of improved seeds and manures and fertilizers production can be expanded by 
15 to 20 and 25 to 30 per cent respectively. Statistics of the area covered with improved seeds 
and fertilizers are not available. We have from the progress reports of the Plan the targets 
of expenditurt.. under both and the quantities distributed. In the absence of . the rates of 
application and the crops they include it is difficult to arrive at the eXtent of their coverage. 
Certain broad facts about the plan effort in these directions are known and can be briefly 
indicated. Besides being inadequate in coverage, the efforts at popularising improved seeds. 
and fertilizers, have been lopsided as attention has been confined largely to certain mar~et · 
crops like sugarcane, cotton, etc. leaving out most of the foodgrains and other commercial 
crops. Efforts to expand the scope continue, but to complete the task in a short time far more 
intensive effort and organisation will be necessary. Similarly, improved cultivation tecluli
ques, judicious crop rotations, dry farming practices, etc., would produce impressive· results 
without much capital. The Japanese method of cultivation, for instance, requires no· eXtra 
capital except on the use of fertilizers, and yet increases productivity by 50 per cent· o~ ·rut 
average, besides ensuring economy in the use of seeds. While on the point, we inay mention' 
the need to diversify agriculture by giving dairying, animal husbandry, poultry and fruit · 

culture their due place thereby increase the preoccupation and income of the peasant and 
his family over greater P,art of the year. These technical-cum-organizational adjustments 
will lend diversity to farming, reduce preponderance of cultivation in the farming business 
and thus ~he great dependence on farm prices. The Netherlands and the ·-scandinavian 
countries offer valuable illustrations to the type of mixed economy which impart Stability to 
agriculture and other rural pursuits. · · · 

(d) Institutional Approach. 
It will be pertinent to mention here the large funds that will be expended in compensatiO!l 

payments to the Zamindars ·and other right holders while abolishing double tenures. True, a 
part of this will be contributed by peasants who acquire land ownership; the bulk of the bur
den of compensation will, however, fall on the exchequer. Large funds could have been saved 
and fruitfully utilized to meet developmental needs if instead the tillers were assured of security 
of tenure and fair rent to be disbursed through revenue machinery. In this way larid-lords 
would have become ineffective owners of lands and the exchequer saved of ~eavy unproductive 
outlay. 

Under the existing sociological and psychological rural set-up institutional approach and 
joint endeavour and initiative appears to have limited scope. Headway in this sphere can 
be made by persuasion and after the superiority of an arrangement is demonstrated to the 
peasant. But in any institutional or joint ~ffort the achievement will be significant if instead of 
limiting its functions to. economic benefits, social education and enlightenment also form a parr. 
A centralized control and management in cultivatioq is. alieq to tqe countrr's constitqtion 

'?ret 
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and the spirit of the people. An institutional approach which ensures popular cooperation and 
participation and a large measure of decentralized popular control and t:nanagement will be 
more effiCacious. Let us examine the efforts already made and proposed to be made in the 
field from this point ofview. Consolidation of holdings in our country has made limited head
way in those parts of the country where soil and climatic conditions and the cropping system 
are uniform over fairly large tracts. If we profit by this experience and proceed to introduce 
these changes where this background exists, a good deal of improvement in the layout of the 
fwms can be achieved. Similarly, in the field of cooperative credit, productive loans would be 
the ideal ofaccoffimodation'to the agriculturists as the debts will be self-liquidating. For such 
a Joan policy; however, to succeed, we shouid be able to inculcate habits of frugal living and 
saving~ among the. peas~ntry s0 that they may meet the unavo.idable unproductive expenses 
on their own: A. ceaseiess persuasive propaganda and social education by leading influen
tial sections of the nirat communities who will be at the helm of the institutional agencies ope
rating m. the . countryside will be a prelude to this metamorphosis. In like manner co
~perat,ive marketing societies should function in co-ordination with the credit agencies and un
dertak~ m~re functions to' reduce the cost of their services to the cultivators. It should be 

I 

i.Udbued that hi an W'Ider.:.developed economy where private agencies have created an intricate 
pattern of dealings during a'very large period of free play, the institutional marketing agencies 
will take time to. be firmly rooted. Marketing cooperatives will need a long period of working 
dming I both booms and depressions in order to demonstrate their utility over a period of time. 
It is not prudent t~ leave them aside in. favour of privatNlgencies in good times and look upto 
I. . . ' . . • . 

them for succour in times of falling demand and declining prices. Even a restricted insti-
tutional ~pproach with l~ted inves~n1ent~ · 'Yould yield impressive results in the shape of 
lower agriculturat'costs and-higher farm rel:~rns. It is only when such limited approach 

, .i •·• I , 'l.. ' • .- • 
in agricult1,1re has produced results and favourably impressed the farming populace that the 

' . ,, , • ' • J ' ' I 

Cooperative Village Management can be thought about in stages. Looking to the present con-
ditio~ ~d the enormous ground work to be done Cooperative Village. Management is likely 

I ' • . i I , !, '.. . • : , 

to remain an ideal for a long time to come. 



SOCIO-ECONOMIC .IMPLICATIONS 
Of' THE EXlSTING INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE IN MODERN BUSINESS 

U~ INDIA 

(Gokhale Institute of Politics an~ Economics) 

Thi~ note discusses briefly the socio-economic implications of the-existing structtl.re- ofthe 
economy and the effects of its operations with special reference to the concept._of th~ mixe'~ 
ec.onomy and the role of private enterprise. Initially, it needs to be made clear that t~e ~e'ml. 
• private entetprise 'is a comprehensive term including many types of economic activity~ 

At least two distinct types need to be clearly separated in aiscussmg the Indian situation. 
Firstly, there is private enterprise which may be identified with the_type ()f pri~ate ()p.era~o;. 
implicit in all classical economic analyses. In this the number of operators or·units of 
activity in each sphere or field are so numerous and relatively o~ su~h size . that n?.su{gie · 
operator could by his action affect either the market for his p_!l>ducts o~ _ ~h~ market. for. the 
r~hich he has to acquire in order to produce~ Over the major field. of_ In~an 
economy very large mrnbers uf small operators dispersed ov'er wide regions are fully 
in evi1ence. The constituent elements of agriculture and . ~ost primary productive. acrlvjo/ 
in our economy, barring plantations, are s.:nall independent units -widely dispersed .over 
the country who cannot by their own individual operations affect the working Of ~arket 
forces. The same holds good of the large sphere of traditionai cottage industries·. 
and even of small interprises in the repair and other fields subsidiary to modem. industry~ 
In relation to ' the bulk of activity in commerce, transport . and . most trades , ~d 
professions the small man is the typical operator. There has never bee~ any suggestion 
from any quartet that this large field of private ~terprise -should be · disturbed 'or. be 
included in the public sector. It has often been suggested that in ?lany . of_ !lt~~e ~.e14s 
the small operating unit is at present technically and financially weak and does not, therefote, 
operate with efficiency in terms of either quality of product or ~ni; co~t of prod~Crlon, 
and the proposal has been made that the handicaps of the small indepe~d·~nt, operator be 
removed through co-operative effort of the independent individual units. Such cooperati~'u 
may be in relation to financt:, marketing, supply of materia~,. common technical service~» 
oreven in relation to production proper. But such co-operation, even when h~iped by the 
State or brought about through its agencies, will essentially ieave the u~it of producrio~ ~d 
economic operation as an independent unit. It will not b~ a part of a State socialistic appar~tU:S: 
That the co-operative unit has and can be made to continue to have the characteristicS of essen
tially independent private organization~ though influenced by the State, has been agre~d to by 
all. The Khadi Board, in its scheme of~elf-employment and di~persed economic aCtivity, has 
recognised the need for the introduction of co-operative units and has' inCluded co-operative 
production in the belf-employment category. No dispute between the- sphere of p~ivate 'e~
terprise and the requirements cf planned economic development does, therefore, ari~e in relation 
to this vast and essentially private and independent sector of the economy. 

5S7 
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.. The di8pute arhes entire1y in the field of what may correctly be described not private 
enterprise but monopoly capitalism. The sphere of operation of this is confined to certain 
restricted though extremely important sectors of economic activity within the country. 
These sectors are modem banking and insurance, large-!;cale machine industry, modern min
ing, plantations, foreign trade and internal wholesale trade and financial operations, such as 
those on Lhe commodity and stock exchanges. The main point to be noticed about this field 
of economic activity is that though in relation to total occupied numbers and total number of 
economic units and establishments the constituents of this field are small, they are by far the 
most dominant in political, economic and social terms in the country to-day. Secondly, 
in almost every single field of their operation a degree of concentration of eco~omic 
resources and power is in evidence. Further, in almost all these spheres the influence of 
the comparatively restricted number of operators is further increased by trade associations 
and other devices of common action. To enumerate · a few facts, in the field of banking 
a~d insurance, a small number of units, less than a dozen in each case, control the larger 
part of total activity. In the field oflarge-scale industry in a number of newer industries 
the bulk of the total fiel~ is occupied by a small number of units. Even in the older 
established and comparatively more dispersed activities such as that of cotton textile or 
sugar manufacture,· the number of units is not very large and the number of units under 
the control of a small number of entrepreneurs forms a substantial portion of the total. In 
the field of foreign trade; there has been, as a result of the methods of control developed during 
the last ten years, a large degree of freezing of the situation. The extent to which the whole 
business of export and import is concentrated in a few hands is not known to the public at large. 
But the data must be available with the relevant Government authorities and it is of extreme 
and immediate importance that they should be collated and published for public information. 
It is understood that in this field even more than in others discussed above entry is difficult. 
Whatever precautions may be taken or regulations framed for issuing a small number of licences 
to new entrants, this field must be considered to be a closed fiel~ in which quasi-monopoly 
rules. There is no real free entry in the field and the operation in it is either a matter of older 
occupation which:means continued privileged position or exercise of patronage by State autho
rities.· Also, by definition, as the number in favour of whom such patronage can be exercised 
as new entrants would be extremely limited, the operation of the new entry regulations can at 
the most amount to a small addition to the privileged class every year. The position is appa
rently~ different in internal wholesale trade, in the sense of entry not being formally restricted 
or closed. 'But even here the facts point out to a large degree of concentration in a small number 
of hands.· 

~ The total effect of the existence of monopoly capitalism in each separate sphere of modern 
economic activity in India is further heightened by the device of th~ managing agency. This 
distorts the working of the economy in a peculiar manner. Instead of bringing about the ordin
ary vertical or horizontal extensions and combinations common in other contries the system of 
managing agencies has fostered a development which is peculiarly Indian. This is that of con
centration in a small number of units of power over a large number of disconnected fields of 
econonmic activity. The effect of this is that the restrictive influence of the operation of 
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monopoly capitalism in each field is heightened mani-fold by bringing together the power 
in many fields in single agencies. Together with the concentration in managing ag~ncy goes 
the concentration in terms of regional and corrmmaal or social groups. This is an extremely 
important sociological phenomenon which cannot be ignored in Indian conditions. It can 
not be ignored because the total picture that emerges is that of concentration of control over 
and patronage resulting from, all modern finance, trade and industry in the himds of compara
tively small number of persons concentrated in particular social groups. The diffusion of the 
benefits ofthe rise of modern industry and commerce is thus severely restricted within the 
community and the joint operation of socio-economic and political power makes certain 
groups so entrenched that social justice is denied and social peace cannot be gUaranteed with 
the continuance of this state of affairs. 

The peculiarity of the existing situation lies in this that it cannot be tackled by the approach 
of attempting to break up monopoly capitalism. This is due firstly to the technical consi
deration. Economies of scale are here so important that the average unit has to be large and 
in the total Indian context the number of operating units cannot be numerous. And, 
in common with the general trend everywhere capital formation now takes place to a very large 
extent within the operative business units and is only partly drawn from outside. This streng
thens the position of existing units and helps the progress of further concentration. · Fur
ther, the existence of such measures as price controls, allocation controls, production controls 
hav~ made it impossible to think in terms of artificially stimulating competition between units 
in the field. In fact, all steps taken by Government during the last decade or so have been to
wards establishing a regime through which all the units in individual fields of modern activity 
have been drawn close together and have adopted comparatively uniform policies. The result 
has been that State policy has actively helped the full exploitation by the constituents of the 
field of modern business of their position as monopoly capitalists. A studt _of prices of such 

' -.o~. 

commodities as that of cloth or sugar during the post-war period fully exemplifies this. · 

It has been the experience in all countries, including the U. S. ·A: that the operation of any 
policy of governmental regulation or direction, ~ven that of stablising measures, tends to· slow 
down operation of competitive forces within an industry. This effect would be greatly accen
tuated with the launching of a plan of economic development. The need for closely. directing 
the operation of the private sector would lead to maintenance of conditions in which, on the 
one hand, risks would be largely eliminated and there would, on the other hand, be no large 
gains of and scope for a strenuous competitive drive towards expansion. . Apart from the ope
ration of the Regulation of Industries Act, the plan in India would define tP,e number of new 
units in each activity to be establisheQ. within a period and their location also to a large extent. 
There would thus be little elem~nt of free entry in lllOdern manufa<;tUring and mining and the 
existing situation regulating entry into foreign trade would continue. In Bimking and Insu
rance present legal and regulatory systems favour greatly the large-sized concerns. There is 
a constant trend towards an increase in their importance and smaller units are being weeded 
out or are seeking amalgamation with each other in order to survive. 
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Modern industry, more than any other field in the Indian economy, is sheitered, protected 
and helped at the cost of the taxpayer and the consumer. Most industrial activity has been . 
protected, directly ot indirectly, at one time or another and some oft;he most imponant indust-
ries have grown up entirely under protection. In the post-war period, apan from avowedly 
protective duties, a whole system of import restrictions and quotas has guarded the position of 
domestic industry. Most of the important activity launched during the war period has been 
thus protected arid new ventures established have been, as in the case of the automobile indus
try, guaranteed a closed market in advance. The largest financial help given by Government 
has been available to this sector. The operations of the Industrial Finance Corporation, lend
ing over Rs. 10 crores in 5 years have benefited chiefly some ofthe largest units in this sector. 
and Government which perhaps has never yet lent a single rupee free of interest for normal 
operations in the field of agriculture and small industry has lent Rs. 7! crores free of in
~erest for a long period to a new Corporation controlled by the biggest elements in this sector. 
The Governm.ent has also, during the post-war period,. helped m~y individual units in the 
field by large loans on special terms because they could not finance themselves on an adequate 
scale _through the private capital market ; it has also helped rehabilitation of individual con
cerns by lending services of government officers. It should be noted that all this help serves 
strictly private interest, in the sense that the improved positions that are built up in this way 
are. sources of constant and increasing current and capital gains for private owners of the con
cerns. The current controversy over the compensation to be paid for shares of the Impt;rial 
Bank fully illuminates the situation. All those concerns whose assets are being constantly 
protected and improved by public action will on account of that very factor demand high com
pe~sation frqm the public treasury in the event their socialisation is decided upon. 

- The last pojnt emphasizes an inevitable concomitant of planned development. Ration
ally pfanned development in an under-developed economy necessarily seeks to avoid dupli
cation of effort and to concentrate capital intensive effort in as small a number of units as pos
sible ; it seeks equally naturally to protect such units that have been built up and to make their· 
operation as free of risk as possible. All this gives to established units a position of advantage 
which is constantly growing with the development of the economy. These concerns are in a 
position similar to that Of owners of favourably situated sites in an area of rapid urban develop
ment. And given ~he decision· to maintain the units in private hands nothiDg can be done either 
to diminish the advantage of those· uriits or to diffuse their gains. 

. ·t 

, This inability is due to two reasons. Firstly, it is due to operation of a rational plan of de
velopment. As pointed out above, such a plan must, for reasons of economy and of convenience 
of direction and regulation, try to eliminate risks and operate through a !>mall number of 
units: The whole approach of planned development differs radically from that of the highly 
competitive processes of the model of the free market, especially where units with large resour
ces are concerned. The second reason why you cannot expect the State in India to break up 
the concentration of units or of exercise of power in this sector is apparently the avowed policy 

··of using them for formation of capital in the economy. If these units ate to serve~ centres of very 
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substantial capital formation their power and privilege have to be incr~ased, not diminished. 
Special tax concessions given to new companies, general or se~ective incentives-for ploughing 
back of capital, etc. are all devices advocated for rapid capital formation. Their result, if suc
cessful, is naturally tha~ of helping the growth of total resources in the small number o! units 
in the field. 

Granted the need for capital formation through these private enterprises, maintenance of 
large inequality in standards of consumption also becomes inevitable. Those in control otihe 
field cannot be expected to form capital in units they control until after tht'i:r expected consuiiip
tion standards are satisfied. One of the most striking features of the history ot the last fifteen 
years i~ the rapid increase in the standards of remuneration and' of living ofthoSt:· connected 
with Indian m'Jdern business in India. (The corresponding standards of those connected with 
modern foreign busine3s in India are even higher.) That any regulatory' or taxin:g~devic~ 
can significantly affect these standards· appears unlikely. After all, these glaringly · high 
standards of r'emuneration and living are no more than a reflection of reliuive econoffiic strength. 
In a large and poor country like India the vast majority of units of operation whether indepen
dent workers or ~mall establishments operate with ext;remely slender resourc~s: o,f capital-hl: fields 
where remuneration is low, conditions insecure an~ profits slender. In contrast, the fqrtunate 
few_,in pOS9eSSion of the field of mode~ busine~ operate With comparatively. vast reSO~~~S,a~d 
in\ecure conditions. The case of those engaged in modern business is not, entirely exceptional. 
Tde position of those in the m)deru pr.)fessions and selected services is somewhat sinuiat. 
Indian society continues to be honey combed with privilege. The privileged positio~; sQci~l Md 
economic, of the urban intelleCtual classes is only slowly beiJ;lg, undef~m!d. . But the atti~~s 
of mind created by the era of privilege hilVe 'yet' to pass and tliey continue to be e~emplifi.ed by 
concepts regarding rates of remuneration a!; incentives. Th~t the U~iv~r~ity Grant~ .Co~is
sion s)lould consider raising the &alaries of University Professors'as.the Il).OSt poten,t·i~t~~ent 
of improving University teaching is ~ufficient co~entary o~ current iq6ology;. Entry· i~~o 
the ranks of urban educated classes in now vastly e~ier as compared with. ~~ttY. i~to :n;odem 
b~iness. Therefore, the position in relation to ~emuneraiion ~n d ~an4ar~ ofli~in~ ~~n~ ~hP 
upper strata ofthese has ceased to be as unique as that in modern business. As a fact, one could 

say that this movement among the two classes has taken a contrary direction during the last fifteen 
years. While the privilege and strength of the one class have sensibly . diminished-though 
far from vanished-that of the other have greatly increased. And .the trend in the latter case 
cannot be reversed because of the iogic of a plan of development and the policy regarding for-
mation of capital. · 

Emphasis has been placed above on capital formation as it is obvious that this can be the 
only reason for maintaining privileged private enterprise in the moQ.ern sector. Some econo
mists have justified high monopolistic gains because of the innovating .service -of the entrepre
neurial class. Such innovation is not required in an economy with a backward technique. 
The task of the entrepreneurs here is not so much to innovate as to adapt and imitate. Moreover, 
the Indian entrepreneur-whatever high skill he may have as financier or speculator-has not 
been s peciallymarked for progress in production technique or high average productive efficiency. 
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Indeed as the events leading up to the promulgation of the Managing Agency Ordinance and 
recent enquiries into management of some groups have shown, financial acumen has often been 
associated with low standards of production management. To all this may be added the con
sideration that the ordinary risks of business have b~en greatly diminished because of the pOlicy 
of government and will be further diminished with the progress of a plan of de*lopment. 

The whole of this discussion emphasizes the fundamental incompatibility of two aspects 
of the Industrial Policy Resolution of 1948 ; firsdy the formation of capital through modem 
private enterprises and secondly preventing concentration of wealth and economic power. It 
any fi<Jcal or other measures are u<Jed to achieve the second objective, the first must be 
defeated and the achievement of the first objective must equally inevitably increase concentra
tbn. Though no f..>rmal e:1quiry ha<J been conducted into the matter there appear general 
that indications that concentration has increased and whether it increases further or not consi
derable concentratio~ together with the e_ltrenched position and power of particular social 
gr..> up~ m(.l~t be a c..>ntinued feature of the economic situation as long a<J private enterprise 
occupies the strategic position in modern business that is does today. 

The alternatives to_the existing position are two. Firstly, the steady extension of the pub
lic sector so a<J to e.nbrace mJre and more of m:>dern business activity within it. Once no great 
importance is attached to the private capital market the financial problem presented by such an 
extension of the public sector presents no great difficulty. The problem of technical personnel 
or equipment is not also large. The crucial consideration here is that of efficiency of manage
ment of business units in the public sector. This is undoubtedly a serious and complex issue. 
However, the whole progress of planned develOpment towards a socialistic pattern depends on 
its solution and it mu<Jt be tackled in any ca-se, The second alternative is to regulate operation 
of the unitS in the private sector in the same manner as was done in U. K. and U. S. A. during 
the war. This would lead to prevention of increase in cencentration of resources and of ex
ploitation by them of their quasi-monopolistic position. In both cases capital formation would 
be. not in private hands but in those of public authorities, and t~e second alternative can 
be looked upon partially as the transitional stage to the first. 

~. ' I_ ~ 



INSTITUTIONAL IMPLICATIONS 
OF LAND REFORMS IN THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 
SHRI M. L. DANTWALA 

I 
The Background 

1. The agrarian structure as we find it to-day in India is admittedly defective. 
b9th from the p:>int of ownership of land (social justice) and its operation (size of 
productio:J. units). Land is scarce, yet it is concentrated in a few hands.· Both in the 
Zanindari a:td Ry;nwari regions, 50% or m:>re of cultivators own no more than 10 to 15 %of 
land ; while at the top, 5% own between them 25 to 40 % of land. Rents, in spite of the 
te:laQcy le~islatio,n, continue to be high and often extortionate, The situation regarding the 
size of cultivatej h:>ldings is slightly better. Though the holdings are badly fragmented, 
probably not m:>re than ro to 15% ofland is in units of cultivated holdings below 5 acres. 

2. To achieve the objectives of higher prQduction and better income distribution, radical 
c~11:1ge:; in tile existing structure w;:>uld be needed. It is not necessary for this purpose tQ 
start with a'ny a priori predilection in favour of an institutional pattern either for ownership 
or operation of land. This m·.m emerge as a necessity for the type of reform which would 
be adequate for the purpose of efficient production and better social justice. -Of course, no 
overnight metamorphosis can be expected. The burden of the ~der-developed economy 
cannot be thrown off once and for all by reforms~or even revolutions-and charlges in the 
i:utitutional pa_ttern. Yet, the speed is of the essence both in the direction of production 
efficiency and social justice. Land reforms dtn make a great contribution to this objective 
but it would be equally necessary to bring about complementary changes .in the rest of the_ 
economy, not only for the success of the land reforms but for the overall objective of.rapid 
ecnomic development and establishment of democratic and egalitarian society. . .. 
Types of Reforms ~ · .. · 

3· Reform of the agrarian structure has two aspects one strictly tenurial, i. e., 
pertaining to ownership and use rights and relations, and 'the other regarding the 
size of the operational unit. The two, of course, are intimately connected and can be 
brought within a common focus through an integrated policy and programme of imposition 
of ceiling and floor on owned as well as operated units ofholdings. A programme of con
solidation of fragments does not seriously interfere with tenurial rights-though . the pro
blem of fragments-under tenancy has to be considered. Another crucial problem is that of 
the organizational pattern for the disposable pool of land formed by the 'surplus' accruing after 
the imposition of ceiling and by _the prohibition of individual cultivation on 'below-the
floor' holdings. Thus, th~ discuss-~~~ of the hstittiiional implications of.land .teform can 
centre round the policy and programme of ceiling-floor and co-operatives, with consolidation 
as an obvious concomitant. · · _: . -

2.9 PC 
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II 

TENURIAL REFORM 

4· We may first review the reform measure~ already adopted by the valious State Govern
ments since 1947 a:1d their institutional implications. The process is not yet complete, neither 
is it so uniform as to enable the drawing of a firm picture of the emerging institutional pattern. 
Yet the broad, trend flowing from the completed measures and those likely to be completed
if the process continues on the accepted lines-could be indicated, 

Z~uniildari Abolition: Land with Absentee Owners 

5· The States in ~hich the. Zamindari tenure has been abolished, the change is mainly 
juridical, with very little effect on the operational pattern. By and large, this reform will 
increa<>e the percentage ofowner cultivators iri the total farm population and, at the least, 
reduce the numbe:r of intermediaries. This will have ~n impact on the economic factors, 
such as p~ duction, income, savings and capital. formation, which in due course will influence 
!he agrarian structure itself. It does not seem likely that at the prevailing rates of rent (now 
charged as reven:ue) paid by the tenants of ex~zamindars, there would be much inclination 

-on the part of the tenants to buy full proprietary (e.g. Bhoomidari in U.P.) rights from the 
Government~ State tenancy is therefore likely to continue. 

Tenancy Reform . . -
. - . 6 ... '!_'he tenancy reform ~ntro~uced in various States is likely to affect o\vncrship and 
operational pattern in the following manner.: 

(i) 'Provisions restrictirig evictions tenet to freeze the operational pattern. 

(ii) Restrictions on "resumption" by landlords does the same.· To the extent to which 
resumption is permitted-or is secured by dubious means, which is quite substantial-, it tends 
· to create, on the one handy larger operational units and, on the other, adds to the number of 

. landless workers~ Restrictions are, however, of a natuie.that would prevent formation of very 
·~-large units: Inter ... leasing befween the cultivators, which often results in better land utiliza

tion by facilitating cultivation on a bigger operational unit, will be hampered by theSe provisions, . 
· as less<>rs will tend to take back the land, even though the fragments may be scattered. 
The obvious tel!ledy is of cour.>e Consolidation. . Small owners residing in the village whose 
main profession is non-agricultural-e.g., village artisans-and for whom rent provides a 
subsidiary income will be forced either to sell out their land or to take to self-cultivation. If a 
programme for strengthening small village industries is taken up simultaneously, this will 
notresult in any hardship to the small owners. Forcing of such a choice on non-residential 
owners (small or large) is fully justified. 

Tenant's Right to Purchase Leased Land 

1· If the rent is low and the regulation is operating effectively, this right to purchase 
leased land is not likely to be availed of in any great measures. The improvement in-status 
is not worth the price. 
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Thus, though there would be some reshuffiing of land ownership and cultivation, the 
tenancy legislation. by its~lf, has no serious impact .on the institUtional arrangements,. except 
th~t <:reated by rem.nptions-lnd of course unlawful evictions provoked by the legislation. 
The latter raises the serious issue of enforcement which is not discussed in this Paper.·. Delay 
in enactment of announced la:nd . reforms -or failure ·to enforce-enacted ~legislation may 
worsen the situation ra~her than improve it~ 

Ceiling on future ownership acquisition and on e~sti'ng 'Operated' Area. 

8. At present there is no pro pOS3;1 for illlposition of maximum limit .on the existing 
levels of ownership. The le5islation limiting future acquisitions would prevent concen• 
tration of ownership. Only the meamres liriliting the size ofth'e current "operated, unit 
has, therefore, immediate implications for the cultivation-siZe pattern. They affect the culti-. 
vation but not the ownership rights. So for Hyderabad and Himachal Pradesh . are the only 

·States where this type of legislation has been enacted. Their institutional implications would 
depend upon the arrangements made for the disp<?Sal of the excess~vei the ceilUJ.g. ·· 
These are discussed later. 

III 

BoLDER PLAN 

9. It may be assumed that in the next plan period (a) steps will be taken ·t~ improve the 
enforcement of the legislation already enacted and (b) further steps will be taken· towa~Q.s 
realising the two obj ~:tives of land reforms of bettering productive efficiency and social 
justice. The combined effect of the two on the institurional frame should therefore be 
considered. But before that it would be nec~ss~y to ,prognosticate ' the direction of the 
"further steps". ..;· 

Io. The b::>lder plan, it may be assumed, will be-such as would contribute to the overall 
ob}ective of rapid economic development and m:>uld the agrarian structure on a socialistic · 
plttern. With regard to the former, reform. measures will have t~ · be undertake~ which.· . . 

will lead to higher production -both for improving consumption standards and· for enabling 
capital formation. At the saq~e time, they will have to be . consistent _with .. ~ne eg~tarian · 
ideology. Within the immediate short-term p~riod, ~he poUcie~ for.~b.e.wa~l).mfu,lti.lm~nt,of 
the two-efficiency and justice-objectives may conflict andan.optiml,l111_q)mbin.~t;ion will h~ve 
to be worked out. . c 

I I. But before we attempt to d~ so, a somewhat philosophical-:-or say .ideological
issue needs some clarification. How much importance do we~r should we attach to (what 
is implied by the phrase) individual initiative and freedom ?_ . Full laissez-/f:{.ire as we 
know, results in ineq:.mlity and exploitation. ,Qn the other h~qd, 'to~al ~·control· can 
completely stop exploitation (in ~he the 111at~ri;ll _se~e) and eJJ.sure a great m~ure of 
material equality but smoother the. initiative and p~rsonality of the individual.- Regarding pro
ductive efficiency the claims of laissez~faire and totalitarianism are still amatter of co~troversy. 
Any system-social or economic-with accent on or::Y'anization howsoever benevolent must 

• 0 
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imply diminution of individual initiative and freedom. On the other hand, in any but the most 
highly enlightened and moral society, neglect of this aspect would lead to anarchy and the worst. 
Once again a balance-at successive higher and higher levels-has to. be struck. Agreement on 
such abstract issue is different, but a view regarding the same is implicit in all policy recom
mendations and what is 'aid below has definitely one. 

IV 

FuRTIIER STEPS 

Ceiling and Floor 
12. The ceiling ~.and the floor to the area under individual ho !dings should be 

made immediately operative. The ceiling may be placed at three times the family 
holding and- the fio~r at the "basic" holding as. defined by, the Congress Agrarian 
Reforms Colll!J.:l.ittee. The excess land may be under self cultivation or may have been leased. 
If former, a higher ceiling may be.permitted in cases where the break-up is likely-to palpably 
reduce productivity. The onus of proving that such reduction. will result, should be on the 
owners. 

Co-operative Pool 
.. ·. 13. The excess over the ceiling and the area under 'below the floor' holding~ should 
be pooled into cooperatives of· as small d size as. may .,be consistent with operational 

.. efficiency. Small-size co-operatives are recommended with a view to prevent them from· 
becoJ!ling ''managerial" organizations. 

· 14 .. Besides the cultivators (owners as well as- tenants) of the erstwhile below-the-floor 
,holdings, some landless labourers could be accommodated on the land under the "co-operative 

· pool''. This will depend on the portion of the excess under owner-cultiv~tion. True, 
person working on the co-ops will have varying tenurial status : some will be owners, others 

_ tenants and landless labourers .. It should be possibl~, ifnecessar)r, to divide the co-operative. 
~ ': po~l into three corresponOing categories. . .. 

. - 15. The formation of co-operatives in this manner will convert disguised unemployment 
intO-" oyer-unemploynient. The experiment will succeed only if simultaneously efforts are 
made to ~evelop rural industries. 

16. The excess over ceilirigs need not be purchased unless the tenants wish to, at a price to 
be .determined by the Land Tribunal. The cooperatives will pay reasonable rent, not exceed
ing one-fourth of the gross produce, to the owners .. 

Tenancy 
17. Only one type of terwncy with full occupancy rights should be recognised

exception being made in case of minors, disabled persons, etc. 

All those who till land on a crop-sh~re basis and thus share the risks of production will 
be ipso facto considered tenants. 
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Resumption 
I8. Resident owner-cultivators would be permitted to resume tenanted land only 

up to the time the integrated. programme of ceiling-floor-coop-consolidation ~s inaugu
rated, and only for the purpose. of bringing the operated unit of the owner to the size 6f 
a family h6lding or if the tenant has a larger than a family holding to the extent of the 
excess, subject to the provision of the ceiling.· Non-resident landowners would be per
mitted to resume for personal cultivation-as defined below....: up to one family holding only the 
excess over family-size holding. of the tenant. · · · 

Personal Cultivation 
I9. Personal cultivation shoold be defined a:s.one' which is ·undertaxen by the owner 

or a member of his 'family (to be suitably defined) and in which at least some farm oper- · 
· ations, involving manual work, are performed by the owner or the member of his family. Such 

person should reside in the village for at least half the number of days_ of the crop season., · 

:v 
~ ~ ,l. • • • . ..... :. - •. •• 

AGRARIAN STRUCTURE IN FUTURE 
·-··~· .• :.,. ...... ':,j,~,. ·~·, -.- .. '· .. ·~ .. . 

' ~· ' ' I 

· 2o. . The· ·agraf.:i.ati structure ·re5ult1ng -from:· these ··reform measures will_;_ 

(I) Be considerably simplified. It will have only 4 categories of tenure status : owner. 
cultivators, tenants willful occupancy rights, members of coop. fariils and a 
relatively small class of landless labourers-those working on farms larger than : 
family farms and casual labourers. The inequality· still persisti~g should be •· 
sought to be relieved by . ·~functional" (credit,: marketing ) !ather than 
"structural" reform .. The. State-paJ;tnered co-operative. movement should 
.cQncentra,te IJl.Qre_ Qp:; c;o-ppexat~~e farms . and the _below family--size holdings. 

l.. ' •• _ ...... 

(2) ·Be.egalitatian~iaequality beil1g narrowed within the range of ·I. to 6....:..i{the b~ic 
. . 't'.e.; the' floor is· placed at half the size :of·tiie family holding. . 

(3) . Preserve individual initiative. a~~ fre~dom; even ~~e c~~()pS wili; be small and.· not . 
managerial: ... · ,. 

Preveht palpably inefficient farming· by prohibiting •individual cultivation of. ,the 
below:..basic holdii1gs. · · · . · ./*': 

(s). Tenancy ":ill be .greatly reduced .. All tenants will have .occupancy. rights .• Small 
tenants will be in the co-ops and immune· from unlawful pressures. 

(6) The change. wiil ,be le~st uprooting ~~d will not inv~lve a~y 'expropriatio~. The 
. .; question .. o~ co~pe~s~tion ~oes n_ot arise. . . 

(7). The cultivatiori-size pattern will be. -considerably rationalized. The biggest unit 
will be three times the family holding ; th'e smalles~ one-half of the family 

. holding, :with a stub~tantial .number of famqy-sized holdings. The rest will be 
. in <;ooperatives . of a &ize _not larger than three times the f~ly holding.: The . 

ceiling and the floor n:;tay be fixed at levels that would give approximately some . 
. . . ~ 

,· 
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such cultivation pattern as indicated below. The distribution will be much less 
skew. 

I. Bigger than family farm 
2. Family farms 
3. Smaller than family but not below 

· floor farms 
4· Cooperatives 

Land (%) 

IS to 20 

30 to 3S 
IS to 20 

2S to 30 

(Io to IS %from below 
floor and JO . to 15 
from .excess over ceiling.) 

Persons (%) 

s 
2S .to 30 
20 to 2S 

40 to so 

_ NoTE.-3 and 4 will remain problem sectors and \\ould need special attention. 
- . . 

21·. The "rights,and obligationscontent" ofthe peasant proprietorship envisaged in the 
prop:>.>ed pattern will be substantially different from the usual or ~he prevailing. Broadly, it 
will be regulated in regard to : -

( 1) Test of good husbandry ; 
(2) Tra.nsftr and sale ; 
(3) Sub-letting ; 
(4) Inherittance; and whenever necessary 
(S) . Cro_p pattertl and marketing. 

22. The floor and the ceili 1 levels may' be ,altered if a different pattern ·is considered 
des~able and feasible. The decisionjn this regard will have to be taken by keeping in view 
its effects on production .and capital formation as well as on the socialistic pattern which has been 

· adopted as the objective. Another crucial factor will be the estimate of our ability to bring 
about the change without unduly di$cating the economy. Some dislocation is inevitable 
during this process of reorganisation and it may be advisable to keep at least a section of the 
economy free from disturbance while we are.overhaulingthe oth.er sections of the economy. 
Cooperative farming is a difficult endeavour and will involve much trial and some error. 
Besides, die democratic process has its limitations. In view of all this, the ideal of bringing 
30 % of the -cultivated land-today comprised by the palpably uneconomic units and the ex
cess over the ceiling-may be considered the. optimum for the Second Five Year Plan. 

23. Experience of land reforms everywhere clearly indicates that successful implementa
tion is not possible without, what it is usual to call, peoples'participation, but which in essence 
may amount to taking over tb.e administration by the political cadre of the ruling party 
from the civll service. Such active "participation" of the political cadre in the task of na-

. tional reconstruction is essential, b .:t has its dangers which must be. clearly understood and 
guarded against. The people, the pulitical party and the civil service have to move together 
in harmony-which should not degenerate -into a drill. 
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Phasing 
24. . The programme. of land reforms. cannot be implemented in parts . or in 

successive stages. Our concept of phasing thus· needs a revision. A programme of imposi
tion· of the ceiling and the floor if not synchronised with the progranuile of consolidation or· 
with that of creation o(tfie co-operatives for below-the'-fl.oor holdings will involve frequer.t. 
disturbancas and dislocation of the rurai· economy, and a great waste of national effort. 
For example, resumptions if petmitted after consolidations or formations of cooperatives 
will ups6t the pattern. of rational surface layout. . 

25. It is therefore necessary to fully wOrk out the 'blue prints of the total programme be
fore the co~nceme~t of' the Secon~ Five Y t:ar Plan. If for a variety of reasons, such· as limita
tions of administrative machinery, it is necessary to proceed by stages, . it should be on the 
basis of territorial coverage and not the programme. A beginning should be made with selected 
regions and not with partial programmes:- Pending full cove'fage certain ad hoc or interim 
emergency measures will have td be undertaken over the entire area to prevent deteritiration · 
in' the prevailing conditions anct to.redress cMes· of acute injustice. These will be essentially 
prevehtive and ameliorative;· but the main programme wherevel"·~dertaken will be one and 
indivisible, comprising the· entire Floor-Ceiling-Cons~Jidatio~:Cooperative Complex .. 

f- = ·• . 



NOTES (APPENDIX) 

I. Page J6j:-According to a sample survey conducted by the Bu~eau of Economics and 
Statistics, GJvernment of B'.lmbay, the distribution of cultivated holdings in Bombay State 
was as shown below : 

Size 

Upto 5 acres 
Upto 10 acres • 
so Acres and abov~ 

% of cultivatots 

41'9 
60·9 
' 
4'4 

% area of land 

6·2 
16·6 

34'2 
... ' .. ~ 

. ... i 
2. Basic Holdings (Page 566).-The logic behind such differentiation is that holdings 

below the economic size demand a different approach and treatment, say that-of rehabilitation. 
B.1t the nu:n'.Jenud percentage of such hJldings in-India is so large that the task of rehabilita
tion of such a vast sector of the agrarian economy w~uld be beyond the organisational_ co~pe
tence of the State. The Committee, therefore, has evolved .the concept of a Basic Holding 
which will be small~r than the economic holding and to which .the rehabilitation treatment may 
be given. A basic holding is a h<>lding smaller than which would be palpably uneconomic 
from the point of view of efficiency of agricultural operations. 

3· Page 567 :-The phrase "family hJUhg" is diffL:ult tJ de'fine precisely. The 
Hyderabad Tenancy Act defin~s it as "an area which a family of five persons including the 
agriculturist hitmelf cultivates persoi?-allY according to local conditions and practices and with 
such assistance as is customary in agricultural operations -and which area will yi'eld annually a 
produ~e die value of which, after deducting 50 % therefro~ as cost of cultivation, is Rs. 8oo 
according to the price levels prevailing at the time of determination." · 

Besides deiinding the Family Holding as above the Act indicates certain tentative limits 
for different categories of land. .. 

The Agrarian Reforms Committee defines "Economic Holding" by reference to follow
. ing ptinciples : ,, 

1. It must afford reasonable standard of living ; 

- .... 2. It must provide· full employment to a family of normal size and at least a pair of 
, good bullocks; 

3· It must have a bearing on other relevant factors peculiar to the agrarian economy of 
the region. •. 

It is suggested that in the interest of quick and decisive action too much time need not be 
spent in drawing up a fine and fool-proof definition of family or economiC holding. It would 
suffice if by a sort of rule of the thumb the pattern of distribution as indicated on pp. 567-568 
ofth~ Note is attempted wherever the integrated programme is brought into force. 



PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS 

by 

DR. S. K. MuRANJAN 
. 

Expansion of Public Sector at the expense of Priv!lte Sector must be judged from the 
stand-point of objectives in view. 

(i) Augmentation of resources for investment :-For the sake of finding out the volume of 
resources likely to accrue from such expansion, calculations may •be made on· assumption of 
(a) complete suppression of Private Sector, and (b) annexation of a few or many kiri.ds of 
select businesses. 

The calculation procedure may be roughly indicated as follows : Total gross income. ac
cruing to individuals and businesses above a certain income Jevel, e.g., Rs. 25,000 a year; minus 

tax already being paid; minus number of individuals and businesses in receipt of income 
multiplied by the reasonable average remuneration they should receive, e.g., Rs. 24,000 or 
3o,ooo a year. To make the calculation most favourable to the object in , view, all indivi
duals and families above the aforementioned income level are assumed to be in busi
ness. The question then aises-Is the magnitude of investment resources likely to accrue 
large eo.ough to justify the undertaking of the complications and complexities of public 
ownership and management? Would not taxation be an easier and effective· means to 
achieve the same object ? 

(ii) Augmentation of resources for investment by use of monopoly position of Public Sector 
to raise prices to the consumer. (a) Political danger of corruption and demoralisation of 
democracy-when political parties might at election time compete for favour oy promises 
to reduce prices. (b) It implies either that prices will not fall at any time or that there does 
not exist any private sector and tperefore private businesses. • In case prices fall 
amidst the envir~mment of a mixed economy, it is doubtful whethe~ government agency 
will be quick enough to judge the change and heavy losses must emerge. In case no pri
vate sector exists, the problem of financial losses and gains ceases to exist. 

29 PC 

(iii) As a measure for greater efficiency and honesty of management, etc.-

(a) What is the numerical size and distribution of power among managing agents 
• and entrepreneurs concerned with joint stock and private limited companies ? 

(b) How many of them inherit their present position by family and cast relationships· 
and how :·"my of them started on their own initiative? · 

(c) How many of them start their entrepreneurship by speculation irt commodity and 
stock markets and then use their finan~ial power to obtain control of industry? 
And how many of them start as producers and manufacturers ? . 
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(d) Are original appointn'ents on merit to technical and managerial positions, deliberate 
training of staff by rotation in varied capacities, large-scale research in industrial 
products and processes, etc. likely to flourish more under Public Sector or Private 
Sector? 

(iv) As a measure for attracting savings for investment-

(a) How far has justice prevailed as between investor qua investor in this country and the 
managing agents and entrepreneurs ? 

(b) What part is the Government likely to play now and in fature in the creation or diver
sion of savings for investment? It is necessary to compare the role of individual, 
corporate and government savings now and in future. 

( v) ·As a measure for equalisation of incomes both to augment economic welfare and pre
vent dangers of economic power to political democracy. 

The experience of the United Kingdom seems to prove that taxation IS a sufficient 
means to achieve this objective. 

(vi) Whatever the areas of Public and Private Sectors, the investment in Public Sector 
relating to construction works, social overheads, natural monopolies, pioneer industries, 
etc. is bound to be on such a vast scale that production and distribution controls on 
selected outputs of Private Sector are inevitable. 

(pii) Capacity to cope with uncertainty is generally regarded as the crucial test of eco
nomic efficiency and is thought to be a marked merit of the Private Sector. In my opinion, 
uncertainty must be analysed in detail before arriving at a balanced conclusion. 

Uncertainty due to unfavourable price changes:-Larger the area of Public Sector more 
are· losses and gains likely to be balanced. It is difficult to say whe
ther Private Sector judges and anticipates price-changes better since those who 
survive are seen but those who perish tell no tales and leave no trace behind. 

Uncertainty due to product d~'{ferentiation :-This is entirely a feature of the competitive 
economy and must tend to be eliminated for those industries transferred to Public 
Sector. The Public Sector can reduce unnecessary types and thus raise efficiency. 
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Uncertainty due to imwvation :-Must depend on the extent to which Private Sector (a) 
prizes knowledge and science and (b) is prepared to scrap existing investment. 
It is probable that the Public Sector is better situated in this regard. Experience 
ofwar times supports this view. 

Uncertainty of demand:-This is not likely to be a major factor in those industries which 
supply the basic needs of society like food, c:lothing, housing, insurance,, banking, 
health, etc. The inclusion of these in the Public Sector with proper policies for 
stabilisation of incomes will probably raise less difficult problems. 

Uncertainty d,.Ue eu uncertainty of government policy :-On the stock-exchanges and For
ward Markets, this is an important basis of their business . As no unvarying cri- .. 
teria for such inclusion are available and in a democracy the Industrial Policy Re- · . ' 
solution of 1948 may not be the last word, this uncertainty must now be accept-
ed as one of the normal uncertainties of business enterprise. · 

It will be observed that most of the uncertainti'es are uncertainties of Private Sector 
as such and muslt disappear with the Private Sdctor. 

(viii) Joint Public and Private Emerprise:-It deserves to be considered whether certain 
_areas could not be reserved for joint public and priva~e endeavour, pure publi'c endeavour 
being availed of only in the absence of priv'nte enterprise. 

(a)-Private floatation with reservation of a proportion of the issue for gove~nment own
ership. Part public ownership will carry with it tlie right to nominate govemmnt 
directors, etc. in proportion. . 

(b) Nomination of government directors, etc. to all public limitedj?irlt:.:~.!9Ckcompanies 
in the-interests of the inv~stors and the community. · Iftheu:e is a mark~d ten
dency to form private limifed companies, t11e. governnient director or directors 
should have·a place in all companies above a certain'minimum capital. 

(c) Nationalisation of tli:e audit and accounti:tncy profession. 

(d) Creation of an office of) oint Stock Companies. Control on the lines of Superin-
- tendence of Insurance Companies. 



THE PUBLIC AND THE PRIVATE SECTORS 

by 

DR. B. V. KRISHNAMURTHI 

(Through Prof. C. N. Vakil) 

In the discussions on the Second Five Year Plan, it is now generally agreed that there 
s~ould be a complementary growth of the public and the private sectors. But there is no evi
den~e of sufficient clarity on the important question of allocation of production responsibili
ties between the public and the private sectors. 

Certain broad observations can however be made on this subject. To start with, there can 
be little disagreement with regard to the Statement that the State shocld take upon itself the 
vital task of Social Overhead Capital Formation. For instance, development of railways and 
highways, irrigation, hydro-electric power generation and distribution, and so on. These are 
socially urgent capital items which should be given the highest priority. Such capital projects 
are in their very nature beyond the competence and worthwhileness of private enterprise, for 
obvious reasons. But outside this important group of projects, there is a vast area of 
producer goods and consumer goods industries which are well within. the competence of the 
private sector and where the existing record of performance of private enterprise is quite cre
ditable. To cit~ a few instances, Steel, Cement, Cotton Textiles and Engineering Industries. 
It is difficult to understand why the State should enter these spheres of production where
in any desired programme of improvement and expansion could be safely entrusted to the 
private sector. 

The progress report of the first duee years of the First Five Year Plan amply bears out 
the fact that, by and large, organised private sector has done betterthan the public sector. For 
instance, in the public sector, at the end of the first three years of the Plan, the percentage of 
achievement to the planned five-year target is 38. 1 in irrigation, 41 . 7 in electric energy, 50 
in national highways, 42· 1 in pdmary schools, 23.2 in public hospitals, and so on. Even 
the tempo of spending in these channels has been relatively slow. In Agriculture and Com
munity Development only 29% of the planned total outlay has been spent in the first three 
years; in irrigation and power, 49 per cent ; in transport and communications, 42 per cent 
and in industry, 19 per cent. One has reason to doubt whether in the remaining two years 
the tempo will rise so high as to enable the realisation of the five-year targets. Be 
that as it may, is it refreshing to note the progress of tne organised private sector in the same 
three-year period. The . cotton textile industry deserves the foremost mention since the in
dustry's annual production for 1953-54 has well surpassed the fiv.e-year target. Cement is 
another laudable instance. By the end of 1953-54 tlie annual capacity of the cement industry 
went up to 4.25 million tons as against the 3.28 million tons of 195D-5I. And with the 
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completion of the expansion programme on hand, it is expected that the annual production by 
1955-56 will rise to 6.6 million tons as against the target of 5 ·3 million tons. With regard 
to iron and steel, "the m()dernisation and expansion scheme of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Co., designed to increase capacity for finished steel from 7,5o,ooo tons to 9,31,000 tons, prog
ressed satisfactorily ". And so on. 

All this should help us in defining the production responsibilities of the public and the 
private sectors. When the public sector is finding it difficult, for whatever reasons, even 
to attain the modest and unambitious targets of the First Five Year Plan, it is difficult to 
understand why it should enter into enterprises like the Steel Project, which could well be 
entrusted to private enterprise. 

It is important to stress that the rate of progress of the public sector leaves much.to be de
sired. Therefore, instead of an indiscriminate expansion of the public sector, what is called 
for is concentration of eff.>rt in raising the tempo of progress in the projects already on hand. 
Even after a satisfactory completion of these projects, the public sector could and sh<?uld widen 
itselfby undertaking similar additional projects, for instance, more railways and . highways, 
more public schools and hospitals, and so on. The scope of expansion in these directions is 
indeed enormous relative to the availability of supplies at present. 

Viewed in this manner, it becomes evident that any attempt on the part of the State to en
ter into lines of activity which could well be entrusted to private enterprise actually results in 
misallocation of productive resources at the disposal of the public sector. This is for two reasons. 
One, these resources are urgently required for social overhead capital formation. Second, the 
lines into which these resources are being applied can well be developed by the private sector. 

If the public sector were to concentrate all its resources on the social overheads, the benefits 
are once again two-fold. First, the pace for setting the stage for industralisatiQ·n·is quickc;:n
ed. Second, this very process ensures a stable and steadily growing demand for steel, cement, 
engineering, etc. and that enables the private enterprise engaged in these i~dustries to expand the 
size of the industry profitably and coniidently. In fact, in under-developed countries these 
industries can ex:p.md at a rapid pace only if there is a sizeable offtake by the public sector 
and this incidentally explains why the steel and cement industries in our country are doing so 
well now and were faring so badly in the thirties. 

It does not necessarily follow that the public sector should be confined only to the social 
overheads. Even with regard to the other producer goods industries, if the private enter
prise is not readily forthcoming or if the aggregate requirements are so enormous that there is . 
room for both, there is a clear case for the State to step in. Fertilizers are an instance in 
point. It redounds to the credit of the State to have taken the initiative in this respect and 
made such remarkable progress. 

Besides the public-owned and operated industries, the State could expedite the process 
of economic development by actively assisting the private sector in a variety of ways. It is a . 
well-known observation that in under-developed countries, the lack of organizational initiative 
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and entrepreneurship and the absence of adequate finance are the two main reasons for the 
low level of private productive activity. This is true to a greater degree in the rural and semi
urban areas. And herein lies the vital role the State can play. 

In the matter of providing the organizational initiative, the Community Projects and the 
National Extension Service are welcome features. The so-called boldness of the Second Five 
Year Plan may well be displayed in these directions. By widening the area of the Community 
Projects and expanding the Rural Extension Service, the State can most effectively stimulate 
the growth of cottage and small-scale enterprises which are not likely to come in the way of the 
expansion of organised large-scale industries. 

Regarding the provision of adequate finance, the various finance corporations and the es
tablishment of the proposed State Bank of India are welcome features. Once again, the bold
ness of the Second Five Year Plan can be well demonstrated in developing the institutions and 
setting up an effective countrywide machinery both for the mobilisation of savings and the 
supply of short-term and long-term credit. Of course, these agencies have only to supplement 
and not displace the organised capital markets and the commercial banking system. 

To summarise : 

I. Public Sector to concentrate on the expansion of social overhead capital and social 
· welfare (schools, hospitals, etc.). 

2. Public Sector to take up other lines, only when private enterprise is not forthcoming 
in those lines or there is room for both. 

3· State 'to assist actively 

(a) by providing the organisational initiative in rural and semi-urban areas towards the 
establishment of cottage and small-scale industries ; 

(b) by setting up financial agencies both for mobilisation of savings and the supply of 
credit, without disturbing the capital Markets and the commercial banking sys
tem of the country. 



EFFICIENCY OF PUBLIC UNDERTAKINGS 

by 

PRoF. D. G. K.ARVE 

The concept of efficiency needs definition in terms of the objectives of an undertaking. 
Making the most effective use of available resources, or attaining a given objective with the 
smallest expenditure of resources is a good general way of defining efficiency. But the rele- . 
vance of objectives to resources is vital. In regard to public undertakings there is a variety of 
objectives and sometimes there is more than one objective set for an undertaking. Some 
ofthese objectives may actually be other than ecconomk. It is in the light of all these that the
organization and employment of resources in a public undertaking must be assessed or·· 
evaluated. 

2. At least three types of public undertakings must be distinguished from one another · 
in respect of the objective set to each. The best known are the public utilities, which have a 
common service as objective. Rendering satisfactory service to the largest possible number 
of consumers being the objective, an optimum balance among quality of service, extent of service 
and' cost indicates the standard of efficiency. In such services a surplus is appropdately 
returned to the undertaking either by lowering charges or improving quality. 

3· There is another type of public undertaking which has a more direct bearing on econo
mic development. Whether it is the development of a whole region or the pioneering into 
a new line of production, e.g., machine tools, which is considered vital to the attainment of · 
economic progress, a public undertaking engaged in such activity will ultimatelr.pe judged by 
the relationship between investment of resources and the value of the product, using the word 

· product in a wide sense. There may be some aspects of public interest in such ~ndertakings• 
wpich are other than economic. But in the main an undertaking which has economic develop
ment or contribution to economic development as its objective must justify itself in· economic 
terms: We are, of course, excluding from this clas$ any preliminary or pilot attempts which 
are purely experimental. These do not 'graduate' into undertakings until they have shed 
their experimental or pilot character. 

4· There is yet another class of public undertakings where a major objective is the crea
tion of a surplus. Other criteria such as maximization of service and quality~ though not 
altogether irrelevant, take a somewhat subsidiary place to maximization of net revenue or a 

. surplus, if the public undertaking is operating in competitive conditions, there would not be 
much conflict between the two objectives: But, as would tend normally to be the case, if 
the undertaking operates as a monopoly maximisation of revenue may · be reached at a point 
where consumption of quality would not reach that high level which would be expected in 
competitive conditions. 
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5· Utility, contribution to economic progress, and production of a surplus are, of course, 
not the only objectives which in practice would be set for an undertaking. 
But the other objectives, mostly non-economic, will have to be isolated in a discussion about 
efficiency. Equally well, where all, or two, of these major objectives are mixed up in any par
ticular undertaking, which would often be the case, a balancing of results, quantitative as well 
as qualitative, will have to be attempted. For each undertaking the test of efficiency will 
have to be whether the objective or objectives are being realized in the best possible manner, 
to the utmost possible extent and with the least possible expenditure of resources. 

6. Whether we consider the structure of modem business organization or the functions 
of the several participants in an industrial fiffort there is no reason to believe that the fact of 
the proprietorship of a concern being vested in the state or a joint stock company would 
necessarily make any difference to its efficiency.' In this context two points should be clearly 
set out. The pioneering, risk bearing or enterprise character of business is no longer a normal 
asset of private or individual concerns. In all these respects the effort called forth under modem 
conditions of technological progress and of national and international reiulation of economic 
activity is such that no private organisations can hope to be anything but an instrument of 
social policy. In other words by tariff, subsidies, and other direct forms of sponsoring and 
promoting the real burden of progress is almost necessarily passed on to the community. 
The only relevant question in the modem context, therefore, is whether a p~blic or a private 
agency will be a more efficient instrument-in quality, measure and cheapness of public policy. 
There is no worthwhile distinction between private and public enterprise, in as mudh as the 
nation as a whole is increasingly bearing all the burden of enterprise and risk. The choice is 
between a private, a public or a semi-public undertaking. It is more the organization, and exe
cution rather than the planning and the risk which are relevant in the atomic and planning age. 

7. Another point about which it is equally necessary to be clear is regarding the legitimate 
9phere of individual enterprise. A person with a new idea, which he considers to be socially 
useful, ought to have the opportunity to try it out on his own responsibility. This means 
that the capital which he raises and for the most part the technical and other labour which he 
employs make no draft on resources which are needed for more important social objects. 
Within these limits genuine enterprise has an opportunity to grow, and any scheme of 
expanding the scope of public undertakings should be so designed as not to make an in
road into areas where real individual or private enterprise may be developed. It is con
ceivable that the scope of such private enterprise may be extended to genuine private partner
ships. But there is very little of private or individual enterprise about a public Joint-Stock 
Company. Its suitability, as an alternative to a public undertaking, must be judgetl strictly on 
grounds of efficiency and social purpose. , 

8. The operational efficiency of a business depends on considerations which affect both 
private and public undertakings almost equally. An adequate supply of capital is a sine-qua
non for both: In the p1aiming of both the profeSsional servic~s of technical, financial and 
organizational experts have to be used. Both depend for their success on the availability of 
managerial t~ent and necessary technical services. The other physical factors and personnel 
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relations conditioning the success of the activity affect both. It is, therefore, with_ reference 
to the presence or otherwise of these determinants of efficiency that the case for each public 
undertaking must be examined. 

9· Examples of successful and unsuccessful undertakings are available from both private 
and public sectors. Excepting a few reputed firms the record of private undertakings in India 
dose not support the thesis that the economic and social costs of their operation have been on 
the low side. Even apart from glaring drawbacks of individual firms and industries, as a rule, 
private business has flourished in India under conditions of monopoly accompanied by lack 
of effective regulation. The tax-payer and the consumer have been the lasno receive any 
consideration from the typical large-scale business concern in India. On the other hand, 
public undertakings like several municipal transport systems, as also the_ state transport and com
munication concerns have a record of working which need not lose in comparison with 
similar private concerns. There are, however, a number of instances in which public under
takings have given a poor account of themselves. 

Io. It is proper, therefore, to ass·ess the prospects of efficient working of a _public under
taking on its intrinsic and individual merits. Enough is known of the organization and techni
ques of management to make it possible for a public undertaking to work efficiently. The: 
decision to put an economic activity into the public sector need In no circumstances be influenc
ed by any initial doubt about the prospects of its efficient conduct. Efficiency is a relative 
term and it takes in more than one physical and social value. But there is reason to beEeve 
that if the conditions favourable for efficient working are created, public undertakings will 
function with less cost and better results. 

II. Among such conditions the form·oforganization of a public unde~_og occupies an 
imp'Jrtant place. It is, however, possible to over-emphasize the difference among the two well
known alternatives. Even where an activity is run as a Government department, as for in
stance is the case with railways and posts, it is possible for the Government and the Parlia
ment to develop a general attitude of not interfering in the details of planning and adminis
tration which are left to the respective heads or boards. On the other hand, 

. it is possible to set up a statutory corporation with a number of restrictions on 
parliamentary and governmental control, and then to use all powers still lefr with 
parliament and government in such a manner as to undermine the initiative and confidence of 
those who are held responsible for the efficient working of the Corporation. This experience 
is by no means rare. What is important from the standpoint of efficient administration are 
the mental attitudes and conventions based on the same. "While the relationship of an under
taking to overall planning belongs to the sphere of Parliamentary .influence," and while the broad 
operational policy and its total results belong to the sphere of the adininistrative responsibility 
ot the Minister concerned, the detailed planning, execution and control of the operations of an 
undertaking, departmental or corporate, must be lett to those who are chosen to be in charge 
of these functions and are, therefore, put at the head of operations. . 
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12. Given such an understanding of the appropriate roles of the Parliament, the Ministry 
and the operative organization, there is every reason why the first preference for the conduct of 
a public undertaking should be for a departmental direction, more or less like the posts or 
railways. Such a procedure intially reassures the Parliament about the direct responsibility 
of the undertaking, and when Parliament or Government choose to interfere wii .. h a decision 
of the management, there is p.o doubt where the responsibility lies. In the other alternative 
Parliament and Government, if they are ill-advised, are in a position to exercise authority with
out responsibiiity. Any special features of organization which are relevant to each kind of 
Undertaking can be easily adjusted to departmental organization, as by creating a separate 
Administration under the Ministry. The preference for a Corporation was more relevant to a 
pre-planning stage, where an attempt used to be made to approximate conditions in public 
undertakings 'to those in private concerns. Now the shift of policy is obviously towards the 
other end, and the Company Law is being amended in a manner calculated to make every 
company aJnlost a state-regulated company without· much responsibility on the state. In this 
context it is best to make every public undertaking a unit operating under an appropriate Minis
try, with such organizational aids as may be needed tC? help Parliament and Government to dis
charge th~ new type of responsibility. 

13. Two organizational reforms having a close bearing on operational efficiency of public 
undertakings may be noted. Canons of financial propriety and of accounting procedure which 
are relevant to current expenditure out of public revenues are not in all cases relevant to the 
needs of sound business management. Cases have occurred in which advice and criticism based 
on rules ofpropriety to which Financial Advisers and Auditors-General are accustomed have 
resulted in warped judgement and undue restriction on the legitimate freedom and initiative of 
directors and managers of public undertakings. While it is essential that Parliament 
and Government should . continue to . exercise powers of scrutiny and guidance 
on behalf of the citizens the manner of aoing so must be appropriat.: to the 
~business character of the public activity concerned. Both within the Finance and the 
·Auditor-General's organizations a branch specialized in the finance and audit of public under
takirigs should be set up, and these should be equipped with codes of procedure appropriate to 
business management. · 'The services of recognized firms of business consultants and auditors 
should also be more freely drawn upon than seems to be the case at present. 

· · · 14. Even a public business, so far as it is a business, must be run as a business, and the • 
Parliament ·as the ''shareholders " representative should insist upon this. It 
follows from this position that all organization and procedural practices which militate against 
an effiCient conduct of public business to the satisfaction ofParliament should be brought to 

. ah end. One such practice is registration of a public undertaking as a private limited company. 
- ·.obviously this use of Law made by Parliament to restrict its own powers of scrutiny and 
.. guidance over state business is bad politics as well as bad economics. If at all any form other 
· than an administration undet a department is to be selected it is best to set up a registered public 
"c~mpany if . for special reasons private partnership in share capital from national or foreign 
sources h~s been admitted ; or to establish a statutory corporation, where the respectiv.;; 
limits of Parliamentary and corporate powers and functions are clearly stated. 
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15. In all for:ms of public undertaking other than a departmental administration, appoint
ment of civilian heads should be scrupulously avoided. Even in department~ undertakings 
more and more it should be the departmental officers themselves who should gradually rise to 
supreme positions as in Ran ways and Posts. Pending the development of an appropriate pool 
of such qualified technical and managerial officers persons from other priva~e and public 
undertakings should be chosen. In any case for corporations and public I oint Stock Companies 
a civilian as a rule shouldnot be chosen. Apart from individual cases, the training and habits 
of civilians are not suited to the field of busin~ management where precedent is more az: 
obstacle than an aid, and where rules are thumb-rules that flow from practice, rather than rigid 
yardsLicks of correct measure to which conduct has to conform. There ought to be ·other means 
of ensuring integrity than handing over business concerns to successful ex-magistrates and ex
departmental Secretaries. In cases where individuals from the civil or other normal services of 
Government have been chosen for their special suitability, they should resign before accepting 
a post of direction in a public corporation or company. It has been proved that they· can
not discharge with an adequate sense of independence their functions in relation to the under~ --' 
taking when they can neither shake off their post nor can they ignore their future. 

16. In the building up of the efficiency of a public undertaking maximum Importance 
attaches to t..l-te education of the public and the interest evinced by them in the success of a 
concern. The administration of the BEST (Bombay Electric Supply and Transport) and of 
Indian Railways, for instance, has gained in efficiency by the continuous public interest evoked 
by them. In the relationships of a public undertaking the c Public • should have a big place. 
Many of the drawbacks stemming from alleged lack of interest and responsibility among workers·
employed in a public concern will yield far more effectively to public watchfulness than merely 
to the procedural and formal checks of superior authority. With proper education· and con- -
tinuous briefing the public can be induced to take not only interest, but pride in the efficient 
working of public concerns. • •,. :... 

~ -

17. Given all th~se public interest, parliamentay backing, ministerial assistance, and 
competent management the internal structure and working of public ¢oncerns can approxin:ia
tely, and not infrequently surpass, those of the best conducted private undertakings: The_ 
more freedom is left to those in charge of an undertaking and the more those who have chosen 
it as a career are enabled to rise to highest positions the concerns will develop a corporate 

• sense of unity and cohesion. For ensuring team-work as well as for inculcating right atti
tude of social responsibility, building up of the corporate moral_of each undertaking is of great -

importance. All concerned with an undertaking ought to be taken into confidence as:_ to the · 
role which it has to play in the purposes of the national plan, and they ought to be _made aware _ 
of tht. fact that th~ role is worthwhile. Through appropriate channels they must be held re..-t
ponsible for L.he efficient discharge of their responsibilities. But the personnel relations in pu~ . 
lie undertaking must be taken to include relations with the public at large, and even greater · 
attention should be paid to them than is done in a privai:e undertaking. · . 

18. Another important method of building up efficiency which a public und_ert:alciDg 
can utilize with greater confidence than a private concern is the adopt:ion of a system of 
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on-the-work training, both for those who are already in service and for those who are being 
equipped for a future employment. The growing skill of workers is an asset for the nations 
industry and all public undertakings ought to promote it both for thdr ow11 success as also for 
the ~uccess of the nation's economic policy. 

19. A radical change of attitude towards success of public undertakings is needed if real 
efficiency and progress are to be promoted. As efficient units of production and service 
these undertakings can maintain a high record only by a coatinuous process of improving 
productivity. The Parliament and Government, as also any boards or authorities which these 
may set up in connection with the public undertakings, should encourage all the staff of 
undertakings to contribute to production progress. Not only must legitimate-discretion and 
freedom to experiment be allowed to staff, but their achievements should be suitably recognzi
ed. The creative response of all engaged in public undertakings will vary in proportion to 
the importance attached by the public, i.e., by Parliam~nt and Government to productive con
tribution as compared with that attached to formal compliance. There should be some recog
nized system by which the humblest worker in each public undertaking has an opportunity, 
subject to a preliminary examination for prima facie merit, to make suggestions for 
improvement and, within appropriate limits to try them out. 

20. At least for the immediate future public undertakings will have an initial advantage 
over their established oppo~ite numbers in the private sector. Technology has been 
undergoing such rapid changes that a newly established public undertaking 
starts with better machinery and equipment. it is up to the undertakings themselves 
to maintain their lead by continuous research and evaluation in all aspects of their working. 
State agencies guiding and supervising public undertakings can continuously emphasize these 

' aspetts. Moreover, if economic activity is an important part of the plan, and if public under
takings are an important part of the agencies of implementation, the services of those who help 
in making them successfulat all levels-should be suitably recognized. Technology ha; 
passed the stage where profit motive is enough to ensure succt"ssful utililation. But even the 
cash incentive has been known to be surpassed by an awareness of social service successfully 
rendered and by a self-e.teem reared on the acknowledgment of our fellowmen. These in
centives of a democratic and planning age of advanced technology need to be more systemati
cally employed in promoting efficiency. 

21. All these considerations apply with special emphasis to public undertakings which 
have the raising of a surplus· revenue as their objective, or as one of their objectives. Unless 
acceptance of such a role for an undertaking is secured by proper education of the staff as well 
as of the public there is spontaneous resistance from both these quarters to~ concern which is 
'exploiting • its privileged position. Mere authority of the State, or discipline within the 
industry, will not be enough counteraction to chronic sabotage by workers or to ill-usage by 
consumers. Both these, workers as well as consumers, in their capacity as citizens should be 
reconciled to, and if possible made enthusiastic about, the overall pUrposes of policy, of which 
the public undertaking is a part. _ This is a tremendous educative effort, But without it there 
will be neither demot'tacy nor «;l<;:moq·atic plannin~. 



PLACE OF COOPERATIVES IN THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 

PROF. D. G. KARVE 

1. The following extracts from the First Five Year Plan will indicate the place which it 
was intended to allot to cooperatives in the First Five Year Plan: 

(a) " When individualism was the order of the day, cooperation represented a defensive act of 
association on the part cf individual citizens. But with the adoption of the principle of social re
gulation, th'! cooperative societies, which from their commencemen~ in this country have been so
cially sponsored and supported, came to occupy a more positive role. In a regime of planned de
velopment, cooperation is an instrument, which while retaining some of the advantages of decentrali.;, 
zation and local initiative will yet serve· willingly and readily the overall purposes and directives 
of the plan" (p. 163). 

(b) "As an instrument of democratic planning, combining initiative, mutual benefit and social. 
purpose, cooperation must be an tssential feature of the programme for the implementation of the 
Five Year Plan. As it is the purpose of the Plan to change the economy of the country from an in
dividualistic to a socially regulated and cooperative basis, its success should be judged, among other 
things, by the extent to which it is implemented through cooperative organizations. The Planning 
Commission in consultation with the State Governments, cooperative organ~ations, and the Re
serve Bank intends to formulate a more specific programme for the expansion of the movement in 
all the sect.>rs in rc..srect of which coop~..rative organization_has b:~en considered suitable" (p. 164). 

(c) "Many act;vities, such as, framing programmes of production for the villa~vobtaining and· 
utilizing governmental assistance for the betterment of the village, e.g., the constructimt of roa~, 
tanks, etc., encouraging villagers to improve the standards of cultivation, organizing voluntary labour 
for community works and generally assisting in the implementation of economic and social reform 
leg1slation passed by the States, will naturally fall within the purview of the panchayat ..... · ...•.... 
On the other hand, for the working of individual programmes of economic development, where 
not only the general interest but also the specific responsibility and li~bility of a member have to be 
ensured, a more integrated and binding form of association is needed. Specific and practi~ tasks of 
the villagers, both agriculturists and artisa~s, can be best performed through cooperatives .....••••• 
We, therefore, suggest that in so far as institutional reform is an essential part of the implementation ·, 
of the F1ve Year Plan, emphasis in due proporuon and in appropriate 1i lds should be placed both . 
on panchayats and on cooperative societies" (p. 165). 

(d) "While, therefore, on the one hand, larger sums will come to be disbursed in rural areas, 
it is of the utmost importance to see that monies so spent do not go outside the system of organized 
credit. In other words, rural savings and monies generally in the hands of die rural population have 
to be kept flowing into credit orgar.izatwns. A cooperative. society is calculated to do this much better 
•han almost any other organization.'....... If, however, the credit structure of the country is to be 
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geared to an increasing pace with economic activity in rural areas an intensive effort at integrating all 
the channels of credit for the common purpose is needed" (p. 166). 

(e) " While the controversy between voluntary and compulsory formation of cooperative 
farms may at this stage be avoided, it can be suggeSted that in any area where a majority of holders 
representing at least half of the area under cultivation desire to establish a cooperative farm, legis
lative means should be at their disposal to proceed with the formation of a cooperative farming 
society for the whole village. The State on its part should do everything in its power to encourage 
the establishment of such farms and to promote their satisfactory working afterwards. Farming 
through a cooperative calls for a number of individual and corporate virtues on the part of members. 
It will therefore be some time before cooperative farms reach a developed stage. If during the 
period of the First Five Year Plan, in representative areas of different States a good number of so
cieties are established as going concerns, we can proceed more confidently to expand that pattern of 
cultivation in the next Five Year Plan" (p. 167). 

. (/) " It is essential that in every community project !U'ea a programme for all-round cooperative 
development should be drawn up. The establishment of vctrious types of cooperative societies after 
educating the local public regarding their benefit will be the best means of enlisting the active sup
pmt of the people on a voluntary basis for work of improvement on an organized scale" (p. 168). 

(g) " With artisan industry cooperatively_ developed and with a number of processing factories 
es~ablished on a cooperative basis, a growing portion of rural economic activities will come within the 
cooperative sphere. . . . . . • . . Such development will conform to the requirements of democratic 
planning and will make it possible at later stages of planning to formulate more comprehensive 
sclJ.emes of economic progress" (p. 169). 

(h) "We have expressed our preference for a decentralized type of industrialization, and how 
far we can go in the direction of decentraliz,ation without loss of economic advantage will depend to 
a very large extent on the capacity of artisans to organize themselves on a cooperative basis. The 
utility 'of cooperation in the urban areas extends to the credit and other needs of small entrepreneurs 
and cottage workers. Urban banking conducted on cooperative lines has a very important role to play 
in this field. Cooperative banks are more democratic and more amenable to local control than even 
small-sized joint-stock banks and hence urban banking closely associated with other forms of urban 
cooperation ought to be purposefully developed" (p. 170). 

(i) "Cooperatives are sometimes organized and administered by those who lack both the quali
fiCations and experience necessary for the job. This factor alone accounts for a large number of co
operatives' failures and the uneven development of the movement in the country. The importance 
of efficient management Cannot, therefore, be too much stressed. Being a movement essentially 
dependent on the ability of per~ons in humble walks of life, who are often .amateurs in the handling 
of business operations, the need for training and education is greater than for those who have ample 
resources and business experience" (p. 171). 

2. These extracts clearly indicate that the First Plan had a clear conception of the ins
titutional role of the Cooperatives and Panchayats. It had an equally clear mind on the parti
cular place to be allotted to cooperation in the rural and urban sectors, in agriculture and 
industry, in processing and in marketing. The Plan had also laid emphasis on cooperative 
training and educati~n so as to strengthen the hopes of success o i its programme of coopera-

tive plannin~. 
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3. From the latest progress report (September, 1954) it is impossible to get a quantitative

measure of actual realization of any of these plans. The latest figures for all-India are avail
able only for the year J:951-52. It may not be altogether irrelevant, therefore, to state her{. 
that if planners have to depend on quantitative data which are more than two years old, a 
five-year period for planning would appear to be too short. On the other hand, if we are .to 
adopt the five-year period as the normal one some method by which all statistics which 
have a direct bearing on the making of plans and on checking their progress should be capable 
of almost current compilation by some organization within the Planning Commission. The 
system of reporting, compilation and publication of almost all relevant statistics needs ,early 
improvement. 

4· There is no overall significance in figures for later years pertaining to individual States 
which happen to be incorporated into the progress report only because they were available. 
In the agricultural sector the only definite fact which emerges is that the number of coopera:.. 
tive societies, their membership, and the extent of their business increased notably" hi States. 
which already had a fairly developed rural credit movement. Even in these areas, however, 
progress was by no means very striking, and the community project areas in which much Was 
expected were devoid of noticeable progress except in three or four States. The number 
of apex banks increased, under influence of the Reserve Bank policy of not issuing agricultural 
credit as a rule, except through apex banks. The total lending by the Reserve Ba..•1k to co.
operative banks increased from approximately Rs. 12 crores in 1951-5.2 to Rs. 15 crores ·in 
1953-54. This, of course, is nowhere near the figure of Rs. 100 crores which was the. target 
of total institutional credit to be made- available by the end o(the First Five Year Plan. Even 
where apex banks were started the absence of a sound system of district central banks, and a 
well-knit organization of primary societies, more or less, immobilized the line of credit offered 
by the Reserve Bank. ~ "-

5. Governments on their side stepped up tagai loans without making any deliberate 
effort to use them as a means or as an occasion to build up any org~ization among· the bor
rowers. The percentage of arrears in tagai loans is very high, higher·than in caoperative 6rga-· 
nizations. The progress of other than c~edit organisations in the rural areas was even 
more limited. In regard to c?operative farming, in respect of which experimental 
schemes were suggested in the Plan, there was little progress except in Bombay and U. p~ 

Lift irrigation societies and brick-kiln societies made some progress. While some movement 
forward is seen in all areas, and a few outstanding cases of success can be mentioned in regard 
to almost all sectors, it is obvious that in no part of the cooperative plan is there eriough con~ 
crete achievement commensurate with the strong support to the general policy of cOO})erative 
development and with the special emphasis on individual types contained in th~ Plan~ 

6. There are two specific reasons for this apparent frustration ... The main field of co
operative interest, namely rural development, was under investigation by a committee of the 
Reserve Bank. · There was hardly any move in the field of rural cooperation which could· noc 
be traced to the sphere of interest of the committee. It is curious, however, to find that in 
States already well set on the way to cooperative progress, further progress continued to be 

. ' 
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made. The non-rural sector, moreover, does not appear to have fared any better than the 
rural one. This suggests the second cause. Much as planners, administrators and reformers 
are ready to prescribe the cooperative principle, they are not so ready to insist upon it in 
practice. In the best of circumstances this vacillation is due either to impatience or to mis
understanding. It is felt that quicker results are obtained through State or private action. 
It is too late in the day now to re-argue the question, which, one has reason to assume, has 
been thrashed out before a policy is prescribed in the Plan. 

7· Whether it is credit, distribution or production, a definite preference is often shown by 
administrators for direct State or private action. In cases where this partiality, not sanctioned 
by the Plan, is due to sheer impatience it is strengthened by another misunderstanding. The 
role of cooperatives in a planned economy is different from that which they occupy in a re
gime of Laissez Faire.. In the latter, complex cooperatives like the other forms of business 
organization are based on the voluntary principle, though mutual service, as opposed to profit
seeking, is their special characteristic. . In the context of planning it is the element of mutual 
service which is the principal attraction of cooperation for the planner. In a planning eco
nomy voluntarism is restricted and regulated in all spheres and forms. But cooperatives 
as institutions based on the principle of mutual service can more appropriately participate in 
planning which is really an agency of mutual service on the national level. In a democratic 
State, as distinguished from a totalitarian State where planning is aptly described as capitalism 
of the State, the main principle and overall character of planning can be appropriately des
cribed as cooperativism of ~he State. As the implications of this inescapable position are 
better appreciated by the planning State and by the cooperative organizations a really deter
mined progress along lines of democratic planning will be possible. A further declaration 
of the determination of the State to stick to cooperative forms of associated economic activity 
would, therefore, have some advantage. 

8. In a democracy economic and social freedom is no less important than political free
dom. The only way in which it can be safeguarded consistently with the need to utilize to 
the full the technological opportunities to raise the levels of living, is to follow in the wake 
of the principle of self-employment. What one individual, or a family, or a small group 
which raises no major questions of wage employment can do with efficiency should be left to 
them. Where bigger associations of man-power and capital are needed for efficient function
ing, the organizations should be basically cooperative with such assistance from the State by 
way .of capital and expert guidance as may be necessary. In fields of economic activity where 
the interests of the whole community are involved, the mutual service principle is best ful
filled by municipalized or nationalized enterprises. The cooperative sector is the sector of 
self-employment at all these levels, from a household to the whole nation. Hence, a planning 
democracy must tend more and more to be a cooperativism of the State. It is only with the 
full realization of the essential significance and ultimate justification of the place of cooperatives 
in a .Pl~, that lines of concrete acti~n in the Second Five Year Plan must be drawn. 

9· The Second five Year Plan will have to be both a bolder and a more concretized 
plan. It will haye to provide for reaching a long way on the attainment of the following 
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goals which are inherent in planning under Indian political, social and economic condi- · 
tions : 

( r) Mobilization of Resources. 
(2) Full employment. 
(3) Maximum production. 
(4) Social equality •. 

10. In the attainment of all these goals cooperatives have a specific and . appropriate 
role to play. While the extent and organizational details will have to be considered in the. 
context of local conditions, the broad outlines of a scheme by which particular: objectives 
can be served may be indicated. 

(1) Mobilization of Resources. 

(a) For creating interest and enthusiasm among people for national planning generally, 
and for the particular plans of individual villages, cooperatives, as. the smallest unit of eco-, 
nomic democracy, will play a very vital part. In the expanded scheme of cooperative organi~ 
zation, almost every family will be a member of a cooperative, through which direct and effective 
contact and coordination can be secured with the whole nation. 

(b) Especially in the sphere of enlisting and usefully engaging the voluntary labour of 
the people cooperatives of all forms spread ov~r the countryside have great possibilities. It 
is also through them that local leadership on a large scale can be nursed and directed into 
constructive channels of social and economic reform. 

(c) Even in regard to the mobilization of finandal resources it is through cooperatives 
that the monetary flow can be maintained in active circulation and schemes like small-scale 
savings and investments can be made more effective. Thus, not only for the ideological con
tent of cooperation but also for its efficiency as an instrumentality of social planning co
operatives will have a valuable role to play. 

(2) Full Employment. 

(a) In so far as the unutilized time of the villager, especially of the artisan, is a challenge 
to our capacity to provide employment, producers' cooperatives operating at different levels 
of technological equipment and of capital investment will naturally provide the best possible 
agency for giving effect to a plan of integrated or common production. The cooperatives 
themselves will no doubt have to build up their own internal relationships among organiza
tions discharging different forms and levels of functions. Similarly these cooperatives will 
have to find, and be given their own proper place in the overall scheme of the utilization of . 
national resources. ·Thus, as a part of the total national effort in pursuance of organizing · 
the whole- nation for a common task, producers' cooperatives will serve as an important and 
indispensable factor. · · 

(b) The scope for employment through labour cooperatives. must b~ f~lly explored. 
The number of workers who can muster for common employment over a continuous period, 
and the corresponding needs oflabour in the schemes of development do not always tally. l3ut . 
29 P.C. 
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if' the planners and designers are made aware of the importance, not only the social but 
al:;o the economic importance, attached to labour cooperatives as a part of the plm, it is possi
ble that schemes providing for more employment may be made effective in association with 
labour cooperatives. The organization and guidance of such societies, and the way in which 
they may be made to fit in with the organizations set up for development will need further 
thought. 

(3) Production. 

In the planning of economic activity in all spheres the cooperative form has a definite 
role. As planning in India is an evolutionary and democratic process the promotion of the 
cooperative form will have to be attempted as part of a gradually expanding programme. 
There is, however, no doubt that unless in all significant aspects of the economy cooperative 
structures which represent a sizable portion of the total economic activity are built up, the 
effective influence for betterment and social justice which the cooperatives are designed to 
exercise will not be produced. The following ar~ the more important forms in regard to 
which specific plans for implementation will have to be made. 

(a) Cooperati~e Farming Societies-The intentions of the First Plan that cooperative 
farming societies should oe started in sufficient numbers in as many parts of the country as 
possible, so that enough experience may be obtained for a bolder and more specific programme 
for the Second Plan, have not been fully realized. Further progress along these lines will 
have to be made and a more specific role for this form in areas considered to be suitable will 
have to be allotted. 

(b) Cooperative Multipurpose Societies__;_As the credit and allied purposes' unit of co
operative action in rural areas the multipurpose form has a vital role to play. Without much 
difficulty it will be possible to bring into such a society almost all families, who may be served 
by the society in some form or other. Especially in tht> business needs of the rural population 
this type of society has a basic importance. The entire plan of rural development should 
be actually made effective through such societies, as indeed it wa~ the intention to do even in 
the Fir~t Plan. 

(c) Marketing and Transport Societies-The importance of cooperative marketing is 
not confined to its bearing on the success of other forms of cooperation and on the economic 
condition 'of the members generally. As an adjunct to national policies of planned economic 
a~"tion the maximisation of the· influence of cooperative marketing on supply and price~ is 

• v~:ry much to be de!1ired. The utmost importance should, therefore, be attached to the pro
motion of cooperative marketing, and allied services. For the multipurpose as also for mar
keting societies it is possible to build up quantitative targets of numb.er, investment and 
business on the basis of the targets implicit in schemes of development which form an m
tegral part of the plan. 

(d) Cooperative Processing Factories-What has been achieved in this sphere till now is 
enough to suggest that under favourable conditions created by State policy of t-ncouragement 
growers can combine ~o process their produce into more gainfully marketable forms. For 
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employment, as well as _for more orderly dbc)large of social responsibilities involved in tech
nologically improved forms of production, this pattern of business activity needs support. 
Taking . the main types of marketable produce, and the areas selected for intensive develop
ment together it would not be difficult to work O\lt quantitative targets for this type also. 

'' There are many other forlns and spheres in which the cooperative contents of the plan 
can be more specifically worked out as soon as a definite directive· of policy is incorporated 
into the overall injunctions to developmental agencies. 

(4) Social Justice 

It is a sad commentary on most of the socially created schemes of betterment that even 
they are utilized for the most part by those who are least in need of social assistance. Whether 
it is a transport service like a railway, a health service like a hospital, or an economic service 
like extension, unless they are deliberately channelled through local organizations of the iD.
dicated section of the community, the better-to-do and the socially influential tend to take 
away mos'i. of the benefit. The old type of selective and small co-operative society is also pro
ducing the same undesirable results in the favourable circumstances created by. a Welfare 
State. Without the foundations and the mechanism of a widespread cooperative service 
running in participation with socially c:eated agencies, the whole fabric of State action tends to 
be regressive; its benefits are reaped by the better-to-do and its burdens fall on the less 
favoured. In such a context, which is the bureaucratic context, the more planning there 
is the more inequality is ~ngendered. The existence of a democracy at the top is no guarantee 
that its purposes will be translated into action in the countryside. For that end to be assured 
there must be an economic democracy operating in the villages, and in other areas which are 
vital to the successful and just functioning of national economy. Only through cooperatives 
functioning as participants in the efforts of national planning can such a basic democratic way 
of life be created. 

11. For the rural sector it is il>rtunate that the Planning Commission has already adopted 
a programme of national extension which in every respect conforms to the requirements of 
building such a structure of just und progressive life for the people. Unfortunately it often 
happens with these plans, as with the enunciations and programmes regarding cooperation 
in the First Five Year Plan, that the actual implementation, if left out as a matter of detail or as 
permitting of local variation amounting to exclusion, falls. far short of expectations. Here we 
must benefit by experience. Without cooperation the high purposes of National Extension 
will not succeed. On the other hand, without the assistance of developmental agencies and 
aids provided by the national extension movement cooperatives will be empty forms. The 
purposes and programme of cooperation and national extension must be put together so a8 to 
form a comprehensive blue-print for loyal and energetic execution .. · 

12. On the strength of such a policy the spokesmen of popular as well as of: official bodies 
in rural and other areas should be called upon to frame detailed schemes of action. The as
sistance of experts should, if necessary, be made available even at this basic stage. Later 
these plans should be considered at State level, again, in consultation with all the agencies 
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concerned, and with expert advice. The Planning Commission on its part should have a 
specific policy of institutionalizing in cooperative forms the activities sanctioned by it. Under 
each scheme, there should be a note to say what bearing it has on cooperativization, and in 
what form and to what extent cooperatives are proposed to be used. Whether adequate pro
vision has been made for routing the requisite resources into cooperative:t so as to enable them 
to play their intended part must also be made clear. For the education of the people, for the 
loyal execution of plans, and for organized democratic support to the purposes of national 
planning the more we have of cooperation in the Second Five Year Plan the better. 



PRICE POLICY FOR THE SECOND FIVE YEAR PLAN 

by 

PR. s. R. SEN 

I. 

Role of Price Policy in a Mixed Economy 

1. Under the Second Five Year Plan India will continue to have a mixed economy while 
striving towards a socialistic pattern of life. In such an economy the public sector comprising 
largely heavy industries, public utilities, transport, etc., will play an increasingly important 
role and will occupy a strategic position. But the present indications show that the private 
sector comprising agriculture, cottage and small industries and some large-scale industries 
will continue to contribute a very large proportion-probably 75 or 8o per cent-of the national 
income. Since this sector will be subject to the vagaries of the market forces, internal as well 
as international, it is quite pos~ible that economic developments in this sector may deviate 
considerably from the planned pattern unless effectively regulated. It is true that the govern
ment's policy for the strategic industries in the public sector will influence the private sector 
to a certain extent. But for obvious reasons it cannot have the flexibility that would b~ ne
cessary for taking prompt and effective corrective action against undesirable developmentS iri 
the private sector. On the other hand, it is quite possible that a serious deviation from the 
planned pattern in the private sector may adversely affect the public sector itself in the mixed 
economy ofthe·type which is being envisaged for the Second Five Year Plan. Direct physical. 
controls may be one of the possible solutions but such controls have also th~irlimitations es
pecially in an economy where millions of farmers, artisans and small entrepreneurs will p.ave 
to be controlled. · Too much of direct physical control will kill individual initiative and incen
tive which are indispensable for any economic development especially in the private sector. 
A large measure of the necessary direction to the economy will have, 'therefore, to ·· be given 
through prices. Even in a completely socialised economy like that of the· U.S. S. R. where 
physical controls play a dominant role, it has recently been found necessary to relax direct 
physical controls to a certain extent and to make an increasing use of ·price policy not only for 
bringing about a balance between demand and supply but also for supplementing physical 
controls to make the allocation of resources conform to the planned pattern. The need for 
a well thought out and effective price policy will be much greater in the type of mixed economy. 
that we have in view. · ' 
Objectives of Price Policy 

2. The broad objectives of such a price policy may be briefly summarised as follows·:- . 
(A) To prevent sharp fluctuations in the general level of prices with a view to maintain

ing an economic climate which will be reasonably stable and hence conducive 
to investment and enterprise ; 

591 
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(B) To stabilise the prices of agricultural commodities within certain reasonable limits 
and inter alia ; 

(i) to maintain a reasonable relationship between the prices of agricultural commodi
ties and those of manufactured articles with a view to ensuring that the terms 
of trade between these two important sectors of the economy do not change 
too sharply against one or the other; 

(ii) to create as far as practicable conditions in the agricultural sphere so as to main
tain an appropriate relationship between the prices of competing crops neces
sary for fulfilling the targets fixed in the Plan ; 

,(iii) to reduce s~onal fluctuations in agricultural prices to the minimum ; 

(C) To bring up prices and wages in the depressed pockets by such carefully planned 
stages as would avoid undue dislocation .for the local consumers as well as pro
ducers; 

(D) To stabilise the prices of manufactured articles within certain reasonable limits. 

Key Role of Agricultural Prices in India 

3· It is obvious that a general climate of economic stability is essential for the successfuJ 
implementation of the Second Five Year Plan. This can be ensured only if there is a stability 
of the general level of prices and in a country like India . where 50 per cent of the national 
income is derived from agriculture, stability of agricultural prices is the key to the stability of the 
general price level. Prices of industrial products can be stabilised only if the prices of raw 
materials and of foodstuffs are stable. 

' 
Problem of Prices may be more difficult in the Second.Plan period 

4· Present indications are that left to themselves prices are likely to be even more un
stable during the Second Five Year Plan period than in the First. Even now economic condi
tions in India as well as abroad are hovering uncertainly between inflation and deflation. 
Uncertainties of .the cold war, increasing competition in the world markets, disappearance of 
inflationary pressure, vagaries of the weather and the uncertain lag both in time and in space 
between investment and consumption, etc. are some of the factors which are likely to contribute 
to this instability. 

5· The problem was relatively simple when the First Five Year Plan was formulated. 
The malady was definitely known to be inflation. There was no uncertainty either about the 
diagnosis or the treatment. The Plan emphasi~ed the need for maintaining an integrated 
structure of prices and recommended direct physical controls, e.g., rationing, procurement, 
etc:, for ensuring it. Even then when the inflationary pressure subsided to a certain extent, 
there were difficulties in making timely adjustments in policy to meet the changed circumstan
ces~ There .was no clear decision as to what authority was responsible for keeping a conti
nuous watch over the price situation. There was no clear directive as to what indicators should 
be watched and the indicator most commonly used, viz., the index number of wholesale prices 
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was a most inappropriate one. There was no dear prescription as to what action should be. 
taken if the indicators behav~d in a particular manner and what should be the machlnery most 
appropriate for taking necessary action when prices dedined sharply. And since there was 
no provision for what are popularly known as " built-in-stabilisers " so that with the move
ment of the indicators in certain direction corrective measures could be taken automatically 
by the various authorities, lot of time was lost in discussion and action taken was almost always 
too late and too little.. · 

6. If this has been the position during theFirst Five Year Plan when price fluctuations 
have been much less erratic than they are expeCted to be during the Second Five Year Plan, it 
is obvious that definite arrangements will have to be made for the stabilisation of the price 
level in the Second Five Year Plan if it is desired that action to be taken by Government should 
be both timely and adequate. 

II 
GENERAL PRiCE LEVEL 

7· The first objective mentioned at (A) in para 2 above would be 
broadly secured if a reasonable amount of stability coul~ be brought 
about in the long run movements, as distinct from secular movements,· 
in the general level of prices. The distinction between secular trends 

No interference 
with secular trends 
through Price Poli
cy. 

and long-term trends is rather important in this context. It wiU not be desirable to inte~fer~ 
with the secular trends in any way through the price policy. . For instance, if on account of 
technological developments costs go down it would not be desirable to prevent prices from going 
down proportionately. Even in regard to long-term price fluctuations it should not be ~ur 
objective to iron them out altogether or to stabilise them at a fixed level. All that it would be 
necessary to do is to ensure that price fluctuations may not j}e_too p:1uch out of parity with fluctu
ations in costs and incomes and the time-lag between the two ·is not too long or the change in 
the price level in either direction is not too- sharp. So long as prices. move gradually enough 
in such a manner that costs and incomes have time to get readily adjust
ed to it, there is nothlng to worry about such price fltuctuations. Only . 
such fluctuation in the general price level is Jo be avoided . as is sharply 
out of step with fluctuations in costs and incomes. 

Indicators to be watched. 

Prices should not 
fluctuate out of step 
with costs and .in
comes. 

'• ·,. 

. ( 

8. It would be, therefore, necessary to prepare reliable- indiCes not only of (i).wholesale 
prices but also of (ii) cost of living, (iii) wages, (iv) rent, (v) employment, (vi) inventories and 
('z:ii) investment for the country as a whole with sub-groups for important sectors of the eco- · 
nomy, both functional, e.g., consumption goods and investmentgoods industries, etc., andre:. 
gional, e.g., those characterised by marked heterogeneity and lack of mobility, etc. Itpossible 
corresponding indices of C viii) " consumption standard " and U.x) " earniiTg standard , 
should be also constructed. Indices of (x) cost of production should be also prepared wher
ever feasible. The sub-groups should be common for all these indices and' those falling ill 
non-monetised or inadequately · · · 
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monetised sectors should be separately indicated. The present practice of looking at the 
indices of wholesale prices only should be discouraged. A careful watch should be kept 
on the related movements of these various indices. Whenever the relative movements of these 
tend to deviate beyond (xi) certain margins from the interrelations which are considered condu
cive to stability or to the implementation of the Plan, suitable corrective actions, monetary, 
fiscal and also others, should be taken. These margins may be first fixed on empirical consi
derations and subsequently modified in the light of experience*. 

m. 
AGRICULTURAL PRJ~ 

Indicators to be watched 

9· The second group of objectives mentioned at (B) of para 2 above relating to the stabi
lisation of agricultural prices can be achieved primarily through buffer stock operations supple
mented by suitable modifications of export/improt pqlicies, loans, subsidies and in exceptional 

·cases by crop regulation. The indices to be watched are (xii) prices of major agricultural crops, 
e.g;, paddy, jute, cotton, jowar, bajra, .wheat, gram, groundnut and sugarcane (or gur) in 
different regions (Ap, A;, Ac, etc.) ; (xiii) prices of important manufactured articles required by 
agriculturists, e.g., ammonium sulphate, ir'On and steel, cement, kerosene oil, doth, salt, etc. 
(Ma, Mi, Me, etc.); (xiv) ratio of prices of important raw materials and their manufactures, 
e.g., hessian/jute (Hj),,clothfcotton (Cc), etc., (xv) ratio of prices of competing crops in different 
regions, e.g., paddy/jute (Pj), .cotton/millets (C ), wheat/sugarcane (Ws )s etc. 

10. It may not be possible to achieve simultaneously all the four objectives mentioned 
at (B) fu para 2. . In that case first priority should be given to stabilisation of the prices of agri

cultural commodities within certain broad limits. These limits may be 
the same as indicated by the Krishnamachari Committee on Agricultural 

Minimum price Prices," i.e., 12! per cent. either way of the" fair price". It may 
versus minimusn 
income. be recalled t!nt that Committee recommended that fair prices of 

agricultural com.-nodities should be determined as under :...._ 

I • 
. • A simple although rather crude, procedure may be to prepare an index number (S) which represents the ratio 

of the index number (C) of "consumption standard" and the index number (W) of wages multiplied by Ioo, where 

S== ~ IOo. Two limits (SJ)-an «inflation point" and (Sd)--« "deflation point" may be also indicated so that only 

when (S) tends to rise above (Si), anti-inflationary measures will be expected and similarly only when (S) tends to fall 
below (Sd), anti-deflationary measures will be called for. It is not necessary that (Si-Ioo) or (Ioo-Sd) should be either 
equal or fixed tor all times. If in the base period there is a lack of adjustment between (C) and (W), (SI-Ioo) should 
be smaller or larger thu. (Ioo-Sd) depending on whether there is an inflationary or deflationary trend. In fact 
it would be useful to make a study of the employment position during the base period while fixing the two margins 
(Si) and (S ). Moreover, in an economy where technology remains static it may be normally sufficient to watch lC) 
and (W) only. But in an economy where oosiderable technological improvements are taking place, it may be necessary 
to substitute (W) in the base after some reasonable intervals by (WI) which is better adjusted to the changed situa
tion. For practical purposes, however, it should be sufficient to shift the base period itself perhaps once every five 
years or so. It may be also desirable to have a few sub-groups of S for important sectors of the economy. It is 
admitted that this sort of as implified balanced indicator will be open to a number of theoretical objections. But, 
however, unsatisfactory such an indicator may be, it will help to correct some of the wrong impressions which 
the present emphasis on the wholesale prices index number tends to create in the public mind. 
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(i) When necessary data become available, the ptices should cover the costs of produc
tion on representative holdings, including the payment of fair wages to agricultu
rallabourers and leave the producer an income sufficient to maintain himself 
and his family at a standard oflife equivalent to that enjoyed by other comparable 
classes of the population. 

(ii) In the meanwhil~ the prices should be based on the parity prevailing between · 
agricultural prices and agricultural costs during the quinquennium 1924-29. 
Agricultural costs for this purpose should be represented by (xvi) suitable 
w~ighted index number of the prices of cloth, kerosene, salt, gur, sweet ~il, iror. 
and steel, bullocks, manures, oilcake and fodder. 

Of the two alternatives the second approach seems to be more practicable than the first. It 
may be, howevt:r, necessary to revise the components of the index number and also to fix a more· 
recent base period than the one suggested by the Krishnamachari Committee. There are, 
however, some who feel that it would be better to fix a flexible floor designed to ensure a mini
mum income rather than a minimum price as recommended by the Krishnamachari Com
mittee. They suggest that well before the sowing season an announcement may be made of a 
provisitJnal price (Pp ) per unit that will be paid for a crop of certain specified size(Qp ), measured 
in maunds, bales, etc.., and/or bearing a stated proportion to the previous year's crop, thus giving 
a certain idea about the expected total value (price X quantity) of the current year's crop and 
then after the actual size of the crop ( Qr) is known at the harvest time to announce a final price 
(Pr) that multiplied by the number of maunds, bales, etc., will give that total value, so that 

Pp, Qp 
Pf=-~-4--

Qr 
. The max.imum price may be fixed at a certain percentage (say 25 per cent.) 

above Pr as fixed above. In fixing the provisional price (Pp) A, Az,Mr, Mz, Hj~ Pj, C~, 
etc., as well as the physical targets of area and/or production fixed under the plan should be kept 
in view. Where, however, the quantity retained (r) by the farmer is a relatively large part of 
the total crop, it may be desirable to take into account not the total output but the marketable 

Pp Qp-r) 
surplus only so that Pr = (Qr -r) . It wo'.lld be useful if the Panel of Ec<5nomists give 

~···ri 
':ll 

some thought to the problem. Theoretically it seems preferable to c - ~ · Minimum ftuctua-
guarantee a minimum income rather than a minimum price but the tion. 

former is likely to be much more complicated than the latter: The best course 
perhaps would be not to make any of these alternatives the inflexible . basis for price 
fixation but only to keep all of them in view when fixing the prices. For, the 
aim is not to hold prices necessarily at any particular line but only to ensure that the 
tempo of rise or fall is not too sharp or too sudden. Subject to the overriding consideration of 
keeping the fluctuations in the general level of agricultural prices to the minimum, action re
garding an individual crop or a group of crops may be taken with a view to fulfilling such of the 
other objectives mentioned at (B) in para 2 as may be considered most important. 

29 P.C. . 
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II. In most cases it will be found that there will not be any conflict between the fcur 
objectives mentioned at (B) in para 2. Selective action in regard to a particular commodity 
or group of commodities may be taken without adversely affecting the stability of agricultural 
prices as a whole. In case, however, there is any contradiction, only that objectiYe should be 
given preference which will satisfy to a greater ~"tent the broad objectives of the Plan in general 
arid t~e targets of area and production in particular. Where it may appear that the prices of a 
particular agricultural commodity cannot be raised without adversely affecting certain other 
important objectives, direct relief may be given to the cultivators either by way of subsidy on 
prices of manufactured articles like ammonium sulphate, iron and steel , cement, etc., which are 
used by them or in some other suitable manner. 

Seasonal Fluctuations 

12. The objective of reducing seasonal flucn:~.ations to the minimum will not, however, 
conflict with any other and it can be best achieved through -

(a) an early implementation of the recommendations of the Rural Credit Survey Com
mittee of the Reserve Bank regarding warehousing and credit, 

(b) by permitting forward trading in all important agricultural commodities subject to 
strict regulation by the Forward 1\larkets Commission, and 

(c) buffer stock pruchases and sales operating as a counter speculator in the market in the 
case of very sharp seasonal fall or rise in prices. 

IV 

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Depressed Pockets 

13· The objective mentioned at (C) in para 2 can be achieved not so much by price policy 
as by undertaking special development projects, e.g., road building, minor irrigation works, 
etc., with a view to injecting additional purchasing power. But this may have to be supple
mented by buffer stock purchases in times of sharp and sudden fall in prices. Even when 
there is a general stability of prices in the country there may be such pockets which would re
quire ~pecial attention. Sometimes action taken in these pockets which will be largely in non
monetised or inadequately monetised sectors of the economy may have to be even opposite 
to the action that may be required for the rest of the economy. For instance, it may very well 
be that when there is an inflationary trend in the monetised sector of the economy, there will 
be ~!pi'eSsed pockets where pump-priming action will be not only necessary, but will not also 
have any adverse effect whatsoever on the monetised sectors when; anti-inflationary measures 
may be necessary about the same time. It will be useful to make a tentative list of such pockets 
in the light of experience of the past decade or so and prepare (xvii) index numbers of prices 
an.i wages separately for each of these pockets and watch these indicators for considering as to 
what extent pump-priming operations in these pockets are either necessary or feasible. 
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Manufactured Articles 

14· As regards prices of manufactured articles, they are usually more stable than 
agricultural prices and would automatically get further stabilised if measures proposed above 
for stabilising agricultural prices on the one hand and general level of prices on the other are 
taken. It will be, however, useful to prepare for very large or semi-monopolistic industrial 
enterprises, both in the private and public sector, (xviii) index numbers of costs as abo of 
prices and keep a watch on them not only for purposes of price policy but also for checking 
as to whether there is need for rationalisation in any of these semi-monopolisiic enterprises._ 
It may be mentioned here that in the U. S. S. R. such indices are used for fixing targets for the 
reduction of costs of individual enterpr~. 

15. It will be observed that the various measures indicated above will on most occasions 
supplement each other and actions taken fQr the pump-priming of the depressed pockets or for 
reducing seasonal fluctuations or for stabilising the price.. of agricultural commodities will 
all contribute to the stabilisation of the general level of prices as also of prices of industrial 
products. This can, however, be ensured only if care is taken to avoid all rigidity and have as 
much fie.xibility as possible in the implementation of this policy. 

Buffer Stock Administration 

16. Of the various measures that may have to be taken, machinery for implementation 
a.I.-~ajy exists for all exce;>t warehousing and buffer stock operations. Reserve Bank. will look 
after measures like purch~~ and sale of securities, bank rate and selective Credit controL The 
~tinis:ry of Finance will take action regarding capital issue, taxes, subsidies, deficit financing, 
etc. The Ministry of {:ommerce & Industry will look after items like export/import quotas and 
export/import duties. The Forward Markets Commission will take acticn regarping forward 
trading. \v'hen the National Cooperative Development and W areboU£ing Board is set up under 
the }. iinistry of Food·& Agriculture as recommended in the Report of the Rural Credit S~ey 
of the Reserve Bank, there will be adequate provision for warehousing and credit. For the 
oreration of buffer stocks, however, which is really the key instrument for stabilising agri
cultural prices it will be necessary to set up an independent organisation. It is essential 
that the Buffer Stock Administration should be kept separate from the Warehousing Board. 
For while the Warehousing Board should be just a servicing organisatioil and should not take 
any risk whatsoever, the Buffer Stock Administration will have to operate as a counter specula
tor in the market and will have to take risks and even to bear losses, if necessary. It will not te 
wise to saddle the Warehousing Board with the risks of the Buffer Stock Administration. 
These two organisations should, however, work in ~ery dose collaborati<Xl. 'While the Buffer 
Srock Administration should mamtain a number of godowns in certain selected centres it 
should be open for them to utilise the warehouses belonging to the Warehousing Board for ~rs 
own operations on payment of usual hire charges. 

17. The operation of buffer stocks is indeed key to the problem of stabilisation not only 
of agricultuiCil prices but also of the general price level in this country. In fact, it would be a 
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multi-purpose operation and would go a long way to protect both the producer and the con
sumer against violent fluctuations in prices if managed with wisdom and flexibility. At the 
same time it need not utilmately involve Government in heavy financial loss and whatever loss 
there may be will be a useful insurance premium to pay. For, the Government will on most 
occasions be able to purchase at comparatively low rates from the low-price areas when prices 
are falling and sell the stocks at comparatively high rates when prices are rising. The risk of 

·.toss would bt" further reduced if the Government concentrates its purchases immediately after 
. the harvest of a particular commodity and sells a part of its stock at the lean season of the year, 
. thus taking advantage of the seasonal rise in prices. Moreover, the Government should try to 

.spread the risk over a number of commodities and over a number of seasons and give up the 
principle of no profit no loss. The Government should be prepared to make small profits 
when opportunity arises so as to build up a " buffer fucd" which cao be uu1ised to meet the kss 
which may have to be incurred when prices fall. Timely turnover cf stocks undetened by possibili
ties of temporary loss when prices fill and a firm d( termination not to seek higher than 
the normal profit either for the farmer or for the Government when prices are favourable are 
two principles essential for the success of any buffer stock operation. 

18. In view of the fact that there is always a seasonal rise in prices and that in a cycle 
of five years there are usually two years of short crop when prices are 

No large loss in the usually much higher than those which rule in the other three years of 
long run. 

good or normal crops, a wise handling of the buffer fund should save 
the Government from . incurring undue loss over a number of years. .Moreover, as 
has been mentioned above, if Government carries out simultaneous price stabilisation 
operations .in more than one commodity, then th~ loss in one may be compensated by 
profit in another. Some of the surplus stock of foodstuff in particular .may be used with ad-

'b vantage in labour intensive development projects, especially in scarcity 
Surplus stock;_tO'· e 

used for develop- affected regions or outlying areas. If necessary, the buffer stock 
ment work. dmin" · a1s f · ks aft akin f a tStrauon may o export some o 1ts stoc · er m g sure o a 
minimum reserve for meeting unexpected crop failures. There is a feeling in some 
quarters ·that buffer stock operations, or to be more precise price support policies for 
agricultural commodities, would be too costly for a country like India where so per cent 
. of the national income comes from agriculture. Since buffer stocks will be operated primarily 
on the margin, it s~ould be possible to keep the scope within reasonabl"' limits. But the argu
ment that nothing can be done to give support to agricultural prices where so per cent of the 

. . ' 

national income comes from agriculture cannot be accepted especially in a planned economy. 
If the purchasmg power in the agricultural sector. is allowed to go down, it is sure to bring 
about a slump in the market for manufactured goods and unemployment in its wake, thus start
ing a vicious circle which would upset the Plan completely. 1 Since the object is not to peg 
the price at too high a level but only to prevent it from falling to an uneconomic level, there is 
no reason why the proposal should prove unduly burdensome. It may be also ,pointed out here 
that the time when it may be necessary for the buffer stock administration to make heavy pur
chases will precisely be the occasion when deficit financing will be feasible. Therefore, losses 
'which the butfer stock administration may have to incur ~hould not cause undut. concern. 
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Although in times of depression the best way of pumping purchasing power into the economy 
may be through public works, yet the planning and execution of public works will take very 
often a long time and will not be adequate to cope with a sharp decline in prices. In such an 
emergency buffer stock purchases will be the quickest way of injecting additional purchasing 
power into the economy. 

Organisation 

19. It would be necessary to make adequate provisions for ad~nistrative machinery, 
for a revolving fund, for storage accommodation and also for incurring loss up to a certain liniit 
over a period of five years. Neither the working funds required nor the loss envisaged are, 
however, likely to exceed what had actually to be met for the FoodAdministra.tion in the past. 
As regards organisation, to begin with, it may be of advantage to convert the present food 
administration into buffer stock administration and utilise its trained personnel and godowns. 
Later on, however, it may be of advantage to form~ separate corporation so as to make it as 
independent as possible of political pressure. · 

Public Works Pr«1gramme 

20. As regards the public works programme it would be necessary to have a supplemed
tary list of fully worked out schemes included in the Second Five Year Plan. Otherwise our 
experience is that by the time the new schemes can be planned and approved .and put into 
operation considerable damage is already done. Besides having a supplementary list of shcemes 
which can be put into operation at short notice, all the schemes included in the Second _.five 
Year Plan should be classified as far as practicable into (a) schemes of production and (b) 
schemes of economic and social overheads. Production schemes should be divided into (i) . 
early maturing and (ii) late maturing schemes according as goods will be produced and 
marketed within a relatively short period or not. In times of inflation publi,c. investment on 
" early maturing production " schemes should be stepped up. At the time"· of deflatiOJl, 
expenditure on "economic and social overheads" should be increased. And again ie woUld be 
of advantage to sub-divide tach scheme into a rigid part and a flexible part wherever possible. 
While the rigid part will have to be continued in any case, the flexibie part may be adjusted 
suitably according as there is inflation or deflation. All these would enable the Planning COm
mission to effect a more appropriate deployment of resources according as the general trend is 
inflationary or deflationary than would be otherwise possible. In fact, in the Second Five 
Year Plan the strategic deployment of resources will be no less important than the mobilisation 
of resources. And for this purpose there should be sufficient flexibility in the .Plan itself. 
A well thought out programme of deployment of resources which is. 
properly attuned to the general price trends would not only make 
available resources go furth~r than they would normally do but in the 

Development oC 
resources. 

ultimate analysis would also go a long way towards a better mobilisation of resources. 
In thts connection it would be useful (xix) to make a careful study ~f the- tiinelag between 
the various broad types of public investment and the effect produced by them on prices and 
wages and also of the reaction of future markets to various anti-inflationary or anti-deflation
ary measures taken by Government. 
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Direct Physical Controls 

21. It is expected that if these various measures are taken it will not be necessary to take 
recourse to direct· physical controls to any great extent. If, however, all these measures fail, 
the Planning Commission should be prepared to take recourse to " restrictionism " in times 
of acute depression and to rationing and procurement in times of acute inflation and should 
have plans ready for the same. But such direct physical controls are not only irksome but also 
have very harmful effects in the long run and should not, therefore, be resorted to except in 
great emergency and eyen if resorted to should not be continued beyond. the absolutely 
minimum period necessary. 

Recession to be avoided at all costs 

22. There seems to be a feeling in some quarters that inflation will continue to be the main 
problem during the Second Five Year Plan period. Although the po:dbility of inflation cannot 
be completely ruled out, present indicatio~s, however, .are that we should be troubled more by 
price recession, either over-all or in_ce~ain pockets or seasons, rather than acute inflation during 
the Second Plan period. The quantum of investment envisaged for the Plan is no doubt large 
but unlike war time investment it will be very largely on" production" schemes. The danger, 
therefore, may very well be that additional supply of goods will sometimes outstrip • additional 
purchasing power at least in the short period rather than the other way about. We shall have, 
therefore, to take special care that the development of the various sectors of the economy is so 
balanced that the additional production in one sector may be readily absorbed by the additional 
purchasing power generated in other sectors. Our objective should, of course, be to avoid 
both inflation and deflation. But if the choice lies between a mild inflation and recession, we 
should avoid the latter rather than the former. For, a mild inflation provides a much better 
climate for investment and economic development than recession can ever do. 

23. It should be borne in mind that a recession developing in the world market mny 
completely upset the price structure within the country and thus upset the Plan. Export/im
port quotas and duties and subsidies may, no doubt, help to a certain extent in this direction 
but may not be enough if there is really a serious depression. In completely socialised coun
tries like the U. S. S. R., State-trading has been resorted to partly for insulating the domes
tic economy completely from the vagaries of international trade. We need not go so far but 
we should be prepared to take fairly drastic measures to insulate our own economy in case a 
serious depression develops abroad. 



ORGANISATION AND TECHNIQUES OF ECONOMIC PLANNING IN THE 
U.S.S.R. WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO AGRICULTl}RE 

by 

DR. S.R. SEN 

I. ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING OF AGRICUL1UFE Hi U.S.S.R. 

Administrative Structure in U.S.S.R. 

Soviet Russia has a federal structure of Government. There is the Union G-overnment 
at Moscow which is the Federal Government for all the constituent Republics of the Soviet 
Union. Below it there are 16 Union Republics each with its own legislature, Council of 
Ministers and Planning Commission. Each Union Republic is divided into a :r:umber of 
Oblasts (or Regions) and in a few cases they include also what are known aS small autonomous 
Republics ·or Territories which for all practical purposes are equivalent . to Oblasts. 
Each Oblast has its own administrative machinery as well as its planning machinery and 
comprises of a number of Raions (or districts) which again have their own plarming as well 
as administrative machinery. Below the Raion the lowest administrative unit is the Town 
Soviet or the Village Soviet. But the lowest planning unit is the factory or the collectiv~ 

farm or the State farm. We propose to discuss below the structure of economic 
administration as also process of planning at each level from the Union Government 
downwards with special reference to agriculture. 

Supreme Soviet 

2. The supreme political as well as economic authority in the Soviet Union is the 
Supreme Soviet ofthe U.S.S.R. which is equivalent to our Parliament. All major decisions 
regarding planning have to be approved by it. But in practice the Supreme Soviet is a ded~ 
sion recording body rather than a decision m:iking body. The real decision making bodies 
in the Soviet Union are the Council of Ministers and the Central Committee of the Commu
nist Party. In practice it is the President of the Council of Ministers and the General Secre
tary of the Communist Party, who are the two key figures in the Soviet systtm of administra
tion and who between themselves virtually rule the whole country. 

Council of Ministers 

3. The Council of Ministers of the U.S.S.R. has under it a number of Ministries, e.g., 
Agriculture, State Farms, Heavy Industries, Light Industries, Foreign Trade, Home Trade, 
Finance, Transport, Internal Affairs, Foreign Affairs, etc. as also the Gosplan or the Plan
ning Commission and the Central Statistical Office. The Chairman of the Planning Commis
sion is a member of the Council of Ministers. In fact the present Chairman~ Mr. Saburov., 

6')I 
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is one of the four Deputy Prime Ministers. The Director of the C.S.O. holds office directly 
under the Council of Ministers, but is not its member. Formerly he was a member 
of the Planning Commission but recently there has been a complete separation between the 
C.S.O. and the Gosplan. 

4· In the system of Soviet Economic Administration, the Gosplan, the various Economic 
Ministries and the C.S.O. are the key stones. 

Planning Commission 

5· The Gosplan comprises of about .20 members, all of whom are whole-time officers. 
No member of the Gosplan is permitted to hold at the same time charge of any ·Ministry 
because it ~s felt that Gosplan being a coordinating body should be is a neutral position to take 
an over-all view rather than the view of a particular Ministry. The members are specialists 
in different fields of the economy. While the Chairman of the Gosplan is a member of the 
Council of Ministers, the other members do not have ministerial rank or function. Besides 
the Chairman, the Gosplan has 12 Deputy Chairmen each of whom controls 2 or 3 Divisions. 
The Gosplan is divided into a number of Branch-or Subject-Divisions and Functional Divi
~ions. The Branch Divisions deal with different subjects of economic administration, e.g., 
agriculture, iron and steel, fuel, electrification, supplies and deliveries of agricultural products, 
light industries, local and cooperative industries, transport, culture, health, etc., and are more 
or less COlJllterparts of the vari@us economic Ministries. The Functional Divisions seek to 
coordinate and scrutinise the proposals of various Branch Divisions from different economic 
points of view. The nature of their work will be apparent from their names, e.g., Division 
of National Economic Plan, Division of National Perspective Plan, Division of Finance, 
Prices and Working Costs, Division of Capital Works, Division of Natural Resources, Divi
sion of Home Trade, ·Division of Foreign Trade, Division of Territorial Distribution of Pro
ductive Capacity, Division of Inspection and Use of Productive Capacity, Division of Balances 
and Plans of Supplies, Division for Distribution of Man-Power, Division for new Techniques, 
Council of Technical and Economic Experts, etc. 

Council of Technical and Economic Experts 

6. The Council of Technical and Economic Experts of the Gosplan is a very interesting 
body. It seeks to maintain the closest liaison between the scientists on the one hand and the 
Planning Commission on the other. All its members except the President are part-time wor
kers and are selected from front rank scientists in various fields. The Academy of Sciences 
as well as other academies are represented on this body. The Presiden~ of this Council is 
a whole-tilne member of the Planning Commission. This Council submits periodically to 
the Gosplan analysis of various projects referred to it from time to time by the Gosplan. 
Gosplan also appoints special working groups of scientists from time to time on which are 
coopted specialiSts from various scientific organisations as and when necessary. 

1· The Union Planning Commission has a staff of about I,ooo technical experts. It is 
housed in a most imposing sky-scraper type building near the Revolution Square of Moscow. 
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Since it is the repository of all secret information about the Soviet economy it is a very closely 
guarded· place. Passes are check~d at three or four centres before one is allowed to entedt. 

Union Ministries 

8. The organisations of the various Union Ministries naturally vary according to their 
functions. There is nevertheless a broad similarity of structure. -We propose to describe 
helow the organisation of the Unoin Ministry of Agriculture as an illustration. 

Ministry of Agriculture 

9· The Union Ministry of Agriculture has a total technical staff of about r,8oo. · It 
is headed by a Cabinet Minister and S Deputy Ministers. In Soviet Russia Mfuisters are 
not necessarily politicians. In fact about half of the Cabinet Ministers and almost all the De- . 
puty Ministers are promoted officials. The Deputy Ministers in particular are specialisti' 
in their respective fields. -4 

• 

Under the Minister for Agriculture there is a Council of nine comprising the Minister, 
the five Deputy Ministers and three Heads of Departments. The Heads of Dep3.rtments 
represented on the Council are the Head of the Economic and Planning Department, the· Head 
of the Department of Supplies and the Head of the Department of Irrigation." The maiD 
Departments of the Ministry are as follows. The figures in brackets show the strength· of 
the technical staff of each Department. 

(r) Economic & Planning Deptt. (240) 
(2) Deptt. of Supply (roo) 
(3) Deptt. of Irrigation (So) 
(4) Deptt. of Animal Husbandry (So) 
(5) Deptt. of Machine Tractor Stations (300) 
(6) Deptt. of Extension & Scientific Research (225)' 
(7) Deptt. of Electrification (25) 
(8) Deptt. of Forestry (130) 
(9) Deptt. of Agricultural Education (50) 

(ro) Deptt. of Programmes ofKolkhozes. (2S) 
(rr) Deptt. of Agricultural Construction (So) 
(r2) Deptt. of Land Utilization and Land Policy (20), 
(13) Deptt. o(Finance (30) 
(14) Deptt. of Labour & Wages (IS) 
(r5) Deptt. of Accounting (IS) 
(r6) Deptt. of Surveys (Ioo) 
(17) Deptt. of Law (8) 
(r8) Deptt. of Inventories (23) 
(19) Deptt. of Insects and Pests (I7) 
(2<:>) Deptt. of Scientific Techniques (14) 

29P. C. 
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10. It may be noted that the above staff represents the staff located in the .Ministry only 
and does not inculde the staff of the subordinate offices. Where the Ministry has very large 
subordinate office, for instance the Department for Control of Insects and Pests or the 
Department for Irrigation, the staff in the Ministry is necessarily small. On the other hand, 
where there is no subordinate office, for instance, the Department of Machine Tractor Sta
tions, the staff in the l\tinistry is necessarily large. The number of personnel shown against 
each Department should not, therefore, be taken as indicating the relative importance of 
each department or of the total number of persons working on these subjects. The Depart
mettt of Scientific Techniques has only a &taff of 14 in the Ministry but attached to it there 
is a Council comprising so scientists from various Academies and Research Institutes. 

Planning and Economic Department 

11. In order to give some idea of a particular Deparlment we may take the Planning and 
Economic Department as an illustration. As there is the Planning and Economic Depart
ment for the l\tinistry as a whole, similarly there is a small unit for planning in each of the 
important function~ Departments. For instance, the Animal Husbandry Department has 

. a planning staff of 5 whereas the Department of Machine Tractor Stations has a planning 
staff of as many as 17. These Planning Units of the various Departments although they are 
located in different Departments are really under the co ntrol of the Planning and Ecomomic 
Department. Out of the 240 people working in this Department about half work on planning 
for the Ministry as a whole and the other half work in the various Departments. This De
partment has three Divisions:-

(i) Planning, 
(ii) Economic and 

(iii) Statistics & M.ethodology. 

1~ The Planning Division consists of the Planning Units in the various Departments 
plus a Co-ordination Unit in the Division itself. The Economic Dhision carries en investi
gations either directly or through various agencies in the States and Research Institutes into 
various problems of farm management and agricultural economics, e.g., cost of productic·n, 
productivity of labour, specialiSation in different types of Kolhkozes, etc. The Statistics 
Division deals with all statistical information which is required for the administrative 
work of the Ministry. 

Statistics 

13. In Soviet Russia all agricultural statistics are divided into two parts: (i) Figures 
regarding operations, e.g., how much land has been sown, how much crop has been harvested, 
how much fertilizers have been distributed, how much milk has been produced, how much 
fodder is being consumed, etc., a{e operational statistics which are collected exclusively by 
the Statistical Organisation under the Ministry of Agriculture. (ii) Figures which give the 
over-all picture of the agricultural economy, e.g., figures regarding overall acreage, production, 
cattle numbers, etc., which are collected once or twice a year or once in 5 or 10 years through 
censuses, are collected by the various collective farms, State farms, Machine Tractor Stations, 
etc., and one copy is sent to the Union Ministry of Agriculture and the other copy is sent to the 
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10. It may be noted that the above staff represents the staff located in the Ministry only 
and does not inculde the staff of the subordinate offices. Where the Ministry has very large 
subordinate office, for instance the Department for Control of Insects and Pests or the 
Department for Irrigation, the staff in the Ministry is necessarily small. On the other hand, 
where there is no subordinate office, for instance, the Department of Machine Tractor Sta
tions, the staff in the Ministry is necessarily large. The number of personnel shown against 
each Department should not, therefore, be taken as indicating the relative importance of 
each department or of the total number of persons working on these subjects. The Depart
ment of Scientific Techniques has only a &taff of 14 in the . Ministry but attached to it there 
is a Council comprising so scientists from various Academies and Research Institutes. 

Plamdag and Economic Department 

n. In order to give some idea of a particular Department we may take the Planning and 
Economic Department as an illustration. As there is the Planning and Economic Depart
ment for the Ministry as a whole, similarly there is a small unit for planning in each of the 
important functional Departments. For instance, the Animal Husbandry Depanment has 
a planning staff of 5 whereas the Department of Machine Tractor Stations has a planning 
staff of as many as. 17. These Planning Units of the v arious Departments although they are 
located in different Departments are really under the control of the Planning and Ecomomic 
Department. Out of the 240 people working in this Department about half work on planning 
for the Ministry as a whole and the other half work in the various Departments. This De
partment has three Divisions:-

(i) Planning, 
(ii) Economic and 

(iii) Statistics & Methodology. 

16. The Planning Division consists of the Planning Units in the various Departments 
plus a Co-ordination Unit in the Division itself. The Economic Division carries en investi
gations either directly or through various agencies in the States and Research Institutes into 
various problems of farm management and agricultural economics, e.g., cost of production, 
productivity of labour, specialiSation in different types of Kolhkozes, etc. The Statistics 
Division deals with all statistical information which is required for the administrative 
work of the Ministry. 

Statistics 

13. In Soviet Russia all agricultural statistics are divided into two parts: (i) Figures . 
regarding operations, e.g., how much land has been sown, how much crop has been harvested, 
how much fertilizers have been distributed, how much milk has been produced, how much 
fodder is being consumed, etc., U{e operational statistics which are collected exclusively by 
the Statistical Organisation under the Ministry of Agriculture. (ii) Figures which give the 
over-all picture of the agricultural economy, e.g., figures regarding overall acreage, production~ 
cattle numbers, etc., which are collected once or twice a year or once in 5 or 10 years through 
censuses, are collected by the various collective farms, State farms, Machine Tractor Stations, 
etc., and one copy is sent to the Union Ministry of Agriculture and the other copy is sent to the 
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C.S.O. While the Statistical Division of the Ministry of Agriculture us~ the. data for its\ 
administrative purposes, over-all compilation and publication for the country as a whole is ~ \ 
done by the C.S.O. The Central Statistical Organisation has a Council of Scientific > 

Methodology of which the Head of the Planning and Economic Department of the Minis-
try of Agriculture is a member. The reason why publication of all statistical data is centra
lised in Russia in the hands of the C.S.O. is that it enables the C.S.O. to advise the Planning 
Commission and the Council of Ministers independendy, to keep a check over the work done 
by the various 1\linistries, but above all to keep the data secret. In Russia a vast amount of 
statistical data is collected every year, but a very small proportion of it is published. Even 
what is published especially regarding production is more in terms of percentages of previous 
years rather than in absolute figures. 

It appeared to us that one of the main reasons behind the centralisation of the publication 
of statistics in the hands of C.S.O. is this emphasis on secrecy. The C.S.O. every year makes 
proposals to the Government as to what figures should be published and it is only these which 
find the light of the day. On our questioning why they had this duplication by which same 
returns went to the C.S.O. as well as the Ministries, we were told that this was collsidered· to 
be useful rather than a waste of effort, because one acted as the check on the other. In Russia 
where the market mechanism is not there, the '\accuracy of statistics is very important for plan- . 
ning purposes becau.:,e planning has to be done not only for the State as a whole but also for 
each small unit, e.g., the collective farm or the factory or the village or the district. Because 
the statistics collected are scrutinised simultaneously by two organisations-by the C.S.O~ who 
have better knowledge of statistical methodology and by the Ministries and local authorities 
concerned, who have better knowledge oflocal conditions and also of the subject, the adv~tage 
is that one acts as check on the other and there is mutual discussion for correcting any discre
pancy which may occur. But it is the C.S.O. which is the final authority as tO-What figures 
should be accepted. · · 

Central Statistical Organisation .. 
14. In this context it will be perhaps useful to say something about the organisation 

of the Certral Statistical Office. The Russians consider that a strong Statistical Organisation 
is indispensable in any planned economy. In a laissezjare economy where the pricing system 
in a free market generally adjusts supply and demand at various levels, over-all statistics are 
perhaps sufficient for economic administration. But in a completely socialistic economy where 
the guidance of the pricing system in a free market is absent, detailed statistics regarding 
supply and demand position at each level from the farm and the factory upwards are indis-. 
pensable for the purpose of economic administration. Morevoer, it is extremely important 
that these statistics should be very accurate. For even small mistake:~ in statistics may have 
disproportionate effect on economic decisions and may completely upset the economic cal
culations. That is why in Russia they maintain a huge Central Statistical Organisation besides 
having independent statistical units iQ. different administrative departments and the 
information collected by each is used to check the information collected by the others and a · 
certain amount of duplication is considered to be desirable from this point· of view. · · 
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/ I$. The C.S.O. in Russia has a total statistical staff of 36,000. Its Head Offi~ is at 
/Moscow, but it has sub-offices at the Republic Headquarters, at the Oblast Headquarters 

/ down to the Raion Headquartsrs. '(he staff in Moscow H~adquarters is about 800 so far as 
tne main Secretariat is concerned. Besid.!S this there is a computing office where all machine 
computations are done. This office employs a staff of 1,000 and has a very large number of 
electronic machines. Besides this there is a special office for statistical publications which 
also employs about soo people. At the top of the C.S.O. is a Director who holds office 
directly under the Council of Ministers. Until 1948 the C.S.O. was under the Planning Com
mission. But since 1948 it has been made an independent organisation because it was felt 
that this separation would enable the Council of Ministers to get an independent report from 
the C.S.O_ on the wo;k of the Planning Commission. The offices of the C.S.O at the 
Republic and lower levels are all under direct administrative control of the Head 
Office in Moscow and are maintained from the Union Budget. The offices of the C.S.O. 
at the Republic and lower levels, however, are required to serve the Republic Governments 
and local authorities also. The office of the C.S.O. at the Republic Headquarters has 
usually a staff varying from So to 400 depending on the size of the Republic. Similarly the office 
of the C.S.O. at the Oblast Headquarters has a staff of 10 to 70, at the Raion Headquarters 
2 to 5· Besides Raions there are also representatives of C.S.O. located in important factories 
and cities. The lowest officer who is called a local Inspector, supervises the book-keep
ing in the collective farms~ State farms and factories. He is usually a man who has- been 
given 3 years' training in a Statistical School. There are about 17 such schools for the train
ing of local statistical inspectors in the whole of Soviet Russia. As has been explained 
above, statistical information from each factory or collective farm or State farm goes up in two 
parallel directions-one through the offices of the concerned Ministries and the other through 
the officeS ofthe Central-Statistical Organisation. At the lowest level, however, it is the local 
Inspector of the C.S.O. who supervises the collection and compilation of data by the Accoun
tants of the collective farms and factories. The senior officers of the Ministries or of the 
C.S.O. at higher levels check these data in the light of other information which may be avail
able to them. The C.S.O. in Moscow has to send to the Planning Commission and to the Min
istries concerned :-

{a) Every day certain k<?Y data about production, e.g.; steel, electrical energy, coal, oil, 
cotton textiles, transport, etc. 

(b) Once every ten days details about the above. 

(c) Once every month corrected data about the above and also data regarding number 
of cattle in Kolkhozes, the amount of milk produced in Kolkhozes and Sovkhozes. 

(d) Once every six months area under crops, production of crops in Kolkhozes and 
Sovkhozes. 

(e) Once every year number of cattle belonging to private individuals, production of 
small enterprises, etc. 

16. The C.S.O. is at the service of all the .Ministries concerned and supplies them with 
necessary data immediately on request. There is also very close liaison between the Minis
. tries and the C.S.O., of which the Heads of the Economics and Statistics Departments of the 
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important Ministries are members. The C.S.O. also givet advice on methodology to· 
the Ministries in regard to statistics which are collected by them directly. As has been 
mentioned earlier all statistical publications are centralised in the c.s.o. and only a very small 
part of the total amount of statistics collected is published and for that purpose order of the 
Government has to be taken by the C.S.O. every time. The last publication giving figures 
of production of the crops in Russia was brought out before the War. We were told by the. 
Director of the C.S.O. that they are considering the desirability of bringing out· a volume 
giving the latest figures of agricultural production. We are not sure, however, if the figures 
will be mere percentages or some absolute figures will be also published. The Director ,of 
the C.S.O. gave us, however, two interesting pieces of information. Firstly, the figures 
relating to production of agricultural crops will in future not refer to biological yields or the 
production as on the field but only to the volume of the surplus which has either been stored 
in the godowns of the collective farms or delivered to the State authorities. He explained 
that so far as the national economy is concerned it is not the production on the field. which is 
important but the surplus which is available for the use of the nation.. Moreover, the figure 
of production as on the field can never be !iS accurate as the figure of the surplus wbich is avail:
able to the nation and hence they are no longer collecting figures about the production on the 
field. Secondly, he said that they are not also collecting figures of production of crops on tke 
personal allotments of the collective farmers. He said that this production is very small . 
and unimportant so far as the national economy is concerned. It would, therefore, appear 
that the Soviet agricultural statistics are rather incomplete judged even by our standards and 
they have cut the Gordian knot of collecting statistics from small private aiiotments of fanners 
simply by not collecting the statistics at all. We were, however, told that complete· enume
ration is the method which is mostly used in Russia. They require this method because they 
have to plan for every field, every farm and every factory end sampling is J}Ot very useful 
for this purpose. Nor is it necessary because each factory and each collective farm has a ~ery 
complete system of accounts and the question is merely of extracting these figures and com
piling them at each successive higher level. In Russia they are making use of sampling for 
b.nding out information about consumption pattern, family budgets,· etc., and not for the 
estimation of production or area. They have got a sample of 22,000 urban families and 
9,000 families of collective farms from which they collect regular information about family 
budgets. 

Administration in the Republics ... 
17. The administrative system which obtains at the Union level is more or less repeated 

at the State level. For instance, at the Headquarters of the Republic of Uzbekistan which 
we had opportunity to study there is a Republic Soviet and then there is. a Council of Ministers 
and a State Planning Commission and a State Statistical Organisation. The State Statistical 
Organisation is, no doubt, a part of the C.S.O. but the others are theoretically independent of 
the Centre. There is, however, considerable difference between theory and practice in 
Soviet Rus~ia. In theory each Republic in Russia is entierly independent. It can even secede · 
from the Union if it likes. But in practice it is much more subordinate to the Union 
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Government than any State in India. In the first place the Comm•iriiSt PartY is a very strOng 
.contrOlling organisation in the hands of the Central Authorities. Secondly, most of the im
portant sources offinanceare contrOlled by the Union Government. The financiid ~ur~ 

. left to the States are so meagre that they are not in a position to look after anything except . 
routine administration of law and order and items like health, culture; etc., For any big 
d~velopmental project whether it is a l;)ig factory or a big irrigation scheme or a big agriculrural 
scheme or a national road, the Union Govermnent has to make necessary provisions. . 
Moreover, the State plan has to be approved by the Central Government ·and is an integral 
part C>f the over-all plan of the country. This completes the subordination of the Republics 
to the Union Government. 

The Plamdng Machinery at the RepubHc Headq"arters in Uzbekistan 

18. In this context, it may be of interest to give ·some idea about the organisation of the 
Planning Con;unission and the Ministry of Agricultuz;.e of the Republic of Uzbekistan. The 
Uzbek Govemm.ent Planning Commission compri&eS nine members nominated by the 
Government .. The Chairman of the Planning Commission has the rank of a Minister, but 
h~ is not a member of the 'Council of Ministers. There are four DeP.Uty Chairmen. All the 
members of the Planning Commission are full-time members. There are 17 main Departments 
in the Planning Commission, e.g., Deptt. of Coordination, Department of Health and Cul
ture, Department of Agriculture, Department of Planning and Construction of Buildings, 
Department of Supply of Materials and Equipment to Industry, Departtnent of Supply 
of ShOes, Textiles, Wool, Kenaf and Silk, Department of Supply of Consumer Goods, e.g., 
fish, milk, canned goods, oil, condiments, tobacco, bread, wine, etc., Department of District 
Cooperative Societies, e.g., potteries, furniture, agricultural implements for local use, knit
ting, special local textiles, etc., Department of Tum-over of goods, e.g., shops, restaurants, 
dairies, etc., Department of Transport and Department of Finance. There is a total staff 
of 120 at the Headquarters of the Planning Commission of the Uzbek Republic. The Planning
Commission has 10 branches , 9 for the 9 Oblasts of the Republic and one for the autOnomous 

. Republic of Karakul Pakskaya which. is a constituent part of the Uzbek Union Republic. The 
PJanning Commission, at the Qblast level, have a staff varying from 15 to 18 depending on the 
size of the Oblast. ~low each Oblast there are about 32 Town Planning Commissions ·each 
having a staff varying from 3 to I 5 and 130 District Planning Commissions each having a staff 
of 3 to 4· The officers of the Planning Commission at various levlls are usually Graduates in 
Economics. But there are a few who have Agricultural_ or Engineering Degree.\. The Agri
cultural Division of the Planning Commission has four Sections, e.g., Section on Cultivation, 
S'ection on Cattle Breeding, Section on Mechanisation, and Section on Collective Farm Eco-

. · nomy. The Chief of the Agriculntre Division is an agricultural officer of long experience 
with a high agricultural degree. The Chief of the Cultivation Unit is an agronomiSt. The 
Chief of Cattle Breeding Unit is an animal husbandry expert. The_ Chief of the · 
Mechanisation Unit is an engineer and the Chief of the collective Farm Economy Unit . is 
an economist. 
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Ministry of Agriculture in Uzbekistan 

19. The organisation ofthe Ministry of Agriculture of the Uzbek Republic is as follows:-
. The Ministry has a staff of I8o employees at Headquarters in addition to staff at the Oblast 
and at the Machine Tractor Stations. The staff at each Oblast Headquarters is about 40 to 50 
. persons. In each Oblast there are about 20 to 25 Machine Tractor Stations which have a 
full complement of technical staff, sometimes even as high as 200 to 300 depending on the 
size of the Machine Tractor Station. Besides the Minister there are five Deputy Ministers 
and a number of heads of Departments. There is an Advisory Council of 9 to I I members 
consisting of the Minister, the Deputy Ministers and the important Chiefs of Divisions. 
The main Divisions are Economics and Planning, Finance, Cotton, Grains, Fruits and Grapes, 

-.:..Machine Tractor Stations, Forests, Silk, etc. One typical Department, e.g., Machine Tractor 
Stations Department comprises one Chief, one Deputy Chief and 4 Divisions, e.g., (i) 
Exploitation of Machines, (ii) Repairs, (iii) ·Finance and Planning and (iv) Accounting, each 
Division having a staff of 4 tc 5 persons. 

· Planning. Machinery at Oblast Level. 

2?· At Stalingrad we had the opportunity of studying the Organisation of the Planning 
Commission and Agriculture Department at the Oblast level. The Planning Commission 
of the Stalingrad Oblast has a staff of 30 peOple all of whom are economists. Besides this~ 

each of the 43 Raions of the Stalingrad Oblast has a staff of 3 economists who work under the 
control of the Oblast Planning Commission of Stalingrad. The Oblast Planning Commission 
has one Chairman, one Deputy Chairman and Chiefs ofSections, e.g., Agriculture, State 
Farm, Industry, Health, Education, Fuel, etc. The Chief of the Agricultural Section has 
under him a staff of five economists. 

Agriculture Department at Oblast Level 

21. The Agriculture Department of the Stalingrad Oblast has a total staff of 150. There 
is a Chief of the Department and two Deputy Chiefs and there are the following Divisions 
withcthe staff of each indicated in brackets:-

Extension and Mechanisation (MTS) (27) 
Animal Husbandry 
Irrigation and Water Control 
Forest 
Finance 

. Planning & Economics 
Organisation of Kolkhozes 
Crop-Rotation & Land Utilization 
Training 
Secretariat 
Construction 
Five Zonal Divisions 

• 

(12) 

(6) 
• (!7) 
• (7) 
• (12) 

• (5) 
• (7) 
• (7) 
• J8) 
• (8) 

(10 each) 
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22. The Planning and Economics Division of the Oblast Agriculture Department works 
in close eooperation with the office of the Planning Commission at the Oblast levt.l. Below 
the Oblast leyel th~e is a plan.ning staff of 3 to 4 at each District level and planning staff for 
the Agriculture Department in each Machine Tractor Station. When it is remembered that 
in the Soviet Union there are altogether 94,000 collective farms, 9000 .Machine Tractor Sta
tions, 4,700 State farms, about 4,000 Districts and 16 Republics, the total amount of technical 
and planning staff which is employed there would seem to be colossal even for agriculture 
alone. Besides the .\linistry of Agriculture, there is the Ministry of State Farms at the Union 
level and the Ministry of Milk and 1\t:::lt and Other Consumer Goods which also have similar 
large organisations and are concerned with agriculture. Besides, there is a Ministry of Supplies 
which is responsible fer the distribution of grains. At the Republic level there is a Ministry of 
State Farms and a Ministry of Irrigation and a Ministry of Supplies: besides the M.ini.<try 
of Agriculture and each of these has equally large staff as the Ministry of Agriculture • 
described above. It should be also remembered that Uzbekistan which we gave above as an 
illustration is a relatively small Republic. The Russian Republic which is the largest has 
much bigger staff than the Uzbek Republic. 

,II. ~"'QUE OF AGRICULTURAL PLA~"!\"'NG IN U.S.S.R 

Planning from the Top 

• 

1. Planning in Russia i3 done both from the tOp downward and from the bottom up
wards. (Please see enclosed chart.) Planning at the tOp is done by the Union Planning Com
mission in consultation with th~ various Union Ministries and is usually of twO types. 
In the first place there ll. the long-term plan or what the Russians call perspective plan. Se
a>ndly, there is the current annual plan which the Russians call concrete plan. On the basis 
of the data a>llected by the C.S.O. and the various Ministries as also on the basis of other in
formation available with the various organs of the Central Government, the Branch Divisions 
ofthe Planning Commission and the Planning Di\isions of the various Economic Ministries 
proceed independently to work out certain tentative targets for the perspective plan. The 
perspective plan is usually for a period offive years, but in some cases, it may be for shorteT 
or longer periods. For instance, some plans for electrification are for 10 or 15 years. But 
these are broken down tO five-year plans in order to fit in ·with the over-all five-year picture. 

Sim.JlltaneOusplanning by the Branch Dhision ofthe Planning Commission and 
!f:!=!:... the Planning Division of the .\tinistry is not considered as wasteful duplication 

but is held to be useful in as much as it assists the checking of one set of ideas by 
another and also helps to bring out certain points which planning at only one place might over
look. Generally speaking, preliminary planning by the Branch Dhision of the Planning Com
mission is influenced more by over-all economic considerations, especially the availability of 
resources, while planning by the Planning-Division of a technical.\!inistry is influenced more 
by technical considerations. If the former brings out clearly the requirement of the siutation, 
the latter tends to emphasise the technical possibilities. This is followed by mutual consulta
tion between these twO Departments as a result of which rhe Branch Dhision of the Planning 
O>mmission suitably modifies its tentative plan. The Plan is then examined by the various 
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Functional Divisions ofj the Planning Commission and finally goes to the Co-ordination 
Division who try to fit in the various sectional plans into a comprehensive national pIan. 
These papers are then placed before the members of the Planning Commission who try to 
match the reqUirements with technical possibilities and balance the demands of various 
sectors with the economic resources available to the nation. The draft perspective plan 
thus prepared is then put up to the Council of Ministers who give necessary directives to 
the Planning Commission. The draft perspective plan is then suitably amended by the Plan
ning Commission in the light of these directives and sent to the Ministries concerned. 
This draft plan is kept as a secret document in the Ministries and is not sent further down. 
It just puts a rough picture before the Central Ministries as to the over-all economic 
position ~d sets certain tentative targets for the general guidance ofthe Ministries. 

Planning from the Bottom : Broad Directives' from Above 

2. Simultaneously planning starts also from the bottom. In the light of its experience 
of past years and its judgement of future technical possibilities each factory and each collective 
or State farm prepares a perspective plan of its own. Generally they concentrate their attention 
on technical possibilities rather than on over-all econom.:C requirements except in regard to two 
or three very important items about which they get some guidance from the announcements 
or speeches of the top leaders of the Government or the Communist Party as to what the most 
urgent national requirements are. These top leaders u~ually base their announcements on the 
preliminary assessments made by the Planning Commission as described above. The plans 
of the collective farms and the factories then come up to the Centre through two different chan
nels~ne through the.Planning authorities at the Distlict, Oblast and Republic levels right 
up to the Union Planning Commission and second tlrr<>ugh the Departmental authorities at 
the Oblast and the Republic levels right up to the Union Ministries concerned. At each 
stage there is appropriate examination from the economic and technical points of view and nec
essary co-ordination from the District, Oblast or Republic point of view. The Union Mi-

. nistries then re-examine the tentative' draft plan which was earlier prepared by the Planning 
Commission in the light of the plans received from the Republics. 

· Matching of Draft Plans 

3· It is at this stage that final balancing of the technical possibilities, as set out in plans 
submitted by the Republics and the over-all requirements as assessed by the Planning Commis
sion, is made. The general bias is to interfere as little as possible with the plans received 
from the Republics in as much as these are considered to be more realistic of the two. If, 

. however, in the light of the over-all considerations as rl'.V\!aled by the draft plan prepared by the 
Planning Commission it is felt that the plans of the Republics should be changed to a certain 
extent, additions wherever possible are preferred to subtractions. Where subtraction is 
inevitable it is not done in a pro-rata manner. Only such subtraction is made which would 
make the best possible use of the economic resources ~lld which would mean the least inter
ference with the plans of individual collective farms l:lnd factories. The Republic plans as 
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modified by the Union Ministries are then sent to the Gosplan which then prepares a final 
draft plan. This plan is then put up to the Council of Ministers and to the Supreme Soviet 
for approval and becomes the perspective plan for the next five years. This plan is then pub
lished and forms the general guide for all organs of the Government and all Units of Produc
tion for the next five years. 

Annual Plan 

4· But this perspective plan is merely a statement of targets and is not detailed enough. 
In the light of this perspective plan a concrete plan has to be framed <?very year. The pro
cedure for the formulation of this annual plan which is called the current plan or cencrete 
plan is more or less the same as that described above for the perspective plan. The main 
difference is that in the current plan the emphasis is more on planning from· the bottom up- . 
wards. The formulation of the annual plan starts somewhere about Jime or July and is finalised, 
round about November-December. 0nce this plan is approved by the Govennnent it has the 
effect of a law and is binding on all concerned. It may be interesting here to describe the 
procedure for the planning-in agriculture in some detail. 

Planning in Agriculture 

5· The main purpose of the pla'J. for agriculture is to establish the right proportion be
tween agriculture and industry, i.e., between foodgrains and raw materials which are required 
by the non-agricultural consumers and the industrial products which are required. for 'agri
culture. Then there is the need for establishing the right proportion between ·different 
branches of agriculture, e.g., between crop economy and animal husbandry. This establish
ment of right proportion betweeu different branches of agriculture depends upon the estab
lishment of certain balances, e.g., the plans of tractors, plans of different agircultural 
machinery, plans of mineral fertilizers, plans of fodder, etc. In Russia there. are about 
94,000 collective farms comprising about 760 million hectares of land, 9,000 machine tractor 
stations having about 1 million tractors (in terms of 15 HP Units) and 276~Q..combines and 
4,700 State farms comprising about 70 million hectares of land. The collective farm8 and 
Machine Tractor Stations are Rupervised by the Union as well as Republic Ministries of 
Agriculture whereas 8o to 90 per tent of the State farms are manag~d by the Union Ministry 
of State Farms, a small prOportion by the Rupublic Ministries,of State Farms and some by the 
different technical Ministries, especially the Ministry of Meat and Milk Production. Some 
industrial Ministries, especially those which operate in outlying districts, e.g., Ministry of Oil 
and Ministry of Coal have also a few small State farms of their own for special purposes, but 
these form a very small part of the agricultural production of the country. Agricultural 
planning, therefore, mainly involves planning by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry 
of State Farms and to a small extent by the Ministry of Meat and, Milk Production. As the' 
procedures followed by these Ministries are more or less the same, we shall exrlain it mainly 
in terms of the Ministry of Agriculture. Both the Ministry at tl;le top and the farms at the 
bottom have to take into account a number of factors in the matter of formulation of the agri
cultural plan. Those are : 

(a) Total cultivated area and area under different crops; 
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(b) Yield of different agricultural craps; 

(c) The number of cattle and other animals; 

(d) The productivity of each animal; 

{e) Degree of mechanisation of works in the collective farms and State farms; 
and 

U) Materials and techniques needed to achieve the targets in view. 

6. The first step is to analyse carefully the experience of preceding years and examine in 
particulir how the deficiencies and short-comings noticed in the past can be eliminated. 
The next step is to take into consideration the achievements of progressive collective farms, 
Machine TractOr Stations and State fanns in order to determine how far improved techniques 
and new machines may be utilised to increase the productivity. This year the Kolkhozes 
started their planning for 1955 as early as in June 1954. This planning is mainly done by the 
executive body of the Kolkhoz in consultation with the experts of the local Machine Tractor 
Station~ SOmetimes a member of the Communist Party or an officer from the District 
Plaiming COmril.ission is informally asssociated. The members of the Kolkhoz mainly base 
their plans on their past experience. The representatives of the Machine Tractor Stations 
help them in assessing the possiblities of technical improvement. The representatives of the 
Communist Party or-of the District Planning Commission if they happen to be present 
emphasise some of the urgent national priorities in the light of which the production pIan has 
to be determined. The ultimate authority for the preparation of the plan for the collective 
fanri is, however, the Executive Committee of the Farm which has to get the approval of a 
general meeting of all the members of the collective farm before the plan can be finalized. 
This plati reached in 1954 the Oblast authority by the 3rd week of June which in its turn sent 
it' to the Republic Agriculture Ministry and the Republic Planning Commis&ion by the end 
of Ji.me. By the first week of July the Republic Planning Commission started examining 
these various plans and put up its final plan to the Republic Government on the 4th of August. 
Simultaneously copies oftheplans of various Ministries reached the Union .Ministries by the 
1st week of July who completed their own scrutiny by the 1st week of August. Between 15th 
August and 15th September, meetings were held in Moscow between the Union Planning 
Cominission, the Republic Planning Commission and the Union Ministries for finalising the 
plan for 1955. In the light of these discussions the Union Planning Commission finalised 
their plan by the end of September and the Government gave a decision by the end of October. 
Necessary adjustments to be made in the draft plan in the light of the decisions of the Govern
ment were completed by the middle of November after which the revised plan was sent down
wards to the Republics, Oblasts, Collective and State farms so that the collective farms might 
know definitely by the middle of December their plans for next year. In previous years pre
liminary targets for even the annual plans used to be fixed by the Gosplan sometime round 
about July. From 1954 onwards the Gosplan has decided not to fix these preliminary targets 
so far as current plans are concerned. 
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Decentralisation in Planning 

7· In fact there has been a sharp change in the nature and procedure for planning since 
1953· The change has been mostly in favour of reducing central control, increasing local 
initiative, concentration of emphasis on broad features instead of details and reduction of red 
tape. It appears that during the last decade or so, the officers of the Planning Commission 
were trying to plan for greater and greater detail and increasing their zone of contrOl. 
The control by the Central Planning Commission became so tight that each collective fa~ 
had to submit a detailed pIan (Vide Appendix II) in which particulars regarding acreage 
and production of different crops, the amount of fertilizers to be used, fhe 
amount of chemicals to be used, etc., ali had to be set down. The· Central Planning Comniis
sion used io give directives even for individual collective farms as to what should be produced, 
how much should be produced and how exactly it should be disposed of and so on: Planning 
thus became not only too much of an interference with local initiative but matters came to 
such a pass that the Soviet authorities had to look up and take certain dfastic actions. This 
is the story behind Mr. Khrushchev's famous speech last year in whic_h he roundly chaStised 
officers of the Planning Commission who in their zeal to plan and control every detail of 
economic life had almost brought economic life itself to a stand-still. 

Controversy between Planning Commission & Ministries 

8. We discovered that. there has been considerable controversy from time to time 
between the Russian Ministry of Agriculture and the Russian Planning Commission over 
planning. The officials of the Planning Commission used to think that-. tlie agricultural 
officers were too narrow minded and did not have sufficient broad vision whik;the office,rs of 
the Agriculture Ministry felt that the officers of the Planning Commission were too theore
tical and lacked a sense of reality. In· fact whomsoever we talked· with in the Agriculture 
Ministry he emphasised how necessary it was to ensure that there' should be frequent inter
change between officials of the Planning Commission and the technical Ministries and 
that the Planning Commission should not be a body composed of mere theoreticians. They 
told us that in 1954 one officer of the Agriculture Division of the Planning Commission, the 
Head of the Economic and Planning Department of the Ministry of Agriculture and one Agri
cultural officer from the Republic concerned were touring the country in order to g~t first hand 
information from the collective farms so as to make the plan for 1955 more realistic. People 
in the Planning Commission whom we questioned about the matter admitted that there wa.S 
a tendency to plan too much in the past but they tried to explain that the recent·change was 
a progressive measure made possible only by the development of technical cadres in the Kol
khozes. They said that in the past when the technical cadres in the collective· farms we~e not 
so well trained, there was a need for central guidance even in the matter of details but now 
that the technical cadres in the collective farms had become better trained that. need was no 
longer there and hence there had been a relaxation of controls in recent years. 
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Recent Changes in Russian' Economic Policy 

9· There is no doubt, however, that the Planning Commission had erred on the side of 
carrying planning too far. But it also seems that there has been a definite change in ·Russian 
economic policy after Stalin's death. There seems to be relaxation in every sphere of economic 
life in recent years. Not only local authorities are being given greater initiative, there has 
been also a considerable emphasis on material interestedness or in other words "profit motive" 
for the farmer. Formerly, the collective farmer had to sell most of his products to the Govern
·ment. Now his compulsory sales to the Government have been cut down to a very small quanti
ty and he is free to sell either to the Government or in the open market and in fact there are 
now quite a large number of collective farm markets where agricultural products are being 
sold openly at prices much higher than controlled prices. , The new policy looks somewhat 
like the dual price policy which the Government of India adopted a few years back for sugar. 

III. PLANNING OF COSTS, PRICES AND TRADE IN U.S.S.R. 

1. In Soviet Russia the Planning Commission determines not only the production 
pattern, but also the costs and prices of the various products and how they 
should be distributed. A brief description of how this is done may not be out ofplace here. 

2. By cost of production the Soviet authorities understand the expenses of a given enter
prise in money term for production of goods f.o.r. These expenses include:-

(a) Cost of raw and semi-manufactured materials which are used for production, fuel 
and energy. These items usually cover 2/3rd of the total cost of produc
tion; 

(b) Expenses of organisation; 

(c) Wages inclu~g contribution towards social insurance fund; 

(d) All other expenses primarily connected with administration which are not in
cluded in the above; 

(e) Amortisation~ Russia averages 2t per cent. It is supposed to include full de
preciation, but no obsolescence. Obsolescence is supposed to be allowed for 
in the planning for national economy as a whole and is borne by the State 
and not by any individual concerned; 

3· In Soviet planning of cost of production attention has to be paid to iwo main items:
(i) The determination of the expenditure for raw materials, amortisation and wages 

as explained above. 

(ii) The determination of expenditure which is involved in converting the goods into 
what is called commodities, in other words, the cost of transport, storage and 
distribution of the finished product upto the stage of consurrtption. 

While the expenses of production of a particular factory include not only cost of production 
of finished goods but cost of production of unfinished goods also, cost of production of a commo- • 
dityincludestheexpenseswhich relate only to the finished goods produced· during a given 
period and may include any cost incurred in previous periods which may have gone into 
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the production of these finished goods. Besides the determination of the above two, the 
Planning authorities also try to secure r;rogressive reduction of cost of production during the 
plan period. For this purpose they use an index of changes which take place in the average 
rate of cost during the plan period. · 

4· In order to e-stablish the above index they use :-

(a) Material balances, i.e., data regardii1g material required and material used in the 
previous year ; 

(b) Amortisation Fund. In order to define this they use t;he balance of capital funds 
where the inc. ease of the average annual value of principal funds is given and the 
norm established by Government for amortisation purposes ; 

(c) Wages. Care is taken that the expenses on this item correspond to the planned 
amount of wage fund for the plan period under consideration ; . · 

(d) The figures regarding administration and other expenses for previous years and 
measures taken in the current plan period for the reduction of such . expenses. 

5· In Russia the Union Planning Commission establishes figures for cost of production 
for about 20 items only, e.g., coal, oil, peat, electrical energy, timber, synthetics, rubber, sugar, 
etc. Costs of production of all other items are established by the Ministries concerned. Gene
rally the Planning Commission establishes costs of only such items which are of national im
portance and in regard to which there is not much regional difference. · There are some pro
ducts of a very localised character, e.g., special types of local costumes, the costs and prices of 
which are fixed by local authorities. · ' 

Costs of Joint Products -. .· :~. 

6. In reg1rd t:> th'! alb::ation of c::.sts or joint products a rule of thumb ~ethod is gene~ally 
followed. Certain co-efficients are determined on the basis of existing lavels of prices and 
these are applied for allocating the total cost of production amongst the various joint products. 
Generally they concentrate on the principal product and try to assess its cost separate1y and 
assume that the costs of the by-products do not change and that there is no change in the techni
que of production either. They admit that this is not a very satisfactory method, but say 
that this is the only practical method which they have. at the moment. They are gradually 
trying to make the technique more perfect. 

Costs of Agricultural Products 
I 

7· As regards agricultural products the plan for cost of produ~tion establishes costs only 
for State farms and Machine Tractor Stations. For the collective farms it is only the price 
which is fixed and not cost of p1oduction. Regading State farms c~st of production is estab
lished for different items, e.g., for 100 kilograms of grain or cotton or beef or milk or wool, 
etc. For Machine Tractor Stations cost of production is defined separately for different items 
of operations, e.g., deep ploughing of one hectare ofhnd, harvesting of one hectare of grain, etc. 
For transport the plan ec;tablishes the cost of one ton/kilometre. Accounts for all these 
as well as planned estimates of products ~nd s'!rvices are prepared and published separately. 
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8. To give an example, in determining the cost of production of a crop like wheat an 
attempt is made to determine separately two groups of expenses, e.g., 

(i) expenses which can be reiated directly to the produce, viz., seed, fertilizers, wages 
of State farm workers, fuel, etc. 

(ii) expenses which are uf a general nature for the State farm as a whole, viz., salaries 
of State farm staff and other administrativeexpenses. The first group of ex
penses is calculated on the basis of established norms provided in the plan. The 
second group of expenses is distributed between different products on the basis 
cf established co-efficients. These co-efficients are established by experts separate
ly for each farm. 

Cost of Production of M.T.S. 

9. The main items which enter into cost of production of Machine Tractor Stations are :

(i) fuel, 
(ii) capital repairs, 
(iii) wages, 
(iv) expenditure for current maintenance of machines, 
(v) administrative and other expenses. 

One diffe:'!nce ~~tween the determination of cost of production of State farms and of 
Machine Tractor Stations is, that while in the former amortisation is included, in the latter 
amortisation is excluded. Amortisation of the M.T.S. is borne by the State and not by the 
M.T.S. budget because the Government wants to help the collective farms by keeping the 
cost of service provided by M.T.S. as low as possible. Generally speaking Ministries are sup
posed tt- establish plans separately for each State farm or M.T.S. But in practice they establish 
certain general plans for a number cf h:>m)genous zortes. Within these zones, the Republic 
Ministries or Trusts establish plans for each Machine Tractor Station and State farm 
separately. In preparing these plans not only accounts of previous years are taken into 
consideration, but the achievements cf the best State farms and Machine Tractor Stations in 
the zone are also kept in view. 

Cost of Transport 

ro. Plans for transport are established in terms of ton/kilometre. It is assumed that the 
cost of transport of one p1ssenger for one kilometre is equal to transport of one ton for one kilo
metre. The following items me taken into consideration :-

(i) fuel ; 
(ii) electrical energy ; 

(iii) medium and current repairs ; 
(iv) expe.lSes connected with m1intenance of railways, high roads, water-ways, etc.; 
(v) wages ; 

(vi) administrative apd other expenses. 
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Cost of Turnover 

I I. The next item in the cost of commodity production is the cost of circulation or of turn· 
over. This cost is generally established in terms of copecks per rouble of retail turnover, 
as well as in percei1tages of the level of the previous year. In other words, the- plan says that 
during the current year the cost of turnover should be so much copecks per rouble of retail 
sales and there should be a reduction of so .... much percentage over the cost of. previous yeat. 
The m1in eiements which enter into the determination of cost of turnover are ;...... . 

(i) wages; 
(ii) transport costs ; 

(iii) interest for credit ; 
(iv) m:lintenance of shops, etc. (incluqing amortisation) ; 
( v) processes like packing, sorting in shops ; 

(vi) losses in storage and transport by trading organisations themselves .. 

· Fixation of Prices 

I2. There are two types of prices in Soviet Russia-(i) State prices and (ii) Collective Farm 
m1rket prices. The latter are not fixed by the State but are left to be determined by the .forces 
of supply and demand in the market. But in as much as the bulk ofthe commodities traded 
in the country is sold at prices fixed by the State, the collective farm market prices _ar~ also 
indirectly influenced by the State prices. The State prices are of three main types ;.,;... . 

(a) State wholesale price, . 
(b) State procurement price, and 
(c) State retail price. 

Wholesale Prices 

I3. The underlying object behind the fixation of wholesale prices by the ~tate is to enable 
lt to control the level of expenses in the national economy and to take measures ·for. the requc
tion of the cost of production -progressively. Thus the main basis of these prices is ·the cost of 
production which is supposed to reflect the condition of production in a particular industry. 
Except in the case of the timber industry, prices are fixed in such a way that the industdes make 
a pr.:>fi.t. The gel1.erallevel of profit is about 3 to 5 per cerrt of cost of 

Production. But in the electrical and metallurgical industries the level of - .Mallargind.or profit 
. .. owe 

profit allowed is as much as 8 per cent. The timber industry generally 
works at a loss and has to be subsidized by the State. In fixing the structuTe of -whole
slle prices of different commodities an attempt is made to maintain a right proportion . 
between the prices of different commodities. This establishment of a right proportion is a 
very important means for controlling industrial production and for exercising coritrol over the -
economy as a whole. In Russia the price mechanism is utilised firstly, to stif\1ulate the use of 
less scarce raw materials in place of more scarce raw materials. . For · 
instance, we were told, that sometime back ·when there wa·s ._a Prices used for re-

source allocation. 
shortage of copper, Government .doubled the cost of copper and 
introduced premium for the • use of substitute metals. This premium was based 
on copper prices. It is felt that even in a, planned economy it is necf;ssary to give , ~\lch 

tll P.C. 
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stimulus which encourages economy in the use of materials in certain desired directions. Se
condly, the price mechanism is also used to facilitate rationalisation in the matter oftranspcrt of 
goods. For instance, prices of oil are fixed c.i.f. within particular zones so as to achieve 
economy in transport. Thirdly, the price mechanism is used to stimulate the utilisation of 
new techniques. For instance, when it was found that the use of steel rather than iron is better 

- in the matter of concrete construction the relative prices of steel and iron were fixed in such a 
manner that people were encouraged to use more steel and less of iron. While the above 
three considerations are generally borne in mind in determining the wholesale price, the level 
of profit is determined in such a way that a sufficient circulating fund can be built up for a par
ticular ent'erprise. Normally the circulating fund consists of owned fund and credit fund. 
An attempt is made to see that the industry has sufficient owned fund to cover certain mini
mum amount of fuel, materials, etc. Credit ·required for purposes like the payment of 
wages or for additional material, ~tc. is usually obtained from State Banks. 

Procurement Prices 

14. The State procurement price is, however, determined on different considerations. 
It applies mainly to the products procured by the State on a compulsary basis from collective 
farms and is usually fixed by the State at a much lower rate than the cost of production. The 
underlying theory is that the State had made available a certain amount of land to the collective 
farm and is not collecting any rent for the same. The difference between the cost of production 
and the procurement price fixed by the State is supposed to cover a part of the rent for the 
land: " 

Retail Prices and Turnover Tax 

15. The ~tate retail price at which a commodity is sold to consumers. includes :

(a) wholesale price, 
(b) cost of retail distribution, and 
(c) turnover tax. . 

The turnover tax is the main source of State revenue in Soviet Russia and varies widely from 
commodity to commodity. Where the State wants to encourage consumption, a turnover 

. tax is fixed at a relatively lower level ; where the State wants to discourage consumption, 
the turnover tax is fixed at a relatively higher level. The turnover tax ii also the instrument 
by which the State forces everyone to contribute a certain amount for national investment. In 
the matter offixing the turnover tax not only a careful study is made of the cost of production 
and distributiqn but also of the relative supply and demand position of various cominodities. 

16. What has been said above about the underlying principles of production and pricing 
of agricultural commodities applies broadly to ot~er commodities also, although in the case of 
these commodities the administration is done by other Mip.jstries, e.g., Ministry of Light 

Indu~tries, MiP.i~try of· Fuel, etc, 
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Distribution 

17. The distribution of commodities is mainly handled by the Ministry of Trade. Retail 
distribution in Russia is carried on through three principal channels :-

(i) State retail trade network, 

(ii) Cooperative retail trade network, 

(iii) Collective farm market. 

The first two constitute the organised sector of the trade and art directly influenced by Govern-
ment planning. The collective farm market behaves more or less like s di tate tra ng. 
the free market in nonsocialist countries. But it is to a large extent 
influenced indirectly by State and cooperative trading which together consitute atout 90% 
ofthe total volume ofthe trade in the U.S.S.R. Ofthetotal volume of State trading, the. 
Ministry of Trade accounts for about 6o% while 27% is handled by the system of workers' 
supplies in industrial enterprises. (This system was started during the Second World War 
when rationing was introduced and is mainly jn vogue inareaswherethegeographicallocation 
ofindustries is such that special organisationjs necessary for supplying the day-to-day require
ments of the workers. Forinstance, in the Donetz basin where a large· number of industrial 
enterprises are. concentrated, special arrangements for supplying the requirements of the 
workers have to be made. The remaining 13% is ·covered by network of other State organi
sations, e.g., Ministry of Health controls all drug stores, Ministry of Culture runs all book 
shops, Ministry of Communications controls all sales of stamps, etc. · 

CooperatiVe Trading ... 
·•1'. • I 

18. Besides State trading a fairly large volume of trade is carried on by the cooperative 
system. Then; are altogether 23,000 consumer's cooperatives in Russia having 33 million 
members. In 1954 these cooperatives controlled over 226,coo State enterprises. Any person 
on attaining the age of 18 is eligible to become a member of cooperative if he lives in· the dis
trict. He has usually to pay a fee of the order of 150 to 200 roubles. Members of the cooperative 
elect their executive committee and chairman' the representatives of village cooperatives elect 
the District Union and the reperesentatives of the District Union in their turn. elect the 
Regional Unions. The Regional Unions elect State Unions which in turn eleCt: the 
Central Union. 

19. Consumer's cooperatives get bulk of their supplies according to the State plan of 
consumer goods distribution either through an organisation of the Ministry of Trade or through 
other co-operative organisations. They also get supplies from local cooperative industries and 
occasionally make purchases in the collective farm markets. Co-operatives generally get their 
financial requirements partly from the subscription paid by their members and partly from 
ploughing hack their profits. In case of need they get credit from the State also. 
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Planning of Retail Distribution 

20. In planning the retail distribution careful consideration is paid to the following :

(.:,) The general volume of sales, 

(b) The types of commodities to be sold, . . 
(c) The construction of new shops and restaurants, 

(d) Number of workers and employees in the trade network, 

(e) The possibility of reducing the cost of distribution, 

(f) The amount of profi\ accruing from trade and the percentegc of this profit which 
is to be paid to tlie State . .. 

2.1. In the matter of general planning of trade it is very important to establish a balance 
• between national income and national expenditure during the plan period. Estimates are 

·made of the principal hems in national income, e.g., 

(i) Wages~these constitute as much as 75% of the total national income; 
(ii) Income in money terms of the rural popu1ation :-

(a) Income received by the collective fat'mers for work done for the collective farm . 
. Here income in cash only is taken into consideration and not income in kind, 

(b) Cash receipts of collective farm workers from the sale of their own private 
production, 

(iii) Pensions; 

(iv) Scholarships; 

( v) Other receipts from State organisations, e.g., the State lotteries, prizes, etc., credit 
given to individuals to build houses; and 

(vi) Other sources of income not included in the above~ 

22;- Only money income is taken into consideration bec~use it is only that part ofthe in
cctmewhich is spent fofl distribution of money amongst various items, e.g., savings and 
expenses that is really pertinent for the planning of home trade. Money income is either 

! ~pent or saved. Money expenditure can be of two types-

(i) Non-commodity expenses and 

( ii) Commodity expenses . 

23. Non-commodity expenses include :-

. (a) payment for different services. e.g., transport, rent, cinemas, theatres, etc., 

· -(b). taxe-s and payments to different social organisations, e.g., income-tax, payments 
made to trade unions, Communist party, cooperative organisations, etc., , 

(c) voluntary subscriptions; if any, to State loans, and 

· (d) changes in the volume of savings of working population. 
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It is not necessary to compute the total amount of savings. It is enough: if changes 
within the plan period ~re estimated because that would give an idea as· to· what amount of 
additional income will be saved. The underlying theor'y is that if more money is saved, less 
will be available for purchasing goods. . 

24. Commodity expenses can be obtained by deducting non-commodity expenses and 
increase in savings from total income. For instanee, if total cash receipts are equal to 100 .. 
milliard roubles, non-commodity expenses 25 milliard roubles and increm:e in savings in the 
year is 3 milliard roubles, then total commodity expenses are equal to 72 milliard roubles. ·n Is 

. this amount which is likely to press on thesupp[y of goods. This no doubt gives the over-all 
picture but then it is necessary also to kr:ow the distribution of this as between different clhsses 
of the population, e.g., between workers of factories ar,d those of the collective farms. For 
instance, to the extent that the workers of factories make purchases at the collective- farm 
markets, there is a transfer of income from the industrial workers to the collective farm 
workers. Since the consumption p-attern oft he latter is different from the consurr.pti<m pattern.· 
of the former, it is important to know the extent of this redistribution of income f~v the 
purpose of planning trade.It is also necessary to have some idea a·s to how the total 'Of commo
dity expenses is broadly distributed amongst different commodities and for this purpose 
special studies and surveys have to be undertaken. 

25. After the necessary data about commodity circulation have been obtained, the plan
ning authorities have to determine how best to correlate with it the vaQous articles on whiCh · · 
this amount is likely to be spent. For this purpose a special index number is prepared'. 

Index of Commodity Circulation 

In preparing this index number care is taken that the volume of plailiied stocks of goods 
earmarked for commodity circulation should always exceed the receipts for COlJimodity drcula•. 
tion by a small amount. Thus if commodity circulation is equal to 1,ooo million rou\:>fes, 
stocks of goods should be 1,030 or 1,035 million roubles. The margin varies in different cases 
and in different periods and depends on-

( a) Scale of reduction of priees determined by the State for the plan period. This 
means .that the physical amount of goods sold must be-gradually increased follow-· 
ing a certain plan so that th~ total volume of money receipts being the sain:e if the 
supply of goods increase; it may be possible to brihg about a progressive reduction 
if prices. These reductions are systematically carried out. For instance; in 1954 
as a result of reduction of prices the people gained as much as 2o,ooo milli~n· 

roubles. 
(b) Norms of c~nunodity stocks established by State. The usual norm is that the 

trade network should always have stocks of goods sufficient for 6o days on the 
average. For different kinds of goods, however, and for different trade· organisa.- · 
tions the actual figure varies. For instance, the figure is. higher fer trade 
organisations which are situated at a long d1stance from manufacturing organisa
tions. Moreover, as the volume of commodity circulation varies,. these. norms 
have also to be varied from time to time~ For the purpose of determining the 
volume of goods which should be released to the trade network against the volume 
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of commodity expenses calculated as explained above, the method of balances is 
used., This is based on a list of commodities which is revised from time to time 
following the chain method: With the help of this list the plan of balances 
as prepared by the G<?splan and approved by the Government is given effect to. 
This plan determines in considerable detail what volume of different goods 
should be made a~ailable to the public. 

Market Fund 

26. It is the determination of the amount to)e sold to the people or the market fund as 
the Russians call it wrich requires special care. In the Soviet Union about 6o% of all market 
funds is distributed by the Union Government itself.! The remaining 40% is distributed by 
agencies of the Republic_ .Governments and by cooperative industrial enterprises. The list of 
commoditie~ for popular consumption contains about 40 t045 important items e.g., flour, flour 
products, meat products, fish products, fats, sugar, textiles, foot-wear, :knit-wear, furniture, 
soap, etc., which are distributed by the:various!Ministries of the Central Government either 
through their own agencies or the agencies of the Republic Governments. Commodities like 
watches, radios, sewing machines, etc., are distributed by the Ministry of Trade. Those com
modities, production of which is of the nature of local enterprises, --e.g., the production of 
pencils, etc., are distributed in the same locality. Formerly there was greater centralisation 
in the matter of distribution; recently there has been considerable relaxation, the present 
emphasis being to g~e the maximum possible initiative to local trade organisations. At 
present 6o% of the retail commodity circulation handled by the Ministry of Trade is carried 
out by the local trade ,organisations of the Ministry. The ~Central -Directorates of the 
Ministry of Trade handle only about 40% of the total · volume of transactions. 

Study of Demand 

27. The Ministry of Trade and the Central Cooperative Union carry out special studies 
of the demand situation and of the consumption pattern. For this purpose the Mmistry of Trade 
has set up a Central Institute of Trade ·which concentrates on studying problems like methods 

_.of planning of retail trade, reduction of costs of circulation, relationship b~tween trade and in
dustries producing ~or popular consumption, determining internal resources and trade, etc. 

· 28. There are a number of practicaL problems in regard to the estimation of demand and 
consumption pattern which have not yet been quite solved. An attempt is being made to solve 
these problems by setting up a number of control shops where these problems are being analys
ed in detail. Simultaneously special conferences of buyers and consumers are being held to 
find out their preferences. The Directors of the various Department Stores hold periodical 
conferences of consumers with this object in view. In estimating the-distribution of the total 
volume of conimodity circulation, plans are made not only on the basis of the volume i:o be 
handled by the various organisations, e.g., the Ministry of Trade, the Central Co-operative 

- Union, etc., but also on a territorial basis. The Council of Ministers of the Union Government 
determines the distribution as between the various trade agencies of the Union Government and 
those of the Union Republics. The Council of Ministers for the Union Republic in their turn 
determine the territorial distribution as between various regions, districts, cities, etc. As 
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has been mentioned earlier the plan for commodity circulation also includes plan for reduction 
of cost of circulation. Principal items included in the cost of citculation are :-

(i) Wages of workers and employees (40 of total costs), 
(ii) Maintenance of shops and general house keeping (7%), 

(iii) Tranport (23 to 25%), 
(iv) Losses, 
(v) The interest on credit granted by the State (3%), and 
(vi) Advertisement. 

In Russia the margin allowed for cost of circulation between wholesale and retail 
prices included in turnover tax is 7 to 8% for industrial goods and somewhat lower for 

·, foodstuffs. Out of this, profit comes to about 2 to 2 l% and the balance represents transport 
and storage expenses and distribution costs. · 

IV. ROLE OF FINANCE IN SOVIET ECONOMY 

Physical Planning & Financial Planning , 

It will appear from what has been said in the previous chapters that economic planning in , 
the U.S.S.R. is carried out primarily in physical terms. This is facilitated by ·the fact that 
the U.S.S.R. possesses a very elaborate system of statistic& arid also detailed information 
about various technical co-efficients derived from the "norms" which have to be fixed as a 
matter of routiqe by various enterprises · under the Soviet system of factory and farm 
management. The necessary correlations are worked out by the method of balances. 

2; But pl3;nning in the U.S.S.R. is also done in financial terms and financial controls 
play quite an important role in the Soviet economy. The usual procedure is to carry out preli
·minary planning in physical terms as far as practicable and then to translate it into financial 
terms and make an estimate as to how much of the financial requirements of ·.the .Plan should 
be met from the resources of State enterprises, collective farms and cooperatives ana how much 
from general public funds, i.e., the State budget. It is, however, the latter which really plays the 
major role in the total financing of the -national economy as will ~e .seen from the following 
table : 

Total Financing of National economy 
(t) Heavy industry . . . . 

(ii) Furtherance of production of consumer 
goods, improving their quality and 
enlarging the established trade organisa-
tions . . . . . . 

(iii) Development of agriculture and ani-
mal husbandry . . . 

(iv) Development of Transport, etc. • 

From 
State 
Budget 

14'2 

62·5 
21'5 

From 
resources 

of 
enterprises 
& farm 

· organisations · 

II0"3 

53'5 

22'4 

·11'9 
17'3 

(In milliard Rubles) 

Total 
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Resources of State Enterprises 

3· Although the Stat.e owns and controls all Stare enterprises each State enterprise is trea
ted as a separate entity with its ov•n separate account of expenditure, income, profitandlossand 
programme for current operations and investment. Necessary provis:on is rnzde in the finan
cial plan of each enterprise not only for current requirfrnents bnt aim for such exransion and 
development as may be necessary. Each enterprise is required to provide a certain percentage 
ofits income for its own development. Butt he State provides the basicfur.ds which the enter
prise requires initially and also lends for specified periods such additional working funds as it 
may need from time to time. The financial return allowed to the enterprise is linked in such a 
~nnerto the degree offulfilment oft he ta~ks allotted in the plan (inter alia through a system 
-of incentive bonuses for performances of individuals, shops, plants, et<:.) that the management.. 
and workers of the enterprise become materially interested not only in the fulfilment and even 
over-fulfilment of the plan but also in the most economic utilisation of the resources placed at 
its disposal. The State exercises its econcmic control over these enterprises to a considerable 
extent in financial terms. The main objectives of these ccntrols are: (i) reduction of cost of 
production, (ii)timely repayment ofloans given by the State to the enterprue, (iii) n:ore effective 
utilization ofthe basic funds, (iv) fulfilment cfthe plans of capital accumulation, (v) accomp
lishment of the planned tasks of the enterprise in conformity with t~e prescribed quality 
as well as output and (vi) maximisation of the production of the enterprise along the lines 
indicated in the plan. 

Resources of Collective Farms and Cooperative Enterprises 

4· Unlike State enterprises which as a whole constitute the common socialistic property, 
the resources of enterprises in the collective farm cooperative sector constitute the collective 
property of the respective organisations. Each cooperative enterprise has ordinarily to find the 
capital required for increasing its output as prescribed in the plan out of its own rewurces. 
It om, however, get part of its working capital as loan from the State banks. The transfer of 

YeSOurcesfrom one cooperative enterprise to another or from a cooperative enterprise to a State 
enterprise is deemed to represent the fulfilment of trade relations. The degree of development 

. ofthesetrade relations determines the relative importance of money in the economic activities 
of cooperative enterprises ar.d also the degree Clf develorment of their financial resources. 

General .Public Funds 

5· General Public funds which are represented by the State budget are utilised for satisfy
ing the~eneral needs of the Society, e.g., ger.eral rc'mini~trati<.'n., ddoKe, education, health, 
scientific research, insurance, provision of capital for exraz:ding productive rewurces, ere. The 
chief source of revenue for the State budget is the profit and accumulations of the State enterp
rises. This takes the fotm of taxes on turnover, deductions from profits, deductiof's for the fuz:d 
of State social insurance, return ofloans given by barks ar:d rayrnent of interfst on these 
loans.. The second imrortant source is the obligatory payments by the collective f:u"IDS and 
cooperatives partly for privile"'ges enjoyed ar:d ranly for services rer:dered by .M..T.S., Elec
trical Stations, etc. A third sourceis ta" on personal incomes1 pa~ment of insurance premium 
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from priYate indiYiduals. Receipts from taxes and other lavies on collective farms, cooperatives, 
andindividualsconstitute, however, only 8%and State loans only 2.8% of the U.,S.S.R. 
Budget in 1954. Bulkofthe receipts come from the first item mentioned above. 

High Turnover Tax and Low Income Tax 

· 6. One of the main characteristics of the Soviet fiscal system is the very high rate of 
turnover tax which is sometimes as much as 500 or 6oo per cent and low rate of income tax 
which varies bet·ween 2% and I3%· This is against the canons of progressive taxation with 
which we are familiar in this country. But the Russian economists are of the view that the 
canons of taxation which prescribe a low rate of sales tax and highly progressive rate of income 
tax in capitalistic societies where there is no direct State control over personal income are not 
applicable to a socialistic society where levels of personal income are directly controlled by 
the State. In such a society income tax need not be a tool for reducing socialinequalicy but repre-. 
sents only the contribution which the individual should pay towards the cost .of administration
ofthe ccuntry. The turnover tax, on the other hand,is considered to beveryimportantfor 
such a society in as much as it serves as a tool of economic control especially for maintaining a 
balance between supply and demand of various commodities. · 

7. Soviet authorities make quite an extensive use of financial _measures as an instruin~t 
for controlling porduction and distribution and utilise what they call "credit-banking" as 
well as "finance-budget" methods for this purpose. -, 

Role of State Banks in Financial Control (Credit-Banking Method}· 

8. The banks which are all owned by the State serve both as the treasury and as the 
accounting .centre for all enterprises in the country. They also provide short.,-term . creQ.it. 
Every Stateand cooperative organisation must keep its funds in the State ba.-:ks.· By keeping 
accounts of individual enterprises, organisations and institutions, supervisingthe.i,r monetary 
transactions and making payments according to the provisions of.the State budget, -the banks 
are enabled to control the whole of the circulating funds in the economy. The fundamental 
tasks of this control are :-

(i) to supervise and to assist the execution of financial operations as provid~d in the plan; 

(ii) to stimulate better utilization of resources by factories, firms and other enteij>rises 
and to show the possibility of more effective utilization of basic -funds,. quick 
repayment ofloans, reduction of costs of production and distribution, stimulation of 
savings, etc.; 

(iii) to audit the accounts of all State enterprises and prev:ent misuse of State funds_; and 

(iv) to strengthen financial (budgetary, credit, and accountitlg) discipline in general. 

Role of the State Budget (Budget-Finance Method) 

9· It is, however, the State budget which is the basic financial plan of the State that 
consolidates finance relating to all branches of national economy, industry, crop production, 
administration, defence, etc. This basic financial plan is based on the various indiCes of the 
2g P.C. 
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national economic plan, e.g., volume of capital investment, quantity, quality and cost of different 
products, volume of turnover and stocks of goods, volume of education, health, etc. The 
fundamental tasks of financial planning are held to be; 

(i) estimation of the resources of national economy, their allocation for the satisfaction 
of the various urgent needs of the Society according to prescribed priorities and the 
full mobilisation of all these resources; 

(ii) stimulation of the effective :utilisation of all materials, labour and monetary 
resources and ensuring the maximum possible economy; 

(iji) guaranteeing the planned proportions in the national economy, maintenance of 
the conformity between distril;>ution of incomes and the distribution of the goods 
produced according to the national economic plan. 

Role of Soviet Ministry of Finance V,is-A- Vis Administrative Departments 
10. While it is the Planning Commission which formulates the national economic plan, 

it is the Mintstry of Finance which prepares the State budget in the light of the approved plan 
and takes the responsibility for the proper implementation of the financial part of the national 
plan. In this context it may not be out of place to describe the role which the Soviet Ministry 
of Finance plays vis-a-vis the administrative Ministries. Once the annual operational plan 
which is formulated largely in physical terms is finally decided each administrative Ministry 
proposes the budget provision in financial terms according to that plan and this is scrutinised 
by the Ministry of Fin!ffice. After the budget has been approved by the Government, the 
administrative Ministries are free to spend the amounts as laid down in the plan. There is 
no question of further expenditure sanction as is the practice in this country. Each officer 
in .charge of a certain budget head is free to spend the allotted amount without any further 
reference to the Finance Ministry. This is considered important because it is the officer in 
charge who is held responsible for the expenditUre of the. sum provided and carrying out the pro
ject ~oncerned. If the officer falls to carry out the project and if the sum. provided remains 
unspent then h~ becomes liable to disCiplinary action: On the other harid, if the Filiarice 
· .Miiustry's· concurrence was necessary~·-befor~·-any·· ·exp~nditure could be undertaken: ·theri 
the officer concerned could not be made entirely responsible for non-fulfilment ofhis part 

:of. the. plan .. Hence~ once the budget is· passed, the Finance Ministry holds only a watching 
brief and has no power to· interfere on its own account with the working of any administrative 
Ministry, From each spending Department it gets a short report regarding expenditure every 
month and a detailed report every three months. It scrutinises- these reports and if it is 
dissatisfied with any action taken or if it feels that the situation has changed so much since the 
budget was provided, that certain expenditure which has been sanctioned in the project should 
not be made under the new circumstances it first draws the attention of the officer concer-

' ned and has a discussion with him. If there is no agreement and if the Finance Ministry feels 
that the subjet is important enough the Finance Minister contacts the Minister in charge of the 
Department under question and discusses the matter with him. If there is no agreement and the 
Finance Minister feels that the matter is important enough to be taken to the Cabinet, he sends 
a note to the Cabinet, which then examines the question in the light of the explanation given by 
the Minister in charge of the Department concerned and it is only the Cabinet which has the 
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power to give a directive to the Department not to proceed with the expenditure in question. 
Until this directive is given by the Cabinet, the Department concerned is free to go on with the 
expenditure as was originally planned. We were told that this procedure has the advantage 
that it places the responsibility for action squarely on the Department concerned and at the 
same time it enables the Finance Ministry to keep under review the different ite~s of the expen
diture. And since it is only the Cabinet which can take a decision that certain expendi
ture should not be incurred the Officer in charge cannot plead that he could not take any 
action because of interference from sombody also. If the Cabinei asks him not to spend the 
money and not to go on with the project, then naturally he has no further responsibility. 

r r. Considerable importance is given in the U.S.S.R. to keeping a continuous watch over 
the progress of the plan, taking effective and prompt measures to remove any bottlenecks or other 
obstacles which may crop up from time to time and adjusting the plan suitably to meet changing 
circumstances as and when necessary. For this purpose a number of indices are prepared 
designed to bring out the three main balances of the economy, viz. (i) material balances relating· 
to correlation between production and comsumption of different products in kind, l'roduction, 
depreciation and distribution of capital goods, utilisation of raw materials, accumulation of 
consumer~ goods, exports, imports, etc. ;~(ii) labour balances relating to availability, distribution 
and utilisation of different types of unskilled and skilled labour, technicians, specialists,. etc. ; 
and (iii) financial balances relating to distribution of national income as between accumulation 
and different types of consumption, allocation of capital investments as between pr~ductive 
enterprises and social and economic overheads, volume and djstributio~ of wage funds and mar
ket funds, volume of commodity circulation, volume and distribution of the cash· plan of the 
State bank, etc. It is the duty of the Planning Commission and the various Ministries to keep 
a constant watch over th~se indices and take such action as would ensure ~ balanced. develop
ment of the national economy. Any default on the part of an officer in charge <Jf ·a depart· 
ment or enterprise is very severely dealt with. "Norms" of performance are nxcd.in each case 
and full powers given at each level commensurate with the responsibility prescribed. While 
overfulfilment of the "norm" brings handsome rewards, under-fulfi~ent means automatic re
duction of remuneration in ordinary cases and removal from office or even more severe punish
ment in cases of serious default except where there are satisfactory extenuating circumstances~-
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PLANNING TECHNIQUES 

by 

DR. R. BALAI<RISHNA ' .. 
t. Ailtls of Pl~u1i1ing 

I. Desire ~0 plan arises out of a shortcoming in the economy relatively to advanced 
countries. 

2. A belief that through planning it would be possible to achieve certain things which may 
not be possible under free private enterprise. 

3. Aims can only be broad and necessarily vague. They should not be fantastic, but they 
cannot be specific. They ought not to be inconsistent with each other-compromise. 
Nor can they be unrealistic in relation to overall resources. For example, doubling 
per capita income, raising living standards, aiming at full employment, achievement 
of; a Welfare State. 

II. Aims should take the form of targets for realising the desired ends 

I. Nature of the targets would depend on the type of pattern desired-Socialistic pattern. 
I 

2. The kind of balance between targets would also depend upon the priority among the 
aims. 

3· Targets in their llltimate analysis would be governed by the resources available. To 
! 

some extent resources could be imported and also internally created. So simultaneous 
endeavour has to be made to create them. Sq achievement of target has to be graduated 
ove~ a period. 

4· Targets have to be dovetailed : that is, the achievement of one should concurrently be 
related to the utilization of it in the realisation of other targets. The output in one 
sector must be matched with the off-take in another. If IO million tons of steel 
production is taken as a target, the fabrication of it and the actual utilization in other 
directions should also be planned. There should therefore be a timing in related 
targets. Some targets could no doubt be independent of each other. Steel and 
textiles could be independent; but even they in their ultimate effects are related to 
each other: textile machinery require steel. 

S· In fixing targets an overall resource allocation is automatically determined. 

(a) In the first instance, we must see whether such resources are available. 

(b) Also study from w.here the resources come; are they unutilized resources or do 
they move from other sectors ? Is such movement in conformity with the overall 
objectives or. has it been having adverse repercussions on the achievment of other 
targets? In the absence of regimentation even within the Public Sector, what 
incentives are to be offered either to encourage or discourage such movement. 



Or should there be any direct method of controlling such movement~ This is 
the dynamics of planned operation. 

6. Targets should be flexible : what might have appeared as an optimum combination at 
the beginning may cease to be so with experience. 

IU. Method of achieving the targets: the technique of the production function.· 

I. Here the sphere of planning is narrow : the firm or individual establishment. 

2. Purpose is to attain efficiency in production. Otherwise, while the overall structure 
of the planned economy may be sound there is a risk of its functioning at a low level 
of efficiency. 

3· Optimum combination of factors; the size of the unit, the proportion of the factors 
combined, the nature of managerial competence and Scientific Management. 

-4· Measurement of Productivity : Labour productivity variations to be ascertained: 
input-putput ratio. Methods for maintaining productivity at a high level. . 

5· Creation of External Economies: Their non-availability in under-developed areas. 
Planning for their availaiblity. Starting of suitable subsidiary and supplementary 
industries in the vicinity of industrial areas. 

IV. The Private Sector : Capitalist Planning 

I. Parallel maintenance to avoid complete regimentation and' to have the benefit of free 
enterprise. The gain would outweigh the loss of perfect and precise· planning. 
Still comprehensive planning is possible. 

2. Private sector to be made to conform to the overall plan which is for the whole economy: 
Method of doing it is to give in the first instance blueprints of the pian to each ~dus
trial segment of the economy. Then through the fiscal method offer incentives and 
impose deterrents to win adherence. Even subsidies may be paid, if necessary. 
Direct methods of control on capital issue and on raw materials. 

3. Tendency and manner of conflict : outbidding each other for resources: resist the in
fluence of deterrents and incentives particularly when they are weak. Deliberate 
failure to co-operate with the public sector to reach targets. Attempts to thwart ' 
the efforts of the Public Sector particularly when the two sectors are integrated in the 
reaching of particular targets. F or example, when adequate steel is not ma.de available 
to locomotive manufacture, machine tool and other State-owned ·industries. 

-4· Deterioration in the spirit of enterprise: sphere assigned may be narrow, less profitable 
and more ·risky. Freedom and activity may be curtailed _by direct and indirect 
methods of control; tax burdens may be heavy reducing the incentive to effort. 
Recent labour welfare measures. A general dislike of the mixed· economy. A 
potential fear of nationalisation and the Socialistic pattern. Therefore a reluctance 
to make heavy financial commitments. More interested ill quick returns than in 
long-run nability of industry-negligence of depreciation and _replacement. ' 
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S· Optimum combination of factors and productivity may not be at their best owing to 
short-run considerations. So State may have to institute Working Parties and 
Productivity Experts to enquire and report. Individual interest may not conform to 
national interest. 

6. Agriculture the largest segment of the Private Sector. 

(a) Fiscal methods ineffective in making it conform to overall plan. 

(b) Direct methods of control difficult, as large numbers are involved and they are 
scattered. 

(c) Mass awakening and subsidies in kind, for example, fertilisers, seeds, etc.: National 
Extension Service and Community Projects most appropriate. 

V. Financial and Physical Planning 

1. The two are not contradictory: Physical Planning absolutely essential for giving con
creteness to effort. 

2. ~inax;tce is the mobilizer of Physical Planning. Therefore finance has to be planned. 

3· Neither of them alone can set things going. Mere finance out of proportion to physical 
resources will either not be absorbed or result in inflation. 

4· The decision to have a certain volume of investment for doubling the national income 
over a period is on the assumption that the physical resources exist and would be 
forthcoming. But an accurate estimate of it before implementation is essential. 
If that falls short, the financial plan must be curtailed. · 

S· Similarly, financial allocation for particular segments would depend on the resources 
specific to each and the degree to which diversion of general resources would be 
possible. Investment in each segment should also be governed by rate of producti
vity among them. Acceleration ~f higher productivity segments would result in a 
quicker increase of national income. 

VI. Dynamics of Planning 

r. It is a static approach to think merely in terms of targets and investments; the resources 
have to come from somewhere. 

2. Unused resources and personnel could no doubt be pressed into service but they may · 
not be sufficient; even if sufficient, their employment and the consequent expenditure 
by them would alter the overall equilibrium of the economy. If a diversion of resources 
becomes necessary, their movement must be watched and provided for in the subse
quent operation of the Plan. 

3· So concurrently with the implementation of the Plan, a study of the dynamics of the 
factors of production should be set afoot. In the absence of regimentation, the influ .. 
ence of factor prices on automatic reallocations should be observed. \"\' e may fail 
to reach certain targets if resources leave the segment for want of any special attach .. 
ment to it either on account of disagreableness of work or absence of monetary 

incentives. 
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4· With a Grand Plan having investments on several fronts, the small-scale ·sector even 
if self-employed and the unorganized group are likely to lose their personnel. If 
fostering them is also an objective, special measures have to be adopted. 

5. At the end of every phase of the Plan period, the Planning authority must be in possession 
of information regarding such dynamics and make suitable adjustments for the future. 

Vll. The Overall PQttern of the Economy 
r. Existing pattern and desired change: If capitalisti~ and individualistic, why change 

desired ? Perhaps does not conform to the welfare ideal. 

2. Value judgement the basis of assessing the shortcoming of the existing pattern. Opti
cal evidence of poverty and riches. No statistical study of distribution of wealth 
and determintion of poverty line. 

3· Clear definition of Welfare Ideal which is the objective. The pattern is the means of 
achieving it. It may be one of the many ways of reaching it and need not necessarily· 
be the best. Is it certain mi~um income or standard of living and communal con
sumption of as many essential things as possible ? Also Social Security. Who wou14 
define the above ? What should be the degree of disparity in wealth ~d income ? 
Or is it merely to take off the edge of Capitalism ~y preventing a few abnormalities 
of it? 

4· What would be the features of the Socialistic Pattern ? . 
(a) The ultimate purpose of economic activity is to enhance the well-being of the 

people. But this is a platitude unless a concrete form is given to ·the idea. 

(b) It may take the form of certain target which alone would conduce to human 
well-being taking the present standard of life. 

(c) It could also determine the form of economic organisatio111·-: the small and 
medium scale in preference to large scale. _ .... 

(d) It might mean a general State control over key resources even though they 
may be allowed to be utilized by private enterprise. ,··No private monopoly 
to be permitted. 

(e) In marketing, no form of organized control by private parties to be permitted. 
State intervention to break them either through importation or by maintenance 
of buffer stocks of essential goods. 

(f) Earnings in various occupations should have a floor . below which they ought 
not to be allowed to fall. -

(g) A turnover tax for State saving and investment for the amelioration of the 
poor, such as slum clearance and building of houses for the poor~ free 
education, etc. 

(h) Social Security with a wide coverage, 
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LEVEL OF LIVING 

A S'ftlDY OF TRENDS IN VARIOUS COMPONENTS 

(Economic Division, Planning Commission) 

In the case of countries undertaking planned economic development, the problem of the 
measurement of the level of living is central to the formulation and subsequent evaluation of 
their economic and social programmes. The object of this paper is to work out the various 
components of the level of living in India and to examine the recent trends in these compo
nents. Such a study may be useful for fixing some of the targets for India's Second Five 
Year Plan. 

2. The level of living is a composite entity whose totality cannot be conveyed by any single 
comprehensive indicator. For the purpose of measurement it is necessary to break up 
the concept of the level of living into specific components. Lists of such "components" have 
been suggested in some of the publications of the U.N. agencies.• We have, in the main, fol
lowed the listing of components proposed in the U.N. Experts' Report on "International 
Definition and Measurement of Standards and Levels of Living, 1954·" The problem of 
measurement of these components involves choice of suitable 'iDdicators' and in this connec
tion the inadequacy of statistical data is a limitation. Besides, it has to be borne in mind that 
the concept of the level of living in its broader aspect also includes certain non-material 
elements which cannot be quantitatively measured. 

3· The major 'components' of the level of living in India may be broadly expressed as 
below:-

(i) Health, 
(ii) Food and nutrition, 
(iii) Clothing, 
(iv) Housing, 
(v) Education, including literacy, 
(vi) Employment and conditions of work. 

In what follows, an attempt has been made to examine the recent trends in the various 
'components' and to set forth certain broad conclusions which emerge from the study. 

(i) Health 

Figures on life expectation and mortality rates are important indicators of changes in 
health conditions. The significance of demographic trends in assessing the social and economic 

'"'c.f. Worker's Standard of living-Studies and Reports, I. L. 0.; Essentials of Rural Welfare, 1949, 
F.A.O.; International Definition and Meaiurement of Standards an4 Le'llels of Living, 1954, 
~epon by U .N ~ Ex:perts 

• 
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advance has been stressed in the U.N. Study on the "Determinants and Consequences · 
of Population Trends." Available data indicate that high mortality rates are generally asso
ciated with low per capita incomes, high ratios of illiteracy, and a large· proportion of 
population engaged in agriculture. However, figures on expectation of life and mortality rates . 
are dependent not only on actual living conditions but also on the provision of medieal facili
ties. in India, the figures on expectation of life at birth have shown consistent.improvement 
over the past few decades, having risen from 23 · 63 for males and 23 · 96 for females in 1901 
to 32 · 45 for males and 31 ·66 for females in 1951. The table below sets out for recent years 
the trends in the annual death rate and infant mortality rate. 

Table I 

Year 

1938 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 

*Number of deaths per 1000 persons. 

Crude 
Death 
Rate* 

23'7 
IS·8 
r6·o 

14'4 
13•6 
** 

tDeaths of Infants under 1 year of age per 1000 live births. 
**Provisional figures relating to monthly death rates are available. 

Year 1953 Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 
April 
May 
June 

1954 Jan. 
Feb. 
Mar. 

Source: Monthly Abstract of Statistt'cs. 

Crude 
Death 
Rate 

13·8 
n·8 
12'7 
13'1 
13"7 
13'4 

14'3 
n·s 
ii·8 

July 
Aug. 
Sept. 
Oct. 
Nov. 
Dec. 

April 
May 
June 

. 

Infant 
Mortality 

Ratet 

J,67 
123 
127 
124 
n6 

N.A. 

Crude' 
Death 
Rate 

14•8 
17'1 
17'1 
19•J 
16·9. 
16•1, 

n·6 
.13•.1'· 
12"3 
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' 
The decline in mortality cannot, however, always be construed as a reflection of improved 
eeanomic conditions of the population. "There is evidence that the per capita production 
of foodstuffs and raw materials decreased in the post-war years and it is likely that the de
crease was the greatest in certain under-developed countries. However, it appears that 
public health and medi~ technique have provided for the maintenance and extension of 
human life without an accompanying improvfment in the econcmic condition." (The Deter
minants and Consequences of Population Trends, 1953). In India, during the post-war 
years per capita availability of food supply was at a lower level as compared to pre-war standards 
yet the post-war demographic. trends show an improvement. As just stated, improvement 
in heahh conditions is brought about not only by improved economic conditions but also 
by increase in medical facilities and by special campaigns to fight specific diseases. The 
extent of health and medical facilities available can be broadly indicated in terms of the 
number of hospital beds and physicians in relation to the population. The table below shows 
~e recent trends in .these indices. lt will be seen that the number of hospital beds per 
million persons was 317 in 1953-54; it is expected to be 327 by 1955-56 if the current Plan 
target of adding Io,ooo beds to 113,500 available in 195o-51 is realised. During the present 
Plan period, there has been a stepping up of public expenditure on health; it has risen from 
Rs. 28 crores (Centre and States) in 195o-51 toRs. 43 crores (Centre and States) for 1954-55. 
In terms of per capita expenditure on health, the increase has been from 12 annas in 195o-51 
to about 18 annas in 1954-55. .Nonetheless, the provision of medical and health facilities 
available to the population remainS far from adequate and calls for increased public expendi
tore during the next Plan period 

Table II 

Number of beds (in Number of registered 
hospitals and urban physicians 

Year Population and rural di~pensa-
(in ries) 

millions) · 
Total Per Mill. Total Per 

Persons Million 
Persons 

1943..;44. 329"0 N.A. 47.500 144•7 
1949-50. 354"9 111,523 314"3 56,249 158·s 

' 195<>-51 . 359"3 113,557 316·8 59·317 165·1 
1951•52 . 363·8 61>457 168·9 

1952-53 368"4 64,002 173"9 
1953•54: : 373"0 118,349 317"3 

1954•55' 
1955-?6 (Plan target) 382•3 . 125,037, 327"0 

Source: D.G.H.S. 
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(ii) Food and Nf-!tritian 

The per capita calorie intake provides a useful indicator of changes in the level'of food 
consumption. The table below gives the trends in national average food supplies in terms 
of calories. 

Year 

1934-38* .• 
1948-49 
1949-50 
195o-51 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 

*Includes Pakistan. 

Table III 

. ' 

Average 
(calories) 

1970 
1620 
1620 
1630 
1590 

The total calorie figure covers consumption of cereals, sugar,· pulses, potatoes, meat, milk, fats 
. and oils. 

(Source : U.N. StatisticaJ Year Book) 

The figure for I95 I -52 stood at a low level of I 590 as compared to I970 in I934-38 for undivi
ded India and as against the estimated requirement of 2250 calories in. a country like lndiat. 
This downtrend in calorie intake was reversed in subsequen\ years. This is confirmed by the 
figures on average availability of cereals as shown in the table below :-

Year 

1934-38 (average) 
1947-48 
1948-49 • 
1949-50 • 
195o-51 • 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 

• 

Table IV 

Availability 
per 

adult per 
day 

(Ounces) 

16•3 
13·5 
13'4 
13'7 
12'9 
12'7 
13'7 

. 14'9 

(Details see in Annexure). 

tc.f. F.A.O.'s Second World Food Survey and Year Book of Food arid Agriculture Statistics. 
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In the last two or three years there has been an appreciable improvement in the levels of cereal 
consumption. Although figures for cereal consumption by themselves do not p·rovide a direct 
measure of nutritional intake or of the distribution of food _within the population, they can still 
be taken as broadly indicative of changes in the nutritional level. The minimum of cereals 
required in a balanced diet was placed by the Nutrition Advisory Committee at 14 oz. 
per adult per day. For I949-50, the estimated cereal production was 45 ·I million tons, 
with the average availability of I3 · 7 ounces per adult per day. During I95D-5I and 1951-52 
the average cereal availability was I2 · 9 and 12 · 7 ounces respectively. The I952-53 average 
cereal availability was more or less back to the 1949-50 level and by 1953-54 it had exceeded 
the minimum nutritional standard. With the estimated production of s6. I million tons, 
which exceeded the Plan target by 3 · 5 million tons, the cereal availability for I953-54 comes 
to I4·9 ounces per adult per day; this is higher than at any time in the post-war period. 

In regard to pulses and grams, the Nutrition Advisory Committee had suggested a 
minimum availability of3 oz. per adult per day. In I95D-5I, the estimated production of grams 
and pulses was 8 · 3 million tons, with average availability of 2 ·I oz. per adult per day. To 
reach the 3 oz. level by the end of the First Plan, it would have required additional pro
duction of 4 million tons, whereas the Plan target was fixed at only I million additional tons 
of grams and pulses. While this target was exceeded by o· 3 million tons in I953-54, the average 
availal;>ility of 2 · 4 oz. for th~lt year was still below the minimum requirement of 3 oz. per adult 
per day. Data in regard to the availability of protective foods, (i.e.t milk, ghee, fruit and 
vegetables, fish, meat and eggs etc.) are inadequate. However, some rough idea about the 
inadequacy of their present consumption levels can be had from the table belo\_V : 

Table V 

~(Oz. per adult per day) 

Minimum Estimated availability 
Nuttitional -------------------------
requirement 195o-51 1951-52 1952-53 

Ghee and Vegetable Oil 2 0'36 0'33 0'29 

Milk and milk products 10 4'8 5'1 5'0 

Meat, fish and eggs. 4 0'4 0'4 0'4 

Fruits and nuts 3 1'9 1'9 1•8 

Sugar and Jaggery 2 1'5* 1'6* 1'4* 

Leafy vegetables ~} 1·6 N.A. N.A. 
Other vegetables 

*In terms of gur. 

Source : Food Situation in Jndia-1939-53• Ministry of Food and Agriculture. 
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If the targets for the next Plan were to be based on the ac;sumption of maintaining 1953-54 
consumption levels, output of cereals would have to be increased from 56. I million ton~ in -
1953-54 to 61.2 million tons in 1960-61. The present availability of pulses and grams is, 
however, still below the minimum nutritional requirement of 3 oz. per adul~ per day, and tQ 
obtain that requirement, output would have to be increased from 9. 9 million tons in 1953-54 
to about 13 million tons in 1960-61. In addition to providing for these minimum increases 
in the production of cereals and pulses, the next Plan would have to provide for substantial 
increases in protective foods. 

(iii) Clothing 

Between 1927-28 and 1937-38, the per capita consumption of ~loth was estimated to be 
between 15 and 16 yards. Thereafter, until 1947-48, it varied between 12 and -14 yards. 
The subsequent trend in the quantity available for consumption is indicated in the _ table 
below: 

Table VI 

Production Export 

Year Population 

Mill- Hand- Mill-
made loom made 

made 

195o-51 359'3 3664 804 1210 

1951-52 363·8 4076 843 388 

1952-53 368·4 4598 no8 565 

1953-54 373·0 4879 1300 706 

1954-55• 377'6 49.)0 1500 750 

*Estimates. 

For 1950-51, average availability of cloth was at a lo~ level of 9 yards, .because of low 
production and large exports. For the subsequent years, the quantity available for consump
tion shows an upward trend. The Plan target for 1955-56-mill production of-4,700 million 
yards and handloom production of 1,700 million yards, with an allowance for exports 
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of 1,000 million yards-was aimed at a per capita figure of 15 yards. By 1953-54, 
mfll. production had already exceeded the Plan target. For 1954-55, mill production 
is estimated at 4,950 million yards and handloom cloth at 1,500 million yards. Allowing 
for exports of 8oo million yards, we may reasonably expect the average cloth consumption 
in 1954-55 to be at a level envisaged for the final year of the Plan. 

For 1960-61, the Textile Enquiry Committee has estimated the per capita cloth require
ment at 18 yards. If we accept this figure for the next Plan, the quantity of cloth available 
for consumption will have to be increased from 5,415 million yards in 1953-54 to 7,323 million 
yards i~ 1960-61. In other words, allowing for an export target of between 1,000 and 
1,200 million yards, total production of both mill-made and handloom cloth will have to 
be between 8,300 and 8,500 million yards as compared to 6,400 million yards estimated for 

1954-55· 

(iv)· Housing 

A vailab~ statistical data in regard to housing are very inadequate. In India, over the 
past fe:w decades, a rapid increase in population especially in the urban areas has taken plac_e. 
In the decade 1941-51, while the rural population increased by9 per cent the urban popula· 
tion increased by 41 per cent. At the close of the decade, the shortage in urban houses was · 
estimated at.l8lakhs* in addition to 10 lakhs houses requited for displaced persons from 
Pakistan. Statistics for the number of urban and rural houses as given in the National 
Income Committee Report are as below :-

Table VII 

Number of rural houses (lakhs) 

· Number of urban houses (lakhs) 

1948-49 1949-50 195Q-51 

542'3 

97'8 

541·6 

99'7 

541'0 

101·6 

It will be seen that over . these three years, the number of rural houses shows a fall apd 
this fits into the trend which characterised the decade 1941-51. The number of urban houses 
over this period, however, shows an increase which represents a rate of growth of the order 
of 2 per cent per annum. There has since been a considerable increase in urban construction 
activity. This is borne out by the trends in the output and consumption of cement which 
can be taken to be broad indicators of investment activity, in this sector. 

*Environmental Hygiene Committee's I;stimate. 



Year 

1938 • 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954-}an. 

Feb .• 
Mar. 
Apr •. 
May. 

June 
July . 
Aug •. 
Sept •. 

Source 
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Table VIII 

OutpUt 

Total 
('ooo tons) 

1404"0 
2612"4 
3195•6 
3537•6 
3780·0 

Monthly Abstract of Statt'stics. 

Monthly 
average 

('ooo tons) 

II7·0 
217"7 
266•3 

.294•8 
315~0 

362·8 
351"9 
389•0 
359•8 
373"4 
352"5 
36s·x 
342'•5' 
36x·s 

·( 

Consumption · 

· (Moil:thly 
average ' 

despatches) 
('oootons) 

·-
218 

!: ... 2f?5 
~96 

. 3!3. 
A6.1· 
~8 
392 
383 
361 
354 
'§&I 

: 356 ,.', 
' \ 1- ' 
.337 

.. ~~·. 

Data in regard to output and consumption of cement indicate that investrt'i'ent -a~tivitY' :in 
urban construction sector is going up. The cement output for 1953-54* shows an increase of 
so over the year I950-5 I. It is true that part of the increased demand for cement has ori- . 
ginated from the public sector on account of large outlays on multi-purpose pro)ecis and i 

other building activity. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to assume that there has 'beeh a 'consi
derable increase in urban construction activity. Over the present Plan period,. we may ex
pect the number of urban houses to increase by about Ij .% 'This order 'of increase 'poStulate~ I 
an average annual rate of growth of 2.4% as compared to an annual increase of abo-dt 2% 
during· the period I 948-49 to I 950-5 I. The annual increase in urban houses may be 'expect
ed to be proportionately larger in the later years of the Plan. In absolute figures;the ·num
ber of urban houses at the end of the present Plan period 0111 be placed at about 1 I.S lakhs a~ : 
compared to IOI .6 lakhs in 1950-5I. · · · 

; , I J 

The number of urban houses assumed for 1955-56 would be sufficient to maintain avail· 
ability ofhousing at the 1950·5I level, provided the urban population over the five,-year 
period did not increase by, say, more than 15%. It has, howev-er, to be remembered that the 
availability of housing in I950-5I, with urban population at 6 crores, was itSelf ·short ·of re· 
2~P.C. . 



quirements by about 20 Therefore, in order to produce any impression on the present 
housing situation, the number of urban houses available may have to be increased from some 
115 lakhs in 1955·56 to about 150 lakhs by 1960-61. Even if we aim at having qo lakh 
urban houses by 196o-61, we shall have to provide over the Second Plan period for an addi
tion of s lakh houses every year as compared to an average annual increase of about 2. 7 
lakh houses during the First Plan. 

(t') Education 

Among the useful indicators of the educational co mponent of the level of living are tbe 
proportion of children 6-14 years of age attending or enrolled in schools, attendance or enrol
ment in post-pr.lmary schools, number ofpnmary schools per 100,000 of population in 6-14 
years age group and pupils per teacher. Most of these relate to the achievement of literacy. 
They rould be supplemented by data relating to the university and higher education and hy 
statistics on circulation of newspapers and periodicals per certain number of population anJ 
libr.iry and museum facilities, etc. However, literacy by itself can be taken to be~e most 
direct measure of the non-material conditions of living. The_ table below gives some of the 
relevant data upto I9SI-j2.. 

Table IX 

1939-40. 1949-50 195~51 1951-~· 

A. (a) Total Population (6-14) (lakhs) 598•76 6n·21 687•42 697"57 
(ia) School-going Population (lakllS) • 136·82 208·2 2.20"45 229"43 
(w) Percentage of (ia) to (a) 22•9 30"7 32"1 32"9 

B. (a) Total Population (14-23) (lakhs) . 550"2.6 622·64 631•97 641·3:> 

(ia) School-going Population (14-23) (lakhs) 5·65 16·84 18•72 21"75 

(w) Percentage or (ia) to (i) 1"3 2"7 3"0 3"4 

C. (•) Number of Primary and Middle Schools 2,00,254 2,17·746 2,23,267 2,29,225 

(ia) Number or Schools per Ioo,ooo of population 
(6-14) 

335 322 325 329 

D. (•) Number of pupils per teacher in primary 
schools. 

30 ~4 ~ 34 

(ia) Number of pupils per teacher in middle and 
high schools. 

22 25 24 23 

E. (i) Enrolment in professional and technical insti- 4·8o 15"09 16·53 . N.A. 
tutions. (lakbs) 

(ia) Enrolment per 100,000 of population . 152 422 457 N.A. 

•Figures in Table VII, relate to Calendar Years. For 1953-54, production of ttment was 
40,28.000 tons as compared to 2.6,9z,ooo tons in 1951r51. 
•Relates to British India. 
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For subsequent years, steady progress can be inferred from the increase in the public 
expenditure in education. This rose from Rs. 6I crores (Centre and States) in 195o-51 to 
Rs. 100 crores (Centre and States) in 1954-55. In terms of per capita e:x-penditure, the 
increase has been from Re. I and II as. in I95D-51 to Rs. 2 and IO as. in 1954-55. 

For primary education, the revised Plan target was 38,000 additional primary schools and 
addition of 40 lakh pupils to the 195o-5I number. The five-year target for basic education 
was in addition to this and aimed at 9,500 basic schools and 27 lakh pupils. By the end of the _ 
present Plan period, the proportion of population (6-14) going to primary and basic schools 
is expected to be 38% as against 32% in I95D-5I and 23% in 1939:-40. In the lightofthe 
'Directive Principles• of the Constitution, the next Plan target should aim at the provision of 
primary school facilities for the entire population of children between 6 and 14 years of age. 
l\ioreover, facilities for technical education will have also to expand substantially and all this 
would call for ·considerable increase in the expenditure on education. 

(vi) Employment 

Available employment data in the country relate to the urban section of population which -
forms but a small proportion of the total active population. The basic fact which governs 
the level of living of the majority of the active population in the agricultural sector is under
employment rather than unemployment and it is in regard to the degree of under-employment 
that it becomes difficult to devise suitable indicators. Some idea of the magnitude of the 
problem can be had from the occupational structure and the per capita real earnings· in 
different occupational categories. Available figures on distribution of working force by 
industrial origin show that over the five years, I948-49 to I952-53, the proportion of active 
population engaged in agriculture and allied activities has remained more or less constant at 
about 72%. It does not appear that the occupational structure will register a:1r_~ignificant 

change by the close of the present Plan period. 

In regard to the state of under-employment in the agricultural sector, certain "useful data 
have become available as a result of the Agricultural Labour Enquiry conducted by the 
l\iinistry of Labour. The enquiry relates to I95o-5I. It shows that an average agricultural 
labourer is idle for about 98 days a year, and on this basis one can say that about 28% of the 
agricultural labourers in the country are either unemployed or under-employed. According 
to the enquiry, I 7 · 6 million families out of a total of 58 million rural households belonged to 
the category of landless labourers. As an appreciable degree of under-employment also 
prevails among rural households cultivating their own lands, it may be reasonable to assume 
that, on the whole, perhaps about 15-20% of the existing· working force in agricuiture is "not 
adequately employed. . 

As regards urban employment, figures on the vol~e of industrial employment and. sta

tistics relating to unemployment throw some light. It will be noted from the table below that the · 
average daily number of workers employed in factories covered by the · Factories Act has not 
shown any improvement over the past few years. 
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._Table X 
(In lakhs) 

/ 
,·· 1938 1947 

~2'74 

1949 

24'34 

1950 1952 1953 

25•08 

· (first 
half) 

24'43 

Source : Monthly Abstract of Statistics 

Over this period, real earnings of industrial workers show a significant increase. The 
all-India index of real earnin:gs (Base : 19.44·100) rose from 99'7 in 1945 to 172 ·6 in 1951. 
F9r subsequent years, corresponding data are not available, but average annual earnings of 
f~ctory workers have not shpwn any decline since 1951. On the other hand, the consumer 
price index has come down. Thus, whereas the, volume of industrial employment has re
mained more or less static, it can be presumed that real wages of industrial workers, on the 
whole, have improved. 

On the other hand, the unemployment statistics show certain disquieting trends. The 
following table show~ the numbers on the live registers of the Employment Exchanges. 

. ' . 

Table XI 

Year (Quarter. e~ding December) 
1 ; . .' ' 

1949 

1950. 

1_~51 

1952. 

1953 

1954 

Number of persons regis
tered with employ-: 

ment exchanges 

274>335 

330,743 

328,719 

423,597 

514,991 

587,376 

In interpreting this unemployment statistics, various limitations have to be borne in 
r:nind. An analysis of these data shows that among the persons registered with Employ-

• + j ' I 

ment Exchanges, there are some who are already employed but are seeking. }?e,ter employment. 
It is also likely that greater use is being made of these Exchanges by job seekers.in urban areas. 
~ et the tr~n~. is in91~ative of a lacl< o~ ba)ance betwee.n the growin~ population and the cor• 
resp.onding employment opportunities to absOJ:b them. This . is confirmed by the reports. 
~f ·the various unemployment surveys recently undertaken in the coum.ry whieh show that 
lome 8 to 'xo per cent of the urban working force are without employm~n.t. 
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Conclusions 

The following are the broad conclusions which emerge from this study : 

(i) Figures on mortality and life expectation at birth reflect steady improvement in 
the· health of the people. The health and medical facilities ~ evident from 
the number of hospital beds and physicians per million person~ are, however, 
far from adequate. During the present Plan period the public e~penditure on 
health has risen from Rs. 28 crores (Centre and States) in I95D-5l toRs. 43 crores 
(Centre and States) in 1954-55· In terms of per capita expenditure the increase 
has been from 12 annas in 1950-51 to about 18 annas in 1954-55· In the next 
Plan it will be necessary to provide for a still greater increase. in the public 
expenditure on health. 

(ii) Over the past three years, there has been an appreciable improvement in the· 
levels of cereal consumption. The consumption of cereals in the country has 
risen from 13 oz. per adult per day in 195o-51 to nearly ,IS oz. per adult per 
day in 1953-54. Iq' 1953-54, the Plan target was exceeded and_ the average 
cereal availability was higher than the minimum nutritional requirement of 14 oz. 
per adult per day. The present availability of grams and pulses is, however, 
still below the minimum nutritional requirement of 3 oz. per adult per day. 
The deficiency in the consumption levels of protective foods (i.e., milk, ghee, 
fruits, vegetables, fish, eggs and meat, etc.) is even more pronounc~d. In addi
tion to providing for increases in the production of cereals and pulses, special 
effoJts will be required in the Second Plan towards overcoming the deficiencies 
in protective foods. 

~iii) The Plan period has witnessed steady improvement in the availability of cloth. 
The present Plan target of per capita comsumption of 15 yards is expected to be . 
realised in 1954-55. For 1¢o-61, the Textile Enquiry Committee has estimated 
the per capita cloth requirement at 18 yards. This may be a reasonable target 
for the next Plan. 

(iv) Available data in regard to housing are highly inadequate. For I95D-SI~ housing,
shortage was estimated at more than 18 lakhs in addition to 10 ~ ho1,1ses 
required for displaced persons from Pakistan. During the present Plan periQ<.i, 
the number of urban houses may be expected to increase from 101 ·6 lakh in 
t95o-51 to trslakhs in 1955-56. In order to produce any impression on the pre.;. 
sent honsing situation, the number of houses available. may have to be increased 
i:o some 150 iakhs by r96o-6r. Even if we aim at haying_I4QJakhurb?I_1 __ ho~s~
by 1~-61, we shall have to provide over the Second Plan period, for an addition 
of 5 lakh houses every year as compar¢d to an average annual increase of about 
2 • 7 lakhs during the First Plan. · 
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(v) In regard to education, public expenditure has shown an increase from Rs. 61 crores 
(Centre and States) in 1950-51 toRs. 100 crores (Centre and States) in 1954-:55· 
In terms of per capita expenditure this increase has been Rs. 1/II in 1950-51 
toRs. 2/IO in 1954-55. By the end of the present Plan period, the proportion 
of children (6-14) going to primary and basic schools is expected to be 38% as 
against 32% in 1950-51 and 23% in 1939-40. In the next plan, we may have to 
aim at the provision of primary school facilities for the entire population of 
children between 6-14 years of age. 

(vi) In regard to the state of employment in the country, available stat1st1cs relate to 
the urban section of the population. In the case of majority of population en
gaged in agriculture, under-employment is the basic fact governing the levels 
of living. On the basis of data made available by the Agricultural Labour 
Enquiry, one can hazard some rough estimate and say that nearly 15-20% 
of the entire working force in agriculture may be without adequate means 
of employment. As regards the employment situation in urban areas, in
creased unemployment is noticeable from the /ecent figures of the number of 
persons registered with Employment Exchanges. This is also confirmed by 
the Reports of the various unemployment surveys recently undertaken in the 
country. One can, therefore, say that employment opportunities have not 
been keeping pace with the rapidly growing population. The next Plan must 
aim, at a minimum, at providing employment for 9 to ro million, which represent 
the additional working force. 

(vii) Some idea of the direction in which the levels of living are moving, can be had 
from the per capita national income figures. These are available for the years 
1948-49 to 1953-54 and can be seen from the table below 

Table XII 

1953-54* 1952-53 1951-52 1950-51 1949-50 1948-49 

Net output in Rs. abjat 
at current prices . 1o6·o 98·6 99'9 95'3 90'1 86·5 
at 1948-49 prices 99'5 95'2 91·6 ss· 5 88·2 86·5 

Per capita net outpw t'n Rs. 
at current prices . 283•9 267•4 274'5 265·2 253'9 246·9 
~~. i948-49 pric~ 266·5 258·1 251'7 246'3 248·6 246·9 

*Preliminary. 
· tabja~Ioo crores. 

Source: C.S.O. Estimates of National Income. 
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re ary estunates for 19} . . . 

(at 1948-49 prices) and per capita ~lace the total national income at Rs. 9,950 crores 

~956-51, these figuresrepresentani:~Rs. 266·5 (at 1948-49 prices). As compared_ to 

m the per capita income. (These in ere as~ . 4% in the total national income and of 8. 2% 
could perhaps aim at an increase in national · real terms.) In view of this, the next Plan 

,. f, say, 25% over the five-year period. 
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ANNEXURE 

Population, food production (cereals only) and availability per adult per day 

1948--"54· 

·~ 

Years Population* 
(in 

millions) 

ES~~~roductiont 

Quantity 
available 

for 
consump

tion 
from 

internal 

Quantity 
available 

for 
consump

tion 
after 

allowing· 

Availability 
~adult 

per day 
(ounces) 

I 

.. 
1949 

1950 

1951 . 
1952 

1953 

1954 

adult"/. of 
po~on c~erus 
• :f6% (million 

·(millions) tons) 
/ 

~·· 3 4 

344'3 296·1 43'7 
348·6 299'8 43'3 

353'1 303•6 45'1 

359'3 309'0 41'7 

363·8 313'1 42'9 
368·4 316•7 49'1 

373'0 320·8 s6·1 

sources 
after all
owing for 
seed, etc. 
at 12!% 
(million 

tons) 

5 

38•3 

37'9 

39'5 
36·5 

37'5 
43'0 

49'0 

for 
·imports and 

off-take 
from carry-

over. 
stocks 
(million 
tons) 

6 

40•7 

41'0 

42'4 
40•6 

40'4 
44'2 

48'7 

7 

13'5 

13'4 

13'7 
12'9 

12'7 

13'7 

14'9 

*Figures for 1950 are from FifJe Year Plan-Main RejJO't't; for 1951 from Census ; and 
for subsequent years have been worked out on the basis of 1·25% increase every 
year. 

tProduction figures ref~ to agricultural year, July-June. For instance, figures 
shown under 1948 relate to the agricutlural year, 1947-48. 
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